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TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK
FINAL REPORT

INTRODUCTION

TI-IN United Star Network was a research and demonstration project funded by the United
States Department of Education's Star Schools Program, beginning October 1, 1988 through
September 30, 1990. The demonstration project successfully accomplished the primary
goals and objectives which included: 1) establishment of a satellite-based tele-
communications partnership composed of public institutions of higher education, state
education agencies, a local education agency, and a private telecommunications networlq 2)
installation of satellite receive (downlink) technology in 316 high schools across the nation
which were economically and educationally disadvantaged; 3) demonstration of n-usz
United Star Network as a developer and broadcaster of over 2,600 hours of live, interactive
satellite-based programs, targeted for students and teachers, in the critical subjects of math
and science, and 4) evaluation of the project including, programming and school ptilization.

The final report was designed to provide a detailed summary of the project. For the
reader, the report outlines and discusses the multiple aspects of implementation and
demonstration. These include: an overview of the structure of the partnership, the process
of identifying and equipping site:, the programming developed over the two year project,
challenges encountered during the implementation, technology and programming, project
evaluation, and post Star Schools activities.

1.0 OVERVIEW OF PROJECT PARTNERSHIP

The first goal of the Project was to establish TI-IN United Star Network, a multi-state
telecommunications partnership. The partnership was developed to equalize and increase
access to educational resources in math, science and foreign languages for high school
students and their teachers.

A Role of TI-IN Network, Inc. The TI-LN United Star Network Project was
int*A into the existing infrastructure of the TI-IN Network, Inc. To review TI-1N's
organizationlki (.:hart as it incorporated the United Star Network, see Chart One. The
extensive sateilitc tti,7Jivc'ry experience and multi-services provided by TI-IN Network Inc.
was employed to: faci.iitasi the acquisition and installation of hardware, schedule and
deliver instnictional program%, t.r.id develop promotional and information dissemination
materials. In addition, TI-IN, as iic was responsible for disbursement of funds
and quarterly reporting for the Project.
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Chart One
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1.2 TI-1N United Star Network Partnershiii. The foundation of this Star
Schools Project involved a telecommunications partnership consisting of private enterprise,
state agencies of education, institutions of higher education, and local education agencies.
The partnership structure was established in Spring 1988. The primary criteria for
participating partners was that each partner, who planned to develop programming, we M
have an existing satellite uplink facility. This facility was to serve as a portion of the ie
kind contribution required by the Star Schools Program.

Them were nine partners that represented six states. They included the following
organizations: University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, California State University at Chico,
Illinois State Board of Education, Mississippi State University at Starkville, North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction, Western Illinois University, Texas Educatien Agency,
Region 20 Education Service Center, and 11-IN Network.

T1-IN Network was selected by the partners to serve as the central fiscal agent and
managing partner. The partnership implemented a participatory type of management style;
whereby, each partner was both represented on a Board of Governance (see the
membership list), and was responsible for coordinating and implementing the Project's,
goals within their geographic region as well as nationwide. State Education representati yes,
who wetv not official partners (Alabama and Mississippi), were invited to serve on the
Board.

The swategy of involving each partner in programming activities, site identification/
management, and Board Meetings was implemented to assure that each partner had a
significant le vel of ownership in successfully implementing the Project goals. Overall, the
responsibilities of each partner included: identifying local school sites; disseminating
information regarding the Project to schools as downlink sites; training new users; financial
management of their program and equipment budget; attending Board meetings; developing
and broadcasang original programming; maintaining inventory of equipment; and writing
quarterly written and financial reports.

1.3 Board of Governance. Each quarter, the Board members consisting of Project
Parmers and representatives from State Departments of Education met to discuss problems,
concerns, and to establish policy regarding operation aspects of the Project. The Board
meetings were designed to provide a working environment where participants discussed
problems and understood the, overall accomplishments of each Partner. The location of
each meeting rotated so to allow each Partner an opportunity to host a meeting. The
Project Officers from the U.S. Department of Education attended four of the meetings.

1.4 Role of State Agencies of Education. All the point of contacts at state
education agencies, which were impacted by the Project, were mailed information about the
Project in Fall 1989. This included all 19 states where: Star Schools sites were designated
aad equipped.

Most of the state agencies of education actively participated in the selection of sites.
Representatives from the six agencies, where the partners resided, were invited to serve on
the Board of Governance. The state representatives assumed an active role in dealing with

2
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certification and accreditation issues. When necessary, because of state agency budget
constraints, TI-IN reimbursed state agency representatives for Board travel expenses.

1.5 Project Personnel. TI-IN Network, Inc., as fiscal agent and managing partner of
the TI-IN United Star Network, hired personnel to administer the Project. All TI-IN
United Star Network personnel were hired in the first quarter.

Project Director:
Programming Manager:
Project Accountant:

Utilization Specialists:

Project Secretary:

Pamela S. Pease, Ph.D.
Sandra La Plante
Mark Armstrong
Nancy Thoss (replaced Mark Armstrong)
Ron Davies
Mark Clapp (replaced Jim Wall)
Mae Beth Trees Hooter

1.5.1 Scope of Responsibilities for Administrative Staff. The Director's primary
responsibility was the overall management and implementation of TI-IN United Star
Network's fiscal and project goals. The Programming Manager coordinated the
instructional programming activities across the partnership as well as scheduled satellit...
time. The Project Accountant was hired to monitor the disbursement of funds and
maintain the financial records of United Star Network. The Project Secretary served as the
administrative assistant providing support to other staff members.

Staff were responsible for filing quarterly financial and written progress reports, answering
inquiries, dispersing funds, coordination of programming and installation of the technology,
and maintaining inventory records of all equipment. In addition, the staff registered the
students for courses and teachers for staff development and college courses. Other duties
included certifying teachers and processing accreditation applications for high school
courses developed under the Project. A great percentage of the Project staff time was
spent calling and follow-up with each and every designated Star Schools site.

13.2 Role of Utilization Specialists. The Utilization Specialists were hired to be the
primary field contacts for downlink sites (LEAs) in Alabama, Mississippi, Illinois, and
North Carolina. As an in-kind contribution, TI-IN Network personnel who assumed similar
roles in California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, New York and
several mid-west states were essigned to be the primary contacts for the Star Schools
funded downlink sites in their regions. The rationale for this breakdown of territories was
to increase face-to-face contact with sites and to reduce travel costs. See Attachment A for
a complete breakdown of the Utilization Specialists.

As the title denotes, these specialists served a pivotal role in the implementation and
utilization of the satellite hardware and programming at Star r downlink (LEA) sites.
Staff members were assigned the following responsibilities: 1) tti meet with the primary
contact(s) at a downlink site for the purpose of outlining the United Star Network Project;
2) to conduct a site survey of each downlink site in preparation for the installation of.

satellite receiving hardware; 3) to conduct training sessions for students and teachers on

3
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how to use the hardware and programming; and 4) to serve as an on-going contact to a
downlink site for the duration of the Project.

1.5.3 Agreements Between United Star Partners. A Letter of Agreement was developed
by TI-IN Network's legal counsel for signature by each partner. These formal agreements
woe tailored to trflect the specific programming goals of each partner and an assurance of
compledon of the goals. Written descriptive and fmancial progress reports were required
quarterly under these agreements. These were signed by May 1989.

1.6 Installation of Headend and Calling Processing for Uplinks. In
November 1988, TI-IN Network began to install equipment at each of the broadcast/uplink
facilities. The retrofit enabled a Ku-band satellite uplink to become compatible with the
specialized technical configuration which provided interactivity via TI-IN Network. This
installation was essential to the delivery of programming. Installation of this equipment at
the uplink sites -- California State University at Chico, Mississippi State University, and
University of Alabama -- were completed during Spring 1989. Uplink sites in North
Carolina and Illinois were equipped outside of the grant funding during the same
timeframe.

1.7 Evaluation. A committee made up of the partners was formed to discuss
evaluation, goals, and objectives. The overall project evaluation plan was developed by
February 1989. Dr. Jennings Bryant from the Communications School at the University of
Alabama was contracted to conduct the evaluation. The Project Director worked with the
Evaluator. Each program entity began developing their own evaluation activities, too.

1.8 Communications and Information Dissemination Activities. A brochure
was developed that described the United Star Network Project This was designed to
provide a general overview of United Star Network's Star Schools demonstration project.
The brochum provided information for two audiences -- staff from recipient downlink sites
(LEAs) and the general public. See Attachment B to review the Brochure.

Promotional videotapes in Year One and Two were developed by TIAN. These videotapes
outlined the Project using a video format. The tape was distributed to the Partners and all
designated sites.

To establish a Project identity, a broadcast quality video logo was developed in Fall 1988.
The logo was used as a leader for each of the instructional programs developed and
broadcast by the TI-IN United Star Network partnership.

1.8.1 General Information Dissemination. The Project Aaff developed and wrote the
user manual entitled, QptrationaLauiddinti. The manual explained in detail how to use
the equipment, register students in courses and programs, logistics about distance learnhig,
and other operational details. See Attachment C to review the document.

Periodically, throughout the duration of the Project, articles were written and published in
TI-IN Network's Subscriber Newsletter that described the activities related to the Project.
See Attachment D to review these publications.
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In general, there was a high level of interest exhibited by news reporters and magazine
editors located across the United States. A general Project press kit was developed and
distributed to each Parmer as well as press organizations. Numerous independent
newspaper and magazine articles were written about the United Star Network. A sample of
these articles were collected from each of the partner states. See Attachment E to review
the sample.

1.8.2 Information Dissemination to Downlink Recipients. Though many news articles
and promotional materials were written about Star Schools, much confusion was
experienced by the potential recipient downlink sites (LEAs). Most had limited information
and understanding regarding Star Schools. The problem was exacerbated by the fact that
these downlink sites knew very little (if anything) about distance learning technology and
instructional services available over distance learning.

To overcome this information gap, several Project Fact Sheets were developed. Packets of
information and the Project videotape were mailed to each of the recipient schools as soon
as they were identified by a downlink site., These informational pieces included: 1)

questions and answers about Star Schools; 2) a list that specified the hardware and
programming award to Star Schools recipients (downlinks); and 3) a list of Program wing
for Year One and Year Two. See Attachment F to review these material's. At the time of
installation, each site was mailed the Operational Guidtlines.

It was the primary responsibility of the Utilization Specialists to follow-up with each
downlink site to clarify questions and pro ride additional information. The United Star
Network's videotape was shown to personnel at downlink sites, as another information
dissemination technique. When possible, project personnel and utilization staff made face-
to-face presentations to staff at designated sites.

In addition, each of the United Star Network Partners, who designated and identified sites,
provided information to each school that reinforced their regional commitment and
identification. These activities included writing letters, following-up on the telephone, and
organizing regional group meetings.

1.8.3 TI-IN United Star Network Open House. In April 1989, after the sites were
equipped with the hardware, an Open House was developed anu broadcast by satellite. For
TI-IN, this was the first time in its history that it was able to successfully switch between
more than two different sites during any given program. Since that time this became
common practice.

The one and one-half hour informational teleconference introduced each Partner and
provided an overview of the Project goals for the benefit of each site. Each Parmer
prepared a 15-minute presentation to provide an overview of their programming goals.
Like all TI-IN programming, viewers were able to interact with the presenters through
audio "Talkback." This was broadcast in the clear to allow any of the other Star Schools
funded projects and their sites to receive the program.
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1.9 Project Related Meetings and Teleconferences. TI-IN United Star Network
took an active role in disseminating information nationwide. These included discussion of
both the U.S. Department of Education Star Schools Program and TI-IN United Star
Network. Information dissemination activities ranged from presentations and/or attendance
at major conferences to collaborative activities with other organizations including other
funded Star Schools projects. The following list identifies the date, purpose of the
meeting, and media employed to participate in dissemination activities over the course of
the Project.

Date PtEmeAMegin

October 27, 1988
November 30, 1988

December 11, 1988

December 12, 1988
December 14, 1988
December 21, 1988
January 11, 1989
January 13, 1989
January 16, 1989
January 18, 1989
January 31, 1989
Jan - March

February 2, 1989
February 3, 1989

February 6, 1989
February 7, 1989
February 8, 1989
February 8, 1989
February 13, 1989
February 13, 1989
February 15, 1989
February 15, 1989
February 16, 1989

February 21, 1989
February 21, 1989
February 29, 1989

March 1, 1989

Governance Board Meeting
Overview of TI-IN
(Mississippi State University)
Star Schools
(Project Mwing -
U.S. Dept. of Education)
Evaluation Meeting
Governance Board Meeting
w/TERC Star Schools Project
New Subscriber Orientation
New Subscriber Orientation
Star Schools Orientation
Program Advisory Meeting
General Facilitator Training
Administrative/
Training Meetings
Star Schools Orientation
ACET Star Schools
Presentation
TERC Star Schools Project
Technical Orientation
Subscriber Orientation
Star Schools Orientation
Subscriber Orientation
Star Schools Orientation
Program Advisory Meeting
New Subscriber Orientation
Governance Board Meeting
(Raleigh, NC)
Subscriber Orientation
Star Schools Orientation
Australian Distance
Learning Conference
Meeting with Evaluator
and Alabama Teachers/
Partner

Mode

Audio-teleconferencing
TI-IN Network
(satellite)
Face-to-face

Audio-teleconferencing
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TIAN Network (satellite)

TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Satellite - Uplink Dallas
Face-to-face
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TIAN Network (satellite)
TIAN Network (satellite)
TIAN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TIAN Network (satellite)
Face-to-face

TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Satellite (Special Uplink)

Face-to-face
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Date

March 8, 1989
March 14,1989
March 15,1989
March 30,1989

April 19,1989
April 27,1989
July 11, 1989

August 8, 1989

August 23, 1989
September 11,1989

September 11,1989

September 14,1989
September 24,25,

26,1989

September 27,28,
29, 1989

October 11, 1989

October 17, 1989

October 23, 24,
25, 1989

December 6, 7,
8, 1989

December 13, 1989

December 14, 1989

December 14, 1989

Eurmse of Meeting

Subscriber Orientation
Technical Checkout
Program Advisory Meeting
Alabama Teachers Visitation
To Region 20 and TI-IN
Program Advisory Meeting
Open House - All Partners
Met with Connie Stout
of Texas Education Agency
to discuss Computer-based
Instruction Prop=
Conference on Teaching at
A Distance - Madison,
Wisconsin (Presentation)
Star Schools Orientation
Discuss Budget with Project
Officer (Washington, D.C.)
Discuss Project with National
Education Association (NEA)
Repiesentatives,
(Washington, D.C.)
Subscriber Orientation
Mississippi State Education
Conference (Jackson, MS)
(Presentation)

Governance Board Meeting
(Chico, CA)
Met with Dr. Harry Knopke
from University of Alabama
Met with Principals and
Administrators in
Springfield, II

Presentation at TELECON IX
(San Jose, Ca)
Project Directors Meeting
In Washington, DC
Met with Dr. Tom Saterfiel
at Mississippi State Dept.
of Education in Jackson, MS
Met with Dr. Ron Wright at
Alabama State Dept. of
Education in Montgomery, AL
idet with Harry Knopke

Mode

TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face

Face-to-face
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face

Face-to-face
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face
Face-to-face



Date

/January 9, 1990

January 11, 1990
January 15, 1990
January 15, 1990
January 16, 1990
January 18, 1°90
January 25, 1990
January 29, 1990
February 2,3,

4, 1990

February 6, 7,1990

March 1 & 2, 1990

March 8, 1990

March 20, 21,
22, 1990

March 27, 1990

April 4,5,6, 1990

April 9,10, 1990

April 16,17, 1990

Purpose of Meiling

Staff Development
Facilitator Training
New Subscriber Orientation
Star Schools Orientation
General Facilitator Training
Star Schools Orientation
Governance Board Meeting
New Subscriber Orientation
Technical Orientation

Mid-Atlantic Regional
Leadership Conference in
Wilmington, Del
Mississippi State University
Met with Dr. Gordon Jones,
Instnictors and Production
(Starkville, MS)
Far View Conference
(Denver, Co)
University of Alabama
Met with Dr. Jennings Bryant
(Evaluation)
(Tuscaloosa, Al)

Seventh International
Conference on Technology
and Education
Brussels, Belgium
Western Illinois University
Opcn House
Governance Board Meeung
(San Antonio, Tx)
Macomb, II
Presentation at
Telecommunication Sub-
Committee Hearing
(U.S. Senate)
"Information Age
Technologies and
Economic Development"
(Helena, Mt)
Meeting with Star School
sites at Chapter 2 National
Diffusion Network
Conference (Jackson, Ms)

Mode

TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)
Washington, DC
TI-IN Network (satellite)
TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Satellite - PBS Uplink

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face



Date

April 30, 1990

June 21, 22, 1990

June 26, 1990

July 17,

famtollzkleetin

Presentation at Texas Education
Agency Governor's
Conference
(Dallas, Tx)
Governance Board Meeting
Denver, Co
National Educational
Computing Conference
(Nashville, Tn)

1990 School of Experimental
International Living
(Brattleboro, Vt)
TI-IN Overview for State
of Michigan
Presentation at
American Society Training
and Development
(San Antonio, Tx)
Governance Board Meeting
(Macomb, II)
Presentation at BellSouth
(Atlanta, Ga)
Presentation at Software
Publisher's Assn. Conference
(New Orleans, La)
Presentation at TELECON X
(San Jose, Ca)
Presentation at National School
Board Assn. Meeting
(Dallas, Tx)
Presentation at National
Council on Inservice Education
(Orlando, Fl)

August 21, 1990

September 14, 1990

September 21, 1990

October 7, 1990

October 10, 1990

November 5, 1990

November 7, 1990

November 16, 1990

2.0 DOWNLINK SITE

The Project goal was to
disadvantaged high schools
installed for the objective
satellite.

Mor

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

TI-IN Network (satellite)

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

Face-to-face

IDENTIFICATION & INSTALLATIONS

equip a significant number of economically and educationally
with satellite-based receiving hardware. This hardware was
of increasing access to educational resources delivered via



A total of 316 sites were identified and equipped with satellite hardware over the two year
project. In the first year, beginning in Fall 1988, 243 schools were identified by each
Partner. The installation commenced in December 1988, and was completed in March
1989. The identification of the 73 sites for Year Two was completed by April 1988.
Upon notification that second year funding was authorized, the installation of second year
sites began. The majority of the sites were equipped tc, oable participation in courses
delivered in school year 1989-90. In Year Two, some sites were relocated because a
designated school withdrew participation from the Project. See Attachment 0 to review the
location of each site by state/partner.

The structure of the Project allowed for installation of all the necessary equipment at no
cost to any of the designated sites. Under the grant, the cost of the equipment and
installation was funded through each Partner's budget. See Attachment F to review the list
of hardware and progmmming that was made available at no cost to the recipient.

21 Overview of Year One and Two Site Identification/Installation. A total
of 316 sites were identified by each partner, 243 in Year One and 73 in Year Two. These
sites included 17 that were designated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. They were
distributed across 19 states including: New York, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Montana, Tennessee, Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Alabama, Illinois, North Carolina, and Washington. See
Attachment G for a complete list of the downlink sites, and see the map that illustrates the
distribution across the United States.

2.2 Equipment Provided to Schools. Each designated downlink site in Year One
was equipped with a Ku-band satellite antenna and an Audio-Video Cart which included:
television monitor, TI-IN interface device (to facilitate interaction), satellite receiver,
videotape recorder, telephone, dot matrix printer, and electronic writing tablet For the
Year Two sites, dual-band (C-Ku band) satellite antennae were installed instead of the
fixed Ku-band ones used during Year One. All the other equipment was the same as
installed under Year One.

2.3 Installation Process. The identification and equipping of downlink sites involved
a multi-step process which followed: 1) approval of equipment package by Board of
Governance and U.S. Department of Education, 2) establishment of selection criteria (i.e.,
50% or greater of Chapter 1 population at school), 3) identification of sites by partners, 4)
informing sites of equipment and installation package, 5) contracting with each site, 6)
acquisition and installation of equipment, and 7) training new users at designated sites.

2.4 Selecting Equipment. The selection of the hardware configuration used for
installation was a decision voted on by the Board of Governance and approved by the U.S.

Department of Education. For example, the Board voted to install fixed Ku-band satellite
systems for the first year. Whereas, the second year they voted to install dual-band (C-Ku-
band satellite systems).
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The decision to install find Ku-band systems was based on the, economics. These fixed
sites were installed less expensively than dual-band systems; thus, making it possible for a
significantly greater number of downlink sites to be equipped. The U.S. Department of
Education recognized the ability to serve a greater number of sites and approved this
process.

For Year Two, dual-band C-Ku-band systems were selected and approved by the U.S.
Department of Education. This decision was dinctly related to the increase in
programming available to schools using both Ku- and C-band satellite transmissions.
During Year Two, the emphasis was on increasing access tc academic resources by
providing the most flexible systems to sites.

2.5 Guidelines for Selection of Sites. High schools which were identified to
participate in the TI-IN United Star Network Project were chosen based on being
educationally, geographically and economically disadvantaged (over 40 % were Chapter 1).
These guidelines were approved by the Board of Governance. The total number of sites
were divided up among the Partners. The following Table outlines the site allocation by
Partner.



TABLE ONE: SITE'. ALLOCATION BY PARTNER

PARTNER STATE

1988-89
NUMBER OF
DOWNLINK SITES

1989-9u
NUMBER OF
DOW NI,INIC SITES

University of Alabama 56* 0
Alabama at
Tuscaloosa

Western Illinois Illinois 52 23
University at
Macomb

Mississippi State Mississippi 33 19
University at
Starkville

North Carolina North Carolina 18** 0
Department of
Public Instruction

n-IN Network (86)
Bureau of Indian Arizona 14* k 0
Affairs (BIA) Oklahoma
Schools Wisconsin

Minnesota
New Mexico
Montana
Nevada
South Dakota
North Dakota

Colorado
California
New Mexico
Oregon
Washington
New York
Tennessee

Texas Education Agency

Education Service Centzr, Region 20

1 0
15** 1

1

2 0
1 0
1 0
0 1

37

TOTAL 1988-89 = 243 TOTAL 1989-90 = 73

18

IQ

*56 sites are refleckd in the budget. One was an Indian School physically located in Arizona.
*One of these sites reflected a Bureau of Indian School physically located in thb state.
***Three additional Indian Schools were identified in Partner States whkh brings the total to 17.
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23.1 Identification of Sites. Each Partner worked in conjunction with their mpresentative
at the State Department of Education to identify sites. The selection process was slightly
different across each Partner depending on their needs. Nevertheless, the goal of providing
a significant number of Chapter 1 schools with access to instruction using
telecommunications media remained the same.

2.5.2. Illinois State Board of Education and Western Illinois University (ISBE and
WIU). Western Illinois University and the Illinois State Board of Education mailed out a
Request For Proposal. Any school in Illinois, which wanted to be considered, was required
to adhere to the guidelines set forth in the application package. Each school was asked to
complete an application and sign assurances (see Attachment H). All applications were
reviewed by a panel at the Board of Education. Schools were selected based on objective
criteria.

2.5.3. North Carolina Department of Public Instructi n (NCDPI). Sites were selected
by the Deputntent based on their high level of interest and high level of educational need.
Most of these site% wow identified in the original Star Schools proposal.

2.564. California State Univemity at Chico (CSU). Sites in California were selected
based on a high percentage of Chapter I student population. These selection decisions
were made in conjunction with TI-IN Network% Utilization Specialist who was responsible
for the California territory. A list of sites was pruvwed to the state education agency.

2.5.6. University of Alabama (UofA). Working in conjunctiurk with the State Department
of Education, the University selected sites which were rural and oi tw cortomic status.
Most of the sites had Chapter 1 populations averaging 50% or higher. The brit preference
for site selection was given to schools which had participated in the Univenity's
BioPreparatory Program. These sites were dispersed across the state.

2.5.7. Mississippi State University (MSU). Sites which participated were part of the
University's PREP's organization. PREPS was a quasi non-profit, service organization for
which schools pay subscriber fees to. As a group, PREPS served schools by providing
evaluation support and acting as a clearinghouse for information. Though MSU was
responsible for working with the schools to notify them that they were selected, the
majority of the schools weir not well informed about the project at the time of installation.
A final list of sites was provided to the Mississippi Department of Education by TI-IN.

23.8. Education Service Center, Region 20 (ESC.20). Schools within the service area
of Region 20 in San Antonio, Texas were selected to participate in the Project. Schools
selected were educationally and economically disadvantaged.

2.5.9. Texas Education Agency (TEA). TEA issued a RFP which requested that
interested schools apply if they wished to participate in the Project Schools were selected
based 'on geographic location, high level of interest in participating, and high economic and
educational needs.

13
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15.10. THN Network, Inc. Sites selected across several states wete identified
in the original Star Schools proposal. Several of the TI-IN sites were allocated to and
identified by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. During the first year, a list of sites for each
state participating in the Project was mailed to state Department of Education contacts in
all 19 states.

2.6. Preparing Designated Star School Sites for Project Participation. TI-
IN staff mailed information and met face-to-face with school staff to review the goals and
objectives of the TI-IN United Star Network. The terms of participation were clearly
outlined in the TI-LN United Star Network Fact Sheet. See Attachment F for this Fact
Sheet.

2.6.1 Agreement with the Site (LEA's). The terms of participation, as established by the
Boani of Governance and the U.S. Department of Education policies, were clearly outlined
in a written letter of agreement. In summary, the terms of participation included the
following: 1) integration of satellite based programming into the school, 2) student and
staff participation in TI-IN United Star Network and other TI-IN programming, 3)
appointment of a site Facilitator to be liaison with 11-IN, 4) total payment of $3,600 for
fees related for TI-LN participation in Year Two, 5) regular use of the technology to
increase access to programs, 6) maintaining an inventory list, 7) installing a telephone line
and paying monthly fees, and 8) non-use of the equipment for the intent of the grant may
constitute removal and relocation to another site.

Each administrator, superintendent or principal, at designated Star Schools sites was mailed
the letter of agreement. The school administrator was asked to sign his/her name to verify
that they were committed, and understood the objectives of the Project.

2.7. Equipment Acquisition and Installation. TI-IN acquired the equipment and
contracted to install the hardware at each school. The process of installation involved a
survey of the site to determine the location and installation of the antenna; cabling the
building; installing a telephone line; and testing of the technology installed in the classroom
(monitor, satellite receiver, vcr and telephone interaction).

2.8. Training Users. Upon completion of the installation, both face-to-face training
and t.gtel lite-based training were offered to each site. The training by satellite included: 1)
Technical Oiitntations (how to use the equipment), 2) New Subscriber Orientation
(overview of progialw; and services), and 3) General and Course Facilitator Training.

Both modes of training involvW afriwering subscriber questions, and advising them on how
to use the technology and impimciit the programming Reference manuals, a
technical/equipment manual and an Operinioni;t1 Guiddinra were mailed to each site for
day-to-day problem solving.

2.9 Cost for Schools. TI-IN United Star Network's first p ity was to serve schools
who were largely economically and educationally disadvantaged. .,.!;rgnt funded the
equipment and installation for each designated site. TI-IN Network, lnL., in-kind
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contribution to the Project, provided at no cost over 400 hours a year of staff development
training for each site.

In turn, each school was required to provide support personnel (a site Facilitator), install a
telephone line and pay the monthly fee, and pay $3,650 in the second year of the Project.
The first year of participation, fees were covered by the grant. Since the funding for
equipment and participation costs were generous, the strategy for retention of these sites
after the grant period, included financial ownership in the Project over the course of the
Project.

All programs which were developed and broadcast using grant funding were offered at no
cost to designated Star School sites. As TI-ri was an established distance learning
provider before the Star Schools partnership (United Star Network) was formed; each site
had access to a wide range of enrichment, staff development and credit courses
immediately upon installation. These Star Schools designated sites had access to any TI-IN
programming, such as the 20 high school credit courses which were offered over and above
the Star Schools funding. Participation in any of the credit courses required a fee per
student per course.

2.10 Facilitator Identification. A critical link in the opuration of the equipment and
programming was the on-site facilitator. Each site was requested to identify an adult to
serve in this capacity prior to the installation of the hardware. The facilitator role was
established as the liaison between the site and TI-IN. These facilitators were typically
responsible for the following tasks: 1) reporting technical problems, 2) monitoring classes,
3) taking attendance, and 4) managing logistics (i.e., duplicating materials, recording grades,
returning hardware). There was a positive correlation between how organized, efficient and
fmthusiastic the Facilitator was with the successful implementation at the site.

2.11 Equipment Inventory Records. In accordance with the requirements of the
fiscal agent, 11-IN, along with each partner, developed an inventory list of equipment for
each site. These records have been updated three times during the Project. See
Attachment K to review the must up-to-date list of sites and inventory records.

3.0 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY OF INSTRUCT-
IONAL PROGRAMMING

TbP goal of incitasing access to educational resources in the critical subjects of math,
science and foreign languages required the development and broadcasting of programs.
Program development was accomplished under the grant by all of TI-IN United Star
Network partners. Six Partners --University of Alabama, California State University Chico,
Mississippi State University, North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Western
Illinois University, Education Service Center Region 2051-IN Network -- used existing
broadcast (uplink) facilities which enabled the transmission of programs. See Attachment
I for a description of Programming provided by Partners.
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Collaborative program activities were accomplished with other Star Schools funded projects
and other program providers when feasible.

3.1 Philosophy of Program Development. TI-IN Network had been a program provider
prior to receiving Star Schools funding. TI-IN offered a wide range of existing
programming including: 20 student credit courses, student enrichment programs, subscriber
training programs, and over 400 hours of staff development programs. Upon installation of
equipment, all designated Star School sites had access to these offerings.

Programs developed under Star Schools expanded rather than replicated or replaced any of
the on-going TI-IN Network, Inc. programming options. Under Star Schools funding, TI-
IN United Star Network Partners selected programs targeted to either students or teachers
in the subjects of math, science and foreign languages. Each programming Partner selected
programming which was considered exemplary. All programming topics were agreed upon
by the Board of Governance. These were designed to both compliment and expand the
entire programming offering. In many cases the program offering had been developed for
face-to-face application to serve a small population. For example, UofA's advanced
science program, BioPreparatory Institute, provided training to rural students for pre-college
preparation in medical studies.

3.2 Cost of Programs to Sites. Any of the sites designated and funded under Star
Schools were eligible to participate in programs at no additional fees. There was an
exception for special programs which required cost of specialized support materials or if
college credit was processed.

For TI-IN programs offered outside the Star Schools grant, all sites could participate in any
course for the standard TI-IN per student fee. All TI-IN staff development and student
enrichment programming was contributed as an in-kind contribution to the Roject; hence
all Star Schools sites participated for two years without paying the standard programming
fees.

3.3 Volume of Programming and Transponder Used. An estimated total of 11,036
program hours were transmitted over the two years. TI-IN United Star Network
transmitted over 2,600 hours of programming on GTE SPACENET II satellite. TI-IN
Network, Inc. estimated that it broadcast an additional 8,436 hours of programming over
the two year period for its programming.

3.4 TI-1N Staff Provided Technical Assistance. TI-IN was the partner with the
experience in programming and working out the broadcast logistics. The Project staff and
other TI-IN personnel provided support to each Partner. Acting as program and technical
consultants, TI-1N assisted each Partner by: scheduling satellite time, developing, planning
and implementing titnelines; providing production support and :-.dvisement; selecting
presenters or instructors; promoting and advertising the programs; working with state
certification and accreditation staff; and registering students.
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3.5 Programming Developed by University of Alabama (UofA). Over 500
hours of programming were developed and broadcast by UofA within the two year period.
As listed below, these included two student credit courses and two teacher training
programs. Each program required additional programming time to ;ollow-up and support
the curriculum activities.

Programs were developed and delivered over the two year
programming activities include:

of the Project. These

Course/Program Audience Broadcast

1. Japanese I High School Students Fall 1989
Spring 1990

2. Anatomy and Physiology High School Students Fall 1989
(BIOPREP PROGRAM) Spring 1990

3. BIOPREP Teacher High School Teachers Spring 1989
Institute Fall 1989

Spring 1990
4. BIOPREP Summer High School Teachers June 1990

Teacher Institute June/July 1989

3.5.1 Development of Direct Student Courses. In Spring 1989, instructional development
activities began and included: 1) identification of instructors for student courses in the fall,
2) selection of textbook and materials, 3) scl,e4tding of satellite time for both the summer
and fall programs, 4) designing lesson plans for both the fall and summer offerings, and 5)
beginning the process for certification of the Japanese and Anatomy and Physiology
instructors. In addition, a 30 second videotape and a video logo were produced. The
videotape was designed to promote the program offerings that were scheduled for Spring
and Summer. The promotion was broadcast over the network.

Project staff worked closely with the Director of the BioPrep Program to work out the
logistics of certification, scheduling, etc. In preparation for this programming, the BioPrep
Department worked with the Television Broadcast Department to schedule studio time and
space.

33.2 Identification of Personnel. In February 1989, candidates for the Japanese I and
Anatomy and Physiology courses underwent screen tests. Based on the review of the
screen test and educational credentials, two instzuctors were selected.

Mr. Sukero Ito, Assistant Director of the Critical Language Center at The University of
Alabama's College of Arts and Sciences and Instructor of Japanese, was selected to teach
the Japanese I course scheduled for the 1989-90 school year. Mrs. Marilyn Stephens, a
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master BioPrep science teacher teaching full-time at Tuscaloosa County High School,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, was willing to return to the University full time to pursue a doctoral
degree in science education. At the same time she accepted an offer to teach the Anatomy
and Physiology course for Star Schools during the 1989-90 school year.

Dr. Sukero Ito attended the 41st Annual Meeting for the Association of Asian Studies in
Washington, D.C. during the week of March 13-17, 1989. He met with Dr. Eleanor
Jordon, his colleague from Cornell University, and others involved in the teaching of
Japanese.

Mr. Gary Moore, an advanced graduate student in the College of Communication, was
appointed as a half-time graduate assistantship to develop computer-based instructional
materials for the Anatomy and Physiology course. Mr. Moore had successfully developed
similar materials for the College. His appointment continued through the second semester
of the 1989-90 academic year.

The BioPrep Program established a working task force to outline the course plan and
syllabus for the Anatomy and Physiology course. The instructor began the detailed
translation of the existing course into one to be conducted via television. This group
consisted of Dr. Larry Rainey, Director the University's BioPrep Program, Dr. Linda
Olivet, Association Professor of Nursing who serves as a consultant to the Anatomy and
Physiology course, Mrs. Marilyn Stephens, Mrs. Johnnie Skinner, a graduate research
assistant in science education, and Mr. Gary Moore.

The Spring of 1989 was spent identifying and training Japanese I and Anatomy and
Physiology Instructors. Each instructor began working with TI-IN's Program Manager to
establish timelines and procedures required to deliver the course in Fall 1989. Numerous
planring sessions were held between TI-IN and the University of Alabama staff. In
August, the Instnictors attended a teacher workshop in San Antonio with the other TI-IN
teachers.

During the Spring 1989, the University's studio was equipped with the necessary hardware
that assured the uplink would be compatible to TI-IN's system. Equipment was installed
to enable live, interactive programs.

The curriculum and media for each class was modified and adapted for distance learning.
Each teacher developed a curriculum guide, lesson plans and enrichment materials.

3.f3 Support and Management System for Student Courses. Space was allocated for a
course management office to support the instruction of the Japanese I and Anatomy and
Physiology courses which weir broadcast to registered sites. Changes and additions were
made to support the Japanese class. Special events and guest speakers were incorporated
into both the Japanese and Anatomy and Physiology classes. Three telephone lines, two
computers, a rotation of work-study students, a course manager and a volunteer all settled
into a space designated for the course management office. This allowed facilitators of the
Japanese and Anatomy and Physiology classes at TI-114 sites to reach a teaching assistant
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throughout the day. They received information at any time about student grades or missing
assignments, as the information was computerized.

Several changes and additions were made to Japanese I in Spring 1990. A new Facilitator
Reporting Form was adopted which standardized weekly assignments and the way that
information was reported, thus allowing for more efficient data entiy. Weekly lesson plans,
were transmitted by satellite using hardcopy distribution.

Classes were organized into three groups which rotated being on-air, making a cassette tape
of each student translating English into Japanese, and calling for assistance on the Japanese
Hot Line (office hours were form 3:00 - 4:00PM CT). A comment form for evaluating the
tape was used and returned to each student with the tape. Approximately one third of the
homework was returned to the course management office for grading as a means of
evaluating written language skills. Homework and test grading was returned to the
facilitator along with answer keys for the exercise sheets.

Handouts were developed to assist students with the dialogues by offering a study sheet
with the Japanese sentences, the English literal and idiomatic translations. Stedents found
this a valuable study tool as friends and family who did not know Japanese were able to
help them study. A glossary of the 50 American states, as written in Katakana, was
developed by the teaching assistant.

3.5.4 Accreditation of Classes. In states where formal distance learning applications were
requited, approvals were sought. These states included Texas and Oregon. TI-IN Project
staff processed these applications.

3.5.5 Certification. Teachers, who instructed via TI-IN, were certified in states where

students were registered. TI-IN staff worked with each instructor and state agency to
process certification applications in states where students registered. As an in-kind

contribution, TI-IN paid for the certification application materials.

3.5.6 Registration of Students. To nromote the registration of students in Japanese and
Anatomy and Physiology, each site was mailed a flyer about the courses. In addition, a
description was listed in the TI-IN Program Guide. Though first preference was given to
designated Star School sites, all TI-IN subscribing sites were invited to enroll students. A
total of 454 students participated in the classes. 233 Japanese students were enrolled, a

total of 221 Anatomy and Physiology students were enrolled. See Attachment J to review
the list of participants by site.

3.5.7 Japanese Course. During the last two weeks in March, the Japanese students

participated in special events associated with the Sakura (Cherry Blossom) Festival

celebrated annually in Tuscaloosa. Special programs were developed including a martial

arts demonstration and lecture, a display of the kimonos from the Kentucky Museum
exhibit, a lecture on the kimono as an art form and the ancient and contemporary
significance of wearing kimonos, hands-on demonstrations of Japanese cooking, a

discussion of Japanese pottery, and identification of special characteristics of this Japanese
art style.
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Students were asked to take notes and at the end of two weeks, selected their favorite topic
and wrote a short essay explaining what students had learned. Approximately, 60 TI-DI
students from seven schools spent March 31 in Tuscaloosa participating in the Sakura
Festival. Tours of the campus and studio were held, followed by a Japanese lunch at the
Ferguson Center, and a trip to the mall to enjoy exhibits, folk dancing, martial arts and
calligraphy demonstrations.

Japanese I

Mondays - Fridays
9:00AM Central CH44 T21
Grade Level: 9 - 12
Prerequisite: None
Credit 1 unit

Emphasis was placed on th.,- -,oken aspects of language learning. Students were trained in
the basic skills of listening comprehension and of speaking the language correctly. The
Japanese writing system using KANJI (characters of Chinese origin) was introduced
gradually with reading/writing practices also were conducted.

3.5.8 Anatomy and Physiology Course. During 1989-90 school year, this program
interacted a wide range of medical experts. These medical professionals were used to
enrich the class.

Anatomy and Physiology

Mondays - Fridays
11:00AM Centrn1 CH44 T21
Grade Level: 10 - 12
Prerequisite: Biology (Physics and/or Chemistry recommended)
Credit: 1 Unit

Anatomy and Physiology was designed to introduce students to the intricacy and beauty of
the human body in health and disease; to serve as a forum for the application of basic
science concepts (e.g. biology, chemistry, physics) to the study of the human body; and to
facilitate the development and enhancement of their problem-solving and critical-thinking
skills. The course was designed as a hands-on, laboratory-based science, guiding students
through a series of carefully structured exercises involving actual medical case histories.
Using, both deductive and inductive reasoning processes, students studied all the major
systems of the body, both anatomically and functionally, health and nutrition, disease
processes, health implications of various life-styles, and the major elements of the health
care system.
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3.5.9 Staff Development Courses. A twelve-hour BioPrep Teacher Institute began
the Spring 1989 and was offered in Spring 1990 as well. The following is an outline of
the topics covered in the Institute.

DATE TIME TOPIC

January 11 3:30 Japanese Facilitator Session- 4:00PM CT
February 5 3:30 Touchstones Discussions- 5:00PM CT
February 19 3:30 - 5:00PM CT Social Studies: "Spirituals and the Blues:

Expressions of African-American Reality" in
recognition of Black History Month

March 5 3:30 - 5:00PM CT Chemistry: Lab Procedures and Safety
4:15 - 5:00PM CT Physics: Experimental Methods

March 19 3:30 - 5:00PM cr DNA: Introduction to Cloning
April 2 3:30 - 4:30PM CT Nursing Careers
April 16 3:30 - 4:30PM CT Senior English
April 30 3:30 - 4:30PM CT Biology
May 14 3:30 - 4:30PM CT Senior Math

BioPrep Teacher Institute
(All Content Area Teachers, Grades 9 - 12)

June 13 - June 29
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays 1:00PM - 5:15PM CDT CH 36 T21
July 5 and July 6 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT CH 36 T21
Registration Deadline: June 1, 1989
This Program was repeated in Spring 1990.

The first BioPrep Teacher Institute coincided with the annual summer teacher workshops on
the campus of the University of Alabama and involved all four "core" disciplines, English,
Social Studies, Science and Math, as well as enrichment topics.

The focal point of the English section was the senior level English course. Training in the
Advanced Placement of English curriculum was stressed, as well as ways to integrate
components into any English class. CZM Associates of Annapolis, Maryland, conducted
training sessions for teachers wishing to learn how to conduct special discussion classes.
These classes addressed a variety of classroom and instructional objectives by featuring
excerpts and translations from classic works of Western thought.

Topics in American Government and Economics were featured in the Social Studies
section. In addition, segments of two National Endowment for the Humanities Teacher
Institutes which were being conducted on the University of Alabama campus that summer
were aired. The topics for these Institutes were "Latin American Society and Culture in
the Changing World: Its Significance for the United States" and " The Constitution and
the South."
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An overview of the I3ioPrep math curriculum was featured, with a focus on approaches to
teaching problem-solving and critical-thinking skills. The senior Advanced Math course
was discussed, combining aspects of Algebra review, Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus, and
special topics.

For Science, two areas of concentrated training provided:

1. Strategies for teaching the senior Anatomy and Physiology course. Sessions
were primarily for teachers wishing to teach the course using problem based
curriculum. Some training was provided for schools enrolling students in the
Anatomy and Physiology course.

2. An introduction to basic Recombinant DNA laboratory techniques for high
school Biology. David Mick los, of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, and
University of Alabama professors introduced topics and lab strategies for
schools wishing to introduce this important topic into their curriculum.
Subsequent sessions during the 1989-90 academic year was followed-up on
these activities.

The four hour BioPrep Teacher Summer Institute was scheduled and offered on June 11 -
22, Mondays Fridays, 10:00AM - Noon, Channel 36, GTE Spacenet II, Transponder 21.

DATE TIME

June 1 - 15 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
June 2 - 22 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
June 2 - 29 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
July 5 - 6 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
July 1 - 13 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
July 1 - 20 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36
July 2 - 27 1:00PM - 3:00PM CDT, CH36

BioPrep Teacher Institute (Follow-up to Summer Institute)

October 16 4:00PM -
October 23 4:00PM
November 6 4:00PM -
November 13 4:00PM

7:00PM CDT CH36 T21
- 7:00PM CDT CH36 121

7:00PM CST CH44 '121
- 7:00PM CST CH44 T21

These sessions were held for, but not restricted to, participants of the Summer 1989
Bit) Prep Teacher Institute. Training critinued on: 1) conducting special discussion classes
featuring excerpts and translations from classic works; 2) incorporating basic Recombinant
DNA laboratory techniques into high school Biology classes; and 3) teaching the course of
Anatomy & Physiology using the University of Alabama's problem-based curriculum. (12

hours)
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3.6 California State University, Chico (CSU). Chico was the first partner to
develop and broadcast Star Schools programming. They began in January 1989. Chico
identified and contracted with the faculty to develop and deliver over 350 hours of college
credit courses for teachers. These academic courses originated from the CSU uplink
stotlios. CSU was an experienced provider of satellite-based instruction. Faculty utilized
the instructional media service to design specialized graphics for the courses. All
coordination of handouts, program scheduling, and registration was handled by the TI-IN
Project staff.

In addition to the college credit courses, the Partners in Professional Growth Program were
deveoped and broadeast. The orientation sessions for this program were delivered due.ag
the Pe1..

3.6.1 Programs Developed. A total of four college credit courses plus, those grouped
under the PARTNERS in Professional Growth programs were offered from January 1989
through Spring 1990. These programs included: Curriculum Development; Staff
Development: The How To's, Home School Communications; Mainstreaming; Introduction
to Consultation for Special Educators; PARTNERS in Professional Growth.

3.6.2 College Credit for Teachers. The college courses were developed by the College
of Education at CSU. These were courses that welt identified to help work with students
with special education needs. CSU developed a policy which allowed students, who earned
credit, to apply those units toward a Masters Degree in foreign language instmction.

3.6.3 Program for Beginning Teachers. The PARTNERS in Professional Growth
Program was a series of college credit courses developed exclusively to meet the needs of
beginning teachers. The induction program involved beginning teachers at each site
teaming up with a tenured teacher. This peer counseling model ht.d been piloted face-to-
face during the 1987-88 year. Because the program was so successful, TI-IN United Star
Network believed that adapting the curriculum model for televised instraction enabled a
greater number of beginning teachers to participate. With the shortest of qualified teachers,
retention of beginning teachers in rural schools across the country was believed to be
critical.

3.6.4 Program Descriptions. The programs broadcast were listed and detailed below.

Partners in Professional Growth__

Beginning teachers were matched with experienced teachers who were trained in peer
coaching techniques. Peer coaches earned five units of university credit for the satisfactory
completion of program requirements. Beginning teachers earned four units of university
credit for the satisfactory completion of program requirements.

EDUC xxx:* Induction for Beginning Teachers (4 units)
EDUC xxx:* Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of

Effectiveness (5 laths)
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Instructor: Dr. Victoria Bernhardt

Registration Deadline: First Class Meeting
Registration Fees to Enroll in College Credit:

4 units $200.00; 5 units $250.00

August 26* 9:30AM - 2:30PM CDT CH36 T21
September 9* 9:30AM - 2:30PM CDT CH36 T21

*Peer Coaches trained during these sessions.

Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of Effectiveness. These sessions were designed to
train experienced teachers how to be on-site peer coaches. Participants used a synthesis of
the research on professional teaching to identify teacher strengths and areas for growth.
They practiced the verbal and nonverbal skills vital to the conferencing and coaching
process which were specifically designed to provide the greatest opportunity for improved
teaching and long-term internalintion of successful professional teaching skills.

October 7 9:30AM - 2:00PM CDT 0136 T21

Classroom Management: Creating a Positive Classroom Environment. This session
focused on teachers' verbal responses to student behavior and th !. impact of those responses
on the learning environment. The learning skills presented were designed to increase
motivation as well as decrease confrontation. Participants practiced verbal interactions
which were designed to lead students in a more positive and constructive direction, while
reducing the number and severity of confrontations when dealt with off-task or
inappropriate student behavior. Examples deal with both instructional and behavioral
interactions as well as home-school communications.

November 4 9:30AM - 2:00PM CST CH36 T21

Developing and Implementing a Discipline Plan. Teacher discipline styles ranged from
power-keeping to power-sharing and power-giving. Participants evaluated their current style
of classroom discipline. Various theorists and educators' approaches to classroom
management were examined. By comparing their own discipline style to the management
approaches presented, participants gaintd additional strategies, increasing the number of
options for responding to negative student behavior.

December 2 9:30AM - 2:00PM CST CH36 T21

Classroom Management: Understanding Your Power and How to Use It. The focus of
this session was on how successful teachers exert their power as professional teachers.
Participants explored and identified their talent in the areas of humor, nonconfrontation,
fairness, and congruence. They learned skills to support the use of their talents as each
worked with whole groups and individuals in the classroom.

Please Note: Partners in Professional Growth continued in the spring semester with the
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following topics: Time Management (Jan. 6), Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of
Effectiveness (Jan. 20), Student Evaluation and Motivation (Feb. 3), Teaching Students
Who are at Risk (March 3), Conferencing Skills with Parents and Colleagues (April 7), and
Teacher as Instructional Leader (May 5).

College Credit Courses

EDUC 241: Mainstreaming (3 Units)

Tuesdays
6:00PM - 8:50PM CDT*
Channel 36, Transponder 21
August 29 - December 19
*Daylight Savings Time ends on October 29, 1989
Instructor: Joni Samples

Registration Deadline: First Class
Registration Fee to Enroll in College Credit: $150.00

This course provided an overview of federal and state requirements regarding the
exceptional child. Focus was on practical knowledge, skills, and instructional practices for
teaching handicapped students in the regular classroom.

EDUC 348D: Introduction to Consultation for Special Educators
(1 Unit)

Saturdays
11:00AM - 5:00PM CDT
Channel 36, Transponder 21
September 16, 30 and October 14
Instructors: Mary Chihak Jensen, Ph.D., Jeannette Daniel, M.A.

Registradon Deadline: First Class
Registration Fee to Enroll in College Credit: $50.00

Special educators nationwide who have experimented with forms of indirect service to
exceptional students through consultation with regular classroom teachers. This course
presented a model for a co-equal consulting relationship and guided participants through the
application of the model to their own school settings.

Session I: Rationale for indirect service moc' .... in special education; overview of
alternate models; research and commentaries, arguments for and against indirect service
models; triadic model of consultation; process of collaboration - establishing rapport and
contracting with consultants.

Session II: Readiness for change; process of collaboration - interaction patterns, data
gathering, feedback; diagnosis and problem-solving.
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Session 111: Evaluation and redesign in consultation; resources for consultants; the Great
Debate - Direct or Indirect Service for Exceptional Students?

Text: None required; course handouts were mailed to registered students. Additional
readings were recommended.

EDUC 335T: Foreign/Second Language Education: Testing and Assessment Practices
(3 Units)
Thursdays
6:00PM - 8:50PM CDT*
Channel 36, Transponder 21
August 31 - December 14 (excluding holiday: November 23)
*Daylight Savings Time ends on October 29, 1989
Instructor: Dr. Hilda Hernandez

Registration Deadline: First Class
Registration Fee to Enroll in College Credit: $150.00

This course was designed for foreign and second language teachers interested in the
measurement of language skills and proficiency. Teachers explored different formats for
assessing, as well as diagnosing and evaluating listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills. These included model testing techniques which incorporate contextualized formats
and natural language. Teachers had an opportunity to examine a variety of assessment
instruments and techniques (formal and informal), and to apply new insights in the
development of materials for their own classroom use.

The College of Education at California State University, Chico, offered a Master of Arts
degree program with emphasis in Foreign Language Education. This course applied
towards that program.

3.7 Education Service Center, Region 20 (ESC-20). ESC-20 was the primary
provider of TI-IN programming. TI-IN and Region 20 had formed a working partnership
in 1985 at the inception of TUN Network. la addition to on-going programming activities
developed prior to Star Schools, ESC-20 developed 800 hours of TI-IN United Star
Network programming. These were credit and non-credit programs targeted for students.
Three high school credit courses--Algebra II, Spanish III, Physical Science--were developed.
Three non-credit student Institutes for math, science and foreign language careers were
offered.

3.7.1 Development of Academic Student Courses. The first courses taught were Algebra
I and Physical Science during Summer 1989. These were developed from Fall 1988
through Spring 1989. Original plans included the development of a French III class
however, these plans were canceled due to low enrollment. Both Physical Science and
Spanish 111 were broadcast during 1989-90 school year, too. Spanish III was a newly
developed course while, Physical Science had been field tested during &simmer 1989.
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3.7.2. Identification of Teachers. Teachers were selected by February 1989. Each
candidate was evaluated on the basis of a screen test and their credentials. The Algebra II
teacher, Fritz Norman, was an existing math certified TI-IN teacher. David Marshall was
hired to instruct the Physical Science class. Susan Altgelt was an experienced TI-IN
Spanish teacher. She was hired to develop and teach Spanish III.

3.7.3 Curriculum Development. The curriculum for Spanish III was written and
approved by the Texas State Department of Education during Summer 1989. Since TI-IN
had devised a plan for Algebra II, these curriculum guides were revised and modified.

3.7.4 Using a Videodisc with Physical Science. The Physical Science class was unique
in its videodisc component. The Physical Science curriculum was approved by the Texas
Education Agency and developed by the Texas Learning Technologies Group (TLTG).
This highly researched and tested curriculum, included a manual and an integrated
videodisc component rather than a textbook. Typically this application was used in a face-
to-face classroom.

Delivering this curriculum by satellite was an experiment for both 'ILTG and TI-IN.
Modifications for Star Schools included: 1) training of the TI-IN teacher in the curriculum
and use of the videodisc, 2) installation of the necessary equipment in the studio, and 3)
using the TI-IN teacher as the sole operator of the videodisc with each student receiving
the manual. The video segments and branching questions were designed to provide
examples of complex and/or dangerous laboratory concepts. This was an excellent tool for
the TI-IN teacher.

3.7.5 Development of the Career Guidance and Foreign Language Institutes. Two
guidance programs were developed to prove students information on careers in math and
science. Jo Ellen Leinbach was hired to moderate and develop the series which was
twenty hours (ten math and ten for science) long. In the second year, the series was
reduced to five hours (5 hours for Math and 5 hours for Science).

The Guidance Counseling Institutes in Math and Science included the development of the
curriculum. Remote, on-site shoots of 10 individuals in different careers or daily living
situations involving math and science were completed and included in the course content.

The 10 scheduled hours of the Foreign Language Alternatives Laboratory were taught. The
instractor designed the course so as to emphasize the importance of learning a foreign
language in our world today. Vignettes illustrating the use of the language in different
every-day settings were developed. One of these included an interview with a bilingual
Federal Judge and "mock" legal proceedings in English and Spanish. Living in a foreign
language country was explained by the Experiment in International Living.

3.7.6 Courses and Institutes. Below lists the specific courses and Institutes.
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SUMMER 1989 STUDENT COURSES

ALGEBRA 11

Grade Levels: 9-12
Prerequisites: Algebra I (with either concurrent enrollment or completion of Geometry)
Credit: 1 unit

June 12 - August 8
Mondays and Fridays 9:00 AM - 11:45 AM CDT CII 36 T21

12:30 PM - 3:30 PM CDT CH 36 T21
Tues/Weds/Thurs 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM CDT CH 36 T21

Algebra II extended, enriched, and reinforced concepts introduced in Algebra I. The
emphasis was on the structure of Algebra with some applications. Foundations for
Trigonometry, Precalculus, and Analytical Geometry was continued.

Topics addressed included properties of real numbers, equations and inequalities, functions
and their graphs, polynomials, rational algebraic expressions, roots and exponents, quadratic
functions and equations, exponential and log functions, sequences and series, matrices, and
trigonometric functions.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE (LAB REQUIRED)

Grade Levels: 9-12
Prerequisites: None
Credit: 1 unit

Summer Schedule

June 12 - August 8
Mondays

Tues/Wed/Thurs
Fridays

Fall Schedule

9:00 AM - 12:30 PM CDT CH44 T21
1:00 PM - 3:30 PM CDT CH44 T21
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM CDT CH44 T21
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM CDT CH44 1.21
1:00 PM - 3:15 PM CDT CH44 T21

Mondays - Fridays 1:30PM CDT CH 36 T21

The Physical Science course provided for the study of Chemistry and Physics. Major goals
for this laboratory course were: 1) to prepare students for academic and professional
advandement in tie sciences, 2) to increase scientific literacy with emphasis on science,
technology, and society, 3) to prepare students for improved living and coping with an
increasingly technological world.
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Students were taught using sequenced curriculum, developed and researched by the Texas
Learning Technologies Group. Interesting and highly motivating vignettes, which ilitorite
scientific principles were infused into each lesson by integration of videodisc technolow,.
Forty percent of this course included laboratory exercises.

Spanish HI

Mondays - Fridays
2:30PM Central CH 36 T21
Grade Levels: 10 - 12
Prerequisites: Spanish I and Al
Credit: 1 unit

This course emphasized vocabulary development, reading comprehension, further
development of oral skills, and simple composition. Basic grammar structures were
reviewed, including indicative and subjunctive moods and simple and compound tenses, as
well as more advanced grammar structures. Students were introduced to the poetry and
prose of well-known Latin American and Spanish authors both adapted for classroom use
and using original test. Further study of Spanish culture and history was included.

3.7.7 Enrichment Programming. The Guidance Counseling Institutes in Mathematics and
Science addressed the following topics and possible career rignettes: color (interior
designer, visual artist, light technician); light (photographer, electrical engineer, scientist
who works with lasters); body machine (podiatrist, beautician); computers (professor of
computer science, computer programmer, electrical engineer); and daily living (parent,
homemaker). The Guidance Counseling Institutes in Math and Science were offered for
ten hours each in Year One but shortened to five hours each in Year Two.

The Foreign Language Alternatives Lab introduced students to the languages of Spanish,
French, Latin and Japanese.

Below lists the specific schedule for fall and spring.

Guidance Counseling Institute in Science

Thursdays
2:30 - 3:30PM CDT
Channel 52, GTE Spacenet II, T22
October 5 - November 2
*Again in Fall & Spring 1989-90

Guidance Counseling Institute in Mathematics
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Wednesdays
2:30 - 3:30PM CST
Channel 36, GTE Spacenet II, T21
January 31, February 28
*Again Fall & Spring 1989-90

The Guidance Counseling Institute provided an inside look at a wide variety of career
options. Have you ever wondered what it's like to be a fashion designer, a telephone
engineer, or a restaurant owner? One had an opportunity to talk with various professionals
about their career choices and discuss the academic requirements which supported these
career ciccnions. Not only were the sessions informative but, they were also fun with
brain teasers intaAucing each session and testing your knowledge of trivia facts.

Foreign Language Alternatim Lab

Wednesdays
2:30 - 3:30PM CST
Channel 36, GTE Spacenet II, T21
March 7 - May 16 (excluding Spring break March 21)
*Again Fall & Spring 1989-90

Foreign Language Alternatives Lab explored the nature of other languages awl =,:illtures.
This course introduced you to Spanish, German, French, Latin and Japanese. You were
able to examine their own interest and aptitudes as you explored the relevance of studying
these foreign languages.

3.7.8 Making Programs Accessible to Hearing Impaired. An interpreter was a part of
these Institutes to provide signing for the hearing impaired or deaf student.

Academic Student Courses. Teachers were selected for the summer courses of Algebra II
and Physical Science. David Marshall was a new teacher hired to instruct Physical
Science. The installation and testing of equipment for the Texas Learning Technologies
Group (TLTG) Physical Science interactive videodisc curriculum was completed.
Facilitator training was held for summer courses with courses began on June 12.

The interactive videodisc based curriculum developed by Texas Learning Technologies
Group (TLTG) was used in Physical Science. The videodisc technology was delivered
through the Satellite Network and operated by a TI-IN teacher. This demonstration course
indicated that the combination of strong production values helped students to maintain the
interest of an motivate students. Given the length of the summer courses each day (4
hours), the motivational aspects of the vignettes appeared valuable in student learning.

3.8 Western Illinois University (WIU) and Illinois State Board of
Education (ISBE). WIU was the designated uplink site for the State of Illinois,
programming development and planning was done in collaboration with ISBE. Numerous
programs were funded by ISBE. Regular teleconferences between ISBE and the sites were
developed over the two year period. Programs developed under the grant were non-credit
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cow's, ; targeted to students, teachers and school adminisvators. It is estimated that 200
hewn were broadcast from the WIU uplink. This Project was the first time that Western

hadventIL ed into program .1plinking.

On January 18, 1989 the seven-part Career Visions series began its broadcast schedule
from Western Blinois University. The Salut la France series for students began on January
9 and for teachers on January 31. Production and presentation began for the staff
development proram, Gifted/Talented Education, on February 27. The following details
each program And the activities involved during the second quarter.

3.8.1 Career Visions. The spring semester of this series began on January 18. A
handout packet was developed to support each program and distributed to sites upon
registration or upon request. Reference Attachment I to review the outline for this series
and the handout materials available to participants. This series continued in the 1989-90
school year.

3.8.2 Salut la France. Presented by representatives from the French Cultural Services,
this series was structured for both students and teachers. It provided supplemental
educational materials in support of French classes by offering information concerning
French society, science, art and summaries of world news. The program was presented
completely in French. Four and one-half hours of programming were presented for
students during the second quarter. Reference Attachment I to review the TI-IN United
Star Network Spring 1990 brochure detailing these programs.

3.8.3 Gifted/Talented Education. This seven-hour staff development program began on
February 17, 1989. Reference Attachment I to review the flyer detailing topics covered
during this series.

3.8.4 AP English Literature Course Developed. ISBE funded WIU to extend its
programming offering to include an Advanced Placement course. After surveying their
sites, English Literature was the subject that was selected and developed. The development
was done in conjunction with the College Board in Chicago.

The selected instructor was Marilyn Voss, a certified English and Drama teacher. To help
her prepare the curriculum, she attended a one week training session on strategies for
developing and teaching Advanced Placement courses. The development occurred during
Summer 1990. TI-IN Network worked with Ms. Voss on state certifications and course
accreditation.

The course was offered in September 1990. A total of 149 students in 10 states
participated in the course. Sites in Illinois were able to participate without paying any
fees.

3.9 North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI). The
NCDPI's Media and Technology staff developed over 100 hours of staff development

programs. The primary program development effort was a series entitled, Foreign
Language in the Elementary School. In addition, NCDPI conducted several special
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informational video teleconferences. For sites in North Carolina, state agency
teleconferences were developed for the subscribing schools located in the state. These
programs informed schools about state policies.

3.9.1 Foreign Language in the Elementary School. A total of 750 teachers pardcipated
in this program. Approximately 450 individuals registered for programs offered in 1990.
All total, 59 sites (55 sites in North Carolina, 2 in Illinois, 1 in Texas and 1 in Iowa)
registered. During the Summer 1989, 300 participants registered. Reference 1ttachment J
to review the roster for this program.

3.9.2 School Television/Distance Learning by Satellite: What Works. This special
teleconference was broadcast on February 8, 1990, and focused on staff development uses
of DPI's School Television Program (open broadcast) and the Distance Learning by
Satellite Program, which includes Star School activities. The audience extended outside of
North Carolina borders with one caller from South Dakota.

3.10 Mississippi State University (MSU). Four staff development college credit
courses were developed as part of Mississippi State University's partnership agreement.
MSU conducted an evaluation of its courses, too. See Attachment I for more information.

3.10.1 The Junior High Science Teacher Institute. This college credit course was held
on January 10, 1990. The last session included a discussion of science fairs and featured
three outstanding guests, all of whom were involved in science fairs for many years and
whose experience extends to statewide, national and international competitions. Those
guests included: Dr. Herbert M. Handley, Distinguished Professor, Mississippi State
University; Mr. Larry Bellapanni, Assistant Professor, University of Southern Mississippi;
and Mr. Larry Hill, Science Fair Director and Director of Engineering Services, Mississippi
State University. In addition to interviews with these specialists, footage from a science
fair was shown to illustrate various points about successful science fair competition.

Of the seven students enrolled for graduate credit, six students turned in excellent work,
performed well on the objective tests and maintained frequent contact with the instructors.
Using the pre-established evaluation plan, these students received grades of an "A". One
student did not turn in the required assignments which counted 50% of the total grade.
Despite repeated discussions between the student and the instructors regarding this situation,
the student received a failing grade.

At the conclusion of this course, an evaluation form assessing the course was sent to all
students. This questionnaire assessed instructional aspects of the course such as the
appropriateness of the objectives, lesson content and organization, production quality,
support materials, usefulness and suggestions for improvement. Results from the course
evaluation were very positive. Reference Attachment M to review the evaluation form and
responses received. The positive feedback, plus the high level of success on the objective-
based exams, attested to the success of this course.

3.10.2 Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics Teachers. During the Fall 1989, thl,
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instructor, Dr. Harpole, developed the course. On January 25 the Physics course was
broadcast. The staging set was redesigned to incorporate the appropriate logo for physics.
An exciting course introduction was developed featuring interesting graphics and video
footage. One week prior to the telecast a dress rehearsal was held to acquaint the new
crew with Dr. Hawo le's needs during the broadcasts. Thirty students were enrolled for
graduate credit.

Each week a variety of activities and teaching content was presented. A special emphasis
was placed on the use of inexpensivo materials. In addition to the demonstration, there
were special guests, such as a high school physics teacher presenting an experiment from
the studio and an interview with D.C. Lee Bolen, a physics professor from the Uaiversity of
Mississippi. Special pre-taped segments showing Dr. Harpole demonstrating an activity or
working with high school students were also incorporated. Films such as Zero g from
NASA and film footage from Six Flags over Georgia's Mindbender roller coasters were
also contributed to the variety of the programs.

Plans were being made for conducting a live broadcast from the National Science Teachers
Association Convention in Atlanta on April 5, 1990. This special activity featured many
highlights including interviews with the Executive Director of NSTA, a Presidential Award
Winner, and National Science Foundation representatives. Special exhibits and interviews
with students enrolled in the class who were attending the convention were also included.
MSU used its mobile uplink facilities to accommodate this teleconference.

3.10.3 Earth Science. Course information was distributed in the Program and Course
Guide Spring 1990 regarding this college credit course. Prior to the premiere of this
course on January 23, 1990 much planning was involved in securing rock samples, taping
footage in Washington state, and obtaining slides from many geographical areas. The
staging set was adapted to meet Dr. Caputo's needs and featured a large earth logo. The
course introduction was developed from aerial shots of land formations and of Dr. Caputo
examining samples in the field. Fifteat students were enrolled in the class for credit,

The foci of this course was to: broaden students' knowledge of geology by introducing it
as a well-integrated science class with multiple applications; demonstrating the value of
geology in daily living; and exploring the natural processes which control the shape of
continents and land surfaces in different regions of the earth.

In addition to using special footage fmm the States of Washington and Mississippi, Dr.
Caputo used slides from the Bahamas, Utah, Arizona, South Carolina, California and
Colorado.

3.10.4 Theory of Equations. The last college course to be offered was a math course for
secondary teachers. The course aired in June, 1990 with registration required by May 7.
Reference Attachment I to review the flyer sent to subscribers regarding the summer
session. Additionally, a special mailing was sent to all 2000 math teachers within the
state of Mississippi. The labels for this mailing were purchased through Information
Services of the Department of Education. Reference Attachment I to review the special
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flyer sent specifically to this target group. A video promo featuring the instructor, Dr.
Jerry Reed, was completed and aired beginning the first of April.

3.11 TI-IN Network. 11-IN developed and sponsored special teleconferences which
were funded under the Project. TI-IN programming was broadcast from their studios
located at Education Service Center, Region 20. These programs included orientations,
open house, information dissemination activities and special teleconferences.

3.11.1 Star Schools Orientation. This program was developed and broadcast to inform
each site about the goals and objectives of the Project, and the technology. The Director
and Program Manager conducted these live sessions. All Star School designated sites were
invited to participate in these sessions and ask questions.

3.11.2 Paying for College. The first of the two-part series, Paying for College, was
broadcast from Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia. The series, Education in the
Year 2000, also broadcast from Old Dominion University, began during the second quarter
of Year Two. The first part of this teleconference Scholarship and Other Financial Aid
Programs was broadcast on January 22, 1990. Reference Attachment I to review the flyer
sent to sites regarding this broadcast. Handout materials were also sent to registered sites.
The response was overwhelming with 838 individuals responding from 51 sites. In
addition to these individual registrants, 17 additional sites did not list names but noted they
intended to provide this videotape to their junior or senior classes. The second part of the
series, Exploring Alternative Financing Options, was offered on April 2, 1990, 6:30-7:30pm
CST, Channel 44, GTE Spacenet II, T21.

3.11.3 Education in the Year 2000. This se 'es was scheduled as a videotape
rebroadcast with the first program airing on Februaxy 16, 1990. Reference Attachment I to
review the flyer sent to sites announcing this program. Nationally known educators,
administrators and researchers such as Dr. Madeline Hunter, Dr. Gordon Cawelti and Dr.
Howard Gardner, were involved in panel discussions.

3.11.4 Collaboration with TERC Star Schools Project. TI-IN and TERC collaborated
on a pilot test of using the TERC science computer software and hardware curriculum for
a TI-IN satellite course. TERCs model of implementation typically involved face-to-face
training of a classroom teacher in the use of computer-based curriculum. In turn, the
teacher agreed to teach other teachers and integrate the components in the classroom.

In the TERCM-IN collaboration, TI-IN's Physics teacher, Ruth Speer, attended the
University of Virginia's face-to-face TERC training sessions. Star Schools designated sites
which enrolled students in Physics were equipped with computers and modems, and the
TERC software and hardware. The Physics teacher conducted wecial training sessions by
satellite to teach students in the use of the technology. Eventually, teacher and students
were able to communicate through electronic mail. Participating students received extra
credit .by conducting TERC's computer-based science experiments.

3.11.5 Bureau of Indian Affairs Teleconference. The Assistant Secretary of the Interior
and several staff persons conducted a two-hour teleconference targeted to issues pertaining
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to all of the 17 BIA schools equipped under Star Schools. TI-IN staff coordinated the
teleconference.

3.11.6 Other Special Teleconferences. On an as needed basis, TI-IN coordinated and
developed other special event teleconferences. These were designed to enrich the on-going
programming developed and offered by the Project

3.11.7 Demonstration Teleconferences. When rrquired, TI-IN staff conducted live,
interactive programs designed to inform users about TI-IN technical and programming
options. For example, Fall 1988, TI-IN delivered a live, demonstration program to a group
of potential sites located in Mississippi.

3.12 Texas Education Agency (TEA). TEA developed and broadcast monthly
teleconferences. These were designed to inform Texas sites about policy changes and
important information from the agency. In addition, a TEA staff member from the division
of Technology conducted a series to train teachers and administrators how to use the
computer-based service known as the Electric Pages/Special Net. All programming was
uplink from the TI-IN and ESC-Region 20 studios in San Antonio.

4.0 CHALLENGES RELATED TO IMPLEMENTATION OF TI-IN
UNITED STAR NETWORK.

The demonstration aspect of the Project included overcoming many unanticipated problems
which challenged the Partnership. Many were issues encountered in general with
implementing distance learning. Other issues were specifically related to implementing this
Star Schools Project A summary of the challenges were reviewed in this section with the
hope that these may help other organizations avoid problems.

4.1 Identification of Designated Sites. The process of site identification was very
political. Schools who were not selected to participate in the Project commonly
complained to the state agency of education. When the state agency of education and the
TI-IN United Star Network Partner worked together to identify the sites the process was
lengthy. Typically, schools were asked to complete applications which were judged using
objective criteria (i.e., economic status, percentage of Chapter 1 students served, etc). The
slowness of this process resulted in some sites being identified several months after the
award was granted. This slowed down the overall installation schedule.

4.2 Couldn't Give Away the Technology. A handful of schools when asked to
participate in the Project rejected the terms of participation. There were two primary
reasons for this rejection: 1) some believed that by equipping a school at no cost meant
that other "hidden costs" would surface, especially as this was a federally funded project,
and 2) some rejected the whole concept of change and innovation stating that "things were
fme as they were."

4.3 Serving Disadvantaged Schools Created Problems for On-Going Use.
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TI-IN United Star Network parmers were very conscientious about identifying sites which
were educationally, economically and geographically disadvantaged. These same schools
were provided at no direct cost both equipment and progamming funded through the grant.

In most cases neither equipment nor programming were affordable before the Star Schools
Project.

Ironically, these same schools with the high needs were sites that would have difficulty
surviving after the funding was withdrawn. As the poorest schools in the nation, many
were unable to pay student course fees and the annual network fees. Additional state
subsidy and/or adequate planning within their limited budgets were required for long-term
use of the technology.

Examples of grassroot attempts to support distance learning included such activities as,
raising money for course fees through candy sales, car washes, contributions from the
Rotary or Lions Clubs. In some cases, parents paid the course fees directly to enable their
son or daughter the opportunity to enroll in an advanced level course.

Some sites were unwilling to continue with the Project. Many of these sites willingly
agreed to allow TI-IN to relocate the hardware to another school.

4.4 Timing of the Project. The beginning of the grant year, October 1, 1990, fell
after the school year began. This made it difficult to install sites and develop academic
programs to serve students and teachers for the first year. The Project began to broadcast
programming developed by the grant in January. The majority of the programming which
was made available to each Star Schools designated sites was provided as a result of TI-
IN's pre-existing programming which was over and above the Project.

4.5 Quality Control. A major management issue related to program transmission was
that of creating a consist visual look and program quality across the Project. Each uplink
uscd the TI-IN United Star Network videologo at the beginning of the program and closed
with a videologo which identified the U.S. Department of Education.

While broadcast standards and interactive teaching strategies were discussed at great length,
each of the six partners with uplink (broadcast) facilities had various studio configurations
and notions of what was appropriate. TI-IN staff made every attempt to correct gross
problems and provide constructive feedback to instructors and producers.

Half of the program providers were novice programmers and had only recently equipped
their uplink studios. This compounded the consistency problem. There was a learning
curve on course production that required a period of learning by trial and error. Even
those with programming experience, were locked into a model of presenting the visual and
instruction which were not always acceptable to the TI-IN staff. By the close of the
Project the production was more consistent.
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4.6 Model of Instruction for Institutions of Higher Learning Create
Problems. As many of the partners were from colleges and universities, the model of a
professor lecturing to students was a prefened one. When professors were used as
presenters they were consistently not adequately prepared to engage the viewing audience
and facilitate any interaction. Materials were required to be modified and adapted to
instruct via satellite.

A few universities preferred to have a live studio classroom with students present.
Typically, a presenter in this arrangement maintained a majority of eye contact and
discussion with the face-to-face students. This usually was a disaster because other remote
viewers felt as if they were "eavesdropping" on the class rather than active participants.

4.7 Successful Site Implementation Correlated to Partner. For TI-IN Project
staff, communication with the Star Schools sites was of paramount importance. Every
Partner assumed the role of centralizing the information dissemination process to sites
within there geographic location. However, two Partners filtered information for their
bendit rather than for the sites because of political reasons. This filtering did not always
benefit sites. While the Project staff worked to correct the situation the damage was done,
sites were more likely to be either confused or disbelieving as greater credibility was
ascribed to these entities within close proximity to the sites.

When a communications misunderstanding arose, TI-IN Pioject staff were frequently used
as scape goat. This occurred in spite of the fact that the Board of Governance established
policies, procedures and strategies of implementation.

4.8 Partner Jumped Ship. One partner, who developed programming, did not
actively participate in the Partnership during the second year. This included not attending
Board meetings. All written and financial information were completed and mailed in
accordance with the terms of the TI-IN United Star Network agreement. After developing
the courses funded by the Project, the Partner began to market his/her programs directly to
the sites and broadcast its offerings in collaboration with another distance learning provider.

It was an unfortunate occurrence but was indicative of turf issues which may arise in

implementing any innovation. Developing new TI-IN Network competitors, as the Partners
became more proficient at programming, was always a potential outcome of the Project.

4.9 Collaboration with Star Schools Projects. TI-IN was open to working with
other funded projects. This was only possible when the willingness to share information
and work together were reciprocated by other Projects. The TERC/TI-IN collaboration was
an excellent example of a successful venture where the goals of the two Projects were
blended to expand student instruction.

4.10 Short Time Frame for Implementation of the Project. MIN United
Star Network was a huge project to implement in only two years. Despite the successful
completion of the Project goals, it was unrealistic to sustain an on-going implementation
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strategy for school sites and programming partners when the funding ended. Studies have
shown that a minimum of three years was required for an innovation to be diffused much
less institutionalized. Successful implementation required on-going communications with
sites and funding after the funding.

4.11 Student Test and Tally Device (STAT). In the original proposal, TI-IN had
planned on implementing keypad technology to enable students to be quickly polled on
their responses to multiple choice questions. By Summer 1989, the Board of Governance
voted to withdraw the implementation of this hardware because of high costs and non-
performance by the manufacturer.

Following the grant award, the devolopment of the STAT device began. However, two
critical factors entered into the equation. First, the actual cost of implementing the device
was greater than once quoted by the manufacturer. The new costs required TI-IN to
contribute thousands and thousands of dollars extra to the Project. Second, the
manufacturer, whom TI-IN contracted with, was consistently behind schedule for
delivering the actual hardware.

4.12 Transponder Costs Increase. Distance learning by satellite was found to be
an expensive endeavor. These costs were increased by the end of Year One when a
shortage of the Ku-band satellite transponders developed. This shortage translated into
higher costs for programming providers. Unfortunately, Ku-band frequencies were more
widely used by providers of educational programming. Eventually, these high costs were
either passed on to users or absorbed by the providers.

4.13 Teacher Certification Problems. All teachers who instruct on TI-IN were
certified in the states where students registered. Though TI-1N paid for all the fees and
processed the applications for certification, each instructor was required to meet the
standards in the individual states. Requirements ranged from test taking to blood tests.

Certification was an expensive and time consuming activity for The requirements
from state to state were found to be very different. National stawtards regarding
certification of distance learning instructors were recommended to the appropriate state
agencies and national education organizations. This problem has been in need of a
solution.

4.14 Accreditation of Courses. A few states developed policies and procedures for
accrediting distance learning courses. However, these policies, like that of teacher
certification, differed greatly from state to state. In some states, the evaluation rigor was
far greater than for regular classroom instruction. Often the twaluation had a large
subjective component based on a panel viewing one or two tapes to determin the amount
of interactivity facilitated in the class.

4.15 Lack of Teacher Training as it Relates to Media. Most teachers know
very little about using media as an important component in education. Even TI-IN
teachers were neither prepared nor equipped with the techniques for adapting and
modifying curriculum for live, interactive satellite instruction.
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5.0 PROJECT EVALUATION

There were two types of evaluation activities. The primary one involved the contracting of
an external evaluator. The secondary evaluation which was conducted by each Partner as it
related to the development and transmission of programming. See Attachment M to review
the written evaluation reports which were submitted.

5.1 External Evaluation. 11-IN United Star Network contracted with Dr. Jennings
Bryant, a professor at the College of Communications at the University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa, to evaluate the two year Project. The first phase of the evaluation was
designed to pilot the data collection instruments and conduct a qualitative evaluation uf the
Summer 1989, program offerings. The second phase included the use of mfined data
collection instruments and interviewing and observational techniques to evaluate the
Project's goals and objectives.

The evaluation was conducted between January 1 - May 30, 1990, with Summer 1990
devoted to conducting any follow-up tests that might be needed and to preparation of
reports. Several components of the evaluation were targeted directly toward students in the
high school credit courses.

5.1.1 Quantitative Assessment of Student's Learning. For each of the four TI-IN
United Star Network student courses taught during the Spring 1990 term -- Spanish III,
Japanese I, Anatomy & Physiology, and Physical Science -- a comprehensive examination
assessing information acquisition and application of generalized knowledge of course
content was prepared. The teacher of each course was asked to review and edit the
penultimate version of each instrument. The examination items were randomly divided into
two forms, with approximately one-quarter of the items serving as a pre-test, and with the
remaining three-quarters serving to form a post-test instrument. 1 ne pre-test was
administered during the first of the term; the post-test at the end of the term. The entire
student population was tested, one-quarter served as a pre-test only group, one-quarter
served as a post-test only group, and one-half received both pre- and post-test evaluations
of information acquisition.

In at Last one instance a course (Anatomy & Physiology) was to utilize a naturalistic field
experimental design to supplement the pre- and post-test assessment. hi addition to typical
TI-IN classrooms, it was possible to comp= classrooms that use the program on
videocassettes (with no potential for interaction), and classrooms that utilized essenfially the
same content and resource materials but without television programs.

5.1.2 Student Perceptions of their Learning and their Subjective Assessments of the
Educational Effectiveness of TI-IN United Star Network Programs. Students' opinions
of their tele-educational learning experience was assessed. This included determinations of
how much they think they have learned; their attitudes toward what they have learned; and
their perceptions of how these and similar technologies can be used to improve their
learning environment.
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5.1.3 Student Morale and Motivation. Additional items derived largely from Sweeney's
Iowa State University School Improvement Inventory, were included to determine the effects
the specific TI-IN programs and the interactive TI-IN learning process had on students'
motivation and morale. The factors addressed included self-esteem, sense of efficacy, self-
control, achievement orientation, and collegiality.

5.1.4 Assessment of Program Quality. Students were asket: Lo rate the quality of various
dimensions of the programming. Obvious inclusion related to their judgments on several
dimensions of their teachers and their pedagogy, but assessments of format and production
were included also. A separate set of questions assessed their perceptions of their
facilitators.

5.1.5 Assessments of the Technology. How well the technology served student needs
was the key element here. Items to be included assessed students' perceptions of various
aspects of the technology as bathers versus facilitators to learning.

5.1.6 "Hit Rate" of Target Audience. To determine whether the TI-IN classes were
comprised largely of Chapter 1 students, various social and demographic items were
included in the student questionnaires. These items served as controls for the statistical
appraisal of other items, such as analyses of scores on informaiton acquisition and morale,

5.1.7 Administrative Elements. Although issues of administrative effectiveness were
addressed in several other ways, students were asked to share their perceptions of the
administrative elements of the program, including the support provided by TI-51, their local
school officials, etc. Items involving testing, expense of the program, availability of
textbook and other resources, etc. were included.

In addition to student questionnaires, at least two site visits per course were conducted.
Facilitators, counselors, classroom teachers, and school administrators were interviewed at a
random sample of downlink sites. Questionnaires were constructed to permit quantitative
as well as qualitative indices of these constituencies' assessments of the quality as well as
the impact to the TI-IN Vnited Star Network Programs. Questions included, roughly were
parallel to those of the attitude and opinion items on the student questionnaires.

The tactics taken with students in the College Credit Courses were similar to those used
with students in the high school courses. In addition, California State University, Chico,
Partners in Professional Growth (EDUC 298), suggested additional items for inclusion.
Other areas evaluated included: state credential requirements, tenure, right to work,
cultural/regional needs, ethnic relationships, linguistic and demographic elements, and
perceptions of the needs of beginning teachers held by novice instructors and by
experienced teachers.

Two Staff Development Programs were evaluated: The BioP rep Teacher Institute and the
Foreign Language in the Elementary School program. Local curriculum supervisors and
evaluation experts of UofA were consulted to fine tune the procedures for evaluating staff
development efforts.
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The evaluation, in addition to these program-specific evaluations, asked general summative
questions of the impact of Star Schools on students and on those in various aspects of the
educational environment which was touched by the TI-IN United Star Network's portion of
the Star Schools program General questions were administered, optimally via telephone
interviews, to a sample of the TI-IN United Star Network's external publicsstudents,
teacher, and site administrators, as well as community education opinion leaders (e.g.,
school board members) and elected public officials in communities which have had a TI-IN
downlink. Some of these questions were open-ended and assessed the respondents'
perceptions of any positive and negative effects that being a part of a Star Schools
program had on their schools and their community. Other interviews assessed the more
global impact of the program on students and their desire to learn. All in all, the
telephone interviews were with at least 120 students and with 30-40 other Star School
constituencies to assess the more globally impacts of this experiment in tele-education.
The instruments employed for this summative evaluation were refined during the process of
site visitations conducted during Winter-Spring 1990 and were finalized in time to conduct
the interview during late April and early May 1990.

Overall, the evaluation was quite positive and helpful to To review the detailed
qualitative and quantitative results of this evaluation, please see Attachment M.

5.2 Partner Evaluations. Below lists the evaluation which was conducted by each
programming Partner. No= Each of the Partner evaluations were internally conducted.

5.2.1 Education Service Center Region 20. As part of their evaluation, ESC-Region 20
surveyed teachers and asked them to write their perceptions as teachers of the Star Schools
Project. The qualitative comments were primarily positive toward the Star Schools
experience and the ability of them as teachers to make a difference. One teacher described
how a student who would otherwise not have been able to take Spanish In, successfully
completed the class and scored high on the College Board Achievement Test. This student
was admitted to Harvard and believed that this class helped make a difference in his
admission.

A comparative analysis of grades earned by students in Star Schools sites versus non-Star
Schools sites were compiled. The results indicated that there was little difference in
performance between the two groups of students.

In conjunction with Region 20, Texas Learning Technology Group (TLTG), who developed
the Physical Science class, conducted an evaluation of their videodisc curriculum taught via
TI-IN. Overall, the results showed that the ipstruction was as effective over satellite as in
a face-to-face classroom.

5.2.2 California State University (CSU)-Chico. The programming series entitled
PARTNERS in Professional Growth was evaluated. Forty-nine teachers were enrolled in
the series for 1989-90. The program was designed to support and build skills specially
designed to assist beginning teachers in making a smooth transition from an effective stu-
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dent to an effective teacher. Participants were paired with experienced teachers for peer
coaching.

Multiple methodologies were employed. Participants, peer coaches and beginning teachers
were interviewed and mailed self-administered questionnaires. Overall, PARTNERS was
effectively adapted for delivery by satellite and rated "highly effective" by both groups. For
beginning teachers, the most important aspect was the "support structure/peer coaching" that
was offered.

Participants uniformly reported positive growth as a result of their year-long experience
with the program and 94% of these teachers indicated that they were planning to continue
teaching for 1990-91 school year. Of those who would be leaving the profession, all were
leaving due to changes in life circumstancesmarriage, change of residence to
accommodate a spouse's career, and the like.

5.2.3 1_1:.orth Carolina Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI). All participants in
the Foreign Language in the Elementary School program were evaluated at two points for a
pre-post test. In the summer session, 35 of 289 respondents scored 100% on both the pre-
and-post test. Furthermore, the participants were surveyed for their overall evaluation of
the program. The program was first offered in Summer 1989, and then from January
through May 1990. Overall, 91% of the participants agreed that the program was a
"successful training experience" and that "presenters and the program were well organized."

5.2.4 Mississippi State University (MSU). MSU conducted an extensive evaluation of
the attitudes and beliefs of all participants toward their college credit course offerings. The
qualitative evaluation results were included in Attachment M. All total, the course equaled
147 contact hours. Eighty-five students participated in the offerings.

The evaluation was multi-staged. A needs assessment questionnaire was developed and
mailed to each participant prior to the beginning of the conrse. This provided the
instructor background information of each of participants as well an understanding of their
expectations for the course. At the completion of the couirse another evaluation
questionnaire was mailed to each participant. One course, the Junior High School Science
Teacher Institute, sent a follow-up questionnaire to evaluate the level of involvement in
implementing strategies taught.

For over 90 % of the participants, this was their first experience at television instruction.
A significant majority of respondents were satisfied with the class and found this a
convenient method of earning college credit.

6.0 PROJECT BENEFITS AND POST STAR SCHOOLS ACTIVITIES

TI-IN United Star Network successfully accomplished all the goals set forth in both the
Year One and Two proposals. In many ways the Project exceeded the goals by absorbing
and extending the intent of the Project beyond the actual funding period. Months after the
Project, the majority of sites and Partners continue to work with TI-IN.
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This was a challenging and exciting venture for all parties concerned. As one of only four
organizations selected and funded under the first demonstration projects for the Star
Schools Program, TI-IN United Star Network felt privileged to be at the forefront of
change.

If there was a single major barrier to the Project, it was related to Partners who were
unwilling to participate in a collaborative setting and take ownership of the goals and
objectives set forth in the Project. Unfortunately, the Partner continued after the conclusion
of the Project to create problems.

This section was designed to discuss on-going activities related to the Partnership and the
retention of Star Schools sites. In addition, the Project had a major impact on TI-IN
Network, the managing partner and leading distance learning provider. The resultant
changes to TI-IN's on-going non-Star Schools activities have been outlined and discussed.

6.1 Establishing Relationship with Partners. Arrangements were made to
continue a collaborative relationship with the Partners when the grant funding ended on
September 30, 1990. TI-IN continued to work with every Partner, except the University of
Alabama. However, each relationship was structured a little differently.

6.1.1 Western Illinois University and the Illinois State Board of Education. They
continued to secure funding to develop programming and broadcast via 11-IN. In addition,
WIU became a provider of direct student instruction with the course, Advanced
Placement/Honors English Literature. For the school year 1991-92, WIU will continue to
offer AP English and numerous other staff development and smdent enrichment
programming.

ISBE has continued to assume an active role in monitoring the participation of their
schools in distance learning activities. When a school does not utilize the technology and
programming, ISBE will identify another site and move the equipment Each school
remains accountable to the state education agency.

6.1.2 Mississippi State University. For school year 1990-91, MSU continued to provide
staff development programs for TI-1N Network. Dr. Sandra Harpole was contracted to
provide a series on hands-on science. MSU has some excellent tesources in math and
science in the College of Arts and Science as well as the most sophisticated uplink within
the Partnership. When possible, TI-IN will look to MSU for programs.

6.1.3 North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. NCDPI continued to broadcast
programming weekly. Their programming has application for both North Carolina sites and

schools natioawide. For the 1991-92 school year, NCDPI will continue its weeldy

programmir Ad other student enrichment programming.

6.1.4 Texas Education Agency. TEA continues to develop and broadcast programming
on a regular basis. For the 1991-92 school year, TEA will broadcast every Monday.
Currently, they have begun construction on their own uplink studios.
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6.1.5 California State University, Chico. CSU-Chico has developed many interesting
teleconferencing outside the boundaries of the Partnership. When such teleconferences
were found relevant to the TI-IN subscribers, TI-IN has contracted with CSU to transmit
the programming through TI-IN's network. Examples include the geography series, Maps
Globes and Atlases.

TI-IN continued to work with the College of Education to accredit a portion of the TI-IN
Staff Development programming for professional growth/continuing education credit.

6.1.6 Education Service Center Region 20. ESC-Region 20 has been and continued to
be the primary provider of programming for TI-IN Network, Together TI-IN and ESC-
Region 20 offered over 20 high school credit courses, over 200 hours of Staff Development
and student enrichment.

6.2. Expanding the Partnership Model. Prior to TI-IN United Star Network, TI-
IN had developed one working partnership with ESC-Region 20. As a direct result of the
successful collaboration between a variety of organizations and uplink sites under Star
Schools, TI-IN realized the importance of expanding the partnership model. In Spring
1990, two new partnerships were developed that expanded the relationships developed
under Star Schools. These included the formation of a joint venture with Mind Extension
University and Jostens Learning Corporation.

6.2.1 Mind Extension University (MEW). 1VT'U was an educational cable channel
developed and operated by Jones Inter Cable, iv: Jones, as the ninth largest cable
company of the nation, designed ME/U to provide 24-hour educational programming.
ME/U was designed to deliver college credit courses and degree programs.

In Spring 1990, TI-IN and ME/U established a joint marketing agreement whereby, oft
channel of TI-IN programming would be offered on ME/U. The significance of this
agreement was far reaching: 1) TI-IN programming was now available through cable
television, C-band as well as by Ku-band satellite; and 2) programming was available at
the homes of students and teachers instead of just school.

With ME/U reaching millions of home subscribers across the ...ountry, this has allowed TI-
IN to expand its audience for student credit courses and staff development. The venture
will continue to expand for the 1991-92 school year. Cable News Network's Newsroom
will be offered to all subscribing schools.

6.2.2 TI-1N and Jostens Learning Corporation Staff Development. Jostens Learning
Corporation, the nation's largest producer of educational systems software, teamed up with
TI-IN for the purpose of demonstrating and evaluating the value of delivering satellite-
based staff development to their subscribing sites. TI-IN and Jostens entered into a three
year contract to develop their own staff development programs as well as provide all of
TI-1N'S 200 hours to designated Josten sites. These sites with Jostens integrated systems
have been equipped with satellite hanlware to enable participation in their new satellite
offering.
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6.2.3 Working with State Departments of Education. TI-IN continued to work closely
with state education agencies regarding issues of Star Schools sites, certification and
accreditation issues.

6.3 Updating Equipment, Broadcasting in the Clear and Retrofitting the
Network. Prior to the Star Schools Project, TI-1N had been a scrambled Ku-band only
network. Over the two-year period of the grant, things changed dramatically which
required TI-IN to respond to the changing marketplace. In addition, the MEN venture
required that the technical system have greater flexibility.

The result was that TI-IN management decided the following: 1) to broadcast all
programming unencrypted, 2) to redesign the TI-IN interactive equipment with the
Subscriber Interface Device (SID) to increase audio reliability and reduce feedback/echo,
and facilitate additional data transmissions. The execution of these goals was accomplished
at the cost of several million dollars and required retrofitting (visiting and changing
equipment) at each site. All 1000 sites including 273 Star Schools sites were visited in the
Summer 1990.

6.4 Consumers Desire Programming and Technology Choices. As school
administrators become more sophisticated consumers of technology and distance learning
programs, they wanted the ability to select courses from a number of providers. Today,
the technology most desiied has been that which allows a school the greatest range of
programming choices as the least cost.

TI-IN has over the past year equipped more schools with Ku-C-band (dual band) antennae
or cable television hook-ups than with fixed Ku or C-band systems.

6.5 Strategies to Discourage Pirating Programs. TI-DT's choice to broadcast in
the clear has required a redesign of all the programming to make the programs most useful
when written materials are acquired. For nonregistered sites passive viewing has only been
possible, as TI-IN's SID device has the toll-free telephone numbers programmed in the
audio handsets lines for classroom interaction.

6.6 Retention of Star Schools Sites. During Summer 1990, TI-IN worked with
each Star Schools site to determine their interest in continuing to participate after the
funding period. Sites which were completely uninterested relinquished the equipment.
This equirm nt was moved to another school who was interested and willing to participate.
There were an estimated 17 schools where the equipment was relocated.

The largest dmp-off was from the subscribers in Alabama. All but 6 of the 56 total sites
dropped off the Network. The Partner (UofA) and the state department of education
informed the Project Director that all of the sites were using the equipmer4 for sa:ellite
programming and none needed to be relocated. It has been impossible for the Project to
oversee these activities.
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Another potential and Jn-going problem occurred in Mississippi where multiple schools in
a district were selectml by the Partner. TI-IN used some of its own budget to enable
schools to participate In courses for the 1990-91 school year. However, it is expected that
some of the multiple sites may drop off during the 1991-92 school year, unless the state
legislature provides distance learning funding. TI-IN continued to work closely with the
state education agency and Educational Tele Vision to disseminate information.

All total, TI-IN has been able to keep up the inventory and communication with 266 of the
original 316. The Project Director and TI-IN have no method of accounting for what
becomes of the equipment and how frequently it is used for sites in Alabama.

6.7 Certification Issue Surfaced. TI-IN's model of certifying each teacher in the
states where they have students has become overwhelming. Today, TI-IN has over 1000
sites across 40 states. With each state requirliv application fees and a variety of standards,
this has become an expensive and time consuming venture. Ideally, standards for distance
learning nationwide could help establ:sh a certificate, perhaps, for distance learning.

6.8 Heighten Concerns about Copyright. Broadcasting in the clear has required
that TI-IN appoint a staff person to work with publishers and the like to secure copyright
clearance. While this activity had previously been done by teachers, the increasing number
of lawsuits nationwide has forced TI-IN to centralize this activity for its own protection.

6.9 Expanded Instructional Model. Broadcasting in tit*, clear enabled more
students to enroll in TI-IN courses. However, TI-111 continues to believe that interactivity
is critical to the direct student instruction. In Fall 1990, TI-IN expanded its instructional
model to include both a certified television instructor and supporting teaching assistants.
Students discussed problems with the TA or teacher before, during and after (including
evening hours) the class via toll-free telephone lines. In addition, voice mail allowed
students to record a message for a teacher. In this model the television teachers became
the leader of the instructional team or master teacher.

6.10 TI-IN United Star Network Scholarships. Project income was earned from
students located at non-Star Schools sites who registered in courses developed under Star
Schools. Though, Star Schools sites received the courses at no cost, other non-Star TI-IN
subscribers were required to pay fees.

The total income equaled to $76,000. This money, as outlined under EDGAR, was used to
further promote the intent of the grant by increasing the access to academic courses by

high school students at Star Schools sites. The Board of Governance developed a Star
Schools scholarship program. Using $59,000, 172 students were awarded scholarships.
The Star Scholarships were disuributed across the Partnership for the purpose of enabling
students to participate in the courses of their choice for school year 1990-91. See
Attachment L for a complete list of the scholarship awards.

The remaining $17,000 was used to fund scholarships of students registered in classes at an
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Alabama location -- Red Bay, Alabama. This was a case where the Partner h4d not
informed the sites adequately about the Star Schools award. Specifically, that only courses
designed and funded through Star Schools were offeird at no cost to the students. The
school believed that 111 courses were offered at no cost hence, students registered in all
courses. When it came time to pay the fees, Red Bay had no money. So, the Board of
Governance voted to fund the on-going participation of these students by awarding the
scholarships. Unfortunately, this resulted in Red Bay receiving more scholarship support
than others.

6.11 Student Course Enrollment. One measuie of success was the number of
students that enrolled in TI-IN courses even after the funding period. Table Two shows
the total enrollment of 1703 students in courses for school year 1990-91. This is
particularly significant in that TI-IN's total enrollment was approximately 6,000 students for
this period. To review the enrollment statistics by school and state please refer to
Attachment J.

6.12 Ownership Important for Acceptance. It was not enough to fund the
acquisition of equipment and programming. Ultimately, each school needs to have some
level of financial and behavioral commitment to allow for a successful implementation.
Schools that jumped on the bandwagon for a "free" ride were generally the first to drop-off
when the funding disappeared.

.13 Project Time Too Short. A project of this magnitude would be better
served if implementation was phased in over three of four years. Most sites had only
access to Star Schools funded programming for a year because of lag time related to
equipment installation and Project start-up. User acceptance would be better cultivated
over a three or four year timeframe. In addition, a longitudinal evaluation effort which
examined research questions related to the Project and to the effects of distance learning
would have provided stronger data and findings.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

TI-IN United Star Network made a difference for students and teachers across the nation.
The programming funded and developed under Star Schools impacted not only students and
their teachers in 316 sites, but others in TI-IN's 700 non-Star Schools sites. In the short
two-year period, TIAN United Star Network became a viable nationwide satellite-based
program provider.

All total, 1133 students participated in the four credit coursesJapanese I, Anatomy &
Physiology, Spanish III, Physical Sciencedeveloped under the Project. Numerous other
students participated in student enlicht lent and special topic programs. Over 219 teachers
participated in the college credit co irses and thousands of others in staff development
training. TUN met its primary goal of equalizing and increasing the access to academic
resources. Attachment J has a breakdown of teacher and student enrollments. Thousands
of additional teachers and students have continued to participate in the programming
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TI-IN
UNITED STAR

NETWORK.
Table Two

Star Schools Course Enrollment for 1990-91
(as of 2/15/91)

Course # Enrolled

Anatomy & Physiology 38
AP English 82
Astronomy 127
Elementary Analysis 54
Elementary Spanish 39
French I 123
French II 60
German I 69
German II 16
Japanese I 47
Latin I 53
Latin II 11
Marine Science 112
Physics 13
Psychology 124
Sociology 103
Spanish I 464
Spanish II 118
Trigonometry

Total 1703
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Live ad the funding period for school year 1990-91. TI-IN United Star Network has made
a thilerence in the lives of students across the nation.
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THIN UNITED STAR NETWORK
BRINGS OUTSTANDING
ACADEMIC RESOURCES

DIRECTLY TO YOUR CLASSROOMS
VIA SATELLITE.



YOUR INTRODUCTION
TO TI-IN UNITED STAR
NETWORK

The TI-IN United Star Network serves
316 Chapter 1 eligible schools in 20
states. Direct student instruction and
teacher training in mathematics,
foreign language, and science are
provided via state-of-the-art satellite
broadcasts. This $9.7 million grant
from the U.S. Department of
Education's $32 million Star Schools
Program equalizes access to
academic resources by overcoming
barriers of geography, wealth, race,
and culture.

Live interactive
Programming

Satellite technology is utilized to bring
"live" instruction directly to elementary

and secondary students, ait their
teachers. Along with teacher training
programming, prerequisite and
advanced academic credit courses
help meet graduation mandates by
preparing students for college.
Programming provided by TI-IN
United Star Network serves as an
outstanding instructional resource
for educators.

All programs are interactive using
1-way video and 2-way audio/data.
Students and teachers communicate
using the automatic Talkback system.
For data transmission, students use
electronic writing tablets and computers.

v.+
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TI-IN Monitor and Control Room in San Antonio, Texas where the customer hotline
is answered.

cc

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
SECTORS JOIN FORCES

The creation of TI-IN United Star
Network is a direct result of a partner-
ship between private enterprise and
public education institutions. Joining
TI-IN Network, Inc. and Education
Service Center, Region 20 in San
Antonio, are seven new partners,
originating their own unique and
exemplary programming to this
resource sharing network.

,111.
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Or. Mary Budd Rowe demonstrates a point,
with a little assistance, duriog her program,
'Adventures in Science." C P. Rowe is
president of the National & ience Teachers
Association.

The University of Alaimma

The University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa shares its h ghly success-
ful and acclaimed Biomedical Science
Prep-ratory Program (BioPrep) which
has qualified and motivated many
disadvantaged young people to
pursue college study and careers in
medical science. This program is
designed to train junior high and high
school students and their teachers in
not only advanced science, but also
English, Math, and Social Studies.
Anatomy and Physiology and
Japanese are being broadcast
during the 1989-90 school year.
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MIN students and teacher interact using the Talkback system.

California State University,
Chico

California State University has ad-
dressed the critical need of upgrading
the skills of local teachers by offering
several college credit courses. One of
the college credit offerings is Partners
in Professional Growth, a peer coach-
ing program for beginning teachers.
Partners bridges college training with
the practical classroom experience of
new teachers. CSU, Chico offers a
masters degree in Foreign Language
Instruction via satellite.

a
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Western Illinois University

This midwest university is producing
Career Vision, an enrichment program
for junior high students, focusing on
major science areas (Biology, Chemis-
try, Earth Science and Physics) and
mathematics. All segments consist
of videotaped "fbld trips" illustrat-
ing science/math related activities,
followed by a panel discussion
between students and featured
guests.

b ono
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Mississippi State University

Mississippi State brings to TI-IN
United Star Network college credit
courses through its Math and Science
Institutes designed for teacher train-
ing. These courses were developed
in the first year of the Network and are
being offered in year two. Their
offerings include: Earth Science I and
Demonstrations and Concepts for
Physics Teachers.

Students can "come up to the blackboard"
using TI-IN's electronic writing tablet.



North Carolina Department
of Public Instruction

A 1985 legislative mandate in North
Carolina stated that each school dis-
trict in the state must provide instruc-
tion in at least one second language
for students from kindergarten to the
12th grade, regardless of geographic
area or economic level. To implement
second language instruction by 1993,
the date set by law, North C arolina
Department of Public Instruction is
providing retraining of classroom
teachers through Foreign Language
in the Elementary School (FLES). This
is an 18-hour program for elementary
teachers with a foreign language back-
ground, secondary foreign language
teachers, and other certified teachers.

Education Service Center,
Region 20

Region 20 is experienced in selecting
qualified instructors for satellite
instructional programming. New
course offerings such as Spanish III,
go along with an impressive existing
selection of math, science, and foreign
language courses.

In the first year of the project, Region
20 began offering a new Physical
Science course. This is for 9-12
graders and incorporates a complete
physical science curriculum, utilizing
videodisk technology. A Foreign
Language Alternatives Laboratory
offers students an opportunity to
explore the nature of other languages
and cultures. The Guidance Counsel-
ing Institute for Math and Science is
designed to stimulate, excite, and
encourage students to study math
and science.

Texas Education Agency
and Illinois State Board of
Education

The Texas Education Agency and the
Illinois State Board of Education are
also active, participating partners in
the TI-IN United Star Network. These
state agencies select school sites and
set policy.

TI-IN Network, Inc.

TI-IN Network, Inc. is the partner that
administers the grant plus, provides
and installs the hardware necessary
for schools to receive the satellite
transmitted academic resources.

In addition, TI-IN Network, Inc., offers
400 hours a year of Staff/Teacher
Development Programs. These pro-
grams feature top experts in education
from across the nation. Enrichment
programs, a Student Council of the
Air, and School Board Training are
other types of programming spon-
sored by TI-IN Network which are
available to Star Schools recipients.

ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS
RECEIVE STAR
SCHOOLS HARDWARE

TI-IN Network, Inc. installs "downlink"
hardware in the 316 schools who are
recipients under the Department of
Education grant. This hardware
includes a satellite antenna and a
specially designed audio/video cart
that includes a TV monitor, printer,
cordless telephone, and a VCR. When
the necessary equipment is in place,
a Star-funded school is able to use
immediately all of TI-IN and United
Star Network programming.

Broadcasts are "uplinked" from the
existing facilities of each participating
partner. TI-IN provides technical
assistance by sharing its expertise in
training users, managing the logistics
of student registration and program
administration, and in providing the
end-to-end delivery system and satel-
lite transmission time.

In addition to the new and existing
instruction offered by United Star
Network, each school becomes part
of a larger, existing network. If so
desired, students may enroll in any
of TI-IN Network's existing high
school courses.

I 1
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Education Service Center, Region 20's Master Control Facility is where TI-IN satellite
transmissions are routed and monitored.
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TI-IN United Star Network is a cooper-

. ative, multi-state educational partner-
ship formed in April of 1988 to develop
and transmit instructional programming.
Composed of the following partners,
TI-IN United Star Network is funded
by the United States Department of
Education under the Star Schools
Program (CFDA 84.203A).

TI-IN Network, Inc. (Fiscal Agent)
1000 Central Parkway North
Suite 190
San Antonio, Texas 78232
Contact: Pamela S. Pease, Ph.D.

Project Director, 7 Schools
Lloyd Otterman, UdO
(512) 490-3900

The University of Alabama
PO. Box B
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487
Contact: Harry Knopke, Ph.D.

Executive Assistant to the President

California State University - Chico
Chico, California 95929-0250
Contact: Ralph Neuter, Ph.D.

Dean, Continuing and Regional
F.ducation

Education Service Center, Region 20
1314 Hines Avenue
San Antonio, Texas 78208
Contact: Judy Castleberry, Ph.D.

Executive Director

Mississippi State University
P.O. Box 6343
Starkville, Mississippi 39762-6343
Contact: James Wall, Ph.D.

Dean, College of Education

North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction
116 West Edenton Street
Room 250
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1712
Contact: Elsie L. Brumback, M.A.

Director of Media and Technology
Services

Texas Education Agency
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701-1494
Contact: Geoffrey Fletcher, Ph.D.

Director of Education Technology

Western Illinois University &
Illinois State Board of Education
Horrabin Hall 76
Western Illinois University
Macomb, Illinois 61455
Contact: David Taylor, Ph.D.

Dean, College of Education
Robert Leininger
State Superintenaent, ISBE
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OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT INSTRUCTION
AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

FOREWORD TI-1N Network is an innovative delivery system designed to provide interactive televised
educational programs. Uniquely equipped classrooms at subscribing schools, education
service centers, and other educational institutions are designed to receive elementary
:lasses and high school credit courses as well as a variety of educational programs for
administrators, teachers, parents and community members. These courses originate from
studios at any one of the following locations:

Education Service Center, Region 20 in San Antonio, Texas;

University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa;

North Carolina Department of Public Instruction in Raleigh;

California State University at Chico;

Western Illinois University in Macomb;

Mississippi State University in Starkville.

This handbook is designed to help the reader ensure effective instruction for students
and staff members by detailing the communication necessary between providers and
receivers of the instruction. Anyone designated to work with TI-IN Network should
have access and dm to study this handbook.

It is only through mutual cooperation and assistance that high standards and quality
will be maintained for all TI-IN Network programs. Suggestions for improvement are
welcomed and should be sent to:

TI-IN NETWORK
1000 Central Parkway Narth

Sake 190
Saa Antonio, Texas 78232

(SU) 490-3900
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SECTION
SITE OPERATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE
RESPONSIBILITIES

1F%

ROLE OF
PROGRAM
CONTACT

The term site used in this handbook refers to institutions which are technically
equipped to receive 11-IN's satellite delivered courses and have students or staff
participating in these courses.

When a site joins the Network, the superintendent/executive director, assigns a
staff member to the role of program contact and determines the installation
location of the classroom equipment. In deciding equipment location, the
following factors should be considered: Is the location quiet, conducive to high
levels of concentration? Is it well ventilated and comfortable? Is it large
enough to allow elbow room for students when tests are given? Is it accmsible
and yet easily secured?

The program contact serves as the TI-N coordinator and oversees all
adminisrative functions of TI-IN courses at the site. Typically this person is a
building principal, assistant principal, or administrative manager.

It is the program contact's responsibility to:

receive all TI-IN correspondence, program, and registration materials and
disseminate information *
assign staff members for the roles of course facilitators
train facilitators on equipment operation and administrative procedures
inform students and staff of the policies of TI-IN courses and answer
administrative questions
register students and staff for TI-IN courses
order course materials and monitor receipt of monthly staff development
handouts
tape student courses during local holidays

Once a site has joined the Network and the program contact is identified, TI-1N
sends quantities of the program guide, student registration and course guide as
well as registration forms for student and staff participation to the program
contact for distribution.

TI-IN sends
program
:Odes, Program
stodent
course

Contact
distributes

&des, this
registration information
forms, program
updates and
correspondence

Participants
teachers,
administrators,
students,
community
members, etc.

* The program contact may wish to designate another person to receive lesson
plans for the student credit courses and to be responsible for the consolidation
of homework and course assiimments to be rens lied to 11-IN iustructors. This
is suggested based on the frequency of these mailings.
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ROLE OF PROGRAM CONTACT 2

Assigning
Facilitators

Training
Staff

The program contact identifies facilitators for courses which will be offered at
the site. Facilitators Are assigned to monitor and assist in demo=
administration of TI-IN courses. These individuals work with the program
contact on matters which deal directly with their assigned courses. The
responsibilities of facilitators vary depending on whether they are respcasible for
direct student insuuction or staff development courses. (For specific duties of
facilitators, reference Role of Facilitators in this section.)

Program Contact
identifies and

coordinates training of
facilitators

e
Student Credit Courses Staff Development Courses

Once the equipment installation is completed at the site, the pmgram contact
receives quantities of the current program guide, student registration and courie
guide and registration forms for participants. Also, the program contact receives
a TI-IN Network Subscriber Notebook which contains current programming
information, registration procedures, course rides for direct student instruction
and staff development, along with equipment operation manuals.

To support staff training on use of the equipment, each audio-visual cart
contains a demonstration videotzpe covering operation of all components. All
students and staff participating in TI-1N courses are encouraged to view this
taPe.

There are several pmgrams scheduled over the Network to assist in the
administration of TI-1N courses. Each program contact along with newly
assigned facilitators are encouraged to participate in one of the New Subscriber
Orientations for an overview of Network programming and equipment
oparation. Facilitators of credit courses for students are required to view the
General Facilitator Training sessions scheduled at the beginning of each
semester. Other training includes special Lab Facilitator Training for science
amuses and regularly scheduled Teacher/Facilitate:. Meetings.

Please refer to the program guide for training session dates and times. In order
to best utilize these training sessions, it is recommended that prior to attending,
the program contact and facilitators be familiar with the current program guide,
view the equipment demonstradon tape, and review a copy of this manual on
operational guidelines.

Price to training: Program Contact and Facilitators review

7.5

equipment demonstration videotape
program guide
student registration and course guide
operational guidelines



ROLE OF PROGRtiM CONTACT

Informing
Students
and Staff

Registering

,1 3

Student Courses - In order to help students become quickly adjusted to TI-IN
courses, it is important that all participating students be aware of policies early
in the year. The program contact and/or facilitator should meet with students to
discuss policy issues before the end of the first week of school. Student
selection is an important factor in the success of TI-IN courses. (Refuencp
Section II: Student Courses and Policies - Selection of Students.)

Staff Development Courses - It is very important that staff members are
informed of the programming available to them, how to register, how to obtain
credit, and who to contact should they have any questions. TI-lN Network
continues to expand its credit offerings to meet the specific needs of teachers
and adminisuators. Affiliations with California State University - Chico,
Mississippi State University in Starkville, Adams State College in Colorado,
Seattle Pacific University in Washington, as well as affiliations with state
departments of education offer opportunities for participants to receive college
credit, professional growth credit, continuing education units, and certification
credit hours. (Reference Section III: Staff Development Courses.)

Student Courses - The program contact must officially register a student in a
TI-IN course by completing a four-pan Student Course Registration form.
(Reference Section II: Student Courses and Policies Registration Process.).
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ROLE OF PROGRAM CONTACT

Registering
(continued)

Staff Development Courses- Sites are also asked to register all staff
development participants by completing a TI-lN Registration/ Validation Form.
This is required regardless of whether the course is taken for credit. Since the
staff development programs are scheduled after the school day, the registration
process reinforces communication regarding opening the building after school
hours and having handouts available for participants. (Reference Section
Staff Development Courses Registration Process.)
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in-IN
REGISTRAPONNALICIATION FORM

1. PARTICIPANT 1MrORMATION (Plan P4m)
Name:

TT-Ill Receive Site Lecatioe:

Receive Site Address:

Home Addreee:

NOM thefts:

2. PROGRAM 1NPORMMION (P1oms PON)
Title of Proms:
Total 1 ot Sours:

Decals) ot Program:

3. FOR PARTICIPANTS SEEKING MT CREDrn

sates Ontnct Appmval 4 rumor*, upon roplotmOont

mune at kneel District Person Granting Credit:

Title:

approval Signature: Date:

TO REGISTER: Rolm Gold Copy 4 Tl-IN
nom% OngimirfollowORM =Moo Looll compiolon of mow

Payay-ilerCicipant warm tee mut acemplay minutia 0*

r4. FOR PARTICIPANTS SEEKINn A

School OMM 1/00°-
Perv

Pay-by-Participant Courses - In addition to student courses and staff
development progiamming offered during the school year, there are special
programs which are made available to all sites on a pay-by-participant basis,
requiring an individual registration fee or a site registration fee.

The TI-T/4 Network Registration/Validation Form is used for these pay-by-
participant programs, accompanied by the registration fee. Examples of
programs which fall into this category are as follows:

June/July Staff Development Programs
Test Reviews for Students - SAT and ACT Reviews

77



ROLE OF PROGRAM CONTACT 5

Student Courses - Materials required for student courses are outlined in the
student registration and course guide. Current state-adopted textbooks are used
for the direct student instruction courses. These may be ordered from the state
depository or directly from the publisher. Please review your institution's local
textbook ordering policies and include TI-IN course texts when placing ceders.
Requirements for each course are inclutied in the course guide infonnadon.
Please remember that all texts and materials should be ordered in time to arrive
for the BEGINNING of the semester. In some instances, the site may need to
borrow or purchase textbooks for their students. It is important to keep accurate
records of textbooks distributed to students. Utilize local/state policy in
determining how to handle the replacement of any textbooks that are lost or
damaged.

Ordering
Course
Materials

Taping

Program
Contact
Checklist

Staff Development Courses - Any textbooks cc materials required for staff
development programs are noted within the course descriptions of the program
guide.

Student Courses - To accommodate the varied holiday schedules of each Ale,
including spring breaks, it is required that each site make arrangements to tape
the student courses during local holidays. This procedure prevents students from
missing any information covered in TI-IN courses during holidays by providing
make-up tapes upon their return to school. As a policy, TI-IN Network does
not provide tapes for distribution to sites for make-up of courses missed due to
a local holiday.

Staff Development Courses - Any videotaping restrictions of the staff
development courses are stated in the course descriptions of the program guide.

The role of the program contact is critical to the adminisuation of Network
programming. The following page provides a reference checklist of the program
contact's responsibilities in the initial stages of organizing the site for
participation.

7S



ROLE OF PROGRAM CONTACT

PROGRAM CONTACT RESPONSIBILITIES
CHECKLIST

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE

Read Operational Guidelines for Student Instruction and Staff
Development, review TI-IN Network Subscriber Notebook and
equipment demonstration videotape

Establish and communicate internal operating procedures to school
personnel

Inform students/staff of Network program offerings

STUDENT COURSES

Screen studelits for participation

Register students for courses

Assign facilitators to each student course

Train curse facilitators in

use of the equipment (equipment demonstration tape)
Network offerings (program guide, student
registration and course guide)
administrative procedures (operational guidelines)

Classroom facilitators attend scheduled on-air

General Facilitator Training Sessions
Teacher/Facilitator Meetings
Lab Facilitator Training (science facilitators)

STAFF DEVELOPMENT COURSES

Assign facilitators to staff development courses

Train staff development facilitators in

use of the equipment (equipment demonstration tape)
Network offerings (ptogram guide)
administra procedrues (operational guidelines)
credit opt available for participants
and mg' in requirements for these
process



ROLE OF FACILITATORS

v311

Attend
Training
Sessions

The facilitator's active participation during a course makes a difference in the
level of student and staff involvement and success. In cases of direct student
instruction courses, the TI-1N teacher depends on facilitators to recognize and
report the level of student involvement and to assist students in maintaining
active participation. In the case of staff development courses, the facilitator is
needed to introduce staff members to the use of equipment and encourage active
participation.

Due to the important role the facilitator plays in the success of Network
programming, them are several key qualities the program contact should look
for when selecting facilitators. The facilitator should be:

Enthusiastic - for the success of distance learning
Interested - in technical equipment and its operation
Professional - in appearance and attitude
Committed in time and energy
Organized - with necessary materials available for
participants, deadlines met, and intonation on hand to
answer questions
Good Humored - when things do not go exactly as planned

iMIMMEMMI=M
Facilitator's responsibilities are to:

Attend Training Sessions

Monitor Equipment Operation
- Demonstrate Proper Use of Equipment
- Report Technical Difficulties
- Record Courses for Replay

Support Instruction
- Disseminate and Return Course Materials
- Monitor and Facilitate Insuuction
- Keep Records
Conn& with the TI-IN Instructors

- Administer Evaluations

It is recommended that all facilitstors attend the New Subscriber Orientations
scheduled at the beginning of es At semester for an overview of Network
programming and equipment operanon. It is beneficial to review the equipment
demonstration videotape, the program guide, the student registration and course
guide, and this manual on operational guidelines to best utilize the training
sessions.

Facilitators of the student credit courses are required to attend General
Facki, ir Training, Teacher/Facilitator Meetings, and Lab Facilinvor Training
Sessions (science course facilitators).

General Facilitator Training . At the beginning of each semester, general
facilitator training sessions are offered to acquaint and/or update facilitators with
the policies and procedures of TI-1N Network studem crodit courses. It is
recommended that these sessions be videotaped and reviewod periodically.
These training sessions are listed in the current issue of the program guide.

SO



ROLE OF FACILITATORS

Attend
Training
Sessions

(continued)

Monitor
Equipment
Operation

Teacher/Facilitator Meeting - During the first day of student courses, the TI-
IN teacher will provide the facilitators with specific course details. As outlined
in the program guide, specific dates and times are scheduled over the network
for teacher/facilitator meetings throughout the semester. These meetings are
held to discuss particular procedures and answer facilitator questices.

Lab Facilitator Training - In addition to regularly scheduled teacher/facilitator
meetings, there are special training sessions scheduled for facilitators of science
courses which require laboratory experiences. These required training sessions

serve the following purposes: 1) to demonstrate safety factors in
hthe use of lab equipment, 2) to discuss the lab sessions to be used
in the regular classroom, and 3) to define the administrative and
educational responsibilities of the lab facilitatccs, particularly in the
area of student-facilitator interaction. Safety requirements
necessitate that lab facilitators be certified teachers.

Demonstrate Use of Equipment - Facilitators should know how to turn on the
equipment and be able to demonstrate procedures for using the talkback
equipment. It is extremely imponant that the equipment be turned on at least
10 minutes prior to the start of the course so that it is ready for use.

Channel Changes: Channel changes should be made at least 5 minutes
prior to the start of class. Failure to do so may result in an inability tb
place a all until the next data update by sawlike.

Printer: The printer should be loaded with paper.

Phone Handsets: When not in use, phone handsets should be put in
their cradles so that the batteries can recharge.

AVU: When not in use, the AVU should remain plugged in to the AC
power outlet with components turned off.

Report Technical Difficulties - In the event of equipment failure, weather-
related problems, or technical difficulty, the facilitator should immediately notify

TI-IN Network Maintenance, Monitor and Control
(1400-6664446). In order to obtain a videotape of
the program, this report must be initiated within 24 holm.
Tapes should be returned within two weeks in order to
avoid being charged the following fees: $6.00 - 60
minute tape; $7.00 - 120 minute tape.

Record Courses for Replay - When a student is absent, it is necessary to
automatically videotape the course. This tape should be made available
immediately upon the student's return to class for make-up purposes. Some
sites routinely record each lesson and allow students to use these tapes for
review.

Since school calendars vary greatly in their local holidays and spring braes, it
is the site's responsibility to videotape student courses during the local ht. tidays
for make-up purposes when students return to school. (This also applies ta staff
development courses which are not videotape restricted.) If a program is
videotape restricted, it must be viewed live. It may not be videotaped nor may
a tape be requested from Monitor and Control.

s



ROLE OF FACILITATORS 9

Support
Instruction

Staff Development Courses - Instructional support for staff development
courses involves copying and disseminating handout materials, demonstrating
equipment use, monitoring attendance, and verifying records are in place if
participants wish to receive credit. For details on the processes to receive credit
and the types of credit available, refer to Section III: Staff Development
Courses.

Student Courses - Instructional support is a key role for the facilitator of
student credit courses and involves specific duties and procedures. Student
course facilitators work very closely with the 11-IN teacher and instnictionid
coordinator, who rupervises the 11-IN teacher and the instructional pkocess.

Disseminate and Return Course Materials - It is the
facilitator's responsibility to ensure that materials
are reproduced in sufficient numbers for students and
ready as needed for class. The course materials must
be kept in a secure place to prevent access by students
until requested by the TI-IN teacher.

TI-IN provides envelopes to sites participating in student courses for the return
of course materials. More than one set of course materials may be included in
order to conserve envelops and postage. Separating the contents by course and
clearly labeling the materials on the outside of the envelope is suggested by use
of the following cover sheet:

TO:

?ROM

COMMITS

TZ COI= salt?

(Toaelloyl

lfaelAttatorl

TI-IN envelopes are oversized and, therefore, tequire more postage. Without the
correct postage, there may be a week's delay or longer in receipt of the
materials by the TI-IN teacher.

Envelopes are not to be reopened once they have been sealed.

ONLY A TI-IN NETWORK TEACHER
SHOULD BREAK THE SEAL OF AN EXAM
OR HOMEWORK ENVELOPE TO ENSURE
INTEGRITY OF THE CONTENTS.

If it is necessary to open the envelope, a new envelope should be prepared for
mailing. If the envelope contains exams and appears to have been tampered
with or is open upon receipt by the TI-IN teacher, the exam(s) will be invalid.

Occasionally, materials are lost in the rut Therefore, it is strongly
recommended that the facilitator photocopy 'Llior tests, semester exams, and
research papers before mailing to the TI-IN teacher. Please destroy the
photocopies once verification of receipt is made.

S °
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Support
Instruction

(continued)

Monitor and Facilitate Instruction

Count Period - One facilitator may monitor more than re student instruction
course as long as the courses do not overlap. A facilitator must be physically
present in each course during the entire period. The facilitator's attention
should be directed toward the smooth operation of the class. There must be
active involvement by the facilitator throughout each class.

&gat - Before exams are administered, the exam should be kept in a secure
location at the receive site. Exams should be carefully monitored by the
classmom facilitator, collected at the end of the class, and sealed in a TI-IN
envelope for mailing the day of or the day after the exam. If the facilitator
notices any incidence of cheating, he/she should report it to the site principal
and note it on the exam copies to be returned to the TI-IN teacher. Students
who cheat on a homework assignment, quiz, exam, or any other work assigned
by the TI-IN teacher will automatically receive a grade of "0" (zero) for that
assignment

nthuilig_smigils - Tutoring sessions arc available fee students whose
performance is below passing. These may be conducted over the toll-free line
or on air. Tutoring sessions should be requestit by the the principal calling
the TI-IN instructional coordinator. In turn, the instructional coordinator will
schedule ainimo through the TI-IN Network office and confirm the date and
time with the site principal. Facilitators should encourage students to call the
11-IN teacher during the scheduled office hours as soon as it appears the
student is having difficulty. It is recommended that students receiving progress
reports which indicate low grades be requited to call in for individual assistance
until grades are satisfactory.

Keep Records

Eacisaw_gragingigra - Although the TI-IN teacher
keeps the official grade book for the course, it is necessary
for facilitators to list the officially registered students and
record important information such as absences, tardies,
tests missed, homework turned in, and any other
infonnation the school principal designates or that the TI-
IN teacher request& The Facilitator Reporting Font is
used for these purpoces. For example, some instructors
may ask facilitators to keep a record of major test grades.

Many facilitators write notes about school activities in general and the class in
particular. Since the TI-IN teacher depends on quality feedback from all
facilitawrs, this is an excelle- way to keep the teacher abreast of successes and
potential problems. To sin fy the reporting process, facilitators are asked to
photocopy this form weekli mnd mai it to the ri-n4 teacher. Some schools
choose to have complete records kept at the site. This is a local decision, not a
requirement.
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Ailendigiee - The facilitator for direct student instruction is also responsible for
recording the official attendance aich day. This data is communicated through
the Facilitator Reporting Form, mailed weekly to the TI-IN teacher. Students
must arrive and remain in the classroom during the entire broadcast of
insmiction.

/Wig - TI-IN courses begin on time. It is extremely important
that students are seated and ready to work in the TI-IN receive site
classroom before the TI-IN teacher begins. Instructional time is
important. Excessive tardies should be repceted to the site principal
and reflected on reports to the TI-IN teacher.

DiesslAdilt - It is important for facilitators to notify in writing the
administrative offices of TI-IN Network at 1000 Central Parkway North, Suite
190, San Antonio, Texas 78232, as soon as a student drops or adds a course.
A telephone call to the TI-IN teacher or the TI-IN Network Administrative
Office does not officially drop or add a student. (For details on the registration
process, reference Section II: Student Courses and Policies.)

Ermainliatort - If a student's performance is 75 or below at the midpoint of
a grading period, the TI-IN teacher will 3end a progress report to the student.
This report must be signed by the student's parent or guardian and returned to
the school. It is the responsibility of the facilitator to ensure that the progress
report is returned to the TI-IN teacher.

Grade Reports TI-IN will issue grade reporting sheets on a six-week or nine-
week basis during the regular academic term. During summer school, grade
reporting sheets will be issued at the end of each semester. A numeric grade is
given for academic achievement in the class. TI-IN considers 70 a passing
giade. (For details on the grading policy, reference Section II: Student
Courses and Policies.)

Cooperate and Consult with the TI-IN Instructors

Student Courses - TI-IN instructors are experienced, certified teachers. They
are responsible for the total course instruction of the students and der and on
facilitators to support classroom operation. All instructors are available for
telephone consultation at stated office hours or by appointment should
facilitators or students have questions, special requests, or require individual
assistence. Effective and consistent communication between the fwilitators and
instructors is critical to the success of the program.

Staff Development Courses - For information on how to communicate with
staff development presenters after their broadcasts, call TI-IN Network at
(512) 490-3900.

Administer Evaluations

Student credit courses, staff development courses, and the
technical delivery system are continually being evaluated.
Part of the evaluation will be completed by facilitators,
TI-IN teachers, students, and other site officials.
Facilitators are essential to this evaluation process and will
be asked to complete surveys prornpdy, eollect surveys
from students and staff, and return them to TI-1N Network,
1000 Central Parkway North, Suite 190, San Antonio,
Texas 78232, (512) 490-3900.



SECTION II:
STUDENT COURSES AND POLICIES

STUDENT
PROGRAMMING

1111111 Os II

SELECTION
OF STUDENTS

11-IN Network offers a variety of programming for students. The program
guide contains descriptions and schedules for the student enrichment programs
(grades K-12), student reviews for the SAT and ACT, and Student Council of
the Air meetings held over the Network. The student registration and course
guide contains the elementary and seconthry academic courses available to
students.

This section is devoted to the policies and procedures of academic courses for
students. Details for participating in the non-academic student courses will not
be covered in this manual since details are provided within the course
descriptions of the program guide.

The tem instructional coordinator used in this section refers to the supervisor
of the 11-IN Network on-air teacher. This person functions as the 11-1N
Network principal for particular courses, maintaining high quality instructional
television programs, and developing and implementirg strategies for improving
the quality and effectiveness of distance learning instruction.

Each TI-IN Network course is designed to address essential learning elemenis
which are included in learner outcomes for that course. Prerequisite
requirements are identified for many of the upper level coutses.

Program contacts for each site are encouraged to examine pterequisites when
selecting students. Students should not be regi sued in a course for which they
have little or no preparation.

The success of each student enrolled in a 11-1N course is
of prime importance. Previous experience has shown that
students should be screened prior to registration.

Factors to consider when screening students:

successful completion of required prerequisite coerses
level of maturity and motivation
recommendations of teachers and counselors
standardized test results
previous perfornance in the content area

11111101111111111111

None of the above should be used exclusively, but rather factored appropriately
into the screening process. To promote a successful experience for each
student, it is beneficial to carefully consider these factors during the screening
process.
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REGISTRATION

Add/Drop _

Regbtering/Adding Students - Each site must officially add (register) a student
in a TI-IN course by completing a four-pan Student Course Registration form.
Retain the yellow copy for your records and return the white, pink, and blue
copies to the TI-IN Network Administrative office at 1000 Central Parkway
North, Suite 190, San Antonio, Texas 78232. A confirmation copy (blue)
will be returned to your site as proof of official enrollment.

In order for a student to receive grades for a course, hashe must be officially
registered.
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Withdrawing/Dropping Students - When it is necessary for a site to officially
drop a student from a TI-IN course, it may do so by completing the
Drop/Replacement section on the yellow (district) copy of the withdrawing
student's Student Course Registration form. Mail the withdrawing student's
yellow "drop" form to the 11-IN Network Administrative Office.

All REGISTRAT1ON/DROP forms must be processed through the TI-IN
Network Administrative Office at 1000 Central Parkway North, Suite 190, San
Antonio, Texas 78232. A phone call to the TI-N teacher or to the 11-1N
Network Administrative Office DOES NOT officially register or drop a student
from a 71-IN course.

SE;
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COURSE
INSTRUCTION

School Calendar

Grading Policies

Each TI-IN high school credit course is broadcast at least 175 instructional
days per school year. Please reference the school calendar included in the
current program guide and student registration and course guide for holidays,
teacher inservice days and workdays, and beginning/end of six-week and nine.
week grade reporting periods.

Some sites may have different requirements for the number of official
instructional days. TI-1N Network will wort to accommodate individual state
instructional time requirements. Please contact the TI-IN Administrative Office
(512) 490-3900 to make the necessazy arrangements.

Spring break, school holidays, and taping classes - As a policy, TI-IN
Network does not provide tapes for courses missed due to spring break or a
local holiday. It is required that sites make arrangements to tape these courses
and to provide than as make-up tapes when their students return to school.
The facilitator will need to schedule a time for students to view these tapes
outside of regularly scheduled courses. It is recommended that these tapes be
viewed within a weelc.

Sites are responsible for ensuring students meet for the
required days of instruction

Sites are responsible for making arrangements to videotape
courses during holidays

TI-1N courses are approved by the state education agency

The guidelines that apply to regular courses also apply
to TI-IN courses

Offldal Grade Report and Reporting Periods - Grades reports are issued by
the TI-1N teacher at the end of each grading period (every six or nine-week
period as required by local/state poky). These reports are based on a list of
officially registeted students and are sent in confidential envelopes to the site
principal.

Basis of Grades - Course grades are numeric and are based on academic
achievement and reflect mastery of course objectives as measured through exams
and assignments.

Exempdon trout Semestor Exam - TI-IN Network does not automatically exempt
graduating seniors from lemester exams in Mar however, if a school district has
a policy exempting mien from taking final semester exams, TI-IN Network will
honor it. Before the gait of the second semester, a form will be sent to each site
to expedite this procedure.

87

Only those students who have fulfilled all course
requirements and who are listed on the form will
be exempt from their Spring semester exams.
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Grading Policies
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Number vs. Letter Grades - TI-IN teachers issue number grades on the grade
report. If a site wishes to issue letter glades on its official report cards, it may
translate number grades to letter grades according to the local district scale or
the following scale:

90 100 as A
80 - 89 a B
75 79 a C
70 - 74 a D
69 - below xi F or
actual number grade earned. A grade
of 50 is the lowest grade issued on
an official TI-IN report form by a
TI-IN teacher.

Under NO circumstances will a teacher
change a grade unless it is due to
TEACHER ERROR in computation.

Grades for Drops and Adds - When a student drops a course in the middle of
a grading period, the site must officially drop that student from the TI-IN
course. To officially drop a student from a TI-IN course, your site must
complete the Drop/Replacement section on the yellow (site) copy of the
withdrawing student's Student Course Registration form, indicate official date of
withdrawal, and mail the font' to the TI- IN Network Adminisnative Office.
Upon receipt, the TI-IN teacher will issue a WP (Withdraw Passing) or a WF
(Withdraw Failing) and the suident's actual grade average at the time of
withdrawal.

When a student adds a course in the middle of a grading period, the site must
officially add (register) a student in a TI-IN course. In order for a student to
receive credit for a class, a registration form must be completed and mailed to
the 11-IN Network Administrative Office.

At the end of the grading period, the TI-IN terher will issue the student's
grade average for that incomplete portion of the grading period. Using the TI-
IN average and the student's average (for that same grading period) transferred
from the previous school, the site will compute the student's average for that
grading period. Although there is not a specific number of days a student must
be enrolled during a grading period before a semester grade is issued, the
following factors are considered by the 11-1N teacher when deciding whether
this semester grade will be issued:

Site adminisuation's support to the student during
the transition phase of enrolling in a TI-IN course.

The student's previous achievement record in the
particular course.

The course material covered prior to enrolling in
the TI-IN course.
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Grading Policies
(continued)

Cheating - Students who cheat on a homework assignment, quiz, exam, or any
other work assigned by the MIN mocha will automatically receive a grade of
"0" (zero) for that assignment. After the TI-IN teacher discusses this with
his/her instructional coordinator, the instructional coordinator nothies the school

principal of the incident. The TI-IN teacher will send a prowess
report to the student(s) involved. The report must be signed by the
patents or legal guardians of the student and returned to the
inztnictional coordinator. Other disciplinary action is at the site's
discretion according to local/state policy.

Progress Reports - At the end of the first three weeks of a grading period, the
TI-IN teacher will mail a progress repon to each student whose grade avertge is
lower than 75. This report must be signed by the student's parent or guardian
and returned to school The facilitator ensures that the progress report is
returned to the 11-IN teacher. When progress reports are issued, it is
recommended that the site principal scheduk tutoring sese as by contacting the
instructional coordinator. Depending on the need and special circumstances,
these sessions may ".e offered over the toll-free phone line or on air.

Make-up Work and Late Work - Late work is accepted only in the case of an
excused absence. If a student is absent the day homework is due, the
homework must be turned in the day the student returns to class. It should be
initialed by the facilitator, labeled "excused late work" and dated. If a student
is absent the day homework was assigned or an exam given, the student has
three instnEtional days from the date of his/her return to class in which to
make up the work or exam. The work should be initialed by the facilitator with
the date the student returned to class and the date the work was collected by the
facilitator.
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Work made up after the three-
day deadline will not be
accepted. If a student is absent
far five or more consecutive
days, the facilitator may arrange
with the instructional coordinator
or the TI-IN teacher an
appropriate deadline for making
up all work missed.

Incomplete - An incomplete will be given only in case of an extreme
emergency which causes the student to miss a major exam within the six weeks,
nine weeks, or se ester. An incomplete must be worked out with the school
principal, TI-IN teacher, and instructional coordinator. If a student misses an
exam, he/she will be even a designated period of time in which to make up the
exam. No late penalty shall apply to the exam scm however, if the student
fails to adhere to the agreed upon deadline, the exam scam will automatically
revert to a "0" (zero), and the student's grade average will be figured on that
basis. Incompletes may also occur if students have completed materials which
may not have been received by the TI-IN teacher pcior to the cut-off date for
that grading pee Id. Whai this occurs, the grade; repon will show incomplete.
Within two weeks, the grades will be recillculsaed to reflect receipt of material
and 2 revised grade report will be mailed to the site.
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Grades are determined by each teacher based upon the nature of the instruction
and course content. At the end of each grading period the total points received
of the total points possible is used to derive a numerical grade. Major tests are
weighted more heavily than homework and daily assignments. The local school
district may choose to use that numerical grade or convert it to a letter grade
consistent with their local policy.

Semester grades give equal value to each grading period and the semester exam.
End-of-year grades for courses that are two semesters in length are an average
of the two semester grades.

Grade Formula

COURSE MATERIALS

Curriculum
Guides

Textbooks

Under no circummances should a school district
compromise the integrity of the instructional
program by changing a grade except to convert a
numvical score to a letter scale.

Currieulum guides are available to local site administrators and contain the
following:

learning objectives correlated to essential learning elemems

suggested scope and sequence for course objectives and content

clearly defmed learner outcomes

examples of a wide iange of teaching activities and classroom
instructional strategies

examples of the assessment strategies that can be correlated
to the objectives

Curriculum guides are available through TI-k.N Network at 1000 Central
Parkway North, Suite 190, San Antonio, Texas 78232, (512) 490-3900.

The student registration and course guide lists the required textbooks for
each course offered. The program contact is responsible for overseeing the
ordering of textbooks and workbooks for students. These should be ordered
from the state depository or from the publisher.
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Losson Plans,
handuuts, Exams

Lesson plans with accompanying handouts and exams are mailed to each site in
advance of the course date. Lesson plans address the objectives of daily
instruction but may be prmented in various formats, such as unit plans or plans
covering a one-week period.

Classroom facilitators need to carefully review the lesson plans for the
upcoming week. It is the facilitator's responsibility to make sure that the
materials 2re reproduced in sufficient nwnbers for the students and ready for
that class date.
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Comprehensive semester exams are given at the completion of each semester.
Tests, quizzes and homework are given at the teacher's discretion to assist in
evaluating mastery of objectives and to indicate the need for reteaching or a
change of pace in instruction.



SECTION Ill:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COURSES

SCHEDULING

ORGANIZING

TI-IN Network provides over 400 hours of staff development programming to
subscribing sites August - May each year. Descriptions and scheduling
information for these courses are contained in the program guide.

Courses offered during the months of June and July fall outside of the 400
hours of programming contracted by sites during the school year; therefore,
these courses are offered on a pay-by-participant basis.

Hours Contracted by Sites

August - December
January - May

200 hours
200 hours

Available on Pay-by-Participant Basis

June - July Hours Vary

The program guide contains a listing of the staff development courses
categorized by audience and topic.

This information provides assistance to sites in scheduling and organizing
courses to meet particular interests and needs. The following are suggestions
for supporting the TI-IN Network staff development training on-site in order that
participants receive maximum benefit:

Before the programs:

1. Promote by emphasizing programs on "like topics"
2. Send out flyers, reminders, notes to apprccriate staff members
3. Duplicate the needed number of handouts for participants
4. Produce a bibliography of materials available locally relating

to the topic for distribution during the program

Day of program:

5. Localize - hold a short local presentation before the program
begins to set it in context for the audience and/or organize
a discussion to follow the program

6. Welcome and orient participants
7. Review equipment operation and encourage call-ins
8. Distribute handouts and any available bibliography

After the program:

9. Encourage participants to complete the evaluation form
.10. Follow up with other activities on-site
11. Mail in evaluation forms to TI-IN office

(y
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REGISTRATION Wohin a site joins the Network, TI-DI sends quantities of registration forms to
the attention of the program contact, Fee staff development programming, the
following registration form is used.
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It is very important for program contacts to emphasize the registration process
for the smooth operation of staff development programs. The registration
process reinforces communication at the site ensuring that

the building is open after school hours
the receive classroom is available
a facilitator is assigned to

unlock the classroom
turn on the equipment
provide assistance in using the talkback equipment
duplicate/distribute handout materials to registered participants
verify attendance
collect pre- and post-assessments (in cases of credit courses)

Registration Procedures for Interested Participants

1. Verify with the program contact that the site classroom is available.

2. Complete the registration section of TI-IN's four-part RegistratioWValidation
form. (Since registration information is requested by TI-1N two weeks prior
to the date of the specific program, it is advised that site registration take
place three weeks in advance.) Review the registration form, verifying each
item is complete.

a. Retain the pink copy;
b. Submit remaining copies to the program contact

(who forwards the gold copy to TI-1N)

For participants seeking credit - Alter completion of the program, the
validation section of this form is signed by the appropriate school personnel,
(program contact, facilitator, or other designated personnel), verifying successful
completion of the course. (For further details reference Credit Options in this
section.)

f: 3
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COURSE MATERIALS
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Any required textbooks or materials for course activities are cited in the
description of the program guide. Many staff development instructors provide
handout materials for full participation. These handouts are sent to the program
contact approximately two to three weeks in advance of the course. The
facilitator assigned to the patticular course is responsible for ensuring that
registered participants have copiat of handouts at the beginning or the program.

CREDIT OPTIONS As identified in the program guide, there are saveral courses which are
submitted for credit. The various forms of credit include:

Advanced Academic Training Credit
(applicable to Texas, approved through Texas Education Agency)

Professional Growth Credit

- California State University, Chico
Chapman College, Bellevue, Washington

Graduate Credit

- Cafornia State University, Chico
Mississippi State University, Starkville

Counselor Credit

(8)3111UCCE8Ilv

Texas State Board of Examiners of Professional Counselors
National Board for Certified Counselors, Inc.

Adams State College in Colorado, Seattle Pacific University and Chapman College
in Washington also review certain courses for graduate credit. For further
information on courses offered for credit through these universities, contact the
following:

Adams State College Seattle Pacific University Chapman College

- Phil Gore - Ralph Kester - TI-1N Network
Extension Office Division of Continuing Studies 1000 Central Parkway
Adams State College Seattle Pacific University Suite 190
214 Edgemont Seattle, WA 98119 San Antonio, Tx 78232
Mamosa, CO 81102 (206) 281-2121 (512) 490.3900
(719) 589-7671

In addition to the above, programs may be reviewed for local or state catification
credit. Each semester a variety of topics are available for specific audiences such as
school board members, counselors, and administrators. Reference the progiam guide
for categorical listings.
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CREDIT OPTIONS
(continued)

Advanced Academic
Training

To obtain Advanced Academic Training (approved through the Texas
Education Agency), a participant must do the following:ijj Registration/Partidpadon

1. Verify that the course is offered for Advanced Academic
Training by referencing the program guide.

2. Complete the Registration section of the four-part TI-IN
Network Registration/Velidation Form.

3. Submit this registration form to the program contact.

a. Reference #3 of this form - School district approval
must be obtained prior to rewstering with

b. The program contact mails the gold copy to the 11-1N
Network Administrative Office, 1000 Central Parkway
North, Suite 190, San Antonio, Texas 78232.

4. According to the applications sulxr4led to the Texas
Education Agency, approval of credit is based on live and
interactive panicipadon; thesefore, credit cannot be given
for viewing a tape.

5. Pre/post-test measurements Must be turned in to the
facilitator at the end of the program. (The facilitates is
responsible far ensuring that these measurements are
maintained in the penonnel files for future reference of
full participation in the program.)

EDValidation/Certification of Completion

6. After completion of the program, the Validation section of
the Registradon/Validation fotm is completed by the
appropriate school district personnel indicating successful
or unsuccessful completion.

a. The original (white copy) of the Registration/
Validation form is then mailed to TI-IN Network at
1000 Cenual Parkway, Suite 190, San Antonio, Texas
78232.

b. The remaining copies of the form are distributed as
indicated the school district (pink copy) and
participant (yellow ccgy).

7. The original Registration/Validation form is received by
11-IN and sent to the education service center
sponsoring the program. A copy is maintained in TI-IN
files.

8. The sponsor issues and forwards certificates of
completion to the district superintendent's office for
disttibution to the individual participant. (Allow 30-90 days
for receipt.)
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CREDIT OPTIONS
(continued)

Professional
Growth Credit

Graduate
Credit

Certain courses are submitted for review toward Professional Growth Credit
offered through California State University, Chico and Chapman College in
Washington. For information on how to apply through Chapman College,
contact the TI-IN Network office at (512) 490-3900. In order to receive
Professional Growth credit from California State College, Chico, a participant
must do the following:

1. Attend Approved Courses Attend and successfully complete 15 hours
of TI-IN courses approved for Professional Growth Credit. (Reference the
program guide for courses submitted for credit.) Proof of successful
completion must be kept on file at the district for reference. A TI-IN
Registration/Validation Form may be used for this purpose. Submit the
gold copy to TI-IN two weeks prior to the program date.

2. Register - Once 15 hours is completed, obtain a Registration/Notification
of Professional Growth Credit form from the program contact.
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a. Secure verification signature required in section SCHOOL
DISTRICT VALLDATION OF COMPLETION from the
appropriate school official.

b. Submit original and yellow copy of registration form
along with payment of $50.00 to TI-IN Network
Administrative Office, 1000 Central Parkway North, Suite
190, San Antonio, Texas 78232.

c. Retain gold copy for reference. (Program contact
maintains the pink copy of this Professional Growth
Registration form and the yellow copies of the TI-IN
Registration Validation Form for record purposes.)

Verification of credit will be sent to the participant from CSU, Chico, according
to the CSU, Chico Grade Report Schedule (approximately one month after the
semester ends.)

Registration details and deadlines for courses offered through California State
University, Chico and Mississippi State University for graduate credit are
included in the program guide.



SECTION IV:
EQUIPMENT OPERATION

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

POWER UP

TALKBACK

Have no fear this section provides quick references
to alleviate your worries about using TI-1N equipment.
Step-by-step insuuctions follow to assist you in:

Powering up your audio/video unit
Using the talkback eGvipment
Using the service telephone
Receiving hard copy distribution

If you still have difficulty with your equipment after
following these procedures, you iu receive technical
assistance by calling:

TUN Maintenance, Monitor and Control
14004664446

How to "Power Up" Your TI-IN Audio/Video Unit (AVU)

1. Press the "ON/OFF' button on the receiver/descrambler to turn it on.
2. Select the channel number desired by using the keypad on top of the

receiver.
3. Turn on the VCR by pressing the "POWER" button.
4. Turn on the Multi-Function Interface Unit (MFIU) by pressing the

"POWER" button.
5. Turn on your television monitor by polling the "ON/OFF" button.
6. Press the TV/video switch one time.

VCR OPERATION: For specific details on how to program the VCR as
well as information on other VCR functions, reference the VCR operations
manual provided with e-e AVU cart.

DUAL BAND SITES ONLY: Refer to the dual band receiver manual for full
details.

(Note: "Power Down" procedure should be the reverse of the above when the
AVU is not in use. However, the AVU should always remain plugged into the
AC power outlet at the wall.)

How to Use Your Talkback System

Be sure that the channel for the program you will be participating in has been
on at least five (5) minutes before you attempt to use the Talkback.

1. Wait for the "READY" light indicator to glow on the MEW front paneL
2. Remove the talkback handset from its cradle (the base station).
3. Extend the antennas on both the base station and your handset.
4. Move the switch on the handset to the talk poeition.
5. Walt for the "ON-AIR" indicator light on the front of the MFIU panel to

glow.
6. After the rammer has aclmowledged your call, ask your question or make

your comment.
7. If you receive a "BUSY" indicator, hang up and try your call again later.

fr7



EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS

SERVICE TELEPHONE

HARD COPY

How to Use the Service Telephone

The service telephone is designed to provide you with a commtmications brik
between your Audio/Video Unit (AVU) and the TI-IN offices, as well as serve
as a back-up phone if your talkback system fails for any reason. The phone is
located on the back of your AVU. Unlike an ordinary phone, the service phone
requires the entering of an authorization code and will only dial numbers stored
in memory.

To use the service phone:

1. Open the back of the cart and lift the handset from its cradle.
2. Enter your authoetation code on the keypad and wait until only one LED

is left blinking.
3. Press the digit corresponding to the number you wish to call:

0 - Technical Assistance Number
2 - Channel 36
3 - Channel 44
4 - Channel 52
5 - Channel 60

4. Press "E" for enter. If you enter the wrong digit, press "C" for cancel,
then press the correct digit and "F." for enter.

5. After the presenter or technician has acknowledged your call, ask your
question or make your comment.

6. Press any key on the keypad to disconnect your call.

Another feature of your service telephone is the ability to accept incoming calls
in the event a network engineer or other representative needs to contact you.

To answer the service phone:

1. Lift the handset and press "A" fee answer.
2. When your conversation is complete, press any key on the keypad to

disconnect the call.

If further information is required, please refer to your operations manuals or call
the TI-IN Technical Assistance number 1-800-666-84.46.

How to Receive Hard Copy Distribution

To receive hard copy distribution, it is neceasary to have the receiver on the
proper channel at the time designated. Also, please check to see that there is
an adequate supply of paper in the printer.

No printer data can be received while your talkback
equipment is in use.

While receiving hard copy data, the "DATA RECEIVE/READY" light on the
MFIU will flash on and off. When the transmission is complete, the light will
stay on continuously. With the printer "ON-LINE" and loaded with paper, you
may now depress the "DATA DUMP" button on the MFIU one time only. The
printer will begin printing at this point.

When the hard copy "DUMP" to the printer is complete, you may clear the
printer buffer by depressing the "DATA DUMP" button for three (3) or more
seconds. You are now ready to receive another transmission.
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uality Teaching
Receives an A Plus

:ad

TI-IN students in German I.

Quality teaching has been TI-IN Net-
work's primary product since its inception
six years ago. According to the com-
ments and evaluations we are receiving
from principals and superintendents
across the nation, it is this quality of the
instruction that most distinguishes TI-IN.

This is good news for all of us. How-
ever, TI-IN cannot be satisfied with the
status quo no matter how good it is
and we will continue to implement im-
provements on an ongoing basis.

TI-IN's instructional model uses the best
of human resources and technology in a
partnership that works to meet the needs
of our students. All teachers are certified
and have extensive experience in their
field. Their knowledge, enthusiasm,
creativity and involvement are clear from
their performance. TI-IN also consistently
updates and upgrades our technical
capability to make the equipment easier to
use while offering additional functions.

This school year we implemented a
number of additions to our system which
enhance this model as well as interactivity
and communication. These improvements
include additions to both the technological
and non-technological factors of our in-
structional capability.

Enhanced Access

On air, our Subscriber Interface Device,
SID, makes it possible for teachers,
facilitators and students to interact from
any subscribir, school in the nation. The
new Audio Response System, which is
used with SID, enables them to call
before, during or after class time. The SID

enables teachers to send handout materials
directly to the school during class through
the electronic data distribution system.

Extended Hours

Students can now call toll-free telephone
numbers to talk to their teachers before and
after school Office hours have also beeri
extended to include both earlier morning
access starting at 7:00 a.m., CST, and into
the evening until 8:00 p.m., CST.

More Teaching Assistants

TI-IN has also added nine teaching
assistants to increase access for students.
The teaching assistants, qualified in their
subject areas, can answer students'
questions and comments or provide
clarification or assistance while a class is in
progress. Like the teachers, the teaching
assistants are available before and after the
class to answer questions.

L.
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Students interacting wili7 other students
and the TI-IN teaches'.

Tutoring, Conferencing and
Consultation Available

Students can call their teacher or talk to a
tqaching assistant before, during or after
classes. They ean arrange for one-on-one
tutoring or audio conference calls. Confer-
ence calls can also be arranged for stu-
dents to discuss problems related to the
course with other students as well as their
teachers. TI-IN teachers encourage
students to call in to discuss any class
concern.

Continued on page 5
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ntroduce Your Students to
New Courses This Spring

..-

Jo Ellen Leinbach teaching on the air.

Give your students the leading edge by
enrolling them in Marine Science, Sociol-
ogy and Elementary Analysis this semes-
ter. Registration begins January 7 and
ends February 15 for these exciting TI-IN
courses.

To help as many students as possible
experience a TI-IN Network course, s%
are offering a special introductory ret i for
this semester only. All TI-IN schoo' that
enroll students in these three courses will
receive Special Enrollment Offer certifi-
cates entitling them to 50 percent off the
regular semester price. This one time only
offer applies only to schools who have not
previously enrolled students in these
courses.

Your students could be introduced to
the exporience of dissecting sharks in
Marina Science, preparing for college with
Elementary Analysis, and exploring society
and change in Sociology for 50 percent of
the regular fee as a part of this limited
introductory offer. This special offer is
valid only through the first day of class,
January 17. 1991.

Marine Science

Marine Science is a laboratory-oriented
course that covers concepts ranging from
biology to geology. It will introduce
students to the study of marine life and will
expose them to procedures and instru-
ments used by marine scientists. The
course will give students an opportunity to
develop an understanding of the abiotic
components of the ocean, such as floor
spreading, saltwater properties, currents,

2 TI-IN Network News

waves and tides. Forty
percent of the class will
consist of laboratory exercises
and student exploratory
exercises.

Jo Ellen Leinbach, TI-IN
Marine Science teacher says
"Students enrolled in Marine
Science will gain an apprecia-
tion and understanding of
marine life and the scientific
properties of the ocean. Stu-
dents will also complete the
class with a greater under-
standing of what they can do
to protect our earth for gen-

erations to come."
Ms. Leinbach has always loved science

because she believes the principles of
basic science apply to everything. She
joined TI-IN in 1989 after teaching for four
years in Virginia, and working at Sea World
of Texas eriucating visitors about various
marine an ..als.

Sociology

This course includes the study of the
nature of sociology, culture, socialization,
groups, institutions, communications,
cultural development and change. Stu-
dents will have an opportunity to define so-
ciology, analyze the tools and techniques
of sociology and understand sociological
terminology.

In addition, students will explore the
process of socializtation while learning
about types of groups and interactions
among groups. They will review social
institutions, their structures and functions,
and understand the riles of beliefs, mores.
traditions and folkways in a culture. Social
problems in selected cultures and roles of
people in various situations also will be
studied.

Students will have the opportunity to
explore symbolic communications, under-
stand the impact of media on groups and
anllyze forms of propaganda. They will be
intloduced tc the concepts of cultural and
social change, the impact of science and
technology upon people and culture.

Pat Riley, TI-IN Psychology and Sociol-
ogy teacher says, "TI-IN Sociology
students learn first-hand the complexities

1()2

of our ever changing world because they
got a chance to share ideas with students
from all across the country."

Ms. Riley is a very special TI-IN teacher
in that she is a native of San Antonio and
has lived here all her life. She says she
first became interested in Sociology in high
school when she took a Sociology course
from a teacher she really admired. After
that experience, she decided to pursue the
subject in college and earn her degree in
Psychology with a minor in Sociology.

Elementary Analysis

This course prepares college-bound
students for Calculus I. The development
of mathematical systems will be studied
with particular emphasis on set theory.
Properties of the real number system,
concepts and skills involved in the analysis
of relations and functions and properties
and graphs of special functions are among
the topics to be studied. Logic concepts
applied in mathematical induction, con-
cepts and skills related to higher degree
polynomial functions, and working with
sequences and series are also included.

According to Diane Lang, TI-IN Elemen-
tary Analysis teacher, "Elementary
Analysis is a pre-Calculus course and it
gives students another chance to gain skills
in mathematics. It is a study that is valid in
itself, or it can help with studies in science
or technology."

Ms. Lang is a former Peace Corps
volunteer who taught math under very
basic conditions in Africa (Banjul, The
Gambia). Now she has stretched to the
other end of the teaching environment
spectrum to conduct Pilsses using sophis-
ticated video and telecommunications tech-
nology.

"In Africa, teaching materials were very
scarce, and sometimes we didn't even
have a roof over the class. At TI-IN,
everything is super hi-tech. But the experi-
ences do share something -- both have
allowed me to teach students who would
not otherwise have access to these
classes." said Ms. Lang.

Ms. Lang received her master's of
science in teaching from Middle Tennessee
State University an(' is certified to teach
high school math and science.



x erience and Ex ertise
Count for THN Teachers

Experience and
expertise count, and
TI-IN makes them a
priority when selecting
teachers for the Net-
work. J.W. Schaaf,
Japanese teacher on
TI-IN, exemplifies a
rare combination of the
best of both of these
attributes.

As a senior in high
school, Mr. Schaaf had
the opportunity to be
an exchange student
in Japan. Therefore
he can understand and
relate to the experi-
ences his students
otten have when en-
countering a new
language.

Mr. Schaaf's experi-
ence was so positive
that it led him to
pursue an education in
the language and
culture of Japan. And
he earned his bache-
lor's degree in Japa-
nese from Indiana
University.

"Japanese is a fun language to learn," Schaaf
says. "Pronunciation and intonation in Japanese
are easy for Americans, and speaking the lan-
guage is less of a challenge than many other
foreign languages."

Like other TI-IN language teachers, Mr. Schaaf
incorporates learning about history and culture as
part of the acquisition of a language. He says that
when many of the students start class, they are
already interested in Japanese traditions such as
Origami, haiKu, judo, karate, the samurai, the tea
ceremony, Jrdanese music and Japanese
animation. And, of course, they are aware of the
importance of the language in today's global
economy and worldwide business community.

Mr. Schaaf says he finds TI-IN students very
bright and motivated, and adds that they love a
challenge. He notes that TI-IN students are also
their own greatest critics and need little prodding
to do better.

There is a high level of support from students
and staff tor teaching Japanese on TI-IN, accord-

Mr. Schaaf teaching on TI-IN.
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ing to Mr. Schaaf.
Several of his students
have been to Japan or
have been exchange
students. Other
students have the
unique experience of
living in communities in
which there are Japa-
nese-owned factories,
providing them with
the cpportunity to
practice what they're
learning with native
speakers.

Teaching on TI-IN is
demanding, challeng-
ing and rewarding, ac-
cording to Mr. Schaaf.
He likes the environ-
ment and appreciates
the opportunity to work
with teachers who are
very creative in their
approach. Teaching
methods, he says,
otten range from using
costumes and games,
to developing lan-
guage videos for
classes.

True to the proto-
type educator who never stops learning, Mr.
Schaaf still finds time to be a student. He is
presently attending the University of Texas in
Austin to complete the courses for his masters'
degree in teaching foreign languages.

Mr. Schaaf in kimono, at school in Japan.
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"Japanese is a fun
language to learn.
Pronunciation and
intonation in Japa-
nese are easy for
Americans, and
speaking the lan-
guage is less of
a challenge than
many other for-
eign languages."

J. W. Schaaf
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leIN Doubles Success
at Wheatiand High

The TIIN success story at Wheatland High School in Madrid,
Nebraska, is just one example of how the Network has had an
impact on small rural high schools all over the nation. This year
Wheatland doubled its enrollment from 15 students last year,
to 32 this year and they have rented a second receiver so stu-
dents can participate in two classes which may be held at the
same time.

According tc Principal Ken Beeman, TI-IN has broadened the
school's curriculum. And it has allowed the school to meet state
requirements in some subject areas. Beeman says it is the
quality of TI-IN's teaching that he finds most attractive about
the Network.

Located in Perkins County in southwestern Nebraska, the
school district covers 280 square miles. Wheatland High School
has an enrollment of 44 students, grades 9 to 12. Of these, 75
percent are enrolled in six different TI-IN corrses, including
Physics, German I and II, Spanish I and Psychology.

Principal Beeman, an innovative educator and administrator,
uses technology to enhance the good educati n he feels his
school offers. One indication of the success c is/heatiand High
School is that more than 80 percent of graduating seniors go on to
college for further study.

Another advantage Principal Beeman sees in offering TI-IN
classes is the opportunity it gives his students to meet and
interact with others from ail over the country from a wide diversity
of backgrounds.
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TI-IN Students Wheatland High School - Madrid, NE

Lisa Jameson, the Facilitator at Wheatland, is also enthusias-
tic about the Network. The greatest advantage she sees about
TI-IN classes is the self discipline they demand of students.
She is delighted that students at Wheatland have the chance to
take classes such as foreign languages. and advanced math
and science courses, because they might not otherwise have
this opportunity.

Both Principal Beeman and Facilitator Jameson agree that the
most important benefit of TI-IN is the impact it has on the future
of smaller schools across the nation. They believe that small
schools will now be able to continue and thrive because of the
courses and services the Network is bringing to schools like
theirs across the country.

TI=IN Offers S.A.T. Success
Even/ year more than one million

high school students nationwide take
the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Addion-
ally over 360,000 juniors begin practic-
ing for the test every year.

To assist those students who are
practicing for the exam, TI-IN Network
is pleased to announce that we will
broadcast an affordable and effective
SAT® preparation course starting in
February Peterson's SAT Success.
This is the course that could give your

Joan Davenport Carris students the edge in preparing for the
is the author of SAT Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Success and is a Peterson's SAT Success is a six-hour
consultant to TI-IN on review course designed for students
the course, who want to improve their SAT score.

The presenters will review the types of
math and English questions asked on
the SAT and offer strategies students
can use to co,nplete the test. The
course places emphasis on understand-
ing the order of difficulty in the ques-

4 TI-IN Network News

tions and how points are gained from partial knowledge of the
subject matter. The issue of when and if to guess also will be
discussed.

Each student will receive all course materials and sample
tests, plus a copy of the popular book SAT Success, which has
sold more than 250,000 copies.

Pre- and post-review tests will allow students to pinpoint and
correct their weaknesses. Questions for the pre and post-
review tests are derived from actual SAT exams. Therefore, the
students are exposed to the types of questions they can expect
on the SAT.

Students will complete the course with an increased under-
standing of what abilities the exam is designed to measure as
well as how to get the most from their efforts.

Peterson's SAT Success is a four-week course. It will be
offered on Saturdays beginning Febri:ary 9 and will be rebroad-
cast the next day,

To register your students for the Peterson's SAT Success
course, please call Mind Extension University®, The Education
Network."'" at 1-800-777-MIND. The $95.00 registration fee can be
paid with Master Card, Visa or American Express®.

The Schc,lastic Aptilulde Test is a product of the Educational Testing Smce which has not
endorsed this course

Mi



acilitators Say It Best
Facilitators are the critical link between TI-IN stu-

dents and teachers. They create the atmosphere
and attitude students have about their classes and
are the prime motivators in how and when students
interact during class. They also influence how
often students use the tutoring, call in, homework
hotline and other assistance offered.

If you really want to know how TI-IN works in the
classroom, facilitators are the people to ask. TI-IN
has found them to be one of our greatest support-
ers and the key to our success with students.

Nancy Hammerberg is a TI-IN Spanish facihtator
at Baraga Area High School in Baraga, Michigan.
Mrs. Hammerberg volunteered to be the TI-IN
facilitator because she wanted to learn more about
the system and about speaking Spanish. She also

teaches Algebra on a part-
time basis.

There are five sopho-
mores in Mn. Hammer-
berg's class all learning
their first foreign lan-
guage. Despite the
newness of the language,
she says, both she and
the students now feel an
integral part of the class
and enjoy their participa-
tion in it.

As a teacher herself, Nancy Hammerberg has
this to say about

"The classes are great especially from a
teacher's point of view. The lessons are well
planned, students know what is expected of them,
and the teaching methods are very positive and
reinforcing.

"Senorita Weill is outstanding and very available
to me and the students in my class. The first time

Nancy Hammerberg
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Becky McKenzie

they called, the students
became very excited.
Now, students call in
easily and have great
communication with their
TI-IN Spanish teacher.

"Technical service also
has been very prompt
and professional for our
equipmsnt,"

At Princeton High
School in Princeton, West
Virginia, Becky McKenzie

is a French and Latin teacher who also serves as
the Facilitator for the German I cies:, She has
some very interesting insights about now TI-IN
works at her school:

"Our students have formed a Satellite Club
made up of all of the students taking distance
learning classes. They have written a constitution
and have a goal to learn more about the countries
each of them is studying. They plan group
activities and study time together. They meet
once a month, have dues and require that
members help tutor each other.

"I think this is quite remarkable and a very
positive reflection on the caliber of TI-IN students.
Because TI-IN classes started earlier than our
school's regular classes did, these students began
their school year three to five days earlier than the
other students. In this way, the group got to know
each other better and a spirit of wanting to do
something special was created. I believe this is a
great tribute to our school and to our students, as
well as to TI-IN."

Facilitators like Nancy Hammerberg and Becky
McKenzie are a critical link in TI-IN Network, the
educational partnership that works.

Quality Teaching... continued from page 1

24 Hour Homework Hotline

An around-the-clock voice mail system has been
added to the TI-IN teaching model to provide even
more interaction between students and teachers.
Students can leave homework questions and
teachers can respond with answers by simply
recording the message over the phone. In this way,
students literally have 24 hour, 7 day-a-week
access to communicate with their teacher.

We believe this is an impressive list of additions
to our system. Students are offered a multitude of

ways to respond and interact. Access is increased
for students and facilitators to communicate with
teachers or teaching assistants before, during or
after class, Hours and days of access have also
been increased and a variety of help from tutoring
to audio conferencing is offered. Beyond this,
voice mail stands ready to make certain no
message or communication opportunity is missed.

It is all a powerful combination and one which
benefits nearly 6,000 students nationwide. We are
happy to report that even in the first semester it
has been put to very good use,

1.6 11.
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"The clacses ire
greatespecially
from a teacher's
point of view. The
lessons are well
planned, students
know what is
expected of them,
and the teaching
methods are very
positive ard
reinforcing."

Nancy Hammerberg
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echnology, Talkback and TI-IN
"The Integrated
Call Answering
Network system
allows students
to ask their tench-
ers for clarifica-
tion of new mat"-
Hal during class.
It also provides
a vehicle for the
teacher to quiz
students on their
comprehension
of the material."

Shane V. Hawkins

6 TI-IN Network News

by Shane V. Hawkins
Vice President,
Engineering/Network
Operations

This fall TI-IN Network announced the expansion
and upgrade of its on-air access system for stu-
dents. With this upgrade, student calls are an-
swered automatically, the location is verified and
then the call is routed to teachers and teaching
assistants through the Integrated Call Answering
Network system (ICAN).

ICAN allows students to ask their teachers for
clarification of new material during class. It also
provides a vehicle for the teacher to quiz students
on their comprehension of the material. And
student-to-student dialogues are possible, too.
This can be especially beneficial in foreign lan-
guage classes where the use of dialogues are a
critical teaching aid.

When a call is received at the Network, it is
validated and routed to the appropriate teacher.
On a monitor in the studio, teachers read the
school name of the student placing the call. The
school information and the students' names can
then be transferred to the classroom monitors
used by the students. In this way the students
have the opportunity to see the name and location
of those who are interacting with the teacher and
thus put a name with a voice.

Easy Access Technology

Students participate in the ICAN Talkback
system via a standard desk telephone equipped
with "zero-button dialing." This means that when
the telephone receiver is lifted, ths call is automati-
cally placed to the Network, the location is verified,
and the call is appropriately routed; all without the
student pushing a single button. Under the earlier
Talkback system, students placed their calls on
cordless telephones. However, audio quality on
the cordless units was highly sensitive to interfer-
ence and this made the interaction somewhat
difficult for some schools. TI-IN exchanged the
cordless phones for improved corded models at no
expense to the schools as a part of the Network's
ongoing equipment support program and upgrade
program. 1 fi

Greater Participation

Throuc' the ICAN system, up to eight student
calls per class can be handled at one time. The
system receives the first four and directs them to
the teacher. Calls five through eight are sent to the
teaching assistants, who offer the students one-on-
one assistance. If teaching assistants are not
available, students are directed by a voice prompt
to either hold until a line is available for the teacher
or teaching assistants, or to leave a message on
voice mail which the teacher will review after class.

The eight-way telephone system for teacher
tutoring also has been very successful. This
system permits teacher-to-student and student-to-
student conferencing in an "off-line" environment
after class, in the evening, or on the weekends as
needed. With this system, the teacher can spend
more time with students on an individual or small
group basis.

/MM.-
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Students participating through the 1CAN Talkback
System.

Upcoming Enhancements

By the time we enter the second semester, TI-IN
teachers will be able to access the voice mail mes-
sages during class and provide faster response to
student questions. And by doing so, teachers will
be helping all students by allowing them to hear
more of the questions that their peers are asking.

TI-IN continues to develop the text distribution
system which has functioned extremely well in
limited use. A new scheduler is being tested which
allows test queuing by permitting a teacher to
upload quizzes, homework assignments and other
text for distribution at any future date and time.

The Subscriber Interface Device self-diagnostic
programs have been updated and these updates
will be installed by the TI-IN field personnel during
regular service calls. Other SID software, which
can be sent to each school via telephone modem
also is also being implemented.
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id You Catch Us On CBS.r.
On October 5, people
from all over the United

States had a quick intro-
duction to TI-IN when
Wood lin High School's
TI-IN classes were
featured on the "CBS
This Morning" news
program.

in less than five
minutes, CBS gave

viewers a quick over-
view of how TI-IN works

using Mrs. Altgelt's Span-
ish II class at Wood lin High

School in Wood lin, Colorado, as
their example. National correspondent Hattie Kauffman was on
the scene reporting from TI-IN's headquarters in San Antonio,
Texas, and in Colorado. The story emphasized that TI-IN
classes are one way that technology is coming to the rescue in
rural American school districts.

Surrounded by 750 square miles of wheat farming and cattle
raising, Wood lin is a consolidated district that brings students
together from Woodrow, Lindon, and Last Chance. Enrollment
K-12 is 104, with only three ninth graders.

Dena Davis, a senior at Wood lin, was interviewed for the story.
She spoke with confidence about her school and about the
classes, and was an excellent representative of TI-IN students.

Dena remarked that she enjoys the interaction she has with
the students in her TI-IN class who are from other parts of the
country, such as Texas and Virginia. She also had compliments

about Mrs.
Altgelt's teach-
ing. "She's a
good teacher;
she keeps going
but gets you to
learn at the
same time."

You could say
Dena is in a
class by herself.
She is the only
student at
Woodlin in her
Spanish class.
But she and her
facilitator, Becki
Harris are dedi-
cated. They
arrive at school
at 6:55 a.m. to
participate in the
Spanish II class. In addition to Spanish, Dena takes Advanced
Placement English Literature, broadcast by Western Illinois
University through TI-IN.

Woodlin's Principal Tom George said it was exciting to see
CBS take an interest in the area and believes the reporters
were impressed with what the school offers its students. He
also thought it was interesting for his students to watch the
news crew and commented that everyone found it surprising
how many hours of film were needed for the short news story.

Dena Davis in her TI-IN class.
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Become Part of
the Partnership

Get the answer' u) :Jour distance learning questions. If you

are interested in -ninj how your students, teachers and ad-
min;strators ocnfit from the academic resources avail-
able from TI-IN p!ease call us today We have
compiled an information kit which outlines the high school credit
courses, staff development programs and student enrichment
broadcasts available to your district, as well as a summary of
the satellite and cable television delivery options.

To receive yov free information kit, please call Cindy at
1-800-999-8446. Cindy can also help arrange for an educa-
tional consultant to visit your district to tell you more about how
to incorporate these innovative educational offerings into your
existing curriculum, plus offer suggestions on expanding your

in-seryice program.
Call today and become part of TI-IN Network, the educational

partnership that works.

1T7 TI-IN Network News 7



taff Development Highlights
Understanding the At-Risk Student January 17 4:45PM - 8:00PM CST, CH 36

How do we create schools in which every student can succeed? Specific learning styles and strategies
of working with at-risk students and designing effective programs to meet tile needs of these sp,sciala students will be reviewed. Proven strategies to motivate and teach the disconnected child will be shared.

Presenter Dr. Judy Lehr is a professor at Furman University in Greenville, North Carolina, and director of
Furman's Center of Excellence Project.

Dr. Judy Lehr

Barbara Aiello with her
puppets

AL
Dr. Richard Manatt

Breaking the Cycle...Completing the Circle January 24 5:00PM - 6:30PM CST, CH 36

Participants will meet the new puppet characters in the Kids on the Block literacy program. They will
observe performances which feature "Teresa James," a literacy volunteer; "Dale Appleton," an adult
literacy student; "Caroline Appleton," Dale's daughter; and "Melody James," Caroline's friend. These
performances will introduce the intergenerational cycle of literacy and show how parents learning how to
read can foster academic growth in their children. The program is ideal for K-12 teachers, administrators
and members of the community at large.

Barbara Aiello is the originator and president of Kids on the Block, Inc., based in Columbia, Maryland.

Expanding Teacher Repertoire: Teachirig Style and Strategies (2-part series)
February 12 Part I 4:30PM - 7:45PM CST, CH 36 February 13 Part II 4:30PM - 7:50PM CS1, CH 44

A thoughtful model of education will be presented for K - 12 teachers, including descriptions of four basic
styles of teaching, learning and thinking. The program will include specific strategies teachers can use to
cover content and develop students' power of thought; help students master basic skills; develop students'
power to relate personally and become involved; assist students in synthesizing ideas and in reorganizing
thoughts to be creative.

Presenter Dr. Harvey Silver is director of program development and Richard Strong is director of curricu-
lum development at Hanson Silver Strong and Associates in Ridgewood, New Jersey.

Evaluating and Improving Teacher Performance (2-part series)
March 12 Part I 5:00PM - 8:00PM CST, CH 36 March 13 Part II 5:30PM - 8:30PM CST, CH 44

What makes one teacher effective, productive and exciting, while another teacher, equally well-inten-
tioned and motivated, is a dismal failure? How do teachers and students interact to create learning? How
can the quality of teaching performance be assessed in a valid, reliable and legally non-discriminating way?

Answers to these questions and more will be reviewed during this program for supervisors and teachers
grades K - 12.

Dr. Richard Manatt is a professor of educational administration at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa,
and the director of Iowa State's School Improvement Projects.

Student Enrichment Highlights
Giving Puppets a Hand
January 11
12:30PM - 12:55PM CST, CH 36

Treat your students to a look at the in-
triguing world of puppets and pantomime
with Rod Butler, puppeteer, and Mary
Shaddox, museum docent, from the San
Antonio Museum Association.

Mv Daddy is Learning to Read
January 25
'12:30PM - 12:55PM CST, CH 36

8 TI-IN Network News

Barbara Aiello of Kids on the Block uses
life-sized puppet characters to help children
understand sensitive and touchy issues. In

this program, she will address what it's like
to have a parent who can't read.
This program may not be videotaped

Coastal Ecology
February 6
9:45AM - 10:35AM CST, CH 36

Rick Tinnin of the University of Texas
Marine Science Institute in Port Aransas

7 farm, nnnv

will present an overview of our coastal
environment wqh a special focus on the
coastal bays and barrier island systems.

A Salty Solution: Marine Aquariums
March 20
9:45AM - 10:35AM CST, CH 36

Learn about the principles of marine
aquariums, the process ot setting up a
saltwater aquarium and three types of
filtration systems from Ken Bennight of the
Alamo Aquarium Society in San Antonio.



1

LESSON REVIEWS (2ND)
700AM 3:40PM CST, CH 36

2
LESSON REVIEWS (2ND)
7 COAM 3:40PM CST, CH 36

7

TECHNICAL ORIENTATION
4:00PM - 5 OOPM CST, CH 36

SPRING REGISTRATION BEGINS

8

JOSTENS (DD)
3 40PM 4 25PM CST. CH 36

FOREIGN EXCHANGE: JAPAN (TEA)
4 25PM - 4 45PM CST. CH 36

CELEBRATIONS OF CULTURE -
PART I (SD)
4 45PM - 7 OOPM CST. CH 36

LAS NOTICIAS EN ESPANOL (SE)
10 40AM - 11:30AM CST, CH 36

14
NEW SUBSCRIBER ORIENTATION
(AUM)
4 OOPM 5 OOPM CST. CH 36

GENERAL FACILITATOR TRAINING
(ADM)
5.30PM 6 30PM CST. CH 36

15
BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
RICHARD LAVOIE (IBA)
3 40PM - 4 DOPM CST. CH 36

FINE TUNING THE CHORAL
REHERSAL PROCESS (SO)
4 DOPM - 5 OOPM CST, CH 36

By SPECIAL DESIGN:
FRED D'IGNAZIO (TBA)
5 OOPM . 7 00PM CST, CH 36

21

SPANISH! AND II FACILITATOR
TRAINING (ADM)
4 DOPM . 4 30PM CST. CH 36

ELEMENTARYANTERMEDIATE
SPANISH FACILITATOR TRAINING
(ADM)
5 OOPM 5 lOPM CST. CH 36

MARINE SCIENCE FA,3LITATOR LAB
TRAINING (ADM)
6 DOPM 7 OOPM CST C 36

22
BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
HENRY GRADILLAS (TEA)
3 40PM 4 30PM CST. CH 36

ELECTRONIC HIGHWAYS: LINKING
YOUR CLASSROOM TO THE WORLD
PART I (SD)
4 30PM 7 45PM CST. CH 36

BY SPECIAL DE5IGN:
MARIAN LEIBOWITZ (TEA)
7 45PM 600PM CST, CH 36

28 29
BUILDING STUDY SKILI.S HELPING
STUDENTS LEARN - PART I (SD)
3 40PM 7 OOPM CST. CH 36

16

23

10

GALAXIES; SAFETY TIPS
PICTURES Of THE FROM OFFICER
UNIVERSE (SE) MCGRUFF (TVA)
41.45AM I0:35AM 4:25PM - 4:45PM
CST, CH 36 CST, CH 36

BY SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS
DESIGN: Of CULTURE
DR. JAMES KERN PART It (SD)
(TEA) 4 45PM 7 OOPM
3 40PM - 4 25PM CST, CH 36
CST, CH 36

17
WORDS. WORDS, WORDS (SE)
7 DOAM 7 50AM CST, CH 36

BY SPECIAL
DESIGN:
DR. JAMES KERN
(RERUN)
3 40PM 4 DOPM
CST. CH 36

SOCIOLOGY
FACILITATOR
TRAINING (ADM)
4 OOPM . 4 30PM
CST. CH 36

WASTE NOT, WANT NOT (SE)
12:30PM 12:55PM CST, CH 36

11

JANUARY 1991

GIVING PUPPETS A HAND (SE)
12:30PM - 12:55PM CST, CH 36

BY SPECIAL
DESIGN:
RICHARD LAVOIE
(TSA)
4 30PM 4 45PM
CST. CH 36

UNDERSTANDING
THE AT-R1SK
STUDENT (SD)
4 45PA4 8 OOPM

CST, CH 36

18
ADVENTURES IN STORYTELLING
(IRA)
12:30PM - 12 55PM CST. CH 36

24
BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
OR. ART COSTA (TEA)
3 40PM - 4 WPM CST. CH 36

25
MY DADDY IS LEARNING TO SEAD
(SSP)
12:30PM - 12 55PM CST. CH 36

FRENCH I AND 11 FACILITATOR
TRAINING (ADM)
4 OOPM - 4 45PM CST. CH 36

CAREER MAPPING: MATH (TBA)
4 45PM 5.00PM CST. CH 36

BREAKING THE CYCLECOMPLETING
THE CIRCLE (SD)
5 OOPM - 6 30PM CST. CH 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
DR JAMES KERN (TEA)
6 30PM 7 OOPM CST. CH 36

30 31

BUILDING STUDY SKILLS: HELPINO
STUDENTS LEARN PART II (SD)
3 4OPM 7.00PM CST, Cli 36

ADM
SD
&TR
S E
S SP
SP
261D

AdinewsealNe Staved Program
Stall Development Program
Sluden1 Teel Pomo*
SeKleof Encthrrvert
Student Special Prowam
Spcx-eal Progiam
Replay

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
flu



FEBRUARY 1991
MONDAY TUES DAY

.

WEDNESDAY
.

THURSDAY
11

FRIDAY"

1

RESISTOR RDBOT RESISTS DRUGS
(sE)
1230PM - 12 55PM CST. CH 36

.

SATURDAY SUNDAY
,

32

4 5
JOSTENS (SD)
3 40PM . 5 WM CST CH 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGI I: DR. JAMES
KERN (TEA)
5 15PM 6 OOPM CST. CH 36

CONQUERING STRESS AND TENSION
(SD)
6 00PM 8 00pM CST. CH 36

6

COASTAL ECOLOGY (SE)
9 45AM - 10 35AM CST. CH 36

7

CAREER MAPPING: SCIENCE (TBA)
3 40PM - 3.45PM CST, CH 36

THE NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENT
(S0)(2N0)
3 45PM 6 OOPM CST. CH 36

CREATING A WELLNESS PROGRAM
(SD)
6 OOPM 8 OOPM CST, CH 36

8
VISIT WITH AN ARTIST:
GARTH WILLIAMS (SE)
12 30PM 12 55PM CST. CH 36

9 10

11

FOREIGN EXCHANGE (TEA)
3 qOPM 4 OOPM CST. CH 36

MARINE SCIENCE FACILITATOR LAB
TRAINING (ADM)
4 OOPM 4 30PM CST CH 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
PAM ROBBINS (TEA)
4 30PM 4 45PM CST CH 34,

LATIN I AND II FACILITATOR TRAINING
(ADM)
4 45PM S 15PM CST CH 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
MARION LEIBOWITZ (TBA)
5 15PM 5 30PM CST, CH 343,

12

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
RICHARD LAVOIE (IBA)
3 dOPM 4 OOPM CST. CH 36

SOCIOLOGY FACILITATOR TRAINING
(ADM)
4 OOPM - 4 30PM CST. CH 36

EXPANDING TEACHER REPERTOIRE,
TEACHING STYLES AND STRATEGIES
PART I (SD)

d 30PM . 7 45PM CST......1 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
MARIAN LEIBOWITZ (TBA)
7 45PM 8 ooPM CST. CH 36

13
EXPANDING TEACHER REPERTOIRE:
TEACHING STYLES AND STRATEGIES
- PART II (SD)
4 30PM 7 50PM CST Cri 36

14

MATH IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL:
ISSUES, IDEAS, AND ACTIVITIES (SD)
140PM - 7 OOPM CST. CH 36

15
WE HELP OURSELVES - PART I (SE)
12 30PM 12 55pM CST. CH 36

SPRING REGISTRATION ENDS

16

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11.30AM CST. CH 36

SI°
O.

17

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
(2ND)
1 OOPM 2 30PM CST. CH 36

18 19

WITHOUT GEOGRAPHY WE'RE
NOWHERE (SD)
3 40PM . loOPM CST CIA 36

20 21

EXPANDIN.- TEACHER REPERTOIRE:
TEACHING STYLES AND STRATEGIES
PART II (SD) (2NI))

3 40PM 7 WPM CST CH 36

22

WE HELP OURSELVES PART II (SE)
12 30PM - 12 55PM CST. CH 36

23
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11.30AM CST. CH 36

24

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
1 OOPM 2 30PM CST. CH 36

25

ACT REVIEW (ST14)
5 OOPM 7 00pM CS) CH 36

I 1 1

26

JOSTENS (50) DEVELOPING HIGH
3 40PM . 5 OOPM ; PERFORMANCE
CST CH 36 1 TEAMS (SD)

1

' 5 30PM 7 45pM
BY SPECIAL . COT. CH 36
DESIGN
T L. MCGREAL Sy SPECIAL
(IBA) : DESIGN:
5 (70PM 5 30PM DR. ANTHONY
CST. Gf4 36 GREGORC (TPA)

7 45PM 8 00PM
CST CH :65

27

LATE ROMAN CARTHAGE.
THE TRINITY EXCAVATION (SE)
7 00AM - 7 50AM CST. CH 36

INSIGHTS INTO CULTURE THROUGH
ARTIFACTS (SE)
I GOPM - I 50PM CST CH 36

28

CAREER MAPPING: MATH (TEA)
3 40PM - 3 45rm CST. CH 36

DIFFERENTIATING CURRICULUM/
INSTRUCTION FOR GIFTED/TALENTED
S i UDENTS (SD)
3 15PM 8 OOPM CST. CH 36

ACM Admiristralive Support Paturam
SD - stas Uerogoprnen; Program
S.TH Student Test Hey**
S-E StisienI Enrichment
.11 SP StudenI Special Provarn
',1`
2ND . Iftie;aayi, Pmgmm 11111!



MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSAY FRIDAY

ADM
SD
STR
SE
S-SP
SP
2ND

Adruntalretwe Support Program
Staff Development Program
Student Teal Revtew
Student Ennthment
Student Special Program
Special Program
Replay

1

ECONOMICS RE VIE W (SE) (2ND)
12:30PM 12 55PM CST, CH 36

MARCH 1991
SATURDAY

2

SRNDAY

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11:30A4 CST, CH 36

3
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
100PM - 2.30PM CST, CH 36

4

ACT REVIEW (STR)
5 OOPM 7 OOPM CST. CH 36

JOSTENS (SD)
3 40PM - 5 OOPM CST. CH 36

ELECTRONIC HIGHWAYS: LINKING
YOUR CLASSROOM TO THE WORLD
PART II (50)(2ND)
5 OOPM - 8 OOPM CST. CH 36

7

BY SPECIAL DESIGN:
RICHARD LAVOIE (MA)
3.40PM 4'00PM CST, CH 36

- -.- -

BE PREPARED TO SPEAK: MAKING
AN EFFECTIVE PRESENTATION (SD)
4 OOPM 5 OOPM CST. CH 36

CAREER MAPPING:
SCIENCE (TBA)
5 OOPM 5 30PM
CST. CH 36

FAMILY
COMMUNICATION:
HOW TO MAINTAIN
HARMONIOUS AND
LOVING
RELATIONSHIPS
(SO)
5 30PM 6 30PM
CST CH 36

BY SPECIAL
DESIGN:
DR. JAMES
KERN (TBA)
8 30PM 7 OOPM
CST. CH 36

PLANNING:
CREATING A
SNARED VISION
FOR YOUR
BOARD (SD)
7 OOPM - 8 OOPM
CST. CH 36

MORE SCIENCE IS EVERYTHING) (SE)
12 30PM - 12 55PM CST, CH 36

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11:30AM CST, CH 36

10

PETERSON': SAT (STR)
1.00PM 2:30PM CST, CH 36

Qfr

11

MARINE SCIENCE FACILITATOR LAB
TRAINING (ADM)
4 00PM 4 30PM CST CH 36

ACT REVIEW (SIR)
5 OOPM 7 OOPM COT CH 36

18

ACT REVIEW (STR)
5 001,M 700PM CST CH 36

25
ACT REVIEW (SIA)
5 OOPM 7 OOPM CS I CH 36

1 1

12

BY SPECIAL BY SPECIAL
DESIGN: DESIGN:
DR. ANTHONY PAM ROBBINS
GREGORC(TBA) (TBA)
3 40PM 4 OOPM 4 30PM 5 OOPM
COT CH 36 CST CH 36

ENGLISH
LITERATURE
H.,AP

FACILITATOR
TRAINING (ADM)
4 OOPM 4 30PM
COT CH 36

EVALUATING
AND IMPROVING
TEACHER
PERFORMANCE
PART I (SD)
5 OOPM 8 OOPM
CST CH 36

19

BY SPECIAL DESIGN
DRS HAL AND BARBARA DESHONG
(TBA)
3 40PM 6 30PM CST CH 36

EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS: ESTABLISHING
LEADERSHIP TEAMS (SD)
6 30PM 8 OOPM CST CH 36

13
CHRISTIANS IN ROME: HEROES OR
VICTIMS? (SE)
7 OGAM - 7 50AM CST CH 36

JAPANESE I FACILITATOR TRAINING
(ADM)
5 OOPM 5 25PM CST CH 36

FOREIGN Eft. AGE: JAPAN (TBA)
5 25PM 30PM CST. CH 36

14
CAREER MAPPING: MATH (TBA)
3 40PM 3 45PM CST. CH 36

JOSTENS (SDI
3 45PM 5 15PM CST CH 36

BY SPECIAL DESIGN: FRED
D'IONAZIO (TM)
5 15PM 7 CIOPM CST. CH 36

15
MEDICINAL PLANTS (SE) (2ND)
12 30PM 12 55PM CST. CH 36

16
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11 30AM CST. CH 36

17
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
1 OOPM - 2.30PM CST. CH 36

20
A SALTY SOLUTION MARINE
ADUARIUMS (SE)
9 45AM 10 35AM CST CH 36

21

BY SPECIAL DESIGN.
DR. ART COSTA (TBA)
3 40PM 4 OOPM CST. CH 36

EVALUATING AND IMPROVING
TEACHER PERFORMANCE PART II
(SD) (2ND)
4 OOPM . 7 OOPM CST CH 36

22
WOMEN IN INDIA (SE)
12 30PM 12 55PM CST CH 36

26
10 BE ANNOUNCED /TSAI
3 40PM / OOPM CS I CH 36

27
LESSON REVIEWS (2NO)
7 CIOAM 3 40PM COT CH 36

28
LESSON REVIEWS (2ND)
7 00AM 3 40PM CST CH 36

29
LESSON REVIEWS (2ND)
7 00AM 3 40PM CST. CH 36

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

23
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM - 11 30AM CST, CH 36

30

24
PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
1 OOPM - 2 30PM CST. CH 36

PETEFISON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
10 00AM 11 30AM CST. CH 36

31

PETERSON'S SAT SUCCESS (STR)
I OOPM 233PM CST. CH 36



.r
onvention Calendar
Be sure to stop in and see us at the following conventions.

Jan. 14
Idaho Assoc. of School Administrators
Boise, ID

Jan. 16
West Virginia School Administrators
Charleston, WV

Jan. 23 - Jan. 25
Wisconsin 70th Annual Joint State
Convention
Milwaukee, WI

Jan. 23 - Jan. 25
Kansas Association of School
Administrators
Wichita, KS

Jan. 25 - Jan. 26
Missouh Association of Rural Education
Warrensburg, MO

Feb. 5 - Feb. 8
Florida Educational Technology
Conference
Tampa, FL

Feb. 21 - Feb. 23
Colorado Educational Media Association
Colorado Springs, CO

Feb. 21 - Feb. 23
Louisiana Association of School
Administrators
Baton Rouge, LA

Mar. 1 - Mar. 4
American Association of School
Administrators
New Orleans, LA

Mar. 3 - Mar. 6
KETC Kentucky Educational Technology
Conference
Lexington, KY

Mar. 8 - Mar. 12
National Association of Secondary
School Principals
Orlando, FL

Mar. 12 - Mr.r. 15
TASBO Taxas Association of School
Business Officials
El Paso, TX

Mar. 16 - Mar. 18
Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development
San Francisco, CA

Mar. 19 - Mar. 20
International Technology Education
Association
Salt Lake City, UT

Mar. 22 - Mar. 24
California Association of School
Administrators
Anaheim, CA

Mar. 25 - Mar. 27
Satellites & Education Conference
West Chester, PA

Mar. 25 - Mar 27
Montana Edunet
Helena, MT

Mar. 25 - 27
6th Annual Learning By Satellite
Dallas, TX

Apr. 6 - Apr. 10
NAEP'S 1991 Annual Convention and
Exhibition
Anaheim, CA

Apr. 13 - Apr. 16
National School Boards Association
San Francisco, CA

Apr. 14 - Apr. 16
National Dropout Prevention Conference
Tulsa. OK

June 13 - June 15
T.I.E. Education Technology Conference
Snowmass Village, CO

THN
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an Antonio, Texas 78232
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NETWORK.

Satellite beams classes to Tennessee
1h9 Msociated Press

NASHVILLE Gov. Ned
McWherter says the state is
beaming satellite-based television
instruction to 13 rural schools
during the next year "to make our
rural communities competitive for
the Job market with metropolitan
areas of the state."

ln addition to the rural schools.
the satellite courses will go to a
Memphis school for pregnant
teens.

Known as the Distance Learning
Pilot Project. the $200.000 ex-
penment will provide one-way
video equipment and two-way
audio equipment ,o the schools, It

also will provide training to local
teachers to help the students in the
selected schools. Education
Commissioner Charles Smith said.

"We are excited about being
able to offer the medium of sat-

Uite to Tennessee stu-
dents," he said. "The Distance
Learning Pilot will enable us to
provide flexibility for instruction
in classrooms wnere there are
program needs but no available
teachers or resources."

The TI-IN Network Inc. in San
Antonio, Texas. will provide sat-
ellite instructional programming to
the 14 schools beginning Aug. 30.

Este! Mills, assistant education
commissioner, said non-credit
sessions in math and English will

be offered, as well as intensive
courses to help students review for
college entrance exams.

Mills said the satellite instruc-
tion is designed to help schools
"remove ... geographical and fi-
nancial barriers by making
distance iearning at fordable."

"For schools which are not vet
in session, the early programs can
be taped." said Sidney Owen.
spokeswoman for the Education
Department.

Each participating school will
follow a live televised program
schedule and course outline and
use textbooks approved by the
stat; Department of Education.

11 7
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I Experts Discuss Satellite
Education In Alabama

I TUSCALOOSA: For years
students in small, rural schools were
unable to take advanced or elective
courses because' the community
didn't have the resources to offer

II much beyond the basics.
II Now that's changing, and satellite

dishes are becoming as common as
I school bells on campuses across

Alabama and the rest of the nation
as educators look for new ways to

Ioffer classes.
"Star Schools-Satellite Edur ition

in Alabama," a special program on
IAPT, is a primer on distance
education that features experts
discussing how students all over the

Istate will have the opportunity to
participate in televised classes
produced at universities, colleges,
and regional education centers.

The half-hour program airs at 8

II
p.m., Thursday, June 15.

Representatives from Alabama
*hools, universities, and organiza-

itions involved in either receiving
II or originating these televised les-

sons appear on tho program.
'They include Dr. Harry Knopke and

Dr. Larry Rainey of the University
of Alabama; Dr. Martha Barton of
the Alabama State Department of
Education; Dr. Pete Mosely,
superintendent, Ozark City Schools;
Dr. James Mason, assistant
principal, Huntsville City Schools;
and Nat Andrews of the University
of Alabama at Birmingham.

Participants will discuss several
systems in use, including the Ti-In
Network, a private consortium of
distance educators that provides
televised instruction to 750 school
districts in 29 states. The
University of Alabama is a member
of the Ti-In Network, which
features a system that enables
students beyond the studio to "talk
back" to the instructor through
special phone connections.

Viewers will be able to phone in
during "Star Schools; Satellite
Education in Alabama" and ask
questions about the impact this new
technology will have in the' eat):

'rhe program is a production of
University. of Alabama Television
Services.
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UA to expand classes through satellite
By TOMMY STEVENeON

New% Associate Ether
Technology dawned to provide

fUral SC00013 wilt. advanced in-
struclion through "interactive

;satellite linkula was unveiled nn
thrtniversity of Alabama earn'pus Wednesday.

The technology, which allows
studants and teachers to comm.
rusts via satellite through Novi-
11011 monitors and telephone lines.
will enable University professors
to teach classes ogamol into more
Nan SO Alabama high Sell0014 and
mort than 240 scboois Us 40 stem
nationally.

Schools pertstipauntl in thosys-
tem. called thefTI-IN United STAR
Network. also BIM able to par-
ticipate iii dams taught by pro-
lesson at savant Oho maim-
tits across the nattoo and by
teachers at schools with the TI.IN
Network Inc., the private cornea-
hoe which ortgusatad the satellite
instrucuonal toecaps.

M Wednesday's demcostrauto
at the Bryant Conference Canter.
two students from Hillcrest High
School communicated with teach-
ors at the 11-lN headquarters to
San Antrim, Tuas. by means of a
cordless trepbona as tht teach-
ors images and voices were
broadcast over a televuurs mono
tor and propetad on the cantor's
large 11420110.

Thu students. Antoine Caritas
and Jame Sandiord. were able to
sire and hear the far-away worm-
tors, who were able only to hear
Nem as thoy starei lall0 truisms
cameras ia Tubs.

Had the deateestralsem bolo sa
actual clam broadcast to ohm
senora us the Moo. Carlo& sad
Saridlord. as well as the terAlser5.
womd Mae have boom atO to tater-
act with hundreds el Ohm stu-
dents saws tha nation.

Alabama wheats whatnot's'
in the prose. whole is slatad to go
on line to March. will get moo.
meat. and lintyear
programming free of charge
through (Waal Wolof UA will
got u part co Use natural $3.3
C1U11140 Star kiwis gnat

Star Salmis to a federal folding
program lomat at impornag the
mistletoe el mai& sauce. for.
gigs Meuse sad other 'Weds
lhamillA Oswald taimeommumacer
Hoes sit as part of Wedoesdey's
commemes, Alabama US. Ram.
Clawle Harris Aar Teas Bond
were thanked ler time Mime sis
securing the graft by Mime UA
President new Sayers tamp
amber satellite Min*

Siywiiid Weimaday the raw
system will "braid 4116011810
schools, Mom the Spam Age" and
Womb the WI el the limaaMelly
Alahalla adlliask ParnmeetY
comokred sikratomally *sad.
vastaged win hays sesame So top
Uolvoratty farlitr. sinimes Wane.
rataryeeterle, ant IisPrid, ss tar
*Mole program 4,11106 las or
coved rattail sael"

nisPrep, a 41-year-eid Moors
amnia **di sweimares samiests
in ma` salami ler health manors,
is ban* taupe le 1.101 elsalowes la
31 Abeam Ingli adieu&

The Wiwi with the TI-IN set.
week win Own the ammo le be
upwind te el mere sensate es the
state sad ethers el the Ns eche*
screw tam rhea partieniatind Ii
the astwort.

The merrier Is tha brenwhild
Pat TWO% a Teams oduater,
wbe OliAted the byelaw is that
rata la Mt

Oa Woroaday. Ms. 'nasty said

the system is primarily aimed at
bringing maiity educational in-
strucuon to deprived schools dtt.
mete

I car think of no single applies.
lion of technology that well h.. e a
greater impact on society or that
can contribute more to the tea
nomte development as well as the
international competitivoness of
our country men motoyine sniallila
technology to the needs of our na-
tion s pubItc schools.- she said.

west Alabama wmots that will
be participating in the network in-

Hillerest. Tuscaloosa Couto
ty. Northport Junior High, Briar-
lido Junior High. Holt. West

Bibb County, Halo Couto
ty. akron. Berry. Lamar County.
South Lamar, Fayette County. Hu-
bertville, Pickus County. Gordo,
Carrollton. MK-utile, Eutaw.
Paramount. Livinplem, Sumter
County, Demopolis. Joho Emu,
Sunshine and Hale County.
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Jamie Sandford, with cerdltss tetalshafte. cemthunIcates bY
television al ths Bryant Cantor with a teacher in San Antonio.
Texas, in a demonstration of the new Tl.IN Network.
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Lessons by satellite
Cherokee students join national ('lass

By Jenny Labalme
'11. 311tt Wm.(

CENTRE - Cherokee County High School senior
Branden Coleman has never seen the 200 other
students in his French class

That's because they come from California. Cola
rado. Indiana and Washington. among other states.

II's also because Coleman and his classmates take
their daily class by satellite from a teacher in San
Antonio. Texas.

A year ago. 56 Alabama high schools received
high.lech equipment that brings advanced and spe-
cialized courses to remote and small schools that
have limited curricula.

-At a small school you have to look at unique
ways of meeting its needs Cherokee C.,unty High
i'rincipai Freddy Reynolds says. 'At a small school
it might be cheaper to take a satellite course than to
Are a teacher.

Nationwide 211 high schools are linked to the TI-IN

United STAR Network The consortium ;3 made up
of the ..ompar.y TI.IN Network Ine., UniVarsity
of Alabama and seyeral other universitiet and
educational agencies. Teachers are based throughout
the country and the program is alined at unproving
math, science and language instruction

Alabama high schools are participating in the new
network program through a million federal grant
made available through the University of Alabama.

Coleman is the only Cherokee County High School
student participating this semester Juniors Neal
Chessut and Shane Givens were the first to take a
course Algebra II tiff the TV monitor last
summer

Both speak highly 01 their San Aniunio teacher as
well as the course They say TV classes are similar
to traditional school settings and are not entertain.
ment.

MN NM

Cherokee senior Branden Coleman in Frencb-via-satellite class #6"""*"""ww""

..
From Page 1A

"It's not like watching TV. ii s
like being mere Givena says "I
concentrated just as Much w. I
woold have with a teacher in the
room . . and our teacher was
great

Initial studies done by the ilniver
sity of Alabama show little grade
difference between the two learning
environments Students in tradi-
tional school settings scored four
tenths of a grade point higher than
with the satellite

"On a WO-point scale that's sir
tually no difference," says lir
Harry Knoplie. director of the urn .
versity's satellite TV program

Ed Vara, instructional coords
calor in San Amonio where many
leachtrs ied, says the pro.
grain is t ,o, -very student

"Uur warners must be independ-
ent and highly motivated, though
they don t necessarily have to be the
brightest." he says

Reynolds says he keeps close

watch on his students and is carelul
about which ones he allows to taxe a
satellite course

In addition. Var. says It takes a
talented instructbr all must hate
at least three years in the public
RI:col system to teach a course

ore a camera.
"From an instructional potnt of

view, even though they are not
physically in the same room, that
eye contact from the screen is what
the students relate to," he says.
"And it's difficult for teachers be-
cause they go a great deal on stu-
dents verbal cues "

Each TV monitor comes with a
phone. Students can call la toll-Iree
as often as they like, and four
students can talk at once But there
are technological anafus.

"We are affected by several lac.
tors weather, sun spots, the quali-
ty of the phone line and the satellite
signal," Vara says

Coleman says he's accustomed to
the low audibility when his fellow
students call in

"You gel used to II." he says
"Though occasionally a bad there
derstorm here can mess the whole
thing up

Technological snarls aside. Rey.
nolds says the option is havtng no
course at all

"It opens up the boundaries of
Cherokee County and breaks down
cultural barriers," he says "Of
course I was a little leery of It at
first It's still experunental and
there are hassles such as ached-
uhng mailing homework and tests

back and forth . nothtng great
happens suddenly "

Each student is required to call in
at least once a week and it loud
teacher monitors the homework stu-
dents do and mall tn. To personalize
Interactions with 1)0 students,
teachers often wear a school's T.
shirt when It has a football game
that day.

"The number of students seems
overwhelnung, but we find we can
be effective despite those hum-
bers," Vara says. "And we recom-
mend that there not be more than 10
people around a monitor "

Vara says It's a myth to think that
teaching is unable to move beyond
traditional settings

"We may not have the same
number of student/teacher interac-
tions, but teachers spend less time
disciplining and the quality of in-
teraction Off the air is great." he
says. "Students can call up the
teacher during office hours, end
they call because they wani to

know "
Vara emphasizes the program's

objective Is not to displace leachers
"It's not a panacea and won't

solve all problems," he says "It's
an alternative for kids who wouldn't
have the course otherwise "
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Good show
Fifty-six rural high

schools in Alabama are sup-
plementing their course of-
ferings and their faculties
throuorti participation with
TI-IN United STAR Net-
work. which offers tele-
vised courses in such areas
as math, science and for-
eign language.

It's a program with a
bright future.

TI-IN affords small. iso-
lated school systems the op-
portunity to offer advanced
course work in subject ar-
eas which they might not
ordinarily be able to fund
alone. Courses taught
through TT-IN help rural
youngsters better prepare
for intensive programs in
college, particularly in
math and the sciences.

Instruction is transmitted
simultaneously from an in-
structor in one location to
stutients in numerous sites.
For example, an anatomy
and physiology. class of-
fered by a University of Al-
abama doctoral student is
transmitted from a UA
campus television studio
via satellite to 11 high
schools in Alabama and. 47
other mostly rural schools
across the nation. About 275
student& nationwide are in-
volved in that cylass.... The
students and teP.cher com-
municate in ChiSS ovir the
telephone:

Shirley Cornelhis. who fa-
cilitates . TIali classes at
Gordo irn/h School. one of
L.... hm eines teirnill

,....MMIMIM
The program uses
the talents of one
spedalized teacher
to serve a variety of
locations.
OIL,

Gordo students learn a
great deal from the course
even though the teacher is
miles away. She said :Oer-
sonnel at the receiving sites
handle prepared materials.
such as tests sent from the
teacher to the class. sitei.

But the program does
more. UA broadcast and
film professor Jennings
Bryant. who is evaluating
the system. said such "na-
tional clissfobtur"Imaght
enthusiastically, afford.stu-
dents a chance to sharecuL
tural experiences. by: com-
municating classroom to
classroom with others who
are involved.

The TI-iN progranr uses
tertnology to maximize the
avAability of a teAcher to
serve a need in a variety.of
locations. Such efforts seem
especially welkuited., for.
students who arehighly mo-
tivated to learn, students
mature enough* to; learn
without the presence. of a
classroom teacher but who
are assertive enougigp
into" the pi-ogram hrusing
the telephone.

It's an exciting program,
uplifting for rurai Alabama
tnelants and destined.for a
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Students learning to spe 3

By Carel Shelton

B .1TLER Thirteen Stu-
dents at Choctaw County High
Sthoolare among280 nationwide
who a .e participating in learning
the Jepir nese language through a
TV piogram on the TIAN

r:etwork.
t 5tudents gather in the corn-

Outer room at CCHS for 50 min-
Ws a day to watch Sukero Ito
iutruct them in mastering the
airt of the foreign language.

Ito is head of the Foreign
Language Department at the
University of Alabama and
through the means of modern
technology hi s classroom instruc-
tion has already enabled the stu-
dents to speak several Japanese
phrases after only a week of
classes.

Assistant Principal Nancy
Chaltry, who serves as facilitator
for theclass, is enthusiastic about
the program. "It is so exciting
that our children are going to
learn a foreign language that is
taught by a native Japanese,"
Uhaltry said,

Japan has become the leader
in electronic innovations, she said,
i0 the kids realize how fortunate
they are to have a knowledge of
this language which may benefit
them in their chosen careers

In addition to classroom in.
struction, students may call the
instructor on the phone whik. the

program is being broadcast. tendanc .

Friday was desigmated for
CCHS students to participate in
a call-in to the instructor, along
with three other schools, and
several students were able to talk
to Ito and speak Japanese sen-
tences to him, while at the same
time, hearing themselves on the
air.

The instructor commended
the students on their grammar
and pronunciation of the Japa-
nese language.

Students are in the process of
sending in information and pho-
tographs of themselves to !io,
which will be flashed on the tele-
vision screen when a particular
student calls in, Chaltry said.

Funding for the class is
through the BID-PREP program,
and students in the program fire
given first priority for the class,
Chaltry said.

The only cost to the student is
for a workbook.

Lessons are sent to Chaltry
on a weekly basis and if Ito has
additional work sheets for the
class there is a printer hooked to
the satellite system which en-
aides him to send the work to the
students while they are in class.

Testing is supervised by
Chaltry, but all grading is done
by Ito. Homework is handkd in
the same manner, with Chilli ry
over-seeing the homework and
then submitting reports to Ito on
homework and on classroom at-

"I have not had anyone in the
class fail to turn in homework,"
she said.

From a teacher's point of view,
Chaltry said the language ap-
pears Ito be much more difficult
than English, with many more
forms of the alphabet than our
language has.

Presently, the students are
studying the hiragana form of
the language, and according to
Ito, they will learn three forms of
the language, with each one
having about 50 symbols.

The students have a toll-free
telephone number they can use
to call and talk with Ito at the
un iversity during his office hours
if they have a problem or ques-
tion abuut the course.

Even for students at the high
school who are not taking the
class, it is not unusual to hear
some of them speaking the lan-
guage in the hallways, Chaltry
said.

No romanization is used in
the language. Students learn to
pronounce and recognize the
Japanese syllabary. liy introduc-
ing the syllables and symbols, it
leinforces the learning process.
hi addition, students are none
likely to develop a ..pure'proninl .
riation through Ihe Use Ill the
syllabary I!, be
hving in lhit ler and ha% ing our
kids exposNI to this I.) ire ()Hem

Chultr said

g a
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CCHS student Tricia Irby (top left, with phone in hand),

ialks to instructor Ito during the Japanese language class.
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Students learning by satellite
Dallas County &hool System

students will soon be taking
courses in science, math and
foreign languages via satellite
through the TI-IN United Star
Network.

All three high schools in the
county system will be served by
the program, which provides a
menu dinstructional programs
to some of the nations most
educationally disadvantaged
schools. The venture is made
possible by cooperation between
public education and private
enterprise with the necessary
equipment being paid for by a
$5.6 million grant made to the
University otAlabama.

The program win not replace
teachers in the classroom but
will greatly expand their
resource material to offer stu-

2 5

TI-

THN dish

dents learning opportunities they
would not normally be afforded.

In addition to student learning
programs, teachers will also
benefit by satellite programming

for teacher training and staff de-
velopment.

Aside from the satellite
receiver dish, the equipment in-
cludes an audio-visual unit that
allows students to record lessons
for future review and a telephone
link unit through which students
may interact with the instructors
on the satellite system.
Remedial, 811 well as advanced
curriculum courses will be of-
fered to the schools through this
system.

According to Dallas County
School Superintendent Marvin
Warren, equipment haa already
been installed in the three high
schools serving the Dallas Coun-
ty Schools system Keith,
Dallas County and Southside
high schools.
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isionary concept
implemented here

The late Marshall McLus monitor.
hen, the visionary thinker of The classes, beamed to sat-
the '60s who coined the ellite dishes at the schools,
phrase "the medium is the are much more than simple
nrmage," also predicted exercises in passive TV view-
that through advances in ing, however..
technology, chiefly in televi- One of the unique aspects
sion technology, the world of the TI-IN network is that
would one day become a every dam:room participat-vow

ing in the network will be
That hasn't quits come to equipped with special, cord-

pus yet, but anyone who at- less telephoes that will allow
tended the demonstration al students to call and ask quer
IUMInited Skr Network at lions of Mgr Werke& eraeb4
the Univergty of Alabama's ere.'
Bryant Conference Center UA's role 'in the netierk
last week would have to cow will also bemire then simply
dude that era of the "nation, that of . facilitator for state
al clauroom" has dawned. schook. The participation in

The TI-IN. network, which the system will allow the Uni- -

links more than MO schools in versity to expand its BloPrep
40 states via interactive sat- honors program, which we-
elate links, will be providing pores studuts in 7 rtmt
services to maw then 50 schools for hesItiwelated es
schools in Alabama, includ- rein, to more than 20 addl
ing many in -. Tuscaloosa dual schools _ in Alabama.
County and West Alabama, and hundreds more across
by early next year through the nation.
federal funding secured by Like some of McLuhan's
the University. ideas, the network is a vision-

The new technologi swill ary compt which should
make it possible for students grow by lupe and bounds as
in Alabama classrooms to it provides quality education-
"attend" classes broadcast a! .1roortunities for school
from states all over tbe na- systems that might not °thew
tion by viewing a television! Mule ablate °Ike them..
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TV is a teacher for some Alabama students
TUSCALOOSA (API With the

help of "Slim." a skeleton, and hIgh
technology, Marilyn Stephens is get-
ting Information to students in rural
schools that often is not available in
wealthkr, urban schools.

Until this fall, Jason Dunn, a
senior at Berry Higo School In Fay-
ette County, and other students
faced major disadvantages in follow-
ing their hopes of entering medical
professions.

Now, he and nine classmates are
studying anatomy and physiology
under Stephens, a University of
Alabama teacher they have met only
on the television tube.

tier lectures are transmitted via
satellite to 11 rural high schools in
Alabama and 47 other schools from
CalifornIa to New York.

The students can press a button
Jn a cordless telephone and talk to
her or ask questions.

So when a student in Oregon
1 L,

EduCatiOrl
wants to know what separates the
abdominal cavity from the thoracic
cavity, Dunn can hear the question
and Stephens' answer.

"It's interesting hearing other stu-
dents call in from ail over the coun-
try," he said. "We weren't sure what
to expect at first, but we've gotten
used to it. It seems as if she is in the
room with us now.

"Being from a small school, I never
would have had the chance to take a
class like this,*

The 56 Alaimma high si.hools tak-
ing part in the satelli network got
the equIpmen , nstallation and
first-year program free, at an average
value al 615,000 per school. The
university received federal money as
part of a $5. million Star Schools
grant to the -In U.S. STAR Net-
work, an inst on-network formed
by the university ant' eight other

universities and education agencies
in the country.

The program is aimed at impro-
ving math, science and foreign lan-
guage instruction.

In addition to Stephens' ana-
tomy and physiology class, the uni-
vet sity offers one In Japanese lan-
guage taught by Sukero Ito. Seven
rural Alabama schools are enrolled
in that class, along with students
from 39 other schools in the country.

"The TI-In Network gives the most
isolated, smallest and perhaps dis-
advantaged schools access toquality
courses and master teachers that
equal any Instruction In the coun-
try." said the university's Larry Rai-
ney, who helps coordinate the sci-
ence class.

"In fact, what the network can
offer is better than what Is available
In even the best-funded schools be-
cause of the technology we have. For
exam; le. Marilyn Stephens will I.e
brinp,ig live discussions with he ,rt

surgeons to her students, and live
discussions from emergency rooms
with emergency medical
technicians.

"Few, if any, schools would have
access to this kind of Instruction
otherwise. no matter what their size
or budget."

Stephens said there 1 s
another advantage,

"Young people today are very
video-oriented," she said. l'hey
watch a lot ofTV and they respond to
that medium well. They really often-
times take what's said on TV more
seriously than what they might hear
in a regular classroom."

Since her dasses can be recorded,
students who miss a class or who
want to get a better understanding of
a lecture can replay the class at

'ne,

the students participate labs
al i take tests as they would in any
otI rr science class.
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DEMONSTRATION
By Mop Doney

Trona slugfests in K through
Adult Independent Study will be
able to benefit from the Ti-in
United Star Network System which
was recently approved for the
Trona Schools.

At a previous school board
meetag, Gordon Teaby, Principal
of Train High School, expladed to
the Board and public present, that
the school had received as award
to help cover the costs of hrdware
and programming expenditures for
the )sar October L, through
Sept 30. I919. The award to Trona
was $18,000. That ammo takes
am of everything this mar.

Rotella Eyre provided a
demoestratice at the March mew-
ing im dm high school Showy of how
the metes works. Tram students
will be obis so take a onememedmiw-
visidevilan receiveaudi fair
it. They wilts able to be in direct
coated with the imoursor via a
special pima Aa imstimsor will
answer their questions on
telealim'aiem ahem is dm elms
valba ablate how.

Tub" sad thee al imexamen
are *coedited teachers.

Several preps= art already
scheduled for Trona Schools. The
elemestary school may be able to
watch a preseetatioe commies
ellective Schoch with iestrector,
Lany Lexocte cm April lk; Reduc-
ing Discipliee Problems is the
Clasaroom with Harry Woos as
April 24, ud Creatieg a Heaklay
School Culture. by Teresoe Deal.
on May 4.

Teaby said that there are two
WAVING' prevent =Mg up. Oft
of Mich is Algebra H.

Teaby presented in(ormation
about the motorized Ku/C band
educational satellke system. With
the Ku/C band, the capabilities of
the educatioaal satellite system will
be increased to pick up the Public
Broadcasting System ."BS)
NOVA. and others. ST. will
be able to watch Cooptsameu in
Waskingtos, D.C., in intim

The total cost is $7,000, and
funding will be jointly shared with
ose-third fitiosang from the As-
sociated Student Body, Trona
Booster Club, and the School Dis-
trict.

Joe Ryes asked if these would
be a T.V. set in every room and if

13
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so, weld that isow additional ex-
podiums. Tesby said thee mon

the prowess would be
sham in a centralised place. There
are currently five mositors at
Trans MO School with as equal
lumber at Trots Elementary
Schad (K4).

Terby sad that Jeff McCurdy,
presidem of the Trona Booster
aub, said die poop meld be MU-
agto buy a maim &h. McCorly
wm publicly &hiked by the Board
of Trummea.

Student ACtivities Director
Chuck Spews mid that there are
some excelleat proms@ available
and the school is very excited about
it.

Teaby said that Bob Bell, audio-
visual director fot Sam Bawardiso
County Schoch, has *deed gag
and time to worect rrosa sal in
the me of the equips**.

Teaby added that than TI-In
with satellite programs will 'open
up a whole new world; for Trona
Schools
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Employees of the Ti.ln United Star Network
from San Antonio install a satellite dish in front
of the Dos Palos High School library. The
sateilite linkup, funded through a federal
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grant, will bring interactive, university classes
from all over the country to the high schc,:: for
us by the entire community. (Photo by David
Toussaint)
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Satellites Are Hub of
Instructional Network

The TI-IN United Star Network
offers elementary and secondary
schools direct student instruction

and teacher training via satellite-
delivered broadcasts.

Subjects include mathematics,
foreign languages and the sci-
ences. Programs are interactive;
teachers and students are provided
with the automatic Talkback sys-
tem, and students have use of elec-
tronic writing tablets and an elec-
tronic "test and tally" polling de-
vice.

The United Star Network is a
result of a partnership between pri-
vate enterprise and public educa-
tion institutions. TI-IN Network,
Inc. installs receive "downlink"
hardware in member schools and
provides ongoing technical assis-
tance. Member schools can then
access all United Star Network and
all TI-IN Network programming.
TI-IN Network, Inc., San Antonio,
TX, (512) 490-3900.
Write No. 213 on Inquiry Card
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Parents and other inter-
ested community members
are invited to attend a pro-
gram at Trona High School
on Thursday, March 1 from
3 P.m. to 6:1 5 p.m. This
presentation "Deaiing with
AtRisk Students. From
Losers & Fakers to Movers
and Shakers," will be btoad-
cast live over TI-1N Network
and will feature Mark
Towers.

This program will present
several "hands on" strategies
and classroom activities tor
teaching at-risk students.
The objective of this presen-
tation is to help educators
create a more positive and
productive school for at-risk
students and, in turn, lower
the drop-out rate. Six dis-
tinct areas related to raising
of self-esteem will be dis-
cussed.

Towers, educational con-
sultant from Ovedand Park.
Kansas, Is a former teacher.
coach and counselor. A
licensed professional coun-
selor, Towers is a member of
the National Speakers As-
sociation, the American
Society of Training and
Development and is a former
television series .host. He
has presentrd to school sys-
tems, .colleges, associations
and corporations.

TI-IN Network is a saollite
broadcasting network serv-
ing more than 950 school
districts in 29 states. All of
TI-IN's programs are live
and interactive. Participants
can call in on a special
telephone and talk, not only
to the presenter, but to other
participants as well. The
Network remains on the air
year-round and offers a wide
range of staff, teacher, stu-
d ent, and community
programs. For more informa-
tion contact Rozella Eyre at
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Area Schoois To Get
MSU Teaching Beams

Thirty-four Mississippi schools will soon be
participating in a satellite-aided instructional
/program with Mississippi State University and
the MIN United Star Network.

Through the San Antonio, Texas-based
network, students and teachers in kindergarten
through the 12th grades at some federally
designated Chapter 1 and Indian schools will
receive live instruction in mathematics,
science and foreigv language..

Late last year, the U.S. Department of
Education awarded a total of $5.6 million for
the purchase of neded electronic equipment and
educational programs in Mississippi and 15
other states. The purpose of the grant was to
provide better learning opportunities for some
of the nation's poorest schools by overcoming
barriers of geography, wealth, race and
culture.

Most Mississippi schools are classified
Chapter 1 since they, like the federally run
Indian schools, often lack broad academic
offerings found in metropolitan areas.

Mississippi State received $750,000 as its
share in a nine-member consortium with the TI-
IN Network. MSU's Colleges of Education and of
Arts and Sciences are developing instructional
programs.

Though some local Mississippi school
boards have not yet formally agreed to
participate in the satellite network, all are
expected to do so by late February, according
to Dr. James Wall, associate dean of MSU's
College of Education.

Tho satellite teaching program.is scheduled
to be fully operational try the beginning of the
fall s3rnester.

lrogramming will also involve school
administrators, parents and the local
community as part of an integrated career
guidance effort.

The schools selected from our area are
Ackerman Elementary School in Ackerman,
Nanih Waiya High School in Louisville and
Oktibbeha County School District, Starkville
High School in Starkville.
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STAR ,cliools Legis;ation Brings New Courses to State

Some people would have you b,:fieve that chil-
dren watch too much television and that this ts
causing a decline in our educational system. In
Mississtppi. however, we re encouraging stu-
dents to glue themsekves to the Id be and we're
helping them to do it In class!

Mississippi is among the national leaders in the
latest technological wave to hit education. It's
called distance iesirung and involves theuse
of satellite transmissions for instruc-
tion.

Nationally, distance learning Is
part of the federal STAR Schools
legislation. The basic idea balund
STAR Schools is to expand educe-
uonal opportunities to elementary
and secondary students Pi iso-
lated. small. and disadvantaged
schools. The programs are designed
demonstrate the effectiveness of
telecommuntcation resourc

The Midlands Consortium ts a partnership link-
ing public and private elementary and secondary
schools, state departments of education, state
school board associations, and leading universi
Uri in eve predominately rural states: Alabama.
Kansas. Mississippi (the University of Missis-
sippi), Mtssourt and Oklahoma.

SERC includes the state departments of educa-
tion and the state public broadcasting

systems in 14 states: Alabama. Arkan-
sas. Florida. Georgia. Kentucky. Lou-
isiana. Mississippi. Nebraska. New
Jersey. North Dakota. Pennsylvania.
South Carolina. Texas. and Wisconsm.

Also participating are the public broad-
casting stations and local education

agencies in Cleveland. Ohio. and Detroit.
Michigan. In addition to student course-

work. SERC has a number of courses for
teachers and offers staff de-
velopment programming

using such methods as live. In-
teractive instruction
video instruction, and
mIcrocomputers.

well.

Here's how it works. Through satellite tedmol-
ogy. a teacher in one location instructs students
in another location. sometimes thousands of
miles away. In one project. students in Missis-
sippi are taking beginning Japanese from an
Instructor in Nebraska. Lessons are beamed !lye
to the Mississippi schools by satellite with our
students watching the instruction on a television
set in the classroom. Students can use a tele-
phone in the room to ask questions of the Instruc-
tor. When this ocetzs. all other students across
the country who are viewing the lesson can hear
t he question and the answer. Also. supplemental
lessons can be distributed to participating
schools on videotape.

STAR School Programs are designed to

offer courses not normally available to

rural and disadvantaged students.

This is dons primarily by beaming

instruction to these students by

satellite. Students then communicate

with instructors over the telephone.

All classes have an adult monitor In the room
with the students and. Just like other classes.
homework Is assigned and tests are given.

There am four demonstration projects that have
been funded thruugh this legislation and Mints-
amp! Is participating in three of those. the Mid-
lands Consortium Star School Projeet. the Satel-
lite Educational Resources Consoruum. and the
11-11,1 United Star Network. Inc.

TI-IN ineitides six partners: the University of
Alabama. Cal State-Chico. Western Illinois Uni-
versity. Mississippi State University. the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction, and
the Texas Education Agency.

STAR Schools can have a dramatic effect on
Mississippi schools. Instructional offerings in
the programs are geared to science. mathemat-
ics. and foreign languages three critical areas
in many of the state's smaller schools.

Courses offered are in addition to those already
available at the local school for example. a
fourth-year language course or an advanced
placement science or math course that the school
is not currently able to offer. This type of course
offering allows Mississippi students to complete
entrance requirements needed for college.

The STAR School Projects are designed to provide
two distinct types of programs. Up to 25 percent
of the funds available can be devoted to the
development of new course offerings. The other
aspect of the project is the offering of established
courses to a wider range of students.

Mississippi is among the leaders in this

latest technological step. participating

in three of thefour federciilyfwided

STA, School Projects.

By next fall. 112 schools will have satellite
dishes. Over the next few years. we anticipate
more than 200 schools in Mississippi will have
access to STAR School Projects through the
addition of satellite downlinks.

With continued federal funding and increased
course offerings. don't be surprised when Missis-
sippi students are encouraged to spend even
more time in front of the TV.

Houlka Student Testifies for STAR Schools
A simple introduction wouldn't normally
cause such a stir even at a Congressional
hearing. But when Houlka High School
senior Albert Moore stepped up to the po-
dium to speak. it was sheer pandemonium.

Albert is one of the Mississippi students
enrolled in the beginning Japanese course.
He was invited to speak before a formal Odd
hearing being conducted in Jackson by
Senator Thad Cocb ran in AprO. The hearing
was designed to provide Congress with in-
formation on the STAR School Projects.

Albert did such a good job in his initial
testimony on the program that Senator
Coehran invited him to speak at another
hearing and before selected Congressional
aides In Washington. D.C.. the following
week. Each time, his testimony made quite
an impression.

IrriT MO AVAILABLE 137

The reason Albert's introductory re-
marks: "Ohayoo-gorai-masu. Watashi-wa
Albert Moore-desu. Amenka-jin desu.
Kookoo san-nensee-desu. After the court
reporter recovered, Albert translated.
*Good morning. I am Albert Moore. l aman
American. I am in the 12th grade.-

Albert is a product of the STAR School Proj.
ects in Misl.app$, taking both beginning
Japanese and Probability and Statistics.
The latter has caused Albert to switch his
choice of careers from medicine to mathe.
matics. In fact. he says he wants to pursue
a career n education and teach math.

Prior to STAR School legislation. Albert
didn't have access to either couise. He is
just one example of the impact of these
programs. And it will be a long time before
the folks in Washington !inlet this example.
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National satellite hook-up to provide instruction
Highrflyieg satellites will peon
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students and teachers In
(mortise &sigh the lath reds
will receive live lealruction in
mathematics, Woos and fore*,

Progsammieg also will involve
school admilstreton, permits and
the emenemity in an integrated
career guidance program.

Pewits MSU viceprtt IL
t roar* said the goal

el the program is to equalise access
le academic resources trr over-
cook* barriers of geography,
wealth, race and Cid Wee. '

"We will provide downlink
equipment mad educational
programs 1.33 Miesiesippi schools
the 11111 year and 25 additional
school* the woad year," herald. " I
antidpate installation of equipment
will start argued the first of aft par
and actual instructional programs
will begin in the fall."

Mississippl schools to be hooked

up to the satellite ..etwork have yet
to be selected, Powe added.

"We are primarily working with
PREPS to identify specific schools,"
Powe said. "Some of the Choctaw
Indian schools will also be in-
volved."

PREPS, or Program of Research
and Evektation for Public Schools, is
a comsortium of* Miesissippi school
districts that conduct and share
research among themselves.
PREPS administrative atficee are
housed in MSU's College of
Education.

In all, students and teachers in 244
Chapter 1 and Wien scbooks in 11
slates will be provided instnictional
programs through the TI-IN Net-
work. Usually found in rural areas,
both categories of schools often lack
broad academic offerings found in
metropolitan areas.

Most Mississippi public schools
are claui1ie4 Chapter 1.

BEST COPY MUM

liASU's Colleges of Education and
of Arts and Sciences will develop
inntructimal programs. Bev 11,

Named, associate vice president
for research, is project director.

In addition to msy and TI-IN
Network, other consartium mem-
bers are ihe lialveesity of Alabama,
California State University at (idco,
Western Illinois University,
State Board el Education,
Carolina Department of Public
Instructioa, Texas Education
Agency and Regime 20 Education
Service Canter, also in San Antonio.

Three of four educational con-
sorthuns sharing the Departmeet of
Education Star Grants are On

Mississippi. In addition to MU, the
University of Mississippi and the
Mississippi Authority tor'
Educational Television will receive
satellite educational program
funding.

1:3!)
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Satellites to Help
Poorest Schools

High-flying satellites will
soon mean better learning
opportunities for some of the
poorest schools in Mississippi
and 15 other states as the result
of $5.6 million given by the U.S.
Department of Education.

Mississippi State University
is receiving $750,000 as its
share in a nine-member consor-
tium with the TI-IN (pro-
nounced 'tie in') United Star
Network. Through the San
Antonio, Texas-based network,
students and teachers in kin-
dergarten through the 12th
grade will receive live instruc-
tion in mathematics, science
and foreign languages.

Programming also will
involve school administrators,
parents and the community in
an integrated career guidance
program.

Dr. Ralph E. Powe, MSU vice
president for research, said the
goal of the program is to equal-
ize access to academic resources

One of the state's best Repu-
blican political operatives told
me that Lott needs at least a 10
percent lead over Dowdy in the
polls. He has been watching
Dowdy since he ran for mayor of
McComb. Dowdy has a reputa-
tion as a fast closer from his
race for mayor, his first dark-
horse bid for Congress, his re-
election campaigns to his late
surge past Secretary of State
Dick Molpus in the Democratic
senatorial primary. A Mason-
Dixon poll a week out from the
primary showed Dowdy losing
to Molpus. Dowdy scored a con-
vincing win.

On the other hand, it can
safely be said that Dowdy has
never faced as formidable oppo-
nent as Trent Lott. Lott is a
master political campaigner
and may be able to turn back
any late move by Dowdy.

Apart from the polls, my own
view is that Lott is in a very
good position, but by no means
can Dowdy be counted out.

by overcoming barriers of geo-
graphy, wealth, race and
culture.

"We will provide downlink
equipment and educational
programs to 33 Mississippi
schools the first year and 25
additional schools the second
year," he said. "I anticipate
installation of equipment will
start around the first of the year
and actual instructional prog-
rams will begin in the fall."

Mississippi schools to be
hooked up to the satellite net-
work have yet to be selected,
Powe added.

"We are primarily working
with PREPS to identify specific
schools," Powe said. "Some of
the Choctaw Indian schools will

also be involved."
PREPS, or Program of

Research and Evaluation for
Public Schools, is a consortium
of 96 Mississippi school dis-
tric,. that conduct and share
research among themselves.
PREPS administrative offices
are housed in MSU's College of
Education.

In all, students and teachers
in 244 Chapter 1 and Indian
schools in 16 states will be pro-
vided instructional programs
through the TI-IN Network.
usually found in rural areas,
both categories of schools often
lack broad academic offerings
found in metropolitan areas.

Most Mississippi public
schools are classified Chapter 1.

MSU's Colleges of Education
and of' Arts and Sciences will
develop instructional prog-
rams. Dr. Bev R. Norment,
associate vice president for
research, is project director.

In addition to MSU and TI-
IN Network, other consort4um
members are the University of
Alabama, California State Uni-
versity at Chico, Western Illi-
nois University, Illinois State
Board of Education, North Car-
olina Department of Public
Instruction, Texas Education
Agency, and Region 20 Educa-
tion Service Center, also in San
Antonio.
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Satellite now pad of MSU
teaching programs

STARKVILLE, Miss. January ol
1990 wid go in Ihe books as the month
Mississippi State University inaugurated
both stale and national satellite leaching
programs.

As it happens, the first such course is
In engineering, one of Iwci academic
leadership fields the institution was given
when It was established by the
Legislature nearly 112 yews ago.

A Course In numerical grid generation
was broadcast Jan. 18 lo students al the
Wieerways Experiment Station in
Vicksburg, and to the Universities ol
Oklahoma and Texas arid Oklahoma
State University,

In & cooperative eflon with interested
Jackson businesses, the Mississippi
Cooperative Extension Service office In
the capital city 13 3130 receiving Ihe
broadcast signal.

Early last year, the university
purchased a $400,000 portable uplink
system to transmit live television
programs. As it happened, the
transmission equipment arrived just in
lime to provide hve coverage of
President George bush's May 13

commencement address at Scott Field.
Beginning Jan. 23, the first of two

education courses were broadcast as
part ol ihe university's membership in the
TUN Bier Network ol San Antonio,
Texas. A course in earth science will
emanate from campus Feb. 23 and &
course in physics concapIs lor teachers
wilt hit thit airwaves Iv/ days later.

In late 1988, MSU received $740,000
as its share of a $5.6 million lederal
ducation went to the ninemember
TI-IN Network. The network provides Ilve
instruction In the critical sublect areas of
mathematics, science and foreign
languages to more than 240 Chapter 1
and Indian schools In 16'sletes.

Usually build In Mal ttates, both
categories of schools often lack broad
academic offerings found in metropolitan
areas. Most Mississippi public schools
are classified Chapter I.

David Hutto, director of the MSU
Television Center, said faculty members
are looking forward to using the now
network.

"We're excited about Ihe potential this
represents for Mississippi State," Hutto
said. "We Nei we are on the leading
edge of lechnuiogy as ler es having

delivery systems that can bring
telecourses to people throughout ihe
Country.

"This is just the beginning of what
Mississippi Slate can do in hils area

The university's Division ol Continuing
Education is registering students for ail
three spring semester courses, as it will
lot a summer course in mathematics
theory.

Jeanette Norment, division program
specialist, saki Mississippi public school
teachers in rural areas who need the
education classes to maintain
certification will be among those
immediately benefiting from Ihe
technology,

"Thanks lo this program, th iy can get
the required course worft without having
to travel brig distances to do so," she
ssid.

Specilic Information on the courses
can be obiained by telephoning Norment
al 1-325-2874.
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Satellite dish located on the North Stokes campus will pro-
vide live instruction through the TI-IN Network in Texas.

N. Stokes Gets Grant
For Satellite Program

North Stokes has been chosen as
one of eighteen school sites to
receive a federal grant designed to
provide additional resources to small
high schools for satellite delivered
instrucuon and staff development
programming. The Distance
Learning by Satellite project
provides students and teachers with
live instruction by means of a
satellite dish and programming
purchased from TI-IN Network of
Texas.

Among the criteria for being
chosen for a ''Star School" grant
includes having a high school
student enrollment under 750
students, an administration that is
supportive of new technologies that
can increase curricular offerings and
that is willing to find a "facilitator"

for each satellite course that they
choose to offer. The school system
is also responsible for having a
telephone line installed for the
"talkback" system.

North Stokes has already received
the equipment needed to provide the
instruction and a facilitator has been
selected, Plans are to have the
system in operation by the
beginning of the 1989-90 school
year.

The Stokes County School
System also has a satellite system
located at the Central Office in
Danbury. This system is among the
146 project sites made possible by
the 1987-88 General Assembly's
appropriation of S3 million for the
Distance Learning by Satellite
Project.
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Students Film Day
At Hiwassee Dam

As the tape rolled, so did the ac-
tions of students in Sociology class at
Hlwassee Dam School. To fulfill re-
quirements of a class assignment
the students filmed "Life at
Hiwauee Dam", a capsule account
of students' life at school as well as a
look at their surrounding communi-
ty.

Students chose scenes they
wanted to include in the film and
then proceeded to write their own
script for their assigned scene.

EAch student mug reqWred to
writs and "star" in one scene. "1
wu really glad to participate in this
video," said Laura Loudermilk,
senior. "The project not only united
the class but what scene we wanted
to be in and then writing our own
script made it even more special."

Filmed locations included two
scenes at school, shots at Fields of
the Wood and overlooking Hiwassee
DIM, the Cherokee County Court
House, and a scene r.ruising" down
Peachtree Street in Murphy.

Starring in the film, in addition
to Laura Loudermilk. were Megen
Channel!, Kristy Graham. Becky
Harris, Niki Picklesimer and Tam-
my Reid, sophomores; and James

Brown. junior. The directing and
filming crew consisted of Susan
LaCharite'. facilitator. and William
Franklin, school: media coordinator.

The Sociology class is one of the
TI-IN Network satellite classes of-
fered to students this year at
Hiwassee Dam and Andrews High
Schools. TI-IN is an innovative
system designed to provide inrrac-
tive televised instruction to
students.

The Texas-based saiellite net-
work provides more than 20 high
school courses in partnership with
the Texas Education Service Center
and the North Carolina Department
of PuNic Instruction. Courses are
taught from San Antonio by certified
teachers. Students watch class and
can ask questions of their teacher
using a telephone hook-up as the
class is going on.

Courses include a wide range of
interests including science, advanc-
ed math, foreign languages and the
Humanities. This year Hiwassee
Dam students are studying French
and Psychology/Sociology, Andrews
students are taking Astronomy.
Marine Science a n d
Psychology/Sociology.

4 5
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Foreign Language
Boosted By Grant

North Carolina's Distance Learn-
ing by qlttime network for public
schools will be used to train additional
second language teachers for the el-
ementary ichools, thanks to a grant
awarded to the 11" Network, which
provides programming for North
Carolina schools.

TI-IN United Star Network has
been awarded at a $5.6 million gnat
from the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation to provide exemplary pro-
grammmg resources for its nine as-
sociates. including the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction.

The department plans to use a
portion of the money to provide train-
ing and staff development via the sat-
ellite network to increase the number
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of elementary second language
teachers. Second language teachers
at the high school level and classroom
teachers with a second language
background will receive training in
teaching second languages to elemen-
tary students. Also, elementary class-
room teachers will receive some staff
development in reinforcing their
students' second langur studies.

The training package 'will take
about two months and will consist of
six three-hour sessions.

Sneed language instruction is
mandated for all students in grades
kindergarten through five under the
state's SW: Education Program. in
'donation reform package approved
by the General Assembly ln 1985. Be-
came second language instruction in
the early grades is fairly new to the
state, some school systems have had a
difficult time finding enough Meru::

language instructors.
The training provided by this grant

will give North Carolina more el-
ementary second language teachers
and to help regular classroom
teacberr make the most of the second
language instruction students re-
ceive.

For more information, contact
Fran Hooch, director of the Division
of Second Languages, at
919-733-0955.
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Classes in the Country via Satellite
SUMMARY: Schools in mral areas laeldng teachers are increasingly
enrolling in programs that dispatch commies through satellite dishes.
Trebling teachers to Instruct in front et camas is a big challenge,
and their personal embust with stadeats Whom In acidities, sante
unions are wary of a system thst can replace traditional teaches%

WCelJohn Millen the superinten-
ty of schools in rural Hardy

ounty, W.Va., wanted to add
new courses in science and foreign lan-
guages to the "urriculum at Moorefield
High School 540 students in grades
seven through 12 he knew he couldn't
hire a new insuuctor. "It's expensive to
bring someone in just to teach a couple
cla&ses," he says, "even if you were lucky
enough to convince someone to come here
to teach them:'

Miller thought his school's ptoblems
might be solved by hooking up to one of
the distance education centers now spring-
ing up around the country that send out
courses over television to help enrich
school offerings in tural areas. But that cost
a lot, too $20.000 at a minimum. just
for the hookup a stun far more than his
budget would allow. Then early last sum-
mer opportunity arrived in the form of a
grant from the West Virginia Department
of Education. and Miller took it.

Now, outside the Mootefield High
School building stands a satellite dish that

.9., rm., am

picks up programming beamed from the
TI-IN (pronounced tie-in) Network, an
academic resources organization based in
San Antonio, Texas, that dispatches classes
to schools in 32 states, mostly in the South
and Midwest. Once limited to a sinele for-
eign language, French, Miller's high
school students now can take Spanish as
well. They also can sign up for asuonomy.

As recently as the years ago, this kind
of distance learning, which brings teachers
in live over the TV =Ili= and allows
students to respond with questions over the
telephone, did not exist. Now it is a rapidly
expanding industry. Fewer than 10 states
were using it in 1987, according to a mport
by the Office of Technology Assessment.
while one year later, more than two-thirds
of the states "reported involvement:' Today,
the report says, "virtually all states have an
interest or involvement in distance educe-
tion:'

Programming has dramatically in-
cmased as well. From the few courses of-
fered five years ago in such basic studies as
French and Amencan history, the industry
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Students receiving instruction from TI-IN can asit questions by
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now offers classes as diverse as Japanese
taught by a native speaker marine

biology and art history, as well as Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test preparation. There are
also special enrichment classes an hour
spent with a famous artist or writer for
example and courses for teachers, too,
to help them keep up with what is happen-
ing in education.

Distance educatots shoot the class in a
studio, beaming the program up to a satel-
lite that transmits it to the dishes that carry
it into the classroom. A single class one
in German. for example is taken by stu-
dents in several states at the same time.
Each has an adult usually called a proc-
tor or facilitator to help mamtain order.

Each class, too, comes equipped with
telephones that students can pick up when
they want to ask questions of the teacher
Because all phones am hooked into the
same system and are connected with the
studio wheee the class is being conducted.
all students taking the class heir the ques-
tions and the teacher's responses.

A facsimile machine in each classroom
allows teachers to make homework assign-
ments and send handouts. TI-IN puts a cap
of 200 on the number of students taking a
course at one time, though not all classes
reach the limit. Other suppliers set other
caps, sometimes up to 1.000 per class. says
Bruce O. Barker. an associate professor of
education at Brigham Young University.
Hawaii Campus, and an observer of dis-
tance education since its inception.

Training teachers can . be a problem.
"The biggest shock is the camera lens:'
says Lloyd Otterman. TI-1N's executive di-
rector. "and the absence of the students:'
The network hires only teachers who have
had classroom experience and maimed in
the field they are going to teach. And, he
says, they "must be people comfottable in
the medium:'

Prospects get 30 days training with tele-
vision professionals, a period sufficient to
make them "presentable' says Otterman.
"Real facility on television takes longer," he
notes. and is developed in a day-to-day
relationship with the producer.

TI-IN is the only private supplier of the
television classes, but several states have
begun getting into the act. Florida. Ken-
tucky, Oregon and Vireinia. for example.
have established or are in the process of
establishine independent satellite networks
that will allow their departments of educe-
tion to tailor programming to the state's
needs.

A number of universities such as Okla-
homa State and Washington State, long-

mararr I %.1 'IRV It I QQA



Jo Ellen Ladoch teaches astronomy.

dme providers of kindergarten-through-
12th-grade education nesources in one formor,another. have their own satellite systems.
The University of Maine at Augusta opted
for a fibehoptic system that does not even
need a satellite. And Contains in 1988
created the Star Schools program, which
provides grants to organizations such as
TI-IN to supply pmgrammmg to remote
regions.

Observers like Barker say that many
producers cum out good moducts but cau-
tion that distance education "is no pana-
cea: Remembe r. he says, -the teacher can-
not see the students. In effect, he's blind.
staring at the camera lens."

As a result. Barker mantains. "nuances
of teaching are lost." Such things as eye
contact in which the teacher sees "whether
the student understands the material" can-
not take place. Ant he says. the large
classes mean that "real interaction can't
take place between students and teachers:*
despite the telephones. since 200 students
can't all call in to ask quesuons. The di-
lemma is compounded. he thinks, when the
subject is a foreign language, where stu-
dent-teacher interaction is essential.

But perhaps more important. the blind
teacher makes it possible for -students to
hide: Barker says. and this they will, de-
spite the presence of a supervisor. "You
have kids accustomed to changing the
channel or timing the TV off when they
are bomd with it at home: he says. "In the
classroom, they just tune it out, simply stop
paying anenuon: Barker thinks distance
educators could use "fewer talking heads

1.1 s 1.1.1d 1,

and more visuals." Imagine. he says, listen-
ing to a commentator talk about the recent
San Francisco earthquake without any foot-
age of the event being shown. 'That's what
can happen too often" with distance educa-
tion.

To that. Otterman replies. 'television is
a tool like arty other. A teacher who learns
to use it well can personalize the exper-
ience." making it similar to real classroom
learning. Is a bad live teachec he asks,
preferable to "one that's good on televi-
sion"? Adds Pamela MacBrayne. director
of the distance education project at the
University of Maine at Augusta, "What
we've found is that students adjust to the
situation, especially when the teacher's on
top of the medium."

The TI-1N Networa has experienced the
rapid growth characteristic of distance edu-
cation, starting from a few local sites near

4! its San Antonio headquarters five years ago
and expanding to schools in nine statra nvo
yean later and to more than 900 locations
today. But that is just a drop in the rural
bucket, according to the Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment. Fewer than 10 percent of
the schools that might profit from distance
education have access to the kind of equip-
ment necessary to receive classroom trans-
missions, its mport says, and most of the
90 percent without it are unlikely to have
the resources to get it.

Distance educators also must contend

v...

WPM'

°nen= says that. far teachers. "the
camera lens is the biggest shock:'

1

with cautionary warnings from teed
unions, which say they welcome new u
that enhance education but do not like :
tents that can be used to mpiace teach.

A statement issued by the National Edt
tion Association's educationel technob
committee. for example. notes the poter
of distance education to substitute the
old teacher-student relationship with a r
tionship between students and a "teache
an electronic box." which the comrni
sees as a definite step backward for An
ican education.

Still. Otterman may have some&
when he says television education car
humanized. TI-1N boasts of example:
students miles apart who meet through
ing the same class and wind up goint
each other's senior proms.

The company also has started a mon
student council of the air and has a pop
video contest in which its students corn!
with 90-second videotapes picturing t
schools. -There are ways to enhance
experience: says MacBrayne. "It is
simply plugging students into a mach
causing them to lose other facets of
[educational) experience:'

But there are fmstrations. too. On
of the initial costs, Miller says, he ha
come up with about $240 for each of
16 students taking the Spanish course
the 12 enrolled in astronomy.

In addition, he says, the contractor
traveled men than 200 miles to Mooret
to install the equipment forgot pans on
occasions and had to return home to
uieve them. As a result, the Moomt
students got started about two weeks I
a problem compounded when dupli
tapes of missed classes, supplied by TI
needed to be redone.

"All things easily explained by a t
ness so new: he says. The big prob
now, he adds, is a tree discovered to b:
reception of TI-IN offerings beamed f
places other than the company's hi

base.
Barter says he has encountered 1

school officials who do not like to giv,
control over what is being taught in I
schools, which happens when they
over classrooms to distance education
pliers. "A principal can't confront Ithe
tance educatorl like he can a mai teacht

a real classroom:* Barker notes.
But Miller thinks the loss of contro

and the expense may be worth it...V
it does allow is expansion of the curt
lurn." he notes. "And that's exactly wha

aimed to do."
Stephen Gt
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TV Teachers Go The Distance
Network brings high school courses down to earth

From behind a desk in his San
Antonio "classroom," David
Marshall coaxes the handful of

students in his summer school physical
science class through the intricacies of
chemical bonding. After a brief demon-
stration of the mathematics involved,
he poses a theoretical problem on the
bonding of fluorine and oxygen atoms
and awaits a response.

A few moments later, a hesitant
student responds with the right an-
swer, provoking an outburst of praise
from his teacher.

"Great. Now, you're thinking,"
Marshall exhorts. "Lots of students
get bogged down in this section, but
you guys are sailing through this. You
guys am really concentrating."

Marshall is talking to a television
camera. In an adiacent control room, a
technician follows the teacher's every
move on a bank of television screens,
ensuring that his audiences benefit
from exactly the right camera angle.

"Dave is really a good motivator,"
the technician notes, switching from a
full-frame shot of the equation to a
close-up of Marshall.

Marshall, 37, is one of the newest of
the roughly 15 on-air teachers who
produce educational programming for
the n-rN Network, Inc., the nation's
only for-profit distributor of satellite-
delivered educational programming.
And the walls of his "classroom"
stretch from the studio in Region 20
Education Service Center. operated by
the Texas Education Agency, to states
as distant as Minnesota and Missis-
sippi.

Marshall's science lessons are among

more than 25 high school couries, in
subjects ranging from Spanish to ma-
rine biology, that 11-IN beams from
several other studios in Region 20 via
the Spacenet II satellite to receiving
dishes located in small, rural school

districts nationwide. In fact, TI-IN
now dispatches more than 5,000 hours
of live, interactive high school, in-
service, and "enrichment" program-
ming annually to more than 900
"downlinks," or earth stations, in
more than 30 states. And, bolstered in
part by a two-year, S9.7 million fed-
eral grant. it continues to attract new
customers.

The key difference
between TI-IN's pro-
gramnung and tradi-
tional televised in-
struction, say com-
pany officials, is that
its students can re-
spond "live" to the
teacher in Texas
over a toll-free tele-
phone line from al-
most anywhere in
the counrry. Satellite
teachers can also dis-
patch homework as-
signments over the
network to facsim-
ile machines sup-
plied by TI-IN.

Marshall, who Lek
San Antonio's
Nottbside Independ-
ent School District last summer to
work as an on-the-air teacher for
TI-IN, is one of a select group of
educators who every year successfully
pass the unusual screening process
TI-1N imposes on its applicants.

"There's a lot of response to ads we
run (in national publications], but you
need an awful lot of applicants for one
position to get the right person," sates
Lloyd Otterman, chairman and chief
executive officer of the five-year-old
network. That's because the interac-
tive and highly technicel medium re-
quires a unique combination of factors
that few teacheraeven successful vet-

erans of the conventional classroom
possess.

To be considered for the job, appli-
cants must be "very well-versed in
their subject matter" and have consid-
erable clautoom experience, Otter-
man says.

Marshall. for example, first applied
to T1-IN seeking an alternative to the
summer school courses he taught for

many years at
Northside. He taught
13 yearsor "13,000
hours" as he jokingiy
puts itin high
schools, middle
schools, and alterna-
tive schools across the
city.

His experience,
however, is not unu-
sual among successful
applicants, according
to Edward Vara, Re-
gion 20's instructional
coordinatora posi-
tion roughly equiva-
lent to a high school
principal.

The amount of ex-
perience among TI-
EN': present crop of

instructors, he says, ranges from three

to 20 years. Many, he adds, hold
master's degrees, and some have

canted doctorates. But the medium of

satellite educarion requires more than

just intellectual prowess.
Although a typical classroom

teacher may have mastered the use of

an overhead projector and perhaps a

microcomputer, TI-IN's apptoach to
teaching requires that teachers be flu-

ent its the simultaneous use of several

different electronic lwning aids, from
television cameras to videodiscs.

Most importantiy, accotding to net-
work executives, successful teachers

Anton 1990

'Me first
couple of

times you have
to force

yourself to
talk to the

camera lens.
But after a
while that

comes to you,'

15 o



tion, would-be
video teachers are
asked to teach while
manipulating a diz-
zying array of Over-
head cameras, videotape machines,
and other electronic enhancements.

"It's a unique kind of environ-
ment." Otterrnan concedes. "You have
to have a good, solid academic back-
ground in your field, but you really
have to be facile in the use of technol-
ogy."

Marshall, who successfully passed
his first screen test, agrees that the
medium forces teachers to adapt. "The
first couple of time. have to force
yourself to talk to the camera lens
where in a regular classroom,you have
30 people giving you feedback." he
explains. But, he adck, "after a whik
that comes to you."

"Once you get the idea that some-
body really is there and they're watch-
ing you, that experience goes away,"
he says.

Yet, Otterman stresses, not
everyone who submits to the test is as
confident as Marshall. And he ex-
presses concern that the lack of quali-
fied teachers is a definite limit on the
growth of the medium. "Recruiting is
very tough," Ottennan says. "There
really isn't any teacher-training insn-

"Tallatassker" Marsha* Ths walls of Ms "classa" taii from
Sam Maso studio to states fair as Mimosa and Mlissississi.

%no 11.44rt

nate that is preparing people for this
kind of a role."

And. for all the emphasis placed on
the academic credentials of its instruc-
tors, MIN officials admit the screen
test generally is a determining factor in
hiring. "It's rm a beauty contest."
notes Sheila Nicholls, director of tele-
communications for Region 20. "But
on-air image is important. We feel it is
important enough to pay attention
to.

Vara, who is responsible for hiring,
says he does not view an audition tape
with any specific criteria in mind. "I
look for raw material," he explains. "I
know instruction is important, but the
first thing that kids relate to is the
image on that screen."

He also looks for a willingness to try
a new, and often alien, method of
teaching. "I ask myself, 'How teach-
able is this person?"' he says. "No-
body comes in here knowing exactly
how to do this."

That challenge was a mayor factor
behind David Marshall's decision to
try his hand at "teleteaching." After
1 3 years. "I was pretty well ready for

15i
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quired to teach no
more than two
courses a day. Be-
cause courses are
capped at 200 stu-

dents, the paperwork load could other-
wise be overwhelming.

Teachers also are required to spend
part of their day in "officz hours"
should students call in with questions
on a special toll-free line. They typi-
cally earn an average annual salary of
S25,000, Otterman says.

Marshall says he generally has en-
joyed his first semester on the air,
although he misses the physical inter-
acticni with his students. TI-IN offi-
cials agree that placing a camera in
each classroom to allow the teachers
to see their studentsand the students
to see each otherwould make the
system more interactive and make it
easier for ieachers to pick up on
nonverbal clues from students who
may be having learning difficulties.

But they point out that the cost of
installing a satellite "uplink," or
ground station. at every school would
be prohibitive from both technological
and regulatory standpoints.

One element of TI-IN's approach
that Marshall particularly appreciates
is the policy of requiring an adult
"facilitator" at every school to enforce



discipline, handle classroom minutiae,
and act as the "eyes and ears" of the
TI-IN teacher.

The facilitators "free you up a little
more so that you actually do the
teaching part of it," Marshall says.
"They've been real good. They're help-
ing the kids because they see them on a
day-to-day basis."

Marshall also is pleased that he has
been allowed to experiment with a
videodisc curriculum developed by the
Texas School Boards Association; he is
one of only a handful of instrucinrs in
the nation to employ the sophisticated
device.

Devek-ped by the research arm of
the association, the series of disc and
computer programs contains simula-
tions of chemical reactions, laboratory
exercises. and "real life" applications
of physical sciences. A lesson in the
physics of motion, for example, was
filmed on the various rides and attrac-
tions at a Texas amusement park.

The disc technology, similar to the
videodiscs used to record movies, al-
lows teachers and students to freeze
frames and skip at random from
lesson to lesson. And the ability to
retrieve information almost instantan-
eously from anywhere on the disc
makes it easy to tailor individual
lessons in any sequence.

Although it can be configured into a
series of workstations for small youp
instruction, the version that Marshall
uses is similar to a conventional black-
board in which lessons are demon-
strated by the teacher to the students.

"That's really a jewel," he says. "It
adds so much more to your instruc-
tion."

Marshall is unsure whether he will
remain with TI-IN for the balance of
his career. He notes, however, that
interest among colleagues and friends
in the relatively new medium have lent
his work a new cachet.

"A lot of people have a fairly good
insight from their perspective, I guess,
on what the teacher does in the
classroom," he says. "But, just because
you teach on television, that adds a
little splash to it."

Peter West, Education Week
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Report Takes Comprehensive Look at interactive TV
Iv LuiliiiK1 SWAM

N
Et% - Roston
pui;iii broadcaster
%%Gull T% has sulimit

ed a report un Interactive
!eletision in the Curpuratinn
tor Isidnic Broadcasting,
A MO Is Oinsidering luildint
interactive educational pro-
earns rhe report is be-
!les ed to be the first comer.-
hensive look Al the new
technology

rhana Gagnon. director of
new business development
ior iit`rV Inc . which is plan
:ling to launch on I.: S cable
Iater this year. also submit.
ted a report to the CPB
ahich provided much of the
material for the WGBII
,iudv tier report will be
puolished and aallable to
the public soon

WGBII previously has pro-
Need an interactive ptlot
program isee ultichannel
sews Feb 11. page 121

The tAGBII Educational
Foundation report. iaTV
rh. PO1011101 for Children s
Programming. attempts to
identify -underlying features
and factors that will Wits-
ence the content and harm of
IaTV

The WGBIl report cffes
the recently syndicated Cap.
toln POwer & the lotdiers of
Fortune as one of the earli
est examples ol -an interac
tive broadcast series and
states that although "the
program sparked criticism
- it was violent. toybased.
and playalong required a
relatively expensive toy - it
also sparked new interest in

tery different kind of tele-
:sion. one that provides op .

rortunities for viewers to in.
!erect AO what they are
seeing

The report describes two
phases Ur resurcn The first
has declined to determine

tccrirding to the report,
No true laTV industry now

exists and there are no clear
A inners ur iusers yet among
the myriad of existing or
planned laTV technolegin

1 he report calls cable one
ol the leading edges 01 inter.
active TV and lists ACTV as
one of the leaden in produc-
ing interactive programming
for cable 'ACTV and the
Muppets producers iJim
Helium have already devel
oped several pilots These
programs are capable of
asking childrsn specific
questions, giving them feed-
back on their responses, and
providing lollowup remedia-
lion Although not yet as ye-
settle as a multipurpose in-
teractive videodisc system,
the ACTV technology far ex-
erode the current capabili-
ties of all other interactive
cable systems "

The ***Port un that cer-
tain laTV technolgies and
companies interett WGBH
the most for "future invent!.
gation." These are:

Simulcast systems. The In-
teractive Game Network,
based in Menlo Park. CA, is,
according to the report,
"well-funded and has gained
the necusary FCC clearanc-
es to enable iiti lo proceed
Into the marketplace. Com
pany representatives have
Already approached PBS
children a programming pro-
ducers. inclitig CTW (the
Children s Televaion Work.
shop, which produces Se9e.
me Street and other pro.
grammingi and WGEill to
discuu co-productions and
demonstration pilots. An in-
teractive version of a CTW
program WU showcased by
the Interactive Network at
the IMO PBS board meeting
in San Diego."

Encoded light and audio
systems "The Veil tochnolo

immomeile

1 eV is still in a formative stage
I (whose) range of options and

configurations is vast and largely
untested.

the possibilities presented by
various laTV technologies,
and the Second to explore
how lei,/ may benefit chit.
dren $ programming
WGBH cum Gagnon s re-
search lor ALTV as provid
Ing the information we
needed in order to undertake
the second phase of Oa re-
search

The report said that al.
thOugh WGBH would like to
Stele the ramifications inter.
active TV could have on chil-
dren ti programs. it is now
ton early to do so became

laTV is Still in a formative
stage - whoui range of
options and configurations ol
ast and 'argely untuted

gy developed by the Inters4
tive Systems Protect. ilvxat
ed in Boeverton. MU can
take many forms including a
tool gam: for game playing
or a computer that includes
an optional printer. It can al .
so be used to make toy bailie
talk and move in response to
to the TV signals, Or to teach
mume by loading data into
synthesilen fOr voictnga and
sequences. It is else Pelleible
that larger COmpAter Nee
coul,d be downloaded dtreetly
trio a microcomputer mini
Veil tochnolegy II so. power-
ful interactivity that rum
blest interactive videodiscs
could be developed for both
homes and schools Veil

=wimp- 711111111MOMMIII

technology is now generating
income and the lirun is ac
lively seeking partnerships
with broadcasters, including
WGBH "

The report also details the
role TVandtelepisone sys
(ems might play in the lu.
lure -With multiple tele.
prone capabilitim and years
of experience from pledge
bresks and auctions, every
public television station in
the country is equipped for
this form of laTV We b.'
lieve $OO- and 500-number
phone lines can be utilized in
important and creative ways
during dramas, game shows.
and other types of television
programming, the report
says.

Interactive broadcast and
satellites will play a leading
role in classroom teleconfer
encisig, the report states.
"ThTl IN Star Ntrivort is
an t nt delivery vent.
cle for instructional televi-
sion. It is conceivable that
any station with an uplink to
the GTE Spactnet II satellite
could serve as a Madrid for
the CIASSIOOT telecon!ar
mew. Innovative laTV pro
(ramming Must be crested
for this propel."

The report goes on to state
that appropriate use of inter-
active technology -means
matching the moat fitting
technology to specific task
by considering educational
or entertainment oblectives
and how but to achieve

It aim identifies three lev
els of interactivity. play
along, which lets the viewer
Play along, but not alter
what Is on the screen: Ruld-
ed laTV, in which eleven
may alter whet they see by
makmg choices from mroug
at pre-selected tntervals
and: participatory taTV,
which allows vieweel SO par .
ucipste in a dialogue with
program madmen rnd pee-
sentare and to directiy
ence both the form and the
content of what is sem on
live programs.

The report says Interac-
tive TV will change viewing
Iv bits. It cites a recent

ddy whKh reported that if
detective TV follows cur.
ent trends in telentsion and

other uneractive media. then
programs may become
'overly dependent on short
intormatioo bits that foster
btlel *Putt' el SIOWee aittan-
lion." The WG1114 report at .
tributag thla change to inter.
active TV requiring active
involvement rather than UK
passive viewing associated
vais today's programming

The report alao Mates that
consultants (eel Interactive
TV may affect how long and
often children will chaos to
watch TV became of the alt.
tenuen and concentration do-

.1=MINIMIIIV1110111111MMIP
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mended by this new technol.
ogy But the report said it
could not determine whether
cnildren 5 usu,sl sitting time
of a halfhour will decrease
or increase because of Inter
Active TV

The report says the new
technology may influence
whether a viewer (eels like
an isolated consumer or part
of a larger community of
viewers It notes that previ-
ous research found interac-
tive TV can make the view
ing experience -a
collaborative environment,
with Inds crowding around
the screen sharing informa-
tion and making decisions

15 a'l

together
The introduction of inter .

active television may aiso
create two classes of viewers
- the haves and have-nou
- because some may not be
able to Alford the hardware
needed or the coins of calling
900 numbers required to par-
ticipate in interactive pro-
grammini

WGBH summed up its re-
port by detailing its own
plans for interactive TV
which include seeking part.
nannies wilh vendors And to
produce pilots and series
that will serve as tests for
differing interactive technol-
0116&.
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Inators Call For
%educed Control
Over Indian Aid

Tribes Should Allocate
111U.S. Funds, Panel Says

By Peter Wait

'AsimarowIn a blueprint fir what it
a "New &Mali= he American LSI-
a Senate panel has emceed the grachr-

reduction of federal overnight kr Indian
programs and the rechsraishog of billions of

it.

in sici directly to tribal ipmanients.
e tribes. which would negmate formal
merits with the United States. would

t en be nee to allocate the moos, any way
they wishedfor streusel education.

Limeth ram and other somai services, or for
efforts to vegeneratie the &Being Na-
Americus economy.

Waal camel am ANNA.
ban Wiens hal aural a Mutat beware-

U.." in red taps mal Addled with
mimeagement. and waste the bi-

Special Caret*, on lamtige-
chmpd is a recat Masi Km 17.

The 238-page document Mists testrine-
Edduriog a sons *Commissional
and fact-Wing trips that were

of two-year probe. It chiliads
pattern of politica cornsptita

and mionenagentent on rusevations that
has included rampant, unreported child

Lspopat federally ron Indies mkt*.
ort ems reamed hi= at pm
hold by filueres Dams NOW

cuu and John McCain. both of Arum and
&misnames A. &Mile *South Dakota.

Iblawman, blamed both thebenign
t" of the Congress and USW dprob-
y federal agenciespartivilarly the

lawns Departments Bureau of Indian Af-
fairsfor the currerV Mate of unmet gor-

ing
reeponethili6

every ann it touches.° the sport sys.
wt.& is Mold by mmenemms"
is go, it adds, Mem many (Mimed

b."' untierienIfliability of so many gond people to
a real impact," the documst cm-

Confirmed en hot AI
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g
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Schools' Interest in Learning by Satellite Surges
Seen as Vital Adiwwt to assroom Teaching

or

A.

'brt.

00111.0

By Peter West

dealt SAN AnrornoThroe maps lining the walls of a small television con-

k_
trol mom here chart the nos of an educetional phenomenonan @sum-
mers* state resume that grew into oatmeal network kr bard*
taus Warning.

Nee S. Tinsley, cofounder of what is now MIN Network Inc., the coun-
try's anty brprofit purveyor of echmational programming by satellite, ed-
mita that the venture 'mew much faster than we ever dreamed it would.'

The first of the maps, an outhne of the state *Texas, proves her point.
It ahem the modest state (inlay in 1984. the year Ms. 'Maley and her
partner borrowed $12 million to launch the Thus Interact:re Instruc-
tional Network. Its mimeos was to beam courses developed by the llocas
Education Agency into small, rural school diancts unable to employ
teachers in those Mast areas.

No years later, the company's name bad been changed and it' reach
Connued on Page JO
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Alaska Governor's New Campaign:
Endowment for His State's Schools

By Meet Walsh

Even though Ise * not running for re-
Medea, Gov. &eve Cowper of Alaska is
campaigning as bard u any candidate
these days.

But indeed ri pursuing a second Om-
year tem at the helm tithe Lest hastier.
Mr. Cowper ar sanding fir the creation of
an adamant* sainnaut that, be argues,
would push a staMe supply ef messy for
Aleaka's stasis * the nem rentury.

The eil wallies that amen* provide
mina the Moe gowarnmet's mimes me
ilamly dicheing mid mut be mused au
in the dories to mule wona

Wr. Cewpaes nisi= is to est arab Moe
ri the eareinge ef the Alaska Panamint
rtnillthe maservo secount cumin*
worth $10.2 bum, that was stablithed in
1978 with the stateh firet missies from
the the Prudhoe Bay atlfieldshr a new
Edema= Anal

By the year 2000, he setimates. the U-
nshorn hind maid be large enough to be-
come selfsenaiaing source et meaty for
e chos*

The 61-yesr-old Democrat's proposal
has feud significant osmium in the
o tate, however, hos those wise was it
could =danger the hefty earnings Soothe

Coarsened an Pegs 18

Researchers Propose National Curriculum
To Ease Baniers Faced by Migrant Students

By Pelee Bohaddi

Polleyntakere amid maids such ma-
anus as national moviculum and high-
she* diploma ha Moms studesta to he*
see the man* buries to schooling ouch
children We, a teem of sham resets
muds in a New mart.

Financed by the U.S. Education Depart-
mem, the nmen I. hard on three-yohr
ethespephic study of the children of mi-
grant farm workers in nine metes.

Drawing an thousands of hem dinar.
views with migrant fineilies. the authors
demi* the mean= of "case of ml-

gram" that lanes tin ems astammes
mad ie. in many ways, anampteductive to
educates"

"All migrant children are potential drop-
oath" the rum cNd udes. if children are
needed * the fields hr the family to mr-
vivo, then that will take preceduce ever
Masan ar any other need the magnet
child may have."

It notes that many migrant children drop
out beams they are enticed by the finan-
cial rewards of field work and discouraged
by seadmit failure at ache*.

Among its other recconneedetioes. the
Continued an Page 13

Board Rearms
Plans To Reform
Administration

By Am Bradley

Wasecourro*While acknewledging
that some of its more contsveretal propos-
als may be modified. the National Policy
Baud far Educational Administration for-
mally reamortied itself last week to the
task of brepromag the preparation *school
arberarstrates

The policy board encountered sharp
criticise last spring when it released a re-
port calling for an overhaul of how school
admisimrateni are recruited, Mined, and
addled.

At meeting here last week, the pobcy
board decided incesstate as an Muss-
dat sigesisation under the leadmihrp of
Sett D. Thomsen. the outman eincuure
&weer tithe National Aseometioe of Sec-
missy &heel Princes* Mu Themes
will mom Ms new duties Marsh 1.

He miss David L Clerk, a miser of
admetisn at the Univenety of Virginia,
who signed last week as the board's es-
suttee ateretery, effective Dec. 31.

am optimistic Chet we're on track and
we will be miner player in the field of
Mad admisistretien avA school Seder-
ship," Mr. Thomson my).

The polio board, which was formed in
Jemmy 1920, is made up of represesta-
*se 410 meeer Mime* 'dainties mom-
dim hi istitial mut lommenag the
Prepenais of &heel AdminiMeteem An

Continued on Pep 9

Also in the news

5 swing mow fiettetraM
The Mee of meeting opera*
school morons for young
Itieek males aim OlannOt

8 mend iimpw arm
Teacher ohorM988 hew led
New May to Nft a stringent
Proffolenta remereneerst.

41101=M1
19 woe ompaars.

Ouram-Rudmwo des are
maned, but 'panel
110011111181° 1111 11.
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dti'tance earning, he maintains.
wa.i is provision oI"proof in the edu.
can on corltext'

'i.ip'a ezecuuvee tend to downplay
thi technical aec'.a and concentrate
or the substance of their od'esings.
These include more than 25 lugh i

BEST COPY AVA1LALE

alent of field tripe, they add.
'A lotofourenridiunentprogyvns

go beyond what even a large thsnct
could olbr,' says Ma. Boyd.

She and other, argue, in addition.
thatn.IH caziothretud,ntainsmail,
isolated schools an invaiu*b(e ale-.
menl of social interaction.

Though it is poi.Wls for classes in
school cows... in subecta ranging
&ori Ftench to marine b.ology

etwork officckls argue that, be.
"Weve hadcatue of televisions ability to en

(aiice eaperimentato (relic students (who metframea dw,ng a plwsice lesson on I

ioreuoiadeina over the networkJ
may actually benefit more from
theirin..IhanIromthe I go to each
traditional cliasroosu pesntation. i

other's promsThe npotnuthatour I

medium really intensillea," Dixie I this year."
Boyd, ThiN's vice president of pro.
gramining claims.

Others point out that the net.
work's services axe able to meet the
needs of flrst.yeiir and exp.rieni.sid
teachers hungry for greater trsuwia anoua lwaiwilry to relate
opportunitIes. TI.IN beams more to one another over the television
than 400 hours of inservice pro. screenuweliaathstel.phonelines,
g'rsmmIflc to districts every year. installing satellite "uplinks," or

Enrichment programming, auth I b'-'"'og Facilities, at schools is
jç tnttrviews with famous arUsta I usually co.t.prohsbittve. lngctor,

nd 4uthors and special presenta. I aid the interaction with others in
tons on dance rind other nne arts, the network. howevey, by displaying

e,in amount to the electronic equiv. photograpea and other mernenloes
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ofcLsssss elsewhere taking part in itrusiors dining. tve-dav period in thai. in the foreign languages.
discussions. Fbniary and March of this year. where direct interaction is otten a

We've had students (who met over He ssvs ha set out to determine ii vital instructional component. ecno

the nstwodhigotoe.chothecaproqns ii.u..a "prototype,' in hisvww. for this assessment.

this ear.' says Sandra Gudat, who similar serviceswas offeruig atu- Whatever ill potential draw.
wlxlcentjyat.dssll'iNapubhc. . dentsaquaiityleanungsxpsnsnce.' backs, however. i'irn is tilling a
relation. repeseuntanve. He concluded that "quality in need. i ustostiers ernie. that some

Until recently, however, few ,w. strucuon can and dim. occur' over simjl operations may nut.

searchers had siudi.d the educa. the mn Network.
tional effectivenes, of distance. "The important thing,' he SLsl.wlde tetwoflu

leanwig programming. "is that the utotnicuOn was indeed North Carolina's .zpenet as the

"(The technology works and inIaract*v,iv'"4" and teachers so.callsd "firia 'fliN state' beei isu.
packaged it well,' Mr. Ben. were in Fact talking beck and foilh many to this fact, officials those say.

soouysofvi-iri. "Butthatuysnoth to each other via tat medium. La se. Elsie L. Bnimbec*. director Os me-

log about the content.' sso, the susie' aspects of a tradi. i dis and tsthnolo forth. No.th Car.

. ,. tlonal claasrooee were being em- I olina Depeu'unent of Education. ez*iiiuP? plopod. .,lbest via long distance.' plains hat mei cervices axe pen 01'
The dearth of research on sc- Mr. Barker. who was employed by t a statewide effort to help districts

tivenses is a iiictci iii the lative I Tess. Thch University when becern. mest maeassd '' standards

newnem of the s.teliits"sduonuon plated the mm study, also said that . The Isgiblatire asi aside 13 mullion

industry, according to Bruce 0. teachers on th. network appssxed in 1967 or enhobidn.g a distance-
Barker, now an as.xiate profsuur I to have a good rapport with their learning rapubdity to aid schools in

of.dusmuon at Brigham Young (ins' I sunsets" and that each of Us. Uje poorer or isolated areas. else isys. Of.

vecety of Hawaii. studded "displayed a gsnwns inter- ficiala sugnen a three-year contract

Writing lam year in the urnsl eat in their st'""' affair..' wish 'nIN in January of 1968.

Research in Rural Education. Mr. I But he biadsom. disadvantage. Although eval reBorn the edu-

I Barker said that "the novelty of I inherent in the medium. cauondspwwwnimysstjgaisdother

I course delivery via satellite has Thc tes' is not able to se. the . sow. Ma. Br""i reports 'ri
I grown so rapidly in the lam three I students" he wTots. 'This severely IN'spsogrammtngmetmooiirle'

years hat few quamionc relative to i limits teacher sensitivity to non quirementsincluding a cap on
I program quality hay, been ask.d.' verbal dims to behavior.' number of students enrolled" in a

For.moseremnt*iidy-4fleoIthe I Aaar,sult.be.aud.themmbum cowee.

few published to data that aiim.'n. I easy fee' students to hide , The courses offered by iit COSt

IN'S opssatuosi..Mr. Barkaratuuad i from the teacher.' between £400 and $500 per student.

the iaadung styles of three tl.tiIl in. I Other educators, particularly I Co,uutise on Page 42

New Medium Requires 'Camera Presence'
By Peter West

SAN ANTONiciFrom behind a
desk, David Marshall coaxes the
students in his scsencsciaasthsrough
the Intricacies o(ch.mical bonding.

After demons*ratunj th. math..
malice needed for a correct answer.
he poses a problem about the bond-
ing of fluonne and oxygen atoms.
Then he awaits a response.

A hesitant student finally offers
the nght answer, provoking a tor-
rent of praise,

'Great. Now you're thinking." Mr.
Marshall save into a television cam"
era. "Lou at students get bogged
down in this section. but you guys
arc sailing through. You're really
concentrlting."

(nan adjacent control iwsn, a tech.
rucian foIIow Mr. Marshall's evsty
move on a bank of television acceetis.
ensuring that hut audience benetits
from exactly the right camer. angle.

"Dave is really a good motivator."
the technician says. switching from
a Ml4rame shot o(th. equation to'
close-up of David Marshall's face.

The 37'year.old teacher is one of
the newest of a cadre of on.air in.
stnuciors who work for WIN Net"
work Inc.. the nation's only Ior.peo&
distributor of satellit..delivered in-
itnictuonal programming.

And his classroom encompaim.
notonly sstudioin the Reglon 20
Education Service Center here, but
also hieb schools from MinnesoUs to
New Mexico,

Charimia*ic 'Uve WIres'

Mr. Marshall, who left San Anton"
os Northsids lndsp.ndsnt School
Dsstflct this Fall to work for mm. is
one of the handlil of tasthem each
year who ri sly pass the net
work's unoo,ial eneenu penwe.

There'ss lot of responas to the ads
we nan, but the tact is, you need an
ewlil loto(applicanutogstth.flght
pusan,' says Uoyd 0. Ottesman. the
networki chairman and of execu-

tive officer,
That a so, he and othsni at. vim

pulses a combination o(ai&nbuts. few
claoorn teechsrseven v"ul

Evenwbsconstd.r,d, applicant.
(must be "very ws(l.veressl in their

I.ub,ect metier' and have years of
experience. Mr. Ottennan not...

David Maridsall. ksxasnpie. wasa
I 13-year vetsean who had taught in
I high schools, middle schools, said al.

tarnativevhoolsthsoughoutthsoty.
Hewsssselungwhsnheapplisdtom
IN an alternative to the summit-

I srheoluauasshe had taught for years
to supp1eniuia hi. iramen..

That kind ci experience isnolun
I usual. according to Edwsi'il Van.
Region 20'. instructional coordina-
tor. Ti.uv doss not employ teachers
fresh out o(oollsg,, he says, because
'you need to know the clsasuc kinds
of hinge that go on in schools in or-
der to be able to do this job.'

The rang, of experience smong'n'
iN's present crop of about 15 on
screen in.uucton is from 3 to 20
years. Many, Mr. Vats says, hold
master'. degrees, and some have
esrned doctorstia.

But the medium requires a di.
mewace beyond the intellectual, ac-
cording to network szscuuvon Sin.
cesaful teachers must project an
image that will capture and hold the
ey,cia distant, sometimes unxecep.
live, audience.

"u really need to have camera
presence.' Mr. Otternian explains.
"You just can't be a dead.h,p4 You
hay, to be a charismatic live wire.'

Screen te

Telegetuc qualities are put to the
tastina 10-toot'aquarebesadc.aung
booth in the Region 2fl studios.
where 'n.ij qpltj all of its appli-
cams to what amounts to an cli ..o-
rate enase test.

Seated at a specially designed
workstation. woulbs employees saw
askid to teeth while manipulateig
overhead caner.., videotape ma-
dunm, and ether equipment.

it's a unique kind of environ-
ment." says Mr. OUerman. "You

I be facile in the uaeo(tethnology.'
Mr. Marshall, who pam.d hia first

screen ta has learned that the roe-
drum impcess us own spenal &s.m-

p work on
"Tha first couple of times, you

have to force yowesU to talk to the
camera lens.' he ,eports. 'ins regia"
(at cl.00as, you have 30 people
giving you tssdbadc? The awkward
sesise of talking to i yowl, he esys,
"goe. away, once you get the idea

i that somebody really is there and
.tlseyre watching you,'

Many, however, axe not as cooft-
dent or adept as Mr. Marshall. A
lick of qualified teathom. the 'rt.uv
chairman ce is limiting his
network's plan. for exp...son.

"Reauut.utj is very tough,' says
Mr. Ousrrnao, 'There really imut any

tog for this kind of sole?

Not a 'Beauty Contest'

Despite the emphasis placed on
'academic a'edtntials, vi-m officials
sdmat that the screen tilt generally
is the determining factor in hiring.

I "It'. iota beauty contest.' says
Sseda Nicholls, direder of telecom'

for f4gh 20, 'but on-
sir image a important.. Important
enough, we 1.11, to pay attention to.'

Mi', Var., who ie responsible for
hArng, says Mdc. not view an au.

I dAtsun tape with any specific criteria
in mind.

I look for raw matinal.' he cx
plains. "I know instruction is impor-

is the face on that screen.'
He looks also (or a williognem to

experiment.
j I ask mveelt 'How teachable is
I thi. person?'" he says. "Nobody
I comesin hers kriowinguactly bow
(ado this.'

Tough Working Condibosts

To Mr. Marshall, the medium'.
challenge was a key factor vi his di-

sion to try "teeewSwlg.'
I After 13 yeeri in a regular clam'
room, he asys, "I was pretty .ri4l

. -
' "4,'.'_ . . ,.

A tsJi.J,heu' weeks bed the swam., following a teeclier's moves

10 captm. jtm. hi tai5Jd'S usiglee kits 11-IN Nermelt production.

should uy thus gar a bode while." 'is generally enjoying his first aemes-

After a ri auaemsr.ethool teron the air, though he misses the

euwa, with the network, he signed personal interaction with students;.

case a mist teacher the regular , A aa_..
school yeas'. I

ereest cwtiin

I Now,insishtiontots.thuigsuan' "It's definitely dirent from the
csn i the marn I itatntthatyoudon't have kids in

I for Region 20, he ladies one phys- i front of you, so you really don't know

I ical'ecuuwa cousue im the afternoons i ifthey'recodasdorfol(owingalong"
I to betwesa 60 sod 60 ,t'-"a in I But, twcoemdea."it takesa while

I .rstll wheels to Wined. MMum.ots. I to build up that rapport." even in a
M. New M5xa aid Texas. 1 regular clsasivain.

I
He considers the cou,ssload lair. I One element he particularly en

I ly manageable.' joys is having an adult '(acilitstor'

I 1\isia..dioms,sillswsdtiteick I at every school to enIcnw discipline

I nomsthantwe.umsasaday,One I and cope with ciaatoo'n minutiae.
risc.. ofllcials say, is that even i 'tt tres. you ups little mos'e,so you

though the courses a,, capped at can actually do the teaching part of

200 student., the sins of the Isle" ,II,'has.yLi'heyVebWfllealgOOClat
I vised clsss produoss a heavy load I helping the kids. because they em

I of homework so grade. j
theta ona day-tGday basis"

I Andbec.u,slsachenslsosrere- I HeaJoisples.sdheha.bssnal'
I quired I. sped part ci their day in I lowsdtoeavsjLusissg,krwrn'
I "oft'iCS hoses" available for student. i pIe, avtdsothsit cuntcuhusu on air.

I calinginwithqjswnestsaspecual , Although unsure about whether

I toll4res telephone (us., the work- I hewillremainwith'n.iNforthebal'
1usd (rum mIre than two courses I azwao(bisorteer.lieadmitathatan

would be uverwhei. teresi in the medium among his
A third factor. according to Ms. p

friend, and collisguss hiss lent his

I NjclsoIls,isthe"esisrgydspleusnof I worksc*namcache*.
I being on the air.' "A lot of people haves Isirl,' good

I e,s, typically I insight from their perspective on
I earnanave,i.mndeulary that is i what the teacher doss in the class-

I room," he sat's' 'But, just ii you
-- ---'-- asaIvws . eaial.,uAon.thataddas1ittle
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I Im Immu
Strategies for Implementing

Distance Learning Technologies:
Why, When, and How

By Dr. Pameia S. Pease

=11 Ill.

n the 1980s, the marriage of
computer satellite, and
telephone technologies has
spurred the growth of
instructional programming

trans:rutted via these technologies.
The decision to implement in-
structional programming involves
factors that include: (a) the availa-
bility of technology, tb) the type
and amount of program offerings,
and (c) the reliability and viability
of distance learning systems, of
which there are many.

An administrator's decision to
implement this type of instruc-
tional offering may be based on
the need for additional resources
as he or she is confronted with the
reality of a teacher shortage in the
critical subjects. coupled with a
finite level of funding to imple-
ment school curriculum. In
addition, some administrators
recognize the dual effects of
implementing a successful innova-
tion namely, the prestige associ-
ated with intitiducing a new

P
that enhances existing

acilliraera offerings.

Defining Distance Learning
Systems (DLS)

Broadly defined, distance
learning systems (OLS) are
networks that employ video.
computer and/or audio to trans-
mit interactive instruction from
one central location to multiple

62raphically separate ones. A
offers either local, regional. or

national service or a combination
thereof. Satellite- and telephone-
based transmissions are the most
widely used modes for national
networks. The attribute of interac.



gy-oaci< on ..irger tecnnologv
zranster grants. as nas peen tne
:ase in the L'.5. Education Depart-
ment s Star Schools Program.

Identify and Compare DLS.
The seiection or the hardware

and programming should be
ilase.C1 on me abihtv ot a DLS
network to meet the needs ot your
-chooi district s instructional and
nnancial needs. TI-1N Network
and Oklahoma State University
are two ot several providers that
otter national and regionally based
instruction. By narrowing your
selection to one or two providers.
this will allow you to more closely
examine three criteria:

1. Experience in Distance Learning
Length ot time in business
Stan auaiitications
Number ot courses delivered
Method ot equipping/

installing hardware
Number or subscribing

schools
2. Reputation as a Provider
3. Cost of Service

Experience in Distance Learning.
Do not underestimate the im-

portance of experience when
evaluating a potential DLS pro-
vider. Since DLS is an extremely
capital-intensive business, the
length of time. number of serv-
ices/ programming offered, and
number ot subscribers must be
weighed in your evaluation of the
orovider's financial viability in the
marketplace. Considering that the
start-up cost to your district will
be quite high, it is important that
you select a DLS provider that is
both reliable and viable. The
worst that could happen to your
implementation is changing
providers in midstream because
they went out of business.

Matching your instructional
needs with the programs offered
by DLS is important. Review both
the range of programs as well as
the frequency with which these
programs are offered. Keep in
mind that with national DLS
providers the time zones must be
considered when determirung
courses available to you. As a
purchaser of a DLS Lervice,
request to preview a sample of the
instructional offerings. Evaluate
these ottenngs based on the

following attnbutes:

1. Level of Interaction Desired
2. Effectiveness ot Technology

Employed
Mode used for interaction

i.e.. audio)
Mode used for transmission
Ease-ot-use ot the technology

3. Quality ot the Instructors
Production values
Effectiveness as instructors
Credentials (i.e.. meet state

certification requirements)
4. Level of Support Provided by

DLS Provider to Your
School

handouts and assign-
ments

Training users
Responding to questions and

concerns

Another tactor in considering a
DLS provider is the method
employed for equipping a school
with the necessary haAware. The
mammy of DLS providers supply
equipment. However, not all
install the equipment. The TI-IN
Network is the exception because
it both installs and maintains the
equipment at every school site.
How important a "turn-key"
service is to your district is a
decision you must consider.

Reputation as a Provider.
As is the case for any maior

service that you purchase. request
a list ot subscnbers that the DLS
provider uses as references. Ask a
few subscribers to comment on
aspects of their service, such as:
(a) ease-of-use Pf the technology,
(b) quality of the communication
with the provider, (c) satisfaction
with programs. and (d) reliability
of the technology Those who use
the service day-to-day are the
strongest indicants of whether the
DLS provider has a reputation
which is positive among users.

Cost for Servic2.
The costs tor DLS vary greatly

among providers. You will have
to carefully evaluate which service
best maximizes the funds you
have allocated for this service.
You vill need to analyze both the
on-tinie costs associated with
installirg the equipment and the
ongoing costs associated with
programming and mamtauung the

snewrimminir

Initially, students and
teachers mau have to be
offered incentives to par-
ticipate in the instruc-
tional offerings. As the
novelty of the technology
fades, the ultimate success
of the network rests on
human factors.

t57
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Education De t2_1A_saeward totaling $14.3 million under Star Schools educational
telecommunications program, intended to increase secondary school accesa to specialized courses. AIL
recipients also received fimding in program's charter year in 1988. Granteesc Midlands Consorthnn, croup of
state universities, $4.13 million; TI-IN Network (San Antonio), $4.12 million; Satellite Educational
Resources Consortium, public nr-Mte education department joint venture, $4.01 million; Technical
Educational Research Center (Cambridge, Mass.), $2.03 million.
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Educational Network
installs equipment

The last of 243 schools in 19 states
received satellite equipment in April
under a Department of Education
grant allocated last fall to bring math,
science and foreign language classes to
students in ruml or isolated areas, ac-
cording to Dr. Pamela Pease. director
for the TI-IN United Star Network.

The network is broadcasting live,
interactive classes in calculus,
physiology, French and other subjects
to remote schools through a $5.6
million grant u part of the federal
Star Schools Program. Under this
program, the government allocated
$18 million in grants this past October
to four partnerships for the develop-
ment of high-technology, distance
learning networks.

The TI-IN United Star Network a
multi-state partnership composed of
the San Antonio, Texas-besed TI-IN
Network and eight educational agen-
cies and institutions was the first
system to begin operations under the
program and to complete equipment
installation at all of its designated
schools. According to Pease, the last
of these school sites began full-scale
operation in April, offering live, in-
teractive satellite instruction to hun-
dreds of students.

With the 243 school site link-ups
complete, TI-IN United Star Network
ic now on-line and operational in 19
states including California, Oregon,
Washington, Montana, Colorado,
Nevada, Arizona. New Mexico, North
and South Dakota, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota, Oklahoma, Texas. Mississippi.
Alabama, Illinois, North Carolina.
and New York. The TI-IN United
Star Network is the only network
selected to serve Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs schools. 17 in all.

The TI-IN Network was the first
private satellite network established
for the communication of educational
resources. With subscribers and a
satellite broadcast system already in
place, TI-IN and its partners in the
TI-IN United Star Network have been
able to use their *Bated funding

$5.6 million in total this year to
provide all equipment and installa-
tion at each of the schools free of
charge. This equipment package in-
cludes a satellite receiving antenna, a
20-inch color TV monitor, an elec-
tronic writing tablet, a printer and a
cordless telephone that students use to
respond to their teachers. The only
ellaM1a, e 11.11101 aasammit Am.

telephone line installation.
For reader information, contact

Pam Pease, Director, TI-IN United
Star Network, 1P00 Central Parkway
North #190, San Antonio, TX 78232
(512)490-3900.
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Students see instructor in Alabama on screen in Madras High Schooi

Yen for language satisfied
Satellite system teaches Madras pupils to speak Japanese
By Carolyn Grote
lull elks Corrosponalont

MADRAS Japanese spoken
here? Possibly soon.

That is the hope of six Madru
High School students whose inter
est in learning to speak Japanese
inspires them to attend on their
own time a 7 a.m. clue each
weekday. That's time they could be
spending Wen or doing something
unrelated to scilooL

The opportunity to earn extra
credits for cluses not offered at
the Madras High School originated
about a year ago when the school
district accepted 19.200 worth of
equipment and firstyear tree tin.
tion through the Ti.In Network.
which it televised in-Wausrooms
moss the nation from San Ant&
nio. Texas.

The program stems from Title
.IX. the Star Schools Program its
elegance Act. authorised under the
Edenatioa Economic Security Act.

The program is designed to
offer enrichment courses on meths-
matics. science and foreign Ian.
pages to rural schools that other.
wise would not have these
programs. TiIn also provides staff
development programs to help
teachers improve.

This year. in addition to Japa-
nese. five students are studying
French and three are enrolled in
psychology.

The Japanese instructor is Su.
kero Ito. a professor at the (Juicer.
city of Alabama.

Last week students were prat,
tieing short phrases that were
beamed to the small Madras clue-
room via satellite.

swend by Ito on the mew
And what else would those first

phrases be about but hamburgers
and soft drinks?

"Please eat the hamburger
how you say." Ito asked.

"Pietas drink cola." he added.
Ignorant of the most simple

Japanese words. a B:lletia reporter
didn't know whether students an-
swered correctly. but they an-
mired.

Then being near Halloween. Ito
asked. "How you say Halloween?"

Grinning, he explained that Jap-
anese imitate tin U.S. custom with
parties and putting makeup on
their faces, but. he uid."It isn't a
cult:teal thing."

Dowu to the serious business of
teaching, he encouraged the stu-
dents efforts.

"I hope every one thd well on
this ileum and if you did you
have wen points." he said &bent
their answers that they had wntten
down anti given to the facilitator.
Jim Nibler.

But the real tests and grades
come from examination paws sent
to instructors in San Antonio.

As a dual program for the
network end University of Ala
bama. the Japanese course is tub-
uoteires thin year. said Gus Rob
ems. dul high school librerien who
&leo ia in charge of the promo.

French and psychology costs
each student $240 per class per
semester, and is paid with 13.000

Am:AM

tough at times." She added that
she signed up for the course be-
cause "I thought it WU an interest-
ing language and I wanted a
change of pace from Spanish." the
only tortigh lanauege offered in
regular high school canes.

Junior Justir Caster. like &n-
isch. was Cooking for a chance of
pace aftr studying Spanish for a
year.

"I kind of thought it (Japanese
would be interesting and I decided
to try something else.

"My grandparents know the
language very well and my grandpa
speaks it very well." Chester said.

"I've shown him a few words I
know end he wee pretty excited."
Chester's maternal grandparents
are second-generation Japanese
and live in Cadweil. Idaho.

Sophomore Juanita Wickham
said. "I'm taking if basically as a
foreign Warms. I just wanted to
see how a difficult language would
be but basically it's so easy be.
cause ifs much like English."

Wkkham also likes to write the
Japanese characters.

"It's aimost like art." she said.
The Madrawarea district LI one

of nine schools statewide taking
advantage of the enrichment pro-
grams offered by Ti.Iu.

RFeir "°"P" LEd LA; a dr ayiyali
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Satellite orientation set
for tomorrow at library
By GREG RAINS
Standard Staff

An open-house onentation for
the distance learning project a
satellite-based language instruc-
tion program is scheduled
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in the War-
ren County Senior High library.

Robert Nelson, national sales
manager for the MIN united
STAR network, will be on hand to
demonstrate the satellite equip-
ment to school officials and all
who are interested in the
program. STAR is an acronym for
Satellite Transmitted Academie
Resources.

'It is brand new for us sand
we're really excited about it," said
senior high vice pnncipal Priscilla
Wanamaker. She is the local
director for the pilot project.

Eight senior high students will
receive Japanese I instruction
from San Antonio, Maas, when
the program becomes operational.

Funding for the hardware of the
program is derived from a $13,500
grant from the state Department
of Education. Hardware pur-
chased with the funds include a

satellite dish, a VCR, a video
monitor, a printer. and a tele-
phone.

Additionally, books and audio
tapes have been furnished with
the grant monies.

When asked the purpose of the
telephone, Wanamaker explained
the students will be able to con-
tact the instructor and ask
questions. The system is designed
to be interactive and nothing. like
a television broadcast, she noted.

The VCR will make it possible
to tape programs for later
reference by the students. Also,

the tapes will be available for
viewing by the general public.
Those interested in this should
contact Wanamaker to make ar-
rangements.

While local teacher Laura
Miner will be in the classroom to
operate the equipment, the in-
structor in Texas will be doing all
the teaching, stated Wanarnaker.
Tests will be sent to the Thxas-
based instructor.

Cost for the year-long subscrip-
tion to the satellite service is,

$5,200. Additionally, a charge of
$450 per student is =eased.
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Federal Money for 'Star Schools' Likely
Congressional Aide Exrcts Third Year Funding for School TV Program

sir mum BM=
Congress is likely to fund a third
year of a U.S. Department of fflu-
cation program encouraging the

usc of technology in education, accoid.
ing to a key Congressional aide.

An aide to the Senate I .abor and
!Inman Resources Committee who
spoke on the condition of anonymity i%
"very optimistic that there will be con-
tinued funding, maybe even increased
funding- for the "star schools" pm-
gram. Congress authorized the I-duca-
bon Department to spend SIM 1111 il-1011

from 1988 to 1992 on star schof 4s hiur
projects received grants totalini, $19. I
million in fiscal year 1988 and $14 4
million in fiscal year 1989. None of the
four grantees in the first two years
could by law receive third-year fund-
ing.

The Rush administration %heed
third-year star schools funding from its
budget for fiscal year 1990, which be-
gins Oct. I.

"There is some reasonable expect&

1 ; 2

lion that that will be funded," said
Frank Withrow of the Education De-
partment.

"The program is working so well.
and with all the priorities we're talking
Ann in terms of education it would be
very unusual for thein not to continue
funding," said Ilenry J Cam hen, co-
chairman of grantee Satellite Educa.
!tonal Resource.% Csmsortium and pres-
ident of South Carohna ETV.

A posithm paper by the National
Assitciathm of Public Television Sta-
tions, the lobbying and research pimp,
calls on Congress to give $20 million to
the star scluads pi-fragrant in 1990.

"The star schools kgislat ion has
stimulated some of the most creative
th:nking in the link between education
and technology that has occurred in
decades, if ever," according nra
NAPTS.

"[he current star schools projects
have been highly successful in provid-
ing educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents and their teacher% with access to
outstanding educational programs,-

tut rti r
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NAN'S argued. "Students arc being
given opportunities that are not other-
wise available," the paper continued.

The paper by NAIYI'S identihed pro-
posed and current educational technol-
ogy projects in 11 states that would he
likely to apply lot grants il Congress
continues the pi figram. *1 he projects
range from a statewide telecommuni-
cations network in Iowa to a proposal
by WN1A.TV in New York to target
noschool programs to high school stu-
dents who aie at risk of failing.

A bill Was intotduced May 22 by
Sen. Wyche Fowler, D-Cia., that
would "establish a nathmwale rural
star sclaads prop ain to improve edti
cational Opportunities in rural arv.
The bill, S. 1019, would authorize the
U.S. Rural Electrification Administra-
tion to hand out $50 million in grants to
improve educational technology be-
tween 1990 and 1994.

Chalmers 11. Marquis, a congres-
sional relations slat member at
NAM 5, termed the Senate bill -great-
ly different- from die star schofds law.
"It's entirely telephone. The word
telcvishm never app :ars hi the bill
What's behind this e, the total tele-
phone companies.- he said.

COUNT PROJECTS

v.hich rect"ved a $5 h
lirsoyear slat school, want. conducted

r Intinth out recently ml

science. math olid I ii cign language

courses beamed directly to schools.
More than 350 students enrolled. In a
full semester this fall, 3,600 students at
approximately 400 high schools will en-
roll, Project Manager Gad Arnall said.

The four-state Midlands consor-
tium, based at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity in Stillwater, used its $5.5 mil-
lion first year grant to install WO satel-
lite receiving antennas in Mississippi,
Alabama and Kansas, said Marshall
Allen, director of educational televi-
sion services at the university. The
collsorhhill distributes instructional
programs iv Russian, chemistry, eeo-
mames and other subjects.

The Cambridge, Mass.-based Tech-
nical Education Research Centers
(TER(') received a $2.5 million star
schools grant to develop technology-
based curricula in advanced science
and math. More than 200 teachers and
fiA8111 secondary school stodents have
participated m the project since last
October. "We're very interested in us-
ing technology in education but using it
in inure creative ways that really can
affect learning," said Peggy Kapi-
sovsky, communicathms director at
TERC.

The TIAN United Star Network, a
povate "distance learning" network
based in San Antonio, Texas, used a
55 b million star schools grant to devel-
op instructional technologies such as
..ideodiscs, said Pamela Pease, direc-
tor ol the network. "We've been able

to expand our offerings so they are
available across the nation," she said.
II-IN uses television to teach junior
high school and NO school students
ati oss the country subjects they need
to graduate, Pease added.

p
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Beam Me Up, Students
Satellite TV brings live teachers to far-flung schools

n public education. geography has long I

i been destiny. Crippled by limited staffs
and tight budgets. rural districts have often !

found it impossible to otTer courses such as
Russian and physics that are considered
standard by their more cosmopolitan coun-
terparts. Now all that *changing, thanks to
the armal of the electromc olassroom. By
using interacuse sideo. even small, disad-
%antaged schools are gaming access to the
most sophisticated instruction available.
arid all w ahout losing the human touch,

The formats and course offenngs are as
%aried as the sponsors. which include Ceder-
al and state gosernments. universities. pub-
i tc tele% ision stations and commeretal net-
s orks. Unlike Whittle Communications'
Channel One. howeser, which beams news
and ads into schools on reguler television.
Iheelectroni.:,:!assroomenablm instructors
and pupils to hear and interact with onean-
other much as they would in any normal set-
:Ing. But the %isuals are sull one-way: stu-
dents can see the teacher. but not vice versa.

Tleised courses ,:an be a bargain for
rinancially strapped schools. A district
may pay as much as S8.000 for a satellite
dish. cordless phones and the electronic
keypads or computer terminals needed for
students to communicate with their long-
distance teachers. That one-time outlay
amounts to far less than a conventional
teacher's annual salary. Like network an-
chors, video teachers submit to screen tests
and often conduct thetr classes without a
studio audience.

The tele-classroom rias been especially
aluable in states with small populations

even further, sending instruction to more ;

than 750 school districts in 29 states.
Most students seem pleased with long-

distance learnmg. Ninth-grader Vanessa
Bryan, one of only 700 residents on Ocra-

coke Island, N.C., could not have
taken Spanish if her school had not
tapped into the TI-IN Network.
Now she and "classmates' in 18

schools across the country recet%e
instruction from a teacher based in
a San Antonio studio. They accept
TV tutelage as routine. Says
Vanessa: -It's a good course.**

Some public school administra-
tors are concerned. however, that
the new technology will erode thetr
control. Principals have little lever-
age over teacheri who live hun-
dreds of miles away and do not
teach exclusively in one district.
Adolescent daydreaming carries
less of a penalty when students
know they can view a lesson on
tape, ..We don't play the typical
games," says David Benke. ho
teaches computer science to pupils
from San Isidro. Texas. and Pres-

Iowa. -You've got to have a student
really wants to learn."

to a toador on the T1-1M Network

Cheaper and more varted courses, but less control.

and struggling economies. Last year. when colt.
0,5 of the 28 students at Maine's Allagash who
High School protestel the dearth of hu-
manities courses. the University of Maine
decided to rill the gap. This fall the univer-
sity will offer more than 20 courses. inchid-
ing elementary French and algebra. to 2,3
Maine schools.

Other states are scrambling to enter
the video age, Last January the Kentucky
Education Network began beaming pram-
bility-and-statistics classes into 65 far-flung
high schools. By September Virginia ex-
pects to have earth stations at every one of
its 289 high schools. Private networks. such
as the Texas-based II-IN Network, go

But in many respectseven social-
lyTV classrooms are comparable to
traditional ones. In Texas. Ramona
McDaniel of Thorndale and Tim Wil-
liams of Sabine Pass. more than 250 miles
away, became acquainted through a sat-
ellite German class and began corre-
sponding two years ago. This week Wil-
liams will escort McDomel to her spring
prom. Says McDaniel or the electronic
matchup: a little odd. I guess. but
think it's neat." ---tiy SWIM 17 fft.

/Warta/ by JAM L GaS/Staw New Yakt* and
Weasel Oilimai
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BIA Schools Will Get
TI-IN Satellite Network

Sbiteen Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools in 11 states will benefit from
a 15.6 million "Star Schools" grant
awarded by the U.S. Department of
Education. The grant to the TI-IN
United Star Network of San Antonio,
Texas, will enable the network to
provide the schools with direct
student instruction and teacher
training in the subject areas of
mathematics, foreign language.3, and
sciences via satellite.

Since its inception in 1905, the TI-
EN Network has provided live and
interactive high school courses, stall
development and other instructional
programming by satellite. The
courses provided are usually
1.4.%vailable at rural isolated schools.

The installation of the hardware
will begin this month and is expected
to be operational by February. The
"Star Schools" grant is for one year
and will be eligible for renewal next
Serfiember.

An orientation meeting is planned
on February 8 at 1:30 p.m. in Room
A-1 of the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte
High School for anyom interested in
learning more about distance
learning through the TI-IN Network.
Plan to attend for an exciting
educational experience.

A minimal local registration fee of
$10 will be charged to cover tbe cost
of program facilitation, registration
forms, postal expense and monthly
telephone service line.

Cheyenne-Eagle Butte Educators
have priority use of TI-IN
programming. Approval and
arrangements are required for video
taping any programming for student
enrichment and-or instructional
lesson planning.

The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte High
School will be able to offer more
courses for credit with the TI-IN
Network. However, students must
consult with the high school principal
and-or guidance counselor to
determine if they are eligible to
enroll in these CAMAS.

The satellite network will also offer
in-service workshop and graduate
credit courses for teachers.

BIA schools participating in the
"Star Schools" project by state are:
Arizona, Hopi; California, Sherman;
Minnesota, Chief Bug-O-Nay-Ge-
Shig; Montana, Rocky Boy Tribal;
Nevada, Pyramid Lake; New
Mexico, Santa Fe and To'Hajiilee-
He; North Carolina, Cherokee
Central; North Dakota, Turtle
Mountain and 'Yhite Shield;
Oklahoma, Sequoyah; South Dakota,
Flandreau, Lower Brule, Crow Crtek
and Cheyenne-Eagle Butte, and
Wiscoasin. Oneida Tribal.

A $10.00 local registration fee is
requital for the duration of Spring
Semester OW program viewing. By
registering for the Spring Semester
Membership, the participant hes
access to all programming in that
period oni?. (The local registration
fee is subject to change after Spring
19. term.)

Viewing participants mixt pay for
any additional materials and tran-
script credit it they are seeking
continuing education units where
indicated.

Comult the Spring 19N Program
Guide or call Lanni Lee at 9844410
for further information.

For college credit courses a 810
local registration fee is required in
addition to accrediting college
registration as indicated in the
Spring 191111 Program Guide. Plan
well in advance of the beginning of
class to receive books and materials
if they are required.

Viewing participants must pay an
additional registration fee to the
accrediting college as well as for any
required textbooks or materials as
indicated in the Program Guide.

if;7
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U.S. education
chief visits tiny
Nevada school
Ey Courtney grentuciasseiwourns

NIXON Washington, D.C.. met rural
Nevada Friday when U.S. Education Sec-
retary Lauro Cavazos went calling on one
of the state's smallest schools.

Cavazos. 82, was in Reno Friday night
to receive a leadership sward and dehver
the keynote address at a University of
Nevada-Reno Foundation banquet. In the
morning, he made a side trip to the 30-stu-
dent Pyramid Lake High School at the
invitation of school officials, who wanted
to show hun their pilot program that con-
nects students in the middle of the
Nevada desert with classmates across the
nation.

The tiny school. launched after a cam-
paign by Nixon residents to have a com-
munity school. has long been struggling
with substandard facilities that didn't go
unn Weed by the education secretary. But
the letting paint, dated equipment and
holes in the walls of the closet-sized class-
rooms took a back seat to educational phi-
losophy and teaching techniques as
Cavazos toured the campus. a convened
government bwlding that began with 35
students 10 years ago.

"I think Um is a remarkable school,"
Cavazos said. "I sense a lot of love in
everyone here. and an enthusiastic,
bright group of young people."

Education chief
Cram pop 1 A
mitnient to early childhood education He
urged parents to begin reading to and
communicating with their children when
the kids are 1 or 2. -

"And then keep up the communication
with the teacher atter the child starts
school," he said. "Parents must be
involved through their children s entire
education.

At Pyramid Lake. Cavazos also sat in
on a unique tour.student sociology class
taught via satellite in a small classroom.
Students in 31 states. hooked up by tele-
phone to the course led by teacher Pat
Riley in San Antonio, Texas, had an
opportunity to call in and grill the educa-
tion secretary on issues such as testing,
discipline, class size and wuversity fund-
Ing.

RENO. NV

GA/ETTE.JOURNAL
Z 55 000 92
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~Mon AiiiiNGazone. . try
VISITOR: Educzoon Secretary Lauro Cavazos. with Pyramid Lake High sti aits
Monika New Moon. left. and Jamie Williams, takes part in a class by satellite.

He acknowledged the Bureau of Indian
Affairs school, located on the Pyramid
Lake Paiute Indian Reservation 48 miies
northeast of Reno, is in dire need of a new
building. But he lauded educators there
for overcoming the less-than-perfect
enslavement.

"What was going on within those walls
was the important part," he said. "I saw
people worng together. The communuty
is very close, they've got excellent
(school) leadership, and the families are
involved."

During his visit. Cavazoa reiterated his

The federally funded TI.IN Network is
designed to extend mor educational
opportunities to small areas with limited
teaching resources.

It was Cavazos first expenence with
the "Star Schools" sat( line program
since becoming education iecretary Sept.
30. His department finanved thc four
regional partnerships in the pi.ogram with
a $19 million grant in October

During the call-in questioning, Cavazos
said he thought teachers and parents need
to be more involved in school decision-
making, and that teaching can be -pro-
fessionalized" by giving teachers more
rftponsibility.

But when an Oregon student asked
Cavazos what he thought of the -effective
schools movement." a til-yur-old pro-
gram that patterns teaching techniques
after those used in certain pubhc schools
that are unusually successful, the secre.

tary seemed stumped and handed the

BEST CbidY AVELhEr
1 r'

call tor a restructuring of die education
system, which he said has stagnated with
little improvement in test stores or grad-
uation rates in the last three years. He
said the system could be upgraded with
merit awards for schools Mat improve
themselves and an increase in schools
that offer specialised instruction.

The sixth-generation Texan, whose first
school experience was in a two-room
schoolhouse where both English and
Spanish were spoken. talked of his corn.

See EDUCATION, page

phone to Nevada Superintendent of Public
instruction Eugene Pasli v.

Paslov said the movement can be seen
in Nevada through the state's school
improvement program. used in about so
elementary and secondary sthools. The
system irszludes cooperative teaching.
sWdent tracking and parent outreach pro.
grams.

Cavazos later met privately with school
officials. Paiute tribal Chairman Joe Ely
and Psalm before retunung to Reno to
visit the UNR's College of Education and
receive a leadership award at an evening
banquet as part of his 11-day tour of
schools across the country.
Starts Searawop. a 18-year-old Pyramid

Lake junior who helped guide Cavazos
through the school and introduced him to
the satellite program, said she was
thrilled to meet the secretary of educe.
two, who shit said treated the students
with respect.
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Ukiah student chosen
By CARISA CEGAVSICE
of the East Oregonian

UKIAH Tiny Ukiah School will get lots
of exposure in April, when a 16-year-old
Ukiah student will be co-host for a nation-
wide television broadcast in Texas.Niki Gudmundson said she
was about to turn off the
school's television set when
she was announced the
winner of a video contest
run by the TI-IN educational
network.

As her hand was on the
knob, Ulciah was announced
as the winning school.

"It was surprising," Gud-
raundson said. "We sat down
and went 'Wow.' "

Gudmundson is one of two
students chosen among 200 to host the live
April 5 broadcast of Student Council of the
Air. Though as many as 6,000 students coast
to coast may watch the broadcast, Gud-
mundson said she's not nervous about being
on the air.

During the broadcast on TI-IN network in
San Antonio, Texas, Gudmundson will
present the video to students around the
nation.

Others who helped make the video were

Gudmundson

junior Amy Collar, senior Brad Collar, and
freshman Ian Gellerson. Gellerson gave a
judo demonstration as part of the video.

Gudmundson said the video features a
shot of the 52 members of the smallest stu-
dent body in the state, and scenes of her
favorite sports judo and track.

Gudmundson, a junior at Ukiah High
School, is secretary of her school's student
council.

Gudmundson is one of 6,000 students en-
rolled in 21 TI-IN classes via satellite. She
watches sociology and Japanese classes on
TI-IN and the school also receives the net-
work's anatomy course.

The TI-IN network's Student Council of
the Air is a monthly program about leader-
ship skills for teen-agers.

nigh school students from Coast to coast
participate in the; program without leaving
their classrooms.

By picking up a coreless telephone, they
are connected automatically to the studio
dad can ask questions of the month's host.
Gudmundson, who will fravel by herself to
San Antonio, said she'll meet lots of people
and see Sea World, the Alamo, and the
River Walk, a riverside area surrounded by
booths.

She said she's been to San Antonio before
and enjoyed it.

1 f;!)
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Students and teachers at Maud to
enjoy satellite classes
By Fay. Escalante
Mono Stall

MAUD - Students, teachers,
administrators, board members
and community residents cnn
now take lulventage of elnssis
offered through the recently in-
stalled 11 IN network

The Interactive &tad e Tele
vision Network, which was
fund( it hy a kdcral grant in-
cludes both the Tetras T-IN net-
work and the national education
network, STAR.

Althangh the equipment was
restaller1 tic late to prnvide
credit classes to students during
the first semester this year, they
will be nvailable nest semester.
Currently provided are staff
development and et whist enrich
must programs.

To encourage the teachers ti
pnrti..pate in the Maff devekp-
ment proems, they can replace
the mandatory teacher in.serv-
ke December 2U with six hours of
the programs.

Student enrichment pro.
grams include such offering.% n
series for ekinentnry stndenta
on &rangers and a program on
the Alarm %ava iirftlidlp whoL t

i. iht lacilitnlor plan%
to secoril all the student enrich .
ment courses to be kept in a video
library. The student enrichment
segments can be recorded as can
sonie of the staff development
creases.

Credit courses which will be
nesilable nest semester for mu .
dent a include languages such as

,h, Japanese, Latin, Ger .
man or French at varying levels.
Other classes cfferedby satellite
include computer science,
physiological anatomy, trip .
nometry, psycholop and spout
nery and reading improvement.
Mr.. Stinnett is also recording
the Japanese classes for a
leacher who has always wanted
to study the language.

les an opportunity for Slee,
iii nts lo take mums:hat we are
unable to provide ig Maud,"
xplained SuperbeZendent
Robert Stinnett.

The only cost to the school
district during the firet year is
the telephone line which Is about
$19 month. After this year,
there will bean annual subsetp .
lion fee of $4 OW.

The TI lei system has been
operational in Testis fur about
four or five years now, according

111 Nlr Stinnett IL was crisikil
primarily fur the small and ISO.
Need school district which could
not reach state mandates for

course offerings Maud received
the service and eqaipment
through a federal grant admini-
stered hy the Teen., Education
Agency.

Currently thrti..m. 22
SI.IICaide equipped with TT IN,
snd only two of those are in
Region VIII Education Service
Center area, Maud and Sulphur
1310.

riv telephone tellsil e11.111 :11

LW, students to talk to the in
structor of the course as well as
to other students invoke d

One instructor asked all the
students to send a photograph
and some infurination about
themselves so that in future
clams, their picture OM be dis-
played so that evereene who is
watching will see the student
who is talking to the leacher.

The TI.IN includes the televi .
sion, telephone, video cuirette
recorder and satellite dish When

student needs to talk 1r the
teachers all they heve In do is
pick up the telephone hand,et
and the) are autornetir elle con-

meted.
The schedule of programs is

sent to the school a semester in
ad va nee so that teachers and
students can vet .k their *chid-.
ales around them For a Ili,
teachers can obtain gruduate

college credit through the satel-
lite network.

Also available at a fee is a
course whieh prepares students
the the SAT college entrance
examination."' think something
that will really help our college
bound students,' Mr. Stinnett
noted. 'There is also a college
night when recruiters from ill
the colleges will have a program
and parents can come.'

If future programming does
not Include v similar preparation
course fo the Acr test, Stinnett.
'aid he will be able to suggest It
to the satellite service.

There are also programs
which can be made available I.
the community, administratima
and school board.

`I just want people to be aware
of the service and the types of
programs available," Mrs. Stin-
nett noted. 'This is great for a
small school that can't afford to
offer all these classes.'

1.5
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Wave Stinnett displays the TM Salon!. equipment
which will be used el Maud ISO to provide educational
oppdt tunlites to student!, tesChetaapl the community
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Abbott school to get Star Schools Grant
AB BOT1" - The Abbott Independ-

ent School district was informed Feb.
1 of its receipt of a Star Schools
Gram. The gram program was devel-
oped by the U.S. Department of
Education and is designed to encour-
age the expansion of educational
opportunities for students in isolated,
small and disadvantaged schools.

Abbott is to receive a satellitedisk
and a complete satellite instructional
network known cornmerciaLy as the
Ti-In United Star Network.

Cost of the network's initial setup
and installation is $35,050. Thatcost
is paid by the grant. The local dis-
trict's only costs the first year are $75
for telephone installation used for
student direct contact with instructors

during class presentations via satel-
lite and the enrollment fee for stu-
dents taking classes (about $250 per
semester).

Courses that may be taken by high
school students via satellite include:
those in a variety of languages, high
level math and science courses, fine
arts and tile social sciences.

Other ues for the Ti-In Network
include: college credit courses,
teacher in-service, school board
member training and conferences.

Abbott Superintendent of Schools
Harley Johnson said ths addition of
the new system will allow Abbott to
expand the school's curriculum con-
siderably, without anploying addi-
tional teachers. Johnson said *with

Ti-In, a student in Abbott can, for
example, take a calculus class from a
teacher in New Mexico and by tele-
phone communications ask a ques-
tion of the teacher and it be heard by
another student in Ohio."

"The materials and the teacher
presentation would be effective,"
Johnson said, "but the instant vocal
communication is really what makes
it so effective."

Several schools in the Central
Texas area applied for the Star
Schools Grants. Some Texas schools
have utilized the system in the past
and its courses have been approved
for high school aedit by the Texas
Education Agency.
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Satellite tedmology enhancing
education for S. Texas students

AMMII!011MENallMEN....

Sy 0.1.. GRANT JR.
EspreiNews Staff Write.

When you were in school, the no-
tion of studying with a claumate in a
school clear across the country wu
probably remote.

However, satellite technology,
now being used in an educational
method known as "distance learn-
ing," has made it possible for stu-
dents to do pist that.

"It's really ex-
citing," said Pam-
els Pease, director
of the San Antonio-
based TI-IN
United Star Net-
work, Inc., a con-
sortium of nine
partners from uni-
versities, state ed-
ucation agencies
and private indus
try. PEASE

For example, "Someone in Poteet
now has a classmate in Lake County,
Calif.," she sad

Under the national Star Schools
Program, formed last_ year by the
U.S. Department of Education. T/-
IN was awarded one of tour pants
tor telecommunications partnerships
to provide distance learning.

She said Star Schools tend to be
Chapter 1 schools, which means they
have been classified by the govern.

men as sehools facing geographic,
economic, educational or cultural
barrieri.

South Texas school districts in the
Star Schools program include Utopia,
Pearsall. Stockdale. Asberton.
tulle and Breckenridge. San Antonio
Star Schools are Southade, Edge.
wood, Highlands. Burbank and Fox
Tech high school&

The partners making up the TI-IN
United Star Network are the Univer-
sity of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, Cali-
fornia State University at Chico,
Western Illinois University, Illinois
State Board of Education. MASI&
sippi State University, North Caro-
lina Department of Public Instruc-
tion at Raleigh, Texas Education
Agency, Region 20 Education Service
Center in San Antonio and the TI-IN
Netwat. Inc.

Pease said one of the biggest ad-

si
of the Star Schools pro.

vgli4infrthat les affluent schools, by
subscribtng to the services, are now
able to offer students course work
which was ooce considered imposa-
ble because ot a lack of instructors
or funding.

"We're providing access to math,
science and foreign languages to
schools that otherwise wouldn't have
the teachers or economic resources
to hire a teacher," she said.

She said TI-IN offers a total of 25
high school credit courses across

four channels, five of which were de-
veloped under the Star Schools ;ea
gram.

"Students meet like they would in
regular ciass, except they have audio
and vides equipment that allows
them to receive the satellite signal,"
she said. "It's all live and interac-
tive.*

Using what is known as the talk-
back system, students are able to
communicate with instructors and
clammatu over toll-free telephone

sbe sami.
Under this system, instructors dis-

play photogrephs of student callers
to class members at other sdes so

thegnow who is waldng.
Star Sthook program, which

emphisizes tostrucnon in math, sci-
ence and foreign languages, will add
courses in Japanese, advanced
Rends and Spanish, physical science
and anatomy and physiology.

Meantime, siunmer students are
being offered comes in algebra II
and physical scam&

However, she said while the pro-
gram has made strides in creaUng
academic resources for schools,
some educators have feared the pa
gam will ultiniately allow schools to
do away with teachers.

"There's always a fear that we're
replacing teachers," said Pease. "We
aren't replacing anyone. We're en-
hancing the schools."

8E1411 CM, AVAILABLE
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Students meeting in 'long distance' classes
When you were In school, the no-

tion of studying with a classmate
In a school clear across the country
was probably remote.

However, satellite technology,
now being used in an educational
method known as "distance learn
Ing," has made it possible for stu.
dents to just that.

"It's really exciting," said Pam.

ela Pease, director of the San Ant0 .
nio based TI,IN United Star Net
work Inc., a consortium of nine
partners from universities, state ed.
ucation agencies and private indus.
try.

For example, "someone in Poteet
now has a classmate in Lake
County. Calif.," she said.

Under the program, formed last
year by the U.S. Department of Ed
ovation, TI IN was awarded one of
four grants for telecommunica,
lions partnerships to provide dis-
tance learning.

She said schools lend lo be Chap-
ter I schools, which means they
have been classified by the govern-
meld as schools facing geograpine,

economic, educational or cultural
barriers.

Local high schools in the pro,
gram include Southside, Edge-
wood, Highlands, Burbank and Fox
Tech.

Partners making up the network
are the University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa, California Stale Ifni
versity at Chico, Western Illinois
University, Illinois state board of
educatiou, Mississippi State Univer.
sity, North Carolina separtment of
public instruction at Raleigh,
Texas Education Agency, Region
10 Education Service center in San
Antonio and the TI IN Network
Inc.

Pease said one of the biggest ad-
vantages of the program is lhat
les; affluent schools, by subscrib.
ing to the services. are now able to
offyr students course work which
v as once considered impossible be-
cause of a lack of instructors or
lunding.

"We're providing access to math,
science and foreign languages to
schools lhat otherwise wouldn't
have the teachers or economic re
sources to hire a teacher," she said.

She said TI IN offers a total of 25
high school credit courses across
four channels, five of which were
ileveloped under tle, program.

"Stialents meet like they would
in regular class. except C c have
audio and 1:1111'11 NV14411011( that al.
111Ws to receive the satellite
signal." she said

-ICti all lei and uncraclike
'sing v.11;11 is knowii as Inc Cilk

11.11 k s..11911, slonrols are abb. II)
WI-swims dna

classmates over toltfree telephone
lines, she said.

Under this system, Instructors
display photographs of student call.
ers to class members at other sites
so they know who is speaking.

The program, which emphasizes
instruction In math, science and
foreign languages, will add courses
in Japanese, advanced French and
Spanish, physical science and anat.
omy and physiology.

Meantime, summer students are
being offered courses in algebra
and physical science.

Ilowever, she said while the pro-
gram has made strides in creating
academic resources for schools,
some educators have feared the pro
grain will ultimately allow schools
to do away with leachers.

"There's always a fear that we're
replacing teachers." said Pease.

"We aren't replacing anyone.
We're enhancing the schools."

She said the program "has be.
come a resource sharing network
for the country," allowing teachers
as well as students to benefit.

For example, California State C
hico will offer college credit
courses for teachers; Western Ilk
tuns will have enrichment pro
grams for children who want math
villain's careers alai Mississippi
Slate will provide teachin cei
lion lied lout ion

Pease_ considered an ni ap
lhe 131est lei Isituhilty lor um

m vshwallowil progiams, said liew
umhi iniale goal is -no comp Si huff',

ken econoinu ally am/

rverik uuig imuniuncill
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Students meeting in 'long distance' classes
When you were in school, the no-

tion of studying with a classmate
in a school clear across the country
was probably remote.

However, satellite technellogy,
now being used in an educational
method known as "distance learn-
ing," has made it possible for stu-
dents to just that.

"It's really exciting," said Pam-

177

ela Pease, director of the San Anto-
nio-based TI-IN United Star Net-
work Inc., a consortium of nine
partners from universities, state ed-
ucation agencies and private indus-
try.

F'or example, "someone in Poteet
now has a classmate in Lake
County, Calif.," she said.

Under the program, formed last
year by the U.S. Department of Ed-
ucation, TI-IN was awarded one of
four grants for telecommunica-
tions partnerships to provide dis-
tance learning.

She said schools tend to be Chap-
ter I schools, which means they
have been classified by the govern-
ment as schools facing geographic,

economic, educational or cultural
barriers.

Local high schools in the pro-
gram include Southside, Edge-
wood, Highlands, Burbank and Fox
Tech.

Partners making up the network
are the University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa, California State Uni-
versity at Chico, Western Illinois
University, Illinois state board of
education, Mississippi State Univer-
sity. North Carolina separtment of
public instruction at Raleigh,
Texas Education Agency, Region
20 Education Service Center in San
Antonio and the TUN Network
Inc.

Pease said one of the biggest ad-
vantages of the progrcm is that
less affluent schools, by subscrib-
ing to the services, om now able to
offer students course work which
was once considered impossible be-
cause of a lack of instructors or
funding.

"We're providing access to math,
science and foreign languages to
schools that otherwise wouldn't
have the teachers or economic re-
sources to hire a teacher," she said.

She said TI-IN offers a total of 25
high school credit courses across
four channels, five of which were
developed under the program.

"Students meet like they would
in regular class. except they have
audio and video equipment that al-
lows them to receive the satellite
signal," she said.

"It's all live and interactive
Using what is known as the talk

back system. students are able to
communicate with instructors and

classmates over toll-free telephone
lines, she said.

Under this system, instructors
display photographs of student call-
ers to class members at other sites
so they know who is sreaking.

The program, which emphasizes
instruction in math, science and
foreign lanpages, will add courses
in Japanese, advanced French and
Spanish, physical science and anat-
omy and physiology.

Meantime, summer students are
being offered courses in algebra
and physical science.

However, she said while the pro-
gram has made strides in creating
academic resources for schools,
some educators have feared the pro .
gram will ultimately allow schools
to do away with teachers.

"There's alwa-, s a fear that we're
replacing teach, saicf.Pease.

"We aren't replacing anyone.
We're enhancir the schools."

She said thc program "has 5e-
come a resource-sharing network
for the country," allowing teachers
as well as students to benefit.

For example, California State-C
hico will offer college credit
courses for teachers; Western Illi-
nois will have enrichment pro-
grams for children who want math-
ematics careers and Mississippi
State will provide teacher certifice
lion instruction.

Pease, considered an expert in ap-
plying the latest technology for use
in educational programs, said hew
ultimate goal is "to equip schools
that have been economically awl
educationally disadvantaged with
satellite receiving equipment."

17S
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This muitigaienied student
performs well on many stages
NAME: Sill Dears.

BACKGROUND: 17 years our:
semor at Pittsfield High
Schwa: son of Everett and
Judy Dean ol Now Salon:
youngest ot lour children.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Four-year.momost of Ms Ours Bowl
WM. named MVP Oast yowl
recipient of last, sacorid and
third place madam In ths
TEAMS mairmermg graphics
competition for ths pass Mrs.
years: SAR good eillesnshio
award: second Plies In Moo-
Murray Come* mam camped-
Ilon ia st year; numerous
awards lot MIAOW contest
worn.

SPECIAL INTERESTS: Per-
forms with PHS swing choir:
has been es numerous meat
theater prows:Sow sang M s
trio which won mem sow mi.
tests Isst summer; ankrifs
making Christmas gifts la his I
lathers w000working shop;
worts at Hardee's.

FUTURE PLANS: Has been sc.
cowed in the enginsseing pro-
gram at Rosa Kaman institute
of Tschnotogy in Tem Heins.
Ind.; Is also considering Ms
nglossring program at Washy
ington Univarsity In Si. Louls.

oleo. V)

There nen I very many high
school students who would
come to school an hour early
each day. just to add another
clau to an aueadytull academic
schedule.

Bill Dean is that soden.

From 7:304:20 a.m. each
momme. Bill studies French via
the shoot's MIN satellite net
work. He was recently named a
11-IN 'Sur Scholar" for his
straight A work in the class.

1 thought it would bc inter-
oung to (cam another lan-
guage, said Bill, who nas also
studied two years of Spanish.

It's a sate bet Bill wouldn't
have been able to work in
Feench at any other ume ot the
day: his schedule a already so
full that he has .but two study
haUs each week.

For most of the year. Bill
hasni minced the enly call for
French. but les teen hard the
last couple 01 weeks.' he admita.

Since the end of lanWitY, BdI
has been onearsing nightly (or
his role as Hem in the PiustieW
'Mean tiuild production or 'A
Funny Thins Happened On The
Way To The Forum.' Following
three pencrmances last week.
end, he has three more to to tha
Friday, Saturday and Sunda)

Lookout back on his life, i (II
jokes that hes "been in Spanss:'
Club two years, Nauonal Honor
Society two stars and 1.110¢C
Guild forever.

Forever. in this case. means

Z
.

ao-

4111.m.

Student
Spotlieht

JL LIE CORF.N

Bill says he has no memory
of why he used out for that
show: he suspects his older us
ter Rachel had someuuni to do
with N.

And. althorns he was re-
quired to sine a solo sn front of
hundreds Oh moths ta the PHS
ouditonurn. OW does not WWI
he'll! nervosa 200Ut the penot-
mance. Instead, he just kept
comma back (or morn 'Encore
43.* *Yea re A Gcod Man.

Charlie Brown, 'Death Takes a
Holiday, "Creass."9ye Bye
Birdie' and now Forum.'

'They re tun to do,' Bill ob-
served. 'If make a tool out or
myself, nobody will caft. I like
mime liens and sound. too.'
he added.

solt-sooken, easvgoine
re, there ocean t armor mucn

mat Bill Joe,uss like.

may tests a IM synod

BM Dean WISfSS satiny Mem
for his rots ss Owe In this
woakend's Pittsfield Theses
Guild mustiest produallsn. The
@unions may laugh - but hs's
:ha ono wno gale to kiss ths
heroinsi

map studies. I like Trivial Pur-
suit - and I watch 'Jeopardy. *
Bill added with a pm.

With such a bond range of
intakds. what do Bilts Quiz
Bowl teammates count on hun
(a answer/

I'm Amgen to geography."
aill answered unmediately. "As
soon as they say. 'What's the
capital of . Tin ready. My
hand is on Me buster."

Perhaps nut diversity of in-
ten= leaves Bill a trifle unman
of what has future career choice
will be. Hes looking at aches:14s
which offer engineenng pro.
grams. but horn ass integrated
appoods.

He says Ins dream lob would
be, 'memos where I dont sit
al! dor. something where I work
wah my hands some.'

of one thine Ibis mulu.
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I-IN satellite system helps rural schools
pportunities

ght in a
ngle year

t do students in Lattarpe, War-
Auguata, Dallas City and In-
have In common with students
Flora and Clwistopher or a

01 others located around the
edStates?

pioneering youngsters are
more than 300 Minim
faced with educational op

tim they could only dream
ene year ago. They are cur-
enrolled in courses offered via
le over the Western Illinois

ity/Illinois Stale Board if
lion (ISBE) Satellite Educe-

Network, a live interactive one-
video, two way audio satellite-
milted system that allows
nIs to talk to their nationally-

ed instructors by phone.

Currently. we have more than 300
in Illinois benefiting from

live satellite instruction.
its will likely lop 400 during

spring semester," said Mike
sea, director of the WIWISBE

te Education Network. "By
, we expect the numner of II-

downlink sites to reach 100, in-
the 25 which have purchased

own equipment We are excited
the enrollment increases."
igned to give rural schools a

effective means of providing
with advanced academie

student enrichment courses, the
tewide system was instituted in

1919 when 53 of Illinois' 54
sites simutaneously went

for the first broadcast from
U. Course offerings through the

ork Include advanced math and
, foreign languaees :.d a
of others whim. typically

ve lower enroilmen in rural

'The network ena eS lurid

districts with small student
enrollments to provide courses
available to students in larger
metropolitan districts," said Dave
Taylor, dean of the W1U College of
Education. "It allows schools
hampered by scarce academic
resources and limited staffs to ex-
pand their curriculum to meet the
unique needs of their students."

Though technologically dIfferen:,
the instruction is similar te what
students have come to expect from
classroom experiences. Not unlike
the traditional classroom, a satellite
class allows students to interact with
the instruetor and other students,
take tests, complete homework
assignments and work at the
blackboard.

Unlike the traditional classroom
huwever, work students perform at
the board is transmitted on a
graphics tablet to an instructor who
may be 2,000 miles away and com-
pleted homework is mailed to the in
structor who then gives the student
his or her fins I grade.

"Although critics have questioned
the effectiveness of the system,
preliminary indications we've gotten
from students shew that 11 is ef fee-
live. 11 is quality edocaticc, but it's
not easy," Dickson said. "It is not for
every student, but for those who are
motivated it can really make a tiff-
ference in their education.

The efforts of a great many people
went Into making eatellite education
a reality in Illinois. Western Illinois
University's College of Educaticc in-
itiated the first steps. Realizing that
you have to /earn to crawl before you
can walk, WU staff memoers
carefully studied the available op-
tions for addressing educational ine
quity and finally settled upon
satellite-delivered InstrucUon.

WiU, faced with a budget crunch of
its own. purchased uplink equipment
through the reallocation of Universi-
ty funds. WIU and the Illinois State
Board of Education then mined

forces to secure federal funding for
the project under the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education's "STAR Sehoals
Program." A $9111,326 federal grant
allowed W1U and the ISBE to install
52 downlink sites at rural schools and
Educational Service Centers around
the state during the 199149 school
year. Twenty-three sites were added
under a $526,710 federal grant for the
1959-90 academic year.

The Winds General Assembly also

4.0

helped make satellite education a
reality. Rep. Bill (alley, D-Macomb,
Introduced a bill c urging the school
code to allow the ISBE to offer school
credit for classes taken via satellite.
Edley. a staunch supporter ot the
TIIN project, took the initiative in
proposing Illinois legislation in sup-
port of the project.

Senate Bill 211, a Board of Guver .
nors of State Colleges and Univer-
sities appropriatfoo bill, and the

r

rim& 4

Courtesy Photo

Jean Noel Rey, right, the French deputy cultural attache
from French Cultural Services in Chicago, serves as hoSt Of
the "Salut La France" program broadcast via the Western
Illinois University-Illinois State Board of Educstion Satellite
Education Network. "Salut La France" is a student enrich.
ment program, designed as a supplement to classroom in-
struction in French.Pictured during a recent broadcast, the
deputy cultural attache spoke with Dr. Richard Altman, a
professor at thu University of Iowa and director of the Pro.
Oct for International Communication Services. The program
IS a cooperative effort between the French government, WI U

Machgan/Rock surcharge proposal
brought additional funds, $150,000
and 00,000 respectively, to the pro-
ject Sen. Laura Kent Donahue, R-
Quincy, sponsored House Bill 592 in
the Senate which proposed grants to
schools involved In the project. While
the funds were not approved In Fiscal
Year 1990, a similar proposal is ex-
pected to be introduced in Fiscal
Year 1991.

"The TI-1N System through
Western and MOE provides an op-
portunity for students in rural
schools to take advanced courses
they would not otherwise have
available," said Rep. Edley.

"It is an expansion of curriculum
in an affordable way," said Sen.
Donahue. "It will help keep the rural
districts viable."

More than 100 school districts or
Educational Service Centers sent ap-
plications tor the federally-funded
downlink slots. Districts funded had
high concentrations of Chapter 1 or
educationally disadvantaged
students.

"Many districts which did not
qualify under the guidelines for
federal funding have purchased
downlink equipment and joined the
network," Dickson notes. "A district
can join the network for approx.
imately $9,000 Each district must
also pay an annual maintenance fee
and student tuition fees each
semester."

Among the first districts to buy into
the network were Flora Community
Unit School District No. 35, Buda
Western District No. 306 at Sheffield,
Warsaw Community Unit District
No 316, the Arlington Heights Educa-
tional Cooperative, Toluca Com-
munity Unit District No. 2, Mid-
county Community Unit District No.
4, Seneca Community Unit district
No. 160, the Serena school district
and Rock Island School District
No.41.

The larger the network the better
the programming, Dickson notes.
Student enrichment programming

1.11;:versity includes a math/science
career exploration program entitled
"Career Visions" and a program
focusing on French culture produced
in conjunction with the French
government called "Salute France."

In addition to student enrichment
programs, the network providti
more than 400 hours of teacher train-
1ng and staff Ineervice programin.
ing. APPLES Magazine, for exam-
ple, is a monthly program featuling
state-of-the-art information on early
childhood programiag proluced 'at
WIU and broadcast via the

U/ISBE satellite network.
"Many school districts cannot at .

ford travel and substitute teacher ex-
penses involved in providing trailling
opportunities for their staffs. This is
one way for teachers to stay close to
home and receive &vele training,",
said Project APPLES Coordinator,
Bonnie Smith-Dickson.

Students and teachers are not the
only ones to benefit from the net-
work. however. Two programs
broadcast from Witt in December
and January reached out to com
mouth-es.

In December, WM joined eitoi is
with four other state agencies to pi e-
sent "Paying for College," a
statewide program on financial aid
which foamed on the types of aid
available and allowed individuals to
call in specific questions they had
about the financial aid proccus.

On Jan. 27, MU broadcast (lie II
linois Music Educators Assocution
all-State Conference Final Concerts,
featuring the AU-State and All-State
Honors band, choirs and orettras
live from the Peoria Civic Center.
Another first for the fledgling net .
riot*, it gives a tiny glimpse of the
networit's potential usage, Dickson
notes.

"This is the start of a new decade
of educational delivery. It brings the
worid in partnership with Western
and we are gesred up to accept the
challenge. Programming
possibilities are limitless," Dickson
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Satellite TV connects
rural classrooms nationwide

iriigh school senior Christine Gordon listens attentively
while Mrs. Riley, her psychology teacher, poses a
question about the reliability of testing methods.

Christine thinks for a moment, then ventures an answer. Mrs.
Riley encourages her to elaborate. A typical Amencan high
school scene. right? Hardly. Christine is sittine in a classroom
at Mini Central High Scnool in Mason City. Besides the six
juniors and seniors in the room with her. Christine's class-
mates include students from as far away as Happy Camp, Calif.
Mrs. Riley is in San Antonio. Texas: she is also on television.

The Mini Central High School students are participants in the
Illinois STAR School Program, Illinois' first statewide satel-
lite education network. The program, now serving about 300
students around the state, went on-line last April. It is a joint
venture of the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) and
Western Illinois University in Macomb. The project in Illinois
is pan of the TI-IN United STAR Network, a federal grant pro-
gram which required that parmenhips be formed between local
elementary and secondary schools, institutions of higher edu-
cation and private business. STAR stands for Satellite Trans-
mined Academic Resources.

The STAR Schools Program enables students and faculty to
receive courses and enrichment programs not otherwise avail-
able to them, according to Richard Haney, assistant superin-
tendent for rural education at MBE. Courses offered via satel-
lite this fall included advanced math and science, several foreign
languages and other courses that would attract only a small
number of students in one school.

The live classes use an interactive two-way audio, one-way
video satellite-transmined system, which allows students tr Jilk
directly with teachers by phone. Students take tests and do
homework assignments. sending them to the teachers by 'nail.
An electronic writing tablet that comes with the satellite pack-
age even makes it possible for students to "step up to the black-
board." Whatever the student writes on the graphics tablet can
be transmitted to the teacher, who can show other students
what was written. Teachers certified in other subjects are present
in the classroom to administer tests and provide support to the
televised teacher.

Students also have access to enrichment programs. Programs
being produced by WIU in their studios include a career and
guidance program focusing on math and science, a live concert
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series featuring Illinois
high school bands and a
program on French cul-
ture filmed on location
and presented entirely in
French.

1U and
ISBE's
parmers in

the STAR Schools Pro-
gram include the Uni-
versity of Alabama.
California State (Jai-

Western Hillman University
versity ft Chico. Missis-

sippi State University, the North Carolina Demur= of Pub-
lic Instruction, TI-IN Network of Texas. Educational Service
Center Region 20 in San Antonio and the Texas Education
Agency. Participating schools in Illinois have acceu to sup-
plemental courses offered by each of these institutions as well
as those broadcast by WIU and the TI-IN Network in Texas
(a private corporation). WIU can also Produce Programming
that is Illinois-specific, such as a course on the state's history,
if schools request it. "We have Illinois meaty producing Il-
linois programming for Illinois schools." says Michael Dick-
son, executive director of the WIU-ISBE &WM! Education
Network, which coordinates the STAR Schools Program in
Illinois.

The U.S. Department of Education awarded a $918,326 grant
for the 1988-89 school year to ISBE and WM to establish 52
satellite receiving sites at rural schools and educational service
centers. Second-year federal funding of $526,710 allowed 23
additional sites in Illinois to join the network for the 1989-90
school year. Most of the money was used for purchase of the
sat:lite equipment installed at these sites. Last October, the
Board of Governors authorized WIU to reallocate $840,000
from its existing budget over a five-year period to cover con-
struction and installation of its satellite uplink facility.

The Illinois Generai Assembly provided additional help last
spring. Besides approving H.B. 1227, sponsored by Rep. Bill
Edley (D-95. Macomb), to change the school code to allow ISBE
to offer credit for classes taken via the interactive satellite sys-

Jamey 1990V111inais kaues/19
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tern. WM received a half million dollars for the TI-IN project
($150.000 in aeneral revenue funds via S.B. 281 for program-
ming and 5350.000 via the MateganiRock temporary income
tax increase for updating studio and broadcastine equipment).
But Goy. James R. Thompson vetoed a line item in another bill
(H.S. 592) that would have provided 5216.000 in grants to bring
new districts into the network. Ed ley, who plans to introduce
a similar bill this year, says, "I think some of the reticence was
due to those waiting to see how well the system works."

The original 52 sites selected for the grant program were
chosen from more than 100 applicants. Those 52 qualified as
rural, remote school districts with fewer than 700 students.and
a relatively high concentration of Chapter 1 (educationally dis-
advantaged) students from low-income families. Federal grants
cover only one year (or qualifying districts.

Haney says TI-IN offers a cost-effective way to bring ad-
vanced courses to rural high school students. "Our prime god
is to offer courses that we could not provide any other way.
We think this is an excellent opportunity for rural schools to
be competitive with their larger neighbors."

Another important quution:
Will the small school

districts be able to afford
the continuing cost?

Ilmlumma
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Districts that did not meet the guidelines for federal funding
may also buy into the network by purchasing the satellite equip-
ment and paid programming themselves. Currently, nine have
done so. Haney says. "Our network will handle as many schools
as would like to belong. The more schools we have, the better
the programming we can give. " School districts wanting to join
the network can spread the cost over a seven-year period through
a loan program offered by the Illinois Development Finance
Authority.

hicasksointsanpdreHblars bolutilcii aictskneowritalzige theat program

problems have involved scheduling and the Academic
preparation of some of the students, Dickson says. Since class

Iperiods do not start and end at the same times around the state,
schools have had to be; flexible. Because of the limited cur-
riculum in a lot of these schools, some students, for instance.
may not have taken the math courses they would need before
taking calculus.

Some critics have expressed concern that the system would
replace local teachers with teievision sets. but Haney denies this.

I"There is not, nor will there ever be, a teacher replaced by
this program." he says. "These are courses that small rural
schools cannot offer in their curriculum because of the number of
students invoived." Mhos have feared that the technology in-

Ivolved would prove intimidating. "Frankly, we've had a uigger

AlliNVC7MMIIIIMIMI=11111=11MMINIMIII=

problem with the adults than the students." Dickson says. "Their
training with things like Nintendo, PAC-Man and computer
games lends itself to this sort of thing. Rather than being in-
timidated, we find that the students are really turned on by it."

The program had to overcome traditional competitiveness in
Illinois' education hierarchy. "Western Illinois University and
the State Board of Education started as competitan," Haney
says. "But we quickly determined that the best chance we had
to put together a comprehensive program was to unite not
only Western and the Illinois State Board of Education but
with other partners around the country." The STAR School
Program also competed with other technologies, au:ceding to
Rep. Edley. Other options were ,nvestigated. including a fiber-
optic cable program backed by the Illinois Farm Bureau and
a two-way audio, two-way video sytem, but the TI-IN system
was found to be the most flexible and cost-effeetbet, he says.

Another important question: Will the small school districts
be able to afford the continuing cost? After the federal grants
expire, each district's co= will include an annual S3,650 fee,
which covers the maintenance agreement for the equipment. tape
back-up, access to enrichment courses sad stied development
programs. and an 800 number to call the teachers ebout special
problems. An additional basic progranuning lee of roughly $250
per participating student per semester is =WV.% as tuition and
paid by the district.

In Mason City, students and staff are enthusiastic about
the program. "The into negative aspect so far is the cost
involved," 'nigh school principal David Russell says. "But

it's a trade-off. It's going to cost you some bucks, but we are
offering five courses this year that we could not have offered
otherwise." In the fall, 24 of the high school's 263 students
were enrolled in the televised courses, and 25 ace signed up
for spring. These courses include astronomy, French, ait histo-
ry and appreciation, psychology and marine science.

Amy Hakman, a science and chemistry teachez who aetves
as facilitator for the psychology cies s in Mason City, tikee the
program. **If a student is absent for a day, we can tape the Class
for him. And the teas:hers are very charismatic. They present
their material well." Matt Trabue, a junior taking the psy-
chology course, says the class has captured his inenest so much
that he plans to pursue psychology in college. "At first it (the
call-in functionj was weird. Nobody wanted to ask any
questions." he says. "But now, we use it all the time."

"We are very encouraged," Haney says. "The program is
much farther along than we expected it to be at this time. Out
of our 75 sites, we may have one or two that we will want to
move at the end of the year because of (underiutilizetion. Two
out of 75 is outstanding."

Not simply for students, the interactive television offers teach-
er training. The Illinois teachers interact live with nationally
known consultants and other teachers in about 30 states. Dick-
son says, "We've had very heavy use of teacher insetvice train-
ing . . . . used extensively for staff development in the areas
of math, science and foreign languages. I think the biggest thing
the teachers like about the system is that it provides them with
educational opportunities themselves. "CI

Debi Sue Edmund is a Springfield freelance writer and editor.
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I Report from the House
1

By State Representative David Phelps

New Possibilities for Illinois Education
With the advent of the new TI-IN

satellite educational network,
smaller Illinois schools \ be able
to greatly improve educational
opportunities. Satellite technology
has enabled the Smut of Illinois to
ensure more uniform education by
"beaming" courses all over the
state. I am currently sponsoring
legislation which will fund this
project. because it is an effective
way to help children in smaller
school districts compete with chil.
dren in larger ones.

This program is modeled after the
federal STAR Schools program
which assists districts in purchasing
equipment and programming nece.s.
sary for participation in the interac-
Live satellite education network.
The federal network, centered at
Western Illinois University, is
scheduled to be fully operational
this month. It will transmit live
instructional programs to schools
and educational centers throughout
the state iirld the nation.

This is not just TY. Through
this system students can interact
with the teacher, who will be at

Western Illinois University. A
student in Eldorado High School (ce
any other participating school) can
ask questions, turn in homework
assignments and respond to ques-
tions all through the satellite
link. We plan to expand the list of
schools with access to this program
as more rhoney becomes available.

There will be a teacher in the
room with the students at all times

tbis is required )y law the
difference is the teacher will not
have to be certified in the Advanced
subject material. In addition, stu-
dents will be getting education not
otherwise possible in many rural
schools. Students anywhere in
southern Illinois will get classes in
advanced math a A sciences, and
foreign languages just as easily as
&they lived in suburban Chicago.

Some taxpayers may fear the cost
of this program. But they can rest
assured this program will Actually
reduce the cost of a better education.
In the fall of 1993, the college
entnace requiremenu in the State
of Winds will became significantly

1

more difficult. This means the
educational standards will increase
dramatically, as well as the cost of
meeting those standards. Adding a
teacher to a school's payroll may
break the school board's budget.
Demand for teachers certified in
foreign languages and advanced
math and sciences is expected to
greatly exceed supply. The result
could be disastrous fcc downstate
schools.

Federal funding, almost $1 mil-
liar, will be used to provide down-
link equipment ta 52 school dis-
tricts and educational service centers
throughout the state this year,
while new funding will be provided
next year for 25 additional sites.
Equipment required for this propam
consists of a zelevision viewer, a
satellite dish, and htegtated equip-
ment which pens. 3 students to
interact with the instnictor through
verbal and written communication.
Expansion of this program to all
Illinois school districts will take
time, but will cut the cost of
education, and at the same time
improve it.
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Satellite TV Network at C.H.S.
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Calhoun High School has re-
ceived the satellite dish and cable
for the school's link-up to an
instructional satellite TV network.

The program will enable stu-
dents to take advanced courses in
math and science and a wide
variety of foreign languages.
These classes will begin in the

Students and-teachers can use
a special cordless phone to ask
questions of the TV teacher who
may be thousands of miles away.
Course material and tests can also
be sent by satellite to a printer ;.
each school.

" iter,. .
*:*g. V

Principal erry Strauch expects
the TV monitor, video cassette
recorder and phone hook-up to be
delivered in the next week or so.

The classes offered in the in-
structional TV program will be
supplemental courses and will
help provide the minimum course
requirements that will be re-
quired in 1993 for entrance into
public universities.

Certified teachers will have to
be present in the classroom dur-
ing the long-distance teaching.
The in-serice instruction for the
teachers over the satellite net-
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work is expected to begin in
April.

alhoun High School was one
of 52 schools in the state to
qualify for this program. A fed-
era! grant enabled the State
Board and Western filinclis Uni
versity to bring the satellite TV
hook to rural school districts in
Illinois.

Districts had to have at les st 17
percent economically disadvan-
taged (Title students and to be
relatively small and be remote
from urban areas, to qualify for
the program.
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Need,1-, a
physics or caLelus teacher Sul can't
end one wt.. wth work al your small,
isolated school distr.ct in the corn-
fields of west central Illinois?

Well, now you can just "beam"
one down from anywhere In tne
United Stale: thanks to a $920,0011
federal giant that will be used td
le log advanced math, science and
language damn via satellite to ear
mnnically and geographically disad-
vantaged rural scl.00ls in Illinois.

No, it's not "Star Trek." It is the
TI IN United Star Network, a Saii
Antonio, Texas-based, 16-state corip-
eratiee that will bring nstructIonal
programming, or "distance learn-
ing," to U Illinois school districts:13
of them in central Illinois, by way, of
a satellite dish and a television set:

At a iwess conference In Spring
field Tuesday, stale school officials
announced Illinois' 6920,000 sharelof

the $5 6 million TIAN received re-
cently from the U.S. Department of
Klucat ion's "Star Schools" program.
Illinois become only the secoild
stale to offer the educational net-
work on a statewide

The money will oe funneled
through Western Illinois University,
v hich will pick up, produce .and
transmit the hie broadcasts from
throughout the llnited Stales to the
participating schools. The broadcasts
will allow students to see, hear and
talk with their instructors via Iwo-
way audio; an electronic writing tab-
let also will aid in student-leacher in-
teraction.

"Every schoo,hild in the state of
Mews deserves lie best education
we can provioe," Cav. James, R.
Thompson said in announcing lie
inngiain Tuesday. "Unfortunately,
11101e ai e some rural cominunitles
that do not have the equipment,
mincing nor expertise to provide full
eilileat Hula! opportunities.

"This is the kind of innovative

with satellite link
"This is the kind of innovative technology that
is necessary to preserve a small school
experience, yet provide a broad educational
opportunity."

Gov. James R. Thompson
IIIIIMMINIV 4111111110111IL.

technology that is necessary to pre-
serve a small school experience,,ybt'
provide a broad educational opportie
nity."

Central and western Illinois
school districts that will link them-
selves up with TI.IN include the
Pekin Area Vocational Career Celt-
ler, the San Jose-Easton-Mason City
con.solidated sc riol district, Industry
District 165, Avon Unit District 176;
Astoria Unit District I, Havana Unit
District 126, Yorkwood District 7s.st
Wdliamsfield District 310, La*.
Peru Area Vocational Career Center;
Monmouth District M. Manito-leatt
man, Oneida, and Dattlialyki.

To qualify, the scheols had le be
"educationally underserved, remote,
rural," with less than 700 students at
the high school level. At least 17 per-
cent of students had to qualify for
Chapter I programs for disadvan-
taged students.

The only cost to the participating
schooly is for inslaWng telephone
lines for twoway communication,

Superintendents at those schools
were generally enthusiastic about
their inclusion in the satellite net-
working program Tuesday, but they
didn't exactly view it as a miracle

1S7

worker gnat will keep consolidatioa
advocates at bay or propel their stu-
dents on to college.

"I really hope that the machine is
not smarter than the people it has
come to serve," said Industry Super-
intendent Chuck Waggoner. "I think
it's Just going to augment our wt.
grain. I don't think it's going to be a
savior for rural schools."

Industry's experience is pretty
typical tor a small school.

Six years ago, when administra-
tors were searching for a high school
science teacher, Waggoner received
just Iwo applications. Physics and
calculus has to be alternated every
year. There is no program for gifted
students. The school oilers only one
foreign language.

The TI.IN program will change
all that.

For Mason City High School Pita
cipal David Russell, whose district is
consolidating with Easton and San
Jose next fall, the satellite network
could mean opening a door to col-

CII I CAGO TR I BUNE
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leges and careers that have previ-
ously been denied some student&

It will mean a second and prob.,
ably third foreign language can bi$
taught, that probability, statistics
and calculus classes can become part
of the math curriculum, and, that
electives such as marine science and
astronomy can be offered to students
who could only daydream about
them before.

For both school districts, turning
on the TV set In the classroom also
will provide important leacher in-.
service programs for self-improve.:
men!, one of the elements of satellitt
networking that slate Superintendent
Ted Sanders is most excited about.

Thanks to TI-1N, the worlds cot
area students will be expanded to In;
elude live instruction from W1U, the
University of Alabama at Tuscakitt
sa, California State University, Mg
sissippi Stale University and the'
North Carolina Department of Publid
Instruction in Raleigh.

1SS
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BCHS among
satellite schools
11y Dave Schmid

A new satellite television
receiver can be seen by people
driving past Benton Con-
solidated High School, 511 East
Main St.

It is the most visible sign of the
TI-IN United 'Star Network, a
Vogl:am of televised instruction
begun this fall at the high school.

V.I. program is funded by a
$10,lx e grant from the U.S.

Education. The
funding was awarded beeause of
the high percentage of students
attending the high school who
qualify for Chapter 1, a program
tor students from low-income
families.

BCHS was one of 23 new sites
in Illinois chosen for the total

26,710 grant, which is now in its
second year.

Media Supervisor Leon Jour-
dan directs the program from
the school's library. He said
students may still enroll in this
year's couise offerings, which
include a number of science and
mathematics courses, as wel1 as
some foreign languages such
as Japanese which the high
school does not teach.

The Japanese course has
already drawn the interest of a

of students
nish teacher Pat Story said

the televised classes would be a
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Photo by Dow Schmid

Leon Jourdan, media supervisor at Benton Consolidated Nigh School, views one of the programs offered by
the TI-IN United Star Network, an educational station broadcast via satellite to schools around the country.
Jourdan holds one of the cellular telephones used to converse with course instructors for the station. The high
school recently received a $10,000 federal grant to install the system.

"really good supplement" to the
classes she teachn at the school.

The classes are interactive
allowing students and teachers
to talk with each other through a
"talkback" telephone.

Students enrolled in courses
taken for credit must do
homework and take exams just
like every other course taught at
the school. A certified teacher
must be on hand to monitor
every televised class session.

In addition, many courses

as well as adult enrichment and
teacher in-service classes
may be taken without school
credit.

Superintendent John O'Dell
said that as many as 200 students
may enroll in one of the televised
classes, which are Iroadcast to
subscribing institutions across
the nation.

Jourdan admits that the
televised classes occasionally
are taught at times which con-
filet with the high school's

11111-111111
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schedule. But he said part of the
system is a videocassette
recorder so that causes may be
copied for viewing later.

School officials met Tuesday to
discuss ways to inform students
and the general public a.out the
new system. They said they hope
more people will use the system
once they become familiar with
it.

"It's still a matter of getting
organized," Jairdan said.
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TUN rates explaihed

Dear Jack,
I am writing in reference to the

Tuesday, June 12, 1990, article re-
garding the satellite TV program at
Flora High School. First of all, there
was included some misinformation
that needs to be corrected.

TI-IK the educational network
with whom Flora School District is
affiliated for satellite programming,
did not raise prices for. the 1990-91
school year. They did, in fact, lower
their rates. For example, last year's
subscription fee, which includes
equipment warranty, toll-free techni-
cal assistance from engineers, equip-
ment lease and maintenance, insur-
ance, . upgrades, free videotape
backup:800 direct access telephone/
on the air talkback capabilities,
administrative support, facilitator
training, and off-air tutoring was
$5,950. The 1990-91 fee will be
53600. Last year' sstaff development
(instructional programs for adults)
fee was $2400, but next year's fee
win be $1000. Last year there also
was a first-time user equipment lease
fee of S3250. This year this fee is not
assessed. The tuition fees of $290 per
semester per student remained the
same. This averages out to approxi-
mately $3.25 per iesson.

In fairness to the TI-IN network,
it's important to remember that, last
year, TI-IN did not charge Flora
School District any tuition fees for
the nine stusicets in Japanese I (value
$5220). Although we did not qualify
for the grant, wc were treated as
though we were a grant participant.
The network also refunded the $2400
which the district paid for the staff
deyelopmentprograms. They voided
the standard $550 equipment deliv-
ery and set-u," 1:1t.. This is a total of
58210 the district did not have to pay.
In addition, 11-IN, with Western
nois University , provided two tuition

=1 rcholarships (value $530), one for an
Advanced Placement Government
class and the other for a French II
class. Flora School District was fea-
tured as an exemplary program m
their national newsletter, which is
mailed to participating school dis-
tricts in 28 states. Ron Davies, TI-
IN's Utilization Specialist, has
worked c000peratively with the dis-
trict to be sure we have program
guides for local industries and to be
on hand for training, recognition
banquets, or whatever else we have
requited.

About this time last year, 17 gener-
ous benefactors (8 couples and one
individual), and the Flora Industrial
Commission, donated the funds,
through the Flora Academic Founda-
tion, to make satellite education a
reality in Flora. Their donations paid
for the equipment, the phone installa-
tion the subscription fee and first-
time user equipment lease, a second
hookup to free the research room for
other student's use, and the staff
development fce, ; which was re-
funded. The school district paid the
monthly phone chal..ges. The students
each paid $20 toward thc cost of their
textbooks. The facilitators; Dale
Wagner and Nancy Clark, volun-
teered part of their school day to
oversee the three classes. Mrs.Yoko
Yamada. a Flora resident who is
Japanese, volunteered her time every
day to assist our students and their
faciliutor to write and speak her lan-
guage and to understand heeculture.
P . Japanese. Club was.: voluntarily
begun.

Because the program was so suc-
cessfid, le students now wanuo take
Japanese I and 8 of the original 9
want to continue with Japanese II.
One of these 8 is Kerri King, who has
the top-ranking grade point average
nationally in last year's course. Inter-
estingly enough, the AP GOvernment
'student, Danny Brown, was ranked

third in the nation. When all the tui-
tion costs are added up, the total
amount is expensive, especially when
compared to last year's costs, $8740
of which were provided by the TI-IN
Network.

The Flora Board of Education has
postponed their decision regarding
long distance learning for a month
during which grant funds and coop-
erative partnenhips.will be requested
from several sources. I hope that
adequate funds can be found to con-
tinue this worthwhile innovative
program that makes the Flora School
District unique and a step ahead of
other communities. It is especially
important to provide the second year
of Japanese for the 8 students re-
questing it so that the two year for-
eign language requitement can be
met. I applaud the FloraSchool Board,

the Flora Academic Foundation, and
the benefactors for their vision in
opening Flora School District to the
world.

Sincerely,
Linda Brissenden
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I Personnel changes
keep Unit 3 busy with
school days near

13y STEPHANIE WISE
Features Editor

The Harrisburg Unit 3 School
Bout, met m regular mum Lau
mgth 10 make snail penman
eh:ages.

Teachers hom ends* the district
that will have new pommies Mu
yess include: Minas Kamp. from
Immo !Cardamum lo Clamor
Kinclagarten at Wes Side School:
and Puma Thomas. from embers
aide at Wes Side to fru grade
teacher at Eau Side School.

Pompons also bang filled
elude: Kay Hans, theme& edtmar
uos at Wen Sedge Thomas Kama-
mas. nasal odamoos a Maim
hmtor High: Nancy Ammon. lag
ume Madame= at Wee Side:
Ronde Ego. As Risk Program at
West We: and Beth Simpson, scre
mai education Ms at West Side.

At this ume, the booed took no
woos in filling a teachee's aide
possum at Males iunsor High.

The bowl also mimed auto
shop duues to Ray Neese. ag voca-
umtal man at the IlIgh
Coaching assagnments were ram
man with four ;mums yet un
filled

Reagneuom wen accepted from
Beverly lames. A/ Risk program:
Jeff Roper. freshmen foothill and
bathstbeAt perdu ;mod Circe

leffsfirfe koh411 sd
heal mealier dam

la other busman& the boast
-had duciumoa ow the upcom .

mg budget. Met gouts over
a !he mug totals, Supwuimndehl
Ramiolph Tinder mooed Met the
board remember that Wary end
benefit melon meet in the
budget and would hove be added
Wee

Tinder thd note dui dos was the
fint ante ta 15 years Mu these are
ao otessasdutg debuts on the
budge even though the imams
arm's on it. A discuses* of whet tt
would toke so pt off the Stme's
Fiasecal Widch Lai was also dth
cum&

adopeed haodbcoks ice East tod
Wes Side schools end the high

school. The Amor high handbook
will be wady before tbe next board
meeting.

.adopted athletic policies for the
higb shoot. Tinder felt that,bods
the policies sad ihe handbooks
were imponest esd eboald be acloP
ted melt year to keep atembere
fantasy with nose polices and to
keep Mem oodles&

hemd Tads/ moat modem.
uon of eassedisg summer hours
into the school year. Some gems*
net m the ant office would like so
come to watt at 7130 am. and
leave at 3:45 p.m. tinder soled Mat
it would beth Were get eta and
mbar dim from Ma ofilles.thfore
clam& The board approval the
ides whom mbar s mason rt.

..ineesesd balm an the um
comm. Semi calls hays come m
from mak haulms Mout bodding
for the rob. Tinder was dunned by
the board to come ap wok a set of
sp01211M1011111 end prom them at
the 0110 MOM.

-ewe nada own a o oaks
an oda on a let vt Scotism.' Acres
for the Buddies Trades house es be
bath.

roprened die bid to Bison
Mead Bake" Alum kir Mk ova
$6.200. for Um 1990.91 school
year.

appond renewal of the 17-IN
Netweek for 199041. UM The
smiths owe* tbemakisme As
clammOsi mathar stammeme.

-approisd increase sub.
statues temhers grey. Stare law ni
quires Mat sobsomm embers gay
in10 the Imam retassaset fund
now. 77te boat will pmk ep Oat
eight worm bey bare so pay from
shear Wants sad sill guy tab.
souse $45 a dr.v.

-family agreed to give Tinder
the go-atead to ben Usti 3 named
in a lawless walk elms to 40 ohm
school thimme oe foodrag
educator m Naha.

took a puma to mpg du ems
to so ahead with a geoposal cm fote
lanes for ILL 13.

The Una 3 Baud veal meet in
neuter mum on Tuesday, Sept.
11 2 7 p.m. st the Una 3 offices.
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TIIN U ited Star
Network

Twenty-eight Illinois high
school students have been
named recipients of Tl.IN
United Star Network-Illinois
Star School scholarships for
Fall 1990.

"The Star Scholars Pro-
gram, which was initiated in
Spring 1990. is an attempt to
remove a small portion of the
f;scal barrier between
students and opportunity,
said Mike Dickson. director of
the T1-IN United Star
Network-Illinois project
headquartered in the College
of Education at Wintern II-
Ii00111 University. -We are
again pleased to be able to
recognize outstanding
students from Illinois school
distrtcts. They are exemplary
students who represent their
respective shcools well." said
Dickson.

Scholarship recipients are
among approximately 400 II-
lin0411 high schooi stuoems at
moill than 100 downlink sites
taking courses via the
WIU/Illinois State Board of
Education IMRE) Satellite
Educational Network. Design-
ed to give rural schools a ast-
effective means of providing
students with advanced
academic and student enrich-
ment courses. the stItewide
system was instituted in April
191111. Courses offered through
the network include advarred
math and sciences. foreign
languages and a vanety of
other slibleCts which tvr gaily
have lower enroilmenis.

Recipients. 10 iuiiiiiiUliiIv
unit school district or Educa.
Mortal Service Center tESCi.
include:

Dallas City CUSD 336: Can-
di Ronkel. Japanese I.

La Hann CUSD 335: Robin
Farquhar. psychology.

Roseville CUSD 290: Amy
Uerald. German II.

Selina Northwest CUSD 175:
Krista Hansen. Lierman I.
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Chalkboard column
From the Regional Superintendent's Office

Long Distance Learning
The S.k.fichools Program, a

U. S. Department of Education
initiative, is coming to Illinois.
The program is designed to
expand educational op-
portunities to elementary and
secondary students in isolated,
rural school districts through
the use of high technology in-
cluding satellite receivers, talk-
back units and interactive
graphics tablets.

In the Spring of 19:.., the
United States Department of
Education issued a directive
calling for proposals to deliver
direct strudent instruction to
elementary and secondary
students in remote and rural
schools across the United States,
Western Illinois University
(WIU), in cooperation with the
Illinois State Board of Education
(ISBE) submitted a proposal to
provide the students of Illinois
equal access to quality
education regardless of location.
WIU and ISBE formed a part-
nership with the TUN.. United
Star Network as a way to ad-
dress this initiative. TI-IN is a
Texas-based project which
currently provides innovative
cost-effective instruction to
students residing In remote
areas through satellite
technology.

The proposal calls for
demonstration sties to be
established across Illinois where
receive sites or downlinks will
be placed in school districts and
Educational Service Centers.
These locations will serve to
demonstraate the technology
through delivering math,
science, and foreign language
classesespecially courses such
as calculus, physics, or par-
ticular languages that have been
unavailable to some students

because of low demand, limited
resources or lack of qualified
staff. Teacher in-servic,
programs are also an area of
delivery through this medium.

Illinois will receive a total of
52 downlinks in the first yeLr of

funding. Schools can expect to
receive information or apply for
this exciting progress in the
near future. Egyptian ESC will
be in support of area schools as
they seek to tap this new in-
structional delivery system.
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Golitko Win Scholarship
In Star Scholars Program

ttreine Main MO school
students have bees named
requests of TI-IN United Star
Netwert-Illina-Star School
scholarships kr spew MM.

"The Star Scholias orovam ts
WI MOMS 10 MUM, a UMW
MOSS . the-fiscal bursar
between studeeta and .
pommaW., salt lake Dicksem
drachm al TI-IN.-United Ask
Ulmer r Wet
headquartered at Western
Mans Univeraty. "Mare -

;windy, it is our attempt to
rasp= the commaiment of not
just the alutien er Star Stinker,
but the echoed a whole. Without
the efforts and seamed= of
school administrators. school
boards, teachers. facilitators.
guillemot comielon and perents.
studs* pazumpation would be
impends".

The recipients are mong
amwommateiy 400 Illinois lash
schen. at 91 downlink sates
taking counsel via the WM-
Ullman State Board cd Education

(ISEE) Satellite Educational
Network. Deemed to alive rural
schen.. casvefiectave means al
providine students with ad-
vanced academic and student
enrichment courses, the
statewide eystem was untainted
in April 168e whoa sa
downlink sans sinsitsneouny
west for the. first
brenicea..11311m. NEL. Courses
liftereirtlimagn .tliar network
ancisdo advasced math and
Kamm engin isseingeo and a
variety of others which typically
have lower enrolimmts and
funding difficulties. in rural
schen ctemmilems. accomps to
Didmon.

"We are planed to be able to
moons mestanding mediate
front Mons school districts.
They are exemplary students
who represent their respecUre
schools weir. mid Dickens.

A scholasehip recipient from
this arm is Charlie Golitho.
elementary amity's. from Witt
Unit District No. 66.

BEST COPY tYPLABLE
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THE AWARD TO STAR SCHOOLS RECIPIENT SITES

WHAT IS TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK?

TI-IN United Star Network is a newly formed, multi-state partnership between public education
institutions, state agencies and private emelt:rise. The eight partners include: The University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa, California State University at Chico, Western Illinois University at Macomb, Illinois State Board
of Education, Mississippi State University at Starkville, North Carolina Department of Public Instruction at
Raleigh, Texas Education Agency, Region 20 Education Service Center in San Antonio, and TI-IN Netwrik,
Inc. TI-IN Network, Inc., is the partner experienced in delivering programming and installing state-of-the-an
satellite technology. Currently, TI-IN Network, Inc., has 537 sites across 31 states. The other 7 partners bring
expertise in education delivery by providing exemplary programming that contribute to a nationwide resource
sharing network.

The primary purpose of this partnership is to provide live, interactive satellite-based inatructional
programs. This direct student instruction and teacher training is targeted to meet academic needs in Chapter 1
and Bureau of Indian Affair schools for instruction in the critical subjects of mathematics, foreign languages
and science. TI-1N United Star Network is able to meet these objectives as a result of a $5.6 million award
from the $18 million appropriated Star Schools Program, U.S. Department of Education. In addition to
expanding programming, 244 Chapter 1 and Indian schools arc being equipped with satellite receive
equipment.

WHAT IS THE STAR SCHOOLS PROGRAM?

The Star Schools Program is designed to foster multi-state partnerships for the purpose of employing
telecommunications to serve a "significant number of Chapter 1 and/or Indian schools." The Program is
funded by the U.S. Congress and administered by the United States Department of Education. A total of $18
million was appropriated for the first year of operation: the appropriation for the second year is
approximately $14.3 million. The Program was authorized by Pub. L. 100-202 (See Robert T. Stafford
Elementary and Secondary Education Improvement Act, S. 373, 133 CeageasionaLgesant 517046, December,
1987).

Proposals for Star funded demonstration projects were solicited by the U.S. Department of Education
in Spring, 1988. Sixty-eight proposals were read and rated by peer reviewers who are experts in the field of
education and new technology. Only, the 4 top rated grants were awarded funds for the rust year of a two-
year project. TI-IN U.S. Network was awarded $5.6 million. TI-IN plans to request approximately $4.7
million under the second year continuation proposal.

WHAT ARE THE OTHER STAR SCHOOLS PROJECTS?

Along with TI-IN U.S. Network, three other organizations received Star Schools funding. These
include the following: 1) Southern Educational Regional Consortium, Inc. (SERCI), 2) The Midlands
Consortium; and 3) Technical Education Resource Center (TERC).

SERCI is a consortium formed from members of the Public Broadcasting System located in 14 sates.
This organization was awarded $5.6 to deliver via satellite a total of 9 direct student courses and teacher
uaining programs.

The Midlands Consortium is based at Oklahoma State University (OSU). Like TI-1N Network, Inc.,
OSU has a history of successfully implementing satellite instructional programming. They plan to install new
satellite sites in 4 states and develop instruction in French, Spanish, American Government and offer teaches
training.

TERC is an interactive, computer-based instructional program in math and science. TERC is based
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This programming is designed to be supplementary to on-going instruction in
these subjects.



WHAT DO STAR SCHOOLS RECIPIENTS RECEIVE FROM TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK?

As a recipient under TI-IN U.S. Network's demonstration project, a school is asked to make a two
year commitment to participate in the instructional programming. In tuni, they receive at no cost the
equipment necessary to receive the instructional programing that is transmitted by sateLite. All programs
that are developed under Star Schools funds are available at little or no cost to those equipped.' In addition,
all sites receive for two years (400 hours per year) the existing TI-IN Network, Inc., staff development
training. Overall, this gift to the school is equal to over $17,000 in hardware and programming.

HOW ARE SCHOOLS SELECTED FOR INCLUSION IN TI-IN U.S. NETWORK?

Several criteria were established by the partnership in regard to school/site selection. First, schools
were required to have a significant percent of students who are eligible to or, currently participate in the
Chapter I program. Second, Bureau of Indian Affairs schools were included. Third, schools who are
geographically remote or isolated were given preference. Each partner is responsible for identifying school
sites. In general, the state agencies in each of 6 partner states have taken the lead role in site selection.

WILL PARTICIPATION COST THE SCHOOL ANYTHING IN THE FIRST YEAR?

Yes, there are secondary costs associated with participating in this demonstration project. First, each
school is asked to install a telephone line (for toll-free) communications between teachers/students. In

addition, a person must be appointed to monitor both the technology and the student use of the programming.
Known as the site facilitator, this person takes attendance, answers questions, duplicates materials, and
monitors test taking. Other miscellaneous costs include, duplication and postage costs associated with
homework/tests; and laboratory or materies fees when required.

As a Star School participant you have access to all programming delivered by TI-IN Network. A
regular student fee is required for those students who enroll in course offerings that are over and beyond the
ones for Star Schools (TI-IN United Star Network).

WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES THAT EACH PARTICIPATING SCHOOL WILL BE
EXPECTED TO UPHOLD?

I. Install a telephone line for toll-free telephone service between the school and TI-IN United
Star Network studios.

2. Provide personnel to monitor equipment operation and student participation.

3. Provide textbooks, audiotapes, computers, laboratory materials required in connection
with programming.

4. Provide facilities for the duplication of materials and the mailing of homework/tests to the TI-IN

studios.
5. Comply with all copyright laws with respect to programming and in connection therewith, restrict

the use of such programming to program participants.
6. Operate the equipment in accordance with the 11-IN Operations Manual.
7. Keep the equipment free from vandalism, tampering, damage or alteration.
8. Keep an up-to-date inventory of all equipment installed under the TI-IN United Star Network.
9. Pay fees if and when required.

HOW QUICKLY WILL STAR SCHOOL SITES BE INSTALLED?

Installations will begin in June and is scheduled to be completed by early September, 1989. The

installation includes a visit to survey a school site, the actual installation of the hardware, and testing of the
satellite signal. Upon completion, each school will become part of the TI-IN United Star Network.

' The exception to the no cost rule is when laboratory fees and college tuition applies.

7
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A SUMMARY or THE AWARD roR PARTICIPATION
IN TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK

YEAR TWO: October 1, 1989 - September 30, 1990

OVERVIEW or NO COST AWARD

Each of the 73 downlink schools (sites) will receive the following satellite
hardware and instructional programming.

I. INSTALLATION AND ACQUISITION or
SATELLITE ncErvz EQUIPMENT

Estimated Value

$ 14,855.00

a. Dual-Band (C & KU) Satellite Antenna (steerable)

b. Audio-video cart

non-proprietary components
Electronic writing pad
20" Monitor
VHS machine
Dot matrix printer
Equipment cabinet

Proprietary components
ACD, MFIU, Cordless handsets
Orderwire phone

c. Installation and testing of hardware

I/. NETWORK SERVICES AND END-TO-END SYSTEM WARRANTY $ 3,650.00

Toll free phone service
(tutoring, maintenance, administration)
Videotape backup
Publication and mailing
Equipment and liability

Network monitor and control, maintenance and warranty

III. TI-IN NETWORK'S STAWTENCHER $ 2,400.00

Development training and facilitator training
(Fall, Spring and Summer)

/V. ALL STAR FUNDED PROGRAMMING

Non-credit
Staff teacher
Direct instruction



ACTUAL COSTS INCURRED BY DOWNLINK SITES

1. Installation of telephone line

2. Administrative support:

Personnel for on-site facilitator
Cost for duplication materials of handout
Postage (homework/test return)

3. Expenses related to course participation:

Audiotapes (foreign languages classes)
Computer (Computer Science)
Laboratory Materials (Physics, Marine Science)
Textbooks

4. Fees for enrolling in TI-IN Network, Inc.
(Classes not Star School funded)

1;2!)

$ 75.00

$240 $290
per student, per
course, per semester
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STAR SCHOOL PROGRAMS
October 1, 1988 - September 29, 1989

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA - Tuscaloosa

1. BioPrep Facilitator Orientation
2. BioPrep Student Orientation
3. BioPrep Teacher Orientation
4. BioPrep Teacher Institute

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - Chico

# OF HOURS WHEN
OFMED OFFERED

1 hour Summer
5 hours Spring
5 hours Spring

40 hours Summer

Hours 51 hours

1. Language and Communication Skills of
Bilingual Culture (Graduate College Credit)

2. Staff Development: "The How-Toes"
(College Credit)

3. Home School Communication with Parents of
Exceptional Children (College Credit)

4. Induction for Beginning Teacher Program
and Orientation (Pregram Development)

45 hours

30 hours

30 hours

6 hours

Hours 111 hours

REGION 20, EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER - San Antonio

1. Foreign Language Alternatives Lab
2. Integrated Staff/Student Guidance

Counseling Institute (High School)

3. Physical Science
(Acquired from Texas Learning
Technologies)

4. Algebra IX

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring/
Summer

10 hours Spring
20 hours Spring

175 hours Summer

175 hours Summer

Hours 380 hafts

NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCT/ON - Raleigh

1. Foreign Language in the Elementary School -

FLES - (Staf4rDevelopment Institute)

18 hours Summer

Hours 18 hours

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY - Macomb

1. Math Careers Enrichment (Junior High School)

2. Science Careers Enrichment (Junior:High School)

0,4

7 hours Spring
7 hours Spring

Hours 14 hours

BEST C5i1 AVAILABLE



TI-IN NETWORK, INC. - San Antonio

# OF HOURS WHEN
OFFERED OFFERED

11. Overview of College
Credit Courses for California Stcte
University - Chico and Mississippi
State University
(contracted with Chico)

2. Staff Development (inkind contribution - 250 hours)

6 hours Sprimg

Hours a hours

Total Number of Hours

21

580 hours

Spring/
Summer
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PROGRAMMING PROPOSED FOR 1989-1990
YEAR 2

UNIVERSITY or ALABAMA

Direct Student (Credit)
Anatomy 6 Physiology
Japanese

Staff Toservice
BioPrep Orientations
BicOrw Teacher Institute
Follov-up to 1989 Teacher

Irls?7'.*ute

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - CHICO

Whim Offered

Fall('89)/Spring('90)
Fall('89)/Spring('90)

Spring('90)
Summer('90)

Fall('89)/Spring('90)

6 College Credit courses Fall('89)/Spring('90)
for teachers (14 units)

Partners in Professional Fall('89)/Spring('90)
Growth: Program of Support
for Beginning Teachers

EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER-REGION 20

Direct Student (Credit)
Physical Science
Spanish III
French III

Direct Studs* (Non-credit)
Foreign Languages

Alternative Lab
Integrated Guidance Program

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Fall('89)/Spring('90)
Fall('89)/Spring('90)
Fall('89)/Spring('90)

Spring('90)

Fall('89)/Spring('90)

College Credit Courses
2-3 Math or Science courses Spring('90)/Summer('90)
(3 units each - 45 hrs. each)
1r:service Program Fall

NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT or PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Foreign Languages in the
Elementary Schools (FLU,

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Science Careers Enrichment
Math Careers Enrichment

(*Career/Course Guidance
Staff Dev:opment for
Gifted Talented Children

TI-IN NETWORK *

Spring ('90)

Fall('89)/Spring('90)

Counseling)
Spring('90)

Project Related Programming

* As an In-Kind contribution, TI-IN will
provide over 400 hrs of staff deve1opment2I'2

# Hours

175
175

5
40

24

210

46

175
175
175

10

20

101

34

18

21

20

Total Hours:
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1988 - 1990

STATE SCHOOL CITY

ALABAMA Akron High School
Alba High School
Aliceville High School
A.L. Johnson High School
Berry High School
Brookwood High School
Calhoun High School
Carrollton High School
Central High School
Cherokee County High School
Choctaw County High School
Dallas County High School
Demopolis High School
Dothan High School
Emma Sansom High School
Etowah High School
Eutaw High School
Fayette County High School
Fyffe High School
Gaston High School
Gordo High School
Greensboro High School East
Greensboro High School West
Hale County High School
Hillcrest High School
Holt High School
Hubbertville High School
John Essex High School
Keith High School
Lamar County High School
Linden High School
Litchfiekl High School
Livingston High School
Marengo High School
Marion High School
Northview High School
Paramount High School
Pickens County High School
Ragland High School
Red Bay High School
Robert C. Hatch High School
Selma High School
Skyline High Schoe!
South Lamar HigA School
Southside High School
St. Clair County High School
Sulligent High School
Swnter County High School
Sunshine High School
Sweet Water Ri School
The Bevill Center
Tuscaloosa County High School
Valley Head High School

Akron
Bayou La Batre
Alicevile
Thomaston
Berry
Brookwood
Letohatchee
Carrollton
Hayneville
Centre
Butler
Plantersville
Demopolis
Dothan
Gadsden
Attalla
Eutaw
Fayette
Fyffe
Gadsden
Gordo
Greensboro
Greensboro
Moundville
Tuscaloosa
Holt
Fayette
Demopolis
Orrville
Vernon
Linden
Gadsden
Livingston
Dixon Mills
Marion
Dothan
Boligee
Reform
Ragland
Red Bay
Uniontown
Selma
Scottsboro
Millport
Selma
Odenville
Sulligent
York
Newbern
Sweet Water
Gadsden
Northport
Valley Head



STATE SCHOOL CITY

ALABAMA Continued

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK

OREGON

TENNESSEE

WASHINGTON

ILLINOIS

Wilcox Central High School
Woodville High School

All Souls School
Anderson Valley High School
Burney Jr/Sr High School
Del Mar High School
Dos Palos High School
Gridley High School
Happy Camp High School
Her long High School
Hilmar Jr/Sr High School
Imperial High School
Modoc High School
Needles High School
Pliocene Ridge High School'
Trona High School
Hesperia High School'

Ellicot Jr/Sr High School

Rocinante High School'

Ripley Central School District

Madras High School
Ukiah High School

Coffee County School District

Oakville Jr/Sr High School

Aldeo High School
Astoria High School
Avon High School
Balyki High School
Beecher City Jr/Sr High School
Benton High School
Bluffs High School
Brooklyn Unit School District #188
Brown County High School
Cairo High School
Calhoun High School
Carrollton Community Unit High School
Central High School (Camp Point CUD #3)
Christopher Community High School
Cowden-Herrick High Shcool

' Was orginally Pescadero High School, Pescadero, CA

Was originally Yucca Valley, CA

' Was originally Corona, NM

Camden
Woodville

San Francisco
Boonville
Burney
San Jose
Dos Palos
Gridley
Happy Camp
Herlong
Hilmar
Imperial
Alturas
Needles
Pliocene Ridge
Trona
Hesperia

Calhan

Farmington

Ripley

Madras
Ukiah

Manchester

Oakville

Aledo
Astoria
Avon
Bath
Beecher City
Benton
Bluffs
Lovejoy
Mt. Sterling
Cairo
Hardin
Carrollton
Camp Point
Christopher
Cowden

2



STATE NAME OF SCHOOL CITY

ILLINOIS Continued Dallas City CUD #336 Dallas City
Dupo High School Dupo
Durand High School Durand
Education Service Center #16 Bellevill'I
Education Service Center #8 Sterling
Education Service Center #13 Rantoul
Forinan C1JSD #124 Manito
Gorham High School Gurham
Greenfield High School Greenfield
Greenview High School Greenview
Griggsville High School Griggsville
Hamilton CUD #10 Schools McLeansboro
Hardin County K-12 School Ehzabethtown
Harrisburg High School Harrisburg
Havana High School Havana
Highland Community College Freeport
Mini Central High School Mason City
Industry CUSD #165 Industry
Iroquois Area Regional Delivery System Watseka
La Harpe High School La Harpe
Lake Land Community College Matton
LaSalle-Peru Area Vocational Center Peru
Liberty High School Liberty
Meridian Higt School Mounds
Monmouth kligh School Monmouth
Morrisonville Elementary Morrisonville
Mulberry drove CUSD #1 Mulberry Grove
Northwest CUSD #175 Sciota
Olney Central College Olney
Pekin Area Vocational Center Pekin
Pittsfield High School Pi usfie id

Pleasant Hill High School Pleasant Hill
PON County High School Golconda
Richland Community College Decatur
Ridgeway Attendance Center Ridgeway
River Ridge CUSD #210 Roseville
Roseville High Shcool Unit #200 Roseville
ROWVA CUSD #208 Oneida
Sandoval Jr/Sr High School Sandoval
Shawnee High Shcool Wolf Lake
Shiloh School District Hume
South Central High School Farina
Southeastern High School Augusta
St. Anne Community High School St. Anne
St. Elmo Jr/Sr High School St. Ehno
Thompsonville High School Thompsonville
Thomson CUSD #301 Thomson
Tri-County ESC #10 Channahon
Unity High School Mendon
Valmeyer CUSD #3 Valmeyer
Vienna High School Vienna
Washington School Johnston City
West Frankfort High School West Frankfort
West Pike Community High School Kinderhook
Western High School Buda

2 5 3



STATE SCHOOL CITY

ILLINOIS Continued

MISSISSIPPI

Westmer CUSD #203
Williamsfield High School
Witt School
Wyanet CSD #126
Yorkwood High School

Joy
Williamsfield
Witt
Wyanet
Monmouth

Ackerman Elemen!ary School Ackerman
Ackerman High School Ackerman
Alcorn Central High School Glen
Amanda Elzy High School Greenwood
Bay High School Bay St. Louis
Biggersville High School Corinth
Bogue Chitto Day School Philadelphia
Byrum Attendance Center Jackson
Caldwell High School Columbus
Choctaw Central School Philadelphia
Clarkdale Attendance Center Meridian
Columbia High School Columbia
Ed Mayo Junior High School Moss Point
Greenville High school Greenville
Greenwood High School Greenwood
Hattiesburg High School Hattiesburg
Hawkins Junior High School Hattiesburg
Kossuth High School Kossuth
Le Fiore County High school Ina Bena
Louisville High School Louisville
Magnolia Junior High School Moss Point
McComb High School McComb
Meridian High School Meridian
Moss Point High School Moss Point
Natchez High School Natchez
Natchez Middle School Natchez
Natchez-Adams Vo-Tech Natchez
Northeast Jones High School Laurel
Noxapater Attendance Center Noxapater
Olive Branch High School Olive Branch
Pascagoula High Sthool Pascagoula
Pascagoula Vo-Tech Pascagoula
Raymond High School Raymond
R.H. Watkins High School Laurel
South Jones High School Ellisville
Southeast High School Meridian
Standing Pine Day School Walnut Grove
Starkville High School Starkville
S.D. Lee Lee High School Columbus
Threadgill School Greenwood
Tupelo High School Tupelo
T.L. Weston High School Greenville
Utica High School Utica
Vicksburg High School Vicksburg
Warren Central High School Vicksburg
Weir Attendance Center Weir
West End Harris School Meridian
West Jones High School Laurel
West Lauderdale Attendance Center Collinsville

2( fi



STATE SCHOOL crry

MISSISSIPPI Continued

NORTH CAROLINA

TEXAS

Wilkinson County High School
Yazoo City High School
Yazoo City Junior High School

Bunn High School
Charles B, Aycock High School
Cherokee High School
Farmville Central High Schoor
Hobbton High School
Lakewood High School
Littlefield high School
Louisburg High School
Midway High School
North Edgecombe High School
North Stokes High School
Hertford County High School'
Richlands High School
South Robeson High School
Tabor City Primary High School'
Thomasville High School
Union High School'

Woodville
Yazoo City
Yazoo City

Bunn
Pikeville
Cherokee
Fannville
Newton Grove
Roseboro
Lumberton
Louisburg
Dunn
Tarboro
Danbury
Ahoskie
Richlands
Rowland
Tabor City
Thomasville
Clinton

Abbott ISD Abbott
Apple Springs ISD Apple Springs
Aqui Ila District Aqui Ila
Ashman High School Asherton
Bandera High School Bandera

Benavides ISD Benavides
Blooming Grove High School Blooming Grove
Bosqueville High School Waco
Brackenridge High '..chool San Antonio
Bushland ISD Bushland
Byers Public Schools Byers

Bynum High School Bynum
Campbell K-12 School Campbell
Carrizo Springs High School Carrizo Springs
Central Heights District Nacogdoches
Ranger High School Ranger

Flatonia High School Flatonia
Coolidge School District Coolidge
Cotulla High School Cotulla
Covington High School Covington
Crockett High School Crockett
Crystal City High School Crystal City
Deweyville High School Deweyville

4 Was originally Southwest High School, NC

s Was originally Northampton East, NC

Was oriignally Swansboro High School, NC

7 Was originally Wallace-Rose Hill High School, NC

2( 7
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STATE SCHOOL CITY

TEXAS Continued

Was originally Eagle Pass, TX

Was wiginally Leakey, TX

Was originally Somerset, TX

Dilley ISD
Douglass ISD
D'Hanis High School
Edcouch-Elsa ISD
Edgewood High School
Flore;ville High School
Gold Burg High School
Gorman High School
Hamilton ISD
Happy High School
Hart High School

Di lley
Douglass
D'Ilanis
Edcouch
San Antonio
Floresville
Bowie
Gorman
Hamilton
Happy
Hart

Hedley High School Hedley
Highlands High School San Antonio
Hondo ISDI Hondo
Ingrain Tom Moore High School Ingram
Jayton-Girard District Jayton
Kennard ISD Kennard
Knippa ISD Knippa
Kopperl ISD Kopperl
Rising Star High School9 Rising Star
Liulefield ISD Littlefield
Lohn High School Lohn
Loop ISD Loop
Martinsville District Martinsville
Maud ISD Maud
McLeod High School McLeod
Medina ISD Medina
Milford District Milford
Newcastle District Newcastle
North Hopkins High School Sulphur Springs
Northside High School Ft. Worth
Northside High School Vernon
Oglesby High School Oglesby
Palmer ISD Palmer
Pearsall High School Pearsall
Penelope ISD Penelope
Poolville District Poolville
Georgetown ISD Georgetown
Prairic Valley High School Nocona
Presidio ISD Presidio
Rio Vista District Rio Vista
Rusk ISD Rusk
Sabinal High School Sabinal
Saki llo High School Saltillo
Bruceville-Eddy ISD'" Eddy
Southside High School San Antonio
Stockdale High School Stockdale
Sulphur Bluff High School Sulphur Bluff

S



STATE SCHOOL CITY

TEXAS Continued

BIA SITES

Timpson High School
Tornillo High School
Union Hill ISD
Utopia High School
Valley View District
Vega ISD

Timpson
Tornillo
Gilmer
Utopia
Valley View
Vega

ARIZONA Hopi Jr/Sr High School Keams Canyon
Leupp Schools, Inc. Winslow
Tuba City High School Tuba City

CALIFORNIA Shennan Indian High School Riverside

MINNESOTA Chief Bug-O-Nay-Ge Shig School Cass Lake

MONTANA Rocky Boy Tribal High School Box Elder

NORTH DAKOTA Turtle ..lountain High School Belcourt
White Shield School Roseglen

NEW MEXICO Santa Fe Indian School Santa Fe
To'Hajilee-He (Canoncito) Laguna
Laguna-Acoma" Grants

OKLAHOMA Sequoyah High School Tahlequah

SOUTH DAKOTA Cheyenne Eagle Butte School Eagle Butte
Crow Creek High School Stephan
Flandreau Indian School Flandreau
Lower Brule Day School Lower Brule

WISCONSIN Oneida Tribal School Oneida

" Was originally Drippings qprings, TX

2 L. J



STATE SCHOOL CITY

TEXAS Continued

BIA SITES

Timpson High School
Tornillo High School
Union Hill ISD
Utopia High School
Valley View District
Vega ISD

Timpson
Tornillo
Gilmer
Utopia
Valley View
Vega

ARIZONA Hopi Jr/Sr High School Kearns Canyon
Leupp Schools, Inc. Winslow
Tuba City High School Tuba City

CALIFORNIA Sherman Indian High School Riverside

MINNESOTA Chief Bug-O-Nay-Ge Shig School Cass Lake

MONTANA Rocky Boy Tribal High School Box Elder

NORTH DAKOTA Turtle Mountain High School Belcourt
White Shield School Roseglen

NEW MEXICO Santa Fe Indian School Santa Fe
To'Hajilee-He (Canoncito) Laguna
Laguna-Acoma" Grants

OKLAHOMA Sequoyah High School Tahlequah

SOUTH DAKOTA Cheyenne Eagle Butte School Eagle Butte
Crow Creek High School Stephan
Flandreau Indian School Flandreau
Lower Brule Day School Lower Brule

WISCONSIN Oneida Tribal School Oneida

" Was originally Drippings Springs, TX

2 11
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198849 STAR SCHOOLS PROGRAM APPLICATV
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REOIONCOUNTY-DISTRICT-TYPE CODE

DISTRICT NAME AND NUMBER

CONTACT PERSON IF OTHER THAN SUPERINTENDENT

COUNTY
:r

ESC NUMBER

tt6rair ENROLLMENT

,tttr

9.12 STUDENT ENROLLMENT

TELEPNoNE

. I

CHAPTER 1 STUDENT (MEL-
a a

A. Please estimate the projeaed number of students and/or staff to be affected by the 1989-90 Star Scridais I;rogram.11111124M

Students

Staff

9 9

4 4

B. Estimate below which subject area(s) the Star Schools Program will focus on in the 1989-90 school year (more than

one box may be checked).

El Mathematics
Biological and Physiza: Sciences

Ca Foreign Languages
tit Other (specify)

C. Briefly describe the activities proposed for 1989-90 Including the projected impact on school improvement and how

that impact will be measured and evaluated for (Use additional pages if necessary.)

1. St 'dents

Z Stsff

ISBE 6542 (11/Se)

2 I



Southern Illinois Region! Ora
nit Sauk and Must Building

Su Ile 234423 South 10th Street
Mt. Vernon, lilInoM 2864.4013

6104424676

ASSURANCES
11:401 Educatiop Agency

The applicant for the Star SchooLs Program hereby assures the Illinois State Board of Education that:

1. The project will be administered in conformity with the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Title DC of the Education Amendments of 1972,

the Right to Privacy of Student Records (Federal Regulations, November 1975), and any regulations
issued thereunder, as well as, all other applicable Federal and State legislation.

Courses designed for this purpose will be supplemental rather than supplantal.

3. The control of property provided, and title to property derived therefrom, shall be in or by a public agency

for the uses and purposes provided, and that a public agencywill administersuch property and apply them

only for the purposes for which they are granted.

4. The applicant will make an annual report and such other reports to the Illinois State Board of Education,

in such form and containing such information, as may be reasonably necessaryto enable the Illinois State

Board of Education to perform its duties including information relating to the educational achievement
of students participating in such programs and to required fiscal records, and will keep such records and

afford such access thereto as the Illinois State Board of Education may find necessary to assure the
correctness and verification of such reports.

5. Provisions have been made for the equitable participation and benefit of children and teachers in private,

nonprofit schools located within the district.

6. Programs will take into account the need for greater access to and participation in mathematics, science,

and foreign languages and careers of students from historicallyunderrepresented groups, including
females, minorities, individuals with limited English proficiency, the handicapped, and migrants.

7. The applican t has a minimum of 17.1% of its student bodyqualify for serviceunder Chapter 1 guidelines.

& The applicant has less than 700 FTE students enrolled at the high school level or less than 450 FIE
students at the elementary (1C-11) level.

9. The applicant will follow all course and program guidelines establishedby the TI-IN United Star School

Network.

10. The applicant will submit a proposal for approval which would comply with the Experimental
Program Guidelines, Chapter 122, Section 1049 of 31e_j_to,21,.....,sollja_tois.

11. The curriculum of the school district does comply with Illinois Recognition standards and meets
minimum requirements established by the Illinois State Board of Educationand the state legislature.

12. Supervision of classrooms in which distance education courses are offered will be provided by a

certificated teacher.

13. The assessment of student performance in distance education programswill be based upon clearlystated
learning objectives reflecting the Illinois State Goals for Learning required by the Illinois State Board
of Education to comply with the reform legislation adopted in the summer 011985.

14. The procedure for student assessment utilized for telecommunications-based distance learning pro-

grams will be the same learner objective assessment program that applies to other school programs.

15. The above assurances will also apply to any subsequent amendments and to districts participating in

multidistrict program
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TI-IN I.

UNITEELSTAR

NETWORKS

1000 Central Parkway North

Suite 1908
San Antonio, Texas 78232

(512) 490-3900

DATE TOPIC

Feb 8 Physics

Feb 15 Geology

Feb 22 Meteorology

Mar 8 Biotechnology

Mar 15 Sports Medicine

Mar 29 Cartography/
Mapping

Apr 5 Museums

Apr 19 Oncology/
Pathology

Apr 26 Broadcasting
Tehnology

May 3 Microbiology

May 10 Forestry and
Natural Resources

May 17 Computers

CAREER VISION

Thursdays
2:30 - 3:30PM CT

Channel 52

SPECIAL GUESTS
MIIIILITIwmAillweiallaralSVIRMII.1,0101.1=1111WMPINO

Dr. Martin Schub - University
of Chicago, Fermi Lab

Peggy Ma - Edison Jr. High

Dr. Dan Wise - WIU Geography
Department

Dr. George Kr.:,iffer University
of Illinois School of Life Science

Steve ripped - Physical Therapist
and Director of the Sports Center

Dr. John Klasner Geology
Department

Oncologist from McDonough
District Hospital

Dr. Paul No llen - WIU Biology
Department

Ed Weifenberger

TO REGISTER FOR THE SERIES: Use school leuerftead, provide the prop= title
and list of interested participants and ream to TI-IN United Star Network 1000 Cenval
Parkway North, Suite 190, San Antonio, TX 78232. Any Questions? Call 512-490-3900.

NOTE: Registered sites will receive booklets for thier classroom use which outline the
discrepant events demonstrated throughout this series.

2.,
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11-IN I.

141117EFOTAft,

ETWORK4

1000 Central Parkway North

Suite 1903
San Antonio. Texas 78232

15121 490.3900

GIFTED/TALENTED EDUCATION

Tuesdays
March 6 - April 10, 1990

3:30 4:30PM CT
Channel 52

Mar 13: "GEEK", "KNOW IT ALL" OR "NERD": UNDOING THE STEREOTYPES

What socioemotional problems does a student face who has been labeled "gifted and talented" and even worse

"geek," "know it all," or "nerd?" How can a teacher alleviate these problems and assist the student? A
middle school counselor and a panel of gifted and talented students will address these issues and more. A
"must see" program for teachers and parents.

Mar 20: EXEMPLARY PROGRAMMING DESIGNS IN ILLINOIS FROM THE
TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE

Which program design for the gifted ana talented works best in your community? Who should teach the

gifted and talented student? A panei of teach= from a variety of delivery systems will present their

answers. Video clips wi. be used to highlight studs:no in their classrooms.

Mar 27: DIFFERENTIATING THE CURRICULUM FOR THE GIFTED AND
TALENTED: MAGIC OR REALITY?

Does a diffaentiated curriculum for gifted and talented student mean anything that is substantially different

from what is already being provided far ali lontmess? Curriculum modification takes places through adaption

of the "core curriculum' by means of content, process, product, and learning environment. Learn itow your

school curriculum can be modified to meet the needs of the gifted and talented student.

Apr 3: HOW EMILY IS TOO EARLY/IDENTIFICATION AND PROGRAMMING
FOR THE META, AND TALENTED K-3

"Never too eariy" is the simple answer to the above question. The presenters will share methods for

identifying potential talent in your children. Sample identification instruments and tools will be explained.

Means of numbering talents will be explared and exemplary curriculum will be highlighted. If you are a

teacher or adrainismuor and are concerned with cariy identification, don't miss this program.

Apr 10: PROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR PROGRAM THROUGH
EVALUATION

A program for the gifted and talented cannot survive let alone flourish without an effective evaluation plan.

What constitutes an effective evaluation plan? How can a coordinator of the Giftedaalented who is already

wearing too many hats implement and manage a plan? How can the results of your evaluation find another

home beside the file cabinet? A panel of educators will delve into these problems and deliver some practical,

workable solutions to the audience.

TO REGISTER: Use school letterhead, provide the program title and list of interested
participants and return to the TI-IN United Star Network office. Quetions? Call 512-

490-3900.

2n7r90



[ COLLEGE CREDIT]

EARTH SCIENCE (3 uniis) Introduction to the
science of geology and its value in daily living.
Simple concepts of physics, chemistry, and biology
will be used to establish a foundation of
understanding. 11P Mississippi Slate University at
Starkville

TUESDAYS, Jan 23 - May 8 (excluding Mar
13) 3:30 - 6:30pm CST*, C1136; Fee: $150
Registration Deadline: First Class

DEMONSTRATIONS AND CONCEM FOR
PHYSICS TEACHERS (3 units) Content will
focus on the development of concepts, problem-
solving techniques, demonstrations and experiments
appropriate for the high school environment.
Inexpensive materials, readily available to most
teachers, will be used to encourage hands-on
teaching. ttl Mississippi State University at
Starkville

THURSDAYS, Jan 25 - May 17
(excluding Mar 15 and Apr 12)
3:30 6:30pm CST*, CH36; Fee: $150
Registration Deadline: First Class

PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
(4 or 5 units) ibis iti a continuation course of
IiDUC 298, a peer coaching program for
beginning teachers, which began in the fall

semester. Course sessions are scheduled on
selected Saturdays. January 6 through May 5, 1990
outlined iu the Spring Program Guide. tti
California State University, Chico

215

TC7;LLEGE CREDIT I

INTRODUCTION TO CONSULTATION FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATORS (I unit) This course
presents a model for a co-equal consulting
relationship and guides participants on how to
apply the model within their own school settings.
its California State University, Chico

SATURDAYS, Jan 27, Feb 10, 24
11:00am - 5:00pm CST, CH36; Fee: $50
Registration Deadline: First Class

FOREIGNISECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION:
CURRENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
(3 units) Exploration of theories of language
acquisition and and applications of research.
Discussions of linguistic, psychological,
sociocultural, historical, and legal bases of foitign
language and English as a second language. It
Califomii: State University, Chico

WEDNESDAYS, Jan 31 - May 16 (excluding
Apr II) 6-8:50pm CST*, CH36; Fee: $150
Registration Deadline: First Class

FOREIGNISECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION:
METHODS (3 uniLs) A survey of innovative
approaches to foreign language teaching and
overview of theory and practice in the field. fg)

California State University, Chico

l'UEDAYS, Jan 30 May 15 (excluding Apr
10) 6-8:50pm CST*, Cli 60; Fee; $150
Registration Deadline: First Class

*Daylight-savings time begins April 1,1990.

A

THN
..IJOITED 'STAR

NETWORK,

SPRING 1990 SEMESTER

1000 CEN7'RAL PARKWAI1 NORTH
SUITE 190

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78232
(800) 999-8446

or
(512) 490-3900
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UNITED STAR

NETWORK.

This brochure outlines additional
programming which is available
to TI-IN Network subscribers
during .Spring 1990. This is

possible through a grant awarded to the MIN
United Star Network by the United States
Department of Education under the Star Schools
Prognim. l hrough this funding, network
subscribers are provided with student enrichment,
stall development, and college credit courps in
the critical subject areas of mathematics, foreign
languages, and science.

REGISTRATION

Studem Enrichment and Staff Development:
Using school letterhead, list the program and
interested participants and return to TI-IN United
Star Network. (No registration fees arc require(L.)

College Credit: Complete the IFIN Network
Registration/Validation Form, include the
appropriate registnnion Icv, (checks made payable
to Ti-1N United Star Network), return to TI-IN
United Star Network by the stated registration

deadline.

1

STUDENT ENRICHMENT

CAREER VISION (Students, Grades 7-9) Video
field trips and discussions with professionals which
explore math and sdence-relp!,..1 careers. (14 hrs)
it Western Illi»ois University at Macomb

IRSDAYS, Jan D;., 25, Feb 8, 15, 22,
Mar 8, 15, 29, Apr 5, 19, 26, May 3, 10, 17
2 :30 3:30pm CST', CI152

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ALTERNATIVES LAB
(Students, Grades 9-12) An opportunity to explore
other languages and cultures focusing on Latin,
Spanish, French, German, and Japanese. (10 hrs)
*Education Service Center, Rcgion 20, San

Antonio, Texas

WEDNESIMS, Jan 24, Feb 7, 21, Mar 7,
28, Apr II, 18, 25, May 2, 9; 2:30-3:3(ipm
r'SP, CH36

GUIDANCE COUNSELING INSTITUTE FOR
MATH (Students, Grades 9-12) An inside look at
a wide variety of career options in thc field of
niatheniaticS as well as an opportunity to talk with
practicing professionals. Includes signing for the
hearing impaired or deaf student. (5 hrs) 13)

Education Service Center, Region 20, San Antonio,
Texas

WEDNESDAYS, Jan 31, Feb 14, 28, Mar 14,
Apr 4; 2:30-3:30pm CST*, C/I36

SALUT LA FRANCE (Students, Gtudes 9-12)
Information about French society, science, art, and
summary of world news -- all presented in i7rench,

Western Illinois University, Macomb

TUESDAYS, Jan 9, 23, 30, Feb 6, 13, 20,
Mar 6, 13, 20, Apr 3, 10, 17, May 1, 8
Noon-12:25pm CST*, CH60

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

BWPREP TEACHER INSTITUTE (Teachers, 7-
12) Teaching strategies and techniques for
motivating students in various subjects with the
focus on preparing students for success in college.
(12 Ins) th University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa

MONDAYS, Jan 22, Feb 5, 19, Mar 5, 19,
Apr 2, 16, 30, May 14, 28; 3:30-4:30pm CST*,
C1136 (3:30-5:00pm during Feb and March)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (Teachers, IC-5) Basic training focusing
on cuniculum, teaching methodology, and
integration into the second language program. (18
hrs) It North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction in Raleigh

MONDAYS, Jan 29, Feb 12, 26, Mae. 12, 26,
Apr 9, 23, May 7, 21; 2:30-4:30pni CST*,C1136
Registration Deadline: Jan 17, 1990 (to receive
handout materials for the first clas,

GIFTED/TALENTED EDUCATION (Teachers
and Administrators, K-12) Intrwitiction to
gifted/talented education with emphasis on

identifying and meeting the needs of students. (7
hrs) al Western Illinois University at Macomb

TUESDAYS, Feb 27, Mar 6, 13, 2C ,7,

Apr 3, 10; 3:30-4:30pm CST*, C1152

EFFECTIVENESS TO EXCELLENCE (AU

Teachers and Administrators) Initiatives of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs educirion program, with
special emphasis on early childhood, parental
involvement, and the Effective Schools Project.
(1.5 hrs) 416 Educadori Service Center, Region 20,
San Antonio, Texas

WEDNESDAY, Apr 4, 5-6:30pm cDT, CII 44

SALUT IA FRANCE! (French Teachers,
Administrators, Interested Community Members)
An opportunity to interact with representatives
from the French Cultural Services. Designed for
teachers needing help with or suggestions for
teaching French. (5 hrs) lb Western Illinois
University, Macomb

WEDNESDAYS, Jan 31, Feb 7, Mar 21,
Apr 11, May 2; 4-5:00pm CM** C1136 (CH44
Mar & Apr)

* Daylight-savings time begins April I, 1990.
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SYLLABUS

gaurag: EDF 7363 Special Topic: Junior High Science Teacher Institute

feaurie..dasame_ti: This institute consists of motivational, hands-on science
programs. The topics for this institute have been
specifically designed to enhance the teaching of science
in grades seven, eight, and nine. Demonstrations of
scientific experiments, participation in hands-on science
activities, and research relevant to discussion topics will
be common to all sessions,

Pate/Time: Wedneslays, 3:45 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. CDT
Channel 36

October 4, 1989 .through January 3, 1990 (excluding holidays: November
22, December 20, and December 27)

aull_waditnal: Currently employed junior high science teachers

agisIxeLlanint: First class

RegisIxati2n_hei: $150.00. Additional forms must be completed. See separate
attachment.

Course goal: To equip the junior high science teacher with an understanding of
the process skills approach using low budget equipment in planned
laboratory exercises.

g2UMIE_ghilaSims: Listed at the beginning of each of the handouts for each
topic.

Instructors: Mississippi State University Video Instructor:
Ms. Regina L. Procell

Mississippi State University Faculty:
Dr. Linda W. Morse
Dr. Herbert M. Handley

Address.: Mississippi State University
P.O. Box 5365
Mississippi State, MS 39762

Telephone: WATS: 800-234-3067 or (601) 325-3720

Qiito Hours: Monday 2:00-4:00 p.m. (CST)
Friday 8:30-10:30 a.m. (CST)

IsAtimk: No text required

gsAri.,11...1ma1: Handouts on each topic are included in the course manual. These
handouts 'nclude objectives, content information, equipment, and
assignments. It will be mailed monthly to registered students.



Ea.MiatP.P.ntaapalat: Listed in course manual

Creditl: 3 graduate units or graduate hours

GradinE/Evaluation: 25% midterm exam
25% final exam
50% assignments

Each of the exams will be given as noted on the syllabus. The assignments
are listed on the handouts that accompany each session or topic.

The grading scale will be as follows:

A 90-100
80-89

70-79

60-69

F 0-59

int21,DAtion. abottors

Regina Procell is a doctoral student at Mississippi State University. Her degree
program is secondary education with supporting areas in biology and chemistry.
She obtained bachelor's and master's degrees in science education from the
University of Southern Mississippi. Her teaching experience has been in junior
high science, biology, and chemistry. She is an active member of Phi Kappa Phi
and Kappa Delta Phi.

Dr. Linda W. Morse is Senior Research Scientist in the Bureau of Educational
Research and Evaluation and Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of
Educational Psychology at Mississippi State University. She holds bachelor's,
master's, and doctorate degrees from Florida State University. She has worked
with junior high students as both teacher and researcher. She serves as project
coordinator for the Junior High Science Teacher Institute.

Dr. Herbert M. Handley is currently Distinguished Professor of Curriculum and
Instruction and Senior Researcher in the Bureau of Educational Research and
Evaluation at Mississippi State University. He holds a bachelor's degree from
the University of North Alabama, and a master's degree and doctorate in science
education from the University of Georgia. He has extensive experience as a
science teacher and professor, as well as a researcher in science education.

2).1



PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

JUNIOR HIGH SCIENCE TEACHER INSTITUTE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us better plan instruction which
will meet your needs.-We will use this information to better understand you and
the role of this course related to each participant's unique situation. Your
confidentiality of responses is assured. Please take a few minutes to answer
the following questions. Return as soon as possible, but no later than October
11 to:

Dr. Linda W. Morse/Regina Procell
Mississippi State University
P.O. Box 5365
Mississippi State, MS 39762

1, Are you taking this course for credit or for staff development?

CREDIT

2. Name

3. Address

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

4, Name and location of school district

5. What is your current teaching schedule?

Time Period Subject/Grade
Time Period Subject/Grade
Time Period Subject/Grade
Time Period Subject/Grade
Time Period Subject/Grade
Time Period Subject/Grade

6. Numblr of students your school district:
under 1000
1000-2000
2001-5000
5001-10,000
10,001 or more

7. Number of students in your school:
under 249
250-500
501-1000
1001-2000
2001-3000
3001-more



8. Number of years teaching experience:

0 11-15 yrs.
1-5 yrs. 16-20 yrs.
6-10 yrs. 21 or more yrs.

9. Are you certified in science? yes no

10. What type of certificate do you hold?

11. In which content areas are you certified?

12. What is your highest degree?

bachelor's master's specialist doctorate

13. What is your average science class size?

10-15 pupils
16-20 pupils
21-25 pupils

26-30
31 or more pupils

14. What is a convenient time to call you (from 8 a.m. - 5 0.m. CST)?

15. What telephone number can be used? ( )

16. How would you rate the science laboratory facilities at your school for
the course(s) you teach?

excellent good fair poor

17. How many courses in science teaching methods have you taken?

1-3 4-6 7-9 10+

18. How many courses via video Instruction have you previously taken?

0 1 2 3 4+

19. How frequently do you view other TI-IN staff development courses?

weekly monthly once a semester once a year never

20. Why are you taking this course?

ONINIIM=IOMMININO required for certification
required by district
sounded interesting
need course credit
other (explain)



21. In your opinion, what arr the three major problems facing teachers in
today's junior high schools?

(3)

22. What are the three biggest problems you face concerning instructional
materials available in Science at the junior high level?

(1)

(2)

(3)

23. What are some junior high science topics that you would like to see more
teaching ideas for?

(3)

24. Do you have any suggestions for this course? If so, please
describe each briefly.

25. What other information would you like to share with us about yourself, your

teaching situation, or what you would like as a result of participating
in this course?

Thank you for helping us get to know you!



JUNIOR HIGH SCIENCE INSTITUTE

OUTLINE

AmAult_l - October 4`

- Introduction of course
- Requirements and assignments
- Registration for course credit
- Working with early adolescents
- Sciencing
- Using texts
- Low budget science
- Suggested equipment

Broadcast_2 October 11

- Scientific literacy
- Common body of knowledge
- Appropriati attitudes and their development
- Introduction to the scientific method and science process skills

Asoadcatt_l - October 18

- Observing
- Measuring
- Classifying

Dmaidant_A - October 25

- Predicting
- Inferring
- Communicating

.Eu1(111111_2 - November 1

- Inquiry

hroadcast 6 - November 8

- Midterm Exam
- Operational definitions
- Hypothesizing

lossilairL1 - Novembdr 15

C4ntrol of variables
- Experimenting

Droadcaa_t 8 Novumber 29

- Questioning
Taba's strategy

) 01



Broadcast 9 - December 6

Research reports
- Safety

kxpadcast 10 - December 13

- Types of experiments

RI2Ada_as_t 11 - January 3

- Methods of evaluation
- Science fairs
- Course assessment and evaluation
- Final Exam



COURSE INFORMATION

NAME: Geology: A Science of a Living Planet GG 5997/7997

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Mario V. Caputo, Assistant Professor of Geology

Address: Department of Geology and Geography
P. 0. Drawer 5167
Mississippi State University

SLate, MS 79762

Telephone: 000-825-8755

Conternce time: Wednesday, 4:00-5:00 pm CST
Thursda!, '2:00-4:00 pm CST

vIEWiNG: luesday, 7:70-6:70 pm CST from January 27 until May 8, 1990
(except for the holiday. Tuesday, March 17., 1990)

Telecast from the University Television Center, Missis,7;ippi
:Aate University nn TI-IN United Star Network Channel 76

TEXTDOOKS:
(Optional)

Hamblin, W. K., 1989, The Earth's Dynamic Systems:
New York, MacMillan Publishing Co., 576 p.

Hamblin, W. i., 1969, rhysical Geology:L 0 Stqdy eotide
aqcompanv The Earth's Dynamic Systems): New 'ler*,

MacMillan Publishing Co., 248 p.

TARGET AUDIENCE: General science or Earth science teachers in elementar
and secondary schools

NARRATIVE: Geology: a science r.:4 a livino planet is a 7 credit hour
college course. It is tauoht at. a level hioher than that of a first-eti,
or introductory course and in a manr r suitable f,3r distance learning
through tele '*sion. The course may serve as a refresher or enhancement
for olementary and secendarv school teachers in general science or Cart
science. The uoals of the IlitrLActor are to introduce the ecience nf
neology ;:kS5 a v4011 integrated one with multiple applications, demonstrat
the value of geolooy in (1,Aily living, and explore the natural processes
which control the shape of the continents and land surfaces. Simple
concepts of physics, chemistr,v, and biology are used to establish a
Toundation for m1der5tanding tlie workings of volcanoes, earthquakes,
rivers, glaciers, wind, climate, ground-water, waves and tides, and the
drifting of continents in shaping a restless Earth.

BEST COPY 11111111.ABLE Z.. 7



Grades are determined by the amount and percent uf points accumulated
at the end of the semester from the three exams and the final exam.
Letter grading is based on the following percentage scale:

A: 90-100
8: 80-89
C: 70-79
D: 60-69
F: 59 and lower

DIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH: Dr. Mario V. Caputo joined the teachino and
research staff in the Department of Geology and C,ecigraphy in Auquet,
1986. He earned dearees in neology et San Diego State University (D.Sc.
1976), Northern Arizona Univereity (M.Sc., 1980) , and University of
Cincinnati (Ph.D., 1980) and eervre1 four years as a geologist explorihe
for oil and gas in Kansas, Colorado, end Californie for Mobil Oil
Corporetion. Courees ae General Geuloqy, Honore in Historical
Geology, Sedimentology, and Convervatien of Natural Resources are
integrated with insights from research excureions to Pacific, Atlantic,
Gulf, and Dahamian coacitlinp4, rivers along the (::,tlantic coastal plain,
eand June ereae in nouthwetern Hnitc7d 3LLALe-E, .And eedimentary rocks in
1:he ..e.mvoniands of Arizone end Utah.

DM MY AVAILABLE
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COURSE OUTLINE

SURVEY OF EARTH SCIENCE I GG 1013

FALL SEMESTER, 1990

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

DAY AND TIME: MWF 11:00-11:50 am
CLASSROOM LOCATION: 217 Hilbun Hall
PROFESSOR: Dr. Mario V. Caputo, Assistant Professor of Geology

Office: 106 Hilbun Hall
Department of Geology and Geography, 113 Hilbun Hall
Telephone: 325-2906

Office hours: Tuesday: 2:00-4:00 pm
Wednesday: 2:00-4:00 pm

Required textbook: Tarbuck, E.J., and Lutgens, F.K., 1990,
The Earth, An Introduction to Physical
Geology, 3rd edition, Merrill Publishing
Company, 651 p.

LECTURE TOPIC RELATED READING

I. Introduction Ch. 1

A. Logistics, scope and nature
of cnurse

B. Geology: defined, importance,
usefulness

II. Overview of the Earth
A. Earth in the Solar System Ch. 22. PP. 576-577
B. Internal structure and composition Ch. 1, pp. 13-17;

Ch. 17

III. Matter: lithosphere, hydrosphere,
biosphere, atmosphere

A. Chemistry of the Lithosphere
1. atoms: building blocks of

elements
2. elements: building blocks

of minerals
3. minerals: building blocks

of rocks

2 '!4

Ch. 2



B. Forming the Lithosphere
1. igneous rocks
2. weathering: soil and sediment
3. mass transport
4. sedimentary rocks
5. metamorphic rocks

IV. Physics of the Earth
A. gravity
B. magnetism

V. Tectonics: a restless planet
A. Seismology and earthquakes
B. Plates in motion
C. Deformation of rocks
D. Evolution of continents

and ocean basins

VI. Surface of the Earth: Environments
Processes, Landscapes

A. Movement of surface water

B. Movement of ground water
C. Movement of ice
D. Wind and Deserts
E. Waves and tides: shorelines

EXAM SCHEDULE

First exam: September, 1990
Second exam: October, 1990
Third exam: November, 1990

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

3,
5

9

6

7

4

Ch. 17, pp. 437-438

Ch. 16, 17

Ch. 18
Ch. 15
Ch. 19, 20

Ch. 10

Ch. 11

Ch. 12
Ch. 13
Ch. 14

100 points
100 points
100 points

FINAL EXAM: Saturday, December 8, 1990 8:00-11:00 pm

NOTE TO THE STUDENT:
Grades are based on class attendance and cumulative total of
points earned from the four exams.

2:30



SYLLABUS

Course: PH 7533 Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics
Teachers I

g2Urga_Inflagmtjal: This course is designed to serve the
needs of high school physics teachers
and to provide them with the tools
necessary to teach high school
physics. Content will focus on
development of concepts,
problem-solving techniques, and
demonstrations and experiments
appropriate for the high school
environment. Activities will be
presented for each major topic.
Techniques for conducting classes,
including questioning strategies, and
development of process skills, will be
included.

Imigg: Topics normally covered in first-semester high
school physics including straight-line motion,
vectors, two-dimensional motion, forces, circular
motion, gravitation, work, power, energy, momentum,
rotational motion, and equilibrium.

pAtALLing: Thursdays, 3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. CST*
Channel 36
January 25, 1990 through April 26, 1990
(excluding holidays: March 15 and April 12)
*Daylight-savings time begins April 1, 1990

agrenithite.: It is assumed that the audience has had an
introductory, noncalculus-based physics
course.

Reqistratign First Class

Begiat/aticiale: $150. Additional forms must be
completed. See separate attachment.

Instructor: Dr. Sandra H. Harpole

Address: Mississippi State University
Department of Physics and Astronomy
P. 0. Drawer 5167
Mississippi State, MS 39762

122sp1igng.: 800-678-8754 or (601) 325-8754

atlig_g_llausi: Tuesday 8:30 - 10:30 a.m. (CST)
Wednesday 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. (CST)



Textbook: Murphy and Smoot, Rhyligal_arja,
Ergligmg, 1986, Merrill.

Eagmmandtd_Rmausa: Reicaurgs_iiiLlarb.f.Yalaa
Tgachar, published by the American
Association of Physics Teachers,
5112 Berwyn Road, College Park, MD
20740-4100, (310) 345-4220.
Order #0P53.

aaaingLEvaluation: 3 Quizzes - 25% each
Assignments - 25%

Three quizzes will be given as noted on the syllabus.
The assignments include laboratory sessions, selected
problem sets, and a write-up of one experiment or
demonstration using inexpensive materials.

The grading scale will be as follows:

A
B
C
D
F

90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
Below 60

Int= at on a 1_3DmIstuctoi :

Dr. Sandra H. Harpole is an assistant professor of physics
at Mississippi State University. She taught in Mississippi
schools for a number of years; during that time she was
involved in curriculum development, workshop presentations
and science education developments. She was selected as the
1987 Mississippi Presidential Awardee for Excellence in
Science Teaching.
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PH 7533 Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics Teachers I
- Sandra Harpole

Telecast 1: January 25

Telecast

- Introduction to Course
- Requirements and Assignments
- Registration for Course Credit
- How Do You Teach Physics?
Process Skills as Related to Physics

Teaching
- Graphing

2: February 1

Telecast 3:

Telecast 4:

Telecast 5:

6:Telecast

- Scientific Inquiry
Scalar & Vector Quantities

- Vector Addition Graphical Method
- Distance & Displacement
- Average Speed & Velocity
- Instantaneous Speed & Velocity
Acceleration

- Falling Bodies

February 8

Graphical Analysis of Linea: Motion

- Vector Addition by Components

February 15

- Problem Session
- Projectile Motion

February 22

- Newton's Laws of Motion
- Applications of Newton's Laws Involving

Friction
- QUIZ I

March 1

- Applications of Newton's Laws Involving
Inclines
Problem Session

- Circular Motion

2 I? I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Telecast 7: March 8

- Discussion of Quiz
Momentum

Telecast 8: March 22

- Work & Power
- Simple Machines
Problem Session

Telecast 9: March 29

- Energy
QUIZ II

Telecast 10: April 5

Rotational Motion
- Torque

Telecast 11: April 19

Equilibrium

Telecast 12: April 26

Problem Session
- QUIZ III



SYLLABUS

Course: MA 4563/6563. Theory of Equations for Secondary Teachers.
Complex numbers; polynomials and their properties; roots of

algebraic equations; separation of roots, cubic/biquadratic
equations; root approximation.

Date/Time: Monday -- Friday, June 4 22, 1990. 1:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.,

Central Time.

Monday, June 25, 1990, 1:00 p.m. -- 4:00 p.m., Central Time.

Channel 44

Target Audience: Secondary mathematics teachers
6

Registration Deadline: May 7, 1990

Registratior. Fee: $150.00. Additional forms must be completed.

Course Objective: To equip the secondary mathematics teacher with an

understanding of the topics normally included in a

classical course in theory of equations (see course

description above).

Instructor: Dr. Jerry F. Re.d
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Mississippi State University
P.O. Drawer MA
Mississippi State, MS 39762

Telephone: WATS 1-800-955-1821 or 601-325-7133

Office Hours: Monday Friday, 9:30 a.m. 11:00 a.m., Central Time

Textbook: Theory of Equations, J. V. Uspensky

Credits: 3 semester hours; undergraduate (4563) or graduate (6563) credit
available.



.,

a.

Grading/Evaluation: Examinations (2, off-air)
Work sheet (1)

Final Examination (1 1/2 hour live, 1 1/2 hours off-air)

Each of the four evaluations is weighed equally in
determining the final course average.

The grading scale will be as follows:

90 -- 100 A

80 -- 89 B

70 -- 79 C

60 -- 69 D

0 -- 59 F

Instructor/Bio ra hical Information: Dr. Jerry F. Reed is currently
serving as Professor of Mathematics and Associate Head of the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Mississippi State
University. He holds bachelor's and master's degrees in mathe-
matics from The University of Mississippi and the doctorate
degree in secondary mathematics education from Mississippi State
University. He is currently serving as Chair of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Conventions and Conferences
Committee.
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UNITED

NETWORK.
March 20, 1990

TO: Program Contacts

FROM: Pamela S. Pease, Ph.D., Director of TI-IN United Star Network

RE: Summer 1990 Staff Development Programming over TI-IN Network

Two programs will be offered through TI-IN United Star Network during Summer 1990:
Theory of Equations for Secondary Teachers, offered by Mississippi State University in
Starkville, and The BioPrep Teacher Institute, offered by The University of Alabama.

Theory of Equations for Secondary Teachers

June 4 - 22 Classes: Mondays - Fridays
1:00 - 3:00pm Central, CH 44

June 25 Final Exam: Monday
1:00 - 4:00pm Central, CH 44

Credit: 3 units undergraduate or graduate college credit
Registration Fee: $150.00
Registration Deadline: May 7, 1990

The BioPrep Teacher Institute

June 11 - 22 Mondays - Fridays
10:00am - Noon Central, CH 36

Credit: None (staff development programming)
Registration Fee: None
Registration Deadline: May 7, 1990

No other staff development programs will be broadcast during the summer months through
TI-IN United Star Network or TI-IN Netvtork.

Registration: To register for the summer programs, participants must complete the TI-IN
Network RegistrutionNalidation Form. These forms must be received by the TI-IN
Network office by Monday, May 7. It is imperative that you communicate your interest in
participating in either of these programs since TI-IN Network may be upgrading your
equipment daring the summer months. By knowing whether you plan to participate in
either of the following courses, TI-IN can best schedule site visits to accommodate your
uninterrupted participation.

For those sites electing to subscribe to the staff development programming during the
1990-91 school year, staff development programs are scheduled to begin September 11,
1990. In April, you will receive TI-IN Network's 1990-91 Program and Course Guide
which will include scheduling details and descriptions for next year's staff development
programs.

NOTE: For your convenience., enclosed you will find a flyer to post in your =hers' loungm or in your
adminisnaon offices in order to receive feedback from your staff on their intmest in these programs. If you
should have questions not addressed in this communication, please feel free to call the 11-IN United Star
Network office in San Antonio at (512) 490-3900.

23 7
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UNITtlISTAIR
NETWORK.

SUMMER 1990 SIGNUP SHEET
Page Two

Receive Site Location:

3/16/90
Please Post in Teachers Lounge
or Administration Office

(School)

(City) (State)

THE BIOPREP TEACHER INSTITUTE
20 hours of Staff Development Programming through The University of Alabama

June 11 - 22

Registration Fee:
Registration Deadline:

Mondays - Fridays
10:00am - Noon Central, CH 36
None
May 7, 1990

This series continues with discussions on teaching strategies and techniques for motivating
students in various subjects. Sessions will focus on a variety of subjects (English, Math,
Physics, Chemistry, Social Studies, Biology) and include methods for interdisciplinary
planning and implementing cross-curricular components. This Institute is based on the
BioMedical Sciences Preparation (BioPrep) Program which has been implemented the past
few years through the University of Alabama. The BioPrep Program focuses on preparing
students for success in college as well as introducing them to the health care profession
and the professional roles that exist within it.

Interested Participants: Sign below indicating your interest in this course and register
through your TI-IN program contact using the TI-IN Network Registration/Validation
Form. (Program Contacts: Be certain to mail registration forms to TI-IN Network so they
are received by Monday, May 7.)

2 3 S

TI.IN UNITED STAR NETWORK, 1000 CENTRAL PARKWAY NORTH, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78232
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UNITED STAR

NETWORK.

SUMMER 1990 SIGN-UP SHEET

Receive Site Location:

3/16/90
Please Poit in Teachers' Lounge
or Administration Office

(School)

(City) (State)

THEORY OF EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS
3 units of Undergraduate or Graduate College Credit through Mississippi State University

June 4 - 22

June 25

Registration Fee:
Registration Deadline:

Classes: Mondays - Fridays
1:00 - 3:00pm Central, CH 44
Final Exam: Monday
1:00 - 4:00pm Central, CH 44
$150.00
May 7, 1990

Teachers who need preparation for high school mathematics courses will be provided both
background and advanced material. The principal focus of the course will be on the
analytical aspects of relevant topics in mathematics. In addition, some effort will be made
to illustrate how today's advanced technology, for example, personal computers and
handheld graphics calculators, relates to the topics in question. Examples will be used to
assist the participant in grasping the concepts being discussed. Although the course will
not be a theorem-proof course, some proofs will be used in order to illustrate various proof
techniques.

Interested Participants: Sign below indicating your interest in this course and register
through your TI-IN program contact using the TI-IN Network RegistrationlValidation
Form. (Program Contacts: Be certain to mail registration forms to TI-EN Network so
they are received by Monday, May 7.)

TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK, 1000 CENTRAL PARKWAY NORTH, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78232



TI-IN
.:UNITED STAR

NETWORK,

1000 Central Parkway Nor lh

Suite 1900
San Antonio, Texas 78232

1512) 490-3900

THEORY OF EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS

3 units of Undergraduate or Graduate College Credit
through Mississippi State University

June 4 - 22 Classes: Mondays - Fridays
1:00 - 3:00pm Central, CH 44

June 25 Final Exam: Monday
1:00 - 4:00pm Central, CH 44

Registration Fee: $150.00
Registration Deadline: May 7, 1990

Teachers who need preparation for high school mathematics courses will
be provided both background and advanced material. The principal
focus of the course will be on the analytical aspects of relevant topics in
mathematics. In addition, some effort will be made to illustrate how
today's advanced technology, for example, personal computers and
handheid graphics calculator% relates to the topics in question. Examples
will be used to assist the participant in grasping the concepts being
discussed. Although the course will not be a theorem-proof course, some
proof will be used in order to illustrate various proof techniques.

Instructor: Dr. Jerry Reed, Professor of Mathematics and Associate
Head of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Mississippi
State University.

To receive this course:

1. You must participate from one of the TI-IN Network satellite
receive sites referenced on the attached list.

2. You must register by the May 7 deadline.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS CONCERNING AVAILABILITY OF
RECEIVE SITE LOCATIONS OR NEED REGISTRATION
MATERIALS, CALL:

Dr. Linda Morse
Educational Research
Mississippi State University

-or-
TI-IN United Star Network

(601) 325-3720

(512) 490-3900 x 134

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS CONCERNING COURSE CONTENT,
CALL:

Dr. Jerry Reed
Department of Mathematics
& Statistics
Mississippi State University

2 4

(601) 325-3414
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NETWORK.

1000 Central Parkway North

Su Ite 1908
San Antonio, Texas 78232

(512) 490-3900

TI-IN RECEIVE SITE LOCATIONS IN MISSISSIPPI 3/7/90

THEORY OF EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHER
3 units of undergaduate/graduate credit offered through Mississippi Stab University
June 4 - 25, 1990 (Registration Deadline: May 7, 1990)

DISTRICT SCHOOL CITY

Alcorn County Schools

Bay St. Louis-Waveland SD

Choctaw Agency Schools

Choctaw County Schools

Columbia Municipal SD

Columbus Municipal Sep SD

De Soto Schools

Greenville Municipal Sep SD

Greenwood Municipal Sep SD

Hattiesburg Municipal Sep SD

Hinds County School District

Jones County/Laurel SD

Lauderdale County SD

Lenore County SD

Louisville Municipal Sep SD

2

Alcorn Central HS
Biggersville HS
Kossuth HS

Bay St. Louis HS

Bogue Chitto Day School
Choctaw Central School
Standing Pine Day School

Ackerman Elementary
Ackerman High School
Weir Attendance Center

Columbia HS

Caldwell HS
SD Lee HS

Olive Branch HS

Greenville HS
T.L. Weston HS

Greenwood HS
Threadgill School

Hattiesburg HS
Hawkins Junior HS

Byrum Attendance Center
Raymond HS
Utica HS

Northeast Jones HS
R.H. Watkins
South Jones HS
West Jones HS

Clarkdale Attendance Center
Southeast HS
W Lauderdale Atten Cntr

Amanda Elzy HS
Lenore County HS

Noxapater Attendance Cntr
Louisville HS

24 1

Glen
Corinth
Kossuth

Bay St. Louis

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Walnut Grove

Ackerman
Ackerman
Weir

Columbia

Columbus
Columbus

Olive Branch

Greenville
Greenville

Greenwood
Greenwood

Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg

Jackson
Raymond
Utica

Laurel
Laurel
Ellisville
Laurel

Meridian
Meridian
Collinsvilk

Greenwood
Ittabena

Noxapater
Louisvikle
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TI-IN

NETWORK.

1000 Central Parkway North

Suite 1908
San Antonio, Texas 78232

(512) 490-3900

T1-11.4 RECEIVE SITE LOCATIONS IN MISSISSIPPI

DISTRICT

McComb Municipal Sep SD

Meridian Public SD

311190

SCHOOL CITY
~dal./ ....

McComb HS McComb

Meridian HS Meridian
West End Harris School Meridian

Ed Mayo Junior HS Moss Point
Magnolia Junior HS Moss Point
Moss Point HS Moss Point

Natchez-Adams Vo-Tech Natchez
Natchez HS Natchez
Natchez Middle HS Natchez

Pascagoula HS Pascagoula
Pascagoula Vo-Tech Cntr Pascagoula

Starkville HS Starkville

Tupelo HS Tupelo

Vicksburg HS Vicksburg
Warren Central HS Vicksburg

Wilkinson County HS Woodville

Yazoo City Junior HS Yazoo City
Yazoo City HS Yazoo City

rvloss Point Municipal Sep SD

Natchez-Adams Co Public SD

Pascagoula Municipal Sep SD

Starkville Municipal Sep SD

Tupelo Municipal Sep SD

Vicksburg/Warren SD

Wilkincon County SD

Yazoo City Schools

If you have questions concerning availability of TI-IN receive site locations or need
registration materials, call:

Dr. Linda Morse
Educational Research
Mississippi State University

TI-IN United Star Network

(601) 325-3720

(512) 490-3900 x 134

If you have questions concerning course conterit, calh

Dr. Jerry Reed
Department of Mathematks
& Statistics
Mississippi State University

(601) 325-3414
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Spring 1990
February 16 - May 23

4:30 - 5:45pm ET
3:30 4:45pm CT
2;30 3;45pm MT
1:30 - 2;45pm PT

Videotape Series

HOW TO VIEW THE SERIES

This series will be telecast over the TI-IN United Star
Network. Limited permission to tape the series will be
granted upon registration. To receive the series, schools
must complete the enclosed registration form and enclose
a check for $50.00 made payable to TI-IN United Star
Network.

Confirmation of registration and channel designations
will be provided upon receipt of this information. If
you have questions, call the TI-IN United Star Network
office at 1-512-490-3900.

REGIS I RABON DEADLINE; February 9, 1990

Old Dominion University has become an international leader in
live television programming. The university broadcaats over 20
live, interactive telecourses each semester in such areas as gradu-
ate engineering, engineering management, nursing, computer sci-
ence, foreign languages and education. The university has also won
awards for video teleconferences. Over 25 live, interactive telecon-
ferences have been produced, dealing with issues and offering
professional development opportunities in wide range of fields,
such as higher education, international relations, science and tech-
nology and human resources. Programs produced and delivered by
the university include:

USA-USSR Youth Summit Teleconference Series
A three-program series for public schools was distributed live by
PBS and culminated in an international spacebridge between
Soviet and American youth.

Managing your Company with Tont Peters
This live seminar featured the charismatic management consult-
ant Tom Peters, author of the best-sellingThriving on Chaos and
co-author of In Search of Excellence.

Writing Across the Disciplines: A Response to the Literary Crisis
This teleconference looked at the problem of writing denciencies
among college students and demonstrated a variety of ways that
faculty could enhance their students writing abilities while also
stimulating higher level thinking skills.

AWARDS

USA-USSR Youth Summit Teleconference Series
+CASE Cold Medal for outstanding educational communications
in the area of High School end College Partnerships
+Two TELECON VII awards: 1st Place for Distance Learning
Program K-12, and 2nd Place for Best Direct Broadcast Applica-
tion for a One-Time Special Event.
+AECTs Crystal Award for the most innnovative and creative
telecommunications programming.

244
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Education in the Year 2000
Instructor: Dr. Dwight W. Allen

with Eddyth N. Worley

Feb 16 Course Introduction
Endless Reform Finding a New Vision for Education
Dr. Dwight W. Allen, presenter and host for the course, is Professor of

Urban Education at Old Dominion University. Dr. Allen, best known for
his advocacy in the 60's and 70's of such reforms as flexible scheduling
differentiated staffing, multiple models of teacher education and micro-

teaching, will discuss reform movements and initiatives of the 19808
with suggestions as to why they have been less than successful in
meeting the projected needs of society.

Feb 23 Local Control and National Goals -
The Politica of Educational Change

Special guests: Dr. Madeline Hunter, Educational Consultant and Ad-

junct Professor of Education, University of Coli fornia at Los Angeles and

Dr. Maurice Be rube, Professorof Educational Leadership at Old Domin-

ion University.

Feb 28 Administering the Schools
Special guest: Dr. Scott Thompson, Executive Director, National Asso-

ciation of Secondary School Principals.

Mar 2 Teachers and StafGng
Special guests: Dr. Ray Curry, Executive Director, American Associa-

tion of School Personnel Administrators; Dr. Betty Jo Monk, Associate
Professor of Education, Baylor University, and past President, Texas

Association of School Personnel Administrators and Mr. Daniel W.
Jackson, Jr., Director of Human Relations, Fairfax County Schools, and

President, Virginia Association ofSchool Personnel Administrators.

Mar 9 The Training of Teachers
Special guest: Dr. David Imig, Executive Director, American Associa-

tion of Colleges of Teacher Education.

Mar 16 Curriculum
Special guest: Dr. Gordon Cawelti, Executive Director. Association for

Sopervision and Curriculum Development.

Mar 30 School Finance
Special guests: Dr. Van Spiva, Professor of Educational Leadership at
Old Dominion University andJohn A. Crain, Assistant Superintendent,
Dallas Independent School District.

2..1 5

Apr 6 La w and Accountability -
Teachers, Schools, and Society

Special guest: Dr. Frank Kemerer, Professor of Educational Administration

at the University of North Texas.

Apr 20 Education and the Forgotten Half
Special guest: Dr. Sam Halpern, Study Director of Youth in America's
Future: The William T. Grant Foundation on Work, Family and Citizenship,
and Dr. Yvonne Gonzales, Special Assistant to the Superintendent, I louston,

Texas.

Apr 27 Alternitive Structures and Patterns for Education
This session will be broadcast from the Joint Legislative Conference ot tilt'
Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Association of State

Boards of Education in Washington D.C. including interviews with partici-

pants.

May 4 A National System of Experimental Schools
This session will be broadcast from Indianapolis at the Conference of
Model Schools, sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa; Dr. Howard Gardner, Profes-

sor of Education and co-director of Project Zero, Harvard Graduate School of

Education.

May 1 1 The Leverage of Educational Technology
Special guests will include participants from the Conference on Education

and Technology, sponsored by the International Technology Education Asso-

ciation. It will be broadcast from Indianapolis: Dr. Donald P. Lauda,

Dean, School of Applied Arts and Sciences, California State University at
Long [leach, und Dr. Wel ter B. Waetjen, President Emeritus, Cleveland State
University. Dr. Robert Lucking, professor of Computer Education at Old

Dominion University will also participate.

May 18 School Community Relations
Special guest to be announced

May 23 American Education in a Global Context
Special guests Dr. Shapour Rassekh, Consultant to UNESCO, the ltmteriii

tional Bureau of Education in Paris, former board member of the Interna-
tional Institute for Educational Planningand Dr. IrajAyman,Directorolthe
Institute of International Education and Developmen;., Landegg Academy in

Switzerhind. This session will be broadcast from Geneva, Switzerland.

2 4 (;
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Education in the Y.jr 2000
produced by

Old Dominion University

February 16 - Nlay 23, 1990

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:

Address:

February 9, 1990

City, State, Zip:

Telepone Number:

I understand that this series may be
videotaped adhering to the following
restrictions:

Videotapes cannot be distributed
Videotapes will be erased before
December 31, 1990

Person completing form: (Please Print)

Signature:
Title:
Dale:

Enclosed is check It_ in the amount
of $50.00 made payable to
TI-IN United Star Network

Return this to:

II-IN United Star Network
10011 Central Parkway North
Suite 190
San A litonio, T X 7H 232
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OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PROGRAM TITLE: Paying for College: Exploring
Alternative Financing Options

PROGRAM DATE: April 2. 1990

TEST TIME: C Band and Ku Band
6:30 P.M. 7:30 P.M. ET
5:30 P.M. 6:30 P.M. CT
4:30 P.M. 5:30 P.M. MT
3:30 P.M. 4:30 P.M. PT

PROGRAM TIME: 7:30 P.M. 8:30 P.M. ET
6:30 P.M. 7:30 P.M. CT
5:30 P.M. 6:30 P.M. MT
4:30 P.M. 5:30 P.M. PT

C BAND Ku BAND

Monday, April 2, 1990
SATELLITE: WESTAR IV 990W SPACE= II 69° W
TRANSPONDER: 11, (6D) 3,920 MHz 20. 11.820 MHz
AUDIO FREQUENCY: 6.8 MHz 6.8 MHz

TROUBLE NUMBERS: Before Program (804) 683-3172
Test Time/During Program (804) 683-4909

TOLL FREE NUVLBER FOR
PARTICIPANT CALL-INS: 1-800-462-0959

This toll-free number is good only the day of the live program.



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER 5/24/90

School City/State

TOTAL: 221
Star Schools: 143
Regular: 78
49 SITES

Student

Ackerman Attendance
Center

Akron High School

Andrews High School

Beecher City High Sc ,00l

Berry High School

Blackwell High School

Bruni High School

Burney Jr/Sr HS

Ackerman, MS * Coleman, Dennis

Akron, AL*

Andrews, NC

Beecher City,11, *

Berry, AL *

Blackwell, TX

Bruin, TX

Jackson, Doretha
Kennedy, Shelesia
Paster, Pamela
Webb, Kenneth
Williams, Monica

Cook, Amy
Garcia, Nicholas
Luther, Christel
Tyson, Cheryl

Kremer, Pamela
Moeller, Gena
Steele, Kym
Wetherell, Dcric

Bozeman, Chris
Cannon, Rebecca
Dunn, Jason
Geist, Aaron
Hathcock, Blaine
Hustead, Lori
Kilgore, Crystal
Kimbrell, Jon
McCaleb, Brenton
Parris, Elizabeth

Ehl, Rebecca
Hood, Amy
Smith, Lee

Hernandez, Jorge
Salinas, Eduardo

Burney, CA * Meyer, Patti

*indicates a Star School Site



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 2 of 8

School

Calhoun HS

Carrollton HS

City/State Student

Letohatchee, AL *

Carrollton, AL *

Choctaw Co. Butler, AL *

Christopher CHS Christopher, EL *

Community Unit Dist 316 Warsaw, IL

*indicates a Star School Site

251

Colvin, Tameka

Goodson, Anthony Lee
Grammer, Dana
Noland, Maria

Curtis, Daphne
Fox, William
Gibson, Kenneth
Gilbert, Martha
Jackson, Timini
James, Demetris
Martin, James
McCain, Nikki
McGrew, Keith
Moody, John
Nearor, Nicole
Riley, LaTronda
Ruffin, Katrina
Thomas, Vicki
Tray ler, Jennifer

Tonia

Cesar, Tammy
Dempsey, J.L.
Moyers, Misty
Payne, Teresa

Harms, Craig
Keller, Buffy
Lucey, Denise
Turner, Greg



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 3 of 8

School City/State Student

Como Pickton High Como, TX

Dupo Senior HS

Edneyville HS

Anglin, Greg
Carpenter, Rodney
Cline, Jo Ann
Crowson, Rowdy
Dodd, Cory
Jumper, Alisa
Jumper, Davis
Newsom, Joel
Sims, Toleia
Stoker, Lisa (2/90)
Williams, Sarah
Killingsworth, L.

Dupo, IL * Bollinger, Teri

Edneyville, NC Mar 611, Amy
Redden, Tabitha

Etowah High School Attalla, AL *

Farrnville Central Farmville, NC *

Fayette County HS Fayette, AL *

*indicates a Star School site

Battles, Jennifer
Hall, Tabitha
Jenkins, Stacey
Led low, Stacie
Means, Brent
Ramsey, Angela
Ripp, Harold
Watson, Penny

Corbett, Amanda
Coward, Zimmie
Flanagan, Edwin (Mark)
Lawrence, Tracy
Mills, Laura

Bowman, Jeremy
Nal Is, Christia
Price, Lisa
Richards, Amber
Robertson, Brandi



ANATOMY ND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/96
Page 4 of 8

School City/State,.,=1C Student

Gordo High School Gordo, AL *

Gorman High School Gorman, TX *

Grand Valley High School Parachute, CO

Griggsville School

Anderson, Crystal
Babb, Susan
Caldwell, Chris
Elmore, Kara
Juakin, Paul
Miller, David
Mullenix, William
Pate, Glenda
Wallace, Paula

Browning, Gary
Carter, John
Frasier, Christi
Gilmore, Brandon
Sharp, Lance
Warren, Justin

Davis, Sherrie
Hemann, Brooks
Laughlin, Chris
Lawrence, Mark

Griggsville, IL * Workman, Devin

Hermleigh ISD Hermleigh, TX

Hiwassee Dam HS Murphy, NC

Industry District 165 Industry, IL *

Ira IjD Ira, TX

*indicates a Star School Site

44)45

Blair, April
Crumly, Tisha
Smith, Andrea

Bradberry, Michael
Mashburn, June

Jones, Jennifer
Nissen, Becky

Johnson, Susan
Luna, Anson
McMullen, Craig



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 5 of 8

School

Jemez Springs SD

Lakewood HS

City/State

Jemez Springs, NM

Salemburg, NC*

Linden High School Linden, AL *

Littlefield HS Lumberton, NC *

Lnuis burg High School Louisburg, NC *

*indicates a Star School Site

Student

Gachupin, Kimberly

King, Wendy
Raynor, Carla

Bright, Sherry
Bruno, Lyquinta
Bryant, Sheikedia
Ford, Johnny
Gibson, Marvin C.
Glover, Cassandra
Hildreth, Wilmer
Marshall, Natasha
Minor, Sonja
Powell, Darrell
Richardson, Hope
Rogers, Dionne
Shields, Jem

Barnes, Toni
Britt, Stephanie
Britt, Tonya
Cribbs, Toni
Jackson, Amy
Prevatte, Robert
Soderena, Amy
Vanzandt, Hillary
Ward, Pamela

Ayscue, Karen
Beasley, Lee
Branch, Regina
Cannady, Tiffany
Evans, Sherwood
Gardner, Donald
Leonard, Kendi a
Overton, Angelti
Overton, Tracy
Strickland, Kimberly
Woodard, Donna
Young, Brent



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 6 of 8

School City/State Student

Mirando City HS

Newport High School

Pocahontas Co. Schools

Pope Community SD

Ragland High School

Mirando City, TX

Newport, OR

Dunmore, WVa

Galconda, IL *

Ragland, AL *

Ridgway School District ilidgway, CO

Ripley Central

Rosewood High School

Rosman HS

Ripley, NY *

Goldsboro, NC

Rosman, NC

*indicates a Star School Site

Cornejo, Rolar do
Lopez, Alex
Natividad, Ramon

Gettman, Melissa
Homes ley, Lisa
Lock lear, Misti

Goode, George
Harper, Paul
Landis, James
Shreve, Susan
Workman, Jenny

Evitts, Mark

Ball, Christal
Bice, Marsha
Burks, Sondra
Cox, Andy
Day, Erika
Fitzpatrick, Consuelo
McLaughlin, Tara
Moore, Kimberly
Schall, Crystal

Bradbum, Kristi
Brown, Jeff

Chiesl, Danielle
Darling, Melanie
Freed, Michael

Slaughter, Raymond

Ashe, Shelby
Buclmer, Patricia
Owen, Mary
Thomas, Sonya



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 7 of 8

School

Sandoval Jr/Sr HS

City/Stine Student

Sandoval, IL *

South Brunswick HS Southport, NC

St. Clair Co HS Odenville, AL *

Braddy, Dana
Burton, Tammy
DeWeese, Kathy
Gregory, Darrell

Adams, Demond
Downs, Holly
Hall, Everette
Harrison, Misti
Monday, Kyle
Pou lk, Cynthia
Sanderlin, Allen
Shew, Sarah
Watts, Ray
Wong, Shonet

Albright, Lesley
Falls, Brandi
Kfimey,Cynthia
Mitchell, Lisa

Thomasville High School Thomasville, NC * Bolton, Miranda
Butt, Julie

Ukiah HS Ukiah, OR *

Union HS Clinton, NC

*inclicates a Star School Site

Collar, Amy
Collar, Brad

Farmer, Wendy
Fowler, Elsie
Hudson, Alice
Johnson, Shelecia
Johnson, Yolonda
Newkirk, Krista
Norris, Scarlet
Williamson. Vonita



ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 5/24/90
Page 8 of 8

School City/State Student

Wellsburg Community Wellsburg, IA Doyen, Joseph

Yorkwood HS Monmouth, IL * Alexander, Tonya
Davis, Colby

*indicates a Star School Site



JAPANESE I
ENROLLMENT ROSTER 1/15/90

School City/State

TOTAL: 233
Star Schools: 187
Regular: 46
# of Sites: 43

Student

Albin High Sciiool Albin, WY

Alcorn Central HS Glen, MS *

Alexander Public Schools Alexander, ND

Amanda Elzy HS Greenwood, MS *

Biggersville HS

Bunn High School

Burney Jr/Sr High

Chippewa Hills HS

Corinth, MS *

Bunn, NC *

Fujinami, Todd

Farris, Alton
Fowler, Joshua
Gray, Mike
Gunther, David
Jilek, Tonya
Rhodes, Keith
Scott, Rob

Fjelstad, Sara

Conner, Jimmy
Heinphill, Bruce
Pulley, Riley

Bobbitt, Wendy
Horn, Susan
Jones, Georgana
Miller, Mary
Rowsey, Kim

Bartholomew, William
Bowyer, hnnifer
Dent, Dave
Tant, Donna
Tew, Holly

Burney, CA * McCalley, Jennifer

Remus, MI Robinson, Kathryn

* indicates a Star School Site

25 S



JAPANESE
ENROLLMENT ROSTER . 1115/90
Page 2 of 8

School City/State

Choctaw Co HS Butler, AL *

Christopher Community HS Christopher, IL *

Crestwood HS

Dupo High School

Flora High School

Gilpin County SD

Greenville HS

Crestwood, OH

Dupo, IL *

Flora, IL

Blackhawk, CO

Greenville, MS *

* indicates a Star School Site

Student

Bishop, Kefalari
Coody, Tara
Crowell, Odis
Hampton, Reginald
Hancock, Kimberly
Havard, Trishia
Hollister, Dinah
Irby, Patricia
Johnson, Michael
Rosborough, Stephanie
Ruffin, Sharon
Strickland, Tanya
Watson, Kelly

Chapman, Lisa
Furlow, Angela
Greenwood, Marcy
Houghland, Rich
Johnson, Michael
Jones, Kerry

Kann, Gayle

Coff, Katherine
Ertle, Marichiel

Buckley, Mandy
Colclasure, Scott
Girdler, Eva
King, Kerri
Lake, Derek
Peters, Kari
Stringer, Stephen
Webb, Jodie
West, Robbie

Avram, Johnathon
Robertson, Brian

Barnes, Stephanie
Walls, Sala



JAPANESE I
ENROLLMENT ROSTER
Page 3 of 8

School

- 1/15/90

City/State Student

Greenwood HS Greenwood, MS *

Hale County High School Moundville, AL *

Hilmar High School

Ingalls High School

Hilmar, CA *

Ingalls, KS

John Essex High School Demopolis, AL *

* indicates a Star School Site

21;1)

Clanton, Roger
Coleman, LaTonya
Gooden, Demetrius
Nunn, Janice
Reed, Sherod
Tullos, Jimmy

Garner, Tina
Hewill, Christie
Jones, Billy
Kelley, Christy
Kynard, Matthew
Lester, Tony
Lott, Christopher
Smith, Jason
Siavelis, Charles
Wedgeworth, Nathaniel

Heilman, Jim
Vargas, Sterling

Little, Jennifer
McDonald, Kathy

Brown, Charles
Jackson, Michael
Rembert, Andrew
Simon, Alicia
Smith, Mesha
Thomas, Rodney
Vaughn, Vemnica
Williams, Samantha
Worthy, Lakeithia



JAPANESE I
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 1115/90
Page 4 of 8

School City/State Student

Keith High School

La Harpe High School

Orville, AL * Blevins, Do ,a
Cobb, Santaush
Hardy, Andrea
Scott, Ernest
Simmons, Helen

LaHarpe, IL * Logan, Jill

Livinc,s'.on High School Livingston, AL *

Louisburg High School

Louisville HS

Louisburg, NC *

Louisville, MS *

*indicates a Star School Site

24) 1

Abrams, Latonia
Brown, Kim
Carter, Pamela
Culbert, Bobby
Dykes, Lisa
Grant, Derick
Grant, Eric
Jackson, Tracy
Martin, Rickitta
Paris, Wendell
Sims, Chris
Thomas, Janice
Williams, Angela

Perry, Crystal
Iwasaki, H.

Crowder, Kendralyn
Ford, Catherine
Frazier, Shalonda
Gillis, Tina
Hall, Vernita
Hayes, Crandall
Haynes, Demondes
Hibbler, Cartes sia
Hornesburger, Daralyn
Jernigan, Pamela
Johnson, Moniquea
Matthews, Jason
Pittman, Alethea
Quinn, Sonja
Smith, Bruce
Triplett, Karmika
Wilson, Katrina



JAPANESE 1
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 1/15/90
Page 5 of 8

School
01110111=111MINIMIIM:

City/State Student

"adras High School

Medina High School

Modoc High School

Northeast Jones HS

Madras, OR *

Medina, TX *

Alturas, CA *

Laurel, MS *

Oakville High School Oakville, WA *

Olive Branch HS Hernando, MS *

* indicates a Star School Site

21;

Buslach, Kimi
Chester, Justin
Henrikson, Shahin
Stevenson, Craig
Supanchick, Robbie
Wickham, Juanita

Flores, Glorge
Martin, Tony

Trent, Katherine

Aleksines, Heath
Barnes, Demetrius
Bergeron, Kent
Brownlee, S.M.
Buckley, Thomas
Buxton, Robert
Clark, Michael
Coble, John
Culpepper, Stephen
Johnson, Stephen
Moody, Maketa
Morgan, Latonya
Pearson, Portia
Russ, Keith
Ward, Sean
Wood, Jennifer
Yarbrough, Bryan

Brandon, Becky
Young, Rebecca

l3erryhill, Brenda
Dirlam, Ster hanie
Hall, Stacey
McKnatt, Brandy
Mobley, Catherine
Reid, Natalie
Williams, Angela



JAPANESE
ENROLLMENT ROSTER 1/15/90
Page 6 of 8

School

Pickens County HS

Pope Co. HS

Princeton City Schools

City/State

Reform, AL *

Golconda, fl *

Princeton, OH

Rosman High School Rosman, NC

SD Lee High School Columbus, MS *

South Jones HS Ellisville, MS *

TL Weston High School Greenville, MS *

* indicates a Star School Site

21:1

Student

Worrell, Susan

Jones, Laura

Comstock, Craig
Herlihy, Sarah
Hughes, Bradlee
McCoy, Vincent
Sato, Hikari
Simmons, Paul
Ward, Amy

Chapman, Ake lla
Chappel, Jason
Gos-n, Amy
Ice, Jason
Lorenz, Jason
McCall, Brian
Powell, Susan
Whitmire, Mamie

Davis, Nicole
Owens, Chastity
Rickert, Ryan
Tabb, Angela

Dukes, Marcus
Johnson, Eric
Lassiter, Kelli
Moore, Melissa
Nobles, Zack
Sullivan, Patrick
Walters, Andrew
Weems, Roslynn
Williamson, Marsha
Woodruff, Amanda

Box ley, Kimberly



JAPANESE I
ENROLLMENT ROSTER - 1/15/90
Page 7 of 8

School City/State
o, S.*

Student
Ayers, Haffier
Barclay, Thom
Campbell, Kristi
Johnson, Ashley
Nelson, Dana
Nichols, Patricia
Perry, Candy
Russo. Elizabeth

Ukiah High School Ukiah, OR * Collar, Amy
Collar, Brad
Collar, Cheryl
Gudmundson, Niki

Waldport High School Waldport, OR Boese, Delda
Brown, Jenny
Flanders, Stratos
Harwood, Kimberly
Harwood, Kris
Shipman, Tim

Warren County Sr HS McMinnville,TN Baker, Amy
Barnes, Stephanie
Crawford, Mary
Lewis, Amy
Lorance, Lori
Newby, Robert
Walker, Twanelle

West Jones HS Laurel, MS *

* indicates a Star School Site

Barlow, Shane
Blakeney, Stephen
Cockrell, Tate
Daniels, Carla
Dawson, Tommy
Evans, Mary
Henson, Jce
Hilbun, Bill
Hutto, Dameon
McNair, David
Montgomery, Heather
Mosley, Kiona
Pickering, Jason
Scruggs, Robby
Smith, Greg
Smith, Rhonda



JAPANESE I
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Page 8 of 8

School

West Lauderdale
Attendance Center

City/State

Collinsville, MS *

* indicates a Star School Site

Student

Beeman, John
Cottrill, Charles
Kinard, S. Ross
Scott, Charles David
Seymore, Marcus
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REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

COURSE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
A WORKSHOP IN CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY

DATE: JUNE 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, AND 29, 1989

TIME: TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS 12:45PM 4:00PM CDT
CHANNEL 44

NAME

Debbie Baglia
Janet Hachen
Peggie Smith
Ethan Williamson
Carole Yost

SCHOOL

Albemarle H.S.

Teresa V. Walsh Alexander Central H.S.

Joe Litaker
Allison Martin
Keith Shumate

Anson County Schools

Jennifer Stambaugh Astoria S.D. #1

Vilma Acosta
Beverly Adams
GI GI Boyette
Cathy Moore
Carolyn Rose
Robin Schultheiss

Beaufort County Schools

Glenda Williams Beaver Creek H. S.

Patricia Atkinson
Elmetta Bullard
Lori McLeod
Claire Nelson
Anna Ruth
Donald Sdiwidde
Carolyn Scoggiris
Sue Shaw

Loma Marks

Bladen County Board of Education

CITY/STATE

Albemarle, NC

Taylorsville, NC

Wadesboro, NC

Astoria Dist #1, IL

Washington, NC

West Jefferson, NC

Elizabethtown, NC

Blue Ridge School/Jackson Co. Glenville, NC

2Lt;
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Marianne B. Gore S. Brunswich H.S. Brunswich NC

Burke County Public Schools Burke County, NC

Pat Blair Caldwell County Schools Lenoir, NC
Rosemarie Carney
Irene Dalmau
Betty Early
Shirley Mc Gillen
Teresa Shoun

Ulia Martinez
Judy Clyma
Aria Schleifer
Judy Saucrant
Jamie Le Savage
Jeri Meigs
Usa Jenkins
Lydia Ortiz
Eltela Hernandez
Unda Tootle
Sylvia Thomas
Laurie Tisdale

Anne Volkman

Ella Conrad
Sherri Gardner
Francy Sou les
Myrtle Starnes
Deborah Suttles

Ged Smiegen
Julia Scerbo
Sheila Clendenning

Karen Gilbert
Marina Bass
Alice Brown

Ann Cobb
Jane Gurley
Richard Hinton

Camp Lejeune Dependent's School Camp Lejeune, NC

Catawbal Schools NC

Central Clinton H.S. Dew In, IA
Community Schools

Columbus County Schools Whiteville, NC

Cumberland County Schools

Currituck County Schools
Site - Knapp Jr. High

Durham County

Eden City Schools
Site 7. Rockingham Senior H.S.

Fayetteville, NC

Currituck, NC

Durham, NC

Eden, NC

Edgecombe County Schools Tarboro, NC

21;7
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Bob Robley

Mary Lou Herring

*Taping program*

Kathryn L. Fox

Nathan A. Caroon

Linda S. Kaiser
Jo Ann Hart

Heioise Williams

Juanita Gutierrez
Joan Adams
Mariana Tatos
Martha Lockaney
Trade J. Johnson
Gerald Smith

Maria D. Ashbrook
Della R. Buhl
Jeanne Michelle Burnett
Marie H. Farr
Charlotte a. Osterman
Elizabeth A. Pride

Margamt Hampton
Teresa Jenkins
LaVerne Espy

Eritza Vallejo
Alicia Czajkowski
Nancy McNeill
Gloria Hawks

Vergie Sorrells

Marie K. Cintron
Claudia Graham
Edward Parrish
Marcella Willaford

3

MEM
Educational Service Center, #16

Fairmont City Schools

Franklin County Schools

Gates County

Graham County School

Grandy Primary School

Greensboro Public Schools

Guilford County School

Halifax County Schools

=um
Belleville, IL

Fairmont, NC

Franklin, NC

Gatesville, NC

Robbinsville, NC

Camden, NC

Greensboro, NC

Greensboro, NC

NC

Harnett Co. Board of Education Ullington, NC

0%-tkootpcte4Jt....e..A. amvuz KS

Hendersonville Board of Education Hendersonville, NC

Hortford County Schools

Hoke County Schools

Jackson County

James Kenan H.S.

26S

Winton, NC

Raeford, NC

Sylva, NC

Warsaw, NC



migg

Delores Bullock
Robert Dowling
Ann Dowling
Fe Maria Finch
Sandra Fritz
Elias Hatinson
Rosalind Jenrette
Barb Modinor-Capps
Marci Pvrin
Emily A. Sockell
Ann Stephenson
Margaret Sutton
Geraldine Sykes
Lucy Watson
Cathy West

Lisa Bowling
Oliver Howell

101221,

Johnston County Schools

Lee County Schools

Lynn Mack* Lexington City School
Jennifer Eftards

mama
Smithfield, NC

Sanford, NC

Lexington, NC

4

*Please mail information to: Ray Bates, Technical Coordinator, Lexington City Schools, 1010 Fair
Street, Lexington, NC. 27292

Theresa Marming Martin County Schools Willlsamston, NC
Jim O'Donnell
Femande Silverthom
Sandra Jones
Linda Robertson

Kathy Johnson Mattamuskett H.S. Swan Quarter, NC

Laura Lee Rorem Moore County Schools
Barbara Dorton Site - Union Pines - Cameron

Barbara Boyd Mt. Airy City Schools
Edwina Whitehead

Kay Bolt
Carol Brinkley
Pat Brower
Dianne Brown
Rhonda Carter
Amy Johnson
Debra Lanham
Mary Mann
Rocio Marcum
Agnes Page
Libby Parker
Jane Parrish
Lauren Rogers
Rosa RCM

Nash County School

2( ;

Carthage, NC

Mt. Airy, NC

Nashville, NC



HAES

Barbara Baldwin
Mildred Rowland
DI lie Lunsford

Betty White
Baroara Sloop
Lou lie Henderson
Martha Edwards
Barbara Stames
Maria Connor

Dale Wallace

Susan Jackson
Gloria Herring
Julie Ward
Irene Lucas
Ginger Lye II
Barbara Gonzales
Larniece Spencer
Barbara Mike
Mary Barefoot
John Bryan

(10 people)

Georgette Kimball
Cynthia Uoyd
Nathomia Deloatch

Ruth Toth
Karen Lovejoy

Carmen Blakewood
Elaine Day
Carla Dejo le
Shirley Dunn
Jane Idyle
Sara Maisel
Debbie Santiago
Basma Thompson
Barbara Tyler
Ellie Webb

1002L
Nantahala School

New Bern-Craven County Schools

Newton-Conover City Schools

New Hanover County Schools

North Gaston H.S.

Northampton County Schools

Ocracoke School

Ons low County Schools

2 7 ( )

Migiaig
Topton, NC

New Bern, NC

Newton, NC

Wilmington, NC

Gastonia, NC

Jackson, NC

Ocracoke, NC

Jacksonville, NC

5



NAM

May Coates
Karin Griffiths
Josephine Harris
Josephine L. Harris
Diana Levy
George Ann McCay
George Ann Mc Cay
Carol Orringer
Carlos Perea
Lee Poweli
Mari Satterie
Nancy Sorenson
Catherine Williams

CITY/STATE

Orange County Schools Hillsborough, NC

Cornelia Bond Pamlico County Schools

Lisa Jarman Person County
Mary Kimbrough
Eunice Ramsey
Teny Turner
Diana Broyles
Greta Jeffers
Chuck Oakley

Bayboro, NC

Roxboro, NC

6

Denise L Curtis* Pinebrook County Advance, NC
'Please send materials to: Denise Curtis, do 3etty E. West, Director of Personnel, Davie County
Schools, 220 Cherry Street, Mocksville, N.C. 27028

Pitt County Schools Pitt CAunty, NC

Marilyn Clayton Randolph County Schools Asheboro, NC
Barbara Harrel
Roger Persia
Julia Spivey
Beaule Withmw

Pattie Bracey
Debris Council
Al lone Gans
Sandra Graham
Adele Hall
Chip Hennecy
Diane Oxendie
Kim Reim°

Marjorie Whitlock
Myma Strickland
Glyn Petree
Edie Burgin

Elaine A. Zerhe

Gwedolyn Nergart
G. Fomasier
Lisa Harris

Robeson County Schools Lumberton, NC

Scotland County School Laurintydrg, NC

South Brunswic) Brunswick County,NC

Stokes County Jis Danbury, NC

271
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Julie Hamilton
Jacqueline Sykes
Linda Roberts

ScHOOL SZECOTAM

Thomasville H.S. Tomasville, NC

Dale Wallace Thorton Elementary/Newton-Conover Newton, NC

C. Mellassa Boyd Topsail Jr/Sr High Hampstead, NC
Susan Jones
Gall Lanier
Connie Paschall

Charlotte Galloway
Joanne Gordon
Betty Hooper
Winnifred Finnegan
Chris Payne

Nancy Hoekstra

Elizabeth H. McCallister

Susan Aldrich
Nancy Martin
Margene Clark
Eloise J. King Martin
D'Anne Rehder

Transylvania County Schools Brevard, NC

Trona H.S. Trona, CA

Tryon H.S. Tryon, NC

Ukiah Middle School Ukiah SD, 80-R, OR

Kory Massey*** Union County Sr hools Monroe, NC
Carol Burbank
Carol Burroughs
Michelle Turner
Susan Ballard
Gloria Price
**Please mall information to: Jo Nell McCain, Gail Latham, Union County Schools, 500 N. Main
Street, Suite 700, Monroe, N.C. 28110

Magnolia Williams
Donald Wideman
Marcella Homey
Marilyn Bandar

Sonia Torres
Nancy Ferguson
Maria Smith
Lisa Ferrando
Tim Hart

Vance Senior H.S. Henderson, NC

Wake County School Raleigh, NC

2 7



Andrea Ma Ipes
Gwen Andrews
Jean Tallercio
Sherry Stafford
Wendy Hicks
KrIsty Bailey
Fran Per low
Unda Harper
Ann Price
Doris Smith

Armanda Rooks
Narnie Owens

Jeral Spears
Amy Burchins
Walter Broyhill
Garland Hill

Donald R. Franks
Ann Howell
Ann NUT%
Martha Pierce
Beverly Swart
Donna Tesh
Gloria Vazquez
Barbara Walker
Chantal Whelan
Raymond Whelan

Lias Allen
Marta Canas
Ann Chipman
Tavola Dahmer
Jeannette Flowe
Betty Griffith
Betty Griffin
Claudette Janet
Barbara Johnson
Aw lida Neal
Melanie Neal
Lateefah Razzak
Brigitte Woloszyn
Bonnie Zeithers

Carol Smith

June 19, 1989

8

MEM =OMR
Wayne County Schools Goldsboro, NC

Whitey' Ile City Schools WhItevi Ile, NC

Columbus County
Board of Education

WiNces County Schools

Whiteville, NC

Wlicesboro, NC

Wilson County School Wilson, NC

Winston-SalenVForsyth County Schools Winston-Salem, NC

Whitrnore Lake H.S. Washtenaw S.D., M I

Yackinvilie County Schools Yadkinville County, NC

2""
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Star Schools Brochure
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Questions and Answers about
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Year One and Year Two Programming

List of Star School Sites by State

Illinois State Board of Education and
Western Illinois University Application
and Assurances

Description of Programming

Provided by Partners
Enrollment in Courses

List of Inventory

Evaluations:

Scholarships
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Star School Sites Course Enrollment for 1990-91

Course

Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
Anatomy
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AY English
AP Engr sh
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
AP English
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy

stronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
A stronomy
Astionomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy

State Site

Selma
Demopolis
Calhoun
Christopher Community
Sandoval Jr/Sr
Bluffs
Harrisburg
Thomasville
Richlands
Farmville

Enrollment Totals

2
1

1

2
3
2
1

2
2

Littlefield 105

Central Heights 8
Benavides 2 38
Wyanot,t 2
Gorham 3
Beecher City 9
Western 7
Cairo 1

Washington 3
Calhoun 6
Mini 3
Avon 1

Pleasant Hill 3
Vienna 6
Northwestern 4
Witt 5
Louisville 12
Midway 1

Ripley 1

Cheyenne Eagle Butte 3
Hamilton 1

Goldburg 1

Presidio 3
Saltillo 2
Carrizo Springs 5 82
Pickens 3
Pickens 3
Modoc 2
Herlong 9
Happy Camp 8
Burney Jr/Sr 5
Dupo 5
Northwestern 1

3enton Cons. 3
Wyanet 4
Western 1

Astoria 4
Bluffs 2
Harrisburg 4
Pleasant Hill 4

2 7



Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Astronomy
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analys;s
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Analysis
Elem Spanish
Elem Spanish
Elem Spanish
Elem Spanish
French I
French I
French I
French I
French I
French I
French 1
French 1
French 1
French I
French I
French I
French I
French I
French I
Frencti I
French 1
French I
French 1
French I
French I
French I
French 1
French I
French I
French II

Yorkwood
Byrum
Caklwell
Richlands
Littlefield
Lakewood
Covington
Deweyville
Vega
Central Heights

4
2
6
5

23
10
2
1

2
13

Presidio 1 127
Happy Camp 5
Cairo 1

Noxapater 5
Utica 5
Lakewood 1

Midway 14
Hobbton 2
Corona 2
Ukiah 1

North Hopkins 7
Aquila 1

Covington 2
Penelope 3
Central Heights 3
Gorman 2 54
Pliocene 7
Christopher Cominunity 10
Campbell K42 7
Central Heights 15 39
Dos Palos 2
Hilmar 21
Ellicott 1

Mini 4
Camp Point 2
Vienna 1

Christopher Community 4
Unity 2
Astoria 1

Wyanet 5
Leflore 3
Raymond 9
South Robeson 7
White Shield 1

Ripley 1

Ukiah 1

Penelope 2
Presidio 4
Apple Springs 1

Crockett 26
Covington 2
Central Heights 10
Tomillo 5
Ingram 2
Oakville Jr/Sr 6 123
Pickens County 1

9 7 4.
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French U CA Trona 2
French II CA Burney 3
French II CA Her lon 3
French II IL Pittsfield 2
French II IL ROWVA 4
French II IL Mini 2
French II MS Byrum 5
French II NC North Swkes 7
French II NC South Robeson 10
French 11 SD Cheyenne Eagle Butte 2
French II TX Crockett 4
French II TX Jayton-Girard 2
French II TX North Hopkins 1

French 1I TX Presidio 1

French II TX Central Heights 7
French II TX Loop 4 60
German I CA Dos Palos 3
German I CA Pliocene 1

German 1 CA Tmna 4
German I CA Burney Jr/Sr 1

German I IL Harrisburg 3
German I IL Valtneyer 3
German I IL Dupo 3
German 1 IL Westmer 1

German I IL Western 1.
German I IL Christopher Community 4

Dallas CityGerman I IL 1

German I IL Brown County 3
German 1 IL Northwestern Jr/Sr 1

German I IL West Pike Comm. 1

German I MS Kossuth 2
German I MS Byrum 10
German I NC Thomasville 2
German I NC Louisburg 4
German I NC Charles B. Aycock 2
German I TX Carrizo Springs 5
German I pc Newcastle 8
German 1 WA Oakville Jr/Sr 5 69
German 11 CA Trona 3
German II CA Dos Palos 1

German II IL Unity 1

German II IL Roseville 1

German II IL Western 2
German II MS Natchez 1

German II TX Knippa 2
German II TX Cotulla Jr/Sr 4
German U WA Oakville Jr/Sr 1 16
Japanese I CA Hilmar 4
Japanese I CA Trona 1

Japanese I EL La Harpe 1

Japanese 1 IL Benton Cons. 2
Japanese 1 IL Christopher Community 1

LefloreJapanese I MS 7
Japanese I MS Amandy Elzy 3
Japanese I MS Pascaguola 6
Japanese 1 OR Ukiah 1
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Japanese I TX Saltillo 2
Japanese I TX Central Heights 1

Japanese I TX Poolville 1

Japanese I TX Pearsall 1

Japanese I TX Tornillo 10
Japanese I WA Oakville Jr/Sr 2
Japanese I OR Madras 4 47
Latin I IL West Pike 3
Latin I IL ilhini 3

Christopher CommunityLatin I IL 5
Ladn I IL 7clarrisburg 2
Latin I IL Pleasant Hill 2
Latin I MS Meridian 11
Latin I NC Charles B. Aycock 2
Latin I NC Richlands 5
Latin I NC Farmville 6
Latin I NC Bunn 12
Latin I TX Ingram Tom Moore 1

Latin I TX North Hopkins 1 53
Latin II NC Thomasville 4
L'itinll NC Louisburg 6
Latin II NC Farmville 1 11

Marine Science AL Selmt 1

Marine Science CA Herlong 7
Marine Science CA Burney Jr/Sr 5
Marine Science CA Modoc 2
Marine Science CA Happy Camp 7
Marine Science IL Pope County 2
Marine Science IL Dupo 5
Marine Science IL Wrnet 4
Marine Science IL Bluffs 6
Marine Science IL Camp Point 1

Marine Science IL Yorkwood 2
Marine Science IL Astoria 3
Marine Science IL Benton Cons. 1

Marine Science IL Harrisburg 5

Marine Science II Pleasant Hill 4
CaldwollMarine Science MS 5

Marine Science NC Littlefield 23
Marine Science NC Richlands 5
Marine Science NC Lakewood 10
Marine Science TX Presidio 1

Marine Science TX Aquilla 4
Marine Science TX Central Heights 1

Marine Science TX Covington 4
Marine Science TX Pearsall 1

Marine Science TX Vega 2
Marine Science MS Byrum 1 112
Physics AL Selma 1

Physics IL St. Anne Comm. 8
PenelopePhysics TX 3

Physics Presidio 1 13
Psychology AL Selma 1

Psychology AL Calhoun 6
Psychology IL Morrisonville 5
Psychology IL La Harpt 1



Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I

Aledo 5
Vahneyer 5
Southeastern 6
Gorham 5
Harrisburg 1

Yorkwood 6
Pleasant Hill 3
Northwestern 2
Shiloh 6
Hobbton 4
Lakewood 8
Ripley 4
Hedley 5
Maud 4
Deweyville 11
D'Hanis 18
Bosqueville 3
Central Heights 1

Medina 1

Poolville 2
Benavides 8
Vega 3 124
Selma 1

Calhoun 6
Harrisburg
Pleasant Hill 6
Southeastern 6
Shiloh 7
Camp Point 3
Monisonville 5
Yorkwood 6
Gorham 3
Aledo 3
Hobbton 4
Lakewood 8
Ripley 6
Medina 1

Maud 3
Hedley 5
Benavides 8
Poolville 1

Presidio 1

Vega 8
D'Hanis 8
Bosqueville 3 103
Calhoun 22
Central High School 44
Pickens County 2
Trona 8
Vienna 4
Western 21
Brown County 11
Avon 2
Christopher Community 4
Thompsonville 3
Liberty Hill 3
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Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (2)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish I (8)
Spanish II
Spanish 11
Spanish II
Spanish 11
Spanish EL
Spanish II
Spanish 11
Spanish 11
Spanish 11
Spanish II
Spanish II
Spanish 11
Spanish II
Spanish II
Spanish II
Spanish 11

Meridian 4
Amanda Elzy 21
Biggersville 5
Alcorn Central 11
Lenore 9
North Edgecombe 16
To'Hagiilee-He 16
Ukiah 5
Bynum 7
Covington e
McLeod 4
Deweyville 5
Apple Springs 5
Goldburg 5
Poolville 10
D'Hanis 7
Martinsville 8
Hamilton 3
Union Hill 3
Kennard 4
Newcastle 15
Prairie Valley 1

Ce 'Aral Heights 19
Se ma 1

Calhoun 1

Central 40
Hopi 9
Happy Camp 10
Southeastern 10
Christopher Community 1

Liberty Hill 3
Western 15
Calhoun 1

Lenore 18
Amanda Elzy 19
Ken.nard 1

Loop 10
Central Heights 1

Penelope 5
Hedley 4 464
Central 9
Calhoun 9
Burney Jr/Sr 1

Hardin County 1

Central Heights 8

Goldburg 4
Covington 5

Bosqueville 6
Martinsville 4
Bynum 1

Jayton-Girard 4
Deweyville 1

Northside 8

Coolidge 13
McLeod 2
Maud 1
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Spanish II
Spanish IE
Spardsh II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish IE (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish IE (4)
Spanish E (4)
Spanish II (4)
Spanish II (4)
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonomeuy
Trigonometry
Trigc cometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry

Poolville 6
Newcastle 2
Pliocene 1

Liberty Hill 1

Vienna 3
Utica 2
Kossuth 3

Poolville 3
Penelope 1

Deweyville 1

Northside 1

Maud 5
Central Heights 7
Covington 5 118
Happy Camp 6
Cairo 1

Utica 5
Midway 14
Hobbton 2
Lakewood 1

Corona 2
Covington 3
Aquilla 1

Gorman 2
Central Heights 3
North Hopkins 7
Penelope 3 50

1703 1703

2S



Fo6-171; 1991 CorpOldte

414rm102 Organi.zation

RE0011101 RE0OURCE NNW
C1110-

5939 A.L. JOHNSON Hf6H SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 FEKNICA MONITOR 182077
00332 TF10411.04 VCR 802

00420 FRIN1ER SEIKOS0A SP 1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6089 -ABBOTT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO tom
00231 1FKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00312 1001-110A VCR M-6007

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01%00 SUOSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE

306/ -ACKERMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A
00317 TOSHIBA VCR 0-5483
00420 PRINTER SFIKOSHA SP-1200A1
00%30 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00A00 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKET
01%00 gUBSCR1BER INTERFACE DL

3011 -ACKERMAN 'UGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR T82077
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AT
00%30 AT&T MODEL 530, IELEPHOTIE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01%00 0UDSCRIBER INTERFACE DEV11,1

0940 -AKRON HIGH 0CHUOL
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 182077
00432 iFKNIKA VCR 002
00420 PRIM-ER 9F1KOSHA SP-1200A!
00600 NimoNIcs 1)161CAL TAPLL1
(41100 Ktt RECE1VUR

60" 611(A 111611 0CH001

00100 AOD10 VIDEO 01411.

inICUMatlun 7,tittirn

Inventory Reptivt

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 747
C C50013696
C D48810404
C 0210944
C 300127
C 1AC4020136/62

C 080
C C50014031
C 21631414
C 0210468
C N/A
C 300310
C AC31U111891t;
C 00143t1

C 1008
C 10415053
C 18634585
C 0205016

N/A
C 0:700409

Y1.1.113 C 892203586
C 002062

C 916
C C45612081
C 21631470
C 0210093
C N/A
C 0140769
C AC3110034543
C 002120

C50t13a97
C 1)40010/42
C 0211-'4'J
C 3001;.13

1 OAC31200;9670

CART
NUMBER

747
747
747
747
747
747

two
nno
800
800
000
800
000
080

1008
1000
1008
1008
1000
1000
1000
1000

916
916
916
916
916
91.6

916
916

i50

/.(0

150

STAR
NIIMBER

1070
1871
1673
10/8
1679

3190
3191
3193
3190

3199
2306

3774
3775
3777
3702

3/03
3780

3400
3401
3403
3400

3409

1901
1903
1900
1909
3196

19/0

ASSET INSTALLATION
NUMBER DATE

05/31/1990
05/31/1990
05/31/1990
05/31/1990
05/31/1990
05/31/1990

05/16/1990
06/15/1990
06/15/1990
06/15/1990
10717/1990
06715/1990
06/15/1990
07/26/1990

06701/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
08/01/1990
10/12/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
09/04/1990

06/P1/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
10/12/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
09/04/1990

03/29/1989
03/29/1909
03/29/1989
03/29/1909
00/17/1Q09

00/29/1990

2 11

LAST
MAINT

'25')



Feb 13, 1991 Corpovate Information System

evet102 Organik:ation Inventory Report

Page 2

RiSOURCE RESOURCE NAME
LODE

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CHRT
ItiBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION
DATE

00231 IEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C501-113718 75/ 1971 02/14/1909

00332 TEKNTKA VCR 802 C D48810715 1973 02/14/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 02214/7 1978 02/14/1909

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C . 75? 1974 10/12/1990

00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300124 /5/ 1979 02/14/1989

01100 Ku WCE1VER 1 MAC3120106296 757 1976 02/14/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 001296 75/ 08/29/1990

6017 -ALCORN CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNI': C 923 923 06/01/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A C 14514679 923 06/01/1990

00318 TOSHIBA VCR M-120 C 22726961 923 09/21/1990

00470 PRINEER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0210092 923 06/01/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, IELEPHONE C N/A 923 10/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120()84303 923 06/01/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE 1)EV1CL C 001663 923 08/22/1990

3017 -ALEDO HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT. C 975 3538 06/26/1/90

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A C 18415625 975 3539 06/27/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283 C 39621120 9/5 3541 06/27/1990

004A. PRINEER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0210751 975 3546 Vu/27/1990

005(0 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 9/5 10/01/1990

006E10 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0485689 975 3626 06/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040465714 9/5 3707 06/27/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001676 07/08/1990

5938 -ALM:VILLE HIGH SCHOOL.
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A C 58425988 658 1030 09/12/1988

00311 fOSHIPA VCR M-6003 C U8532801 650 104V 12/09/1988

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200Ai C 0211001 658 1045 12/09/1988

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0149989 6513 5981 12/09/1908

01100 Ku RECEIVER 1 AC404043730! 658 5950 04/13/1989

6041 -AMANDA ELZy HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT I:, /60 /a 20/0 06/01/1990

00231 VEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813669 /68 2071 06/01/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 802 C D48810006 760 2073 06/01/1990

00410 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A) C 0211630 20/8 06/01/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 163 10/15/1990

00600 1411110NICS DIGITAL TABLET' C 3003(42 .60 20/9 06/01/0090

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC31201269.)0 ;69 06/01/1990

01n00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE- C 002003 /63 0H/21/1990

111500 SUBSCRIBER IMMO:ACE DEVIC1 C 002101 10/09/1990

58/6 ANDrpSoN VALtry H1611 SCHOOL
W11 00 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT 1; 717 1 06/22/1990

LAST
MAINE

25 ')



Fe,'" 1111.11
e%re+102

COMPatellikrmignil SAM MOM MU
Organi4ation Inventory Report

=Me MIN

RI:SOURCE
CODE

00231
00314
00420
00600
01100

RESOURCE NAME

TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TOSHIBA VCR M-1287
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (61)

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C C50813952
C 18633930
C 0221351
C 300175
C MAC31200505166

CART
MOMPER

1 .01

717
717
717
717

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

1501
3114
1506
1589
5971

INSTALLATION
DATE

06/22/1990
06/22/1990
06/22/1990
06/22/1990
06/22/1990

6000 APPLE SPRINGS HIGH sram
00100 AODIO VIDEO UNIT C 869 069 3000 06/15/1990

00231 TERNICA MONITOR 1J2077 C U49812651 069 3001 06/15/1990

00334 LEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003912720 069 3002 06/15/1990

00421 PRINFER SEIKOSHA SP-16000 C 0210245 069 3008 06/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C NONE 069 09/21/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300152 069 3009 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040464274 069 3086 06/15/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 002085 069 12/04/1990

16046 -AITUILLA SCHOOL DISTRICT
oolno AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 883 803 3220 06/15/1990

00231 IEKNICA MONIIOR TJ2077 C C49812633 0133 3221 07/25/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 21631971 13113 3223 06/15/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204011 1013 3228 07/25/1990

00ti30 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 883 10/17/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 3003001 083 3229 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER ((U) C AC3110024114 883 3226 12/18/1990

(moo SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE C 001333 803 07/26/1990

5890 -ASHERTON JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 690 6Y0 1309 06/15/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 58425279 690 1310 06/15/1990

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 25626996 690 1312 06/15/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-120(lAI C 0211169 690 1317 06/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, IFIEPHONE C N/A 690 11/05/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300218 65.0 1310 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) U AC4020140327 6'10 1315 06/15/1990

Oth00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001059 690 07/18/1990

6099 -ASTORIA HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 804 804 2440 06/27/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITUR 1J2077 C C49013044 004 2441 06/27/1990

00334 11KNIKA VCR 801 C 003913351 804 2443 06/27/1990

00421 PRIMER SrIKUSHA SP-1600A1 C 0204927 004 24411 V6/27/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 804 10/01/1990

00600 NOMONICS DIGIUAI TABLE1 U 300312 004 2449 06/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER ((U) C AC3110035015 804 013/02/1990

sOOSCRIBER INEFREACE 0EV10E C 001318 004 09/05/1990

6100 -AVON HIGH 1C11001 ,2L

LAST
MAINT

2b7



Feb 13, 1991 Corporate Information System
esrm102

RESOURCE
COI*

RESOURCE NAME

Organization Inventory Report

00100 AU010 VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1.12077
00330 1EKNIKA VCR 683
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-160061
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01'410 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE

3034 -BALYKI HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2020A
00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1263
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Nu RECEIVER (GI)

3089 -BANDERA HIGH snum
00100 AUOIO VIDEO UNIT
00234 TEKNIKA MONITOR EV261A
00313 1OSH1VA VCR M-1203
00420 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1
00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00330 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPH0NL
00600 NuoinNIcs DIGITAL IABLET

01:112 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER II PLUS
01ri00 SUPSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4017 -PAY HIGH SCHOOL
00100
00211
00317
00421
00530
08600
01100
01500

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2026A
TOSHIBA VCR M-3403
PRINTER SE1K000A SP-1600AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)

SUPSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6213 -BEECHER CITY ITIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00313 TOSHIBA VCR 0-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOWIA SP-1600AI
00330 AT&T MCDEL 530, TELEPHONE
00/100 NOMONICS DIGITAI TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVR (61)

ov.no 2Ss SOBSCRIPER NTERTACF DEVICk:'

IIIII .11111

Page 4

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION
DATE

L 014 014 2540 06/27/1990
C C49812496 814 2541 06/27/1990
C E65A00704 014 2543 09/18/1990
C 0204761 814 2548 06/27/1990
C N/A 814 10/01/1990

300240 814 2549 06/27/1990

C MAC3120130045 014 3393 06/27/1990
C 002027 814 12/03/1990

C 973 9/3 3520 06/27/1990

C 1841556B 973 3602 06/27/1990

C 39529906 973 3523 06/27/1990

C 0207189 9/3 3ti20 06/27/1990

C 05114509 973 3624 06/27/1990

C AC3110031710 9/3 3526 00/01/1990

C 1053 1055 4031 06/15/1990

C 60490150 1055 4052 11/07/1989

C 20721740 1055 4854 11/07/1969

C 0211571 1055 4059 11/07/1909

C 1055 07/26/1990

C N/A 1055 10/18/1990

C 0782009 1055 4060 11/07/1969

T 892009042 1055 4057 11/07/1909

C 001048 1955 07/27/1990

C 1001 1001 3704 06/01/1990

C 18415655 1001 3705 06/01/1990

C 10634090 1001 3707 06/01/1990
C 0211093 1001 3/12 06/01/1990

C N/A 1001 10/12/1990
C 0700889 1001 3713 06/01/1990

C AC3110034284 1001 06/01/1990

C 002217 (8,) 1001 08/31/1990

C 795 /93 2330 06/27/1990

C C50813/06 /95 3137 06/27/1990

C 20722149 795 2351 06/27/1990

C 02051!7;9 195 2338 06/27/1990
C N/A 795 09/25/1990

C 3001M /YU 2.359 06/27/1990

C MAC312012848? 795 3246 00/09/1990

V, 001403 '95 00/09/1990

IIIIIII IIIIII MI WI 11111111

z-,..,..7 .,

LAST
MAINT

26!)
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rip la, Jv7.1 UNVFN4144,,, 4".MVW.M.01.4." sa,mr.v.w.

egt#414'..1 OrganileatIon Inventory Report .

RFSOURCE RESOURCE NAME WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

6191 -AENAVIDES HIGH SCHOOL

CAPT
HUMNFR

SlAR ASSET
WINDER MINDER

INSTALLATION
DATE

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1060 1060 4101 06/08/1989

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60490148 1060 4102 08/31/1989

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1203 C 20722015 1060 4104 06/08/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C t'1211763 1060 4109 00/31/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, IELEPHONE C N/A 1060 09/25/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0786609 1060 4110 00/31/1989

01102 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 rims T 992207342 1060 4107 08/31/1989

othoo SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEMI C 001664 1060 00/01/1990

3053 -BENTON CONS. HIGH SCHOOL
witeo AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 990 990 3669 06/27/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415560 990 3670 06/27/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-I283 C 39622845 990 3672 06/27/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKUSHA SP-1600AI C 0205992 990 3677 06/27/1990
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 990 10/02/1990

00600 NUM0NICS DIGITAL TABLET C 077961:g 990 3663 06/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC31200,7214 990 21396 01/11/1991

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 001/02 990 0//08/1990

590A -PERRY HIGH SCHOOL
00216 TOSHIBA warm CF2040 0801 68.2 1254 03/09/1989

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25531859 682 1256 03/09/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0203366 682 1261 10/18/1909

00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 11035 682 1267 03/09/1989

01100 gu RECEIVER T 310000/733 61-1? 1259 03/09/1989

6147 -BIGGERSVILIE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIr C 913 913 3370 06/01/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 14514608 913 3371 06/01/1990

00312 IOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 21632196 913 08/30/1990

00420 PRINITA SE1KOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0210188 913 3.478 06/01/1990

00530 AUNT MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 91:5 10/10/1990

00600 NummIcs DIGITAL TABLET C 0148589 913 3379 06/01/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120095057 913 3376 08/30/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 002145 11/30/1990

13090 -BLOOMING GROVE LSD
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1051 ioni 08/02/1990

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60490650 105] 08/02/1990

00317 T0SHIHA VCR 0-5483 C 18638905 1M1 4014 06/15/1990

00421 PRINTER 8FIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211543 1051 4019 06/15/1990

00510 UN1DFN XE-250 CURDLESS PHONE C. Hint 00/03/1990

00540 AT&T MODEL 530, TM-PHONE C N/A 1051 4014 10/17/1990

00530 Al&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONV C N/A 1051 4014 10/17/1990

00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLEt C 0785109 1051 4020 06/15/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER II PIUS C 89340489 1051 06/15/1990

01500 111.1SCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 11111095 .1051 08/03/1990

LAST
MAINT

2 !I 1



Feb 13, 1991
enrn1

RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporato Infornation Systen
Organization Inventory Report

4040 -MUFFS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00314 TOSHIBA VCR 11-1287

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SF-1600AI
00540 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NIIMONICS DIGITAL TABLET

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6112 -POGUE CHIETO DAY SCHOOL
00100 AUD10 VIDEO UNIT
00231 IEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
0033;! TEKHIKA VCR 882
004'10 PRIMER SETKOSHA SP-1200AI
00b30 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01S00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6047 -BOSOUEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033
00334 tEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4103 -BRACKENRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCk 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 MIMICS DIGITAL TAPLEI
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

13056 -BROOKLYN USD #180
00100
00211
00314
110421

00530
00600
01100 2;;

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
10SHIBA VCR 11-1287
PRINIER SFIKOSHA CF-160bAl
Af&T mon. 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TAPLE1
Ku RECEIVER (61)

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

Page 6

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

HUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 971 071 3475 06/28/1990

C 18415612 971 3566 06/28/1990

C 21533703 9/1 3478 06/28/1990

C 0205825 971 3483 06/28/1990

C N/A 971 10102/1990

C 0485989 971 3622 06/28/1990

C AC4040438747 9/1 08/09/1990

C 001594 971 08/09/1990

C 771 771 2100 06/01/1990

C C50813734 /71 2101 06/01/1990

C D48810457 771 2103 06/01/1990

C 0211631 /11 2108 06/01/1990

C N/A 771 2105 10/15/1990

C 01415119 /71 2109 06/01/1990

C 11AC3120084404 771 2106 06/01/1990

C 002144 171 09/04/1990

C 885 005 3240 06/15/1990

C 37516621 885 3241 11/27/1990

C 003913430 005 3243 06/15/1990

C 0204813 8145 3240 06/15/1990

C N/A 005 10/03/1990

C 300301 88b 3249 06/15/1990

C MAC3110038020 1105 3246 09/18/1990

C 001388 805 07/26/1990

C 72, 729 170b 06/18/1990

C C50613713 /29 1701 06/18/1990

C D48810663 729 1703 06/18/1990

C 0211508 729 1708 06/18/1990

C 300134 779 1709 06/18/1990

C MAC3110049076 729 1706 06/18/1990

C 902 Y02 35/4 06/27/1990

C 18415773 902 3476 06/27/1990

C 18634096 Y02 35/7 06/27/1990

C 0210728 982 3582 06/27/1990

C N/A 902 10/01/1990

C 05114289 982 3633 06/27/1990

C MAC3110035162 90:? 3500 08/02/1990
2 ("3



EXIT, OM,. MI.
eern102

RESOURCE
cOnF

Elm

RESOURCE NAME

corWite"MrmiTTM OMR MM.
Organization Inventory Report

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
000BER

=Mg e MIN

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

01500 SUBNCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICI

5936 -UROOKWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

C 0016/7

C 669

989

669 1136

08/02/1990

12/28/1989

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413066 669 1137 03/09/1989

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25531977 669 1139 03/09/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0210939 669 1144 03/09/1989

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300281 66Y 5993 12/28/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T AC4020101266 669 1142 03/09/1989

6033 -PROWN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 821 2610 06/27/1990

00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 37518696 821 2611 11/08/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 21632166 N21 1998 06/27/1991a

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0205010 112I 2610 06/27/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHUNE C N/A 1121 . 10/02/1990

00600 EMMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300311 821 2619 06/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120090197 021 2616 01/23/1991

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001687 021 08/16/1990

7056 -BRUCEVILLE-EDDY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 730 730 1710 02/01/1991

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1J2077 C C50813704 /30 1711 02/01/1991

00332 TEKN1KA VCR 882 C D48810801 730 1713 02/01/1991

00420 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0214942 130 1718 02/01/1991

00530 AT&T MODEL 5313, TELEPHONE C N/A 730 92/01/1991

01100 Ku RECEIVER ((I) C MAC3110041607 /30 1716 02/01/1991

01500 SUBSCRIPER INTERFACE DEVICE! C 001183 482 07/31/1990

6055 -BONN HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UN1T C 780 780 05/18/1990

00231 TEKNICA mum T32077 C C49812576 100 2211 05/18/1999

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 29632160 780 2213 05/18/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 020512'; /00 2218 05/18/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A /HO 09/27/1990

00600 NUHONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0151409 /00 2219 05/18/1990

01100 Kn RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110047176 780 05/18/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE: C 002110 /00 10/09/1990

5976 -BURNEY JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 719 /141 1600 06/22/1990

00231 TCKOICA MONITOR TJ2071 C C50013665 719 1601 06/22/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M--1203 C 25531046 /19 3011 06/22/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI 0211317 /19 1608 06/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A /19 10/15/1990

00600 NIDOTNICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300162 /19 1609 06/22/1990

01100 Kft RECEIVER (GI) C AC4050516464 /19 1605 06/22/1990

9q.1 2:; 5



Feb 13, 1991 Corporate Information System
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P1HUURCE
COOF

RESOURCE NAME

Organization Inventory Report

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CARL
HUMBER

Page 8

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

MINDER NUMBER DATE MAINT

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6081 -BUSHEAND MIDDLE SCHOOL

C 001667 719

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT 863 863 7.071

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1J2077 C C49812862 063 3020

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 1)03913228 863 3923

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AT C 0205012 863 3428

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 LORI/LESS MOTIF C. 063

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C . 863 3025

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 306156 863 3029

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120100/73 063

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVIcr C 001840 863

545n --BYERS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1950 1050 4001

00214 tOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60481907 1050 4002

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1203 C 18732041 1050 4004

00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AT C 0211542 10: 4009

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A oNK

00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0185089 1050 4010

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKEI LI PLUS C 892410423 1050 4007

01500 SIIRSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 0014.45 UHK

5733 -BYNUM HIGH &MOUE
00100 AUDIO VIDEO min* C 00100 631 3320

00212 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2037 C 26544227 631 3321

00310 TOSHIBA VR M-6000 C 23320147 631 3323

0042', PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0212782 631 3320

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 631

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) AC4040443225 631

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 002112 631

6077 -BYRUM ATTENDANCE CENTER
00100 AUDIO VIDEO umr /86 786 22a7

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50013/86 706 2271

00316 TOSHIBA VCR M-7603 C 29632290 1146 2273

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA CP-16000 C 0205095 786 2270

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, 1ELEPHONE C N/A /06

00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0147589 786 2279

01100 Kn RECEIVER (ia) C HAC3 120080163 ft:6 2276

01500 h00SCRIBER INIERFACE DEv)C1 C 001570 706

I2`1*
6101 -CAIRO HIGH SCHOOL

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 037 143/ 2770

00231 TEKNICA moNtrm TJ2077 C C49812494 037 2/71

00334 11-KMIKA VCR 881 C 1)03913280 837 2773

00121 PRIMER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0205910 113/ 2//8

MIII 11111 NMI NM UN MI Nal

09/18/1990

06/18/1990
06/19/1990
06/18/1990
06/18/1999
08/10/1990
19/15/1999
06/18/1990
06/18/1990
08/10/1990

06/18/1990
06/t8/1990
06/18/1990
96/18/1990
10/17/1990
06/18/1990
00/10/1990
00/10/1990

06/18/1990
06/18/1990
96/18/1990
06/18/1990
09/25/1990
06/18/1990
10/04/1990

06/01/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
10/15/1999
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
08/21/1990

06/27/1990

09
06/27/1990
06/27/1990

4 . 06/27/1990

11111 an RN NM 1111 11111 UM
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RI-SOURCE
COW

RESOURCE NAME

corpnraLe iniormarion oysten
Organization Inventory Report

00530 AT&T hUDEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Kn RECEIVER (CI)
01,A0 411RSCRIBER INIEREACE DEVICE

3064 -CALDWELL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSH1B1 MONITOR CF2028A
00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5483
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A'
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
1414141 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICt

4026 -CALHOUN HIGH SCHOOL
00i00 AUDIO VIDEO WIT
00231 1FKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR OM
00421 PRINTER SFIKOSHA SP-1600AT
00b30 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NOMONICS DIGI(AL TABLET
01100 K0 BTU:LIVER (GI)

SORSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE
eft 001mi rauimmumesolool. AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

r.11,11 10qUITIA MONITOR CF202UA
00 '1 ' 1044INA VCR M-6007
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 MIMICS DIGITAL TAMET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

01b00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3057 -CAMP PRINT CENTRAL HIGH SCL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO uNIr
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2020A
00314 IOSHIBA VCR M-120?

PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Kn RECEIVER (GI)

011."0 SUBSCRIBER INiERFACE DEVICE

miyo -cAMPHELL K-12 SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1J207)

2('s TOSHIBA VCR M-600700312
t./

1.10:141FR S1: 1K0011A 13P-1600A1

r13511113

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C N/A
C 300197
C MAC4020133026
C 001610

C 1002
C 18415572
C 10633577
C 0211092
C N/A
C 0780209
C 092204302
C 001962

C 824
C C49812504
C 003913406
C 0205141
C
C 300195
C MAC4020114725
C 001601
C 662
C 58425909
C 25531897
C 02:1/09
C
C 300206
T MAC31200740b4
C 002139

C 969
C 18415567
C 18633929
C 0210510
C N/A
C 0406389
C AC3120121383
C 00/463

U 87/
C C498126(:
C 216373fil
C 02K.v(14

CART
NUMBER

03/
037
837
037

1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002

1124

1124

024
024
024
024
724
824
662
662
662
66:1

62
662
662
662

96Y
969
969
969
969
969
',169

969

8//
8//
1177

SIAR
NUMBER

2779
2776

3714
3715
3717
3722

3723
3720

2640
2641
2643
2648

2649
2646

1073
1074
1076
1001

5905
1079

3457
3458
3460
3465

3620
4203

3060
3161
3163
316n

ASSET
NUMBER

0

INSTALLATION
DATE

10/02/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
08/06/1990

06/01/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
10/12/1990
06/01/1990
06/01/1990
08/28/1990

06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
07/25/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
08/01/1990
12/28/1989
03/21/1909
12/12/1988
03/21/1989
10/12/1990
12/12/1908
12/28/1989
00/24/1990

06/27/1990
06/27/0890
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
09/27/1990
06/27/1990
11/21/1990
11/07/1990

06/18/1990
07/30/1990
07/30/1990
06/18/1990

LAST
MANI

03/21/1969

2;1;1



Feb 1A, 1991 Corpolatm Information System

Asrml07 Organization Inventory Report

RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00608 NUMONIC8 DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (Gl)

01SOR SUOSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

7026 -CARRIZO SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00214 TOSHIRA MONITOR CF2041
00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5403
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 MIMICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
01500 SURSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICL

3060 -CARROLLTON COM UNIT HIGH SCHL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO WIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSOA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMERICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5979 -CARROLL1ON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIPA MONITOR CE202BA
00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINiER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1
00600 14U11014IC8 DIGITAL TABLET

01100 Ku RECEIVER MI/

5803 -CENIRAL HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUD70 VIDEO wir
00731 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKHIKA VCR 801

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 Al&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
001.00 NIBIONICS DIGITAL TABLET

011140 K0 RECEIVER (GI)

01100 Ku RECEIVER MI)
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

01500 SURSCRIDER INTERFACE DEVICE

59A:7; -CENIRAL HIGH SCH001
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00711 TOSHIPA MONITOR CF2028A
00311 3

I05HTBA VCR 8-6003

Page 10

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C N/A

CAR1
HUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION
NUMBER DATE

10/05/1990

C 400400 0/7 3169 06/18/1990

C AC3120098927 877 3166 06/18/1998

C 001859 8/7 07/30/1990

C 1034 1054 4041 86/18/1990

C 60481908 1054 4042 06/18/1990

C 18638063 1054 4044 06/18/1990

C 0210235 1054 4049 06/18/1990

C N/A 1054 10/15/1990

C 0781289 1054 4050 06/18/1990

C 119240/041 1054 5943 06/18/1990

C 001045 1054 07/18/1990

C 9/0 970 89/07/1989

C 18405/26 9/0 09/87/1909

C 21534149 970 09/07/1989

C 0206140 9/0 09/07/1989

C 0486289 7/0 09/07/1989

C MAC3120000319 910 09/26/1990

C 657 651 1028 12/20/1989

C 58425903 657 1029 03/01/1989

C 25531061 657 1031 03/01/1989

C 02120E16 657 NONE 03/81/1989

C 014/709 65/ 5900 12/28/1989

T MAC120363660 657 1034 03/01/1989

C 867 867 3060 06/18/1990

C C49812804 067 3061 06/18/1990

C D03913132 867 3063 013/01/1990

C 02104/7 067 3068 06/18/1990

C NONE 067 01/17/1991

C 0151009 1467 3069 06/18/1990

C AC4040462755 N/A 06/18/1990

C HAC3110051510 06? 3066 06/18/1990

C 00203E1 067 00/01/1990

C 001908 H/A 08/01/1998

C 659 659 1046 05/30/1990

C 58425970 659 1047 03/21/1989

C 50536797 (ST01.41.1) OW 11449 03/21/1989

LAST
MAINT

311 1



F011111k 141,41/
esrm102

RESOURCE
CO0E

RESOURCE NAME

CAPPateM164111t
Organizatiou Inventory Report

WHO SEkIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART STAk ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0212514 6ti9 1051 03/21/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 659 10/19q990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0150089 659 5982 05/3011990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T AC4040455037 659 1052 04/16/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 002149 659 08/24/1990

6057 -CHARLES B. AYCO CK HIGH SCHOOL
041100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 792 792 2330 05/18/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR 02077 C C50813601 192 2331 95/18/1999

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 682 C D48818513 792 2333 05/18/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0210861 /92 2338 05/18/1990

00530 AT&T mom 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 792 09/27/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0147409 792 2339 05/18/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (CI) C AC3120131068 792 2626 05/18/1990

01500 SIOISCRIBER INTRFACE DEVICE C 001113 792 47/31/1990

5893 -CHEROKEE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 679 6/9 1226 05/30/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413067 679 1227 03/20/1989

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25532011 679 1229 03/20/1989

00420 PR1N1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0211135 679 1234 03/20/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, 1ELEPHONE C . 679 10/12/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0148889 679 5997 05/30/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040478595 679 1232 09/22/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 002024 679 00/22/1990

615S -CHEROKEE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 89rd Stie 3290 05/21/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR 02077 C C49812687 090 3291 05/21/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6007 C 21631974 890 3293 05/21/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0210152 090 3/98 05/21/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C A/A 890 09/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (61) C AC3120112102 090 11101 05/21/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001307 890 07/18/1990

5082 -CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 698 698 1390 06/15/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813657 698 1391 06/15/1990

00330 TEKNIKA VCR 603 C E68A81014 698 1393 10/25/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221454 690 3710 06/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 690 10/18/1990

00600 NUHONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300100 698 1399 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C AC4040448423 698 1396 06/15/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001345 690 00/03/1990

51380 -CHIEF 110G-0-NAY-GE SH1G SCHL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 693 693 1339 02/02/1989

31 0
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporate Information System
Organization Inventory Report

69231 1EKNICA MONITOR TJ2677
60332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
09426 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1260AI
60536 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
06669 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
61160 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01560 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6113 -CHOCTAW CENTRAL SCHOOL
09190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00426 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
09539 A1&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00606 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01169 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

91506 SUBSCRIBER INFERFACE DEVICE

5921 -CHOCTAW COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
90190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
60231 TFKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
06332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00426 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1260A1
60690 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6102 -CHRISTOPHER CMTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSKIDA MONITOR CF2033
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
09334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 981

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1
09421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1660AI
90536 AT&T MODEL 536, TELEPHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00606 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE
01500 911BSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3051 -CIARKDALE ATTENDANCE CEN1ER
00100
00211
00317
00421 3('

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA mum CF2028A
TOSHIBA VCR 8-5483
PRTMER SFTKOSHA SP-1600A1

Page 12

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NIPPIER

C C50813604
C 048810675
C 6216999
C N/A
C 399214
C AC4640449367
C 001302

CART
NUMBER

693
693
693
693
693
693
693

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

1340
1342
1348

1349
1345

INSTALLATION
DATE

82/82/1989
82/82/1989
82/02/1989
10/18/1990
82/02/1989
02/92/1989
88/03/1998

C 773 773 2126 86/01/1990

C C50813151 773 2121 86/81/1990

C D48819322 773 2123 86/01/1990

C 6221699 773 2128 86/81/1990

C N/A 773 2125 10/38/1990

C 300140 773 2129 06/01/1990

C MAC3120071163 773 86/81/1990

C 042015 773 09/04/1990

C 753 753 1936 12/28/1989

C C50813740 753 1931 83/28/1909

C D48819537 753 1933 83/28/1989

C 9211746 753 1938 03/21/1989

C 309247 735 1939 03/28/1989

T AC3110015812 753 1936 03/21/1989

C 827 827 2670 06/27/1998

C 1123 1123 06/27/1990

C 37518491 1123 06/21/1990

C C49813101 827 3671 06/27/1990

C H28937165 1123 06/21/1990

C 063913359 827 2673 06/27/1990

C 9216465 1123 06/21/1990

C 6203628 827 2678 06/27/1998

C N/A 1123 18/02/1990

C N/A 827 10/82/1990

C 300149 027 2679 06/27/1990

C AC4046469797 827 2906 06/21/1990

C AC3120119673 1123 06/27/1990

C 001615 827 08/13/1990

C 001470 1123 00/13/1990

C 1014 1014 06/01/1990

C 18415517 1014 3835 06/81/1998

C 18634592 1014 3837 06/01/1998

C 0210999 1014 31142 06/01/1990

111 MI INS 11111 MN MI NI

LAST
MAINT

all NMI MI INN IN 1111 111111
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CODE

RESOURCE NAME
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Organization Inventory Report

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

9e

CART S1AR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER U PLUS
01566 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6900 -COFFEE COUNTY JR/SR H.S.
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

C N/A
C 0776969
C 892009433
C 882152

C 1822

1014
1014
1814
1014

1022

3843
3841

10/15/1990
06/01/1998
86/81/1998
08/26/1990

06/15/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415511 1022 06/15/1990

00313 TOSHIBA VCR 8-1283 C 28722847 1022 12/04/1998

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 9P-1608A) C 8211094 1022 06/15/1998

00510 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE C. 1022 88/03/1990

C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 892009820 1022 86/15/1998

0150f1 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001645 1022 08/83/1998

6114 -COLUMBIA HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 726 126 01/31/1989

8E231 TEKNTCA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813935 726 01/31/1989

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48818365 /26 01/31/1989

00428 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 8211380 726 01/31/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 126 10/11/1990

81180 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3110045624 726 09/05/1998

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081951 /26 89/05/1990

3094 -COLUMBUS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1852 1052 06/18/.990

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 60481415 1852 4032 06/18/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283 C 18732613 1052 4034 06/18/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSPA SP-1680AI C 0210234 1052 4039 06/18/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 53f), TELEPHONE C N/A 1052 10/12/1990

08530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1852 10/12/1990

01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 99220313 3052 4037 06/18/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001492 1052 07/25/1990

6691 -COOLIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
08108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 886 886 3250 06/18/1990

00231 TFKNICA mum TJ2877 C C49812639 086 3251 06/18/1990

08312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6687 C 21631491 886 3253 06/18/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 024733 006 3258 06/18/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C NONE 086 09/12/1990

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300136 006 3259 06/18/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (1,1) C AC3120861590 886 08/87/1990

01500 SUsSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081n6 806 08/06/1990

5941 -COTULLA JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 691 691 1319 06/19/1990

00216 411 L., TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413031 691 1328 06/19/1990

00310 10'1/4- () TOSHIBA VCR M-6000 C 23328148 691 1322 06/1Y/1990

31 7
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RESOURCE
CODE

00421
00510
08530
01100
01500

Organization Inventory Report

RESOURCE NAME

PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONr
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE

6177 -COVINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
00188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00318 TOSHIBA VCR 0-120
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

eines SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3859 -COWDEN-HERRICK HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033
08313 TOSHIVA VCR 11-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5656 -CROCKETT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00319 TOSHIBA VCR 11-228
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00510 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
00538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5885 -CROW CREEK HIGH SCHOOL
00100
00231
00332
00420
00600
01100 3c S

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TFKNIKA VCR 882
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280AI
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6590 -CRYSTAL CITY HIGH SCHOOL
001013 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

Page 14

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 0221255 691 1320 06/19/1990

C UKN 691 07/18/1990
C . 691 1323 10/81/1990

C AC3120068507 691 1325 06/19/1990
C 001838 691 07/18/1990

C 859 059 2990 06/19/1990

C C49812677 859 2991 86/19/1990

C 22727505 859 2993 89/21/1990

C 0211289 Mi9 2998 06/19/1990

C N/A 859 10/83/1990

C . 859 2995 18/01/1990

C 300253 859 2979 06/19/1990

C 11AC3128128583 659 2996 86/19/1990
C 001392 855 87/25/1990

C 986 986 3610 06/27/1990

C 19415212 986 06/27/1990

C 82721768 986 06/27/1990

C 0210129 906 3618 06/27/1990

C 8486589 986 3619 06/27/1990

C MAC4020133410 906 986 06/27/1990
C 001674 986 08/89/1990

C 870 810 3098 09/19/1990

C C49812672 0Y0 3091 06/19/1990

C 19539363 870 10/17/1998

C 0210467 0/0 3098 06/19/1998

C . 870 08/06/1990
C . BYO 3095 10/81/1990

C 300119 870 3099 06/19/1990

C AC3128113520 870 06/19/1990

C 001985 878 08/86/1990

C 696 696 1378 06/15/1990

C C50813672 696 1371 06/15/1990

C 048810741 696 1373 06/15/1990

C 8211808 696 1378 06/15/1990

C 380177 061590 1379 06/15/1990

C AC3120128943 696 06/15/1990

C 1053 1053 4021 06/19/1990
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WHO SEklAL
OWNS NUMBER

=lige

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MA!NT

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 60409177 1053 4022

80317 TOSHIBA 1CR M-5483 C 16636945 1053 4824

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211631 1053 4029

00319 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE C UKN 1053

00538 AT841 MODEL 539, TELEPHONE c. 1053 4021

00698 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0761309 1053 4038

01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 892805015 1853 4027

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081041 t053

4834 -D'HANIS HIGH SCHOOL
891A AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 105/ 1057 4071

8821.!-, TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 69481518 1857 4872

80313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1263 C 20/22113 1057 4074

08421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI C 8212136 1057 4079

88530 Ar&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE C N/A 1057

00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 8783189 1057 4000

81202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 6 PLUS C 892006827 1057 4077

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081933 1057

3018 -DALLAS CITY HIGH SCHOOL *336
08188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 976 976 3511

80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A C 18415518 976 3512

09332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810873 976 2862

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 8207526 9/6 3519

08538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 976

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120078565 9/6 3517

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001596 976

5930 -DALLAS CO. HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 664 664 1091

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A C 58425982 664 1092

09318 TOSHIBA VCR M-6080 C 69323069 664 1094

08420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 8212456 664 1099

08688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300216 664 5987

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T MAC4020134951 664 1097

5968 -DEL MAR HIGH SCHOOL
00189 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C /14 /14 1559

98231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813708 714 1551

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 048810768 /14

80428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 8211586 714 15no
00510 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE c. 714

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300212 714 1559

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120069947 /14 2867

81500 SUBSCRIBER IWERFACE DEVICL C 001414 714

5942 -PFMOPOLIS HIGH SCHOOL

86/19/1990
06/19/1990
06/19/1990
07/18/1990
10/15/1990
06/19/1990
06/19/1990
07/18/1990

06/19/1990
06/19/1990
06/19/1990
06/19/1990
19/12/1990
06/19/1990
06/19/1990
10/26/1990

06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
10/02/1990
02/04/1991
00/02/1990

12/28/1989
03/20/1989
93/20/1989
03/20/1969
12/28/1989
03/20/1989

96/22/1990
86/22/1990
86/22/1990
06/22/1998
88/81/1990
96/22/1990
96/22/1990
00/01/1990

311
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90231 TFKNIKA MONITOR TJ2877
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
98429 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

7882 -DEWEYVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90211 fORHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00313 TOHHIVA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI

80530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
80608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS

81509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6882 -DILLEY HIGH SCHOOL
80108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
80319 TOSHIBA VCR 11-229
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1680AI
90539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONF
00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
90680 NUMONICS DIGUAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5964 -DOS PALOS HIGH SCHOOL
00199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A

80313 10SHIBA VCR 11-1283

99429 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE

89689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6025 -DOTHAN HIGH SCHOOL
00109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 IEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
08311 1USHIBA VCR' M-6003

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280AI
80608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Kit RECEIVER (GI)

3 ')

1602 -DOUGLASS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

C 787 787
C C50813478 187
C D48810682 787
C 0219943 1E17

T 11AC3180010793 787

C 995
C 18415542
C 39623077
C 0210766
C.
C 0781189
C 892804899
C 001579

995
995
995
POS

995
995
995

Page 16

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

2288
2281
2283
2288
1286

3686
3687
3689
3692

3693

C 851 (PARTS-STUILN) 038 2781

C C49912668 838 2781

C 22628673 838
C 8204917 838 2700
C N/A 838
C 300287 838 2929
C 300222 038 2789
C 11AC3120106937 838
C 881037 0313

C 713
C 58425277
C 20721831
C 0211002
C N/A
C 300173
C AC3100004065
C 001085

713
713
713
713
713
713
713
713

C 770 770
C C58813479 770
C 29631941 770
C 025122 7/0
C 380383 770
T MAC3180003345 /70

C 872

Imo ENNE

012

1540
1541
1543
1548

1.549

2890
2091
2093
2098
2099
2687

3110

12/28/1989
83/29/1989
03/29/1989
93/29/1989
03/29/1989

06/19/1990
86/19/1990
06/19/1998
86/19/1998
10/04/1990
96/19/1990
06/19/1998
07/38/1998

06/20/1990
86/28/1998
12/13/1998
96/28/1990
19/16/1990
06/29/1990
06/20/1998
06/28/1990
07/19/1940

06/22/1990
06/22/1990
09/87/1999
06/22/1990
10/15/1998
06/22/1990
06/22/1990
08/07/1998

12/28/1989
03/22/1989
83/22/1989
03/22/1999
12/28/1989
03/22/1989

86/29/19903
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RESOURCE
CODE

OMB

RESOURCE NAME
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Organization Inventory Report

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
08312 TOSHIBA VCR 8-6097
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1600A1
88608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5310 -DUPO HIGH SCHOOL
b0180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
80313 TOSHIVA VCR 8-1283
88421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
88530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMON/CS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5974 -DURAND HIGH SCHOOL
80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
88312 TOSHIBA VCR 8-6087
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1688AI
80530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4021 -ED MAYO JR HIGH SCHOOL
80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
88421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1680AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
81301 MULTIFUNCION INTERFACE UNIT (DUAL BAND)
01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5039 -EDCOUCH-ELSA HIGH SCHOOL
00100
80214
00313
80421
00530
80600
81108
01202
01500 3i,

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841
TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

impege mipm Immo lomm

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

C C50814037 872 3111 86/20/1990
C 21631513 872 3113 86/28/1998
C 8211053 872 3118 86/20/1998
C 300167, 872 3119 86/20/1990
C MAC7I20120472 872 2356 86/28/1990

C 983 983 3592 88/15/1989
C 18415763 963 3593 86/27/1998
C 39622667 983 3595 86/27/1990
C 0207323 903 3600 06/27/1998
C N/A 983 18/02/1998
C 05114689 983 3634 06/27/1990
C AC4048428904 983 3598 08/82/1990
C AC4048426984 903 3598 08/02/1990
C 001632 983 08/02/1990

C 815 815 2550 86/27/1990
C C49813816 815 2551 06/27/1990
C 69322978 815 86/27/1990
C 8205142 015 2N58 06/27/1998
C N/A 815 10/01/1998
C 38823/ 815 2559 06/27/1998
C AC3120091367 815 06/27/1998
C 001449 015 08/14/1990

C 1021 1021 88/24/1989
C 18415668 1021 88/24/1989
C 39620368 1023 88/24/1989
C 9213564 1021 08/24/1989
C N/A 1021 10/12/1990
C 89182499 1021 08/30/1990
C 69851175-1205 1021 88/24/1989
C 081811 1021 08/30/1990

C 1061 1061 4111 06/20/1990
C 60489418 1861 4112 06/28/1990
C 20722168 1061 4114 86/20/1990
C 8210237 1061 4119 06/20/1998
C N/A 1061 18/19/1990
C 0786489 1061 4120 06/28/1990
C AC3120059665 1061 86/20/1990
C 892205598 1861 4117 86/20/1990
C 001817 1061 87/08/1990
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

5980 -EDGEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
00198 AUDIO VIDEO UN1T
98231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
88332 TEKN1KA VCR 882
88428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280A1
88609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (0)

16103 -EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER #16
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
80334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, rELEPHONE
08600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

SU)SCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

15909 -EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER #8
80108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
88231 IEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
08334 TF10441KA VCR 881

80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1680AI
09539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
90688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01189 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4029 -ELLICOTT JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
08190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
08312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6997
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI
00538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
88680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81100 Ku RECE/VER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVIL!.

4030 -EMMA SANSOM HIGH SCHOOL
00108
00211
80311
00428
00689
01100 3.f;,

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
TOSHIBA VCR M-6803
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (Go)

4925 -ESC #13 -MYNA THOMPSON SCHOOL

Page 18

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LA8v

NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 727 727 1680 06/28/1998

C C50813682 727 1681 03/09/1989

C 048818732 727 1683 83/89/1989

C 0211098 727 1688 03/89/1989

C 300163 727 1689 06/28/1998

C MAC3110942070 727 1686 93/09/1989

C 842 042 2038 06/27/1990

C C49812647 842 2831 96/27/1999

C 31913965 842 2267 06/27/1998

C 8284693 843 2038 06/27/1998

C N/A 842 10/01/1990

C 308268 842 2839 06/27/1990

C AC3120121056 842 3527 06/27/1990

C 881681 842 08/02/1990

C 811 811 2519 06/27/1990

C C49812507 011 2511 06/27/1990

C 083913487 811 2513 06/27/1990

C 0284868 011 2510 06/27/1990

C N/A 811 10/01/1990

C 300231 011 2519 06/27/1990

C MAC3110040988 811 2516 86/27/1990

C 001694 011 08/13/1990

C 927 927 3420 06/25/1990

C 14514682 927 3421 06/25/1990

C 21631548 927 21631540 06/25/1990

C 0291534 927 3420 86/25/1990

C N/A 927 18/12/1990

C 0150889 927 3429 06/25/1990

C AC3120119493 927 07/19/1990

C 001346 927 07/19/1990

C 670 678 1217 05/30/1990

C 58425272 678 1218 05/38/1990

C 25638317 678 1220 05/30/1998

C 0221715 678 05/30/1990

C 300320 678 1225 05/38/1998

C AC4948475186 678 05/38/1990

3,7

NMI NM RR MINI NO MI NM MI NM MI IN INS NM MIS
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00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
08530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
08600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

ems SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5905 -ETOWAH HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2877
88332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5922 -EUTAW HI(1H SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
88218 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2020A
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
88420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1208AI
08680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (0)

6018 -FARMVILLE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00189 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
98231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
00232 TEKN/KA MONITOR FH282
08310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000
88312 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6887
08428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1208AI
88421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
08538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
08680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE
01588 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5988 -FAYETTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
80108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
88216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2848
00311 TOSHIBA VCk 0-6803
09420 A. J3 ' PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
01108 Kit RFCEIVER (GT)

IMP° e PI=

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

-RT
A"Fl

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 847 04/ 2880 86/28/1998

C C49812513 647 2860 86/28/1990
C 28722111 847 06/28/1990

C 0205843 847 2868 06/28/1990
C N/A 847 18/81/1998
C 300262 847 2889 06/28/1990
C MAC3120083875 047 86/28/1990
C 801699 847 08/10/1990

C 733 733 1738 81/06/1990

C C50813727 733 1731 01/06/1990

C D48810752 733 1733 01/86/1998
C 0221711 /33 1738 01/06/1990

C 300191 733 1739 01/06/1998
T AC4028138088 733 3895 08/21/1989

C 745 745 1859 12/28/1989

C C50813556 745 1851 01/26/1989

C 048810424 /45 1853 81/28/1989
C 8211747 745 1658 01/28/1969

C 380296 745 1859 12/28/1989
T 3110813450 745 1856 01/28/1989

C 798 798 2318 05/21/1990

C 487 407 07/11/1988
C C49813872 790 2311 05/21/1990
C 60702726 487 07/11/1988
C 69323583 407 07/11/1988

C 58528861 790 2313 05/21/1990
C 0212788 407 07/11/1988

C 8205126 790 2318 05/21/1990
C N/A 790 88/83/1990
C N/A 790 09/27/1990

C 308201 790 2319 85/21/1990
C 31AC3129120314 790 09/18/1998
C AC3128061577 407 85/17/1990

C 081207 (9,) 790 88/03/1998

C 001177 (9,,,) 407 88/81/1990

C 684 684 1271 12/28/1989

C 58413072 684 1272 03/89/1989
C 58532925 684 1274 83/09/1989

C 8221195 604 1279 03/09/1989

1 AC4050512054 684 1277 03/09/1989

31i)
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CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

5884 -FLANDREAU INDIAN SCHOOL
08188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 699 699 1480

88231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C5081:3658 699 1481

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48819449 699 1483

80429 PRIN'11 SEIKOSHA SP-1209AI C 9218863 699 1408

00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0218863 699 1499

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4058517026 699 1486

3898 -ELME:NIUE HIGH SWOOL
80109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1959 1059 4991

80214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 69489195 1859 4892

80313 TOSHIVA VCR 8-1283 C 20721611 1959 4994

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI C 8207322 1059 4099

90539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1059

08600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 8782789 1059 4108

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 892208284 1959 4997

91500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE I 881834 1059

3062 -FORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
08100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 972 972 3484

08211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A C 18415524 972 3575

88314 TOSHIBA VCR 11-1287 C 18634998 972 3487

00421 WRIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 8210521 972 3492

00538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 972

08680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 84852E19 972 3623

01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120061184 972 2493

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081565 972

5896 -FYFFE HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 674 674 1181

08216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58403065 674 1162

08311 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6093 C 13539998 674 1104

08428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280AX C 0221808 674 1169

88689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 11829 674 1262

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T AC31201089967 674 1187

5900 -GASfON HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 686 686 1289

08216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413014 686 1299

00318 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6089 C 69323343 686 1292

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0212358 6136 1297

00688 r20
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

C 10676
T AC3110056828

686
686

1278
1957

6325 -GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

0111111 MI NMI INN

06/15/1998
86/15/1996
86/15/1990
06/15/1998
86/15/1998
96/15/1998

06/20/1999
96/28/1998
96/28/1999
86/20/1998
10/19/1998
96/29/1999
96/28/1998
87/16/1990

06/27/1990
96/27/1999
96/27/1990
96/27/1990
10/01/1990
06/27/1990
08/01/1990
08/91/1990

03/20/1989
03/29/1989
03/20/1989
03/20/1989
83/29/8589
12/22/1988

03/18/1989
03/10/1989
83/10/1989
83/19/1989
93/19/1989
02/01/1990

3.21

MS INN AIM
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RESOURCE NAME WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

MEV vw

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

90100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2677
96334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
90530 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
60680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01160 Ku RECEIVER (GI)
01596 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICL

C 845
C C49812548
C 063913222
C 0265161
C N/A
C 390242
C AC4946447657
C 091693

845
845
845
845
845
845
845
845

2868
2861
2863
2868

2869
2866

69/27/1998
99/27/1990
97/29/1999
89/27/1998
19/92/1990
09/27/1999
09/27/1999
09/27/1990

6048 -GOLD BURG HIGH SCHOOL
00109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 865 865 3049 11/99/1999

90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977 C C43811029 065 3941 96/29/1999

98334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 903913139 865 3013 96/29/1999

09421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1699AI C 0295985 065 3648 96/29/1999

99530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C. 865 3845 09/25/1990

00689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 360130 065 3949 96/29/1999

01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3110023945 865 3946 99/10/1990

01909 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001395 065 67/18/1998

5946 -GORDO HIGH SCHOOL
00109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 661 661 1864 83/91/1989

90211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2928A C 58425987 661 1965 93/01/1989

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6993 C 25638328 661 1967 03/81/19S9

99420 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 8211093 661 1072 93/91/1989

99606 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 390207 661 5984 12/28/1989

01109 Ku RECEIVER (GI) I 11AC3110026762 661 NONE 18/13/1989

3012 -GORHAM HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 989 989 3653 96/27/1990

96213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 3751/610 989 3654 11/27/1999

99314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287 C 21534187 989 3656 toS/27/1990

66421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 6267529 909 3661 9c/27/1999

96539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 909 10/02/1990

00669 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0779789 909 3665 96/27/1990

91109 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C AC4646487540 989 3659 68/03/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 061338 909 19/25/1998

6092 -GORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
96109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 081 001 3206 06/20/1990

90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2677 C C49812600 881 3201 96/29/1990

60312 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6697 C 21631566 3263 96/29/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 6210151 081 3208 96/20/1999

09530 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE c. 10/93/1999

99668 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300309 881 3269 06/28/1996

61190 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3116641078 881 96/29/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE C 662156 861 18/98/1990

3 ' 9 323
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6034 -GREENFIELD SCHOOLS
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TFKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5944 -GREENSBORO HIGH SCHOOL EAST
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GT)

5945 -GREENSBORO HIGH SCHOOL WEST
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 WKNIKA VCR 682
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6035 -GREENVIEW HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6019 -GREENVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TENNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 j .4 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6018 -GREENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Page 22

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION
NUMBER DATE

C 823 823 2630 06/27/a.990

C C49812528 023 2631 06/27/1990
C D03913137 023 2633 06/27/1990
C 0204976 023 2638 06/27/1990
C N/A 823 10/01/1990

C 300223 823 2639 06/27/1990
C MAC3110033204 823 2636 06/27/1990

C 901600 023 08/01/1990

C 748 /48 1880 03/29/1989
C C50813654 5944 1881 05/31/1990
C D48810331 148 1883 03/29/1989
C 0212444 748 1888 03/29/1989

C 300165 /48 1889 03/29/1989
T MAC3120076282 748 5953 03/29/1989

C 749 749 1890 03/29/1989

C C50813551 749 1891 03/29/1989
C D49819169 749 1893 03/29/1989

C 0221474 149 1898 03/29/1989
C 300154 749 1899 03/29/1989
T AC4040452743 149 NONE 03/29/1989

C 841 041 2810 06/27/1990
C C49812646 841 2811 06/27/1990
C D03913199 841 2814 06/27/1990

C 0204804 841 2818 96/27/1990
C N/A 841 10/02/1990
C 300164 841 2819 06/27/1990

C AC3120106961 041 4197 06/27/1990
C 001612 1138 08/01/1990

C 735 735 04/12/1989

C C50813560 735 04/12/1989
C D48810515 735 04/12/1989

C 0221642 735 04/12/1989
735 11/13/1990

C AC3110031720 735 04/12/1989
C 001915 735 09/15/1990

LAST
MAINT

3 2 5
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90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
88332 TEKN1KA VCR 882
89420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1299AI
80538 Al&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
91199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

91599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5965 -GRIDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
98108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977
99420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1298AI
09699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

81282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS

5991 -GRIGGSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
90188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
08313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
89519 UNIDEN XE-259 CORDLESS PHONE
88699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81188 Ku RECEIVER tGI)

5947 -HALE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
80198 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
98231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
09332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1290AI .

89699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
91189 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6170 -HAMILTON COUNTY CUSD 4118
09198 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
88231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977
89334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1698A1
00539 AT&T mum 538, TELEPOONE
00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
91100 Ku RECEIVkR (GI)

01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6142 -HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90231 TEKNICA MONIT2R TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00121 126 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1

NM INKgo 111111 111115

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C C50813696
C D49918174
C 0211709
C N/A
C AC3129113722
C 992993

CART
NUMBER

/63
763
763
763
763
763

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION
DATE

92/89/1989
92/99/1989
92/99/1989
10/15/1999
82/99/1999
09/15/1990

C 718 718 1599 86/22/1999
C C59813567 118 1591 86/22/1998
C 9211969 718 1598 96/22/1999
C 390211 /18 1599 86/22/1998
C AC3129965638 118 96/22/1999
C 892006818 718 06/22/1998

C 796 796 2369 06/27/1999
C C45811988 796 2257 96/27/1999
C 29722933 796 96/27/1998
C 9295129 796 2368 06/27/1$90
C . 796 08/09/1990
C 399122 796 2369 06/27/1990
C MAC3128999963 796 1586 06/27/1990

C 754 754 1949 01/06/1990
C C59813611 754 1941 01/06/1990
C 048819338 754 1943 01/06/1990
C 9211452 754 1949 01/86/1990
C 380245 754 1949 01/06/1998
T AC3119935230 754 1232 01/06/1990

C 828 828 2680 06/28/1990
C C49812509 028 2681 06/28/1990
C 1)03913350 828 2683 06/28/1990
C 0204975 828 2688 06/28/1990
C N/A 828 19/81/1990
C 300236 028 2689 96/28/1999
C MAC3120127558 828 2686 96/28/1999
C 001689 028 88/97/1999

C 802 002 3219 06/20/1990
C C59812599 002 3221 07/24/1990
C 1)83913270 082 3213 96/29/1999
C 8219141 HB2 3218 96/28/1990

LAST
MAINT

327
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OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMbER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER DATE MAINT

00539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C 3215 082 10/93/1999

0198 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C AC3110031000 882 97/24/1990

0130(1 SURSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 891315 082 07/25/1990

-

5878 -HAPPY CAMP HIGH SCHOOL
02188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 728 729 1610 96/22/1999

80231 TEKPICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813697 729 1611 06/22/1990

00333 TEKNIKA VCR 782 C D48819236 129 1613 06/22/1990

08428 ORINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1288A1 C 9221312 720 1618 06/22/1999

00538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 120 19/15/1998

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300217 720 1619 86/22/1990

01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120117418 128 5956 06/22/1990

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001141 720 97/25/1990

6093 -HAPPY HIGH SCHOOL
88180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 861 861 2910 86/28/1999

08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812581 061 2911 06/28/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D03913046 861 2913 06/20/1998

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1688AI C 8205,113 061 29t8 96/20/1999

80538 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE C N/A 861 10/12/1998

90689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 8148989 061 2919 06/20/1998

01109 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC494058986 861 2916 08/10/1990

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 092041 061 08/19/1998

6104 -HARDIN COUNTY K-12 SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 831 031 2718 06/27/1998

90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812689 831 2711 86/27/1999

00333 TEKNIKA VCR 782 C A75A19626 831 2713 89/18/1998

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 8205151 831 2710 06/27/1998

08530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 031 19/02/1990

08680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 388160 831 2719 86/27/1990

81180 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3100009961 831 2716 96/27/1999

01580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001673 831 08/07/1990

6176 -HARRISBURG HIGH SCHOOL
08108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C P32 832 2728 06/27/1990

80231 IEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877 C C49812854 032 2721 96/27/1990

08334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D83913596 832 2723 11/02/1990

90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1680A1 C 9235152 032 2728 06/27/1998

09538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 842 10/92/1990

00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 389194 042 2729 96/27/1999

81180 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120102325 832 2726 96/27/1990

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 981429 832 88/14/1990

3999 -HART SCHOOL1111
09109 )S AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1061 1.062 4122 06/29/1999

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 60489396 1062 4122 06/20/1999 329
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00313 TOSHIVA VCR 0-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00520 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

C 20721675
C 0211545
C.

C 0786389
C 892004960
C 001842

1062
1062
1062
1062
1062
1062
1062

4124
4129

4126
4130

06/20/1990
06/20/1990
08/10/1990
10/15/1990
06/20/1990
06/20/1990
08/10/1990

6115 -HATTIESBURG HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 737 737 1770 01/31/1989

110231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813661 737 01/31/1989

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810553 737 01/31/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0212442 737 01/31/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 737 11/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300280 737 01/31/1989

SHOO Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120118560 737 01/31/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001790 (9111) 737 08/28/1990

6127 -HAVANA HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 853 853 2940 06/27/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812685 953 2941 06/27/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D93913201 853 2943 06/27/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204898 853 2949 06/27/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300301 853 2949 06/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 11AC3110049257 053 2946 06/27/1998

4024 -HAWKINS JR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1010 1010 09/14/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415639 1010 3795 09/14/1989

00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283 C 39622920 1010 3797 09/14/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211093 1010 3802 09/14/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1010 10/12/1990

01202 C Band RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 PLUS C 992009432 1010 3800 09/14/1989

01301 MULTIFUNCION INTERFACE UNIT (DUAL BAND) C 8809686-715 09/14/1989

MOO SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 002042 tolo 08/28/1990

6083 -HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 852 852 2930 06/20/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C4914;2522 052 2931 06/20/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 891 C D03913287 952 2933 06/20/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-16011AI C 0204691 U52 2938 06/20/1990

90530 ./1 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C . 852 10/05/1990

00600 O,S1/ NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300206 052 2939 06/20/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040467200 852 4205 09/17/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001349 E52 08/03/1990

5977 -HERLONG HIGH SCHOOL

331
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00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKM1CA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEV1CI

5751 -HESPERIA HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00319 TOSHIBA VCR 0-220
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGIIAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE

4195 -HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5929 -HIGHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO umr
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5926 -HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
MOO NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5967 -HILMAR JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 3 3 TEKN/CA MONITOR 1J2077

Page 26

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION
DATE

C /04 104 1450 06/22/1990

C C50813626 704 1451 06/22/1990

C D48810135 104 1453 06/22/1990

C 0211033 704 1458 06/22/1990

C N/A 704 10/17/1990

C 300215 704 1459 06/22/1990

C MAC3120125850 104 3226 07/24/1990

C 001094 704 07/24/1990

C 710 710 1510 06/25/1990

C C50613716 110 1511 06/25/1990

C 19630919 710 1513 11/15/1990

C 0211058 110 1518 06/25/1990

C N/A 710 10/15/1990

C 300209 /10 1519 06/25/1990

C MAC3120132846 710 1516 08/21/1990

C 001844 (91,0 110 08/26/1990

C 981 981 3565 06/27/1990

C 18415586 981 3485 06/27/1990

C 39620908 901 3568 06/27/1990

C 0210750 901 3573 06/27/1990

C N/A 901 10/01/1990

C AC3110030065 901 3571 08/10/1990

C 001437 (91,0 981 08/14/1990

C 728 128 1690 06/20/1990

C C50813628 728 1691 06/20/1990

C 1348810880 728 1693 06/20/1990

C 0212441 728 1698 06/20/1990

C 300135 728 1699 06/20/1990

C 704099281 728 06/20/1990

C 655 655 1019 03/09/1989

C 58425982 655 1020 03/09/1909

C 25638310 655 1022 03/09/1989

C 0211171 655 1027 03/09/1989

C 300263 655 5979 01/05/1989

C MAC3120103416 655 03/09/1989

C 716 116 1570 06/22/1990

C C50813766 716 1571 06/22/1990

LAST
MAINT

3:33
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RESOURCE NAME

09334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
99428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1288A1
08538 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
88690 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6807 -HOBBTON HIGH SCHOOL
89108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 rEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2977
99316 TOSHIBA VCR M-7693
88421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
09609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
91190 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

OMB SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5924 -HOLT HIGH SCHOOL
89199 AUDIO VIDEO tam
00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2848
991111 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6603
99428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1208AI
00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

4110 -HONDO HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
80332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
90420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
90519 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
90539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00699 NUhONICS DIGITAL TABLET
91199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

91500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5909 -HOPI JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
89188
00231
99332
90420
09530
00608
91180 3 ,1 .1
01500

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
rEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TEKN1KA VCR 882
PRINTER SEIKOSUA SP-1280AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER IH1ERFACE DEVICE

5937 -HUDDERTVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

110rww

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAIO'

C 048810822 716 1573 06/22/1999
C 8218098 716 1570 86/22/1999
C N/A 768 18/15/1990
C 399176 716 157.7 06/22/1998
C AC4049461113 716 1652 98/02/1999
C 881124 763 98/02/1990

C 782 782 2236 05/22/1990
C C58813712 782 2231 85/22/1998
C 29631942 782 2233 95/22/1999
C 9285996 /82 2238 95/22/1999
C N/A 782 19/81/1999
C 0151409 /82 2239 05/22/1999
C AC4928183876 782 05/22/1990

C 091209 782 97/17/1999

C 658 658 1991 83/89/1989

C 58413873 650 1992 83/99/1989
C 25626995 650 1094 03/09/1989
C 9219857 650 1909 03/99/1989

C 399265 658 5977 91/96/1999

T MAC4820126446 650 1007 93/99/1989

C 736 736 1760 06/27/1990

C C59813651 736 1761 86/27/1999
C 948819442 736 1763 06/27/1999
C 8212443 736 1768 96/27/1990
C 94876312 736 97/19/1999

C . 736 4119 19/15/1999

C 308200 736 1769 06/27/1998

C MAC3128126830 736 4193 96/27/1999
C 801840 736 07/19/1990

C 791 701 1428 06/81/1998

C C59813671 791 1421 96/91/1999
C 048819173 702 1423 06/01/1990
C 0211035 /019 1428 06/01/1950

C N/A 701 10/15/1999

C 82211835 701 1429 96/91/1990
C AC4940424156 701 1426 96/01/1999

C 0010/3 701 87/39/1990

3 .3 5
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00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
88311 TOSHIBA VCR 8-6083
80420 PRINTER 8E1KOSHA SP-1208Aj
00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

6936 -MUNI CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
08334 TEKNIKA VCR 801
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
08530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6829 -IMPERIAL HIGH SCHOOL
0010E1 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80231 ILKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280AI
00608 1illiONIC8 DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

4833 -INGRAM TOM MOORE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
882°4 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041
003-1 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER U PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6120 -IROQUOIS AREA REG. DEL. SYS.
00100
88231
00334
00421
00538
80608
01108
01500 3:1*

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
1EKNIKA VCR 801
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEV1C1

6049 -JAYTON-GIRARD MGM SCHUOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

MB 1111 NS

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 685
C 58425894
C 25332997
C 8216976
C 11037
T AC4820144401

CART
NUMBER

605
685
605
685
61.15

685

C 854 854
C C49812658 054
C D83913512 334
C 0204805 054
C N/A 854
C 380260 054
C MAC3110814384 854
C 081630 054

C 789 /09

C C58813722 709

C D48810869 /09
C 8221311 709
C 388208 /89
C MAC3120109075 709

C 1074
C 60489421
C 207220202
C 8200917
C N/A
C 0784309
C 892287341
C 002063

C 839
C C49812692
C D03913231
C 0284901
C N/A
C 300257
C AC3110038200
C 001691

C 8411

11111 IIII1

Page 28

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

1288
1281
1283
NONE
1269
4195

2938
2951
2953
2958

2959
2956

1500
1501
1503
1508
1599
1506

1074 4171
1874 4172
1074 4174
062298 4179
1074
1074 4108
1074 4177
1074

039
839
1339

839
1339

839
039
839

839
2791
2793
2790

2799
4128

848 2690

Ell IN

03/09/1989
03/09/1969
03/09/1989
01/10/1990
03/09/1989
09/08/1989

06/28/1990
06/28/1990
06/29/1990
06/28/1990
09/25/1990
06/28/1990
01/28/1991
06/01/1990

86/22/1990
86/22/1990
06/22/1990
86/22/1998
06/22/1998
06/22/1990

06/22/1998
06/22/1998
66/22/1990
06/22/1998
18/04/1990
86/22/1998
06/22/1990
08/82/1990

06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
06/27/1990
10/01/1990
86/27/1990
06/27/1998
08/10/1990

3.37
06/20/1990
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RESOURCE RESOURCE NAME
CODE

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
09334 1EKNIKA VCR 881
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1608AI
08b38 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

WHO SERIAL CART
OWNS NUMBER NUMBER

C C49812481 1148

C D03913838 848
C 8205912 1148

C N/A 848
C 300261 1148

C AC3110017691 848
C 801497 (148

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

2891
2893
2898

2899

5949 -JOHN ESSEX HIGH SCHOOL
88189 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 667 667 1118

88211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A C 58425915 667 1119

00318 TOSHIBA VCR M-6088 C 69323292 667 1121

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1280AI C 8211170 667 1126

88680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 380288 667 1118

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T MAC3128124948 667 NONE

5931 -KEITH HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 742 742 1820

08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C58813754 742 1821

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48818793 742 1823

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1208AI C 0221036 1828

80600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 380293 1629

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3128112844

4080 -KENNARD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 104/ 1047 3971

80214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841 C 60481909 1847 3972

08318 TOSHIBA VCR 8-128 C 22727455 1047 3974

00421 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI C 0211630 1047 3979

80530 AT&T MODEL 530, TgLEPHONE C. 1047

80688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0784889 1047 3980

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 13 PLUS C 89181225 1047 3977

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE.: C 002028 1047

5736 -KNIPPA HIGH SCHOOL
08188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1042 1042 3931

80214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60489515 1042 3932

80317 10SHIBA VCR M-5463 C 18638985 1842 3934

80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211633 1042 3939

00538 AT&T mu 538, TELEPHONE C NONE 1042

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0785989 1042 3940

01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER U PLUS C 892203012 1042 3937

81580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081855 1042

MOO SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081855 (1,1,0 1057

6094 -KOPPERL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 31S AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 879 879 3180

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

86/20/1990
06/20/1990
06/20/1990
89/25/1998
86/28/1998
87/38/1990
07/30/1990

O 1/20/1990
01/06/1990
O 1/06/1990
81/86/1990
O 1/86/1998
01/18/1990

05/31/1990
85/31/1990
85/31/1990
05/31/1990
05/31/1990
85/31/1998

06/28/1990
86/20/1990
09/21/1990
06/20/1998
18/03/1998
06/20/1998
06/28/1990
07/09/1990

06/28/1990
06/20/1998
06/28/1998
06/28/1990
09/21/1998
86/28/1990
06/20/1990
07/19/1998
07/19/1990

06/20/1990

3 3
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

08231 IEKN/CA MONITOR TJ2977
90312 TOSHIBA VCR 8-6887
90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1609AI
80538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
80680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01188 Ku RECEIVER 1G1/

01589 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6148 -KUSSUTH HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
60211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00312 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6067
89421 P1IN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1
00539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5986 -LA HARPE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKN1CA MONITOR TJ2077
90334 tEKNIKA VCR 881
90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608AI
80539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
98680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01109 Ku RECEIVER MI/
01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6166 -LA SALLE-PERU VOC CFR
00199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
06231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
99421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-168VAI
09530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
98609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (CI)

01599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

7972 -LAGUNA-ACOMA HIGH SCHOOL
00109
06214
08313
09421
09530
81282
01500

3 1

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
10SHIBA MONITOR CF2841
TOSHIBA VCR 8-1283
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1609AI
AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 PLUS
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6165 -LAKE LAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Page 30

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C C49810886

CART
NUOBER

0Y9

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

5188

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

06/20/1990

C 21632274 879 3183 06/20/1990
C 9295138 079 3108 06/20/1990

C N/A 079 10/17/1990

C 399202 079 3189 06/20/1990

C AC3128105666 879 3879 06/20/1990

C 801466 879 07/25/1990

C 922 922 05/18/1989

C 14514639 922 05/18/1989

C 21631396 922 05/18/1989

C 9216474 922 05/18/1989

C N/A 922 10/15/1990

C AC3120089995 922 08/21/1990

C 002072 922 08/22/1990

C 893 1103 2448 06/27/1990

C C49812577 803 2431 06/27/1990

C 083913131 803 2433 06/27/1990

C 8283625 803 2430 06/27/1990

C N/A 883 10/01/1990

C 390224 803 2439 06/27/1990

C MAC311805675 003 2436 06/27/1990

C 081589 003 08/02/1998

C 849 849 2900 06/28/1990

C C49812653 1349 2901 06/28/1990

C D03913221 849 2903 06/28/1990

C 0205150 049 2908 06/28/1990

C N/A 849 10/01/1990

C 309205 049 2909 06/28/1990

C 11AC3120122586 849 2766 06/28/1990

C 801637 (9,,,) 049 08/13/1990

C 1865 1065 01/15/1991

C 69498159 1965 01/15/1991

C 28721991 1065 01/15/1991

C 0211360 1065 01/15/1991

C . 1065 01/15/1991

C 892207161 1065 01/15/1991

C 091004 1065 01/15/1991

ale 11111 N111 INN 111111 111111 MI all 11111 11111 111111 11111

311
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RESOURCE RESOURCE MAME
CODE

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVILL

6067 -LAKEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 843
C C49812879
C D31914950
C 0204732
C N/A
C 300141
C AC3120117041
C 001666

C 784

CART
NUMBER

043
843
1143

843
643
843
843
643

784

STAR
NUMBER

2849
2841
3966
2840

2849
2846

2250

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAIN/

06/29/1990
06/29/1990
06/29/0990
06/28/1990
10/01/1990
06/28/1990
96/28/1999
08/10/1990

05/22/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MOWITOR TJ2077 C C50813667 /84 2251 05/22/1990

00332 TFKNIFA VCR 882 C D48819647 784 2253 05/22/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 5P-1600AI C 0216974 784 2258 05/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 784 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0216974 Y114 3751 05/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040469123 784 2256 05/22/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 0021.84 184 09/17/1990

6026 -LAMAR COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 676 676 1199 05/31/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413018 676 1299 05/31/1990

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 25626981 676 1292 05/31/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0212146 676 1207 05/31/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0212146 676 1297 05/31/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120103901 676 1205 05/31/1990

6149 -LEFLORE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 912 912 05/17/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C45812029 912 05/17/1989

00312 TOSHIBA VCR 14-6007 C 21631875 912 05/17/1989

00421 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0207537 912 05/17/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 912 10/13/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0150189 912 05/17/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120085214 912 05/17/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 0028,./ 912 08/21/1990

14031 -LEUPP SCHOOLS, /NC
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 705 /05 1469 06/01/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49822857 231 1461 07/27/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C H28937193 705 1463 07/27/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA Se-1290,41 C 9212453 705 1466 06/01/1990

99539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A /05 10/15/1990

00600 NUMON/CS DIGITAL TABLET C 300178 705 1469 05/01/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040430400 /05 1466 06/01/1990

01b00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVILL C 001099 705 07/27/1990

313
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5640 -LIBERTY HIGH SCHOOL
80188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00538 AT&T MODEL 539, tELEPHONE
80689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5950 -LINDEN HIGH SCHOOL
08100 AUDIO VIDEO UNII
99231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2877
80332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00429 PRINTER SE/KOSHA SP-1200AI
88600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER ((,I)

5981 -LITCHFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
90311 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6003
08428 PRINTER SEIKOCHA SP-1280A1
00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6970 -LITTLEFIELD HIGH SCHUOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2977
80318 TOSHIBA VCR M-128
09539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01109 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01598 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5951 -LIVINGSTON HIGH SCHOOL
00198 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
08332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
80698 NUM0NICS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Nu RECEIVER (GI)

4882 -COHN HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2941
00312 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6807
00420 31.1 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1209AI

NM MI 11111

Page 32

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MANI

C 889 809 2490 06/28/1990

C 031913932 809 06/28/1998

C 8284867 809 2490 86/28/1999

C N/A 809 10/92/1999

C 300226 809 2499 06/28/1998

C MAC3128088656. 009 2496 86/29/1998

C 001686 009 88/86/1990

C 740 740 1800 81/86/1990

C C58813669 748 1801 81/86/1998

C 048810731 740 1883 81/86/1990

C 8211748 740 1088 81/06/1990

C 309277 740 1889 81/06/1990

T AC3120077654 ?40 1736 81/06/1990

C 677 6/7 1208 81/86/1998

C 58425908 677 1209 01/86/1990

C 58530530 67, 1211 01/86/1990

C 8221233 677 1216 01/86/1990

C 380319 677 5995 91/06/1999

T AC3120122711 677 1214 01/86/1990

C 798 798 2388 85/22/1990

C C49813031 798 2381 95/22/1990

C 22724569 798 2303 09/21/1990

C N/A 198 19/01/1990

C 300129 798 2389 05/22/1990

C AC3128129606 /98 2386 95/22/1990
C 801240 798 07/18/1990

C 744 744 1840 W1/06/1990

C C58813715 /44 1841 81/06/1998

C 048810774 744 1843 01/96/1990

C 0211616 744 1848 01/06/1990

C 390295 744 1849 01/86/1990

T MAC3120076732 /44 1846 01/86/1990

C 196/ 1067 4161 06/29/1990

C 60498162 1967 4162 06/20/1990

C 25531946 1067 2897 06/28/1990

C 0203845 1067 4169 06/28/1990

111111 MI 11111 1111
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MOS e

RESOURC RESOURCE NAME
CODE

90N10 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
61202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
91590 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICL

6959 -LOOP HIGH SCHOOL
00199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
89213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033
99334 TFKNIKA VCR 881
99421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1609AI
995139 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
98698 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)
01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6056 -LOUISBURG HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283
90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1609A1
00539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
99609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVIGI

6116 -LOUISVILLE HIGH SCHUUL
90109 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
09332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00429 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1290AI
89510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
09689 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01190 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01589 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5887 -LOWER BRULE DAY SCHOOL
99100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEKNICA MONIVOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
09420 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1200A1
09699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5894 -MADRAS HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00333 TEKNIKA VCR 782

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C.
C.
C 892208331
C 091467

C 862
C 19415/62
C D93913463
C 8295141
C N/A
C 399267
C MAC3120959428
C 091475

C 779
C C49812532
C 29722371
C 9204950
C N/A
C 0151289
C AC3129985934
C 001150

C 772
C C58813790
C D48819626
C 9221643
C .
C 8147789
C MAC3129098162
C 902143

C 697
C C50813637
C D48819555
C 9221534
C 300213
C 3120061184

C 724
C C59813586
C A78A10990

CART
NUMBER

1067
1067
1067
1067

862
062
862
062
862
862
862
062

/19
779
779
779
179
779
779
779

772
712
772
772
772
772
772
772

697
697
697
697
697
697

724
/24
724

STAR
NUMBER

4166
4167

3010
3911
3013
301:

3019
3816

2288
2201
1343
2208

2209
2207

2110
2111
2113
2118

2119

1389
1381
1383
1388
1389
1386

1650
1651

ASSET
NUMBER

061599

INSTALLATION
DATE

97/24/1999
10/15/1999
96/29/1999
97/24/1990

96/21/1999
96/21/1999
96/29/1990
96/29/1990
10/14/1999
06/21/1999
96/21/1999
01/98/1991

05/22/1990
05/22/1998
95/22/1999
05/22/1999
99/27/1999
05/22/1999
95/22/1998
97/19/1999

96/11/1999
96/11/1999
96/11/1999
06/11/1990
99/97/1999
96/11/1999
09/83/1990
99/87/1990

06/15/1999
96/15/1990
96/15/1990
96/15/1990
06/15/1990
96/15/1990

86/15/1990
06/15/1990
06/15/1990

I t)

LAST
MAINT

3 t 7
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporate Information System
Organization Inventory Report

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
08510 WIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
08530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INiERFACE DEVICE

4823 -MAGNOLIA JR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
88314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287
80421 PRINTER SE/KOSHA SP-1600AI
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5953 -MARENGO HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
88600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5952 -MARION HIGH SCHOOL
80100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
80311 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6883

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET

5342 -MARTINSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1600AI
00518 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE

80530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81108 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

81580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE
01580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4083 -MAUD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041
00313 TOSH1VA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSNA SP-1600AI
00510 3IS UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE

Page 34

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION
NETER DATE

C 0221313 724 1658 86/15/1998

C . 724 87/17/1990

C . 724 1654 10/16/1990

C 300138 724 1659 06/15/1998

C MAC3120064312 /24 5950 07/16/1990

C 002200 724 10/17/1990

C 1816 1016 3854 06/11/1990

C 18415579 1016 3855 86/11/1998

C 18633562 1016 3857 06/11/1998

C 0286179 1816 3862 06/11/1990

C 0778789 1016 3863 06/11/1998

C 892206878 1016 3860 06/11/1998

C 001911 1016 08/29/1990

C 739 739 1790 81/86/1998

C C49813240 739 1791 81/06/1990

C 0221476 739 1798 01/06/1990

C 300278 739 1799 01/86/1990

T 84616052 739 1794 81/86/1990

C 663 663 1082 05/31/1998

C 58425895 663 1063 85/31/1990

C 58530499 663 1085 85/31/1998

C 82112463 663 1848 85/31/1998

C 0149089 663 5986 05/31/1990

C C49812891 879 3151 06/20/1990

C 21632330 8/6 3153 06/20/1998

C 8218150 876 3158 06/21/1990

C. 876 07/08/1990

C N/A 876 3155 10/83/1990

C 308285 676 3159 06/21/1990

C AC4020138461 876 3156 09/18/1990

C 801903 876 87/08/1990

C 001585 876 3150 89/04/1990

C 1045 1045 3951 06/21/1998

C 60490093 1045 3952 86/21/1990

C 28721995 1045 3954 86/21/1998

C 0211573 1045 J959 06/21/1990

C . 045 07/31/1990

,

LAST
MAINT

319
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RESOURCE
CODF

RESOURCE NAME

CIPPliatJONWorAMOW smut milim

Organization Inventory Report

WHO SERIAL

ummilmommom mom moms mom

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

OWNS NU4BER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1045 3956 10/03/1990

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0781689 1045 3968 06/21/1998

01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 89181575 1845 3957 86/21/1990

81508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001888 1045 87/31/1990

6117 -MCCOMB HIGH SCHOOL
00108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 761 761 2666 06/11/1990

88231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C58813763 761 2991 86/11/1990

98332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C 048818685 7613 2693 06/11/1990

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1208AI C 8211697 /61 2608 06/11/1998

00538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 761 209U 10/29/1990

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0151/89 761 2969 06/11/1990

81188 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3118027883 761 2996 86/11/1990

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 881988 /61 06/85/1998

5596 -MCLEOD HIGH SCHOOL
08100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 875 14/5 3146 86/21/1990

00231 /MICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812880 875 3141 86/21/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D83913230 875 3143 86/21/1990

00421 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1680AI C 02180466 875 3148 06/21/1990

80538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 875 89/25/1990

88680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300298 875 3149 06/21/1990

81180 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120058506 075 3147 86/20/1990

81508 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE C 081969 875 88/01/1990

6095 -MEDINA HIGH SCHOOL
08180 AUDIO VIDEO UFUT C 889 889 3280 06/21/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A C 21529833 889 3280 06/21/1998

88312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6807 C 21631545 889 3283 06/21/1998

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 8210105 089 3298 06/21/1990

80530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 889 10/19/1990

00666 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 380212 889 3289 86/21/1998

01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 31AC3120898286 889 3286 06/21/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001082 089 07/27/1990

3069 -MERIDIAN HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VZDEO UNIT C 988 988 3644 86/28/1990

08211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2928A C 18415504 988 3645 06/28/1998

80313 TOSHIVA VCR 0-1283 C 39529754 988 3647 86/28/1990

00421 PRINTER SE/KOSHA SP-16138AI C 9205865 988 3652 86/28/1990

08538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 908 86/2:7/1998

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0779889 988 3664 06/28/1998

0i100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120123/45 988 3650 06/28/1998

81A8 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 081620 980 88/03/1998

0010H 44WINANNONSCHNL AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 774 //4 2130 06/11/1998

OW31 TYMICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813768 774 2131 86/11/1998

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810878 774 2133 06/11/1998

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211632 774 2138 06/11/1990

35o 351
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporate Infojnation System
Organization Inventory Report

90539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
06601 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01590 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6964 -MIDWAY HIGH SCHOOL
00190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2877
90319 TOSHIBA VCR M-228
00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1689AI
09539 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

14004 -MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL
09190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
98231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
98312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6087
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1699AI
99699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01109 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5975 -MODOC HIGH SCHOOL
90190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKN1CA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
09429 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1209AI
90539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
09690 NUMONICS DIGITAL TAbLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01580 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE:

6937 -MONMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
00199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-169VAI
09539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01109 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01509 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE

6162 -mmioNvILIE ELEMENTARY SCHL
00100 3 5 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
99231 TEENICA MONITOR TJ2077

Page 36

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C N/A

CART
NUMBER

/74

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

19/12/1999

C 300316 774 2139 96/11/1999

C AC4050516633 774 2136 96/84/1998

C 002221 (9,,,) 774 10/17/1990

C 791 791 2320 85/22/1998

C C59813726 791 2321 95/22/1999

C 31528298 791 2323 11/86/1998

C 0205124 791 2328 95/22/1999

C N/A 791 19/91/1999

C 0151589 /91 2320 05/22/1999

C MAC3120126302 791 95/22/1990

C 881263 791 87/31/1998

C 870 078 3179 06/21/1990

C 849812668 870 3171 06/21/1999

C 21631385 0/8 3172 96/21/199B

C 0285149 878 3178 96/21/1990

C 390299 0/8 3179 86/21/1990

C MAC3129181010 878 86/21/1998

C 88616-704 078 06/21/1999

C 721 721 1620 06/22/1990

C C50813612 721 1621 96/22/1999

C 048818069 721 1623 96/22/1999

C 0211585 721 1628 06/22/1999

C N/A 721 10/17/1998

C 399145 721 1629 96/22/1999

C AC3129121687 /21 1626 06/22/1999

C 902215 721 11/02/1998

C 019 819 2599 06/28/1990

C C45812916 819 2855 96/28/1999

C 1)03913383 819 2592 06/28/1990

C 0205011 819 2596 06/28/1998

C N/A 819 19/01/1998

C 399230 019 7:599 06/28/1990

C AC3119014192 819 2596 06/28/1990

C 081795 819 97/08/1990

C 1322 022 2629 06/28/1990

C C49612550 822 2621 06/26/1990
ai
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RESOURCE RESOURCE NAME WHO SERIAL

CODE OWNS NUMBER
CART

NUMBER
STAR ASSET

NUMBER NUMBER

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 681 C 803F13468 1122 2623

08421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1688AI C 8204915 822 2628

08530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 022

00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 308225 822 2629

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3108811366 822

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 801639 822

6845 -MOSS POINT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 755 755 2168

08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C58813764 755 2161

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48610259 755 2163

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 8221701 755 2168

80530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 755 2164

00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 8147089 755 2169

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4030339634 755

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001653 /55

3078 -MULBERRY GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 985 Y05 3601

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2026A C 18415747 985 3521

80313 TOSHIBA VCR 8-1283 C 39620923 985 3684

00421 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1600AI C 0210520 985 3689

80530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 985

80608 NUMON1CS DIGITAL TABLET C 0779489 985 3667

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3118018073 985

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001522 985

6300 -NATCHEZ HIGH SCHOOL
08180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1887 1007

80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2026A C 18415505 1007

08317 TOSHIBA VCR 11-5483 C 18633786 1007

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0205009 1007

08538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 1007

08608 NUMON/CS DIGITAL TABLET C 2286-030C 1007

81282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER U PLUS C 90841075 1007

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 882013 1007

6119 -NATCHEZ MIDDLE SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1006 1006

08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813725 1006

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C 048810769 1886

80428 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1208AI C 8221834 1006

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1006

01100 rir Ku RECEIVER (G1) C 11AC4820136705 1006

01500 a.).4 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001718 1006

6219 -NATCHEZ-ADAMS VO-TECH

OMNI MIMI =NW

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

86/28/1998
06/28/1998
89/25/1990
86/28/1998
86/89/1998
88/10/1990

86/11/1998
86/11/1990
06/11/1998
06/11/1998
10/38/1990
06/11/1990
08/38/1990
A/Ai/11'90

86/26/1990
86/28/1990
86/28/1990
86/28/1998
10/01/1990
06/28/1990
86/28/1990
08/08/1990

89/12/1989
09/12/1989
89/12/1989
09/12/1989
10/15/1990
89/12/1989
01/09/1991
89/07/1990

09/26/1989
09/28/1989
09/28/1989
09/28/1989
10/15/1990
09/28/1989
09/04/1998

3 5 5
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporate Information System
Organization Inventory Report

08190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
09332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
90420 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1299A1
99539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
99609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

81509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6039 -NEEDLES HIGH SCHOOL
89199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
90231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
98332 TFKNIKA VCR 882
90428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
09688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01189 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6996 -NEWCASTLE HIGH SCHOOL
99199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
09231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
99334 TEKNIKA VCR 081
00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00519 UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
08539 AT&T MODEL 5381 TELEPHONE
09699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01190 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

91509 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6861 -NORTH
00189
99232
90316
08429
08530
08688
91199
01580

EDGECOMBE HIGH SCHOOL
AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNIKA MONITOR FH202
TOSHIBA VCR M-7683
PRINTER SEIKOSH4 SP-1209AI
AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5981 -NORTH HOPKINS HIGH SCHOOL
00188
08231
00335
08421
09519
90539
80609
81198
91509 35( ;

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977
TEKNIKA VCR 882
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1699AI
UNIDEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
Ar&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE

Page 38

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 756 156 04/27/1989

C C59813725 756 94/27/1989
C 048818716 756 91/12/1999
C 0221834 756 04/27/1989

C N/A 756 19/15/1999

C 39012 756 04/27/1989

C MAC31208t.,0436 756 09/11/1990

C 001806 756 09/84/1990

C 722 722 1639 06/25/1990

C C59813681 /22 1641 "Z6/25/1998

C D48819750 722 1633 06/25/1998

C 8210864 /22 1639 86/25/1990
C 300133 722 1639 86/25/1998

C AC3129185306 /22 1637 06/25/1998

C 864 064 3939 86/21/1990

C C49812875 864 3031 86/21/1998
C 083913226 864 3933 06/21/1990
C 0211292 864 3038 06/21/1990

C . 864 07/23/1990

C . 664 303J 18/01/1990

C 399116 864 3039 06/21/1990

C 4059516688 864 3836 06/21/1990

C 901365 064 07/23/1998

C 781 781 2229 05/22/1990

C C49813177 781 2221 05/22/1990

C 58527781 781 2223 05/22/1990
C 8205147 781 2228 05/22/1990

C N/A 781 09/27/1990

C 9149389 781 2229 05/22/1990
C 11AC3120865/63 781 2226 07/24/1998

C 001195 781 07/24/1998

C 874 874 3130 06/21/1990

C C49812699 874 3131 86/21/199C

C D48619725 874 3133 09118/1998

C 9218469 874 3138 06/21/1990

C . 874 87/31/1998

C . 874 3135 18/81/1990

C 309256 874 3139 86/21/1998

C AC4046483117 874 3136 06/21/1990

C 091881 874 07/31/1990 357
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME WHO SERIAL

MINN 111.401141111 Olimm Nom ININ.

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

OWNS NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

6005 -NORTH STOKES JR/SR HIGH SCHL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 769 789 2300 05/22/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50613641 /89 2301 05/22/1990

00310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000 C 23323993 789 2303 05/22/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1600AI C 0205097 769 2308 05/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 489 11/28/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300198 789 2308 05/22/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040453790 789 10/19/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEV1GE C 002155 409 10/16/1990

6004 -NORTHEAST JONES HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1018 1018 99/13/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415780 1018 09/13/1989

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 681 C D31913991 1018 09/01/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211090 1018 06/13/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONE C N/A 1018 10/12/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0783789 1018 09/13/1989

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 89220/154 1018 99/13/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001793 1019 09/07/1990

14005 -NORTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1046 1046 3961 06/21/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C k451714 1046 3962 06/21/1990

00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5483 C 18636343 1046 3964 06/21/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211762 1046 3969 06/21/1990

00510 WIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE C . 873 07/26/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0764789 1046 3970 06/21/1990

gt!02 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER U PLUS C 892009373 1046 3907 06/21/1990

eft 00100 AUMMESHUNKNOOL AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1166 066 3050 06/21/1990

Oft, 1 TEKHICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812673 866 3051 06/21/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6997 C 21632289 866 3053 06/21/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0210186 866 3058 06/21/1990

09530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELF.PHONE C N/A 066 09/25/1990

(MOO NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300155 866 3059 06/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC311003210 866 3056 06/21/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE' C 002179 866 09/17/1990

6027 -NORTHVIEW HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 758 758 1950 01/06/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C D50813779 /58 1951 01/06/1990

00332 TEKH1KA VCR 682 C D48810561 758 1953 01/06/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211699 /58 1958 01/06/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300143 758 1959 01/06/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GT) T 11AC312009148 7U8 1043 01/06/1990

3072 -NORTHWESTERN JR!SR 116
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WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

Pagw 49

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

09199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A
99314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1698AI
09539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE
80609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01199 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3963 -HOXAPATER ATTENDANCE CENTER
99188 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1919

09213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 37510098

00314 TUSH!BA VCR 8-1287 C 19525464

90421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 8210767

09538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A

91294 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER PLUS (new prog) C 90121152

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 891972

5800 -OAKVILLE JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
80180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2833
80231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 1MM:A VCR 882
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 081
09428 PRINTER SEIKONA SP-1200AI
00422 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-2808
09518 UN1DEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE
00539 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
08538 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
09688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81198 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
01548 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE
01590 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6952 -OGLESBY SCHOOL DISTRICT
00190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKNICA MONITOR T.12077

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSNA SP-1600AI
00690 NUMONICS DIGIIAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6140 -OLIVE BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL
09190 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 776
.ArAM,PA TryuTra mnurrnst TA20117

C 977 9/7
C 18415806 977
C 21533679 977
C 8207488 977
C N/A 977
C 8485189 977
C AC3118055333 977
C 081641 977

C 798 708 1498

C 1139 1139
C 37516649 1139
C C59813659 Y08 1491

C D48010826 708 1493
C 1443945609 1139
C 8211899 708 1490

V, 8207974 1139
C 1139
C 708 1494

C . 708
C 300163 /08 1499

C MAC3110914078 700 1288

C 89321167 1139
C 801121 1139

C 981116 708

C 887
C C49812638
C D03913358
C 0210140
C 380324
C AC3120065752

C C59013622

10i9
1819 3883
1019
1019
1919
1019 3888
1019

eu7
887
087
887
087
887

776
716

3493
3494
3496
3501

36213

3260
3261
3263
3260
3269
3266

96/28/1999
06/28/1998
06/28/1999
06/28/1990
19/01/1998
06/28/1999
96/29/1999
98/82/1998

96/96/1989
89/18/1999
81/15/1991
99/06/1989
10/12/1998
19/18/1998
89/04/1990

96/25/1990
98/96/1999
91/17/1991
96/25/1990
06/25/1998
98/06/1990
96/25/1999
08/86/1999
97/13/1998
19/15/1999
18/15/1990
96/25/1990
06/25/1990
88/86/1999
97/13/1990
10/01/1990

86/21/1990
86/21/1999
86/21/1990
06/21/1990
06/21/1998
96/21/1990

92/99/1989
92/99/1989

f ; 1-
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00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00660 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6173 -OLNEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OMB AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033
00334 TEKNIKA VCk 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUOSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4125 -ONEIDA TRIBAL SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 801
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

14006 -PALMER HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041
00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5483
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5954 -PARAMOUNT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 FEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 802
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIWR (GI)

6000 -PASCAGOULA HIGH SCHOOL
00100
00231
00332
00421

362

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TEKNIKA VCR 002
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 0205148
C N/A
C 0149689
C MAC3110033406
C MAC3110033406
C 002118

CART
NUMBER

7/6
776
776
776
776
774

SEAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

02/09/1989
10/15/1990
02/09/1909
09/04/1990
02/09/1909
09/04/1990

C 810 810 2500 06/28/1990
C 3150/375 010 08/18/1990
C 031913997 810 06/28/1990

C 0204926 010 2508 06/28/1990
C N/A 810 10/02/1990
C 300232 010 2509 06/28/1990
C AC3120131665 810 06/28/1990
C 001597 010 08/08/1990

C 700 700 1410 06/25/1990

C C50813581 700 1411 06/25/1990
C 1143944703 700 1413 09/18/1990 08/02/1990
C 0211057 700 1418 06/25/1990
C N/A 700 09/25/1990
C MAC311001873 700 06/25/1990
C 001858 700 08/01/1990

C 1049 1049 3991 06/21/1990
C 69489519 1049 3992 06/21/1990
C 18638931 1049 3994 06/21/1990

C 0211632 1049 3999 06/21/1990
C 0781589 1049 4000 06/21/1990
C 892006996 1049 3997 06/21/1990

C 751 751 1910 95/31/1990
C C50813615 751 1911 05/31/1990

C 048810550 751 1913 05/31/1990
C 0221627 751 1918 05/31/1990
C 0221627 751 1919 85/31/1990
C MAC3110035781 /51 1916 05/31/1990

C 760 /60 1990 06/11/1990

C C50813709 760 1991 06/11/1990

C 048810900 760 1993 06/11/1990

C 0205914 760 5954 06/11/1990

3 63
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NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 160 7995 10/12/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300305 760 1999 06/11/1990

MHO Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110020367 760 1996 12/05/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001797 760 08/30/1990

4032 -PASCAGOULA VOC-1EC CENTER
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1009 1009 3784 06/11/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415656 1909 3785 06/11/1990

00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287 C 18634593 1009 3787 06/11/1990

00421 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0205950 1009 3792 06/11/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1009 3789 10/12/1990

01204 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER PLUS (new prog) C 90122234 1099 3790 11/06/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 002001 1006 09/18/1990

5955 -PEARSALL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 683 683 1329 06/21/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 .
C 58413030 663 1329 06/21/1990

00310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000 C 69323240 683 1332 06/21/1990

00422 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-2000 C 0232946 693 1337 09/21/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 693 10/04/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300219 683 1338 06/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C AC4040447152 683 1335 01/28/1991

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001052 683 07/17/1990

6171 -PEKIN AREA VO TECH
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 818 018 2580 01/27/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812477 818 2581 04/27/1989

00334 tEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913173 018 2583 04/27/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0204866 818 2588 04/27/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 818 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300227 818 25(39 04/27/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120122608 818 1376 94/27/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001626 818 00/01/1990

4065 -PENELOPE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 884 884 3230 06/21/A990

00231 1EKNICA mown': TJ2077 C C49812605 005 3231 06/21/1990

00318 TOSHIBA VCR 6-120 C 22726947 884 3233 09/28/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0210187 1184 3238 06/21/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 884 09/28/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300215 1184 3229 06/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120109795 884 09/28/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001370 084 07/26/1990

5956 -PICKW,COUNTY NIGH SCHOOL
00100 Of14 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 660 660 1055 05/31/1909

00411 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 58425937 660 1056 05/31/1990

365
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00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283 C 20722151 660 05/31/1998

00428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1208A1 C 0221288 660 1063 05/31/1990

08530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C 660 19/12/1999

01188 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3110016148 660 1061 05/31/1990

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 082853 660 08/29/1998

6038 -PITTSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 794 194 2348 83/28/1989

08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812569 794 2341 03/28/1989

88310 TOSHIBA VCR 0-6088 C 69323854 794 2343 03/28/1989

88421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1608A) C 0205158 794 2348 83/28/1989

00518 UN/DEN XE-258 CORDLESS PHONE C 194 88/89/1990

80680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300244 794 2349 83/28/1989

01108 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3128131632 794 2346 03/28/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001592 794 88/89/1998

5992 -PLEASANT HILL HIGH SCHOOL
00180 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 793 793 2178 83/89/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877 C C58813695 793 2171 03/89/1989

80318 TOSHIBA VCR N-6880 C 23320287 793 2173 03/89/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 8205128 793 2178 83/89/1989

80538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 793 18/82/1990

00688 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300243 793 2179 83/09/1989

81100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3128121056 793 2176 03/09/1989

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 801701 /93 08/01/1990

5128 -PLIOCENE RIDGE SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 717 /17 07/27/1998

00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 37518174 717 09/18/1998

80314 TOSHIBA VCR 8-1287 C 18633938 717 07/27/1990

88428 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1208AI C 8221351 717 07/27/1998

80538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 717 18/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (Gl) C AC3120895226 717 87/27/1998

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001103 /17 07/38/1998

3001 -POOLVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
08108 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 855 055 2960 86/21/1998

88231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877 C C49812843 855 2961 06/21/1990

88334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913120 855 '2963 06/21/1990

80421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1608A1 C 8205911 855 2968 86/21/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE C N/A 085 10/18/1990

80608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 380128 855 06/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110056762 855 86/21/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 801393 855 07/23/1990

6105 -POPE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
80J08 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 830 830 2700 04/19/1989

31;ti 367
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00231 fEKNICA MONITOR TJ2877
80334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
88421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1680AI
08530 AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01180 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4997 -POTH HIGH SCHOOL
00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2841
00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
88421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
80600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01282 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS

6053 -PRAIRIE.VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
08421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1680AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01188 Ku RECEIVER (41)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6155 -PRESIDIO HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2833
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
08538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

80680 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
81100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01508 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4020 -R.H. WATKINS HIGH SCHOOL
80100
00211
00317
00421
88538
00600
01202
01500
01500 3 I; S

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
TOSHIBA VCR M-5483
PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
AT&T MODEL 538, TELEPHONE
MIMICS DIGITAL TABLET
C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 11 PLUS
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

IN1ERFACE DEVICE

3071 R.O.W.V.A. Mai SCHUM
1313100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART STAR
NUMBER NUMBER

Page 44 r..

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER DATE MAINT

C C49812505 040 2701 04/19/1989

C D03913286 838 2783 84/19/1989

C 0205139 040 2708 94/19/1989

C N/A 830 18/82/1998

C 300139 030 2789 84/19/1989

C AC3128876462 830 2706 04/19/1989

C 801669 038 87/88/1990

C 68489173 1058 4082 86/21/1998

C 287211821 1058 4984 86/21/1990

C 0211757 1858 4089 86/21/1990

C 8786589 1058 4090 06/21/1998

C 892809849 1058 4087 86/21/1990

C C49812681 UU6 2620 06/21/1990

C D83913289 856 2823 06/21/1998

C 8283626 056 2028 06/21/1990

C . 856 10/83/1998

C 0152089 056 2829 86/21/1998

C MAC3120124972 856 09/18/1998

C 801368 856 9V/18/1990

C 909 909 3330 06/21/1998

C 37518654 909 3331 89/18/1998

C 21632454 909 3333 06/21/1998

C 8200132 909 3330 26/21/1990

C N/A 909 10/09/1992

C 300274 909 3339 06/21/1998

C AC311004583 989 3336 06/21/1990

C 882198 909 10/04/1998

C 1803 1003 3724 06/12/1990

C 18416574 1003 3725 86/12/1990

C 18634866 1003 3727 06/12/1999

C 0207324 1003 3732 06/12/1990

C N/A 1003 18/12/1990

C 0/80009 1083 3733 06/12/1998

C 892809554 1003 3738 06/12/1990

C 001645 1003 09/07/1998

C 001654 1003 09/87/1990

C974 974 3529 00/88/1989
36;4
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NO= 1
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99211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2928A C 18415099 9/4 3539 98/99/1989

99314 TOSHIBA VCR 14-1287 C 18634153 974 3532 98/88/1989

99421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1699AI C 9295099 974 3537 99/98/1989

99530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 974 19/91/1999

09699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 9147889 974 3625 98/98/1989

91199 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3119941192 974 3335 99/98/1999

91599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 991659 974 97/98/1999

5964 -RAGLAND HIGH SCHOOL
99199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 752 752 1929 95/31/1999

99231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977 C C58013559 752 1921 95/31/1999

99332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48910175 752 1923 95/31/1999

90429 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1299AI C 8221645 752 1928 05/31/1999

99699 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 399246 752 1929 05/31/1999

91199 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 8812370-801 752 1927 U5/31/1990

4127 -RANGER HIGH SCHOOL
99199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1066 1966 96/18/1999

99214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 69490725 1966 96/18/1999

00313 TOSH*BA VCR 14-1283 C 29721N93 1966 96/18/1999

99422 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-2999 C 232949 1966 99/14/1999

99539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE C N/A 1966 19/83/1999

91292 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 PLUS C 89121912 1966 96/18/1999

91599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 991924 1966 19/18/1999

6159 -RAYMOND HIGH SCHOOL
99199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 911 911 3359 96/11/1999

09231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2977 C C45812030 911 3351 96/11/1999

99312 TOSHIBA VCR 14-6897 C 21632123 911 3353 96/11/1999

09421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1609AI C 9219973 911 3358 96/11/1999

99519 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE C 911 98/29/1999

09539 AT&T MODEL 539, TELEPHONE C . 911 19/16/1999

99690 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 9159289 911 3359 96/11/1999

91199 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3129132698 911 96/11/1999

91599 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 091914 911 98/29/1990

5983 -RED SAY HIGH SCHOOL
99199 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 762 762 2919 91/96/1990

09231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2977 C C59813571 762 2911 91/96/1999

90332 TEKNIKA VCR 682 C 048818696 762 2913 91/96/1999

99429 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1209AI C 0221790 762 2918 9//96/1999

9E699 NUNONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 9151889 762 2919 91/96/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T MAC3120078396 762 2916 91/06/1999

6959 -RICHLAMDS HIGH SCHOOL
00149 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 891 891 2510 95/22/1999

00231 TFKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812492 891 2411 95/22/1999

3 7 ( 371
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WHO SERIAL

Page 46

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

OWNS NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONE
00600 NUMON/CS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

C 1)03913223
C 0204689
C N/A
C 300235
C MAC3120109007
C 001105

801
801
001
801
801
801

2413
2418

2419
2206

05/22/1990
05/22/1990
09/25/1990
05/22/1990
05/22/1990
08/03/1990

3068 -RIDGEWAY ATTENDANCE CENTER
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 987 987 3635 08/15/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415580 987 3636 08/15/1909

00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283 C 39623044 987 3638 08/15/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0205990 987 3643 08/15/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 987 10/01/1998

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0779369 987 3668 08/15/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC311003020 987 3641 00/15/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001551 987 08/07/1990

6054 -RIO VISTA ISD
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 858 858 2980 06/21/1990

80231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812691 858 2981 06/21/1990

00334 IT.KNIKA VCR 881 C 1)03913302 058 2983 06/21/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0205837 858 2988 06/21/1998

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 858 2985 10/18/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300266 858 2989 06/21/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120109795 058 2986 06/21/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE C 001381 858 07/25/1990

5895 -RIPLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 689 689 1720 06/15/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 58425975 689 1721 06/15/1990

00314 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000 C 69323588 689 1723 06/12/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211156 609 1728 06/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 5301 TELEPHONE C N/A 689 10/17/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300240 689 1729 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3110018455 689 1727 11/20/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001838 689 08/09/1990

5228 -RISING STAR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1056 1056 4061 06/20/19VO

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60489518 1056 4062 06/20/1990

00313 TOSHIBA VCR 0-1283 C 20721750-1091 1056 06/20/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1600AI C 0221572 1056 4069 06/20/1990

00530 AT&T HODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1056 11/26/1990

006% NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0782989 1056 4070 06/20/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 89181080 1056 4067 06/20/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICL C 002213 1056 11/26/1990

3 7 3
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3061 -RIVER RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO V/DEO UNIT C 980 980 3556 09/05/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415591 980 3557 09/05/1989

00313 10SHIBA VCR M-1283 C 39621354 980 3559 09/05/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0210753 980 3564 09/05/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 980 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 05114489 980 3631 09/05/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (611) C AC4040459008 980 3562 09/05/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001679 980 08/14/1998

5948 -ROBERT C. HATCH HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 666 666 03/29/1999

00216 TOSHIBA MON/TOR CF2048 C 58413061 666 1110 12/13/1989

00301 TEKNIKA VCR C 58332794 666 1112 03/29/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0211539 666 1117 93/29/1909

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) T 11AC3110019322 666 1115 03/29/1969

5920 -ROCKY BOY TRIBAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C /06 106 1470 06/15/1990

010231 TFKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813676 706 1471 06/15/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810751 /06 1473 06/15/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 02110197 706 1470 06/15/1990

00540 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A /06 10/17/1998

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300174 706 1479 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110031011 /06 06/15/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICL C 041907 706 07/26/1990

6193 -ROSEVILLE HS UNIT 200
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 817 1117 2570 03/14/1969

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812510 017 2571 03/14/1989

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D03913441 817 2573 03/14/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204900 817 278 03/14/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 817 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300313 817 2579 03/14/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110029571 817 2576 03/14/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001605 817 00/02/1990

14008 -RUSK ISD
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 871 11/1 3100 06/21/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR T42077 C C50813533 871 3101 06/21/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 21631872 8/1 3103 06/21/1990

00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204731 871 3100 06/21/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 071 10/18/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4020134570 871 08/08/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001796 8/1 08/09/1990

6120 -S.D. LEF HIGH SCHOOL
37.4

LAST
MAINT

3.4,/ ,)
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00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SF-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

14009 -SABINAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041
00314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287
00420 PRINTER SETKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER u PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6543 -SALTILLO HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ21177
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE MUM

6175 -SANDOVAL JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6151 -SANTA FE INDIAN GC;HOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007

I0470 3 0.1 L ' PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1206AI
11

5920 -SELMA HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

Page 48

CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

C 766 166 2050
C C50813585 766 2051
C 29721619 766 3455
C 0221310 766 2050
C N/A 766
C 0151989 766 2050
C AC4040007016 /66
C 001950 766

C 1041
C 60490722
C 18633663
C 0211154
C N/A
C 0786009
C 892204311
C 001066

1041 3921
1041 3922
1041 1924
1041 3929
1041
1041 3930
1041 3927
1041

C 873 013
C C49812637 873
C 21631409 873
C 0210139 873
C N/A 073
C 300269 873
C MA03110046038 873
C 001961 873

C 829 829
C 049812644 829
C 003913370 829
C 0203627 029
C N/A 829
C 300148 029
C MAC3120123543 829
C 001593 829

C 902
C 60489508
C 21632648
C 0210091

902
902
902
902

3120
3121
3123
3120

3129
3126

2690

2699

2699
2696

3310

3303
3318

06/11/1990
06/11/1990
06/11/1990
06/11/1990
10/12/1990
06/11/1990
08/28/1990.
08/28/1990

06/21/1990
06/21/1990
10/31/1990
06/21/1990
10/12/1990
06/21/1990
06/21/1990
07/19/1990

06/21/1990
06/21/1990
06/21/1990
06/21/1990
10/03/1990
06/21/1990
06/21/1990
09/18/1990

06/28/1990
P:1428/1990
06/28/1990
06/28/1990
1,0/02/1990
06/28/1990
06/28/1990
08/08/;1990

06/15/1990
06/15/1990
06/15/1990
06/15/1990

377
C 746 /46 1860 01/06/1990
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00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR 1.12877
88332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
80420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
80538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
83188 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

81500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5891 -SEOUOYAH HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
80211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6083
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
08538 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01506 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6107 -SHAWNEE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
08231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ28!7
00313 TOSHIBA VCR 0-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5801 -SHERMAN INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00212 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2037
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00608 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (Gi)

Olt:;00 SUBPCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6130 -SHILOH HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881

PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NOMOHICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5890 -SKYLINE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUD(0 VIDEO UNIT
W0111 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2828A

37S

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET IhofALLATION LAST
NUMBER DATE MAINT

C C49813868 /46 1661 01/06/1990
C D48618407 746 1863 01/06/1998
C 8221475 /46 1868 81/86/1990
C N/A 746 89/20/1998
C 300297 746 1869 91/86/1998
T AC3128080512 746 NONE 02/16/1990
C 082129 746 88/24/1990

C 670 610 1145 06/15/1998
C 58425938 670 1146 86/15/1990
C 58532899 6/0 1148 86/15/1990
C 0211153 670 1153 06/15/1998

C 0/A 678 11/13/1998

C MAC3120093246 670 1151 06/15/1990
C 001908 670 00/09/1998

C 835 035 2750 86/20/1990

C C49812568 835 2751 06/20/1998

C 39620901 835 2587 86/20/1990

C 0285153 835 2758 06/20/1990
C 308221 035 2759 06/28/1998
C MAC3120102966 835 86/20/1990

C 711 711 1520 06/25/1998

C 58425932 /31 1521 06/25/1990

C D48818438 711 1523 86/25/1990
C 822135'0 711 1528 86/25/1990

C N/A 711 18/15/1990

C 308172 111 1529 06/25/1990
C MAC3120128838 711 1526 86/25/1990

C 081125 111 88/06/1990

C 646 046 2870 06/28/1990
C C49812543 846 2871 06/28/1990

C 003913227 846 2873 06/28/1990
C 0204758 846 2678 06/28/1990

C N/A 846 2875 10/82/1998

C 0149189 846 2879 06/28/1990
C 1fAC3110051507 846 2876 06/28/1990

C 675 6'15 1190 01/86/1998

C 58425981 67b 1191 01/06/1990

3'79
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NUMBER

Page 39

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBEK DATE NAINT

($0312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25531950 6/5 1193 01/06/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221772 675 1198 81/06/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300264 675 5994 01/06/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (0) T MAC3120123194 675 1196 01/06/1990

6129 -SOUTH CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
NOM AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 813 813 2530 83/18/1989

99231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49813089 013 2531 03/18/1909

80334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D03913298 813 2533 83/18/1909

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204399 813 03/18/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 655 18/02/1990

00609 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300239 813 2539 03/18/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 14AC3110013505 813 2536 03/18/1989

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 001440 013 08/09/1990

6416 -SOUTH JONES HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1011 1011 3804 Bo/11/1990

90211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415650 1011 3805 06/11/1990

00317 TOSHIBA VCR N-5483 C 18634077 1011 3007 96/11/1999

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0213565 1011 3012 06/11/1990

09530 AT&T MODEL 530, ITLEPHONE C. 1011 3809 10/12/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER H PLUS C 092009436 1011 3810 06/11/1990

SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001413 1011 08/31/1990

5978 -SOUTH LAMAR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 680 600 1235 05/31/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2040 C 58413071 680 1236 05/31/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25532129 689 1238 05/31/1999

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221301 680 1243 05/31/1990

09690 NUMONICS DIGIIAL TABLET C 300321 600 5998 05/31/1990

01100 Nu RECEIVER (G)) C 11AC31275393 680 5967 05/31/1990

6069 -SOUTH ROBESON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 797 797 2370 05/22/1990

00231 TFKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49813030 797 2371 05/22/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810346 797 2373 05/22/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0207626 /97 2370 05/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 797 09/28/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300125 /97 2379 05/22/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 11AC3110022674 797 2376 05/22/1990

01500 SU88CRI8ER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001161 Y97 OY/18/1990

6333 -SOUTHEAST HIGH mum
mime AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1012 1012 09/07/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2020A C 18415569 1012 09/07/1909

00313 1LAi TOSHIVA VCR M-1283 C 39620949 1012 09/07/1989

00421 L'')" PRINTER SEINOSHA SP-1600AI C 0213563 1012 09/07/1989
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00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

C.
C.
C 0778889
C 892009500
C 002141

1012
1012
1012
1012
1012

08/26/1990
10/16/1990
09/07/1969
09/07/1989
08/26/1990

6108 -SOUIHEASTERN HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 807 007 2470 04/11/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49813034 807 2471 04/11/1989

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 981 C D03913428 8437 2473 04/11/1989

00422 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-2000 C 0232949 807 2478 09/14/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 007 10/02/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300314 807 2479 04/11/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120120652 807 1456 08/66/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFAr.E DEVICE C 001556 007 08/06/1990

5927 -SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 665 665 1100 05/31/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413032 665 1101 05/31/1990

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 25638280 665 1103 05/31/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221595 665 1108 05/31/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300322 665 5988 05/31/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040462507 665 05/31/1990

00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 31507384 656 1299 06/22/1990

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 25638327 656 1302 06/22/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0203997 656 06/22/1990

00530 Ar&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 656 10/18/1990

00600 NI1MONIC6 DIGITAL TABLET C 300251 656 5976 06/22/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3110039010 656 1305 06/22/199i

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 001895 656 08/02/199A

6058 -SOUTHWEST JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C SOO 800 2400 05/23/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812586 000 2401 05/23/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C D0391320 2403 05/23/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0224869 000 2408 05/23/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 801 09/28/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300238 000 2409 05/23/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3100003233 800 2146 05/23/1990

01.500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 001177 001 08/01/1990

6131 -ST. ANNE COMM. HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 840 040 2800 03/21/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812655 840 2801 03/21/1989

00334 1I-KNIKA VCR 801 C D03913143 040 03/21/198?

00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A( C 0204914 840 2000 03/21/1989

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C NONE 840 09/21/1990

00600 NUMON/CS DIGITAL TABLET C 300204 840 2809 03/21/1969

352 353
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01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5902 -ST. CLAIR COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00310 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6000

00420 PRIPTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6132 -sr. ELMO JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNI1
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AT
00530 Af&T monsL 530, IELEPHONE
00600 NUMUNICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6121 -STANDING PINE DAY SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NOMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DFAI1CL

6122 -STARKVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00/00 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00420 PRINTER SEMSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICL

59b11 -STOCKDALE HUM scHom
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TFKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 c 4 TEKNIKA VCR 882

00420 00's PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1200A1
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, 1ELEPHONL

MI lin IMO 111111 111111 INII SIM

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART STAR
NUMBER NUMBER

Pa9le

ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER DATE MAINT

C AC4040460032 040 2E106 03/21/1989

C 001573 840 00/10/1990

C 671 671 1154 01/06/1990

C 58425271 671 1155 01/06/1990

C 69323100 671 2592 01/06/1990

C 0212455 6712 1162 01/06/1990

C 11034 671 1308 01/06/1990

T MAC4020135502 671 1160 01/06/1990

C 806 006 2460 03/17/1989

C C49812596 806 2461 03/17/1989

C 1)03913299 006 2463 03/17/1989

C 0204690 806 2469 03/17/1989

C N/A 1506 10/02/1990

C 300234 806 2469 03/17/1989

C AC40462384 806 1124 08/09/1990

C 001706 806 08/09/1990

C 769 769 2080 06/12/1990

C C50813743 /69 2081 06/12/1990

C D48810711 769 2083 06/12/1990

T 0211160 /69 06/12/1990

C . 769 08/26/1990

C. 769 20115 11/01/1990

C 300304 769 2089 03/12/1990

C AC3120104024 /69 06/12/1990

C 002130 769 08/27/1990

C 767 767 02/11/1989

C C50813792 167 02/11/1989

C 048810354 767 02/11/1989

U 0211159 767 02/11/1989

C N/A 767 10/12/1990

C AC3120060510 767 08/29/1990

C 001879 (9,) 767 09/10/1990

C 725 725 1660 06/22/1990

C C50813714 725 1661 06/22/1990

C 048810872 725 1663 06/22/1910

C 0221835 /25 1665 06/22/1990

C N/A 725 10/18/1990

MEI MN IMO RIM INN IMO

3 5;)
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00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300131 /25 1669 06/22/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120111516 725 08/02/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001978 725 00/03/1990

6028 -SULLIGENT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 681 601 1244 01/06/1990

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413025 681 1245 01/06/1990

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25531961 601 1247 01/06/1990

00420 PRINTER SE1KOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0212474 601 1252 01/06/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 11030 601 1263 01/06/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER ((il) T MAC3120092370 681 1250 01/06/1990

4010 -SULPHUR BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1048 1046 3981 06/22/1990

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60481516 1048 3982 06/22/1990

00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5483 C 08631 118 1048 3984 06/22/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 02115 0 1048 3909 06/22/1990

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE C . 1040 07/31/1990

00600 1411MONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0704989 1048 3990 06/22/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 rus C 89181215 1048 3987 06/22/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001876 1040 07/31/1990

5959 -SUMTER COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 743 143 1830 01/06/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR T.12077 C C50813690 743 1831 01/06/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 602 C 048810005 143 1833 01/06/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0221353 743 1830 01/06/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300294 743 1039 01/06/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) I MAC3120128313 743 1834 01/06/1990

5961 -SUNSHINE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 ADM VIDEO UNIT C 668 6613 1127 12/13/1988

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 58425976 668 1128 12/13/1988

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 25531025 6613 1130 12/13/1988

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221/28 660 1135 12/13/1908

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300290 660 5992 12/13/1988

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4040482915 1133 1134 12/13/1988

5960 -SWFET WATER HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 738 130 1700 01/06/1990

0073: TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ20-7 C C50813647 738 1781 01/06/1990

00332 lEKNIKA VCR Mt C 048810160 730 1703 01/06/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0211004 17an 178 01/06/1990

00600 011110NICS DIGITAL TABLEI C 300279 13H 1789 01/06/1990

01100 Ku RFCEIVER (GI) T AC3120112221 730 1786 01/06/1990

3Si; 3S7
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6153 -T.L. WESTON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1J2077
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRIN1ER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (&I)

01800 SORSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5982 -THE BEVILL CENTER
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077
00333 TEKNIKA VCR 782
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

5996 -THOMASVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
20100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR 1J2077
00316 TOSHIBA VCR M-7603
00421 PRIMER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 Al&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5997 -THOMPSONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 801
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
006E0 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6885 -THOMSON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00314 TOSHIBA VCR 11-1287
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

3hS
40113 -THREADGILL SCHOOL
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WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR
NUMBER

ASSET INSTALLATION
NUMBER DATE

C 910 910 05/16/1989

C C45812059 919 85/16/1989

C 21632174 910 05/16/1989

C 0206061 910 05/16/1989

C . 910 10/16/1990

C 0150389 990 05/16/1989

C AC3110030910 910 05/16/1989

C 001646 910 08/31/1990

C 759 /59 1980 12/28/1989

C C50813575 759 1981 03/10/1988

C 048810788 159 1983 B3/10/1988

T 0221837 759 1988 03/10/1988

C 300306 159 1989 12/28/1989

T MAC3110016982 759 1986 03/10/1988

C 777 777 2100 05/23/1990

C C49013103 777 2181 05/23/1990

C 25725525 777 2183 05/23/1990

C 0204953 777 2108 05/23/1990

C N/A 777 10/09/1990

C 0150589 777 2189 05/23/1990

C AC4020187138 777 2186 09/19/1990

C 002151 777 11/06/1990

C 826 026 2660 04/24/1989

C C49812521 826 2661 04/24/1909

C n03913153 026 2663 04/24/1909

C 1 204974 826 2668 04/24/1989

C P/A 026 10/02/199%

C 300144 826 2667 04/24/1989

C 11AC3100006080 026 2666 09/18/1990

C 001682 826 08/03/1990

C 979 979 3547 00/08/1989

C 18415518 979 3548 08/08/1989

C 18634545 979 3550 00/03/1989

C 0210726 919 3555 08/08/1989

C 0486489 99 3630 08/08/1989

C AC3100012042 979 3553 08/00/1989

LAST
MAINT
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WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

11111PageMill

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST
NUMBER NUMSER DATE MAINT

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 914 914 3300 96/12/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C45812032 914 3381 06/12/1999
00312 TOSHIBA VCR 11-6007 C 21632440 312 3383 96/12/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0207536 914 3389 06/12/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C 914 3385 10/16/1999

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0140399 914 3389 06/12/1999

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120114240 914 3306 06/12/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001975 914 09/04/1990

3015 -TIMPSON HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 860 860 3070 96/22/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR Tj2077 C C50814046 068 3071 96/20/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913510 868 3073 06/20/1990
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0210103 t1613 3078 26/22/1990

00530 Al&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 068 10/18/19,r0

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300150 068 3079 06/22/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C MAC120100413 869 3076 96/22/1990

ointio SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICE C 001619 060 00/01/1990

5963 -TO'HAJIILEE-HE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 734 134 1740 06/15/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813660 734 1741 06/15/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 892 C 048810117 734 1743 06/15/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211655 734 174a 06/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 734 10/16/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300192 734 1749 06/15/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120120641 734 1966 97/31/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001060 734 07/31/1990

3014 -TORNILLO HIGH SCHOUL
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415523 999 06/22/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR 11-1283 C 39621576 999 06/22/1999

99421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211091 999 06/22/1990

09530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 99? 10/03/1999

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0785709 999 06/22/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS C 89181227 999 96/22/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001752 999 08/10/1990

16110 -TRI-CUUNTY ESC 4110
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 844 844 2850 06/28/1990

00231 TEKN1CA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812670 844 2851 06/28/1990
00334 TEKNTKA VCR 881 C 003913582 044 2953 06/28/1990
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204692 044 2058 06/28/1990
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 044 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 3001W 044 21159 06/28/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 11AC3120100031 1344 2856 06/28/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE Dt..VICE C 001707 044 08/10/1990

3 (t
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6031 -TRONA HIGH

RESOURCE NAME

SCHOOL

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 712 /12 1530 06/25/1990

MOO AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1144 1144 09/20/1990

00213 TOSKIBA MONITOR CF2033 C 37518632 1144 09/20/1S10

00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048 C 58413011 712 06/25/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR 8-1283 C 20/21985 /12 06/25/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C H43946585 1144 09/20/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0212141 712 Ir;38 06/25/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 025791 1144 09/20/1990

00530 Af&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A ;12 05,/28/1990

00530 A1&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1144 09/28/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300210 /12 1539 06/25/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1) C MAC3120088408 712 2796 09/17/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3110033520 1144 T49/20/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE_ C 001143 712 08/09/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001909 1144 09/20/1990

5919 -TUBA CITY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 702 707 1430 06/01/1990

00231 TFKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813666 702 1411 06/01/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C 048810526 702 1431 06/01/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211379 702 1430 06/01/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 702 I8/15/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0211379 72 1439 06/01/1990

(31100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C 11AC3120120886 /02 06/01/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001098 702 07/30/1990

6138 -TUPELO HIGH SCHOOL
oiiic AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 775 775 2140 06/12/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR T.12077 C C50813745 775 2141 06/12/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C 1)48810717 775 2143 06/12/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIrOSHA SP-1600AI C 0205123 775 2148 06/12/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONr C 775 2145 10/16/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0149409 7/5 2149 06/12/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C MAC3120073064 775 2756 06/12/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 002147 6138 00/30/1990

5889 -TURTLE MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 694 694 1350 06/12/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50813688 694 1351 02/01/1989

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 0142 C 1)40810767 694 1353 02/91/1989

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0210862 694 13511 02/01/1989

00530 Ar&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 694 10/18/1990

006(30 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300186 694 1359 06/12/1990

01100 14.71!) ) Ku RECEIVER MX/ C AC3120102101 694 10/24/1990

moo SUBSCRIBER IN1ERFACE DEVICL C 001246 694 08/02/1990

5923 -1USCAIDOSA CO. HIGH SCHOOL
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CODE OWNS NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

00106 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 654 654 1010 05/31/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A C 58425913 654 1011 05/31/1990

00311 TOSHIBA VCR M-6003 C 25638283 654 1013 05/31/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0211155 654 1018 05/31/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300252 654 5978 85/31/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (Gf) C 881121-066 64 1017 05/31/1990

5877 -UKIAH HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 707 1147 1480 06/15/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C50013680 707 1481 06/15/1990

00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882 C D48810377 /07 1483 06/15/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0221259 707 86/15/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A /07 10/10/1998

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300182 707 1489 06/15/1990

01100 Kn RECEIVER (GI) C AC4050510750 /07 87/16/1998

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001091 707 07/16/1990

5041 -UNIUN HILL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1044 1044 3941 06/22/1990

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60490723 1044 3942 06/22/1998

00313 TOSHIVA VCR M-1283 C 20721771 1044 3944 06/22/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI C 0212137 1044 3949 06/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1044 10/83/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0786109 1044 3950 06/22/1990

01202 C hand RECEIVER, TRACKER 0 PLUS C 892203399 1044 3947 86/22/1998

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001048 1044 08/01/1990

6039 -UNITY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 000 1108 2480 03/16/1989

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49812485 808 2481 03/16/1989

00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007 C 21631511 008 5955 03/16/1989

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA 8P-1600AI C 0205144 000 2480 03/16/1989

06530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 008 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300233 (1011 2489 03/16/1989

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC4050516405 808 2486 09/18/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICL C 001557 808 08/06/1990

3005 -UTICA HIGH SCHOUL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1017 1017 3864 06/12/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2020A C 18415621 1017 3865 06/12/1990

00317 TOSHIBA VCR M-5483 C 18634887 1017 3867 06/12/1990

r%121 PRINTER SE/KOHNA SP-1600AI C 0205810 1017 3872 06/12/1990

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE C 1017 08/20/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE 1017 3869 Ot/17/1991

00600 NIIHONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0784889 1017 2827 06/12/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER H PLUS C 892009765 1017 3870 06/12/1990

0100 On 4 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICL C 002142 1017 08/20/1990

3! 5
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6098 -UTOPIA SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 K0 RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5910 -VALLEY HEAD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00216 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2048
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 682
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

30/6 -VALLEY VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 K0 RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3024 -VALMEYER HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1207
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (Go)

SUB6CRIBER INTERFAU DEVICI

6084 -VEGA HIGH SCHOOL
0810C
00231
00318
00420
00530
00600
01100
01500

3H;

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TOSHIBA VCR M-120
PRINTER SEIKOSE SP-1200AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAV TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER INUERFACE DEVICE

Page 58

WHO SERIAL
OWNS HUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

C 888 080 3270 06/22/1990

C 21529076 088 3271 06/22/1990

C 21632018 808 3273 06/22/1990

C 0210104 008 3278 06/22/1990

C N/A 808 10/12/1990

C 300271 008 3279 06/22/1990

C AC3110043892 888 3276 06/22/1990

C 001000 8813 07/19/1990

C 673 673 1172 01/06/1990

C 58413017 673 1173 01/06/1990

C 048810159 673 1175 01/06/1990

C 0211656 673 1180 01/06/1990

C 11031 673 1266 01/06/1990

T AC4040469944 673 1178 01/06/1990

C 857 857 2970 06/22/1990

C C49812861 057 2971 06/22/1990

C 003913220 057 2973 06/22/1990

C 020513 057 2978 06/22/1990

C N/A 057 10/18/1990

C 300253 057 2979 06/22/1990

C AC311003518 857 06/22/1990

C 001420 057 07/18/1990

C 984 964 3583 06/28/1990

C 18415775 984 3584 06/28/1990

C 21533711 984 3586 06/28/1990

C 0207188 984 3591 06/28/1990

C N/A 984 10/01/1990

C 0779909 984 3666 06/28/1990

C AC3110010196 904 3589 08/02/1990

C 001595 9R4 09/02/1990

C 860 860 3000 06/22/1990

C C45812001. 060 3001 06/22/1990

1; 22726861 860 3003 09/19/1990

C 02216/8 060 3008 06/22/1990

C N/A 860 10/09/1990

C 02216/8 060 3009 06/22/1990

C AC3110031033 860 3006 06/22/1990

C 0014/9 060 12/18/1990
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4022 -VICKSBURG HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00316 TOSHIBA VCR 11-7603
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6111 -VIENNA HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER ((,I)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE

6133 -WARREN CENIRAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00313 TOSHIVA VCR 11-1283
00421 PRINTER SEAKOSHA SP-1600AI
00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMUNICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVFR, TRACKER 0 PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

4079 -WASHINGTON SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEC UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 rEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6154 -WEIR AllENDANCE CENTER
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET

11715

g e IMMO

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 788

CART
NUMBER

/UN

STAR
NUMBER

2290

ASSET INSTALLATION
NUMBER DATE

06/12/1990

C C50813778 788 2291 06/12/1990

C 29634324 708 2293 06/12/1990

C 0205094 788 2298 06/12/1990

C YOO 08/28/1998

C . 788 2295 10/16/1998

C AC3120095823 /88 06/12/1990

C 002066 788 08/28/1990

C 034 034 2740 06/28/1990

C C49812050 834 2741 06/28/1990

C D03903202 834 2743 06/27/1990

C 0204759 834 2748 06/28/1990

C N/A 834 10/01/1990

C 300123 034 2749 06/28/1990

C AC3100000410 834 2746 09/21/1990

C 002092 834 11/06/1990

C 1005 1005 3744 06/12/1990

C 18415624 100S 3745 06/12/1990

C 35'621224 1005 3747 06/12/1990

C 0211391 1005 3752 06/12/1990

C. 1005 08/28/1990
1005 3749 10/16/1990

C 0780/09 1005 3753 06/12/1990

C 90061105 1005 09/07/1990

C 002045 1005 08/28/1990

C 833 033 2730 06/28/1990

C C49812640 833 2731 06/28/1990

C D03913037 833 2733 06/28/1990

C 0204977 833 2738 06/28/1990

C N/A 833 10/01/1990

C 300147 833 2739 06/28/1990

C AC3120061508 833 06/28/1990

C 001616 833 08/03/1990

C 915 915 3390 06/12/1990

C C45812047 915 3391 06/12/1990

C D31613820 915 5964 06/12/1990

C 0200131 915 3398 06/12/1990

C N/A 915 3394 10/12/1990

C 0148489 915 3399 06/12/1990

LAST
MAINT

3
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01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3052 -WEST END HARRIS SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE20.:SA
00314 TOSHIBA VCR M-1287
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS
01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

3065 -WEST FRANKFORT HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
ti0211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CE2028A
00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
meeme NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (G1)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6123 -WEST JONES HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00316 Tnsmr8A VCR M-7603
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMON1CS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Kit RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6136 -WEST LAUDERDALE ATTEND. CENTR
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00332 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SIIBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6041 -WEST PIKE COMM. HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO OMIT
00231 4 o TEKNICA MONIT0R TJ2077

003i4 fEt:NIKA VCR am

WHO SER:AL
OWNS NUMSER

CART
NUMBER

Page 60

STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

NUMBER NUMBER DATE MAINT

C AC4040467301
C 001963

915
915

3396 06/12/1990
09/04/1990

C 1013 1013 3824 06/11/1990

C 18415573 1013 3825 06/11/1990

C 19525550 1013 3827 09/18/1990

C 0205813 1013 3832 06/11/1990

C N/A 1013 10/12/1990

C 0780509 1013 3833 06/11/1990

C 892009498 1013 3830 06/11/1990

C 002091 1013 08/26/1990

C 991 991 3677 06/28/1990

C 18415592 991 3678 06/28/1990

C 39620628 991 3680 06/28/1990

C 0205946 991 3605 06/28/1990

C N/A 991 10/02/1990

C 0779509 991 3662 06/28/1990

C AC3110019480 991 3683 06/28/1990

C 001685 991 08/03/1990

C 778 778 2190 06/12/1990

C C50813731 778 2190 06/12/1990

C 58527743 1/8 2193 06/12/1990

C 0205149 778 2190 06/12/1990

C N/A 7713 10/31/1990

C 0151189 778 2199 06/12/1990

C MAC3110020/38 716 1295 06/12/1990

C 001748 778 11/30/1990

C 765 765 2040 06/12/1990

C 050813765 765 2041 06/12/1990

C D48810182 765 2043 06/12/1990

C 0221698 /65 2048 06/12/1990

C N/A 765 10/12/1990

C 0151609 765 2049 06/12/1990

C MAC3120094001 765 2886 06/12/1990

C 001883 765 08/26/1990

C 005 005 2450 06/28/1990

C 049812500 805 2451 06/28/1990

C 1)03913391 1105 2453 06/28/1990

4 1
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00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5402 -WESTERN NIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00318 TOSHIBA VCR M-120
00421 PRINTER SEIKUSUA SP-1600AI
'530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

c,4600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5990 -WESTMER CUSD #203
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKMCA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TFKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PkINiER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5886 -WHIlE SHIELD SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 8(31
00420 PRIMER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLEf
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5962 -WILCOX CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00132 TEKNIKA VCR 882
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
00600 NUMONICS DIG/FAL TABLET

6124 -WILKINSON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 A n 2

TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00312 TOSHIBA VCR M-6007

TOUw -wa-

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

C 0207627 805 2450 06/28/1990
C N/A 005 10/02/1990
C 300203 805 2459 06/28/1990
C AC3110053577 005 2456 06/28/1990
C 001631 805 08/06/1990

C 978 978 3502 06/28/1990

C 18415658 978 3503 06/28/1990
C 22724566 978 3505 10/04/1990
C 0210/27 9/8 3510 06/28/1990

C N/A 978 10/01/1990

C 05113289 9/8 3629 06/28/1990

C AC3110843791 978 06/28/1990

C 002169 978 09/17/1990

C 816 016 2560 06/28/1990
C C49812992 016 2561 06/28/1990

C 1)03913174 016 2563 06/20/1990
C 0204686 816 2568 06/28/1998
C N/A 016 10/01/1990
C 300292 1416 2569 06/28/1990
C MAC4040429567 816 01/03/1991
C 001624 816 08/07/1990

C 695 695 1360 0A/13/1990

C C50813774 695 1361 0o/13/1990
C 1)31913998 695 1362 08/01/1990

C 0211100 695 1368 06/13/1990
C N/A 695 10/09/1990
C 300105 695 1369 06/13/1990
C AC4040428893 695 1366 06/13/1990
C 001341 695 08/01/1990

C 241 /41 1810 06/01/1990

C C50813663 741 1811 06/01/1990
C 1)48810206 741 1813 06/01/1990
C 0221352 741 1818 06/01/1990

C 300276 41 1819 06/01/1990

C 901 901 3300 06/12/1990

C C49813412 901 3301 06/12/1990

C 21632134 YO1 3303 06/12/1990
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CODE

004:;!0

00600
01100
01500
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RESOURCE NAME

PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)

SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5987 -WILLIAMSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TEUPHOME
00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6042 -WITT SCHOOL
00100
00231
00334
00421
00530
00600
01 100
01500

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
TEKNIKA VCR 881
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET
Ku RECEIVER (GI)
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

5899 -WOODVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A
00310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6009
00420 PRINTER SEIKOSNA SP-1200AI
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

6172 -WYANET NIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077
00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881
00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI
00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE
01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

6135 -YAZOO CITY HIGH SCHOOL
00100
00231
00332
00420
11.30 4r) t

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT
TEKNJCA MONITOR TJ2077
TEKNIKA VCR 882
PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AT
AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

Page 62

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

CART
NUMBER

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

C 0205983 901 3308 06/12/1909

C 300281 901 3309 86/12/1990
C AC3120061601 901 3306 06/12/1990

C 1179 901 09/85/1990

C 820 020 2600 06/28/1990

C C49813070 820 2601 06/28/1990

C 003913218 820 2603 06/28/1990

C 0204803 820 2608 06/28/1990

C N/A 820 18/81/1990

C 300229 820 2609 06/28/1990

C AC3110025644 020 08/07/1990

C 002080 820 01/31/1991

C 825 825 2650 06/28/1990

C C49813037 825 2651 06/28/1990

C D03913271 825 2653 06/28/1990

C 0204929 025 2658 06/28/1990

C N/A 825 10/01/1990

C 300193 025 2658 06/28/1990

C MAC3120128540 825 2656 06/28/1990

1; 001697 025 08/10/1990

C 672 6l2 1163 01/06/1990

C 58425969 672 1164 01/06/1990

C 23323871 672 1166 01/06/1990

C 0210940 672 1171 01/06/1990

T MAC3120091828 6/2 1169 01/06/1990

C 836 1336 08/08/1990

C C49812590 836 08/08/1990

C 1434940942 036 08/08/1990

C 0204687 036 08/08/1990

C N/A 036 10/01/1990

C AC4020133015 836 08/08/1990

C 001614 036 08/08/1990

C 764 164 05/03/1989

C C50813121 764 05/03/1989

C 048810110 164 05/03/1989

C 0211158 764 05/03/1989

C N/A /64 10/10/1990

:
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RESOURCE RESOURCE NAME
CODE

00600 NUMUNICS DIGITAL TABLET
01100 , Ku RECEAVER (GI)

01500 SUBSCRIVER INTERFACE DEVICE

6134 -YAI00 CITY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

WHO SERIAL
OWNS NUMBER

C 300255
C MAC3110037254
C 001732 (9,)

CART
NUMBER

764
164
764

STAR ASSET
NUMBER NUMBER

INSTALLATION LAST
DATE MAINT

05/03/1989
08/27/1990
09/87/1990

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1004 1004 09/11/1989

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415597 1004 09/11/1989

00317 TOSHIBA VCR 11-5483 C 18634554 1004 09/11/1989

00421 PRIMER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211393 1004 09/11/1989

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE. C. 1004 09/07/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (41) C 892203587 1004 09/11/1989

01500 S0BSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 002146 1004 09/07/1990

6043 -YORKWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 812 812 2520 06/28/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1J2077 C C49812512 012 2521 06/28/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913154 812 2523 06/28/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204160 012 2528 06/28/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 812 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300159 012 2529 06/28/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120100874 812 812 10/31/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001700 012 07/08/1990

4019 ALL SOULS SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1000 '000 3694 06/22/1990

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A C 18415541 1000 3695 06/22/1990

00314 TOSHIBA VCR 11-1287 C 10634900 1000 6397 06/22/1990

00421 PRINIER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0211392 1000 3702 06/22/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 1000 10/15/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 0779289 1000 3703 06/22/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER B PLUS C 892011209 1000 3700 06/22/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001424 1000 00/01/1990

5964 INDUSTRY HIGH SCHOOL *165
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 802 802 2420 06/27/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR 1'J2077 C C49802490 002 2420 06/27/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913026 802 2423 06/27/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0204928 002 2428 06/27/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 802 10/01/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300241 002 2429 06/27/1990 -

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC3120063041 802 3116 08/02/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE C 002178 002 09/17/1990

14001 LITTLEFILED HIGH SCHOOL
00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 1063 1063 4131 06/20/1990

00214 bill; TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60490049 1063 4132 06/20/1990

00313 4 TOSMVA VCR M-1283 C 20722097 1063 4134 06/20/1990

;
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RESOURCE
CODE

RESOURCE NAME WHO SERIAL CART STAR ASSET INSTALLATION LAST

OWNS NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER DALE MAINT

004,M PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200A1 C 0210823 1063 4139 06/20/1990

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE C . 1063 08/06/1990

001)30 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONI C . 1063 4136 10/15/1990

00600 NUMONICS DIGI1A1 TABLET C 0786209 1063 4140 06/20/1990

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PIUS C 892204932 1063 4137 06/20/1990

011,00 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001517 1063 08/06/1970



Feo 19, 1991
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RESOURCE

CODE

11 5528 UNION HIGH SCHOOL

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

00213 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2033

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR 1.12077

00310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000

00316 TOSHIBA VCR M-7603

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI

00510 UNIDEN XE-250 CORDLESS PHONE

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

00600 NUMONICS DIGITAL TABLET

01100 Ku RECEIVER (61)

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI)

01100 Ku RECEIVER (61)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

RESOURCE NAME

Corporate 1nforeation Svstes

Organization Inventory Repurt

7058 -ROCINANTE

00100

HIGH SCHOOL

AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

00211 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2028A

00313 TOSHIBA VCR M-1283

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

01202 C band RECEIVER, TRACKER 8 PLUS

01500 SUBSCRIBER INIERFACE DEVICE

5781 ARTFORD COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT

00215 TOSHIBA MONITOR CX2057

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077

00310 TOSHIBA VCR M-6000

00316 TOSHIBA VCR N-7603

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1200AI

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

00530 ATILT MODEL 530, TELEPHONE

00600 NUMONICS DIS.TAL TABLET

01100 Ku RECEIVER (61)

01100 Ku RECEIVFR (61)

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE

WHO SERIAL

OWNS NUMBER

Page 65

CART STAR ASSET, INSTALLATION LAST

NUMra NUMBER NUMBER DATE MINT

C 382 382 05/23/1990

C 785 783 2260 .
05/23/1990

C 37318657 382 11/20/1990

C C50813662 785 2261 03/23/1990

C 69322972 102 05/23/1990

C 29632347 783 2263 03/23/1989

C 0210957 382 05/23/1990

C 0204951 785 2268 05/23/1990

C. 785 07/18/1990

C N/A 382 09/28/1990

C N/A 385 09/28/1990

C 0417289 785 2260 05/23/1770

C AC3120111674 382 05/23/1990 08/21/1990

C MAC3110028030 UKN 11/09/1990

C MAC3100008892 785 2266 05/23/1990

C 001279 382 07/17/1990

C 001184 785 07/18/1990

CUKN UKN 01/18/1991

C 18415811 UKN 01/18/1991

C 39329910 UKN 01/18/1991

C 0205862 UKN 01/18/1991

C NONE UKN 01/18/1991

C 892009819 UKN 01/18/1991

C 001544 UKN 01/18/1991

C 456 456 12/29/1989

C 783 783 2240 05/22/1990

C 23446408 456 12/29/1909

C C30813742 783 2241 03/22/1990

C 69623210 456 12/29/1989

C 29631911 783 2243 05/22/1990

C 0212691 456 12/29/1989

C 0203121 783 2248 05/22/1990

C N/A 783 09/27/1990

C N/A 456 09/27/1990

C 0205125 783 2248 05/22/1990

T AC4020176496 456 12/29/1989

C AC3120128460 783 2246 05/22/1990

C 001191 546 07/19/1990

C 001175 783 07/18/1990

4
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CODE
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WHO SERIAL CART STAR ASSET .1STALLATI0N LAST

OWNS NUMBER 1UMBER NuMBER vIABER OTE MINT

5445 TABOR CITY PRIMARY HIGH SCHOOL

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 799 799 2390 05/2311990

00214 TOSHIBA MONITOR CF2041 C 60490718 384 05/30/1990

00231 TEKNIKA MONITOR TJ2077 C C49813051 799 2391 05/23/1990

00313 TOSHIVA VCR N-1283 C 20721879 384 05/30/1990

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913027 799 2393 05/23/1990

00420 PRINTER SEIKOSHA GP-1200AI C 0211137 384 03/3011990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600AI C 0205836 799 2398 0/23/1990

00530 AT&T NOBEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 799 09/27/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEPHONE C N/A 384
09/27/1990

00600 NUNONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300228 799 2390 05/23/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (EI) C AC100011052 784 05/30/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (GI) C AC404469101 799 2396 05/23/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001932 3E4 :0/09/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001190 799 08/01;,990

6325 -GLENWOOD HIGH SUDO!.

00100 AUDIO VIDEO UNIT C 845 845 2860 09/27/1990

00231 TEKNICA MONITOR TJ2077 C 149812548 345 2861 09/27/1590

00334 TEKNIKA VCR 881 C 003913222 845 2863 07/29/1990

00421 PRINTER SEIKOSHA SP-1600A1 C 0205161 845 2868 09/27/1990

00530 AT&T MODEL 530, TELEMONE C N/A 845
10/02/1990

00600 NUNONICS DIGITAL TABLET C 300242 845 2869 09/27/1990

01100 Ku RECEIVER (EI) C AC4040447657 245 2866 09/27/1990

01500 SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE DEVICE C 001693 845
09/27/1990

41i



PARTNERS ' S CHOLARSHIPS

STATE STAR srm STUDENT
MiMMIMMNOODM...M.M.H...M.OR.M.MMN=.4001140MOMMONYMMONMPOtIlMONI=0PWMOIMODI0.

ASTORIA HS
ASTORIA HS
BLUFFS HS
CHRISTOPHER COMM HS
DALLAS art CUD #336
DUPO HS
GORHAM HS
GORHAM HS
HARRISBURG
HIM CENTRAL HS
INDUSTRY CUSD #165
INDUSTRY CUSD #165
LIBERTY HS
MERIDIAN HS
PLEASANT HILL HS
PLEASANT HILL HS
ROSEVILLE #200
SOUTHEASTERN HS
VIENNA HS
WEST ME
WESTERN HS
WESTMER CUSD #203
WYANET COMMUNITY HS
BENTON HS
CALHOUN HS
FLORA CUSD #35
LA HARPE HS
MID-COUNTY #4
NORTHWEST CUSD #175
SERENA CUSD #2
THOMPSONVIILE HS
TOLUCA CUSD #2

BURNEY JR/SR HS
BURNEY JR/SR HS
BURNEY JR/SR HS
DOS PALOS HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HAPPY CAMP HS
HERLONG HS
HERLONG HS
HERLONG HS
HERLONG HS
HERLONG HS
HERLONG HS

ERIC FARWELL
ERIC FARWELL
HEATHER SPARROW
TERRY DAWN HAIL
CANDI ROCKEL
JAMIE DOERR
SCOTT SHIELDS
SCOTT SIIIEL.DS
AMANDA CARTER
JENNIFER HENDRIX
TIM HENNINGS
TIM HENNINGS
CRAIG SIMS
ILLORI JEANEA HUNT
JEFF ADAMS
JEFF ADAMS
AMY M. GERALD
JOHN MARK SOWDER
ANGELA GILBERT
KIM WRIGHT
JASMINE RUTH PIA
TONY BRANT
B.J. DAVIS
CHRISTOPHER D. SMITH
ELWYN MIELKE
MAJOR RAY MUGRAGE
ROBIN FARQUHAR
AARON WEBER
14:RISTA J. HANSEN
TANYA SCHNABEL
JEREMY HATCHETT
JOHN SCHUMACHER

JENNIFER THOMASEN
JENNIFER THOMASEN
DAWN VOET
FRANK TEIXEIRA
MN/ FRANK
MINI FRANK
MINI FRANK
LYNN HUNTSMAN
LYNN HUNTSMAN
LYNN HUNTSMAN
TINA CURTIS
KATIE GROSTICK
STEEN FULLER
STEEN FULLER
MIKE PELFREY
MIKE PELFREY

4 1. ;2

A
1' 7

THN
U N mat STAR

NETWORK.

COURSE

MARINE SCL
ASTRONOMY
ANATOMY
ANATOMY
JAPANESE I
GERMAN I
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
ASTRONOMY/MS
FRENCH II
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
SPANISH II
SPANISH I
ASTRONOMY
MARINE SCL
GERMAN II
SPANISH I
SPAMSH II
GERMAN I
SPANISH I
GERMAN I
ASTRONOMY/MS
ASTRONOMY
SPANISH I
FRENCH I
PSYCHOLOGY
ASTRONOMY
GERMAN I
SOCIOLOGY
SPANISH I
PHYSICS

ASTRONOMY
MARINE SCL
FRENCH II
GERMAN H
SPANISH I
MARINE SCL
ASTRONOMY
SPANISH I
MARINE SCL
ASTRONOMY
FRENCH II
FRENCH II
ASTRONOMY
MARINE SCL
ASTRONOMY
MARINE SCL



STATE STAR SITE STUDENTWill-...n.........ammsar.ream=400,....al.m.
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

ICA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

AZ
AZ
CO
NM
NM
NY
NY

111 OR
II OR

OR
SD
SD
TN
TN

TX
TX
TX
DC
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

I TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
114

TX

HILMAR JR/SR HS
HILMAR JR/SR HS
MODOC HS
MODOC HS
MODOC IIS
MODOC HS
PLIOCENE RIDGE HS
PLIOCENE RIDGE HS
PLIOCENE RIDGE HS
MIOCENE RIDGE HS
PLIOCENE RIDGE HS
PLIOCENE RIDGE HS
TRONA HS
TRONA HS

I-IOPI JR/SR HS
HOPI JR/SR HS
ELLICOTT HS
TO'HAJILEE-HE
TO'HAJILEE-HE
RIPLEY CENTRAL HS
RIPLEY CENTRAL HS
MADRAS HS
UKIAH HS
UKIAH HS
CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE
CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE
COFFEE CO.
COFt.r.E CO.
BOSQUEVILLE ISD
BOSQUEVILLE ISD
CAMPBEIL K-12 SCHOOL
CAMPBELL K-12 SCHOOL

CAMPBELL K-12 SCHOOL
CAMPBELL K-12 SCHOOL
CAMPBELL IC42 SCHOOL
CAMPBEIL K-12 SCHOOL

COVINGTON ISD
CROCKETT ISD
D'HANIS HIGH SCHOOL
D'HANIS HIGH SCHOOL
GOLD BURG ISD
HAMILTON ISD
HAMILTON ISD
HAMILTON ISD
HAMILTON ISD
HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
HEDLEY HIGH SCHOOL
INGRAM TOM MOORE HS

COURSE

ERICA PETERS
JAMIE DEBRUIN
KATHY TRENT
KATHY TRENT
POPPY MARTINEZ
POPPY MARTINEZ
ASTRID JOHNSON
MATT HALL
CODY SANDER
REX SUNDSTROM
JEREMIAH LOCOTELLI
All JOHNSON
LARRY ISOM
SHAWNEE SIZEMORE

NICOLE BAHMIMPTEWA
WILMA KAYE
PAT GROVE
ANDREA WILLIS
LESLIE SECATERO
RACHEL CURTIN
CHRISTINE SWOGER
ERICA LUCE
BRANDY HANSELDEN
TRACEY BAILEY-BIRD
LESLIE CULLIS
ALTHEA MEETER
RYAN MASON
JEFF BRANNON
JENNIFER GRABEL
JENNIFER GRABEL
APRIL CLEM
LISA FOWLER
ANDY HODO
AMY LACOOK
SCOTT SATTERWHITE
WENDY TOLAND
SHANDA KAYE EVET'TS
GWYNNE FINCHER
LISA KOCH
LORI ZERR
ABIGAIL ADAMS
DANNA ROBERTS
JEFF DAVIS
CHRISTOPHER SHARPE
MICHAEL MULLOY
MARISOL ANDAVERDI
APRIL BRAMBLETT
STEPHEN SCITERN
TYLENA BRIGHT
SUSAN LEE
AMANDA YARBRO

A l

FRENCH I
JAPANESE I
MARINE SCI.
ASTRONOMY
ASTRONOMY
MARINE SCI.
EI.E.M SPANISH
EI.EM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
GERMAN II
GERMAN II

SPANISH I
SPANISH I
FRENCH I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
A/P ENGLLSH
FRENCH I
JAPANESE I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
FRENCH II
AP ENGLISH
LATIN I
LATIN I
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

FLEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH
ELEM SPANISH

FLEM SPANISH
SPANISH II
FRENCH II
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
AP ENGLISH
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
TRIG/ELE ANAL
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
FRENCH I
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STATE STAR SITE STUDENT COURSE

TX INGRAM TOM MOORE HS SHELLY DUGLOS CH FRENCH I
TX JAYTON-GIRARD ZACH FREEMYER FRENCH II
TX MAUD ISD RYAN FOSTER SPANISH II
TX MAUD ISD KEITH TOWNSEND SPANLSH II
TX MCLEOD LSD CHAD HELDT SPANISH II
TX MCLEOD ISD KARA SUE YATES SPANISH
TX PEARSALL HS JOHN BURKS JAPANESE I
TX PENELOPE ISD REBECCA DVORAK
TX PENELOPE ISD MELISSA RENE KLANIKA SPANISH I
TX PENELOPE ISD REBECCA ANN SNOKHOUSE SPANISH I
TX PRAIRIE VALLEY GARRETT JOHNSON SPANISH I
TX PRESIDIO ISD DAVID LUJAN AP ENGLISH
TX UNION HILL ISD ROBIN FORT SPANISH I
TX UNION HILL ISD JESSICA NEAL SPANISH I
TX VEGA ISD ANGELINE DONATHAN PSY/SOC
TX VEGA ISD STACEY GRONEMAN PSY/SOC

VEGA ISD DAVID WARD ASTRONOMY/MS;Ecc
VEGA ISD DAVID WARD ANA/PHSIOLOGY

TX VEGA ISD ADAM ARTHO ASTRONOMY/MS
WA OAKVILLE ISD VANESSA HUTTON FRENCH I

NC CLARKTON H S LAWRENCE BELL SPANISH II
NC TAR HEEL HS STEVEN J. SINGLETARY MARINE SCL
NC TAR HEEL HS STEVEN J. SINGLETARY ASTRONOMY
NC BUNN HS JOSEPH ALLMAN LATIN I
NC BUNN HS CAROLYN WILKINSON LATIN I
NC BUNN HS PATRICK DENTON LATIN I
NC BUNN HS TERA JONES LATIN I
NC BUNN H S MELISSA MURPHY LATIN I
NC BUNN HS GINA BENNETT LATIN I
NC BUNN HS JASON O'NEAL LATIN I
NC FRANKLINTON HS DENITA ANDERSON LATIN I

CN FRANKLINTON HS CORIS SA SHEARIN LATIN I
NC
NC

FRANKLINTON HS
FRANKLINTON HS

DEBORAH EARP
ANN BONINI

LATIN I
LATIN I

NC FRANKLINTON HS MICHAEL EDGERTON LATIN I
NC FRANKLINTON HS DANIEL FINN LATIN I
NC FRANKLINTON HS SONYA GOOCH LATIN I
NC HOBBTON HS ANDRA KELLON ELEM ANAL/TRIG

MS

IMSMS

* ALCORN SD - KOSSUTH HS AMY SIMMONS SPANISH II
* ALCORN SD - BIGGERSVILLE MISTY BROWN SPANISH I
* ALCORN SD - ALCORN CENTRAI BRANDI L RUSSELL SPANISH I

ABOVE 3 COULD COME FROM ALCORN CENTRAL, BIGGERSVILLE,
OR KOSSUTH SCHOOLS. THIS IS IN ADDITION TO THE ONE
OFFERED PREVIOUSLY TO KOSSUTH HS.

MS AMANDA ELZY MARY HILL SPANISH I
MS BYRUM HS Scow JOHNSON GERMAN I
MS BYRUM HS CHARLES KROUT GERMAN I
MS BYRUM HS JASON BCWERS GERMAN I



STATE STAR srr
IOD....r.mp.............. mwMMI...MOV MIN.11MMOMO..melmwe.mmim

STUDENT

MS
MS

MSMS

MS
MS

I MS
MS
MS

AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

IAL
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL

AL

AL

AL
AL

BYRUM HS
KOSS= HS
LEFLORE CO.
LEFLORE CO.
RAYMOND HS
UTICA HS
UTICA HS
U7fICA HS
UTICA HS

CALHOUN HS
CALHOUN HS
CALHOUN HS
CALHOUN HS
CALHOUN RS
CALHOUN HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
PICKENS COUNTY HS
SELMA HS

SELMA HS

SELMA HS

SELMA HS
SELMA HS

SCOTT CAMPBELL
BRENDA SMITH
KORNELLA MCMORRIS
LEMERICK DUNN
GAM LAWSON
MARK DAVIS
MARK DAVIS
BERNICE JONES
BERNICE JONES

VERSHAN TOLLIVER
BERNADETTE WHITSTONE
WILLISA BURNEY
KAREN HENDERSON
LEKEISHA GUFF
TERA SHUFFORD
ANTONIO NOLAND
WM. LAESIG
JOE GUY
JENNY GRIFFIN
JAMIE FA7EKAS
DANIEL GRIFFIN
RITA FRY

KEISHA SMITH

TIFFANY MOORE

TRACY HICKS
DWAN HARRELL

4 1 5

COURSE

GERMAN I
SPANISH II
SPANISH I
SPANISH I
FRENCH I
TRIGONOMETRY
EI.EM ANAL
TRIGONOMF-11Y
ELEM ANAL

A/P
SPAN II
SPAN II
SPAN II
SPAN II
SPAN II
Astronomy/Marine Sci
Astronomy/Marine Sci
Astonomy/Marine Sci
French II
Spanish I
Spanish I
ANATOMY/PHYSIOL

SPAN I

PSYCHOLOGY/SOCIO

ANATOMY/PHYSIOL.
PHYSICS
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TI-IN United Star Network

Program and Process Evaluation

Summer 1989

Purpose

Pilot studies were conducted to evaluate the TI-IN

United Star Network's Summer 1989 programs. The primary

purpose of the evaluation was to provide preliminary

information regarding the effectiveness and appeal of four

satellite-delivered interactive courses or teacher

development institutes delivered by the TI-IN Network and

its partners during this period. The courses evaluated

were:

a. The Physical Science course presented

by Education Service Center -

Region 20 (Texas);

b. The Algebra II course, also from

Education Service Center - Region

20 (Texas)

C. The Foreign Language in the Elementary

School (FLES) staff development

series from the North Carolina

Department of Public Instruction;

and

d. The BioPrep Teacher Institute from the

University of Alabama.

4
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Method

Three complementary methods of evaluation were employed:

a. Direct observation in classes,

b. Interviews with course participants,

and

c. Review of course content by panels of

experts.

Direct observation. The Principal Investigator and/or

graduate research assistants visited TI-IN United Star

Network sites during a time in which the class was

participating in a lesson. Detailed descriptions are

provided of the nature of the site, of the class, of the

nature of the students' participation, of the work of the

facilitators, and of other items perceived to be of interest

to the TI-IN United Star Network principals.

Interviews with participants. Interviews were conducted

with students, facilitators, and, where possible, with

school administrators. The questions asked ranged from the

participants' reactions to the TI-IN technology and teaching

process to their satisfaction with the course and their

instructor.

Evaluations by experts. A panel of independent experts

reviewed videotapes of from three-five classes of each

course. The primary panel was comprised of a university

professor who is recognized internationally as an expert in

televised instruction, an experienced commercial producer of

instructional television programs and videodiscs, and at
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least twc% elementary or secondary school teachers who

specialize in the subject matter covered in the particular

tapes being evaluated. Because the tapes evaluated by the

panel of experts were of the three-five initial classes in

each course, a second panel comprised of three graduate

students at the University of Alabama viewed tapes of at

least one class from a later portion of each cow:se,

comparing the latter classes with the earlier presentations.

The panels evaluated the tapes for production proficiency as

well as for issues of pedagogy and content.

Surveys. The evaluation team had intended to conduct a

survey of a sample of participants at the end of each course

to provide a pilot summative evaluation. However, because

of limited enrollments, in two instances most of the

participants in a course had already been interviewed

extensively by an evaluator in the interviews which followed

the in-class observations (Physical Science, Algebra II).

In another case, too few students had registered for the

course to guarantee respondent anonymity (BloPrep). In the

only course in which the registration was sufficiently large

to permit a survey (PLES), the sponsoring partner had

already scheduled a written survey which was to be shared

with TI-1N. Therefore, no surveys were conducted; the

evaluations by the panel of experts were substituted for the

surveys.

4
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Evaluationittjainct2

In addition to the present written report which is being

presented to the Project Director for dissemination as she

sees fit, an oral report was presented to the producers,

teachers, and supervisors of three of the four courses. The

FLES course had concluded by the time the evaluation process

was completed; therefore, no oral report to the North

Carolina Department of Public Instruction was scheduled.

The.Principal Investigator will be pleased to visit with

this partner if an oral report is desired, however.

Course Evaluations

laattaa_II

Site visit: Louisburg, NC. On Wednesday, June 28,

Principal Investigator Jennings Bryant and Research

Assistant Scott Davenport traveled to Louisburg, North

Carolina to observe and interview students in the largest of

the Algebra IS classes. Louisburg is a mid-size piedmont

town that serves as the population center of a rather large

rural county. The class met in a relatively spacious

classroom in the Louisburg High School.

We were met at the site by Valerie Harris, the course

facilitator. Ms. Harris escorted us to the classroom, and

we talked about the course and the students while she set up

and tested the TI-IN equipment. She was most proficient in

the set-up. She also provided each of the evaluators with

P
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copies of instructional materials for that day's lesson and

loaned us copies of the textbook of the course for our

examination.

The class was comprised of seven students. It was

ethically diverse, with four black and three white students;

however, there was only one female class member. Each

student arrived for the class well before the time of the

telecast; in fact, the first student arrived 25 minutes

early. Ms. Harris cheerfully greeted each student and

chatted informally with him or her, in the process

determining whether homework had been done and whether any

student had had problems with the previous lessons.

As we found out from interviewing the students as well

as from our observations, in this class the range in student

knowledge of and interest in algebra is extremely large.

One student had failed Algebra II in his regular class

during the spring and was doing remedial work. Another

(who, incidentally, happens to be the winner of a national

whistling contest) is a candidate for admission to the North

Carolina School for Math and Science and seemed to be

treating the course as an opportunity for enrichment. Three

other students were taking the class prior to their senior

year so that they would have more time for fall football

(two huge linemen and a tight end/linebacker). The other

two reported that they were interested in taking a different

sort of class; one in particular professed to be a

"technology freak." The students attended dlree different
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high schools. Some of them had long drives, including one

who had to drive 35 miles each way and was concerned because

the Monday and Friday classes had made him late for "Bible

School."

We observed the class for three hours, interviewing each

student and Ms. Harris during breaks and after the class

session.

We offer several observations made during our visit:

The morale of this class appeared to be quite high. The

fact that the students arrived early and took their seats

willingly is one index of that. In spite of the fact that

it was a beautiful day and that some of the students had

driven a substantial distance to get to Louisburg, no one

seemed particularly reluctant to be in class.

Two of the students obviously were more advanced in

algebra, and Ms. Harris, with instructor Norman's

permission, had divided the class into two groups (n=3,4).

One of the more advanced students served as an informal team

leader for each group. The two leaders seemed to be quite

proficient in helping some of the other group members where

appropriate. The groups formed semi-circles, yet each

member was at least partially oriented to the television

screen.

The students were extremely attentive during the first

hour time block, which included a quiz (#8). Visual

attention to the screen ranged from ca. 30A-551k At first

glance, this may seem to be low; but it must be remembered
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that in addition to watching television, the students were

also examining textbooks, conversing quietly about

difficulties, reaching for the phone, asking Ms. Harris for

help, and whatever. All in all, visual attention to the

program seemed ideal.

(Ile student obviously was a bit "behind" the others, and

he's the only one who appeared to be reticent to work the

problems as the teacher had instructed. However, both Ms.

Harris and his team leader worked with him to help him

maintain his interest and attention and to help him keep up

with the other students. That process seemed to work very

well.

In the interviews, each student was asked several

questions designed to solicit open-ended answers; moreover,

the students were encouraged to volunteer additional

comments and to counsel us as to how this interactive tele-

course could be made into a better learning experience.

Student responses seemed to be quite candid, and they

were overwhelmingly positive about: the course, the TI-IN

technology, the teacher (Fritz Norman), and their

facilitator (Ms. Harris). In spite of our overt

solicitation of negative feedback, 90.4 of their comments

were extremely positive. In fact, the only negative

comments focused on relatively secondary issues (which

should be addressed nonetheless):
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1. The length of the Monday and Friday classes

(10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. E.D.T.) was unanimously

judged to be too long;

2. Not everyone was enamored by the lap board

(which had not been used in the past several

days);

3. Ms. Harris noted that it would be

convenient if the lap board could fit inside

the A-V cart so that it did not have to be

locked up separately and reattached every day;

and

4. Thunderstorms had been prevalent in the

Carolinas during the previous week and had

interrupted reception on one or two occasions.

Each of the seven students had positive things to say

about the program and teaching process:

1. First and foremost, their facilitator (Ms.

Harris) came in for lavish praise. The

students' genuine respect and admiration for

the sensitive and efficient Ms. Harris was

abundantly apparent.

2. Their teacher also rated an "A." Mr.

Norman was spontaneously described by two

students as "the best teacher I've ever had."

Each student talked about him in positive

terms--some "glowing," some even "personal"

(e.g., one student said that he wanted to meet
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Mr. Norman; another said that he thought that

Mr. Norman should have a special place in the

LHS yearbook, because he seemed to be so much a

part of their faculty).

3. Students also unanimously liked their

textbook, the technology, the pace of the

lessons, the amount of review of previously

covered math concepts, and the amount of

attention they received from the teacher and

facilitator.

4. We talked with each student and with Ms.

Harris about the effectiveness of the call-in

tutoring system. Some of the students had

called Mr. Norman and were thrilled by his

responsiveness, his patience, and his ability

to clarify. On a couple of occasions, the

teacher had been in meetings or at lunch when

the students had called, but he had returned

each call ASAP.

5. Each student was asked whether or not he or

she felt that they had become a part of a

larger, national "Algebra II classroom," or

whether they felt isolated from the other

sites. Most students felt that they were a

part of an extended classroom; some said that

they were even "getting to know" students at

Medina, Cherokee Country, etc.
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6. As was demonstrated repeatedly during our

observations of this class, the students

reported little or no remaining fear of using

the telephone, and they reported that they

could get the teacher's attention as well as

(or better than) they could in their regular

classroom. Although initially they had been

apprehensive about using the interactive

technology, they liked it now. Although the

way that their teacher solicited (and demanded)

their input had been a bit intimidating at

first, they now reported accepting and even

liking the fact that they might be called on at

any time. Two students said that it helped

them stay alert; one noted that it made him

become a part of something special.

Several of the students indicated that they

thought that the telephone access to the

instructor, both during and after the class,

was what made this class so special. Ms.

Harris made it clear that she agreed. She told

us, "It is the handset that makes the class

work. The interactivity is the key. It ties

in (cf. TI-IN) the students and gives them

the.kr link to the teacher."

7. Although it may have little to do with the

course per se, it might be interesting to note

4- S
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that two of the students reported that

something they had particularly enjoyed about

this class was getting to know their fellow

students better than they would in traditional

classes. One student volunteered an

explanation: he thought that Mr. Norman's

questions led them into a lot of peer group

discussions, and because they talked more than

they did in normal classes, both to the teacher

and to each other, that they had gotten to know

each other quite well.

In terms of a summary evaluation, we found this to be

one of the finest learning environments we have ever seen.

It would be hard to imagine a more positive, relaxed, yet

focused learning "set" and a better learning environment.

The quality of the instructor is obviously a big factor, and

we'll talk more about that later when we discuss the

elements of a good distance learning instructor. But the

facilitator, Valerie Harris, has to be given equal credit

for the success of this particular class. To put it mildly,

Ms. Harris was fantastic. She is the guidance secretary at

Louisburg High School, and she was extremely nurturing,

conscientious, and helpful. It is obvious ;:hat she really

cares. She greeted each student cheerfully and personally,

exerted firm but gentle control, used ideal ciassroom

management skills, made sure the students were on the

correct page or the text (even before Mr. Norman did),

A
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followed along with the lesson herself so that she could

help if need be, supervised student progress, called in when

the students needed more time to complete their quiz, made

sure that the telephone handset was readily available and

was not dominated by one student, and generally did

everything possible to run a "tidy" but friendly class. It

is obvious that she would be an excellent classroom teacher.

Site visit II: Cherokee County (Centre), AL. To be

totally candid, we were so overwhelmed by the positive

experience we had observed in the Louisburg site visit that

we decided to visit another Algebra II site to see if

everything would go as well as it had at the first site. On

Monday, July 10, Research Assistants Scott Davenport and

Jana Hyde drove to Cherokee County High School, located in

Centre, Alabama.

The facilitator at this site was Mr. Freddie Reynolds,

the school principal. Mr. Reynolds evidently had screened

the applicants for this class and had "hand picked" the four

students who were enrolled. He said that he only wanted

students in the class whom he felt could handle the work.

During the day of the site visit, Mr. Reynolds was not

present in the classroom during the lesson. He explained

that he monitored quizzes and exams but typically did not

remain in the room during the presentations. He indicated

that his absence during these times had not been a problem,

because two of the very bright students in the course were

4:;()
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most capable of handling the equipment and monitoring the

interactions.

Our observations must start with some indication that

the students at the Cherokee County site seemed to be quite

different from those at Louisburg. No ethnic diversity was

represented, as all four students are white (only one female

again). One of the students in the class appeared to be an

all-around "super star," and he performed some of the

facilitator's typical functions. Indeed, he seemed to

perform them rather well. He sat apart from the other

students, handled the phone and other equipment, and offered

help to the other students. A second student also seemed

quite intelligent and assisted the star pupil with the

class. The other two students had failed Algebra II during

the year and were retaking the course. One of those

students seemed generally to be a good student who had

problems only in math. He seemed quite insecure with the

class and often consulted with other students when working

problems. The second repeat student seemed somewhat more

independent and secure and was retaking the class so as not

to fall behind her classmates.

As was the case in Louisburg, the students were very

positive about the course and about their TI-IN experience.

The negative comments were similar also:

1. The weather had occasionally interfered

with the transmission of the picture and sound,

but not with the phone system.

431
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2. A couple of the students complained about

Mr. Norman's small handwriting, but the problem

was apparently alleviated when Mr. Norman

provided oral redundancy, which he typically

seemed to do.

3. Afternoon fatigue was stressed once again,

and students remarked that boredom or satiation

usually sat in around 2:00 p.m. C.D.T., no

matter what the teacher did.

Positive comments and evaluations were more abundant.

Specifically:
-a.

1. All of the students reported liking

learning via satellite television and said they

felt like a part of a larger class.

2. The class continued where their previous

Algebra I class had terminated, with an

appropriate amount of review and redundancy.

3. Mr. Norman was perceived to be an excellent

teacher who explained the concepts thoroughly

and made the class very interesting. They

reported that Mr. Norman was as good as or

better than any teacher they had ever had.

4. One student reported learning better from

television, although no reasons could be

elicited.

4
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5. The students felt very comfortable with the

telephone interactivity and with asking

questions generally.

6. No member of this class had felt the need

to use the tutoring service or to contact Mr.

Norman outside of class.

7. The students reported that the tests and

quizzes were fair and the textbook was thorough

and extremely helpful.

In terms of an overall site evaluation, in spite of the

fact that the Cherokee County characteristics are extremely

different from those of Louisburg, the students deem the

class to be a great success. From all indications, this

seems to bn true. We have twice heard Mr. Norman praise the

class, and all indications available to us suggest that a

great deal of learning is occurring and that the students

remain highly motivated.

We would be remiss in not emphasizing that 1.J.: appears to

us that the educational benefits could be even grelter if

the Cherokee County facilitator could take a more active

role in the class. Perhaps the TI-IN United Star Network

officials need to make more clear to all facilitators the

nature of their expectations and to provide models of ideal

facilitators.

En2uAtlss_iomx2n21_of_acorIa. By and large the

experts echoed the positive sentiments expressed by the

students. In terms of production proficiency, the Algebra

.10
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II class was seen as a solid but not flashy effort. The

visuals were evaluated positively, although the experts

thought that Mr. Norman's writing could be larger and more

legible. The background was seen as quite appropriate; the

"cute" break cards were seen as positive; and in general the

production elements were not seen as getting in the way of

the content. One expert indicated that he wished the

teacher would produce a few interesting field segments for

the afternoon period, just to break the monotony, but he

recognized that these would be more for fun than for

learning.

The teacher was consistently praised for his pedagogical

style. He was evaluated not only as a good teacher but as a

fine television teacher. Among the positive comments were

that "the host is friendly; he seems genuinely interested in

students and the topic; he is very encouraging; he is

animated and has a good interaction with callers; he lets

the kids know not to be afraid to be wrong; he has

interesting examples; his policy about asking questions is

excellent; he is very well organized; he is patient during

technical difficulties; and he gave excellent instructions

on class policy arl on the use of the equipment." The fact

that he works the problems out w/th the students was seen to

be a real plus in that he was willing to be vulnerable just

as he was asking the students to take a bit of a risk via

the interactivity.
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Summary Comments.When high school students, especially

those who have failed Algebra I/ already, consistently

report liking a summer math class, everything has to be

coming together exceptionally well. We found no serious

flaws whatsoever with Mr. Norman or his exceptionally fine

math class. The program makes fine use of the interactivity

provided by the TI-IN system.

EtYPISAl_a2lional

Site visit: Waelder, TX. TI-IN United Star Network

Project Director Pamela Pease and Principal Investigator

Jennings Bryant visited the Physical Science site in

Waelder, TX, on July 5, 1989. Waelder High School had

previously been a TI-IN site, so use of the system was "old

hat" to the administrative and supervisory personnel.

Waelder is a "crossroads town" of ca. 960 population

located near I-10, 86 miles east of San Antonio and 119

miles west of Houston. According to all with whom we

talked, the town is struggling for survival. Our initial

meeting was with Waelder Independent School District

Superintendent Dr. Robert L. Carruthers, Jr., who graciously

provided us with information and insights into the locale

and school population. Among the relevant information that

indicates that this Star Schools program definitely is

'reaching a "high need" population in Waelder is the fact

that Waelder's only industry is a sausage factory. Other

businesses included three "Mom & Pop" grocery stores, a boot
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shop, and a couple of service stations. We learned that

although the geographic area served by the school system is

very large, the school population (ADA) of the Waelder ISD

is only ca. 200, and only 15 teachers are employed by the

district. The Waelder ISD also has a large minority

population, with ca. 65% Hispanic, 25% Black, and 101 White.

Five-8 persons graduate from Waelder High School per year,

and almost none of them attend college, although a few go on

to a local "business school." Dr. Carruthers made it

perfectly clear that in his mind, the TI-IN programming was

the "salvation" of Waelder, since that was the only way in

which the district could provide specialized or enrichment

courses to the students.

Mr. Lorenzo Miles, Jr., the principal, offered the same

sentiment spontaneously. He said, in a frank and not-at-all

ingratiating manner, that "TI-IN was the best thing that had

ever happened to his school," and he reiterated that this

was his only practical vehicle for advanced courses. Mr.

Miles took us to the TI-IN classroom--the school library--

and introduced us to the course facilitator, Janie Melchor.

Ms. Melchor is a library aide during the school year and

proved to be an excellent resource person for the Physical

Science class. When we met Ms. Melchor, she was tuning the

TI-IN channel and arranging the classroom, although it was

at least 15 minutes before time for the class to begin. She

consistently proved to be well prepared, quite attentive and

effective, and certainly most cordial and pleasant.

4 ").i;
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The four students were all present and attentive when

tha class started and we began our observatlons. All of the

students are minority group members (two Black, two

Hispanic), and once again only one female was enrolled in

the class. As the lesson got underway, the students were

very serious. Each was visually oriented to the screen, 'and

each displayed high visual attention to the television

monitor (from ca. 651 to 9044). This course does not use a

textbook, and the students were seated fairly close to the

screen (ca. 5'-8' away), so visual attention was almost

required by the setting.

After observing the group fcr some time, it seemed to

Dr. Pease and me that the group was unusually quiet and

reserved and was not responding as well as we thought was

appropriate to the teacher's well-planned and expertly

executed attempts to elicit interactivity. [This is a

single-site course, so that alters the feedback process

considerably.] We decided that we should utilize an

approximately 30 minute test period to try to find out more

about the students in the class. We were somewhat confusad

because the students seems highly motivated and attentive,

yet they remained relatively passive in their interactivity,

a style which contrasted dramatically with other classes we

had observed.

Mr. Miles, the principal, was exceedingly cooperative.

He reviewed each student's academic history with us

thoroughly, providing us with a much clearer understanding

4 3 7
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of the students' somewhat hesitant style of interaction.

Without going into excessive detail, it should be noted that

all four students had failed Physical Science during the

school year; indeed, for three students, this was the third

time around for this course. Each was a "C" student, and

their standardized scores indicated an overall low level of

academic achievement. For example, as 9th graders, none had

passed all three points of the TEAMS test, and some of them

had been retained in previous grades. Given this history as

context, we returned to our observation with a far clearer

understanding of the student's learning style.

When the test was collected and the lesson resumed, the

students once again were very attentive, watching the

monitor carefully. The lesson was on concave and convex

lenses, and the instructor, David Marshall, was using audio-

visual materials, including a fine videodisc program,

extremely well. I had a tough time watching the students

because the presentation was so interesting. A particularly

effective device, which yielded 100% focused attention from

the students, was Mr. Marshall's use of an arrow-cursor to

highlight specific elements of the freeze-frame videodisc

diagrams. The repetition and detail worked wonderfully for

this group, as became apparent when Mr. Marshall finally got

the students to respond to his questions. He asked simple,

obvious questions initially, reinforcing the students'

positive responses; then he began to ask more complex

questions. When the students began to become more uncertain

4 3
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with their answers and begin to discuss tentative answers

among themselves before responding directly to Mr. Marshall,

he reinforced their group deliberations positively. My only

question regarding Mr. Marshall's feedback strategy was the

fact that he may have relied too heavily on superlatives--

using too many "greats" in response to ordinary answers to

easy questions. After receiving this hyped and nonvaried

feedback for some time, the students began to "raise their

eyebrows" somewhat. It was easy to understand Mr.

Marshall's exuberance, however; compared to our

observations in other courses, eliciting responses from

these students was so.difficult that any success was bound

to generate euphoria from a concerned teacher.

It should be noted that the videodisc material worked

wonderfully. As long as this well-produced content was

presented, the students were totally attentive. [So was the

facilitator, and the evaluator.] At about 10:50 a.m.

C.D.T., the students began to lose interest and yawn. It

seemed for a moment that there might have been a bit too

much redundancy regarding the concave and convex lenses.

But this-relative disinterest lasted less than a minute,

because a wonderful pre-produced segment with a detective

came on and totally recaptured their attentior. By and

large, this was a very attentive group, but they certainly

did like and seem to need their breaks. I'd surely like to

have the "concession" contract at Waelder, as each student

gobbled "munchies" and soft drinks at every opportunity. A
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useful nre-post test at this site would be a weigh-in/weigh-

out.

It should be notJd that we witnessed a couple of

technical difficulties with this telecast. During the

examination period, an audio "bleedover" from something

going on at TI-IN or the Region 20 studios occurred. we

heard a technician say "do not hang up" and "stand by, the

instructor will be with you in a moment." Then a female

voice was heard talking to Mr. Marshall, although we could

not hear his reply. This interruption didn't seem to faze

the students, but it should be looked into. Furthermore, at

11:28 a.m., the students were doing a practice set on lenses

and needed more time. When Ms. Melchor tried to call Mr.

Marshall, it took a couple of minutes for her to get

through, although she was following all of the correct

procedures. Later, at 11:42 a.m., Ms. Melchor tried to get

through again to let Mr. Marshall know that the class needed

more time on an exercise. She tried and tried but was never

able to get through although her "red light" was on. It

seemed like the control engineer may have had the volume

down. It made the conscientious Ms. Melchor somewhat

frustrated, although she handled the necessary adjustments

in class procedures tery well.

Ms. Melchor was an excellent resource person, and, given

. the sparse equipment at this site, she really had to

scramble for resources. When the students needed straight

edges, she quickly retrieved some. During a break, she took
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the initiative to find some lenses to serve as realia for

the students to examine. In general, she seemed to be quite

efficient:devoted, and effective.

The Interviews with the students were extremely

revealing, especially in light of each student's history of

academic low achievement. Because of this, and because the

students were rather talkative, a summary of the highlights

of each interview is presented.

Student #1 volunteered that this was a "really good

course" and that the "teacher was far better than his

regular teachers." He really liked the "adventure" format

and the videodisc material. More importantly, he reported

that he finally seemed to be understanding "this stuff" and

was enjoying the learning. He particularly like the fact

that he was mastering the labs.

Student #2, who also liked the class "a lot," provided

some real insight to an aspect of the TI-IN United Star

School educational process that I'd never thought about.

She reported, "I've never chosen to answer a question in

class prior to this course." In fact, she couldn't ever

remember-having answered a question in class nonvoluntarily.

She said, in slightly different words, that the forced

Interactivity had improved her confidence. She reported

that she did not "feel nervous about talking now, because we

do it every day." And she said that she would probably ask

questions and discuss things more freely in other classes

because so found that "it feels good to talk and it doesn't

4
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hurt to get things wrong." Moreover, she volunteered that

she thinks that the teacher is good, and she "likes watching

TV anyway, so it's easier to learn this way." Although this

did not fit our observation, she said that she didn't mind

using the phone any more.

The third student "wasn't much of a talker," in his own

words, and he had obviously discovered our agenda, because

he immediately blurted out, "I like the class just the way

it is. It's a real good class." He reported that he

usually doesn't "do so good" in math and science, but he

reported feeling like he was learning a lot more this time.

He particularly liked the "big pictures" which made it

easier to see things. [He may have a vision problem,

because he was not wearing glasses and he squinted while

watching the screen.]

The fourth and final student was obviously in a rush to

get the interview over and had rehearsed what he was going

to tell me. In a rush he blurted out that he liked "the

labs, the detective, and the way we solve problems." He

reported liking the class a lot, thought the teacher was

"funny and great," and was confident that he was learning a

great deal in the class.

One can't help but feel that this class is exactly what

some of these students need to "jump start" their lives a

little bit. Certainly it is obvious that they like the

class a great deal. I tried to solicit negative as well as

positive responses in several areas, but "nary a contrary"
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word was forthcoming. It is obvious that the good folks of

Waelder, Texas are loyal members of the TI-IN and Star

Schools fan clubs.

Evaluation by panel of ex erts. The experts also liked

the Physical Science program. In terms of production

efforts, the only criticisms were: that the set was too

busy and was distracting, that the director sometimes was

too slow in cutting away from or to the computer screen,

that the lighting on the computer screen was poor at times,

and that the hand-written objectives were difficult to read

and should be converted to graphics. Praise was offered

for: the excellent camera work, the exciting introduction,

the polished presentation, and the fine videodisc program.

Pedagogically, no major problems were noted. Positive

remarks were directed toward the use of the 4X6 ID cards

with the photo of the student, the expert use of the

videodisc material, the excellent unit on chemical/lab

safety with the use of real life examples, the well-chosen

variety in teaching methods, the good use of lab tests, the

careful review of previous materials, the effective use of

realistic situations as a way of explaining new concepts,

and the clever use of the detective. Several notes of merit

were directed toward the instructor per se. He was seen to

be very encouraging, well organized, enthusiastic, an

excellent communicator, jovial with an appropriate amount of

"silliness" for the students (our observations concur thaJz

the kids loved 1. J occasional zaniness), the excellent
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rapport-building techniques, the good eye contact, excellent

use of hands, and a clear desire for interaction with

students.

lummary_comments. It is too bad that more sites and

more students were not enrolled in this class, because this

would have been an excellent opportunity to stretch the

potential of the medium. One thing is clear from our visit

to Waelder: the medium and the method can work for the

personification of the Chapter 1 target audience. This is

one fine course.

Foreign Language in the Elementary School

Site visit: Forsyth County/Winston-Salem Schools. On

Tuesday, June 27, Principal Investigator Jennings Bryant and

Research Assistant Scott Davenport traveled to Winston-Salem

to visit the FLES site with the largest enrollment. The

facility was wonderful. The class met in a comfortable and

spacious multipurpose room with excellent lighting,

visibility, air conditioning, etc. The technical and

support personnel (e.g., engineers, secretary) were

efficient, pleasant, and helpful. A technician came in to

check out all of the equipment 30 minutes before class and

checked in regularly during class to make sure that

everything was going well. In fact, the environment could

hardly have been better.

The class was a bit atypical on that day, because the

facilitator, Claudette Jarrett, who is a foreign language
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supervisor in the district, was a guest on that day's

telecast, so she was in the studio in Raleigh. We're sorry

we could not meet with Ms. Jarrett, because she did an

excellent job in her televised interview.

To begin with an overall observation, this site was

extremely different from others we visited. Part of that

may have to do with being in a posh facility located in a

rather well-to-do district in which the teachers had already

had primary exposure to most of the guest experts presented

in the FLES institute; a portion of the difference may have

had to do with the fact that this was a teacher development

program; and the fact that the teachers seemed to be getting

some sort of credit for tahing the class, as well as a

variety of other factors, may have influenced the "tone" of

the class. Moreover, all of the participants in this group

were white and female, and all but one was already a FLES

teacher.

One blatant difference from other courses was the lack

of punctuality and attentiveness of some of the

participants. When the lesson began (1:45 p)m. E.D.T.),

only three of the seven students were present. Two of those

students had arrived 15-20 minutes before class; the other

arrived just before the class began. The early arrasals

were all eager and enthusiastic. Late arrivals came at:

1:50, 1:54, 1:59, and 2:12 p.m. The roll was distributed at

1:59 p.m.. In general, those teachers who had arrived first

sat in a semi-circle close to the monitor and were very
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attentive throughout the class. The tardy teachers sat a

greater distance from the screen, ate their lunches, cut out

paper figures, talked among themselves at tines, wrote

letters, balanced a checkbook, and in generai appeared to be

only minimally interested in the lesson.

Certainly the inattentiveness was not entirely their

fault. On that particular day (Reading and Writing, and

Evaluation and Assessment, with Helena Curtain and Carol

Pesola), the lesson was primary aural rather than audio-

visual, the pace was sluggish, the visuals were not well

produced and weren't particularly useful, when visuals were

used they were removed from the screen far too soon, the

talent team was less than inspirational, they read their

script at points without even using a teleprompter,

interactivity was rarely used and when it was used it was

used in the worst possible way, the questions from the

participants to the guests were terrible, and in general it

wasn't a very interesting lesson. Each of the participants

indicated that this was one of the two worst lessons they

had watched (the other being the class on Oral Proficiency

with Ron'Schwartz, which our expert panel also panned), and

the less attentive teachers indicated that they usually got

more caught up with the program. By 2:45 p.m., many of the

participants were yawning and squirming, and visual

attention to the screen ranged from 20-50%. By 3:00 p.m.,

teachers were beginning to stand and stretch, and clock

watching was the norm.
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In spite of these negative elements, some aspects of the

learning situation were very positive. I have already

mentioned the model physical facIlity (the kids at

Louisburg, Waelder, or Cherokee County would have thought

they had died and gone to heaven to have had such a site);

and the very informal, cordial class environment could have

also worked extremely well, had the more social and chatty

students not been so disruptive. The teachers obviously

felt as ease, and they raised and lowered the volume of the

audio when they felt it appropriate to do so; they laughed

at Fran Hoch's humor (the guests no humor to speak of); they

had useful professional discussions at points; and they took

'notes (ranging from 2 lines to more than a page) when

appropriate. Also, at least one member of the class called

in to ask the guests a question. [And she was appropriately

disappointed when the question was misinterpreted.]

We interviewed four participants individually and asked

the entire group a few questions, plus we talked with those

who came early and stayed late. By and large, the class

members were moderately positive about the course. They

thought that Fran Hoch had done a good job as moderator, and

they were very positive towards some of the guest experts.

Those that came in for individual commendation were Myriam

Met, Al Rubio, and Audrey Boynton. Those garnering negative

notes were the Curtain/Pesola combination, Ron Schwartz, and

David Boynton. They liked the practical foci and tended to

dislike the theoretical discussions. The TI-IN teaching

4 7
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process was generally reacted to positively, although they

mentioned a number of instances of unclear phone lines,

which we observed three times ourselves that day. In

general, they liked being a part of a state and national

classroom and would like more such "workshops."

The only "content" that was not perceived as being clear

was from Dr. Swartz° presentation, and that lesson and the

.one we had just participated in were the only ones rated as

"not very useful." In spite of our observations to the

contrary, the participants reported that this workshop had

maintained their interest and enthusiasm and had been

moderately motivating. In terms of additional elements they

wished had been present, several teachers mentioned that

they would have liked to see more video of the classroom

process. One teacher mentioned that presentationally and

instructionally the programs had not been very interesting,

although she too praised the content.

Criticisms were directed toward particular guests (see

above), toward the quality of handouts and collateral

material [Indeed, the single handout presented to date was

poorly copied, with crooked text and lines through it; plus

we were able to read the entire handout in 30 minutes.],

toward phone interference, toward the quality of the

questions asked by their peers at other sites [Amen!], and

toward the quality of the production [although only two

people mentioned that; cf. the panel of experts]. Probably

because of recency effects, three people indicated that they

4 S
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thought that that day's guests were "naive" or "were

operating from such different experiences as to be useless."

Classroom disrussions and arguments during the presentation

seemed to focus on the fact that the "experts'" experiences

were derived from intensive 30 min/day, 5 day/wk programs

which were unrealistic for what North Carolina teachers were

experiencing. One teacher said that she taught each child

only 30 min/wk and couldn't possible translate their

approach to her class. Others "fussed" that the sort of

testing advocated doesn't work for grades K-2, only for

grades 3-5, etc. In fact, the entire session on evaluatim

featured intermittent "mutter back at the experts" times

which were occasionally quite intense. From where we sat,

these "experts" didn't come off as experts on evaluation at

all, although they seemed to be perceived to be more expert

on the topic of reading and writing.

Evaluation by anel of ex erts. By and large, the

experts were not very "kind" to the FLES series. In terms

of production, the only positive comment was that the

explanation of how to use the equipment was done well. In

contrast; over 40 negative items were mentioned rega:cding

the production quality. To single out those most frequently

mentioned, the need for the use of a teleprompter ranked

number one, followed closely by criticism of the lighting

and directing. The introduction was considered by some to

be overly long and not very useful. The set was judged to

be too cluttered, and the excessive number of "thank you so
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and so" were perceived to make the production seem like

"amateur hour" at points. Every evaluator criticized the

excessive use of "talking heads" and the poor quality of the

videotapes and slides. The need for quality visuals and

graphics was frequently mentioned. One expert mentioned

that if this had been submitted as a class project in his

instructional television class, it would have barely passed.

By and large, the consensus was that the medium was not

utilized very well, that pre-production planning appeared to

be minimal, and that coordination between talent and

production staff appeared to be virtually nonexistent.

Regarding pedagogical elements, the friendly, competent

host was most frequently mentioned as a positive feature.

It was obvious that the experts as well as the teachers

thought that Ms. Hoch was working hard to do a good job.

The only criticism of her presentation was that she spoke

too loudly when trying to solicit calls and that she was too

kind to teachers calling in with "speeches rather than

questions.° In terms of the instructional objectives--as

opposed to the production elements--many of the lesson

seemed to be well planned. Especially noteworthy in that

regard was the lesson with Myriam Met.

Criticisms were addressed regarding Ms. Hoch's

occasionally speaking to the participants as if they were

. children, but the primary criticism was addressed toward the

lack of use of interactivity. The TI-IN system was not used

well; in fact, the typical presentation looked a great deal
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like talking head instructional television. The panel

reported over and over that the process doesn't seem to work

well at all if you lecture and then have Q/A time. That

seems to be forced interactivity.

Several of the criticisms seemed to bridge production

and pedagogical concerns. For example, two panulists

indicated that the moderator and her guests needed to talk

as if they were talking to one person, not to an amorphous

mass audience. To work effectively in instruction,

television has to become a personal medium. More

interaction seemed to be needed between talent; as it was,

the presentation came off as too formal and stiff. One

expert expressed a common concern very well: "Do you read

lectures in class? I hope not. Then why do so here of all

places?" The need for interweaving graphics and visuals

with the presentations was mentioned under both production

and pedagogy as well, as were a number of simple

communicative concerns, such as a plea not to introduce

people before we see them and emphasis for the need for

graphic reinforcement of definitions.

Summary comments. A number of people who have viewed

the FLES program have noted that excellent effort seems to

have gone into developing the instructional overview,

obtaining the guests, etc., but that once the project went

into production, the seemingly careless and thoughtless

translation of ideas into media messages undermined the

efforts of the instructional planners. That seems to have

451
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been reflected in the rea6tions of the participants in the

Forsyth County class. They appreciated th content and the

efforts required to develop the curriculum and they liked

the highly qualified quests, but the production failed to

hold their attention and interest. For distance learning to

work effectively, one does not have to have "fancy"

production; however, either inadequate production or

inadequate instruction can ruin some extremely good

intentions and fine instructional preparation.

BioPrep Teacher Institute

According to the information provided to us by the TI-IN

United Star Network office, only four people had registered

for the BloPrep Teacher Institute, and they were located at

three different sites. Therefore, it was impossible to

conduct site evaluations parsimoniously or to protect the

anonymity of respondents during interviews. Thus the

BioPrep evaluation is very incomplete, limited only to the

evaluation by the panel of experts. That too was a bit of a

problem, because the content of these lessons is extremcly

diverse and tends to cut across the expertise of many

traditional classroom teachers. Although this may well be a

substantial strength from the perspective of the student, it

made evaluation extremely piecemeal.

Evaluationia_apel of experts. The experts failed to

indicate any production strengths in the eari;ast BioPrep

productions. In fact, one experienced producer of classroom

A
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television labeled the early efforts as "outtakes from TV

101." Numerous criticisms (46 in all) were offered by the

panel, the most common of which were: poor audio quality,

dark set, inconsistent lighting, wavering signal, objectives

impossible to read--use graphics rather than Xerox copy,

visually dull (one evaluator referred to the "plain vanilla"

set), director needs to use close-ups more often, host needs

to look at camera, the method of introduction makes the

production seem "seat of the pants," the talent needs

rehearsal, the visual aids used were very fuzzy, and the

photos were so unclear as to be almost useless.

Pedagogically, the only compliment offered was that most

of the guest experts seemed to be extremely knowledgeable.

In terms of criticism, evaluators mentioned that the

presentations frequently were choppy and rambling, that the

exchanges between teacher and moderator were not always

clear, that the range of topics was confusing, that

integration and synthesis between units was nettled, that

more conversationality and spirit on the part of the experts

were needed, that interaction needed to be incorporated into

the instruction, that the moderator and guests had to

develop effective strategies for eliciting interactions,

and, most importantly, that coordination between presenters-

producers-directors was absolutely necessary. One criticism

came up over and over: that what might pass as good

classroom teaching wasn't acceptable television teaching.

In other words, the transition between instructional

4
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objectives and pedagogy to interactive instructional

television had not been accomplished.

Following a meeting between the Bioprep principals and

the TI-IN United Star Network's primary evaluator, in which

these criticisms were presented orally, the evaluation team

examined two more recent Bioprep Teacher Institute

productions. Although a number of problems remain, most

associated with equipment ordered but yet to be installed,

substantial improvements have been made. Many of the most

blatant production errors have been rectified, and the

regular talent appear to be far more comfortable with their

task.

Summary comments. In terms of content, the Bioprep

program appears to be much more complex than that of the

other courses we examined. Because of this, it is

absolutely necessary that instructional design elements be

translated into effective audio-visual message design and

production if this program is to work. If, as we

anticipate, the principals have treated the summer institute

as a learning ]aboratory and can profit from their mistakes,

and if the head-end equipment can be put into place in time

for fall productions, then the abundant promise that the TI-

IN officers saw in this program can reach fruition.

4rs
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Conclusions and Recommendations

It might be beneficial to note that the Principal

Investigator approached this evaluation of the TI-IN process

somewhat skeptically. I doubted that an open telephone line

would provide enough potential for interactivity to overcome

the obstacles of distance and depersonalization inherent in

satellite delivered classroom television. As can be :men

from.our evaluation of the Algebra II and Physical Science

courses, I was wrong, at least as far as direct student

instruction is concerned. In many instances, good teachers

used the media involved so effectively that they stimulated

and challenged students who had been lost in traditional

classroom education. Not only did this technology and this

process permit the Waelders of this world to receive lessons

that could not otherwise afford, in some instances it

apparently ignited and revived a spark of interest in

learning which classroom teaching had never managed to

kindle. The process can work.

Yes, the process can work, but several ingredients are

necessary for it to work well. Minimal requirements are

effective technology, effective television teachers,

effective production, effective interactivity, and effectivs

facilitators. If any one of those requirements is missing,

'in the opinion of the evaluators, the process produces a

mere shadow of its potential.
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We're convinced that the barebones TI-IN technology of

monitor, satellite links, and telephone is adequate. In

terms of monitor and satellites, we saw no problems at any

of our sites. The signal was beautiful and crystal clear.

Not all of the telephones worked wonderfully, and the

students have to learn to stay away from florescant lights

and the monitor if they want to use the phones effectively.

Other technology to help enhance interactivity would also be

a plus, if it is trouble free. The interactive videodisc

segments in the Physical Science course are excellent

examples. In contrast, the computerized lapboards of the

Algebra II class seem to be technology from hell, at least

in their current iteration. But, overall, the technology

clearly is already in place to permit a great deal of

learning.

We saw several good television teachers, so we know that

they exist. And we tried to extrapolate from the

characteristics of Fritz Norman, David Marshall, and a few

of the more competent guests on the teacher development

programs to determine just what defines an effective TI-IN

television teacher:

1. First, they have to have all of the

elements of the effective classroom teacher.

They have to be confident about their grasp of

materials, enthusiastic about their subject

matter, sensitive to issues of pacing,
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responsive to their students, and experts in

classroom management techniques.

2. Yes, we said experts in classroom

management techniques. One of the most common

mistakes we saw on the part of television

teachers was failure to visualize classrooms

and students and to respond to them personally

as individuals and to exert efforts to control

their inherent friskiness. Mr. Marshall's

technique of using a file card on each student

with a photograph attached seems valuable in

this regard.

3. The effective TI-IN teacher must insist on

democratic interactivity. That is, every

classroom and every student must interact with

the teacher, if not with each other, and no one

classroom nor no one student can be permitted

to dominate.

4. The teacher must be appropriately informal

and friendly. Television is an affective

medium. Even when teaching an abstract

subject, like math, the instructor's

personality must come through if the student is

to be maximally involved and motivated.

5. To be effective, the ceacher must use

extremely diverse forms of positive feedback.

Verbal diversity, visual diversity, special

A f",
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effects, whatever, the student has to receive

sufficient feedback to maintain interest and

diverse enough feedback to thwart habituation.

Humor, even silly humor, can be an effective

feedback device when used appropriately. The

feedback also has to be non-phony. When the

teacher's face is blown up larger than life six

feet in front of the student, every

exaggeration is multiplied. So the teacher has

to ask the sorts of questions that permit

correct answers and follow those answers with

appropriate and diverse forms of encouraging

feedback.

6. The teacher has to like audio-visual

displays and be comfortable with using them.

He or she has to work with the producer and

director to ensure that visually effective

graphics are prepared and inserted throughout

the presentation whenever abstract or complex

material is taught. The typical instructor

will be teaching whet is essentially linear

content via a nonlinear medium. Graphics and

specially produced video material can be jmit

the right device for effectively translating

the content to the language of the medium.

7. The teacher must be conversational. As was

mentioned earlier, the teacher has to talk to
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students as if addressing each one

individually. Moreover, the TI-IN teacher

can't lecture to students and hold their

attention. After all, the teacher will be

talking to someone who is sitting within your

his or her normal conversational distance.

8. The telephone is the magic link, and the

effective TI-IN teacher will have to develop

strategies to elicit feedback directly. What

seems to work best is to first call on sites

and individuals directly, beginning with

friendly, nonthreatening, aighly directive

questions. This works particularly well during

the earliest portions of the class, perhaps in

the review period. Then, once the students are

"on line," so to speak, more generic and

difficult questions can be asked, and typically

they will be answered. Then, once the ball is

rolling, stand back. After all, the -zelephone

is the preferred medium of communication among

teenagers. This is what they do for fun.

Once you manage to get an effective television teacher,

good instructional design and television production are also

required. We did not see many problems with instructional

design, but we would like to add a word about production,

where nem/ problems were noted. Effective TI-IN television

production doesn't have to be fancy. Neither the Algebra II
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nor the Physical Science projects featured network

television glitz nor slickness. But what is required is

production that not only does not get in the way of learning

but which enhances the teacher's presentation. Because you

are teaching to the video generation, your productions have

to be virtually error free. To young people, production

glitches tend to be associated with inferiority. Moreover,

not to utilize the visual, auditory, or motion potential of

the medium to the fullest extent practical is to make a

lesson less than it can be. All of those elements help

capture the attention of participants and make it easier for

them to learn. Television is a demonstration medium. A

little advance planning and production permits one to

present visual demonstrations which can greatly enhance the

student's learning potential. The need for quality in

production is not a need for quality for quality's sake; it

is quality for the sake of learning.

Effective interaction is also essential ingredient for

optimal learning via the TI-IN process. Recently I

completed a series of four studies which focused on

interactivity and quasi-interactivity as factors in

televised instruction. In each study, effective

interactivity facilitated student attention, motivation,

enjoyment, and information acquisition. Good interactivity

.doesn't just happen, even when the TI-IN technology is

readily available. It comes from developing and utilizing

effective strategies and planning. Effective teachers and
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producers must program for interactivity; they must demand

interactivity; and it must be spaced frequently throughout

the program.

Finally, perhaps the most important single "ingredient"

necessary for success that we saw during our on-site

evaluations was the facilitator. We saw a great

facilitator--Valerie Harris--make what could have been a

difficult class into an extraordinary class, via concern,

sensitivity, extra effort, high standards, and tenacity. We

suggest that each TI-IN United Star Network partner expend

extra efforts in selecting, educating, and motivating your

facilitators. From what we have seen, that will be one of

the best investments you can make.

Rest assured that the process can work. Good luck:

Jennings Bryant
Professor of Communication
Reagan Chair of Broadcasting

and
Director,

Institute for Communication Research
University of Alabama
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I. Introduction and Overview

The TI-IN United Star Network was established in April

1988 as a distance learning progrataming and distribution

entity by a consortium of nine educational partners: (1)

TI-IN Network, Inc., a Texas-based satellite tele-education

corporhtion; (2) California State University-Chico; (3) the

Texas Educaticn Service Center, Region 20; (4) tbe Illinois

State Board of Education; (5) Mississippi State University;

(6) the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction; (7)

the Texas Education Agency; (8) the University of Alabama;

and (9) Western Illinois University. This consortium began

with the latest concepts of distance learning and added

interactive telecommunications technology to form an

interactive educational network designed to meet the

challenge of dwindling school budgets and a shortage of

qualified teachers in math, science, and foreign language

courses, especially in rural geographic areas. Supported by

a Star Schools grant from the United States Department of

Education, the target population of the TI-IN United Star

Network was students and teachers in economically

disadvantaged areas of the United States.

For two years the TI-IN United Star Network delivered

via satellite high school credit and career opportunity

courses for students, as well as staff development and

college credit courses for administrators and teachers.

Technically, the TI-IN Network utilized the GTE Spacenet

Satellite (KU-Band) for delivglry to satellite-receiving



dishes of subscribing affiliates. Each receive site was

equipped with an audio-video unit which was self-contained

and housed in a locking cabinet situated on a wheeled cart.

The A-V units contained a 19" television monitor, a VCR for

recording missed classes, a dot matrix printer connected to

the originating studio's computer system, and a cordless

telephone handset (pre-programmed to call the originating

studio through toll-free telephone lines). These

technologies enabled students to maintain visual contact

with the teacher, as well as to hear questions from students

at all other sites, during live telecasts of the course.

Students were also encouraged to use land lines to reach

their teachers during regularly-scheduled office hours.

During FY '88 and '89, the TI-IN United Star Network

partners produced five high school credit courses: a)

ALGEBRA II, b) ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY, c) JAPANESE I, d)

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, and e) SPANISH III; two professional

development courses: PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH and

FOREIGN LANGMGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL; and the TI-IN

United Star Network/TERC (TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH

CENTERS) Star Schools Project. TI-IN United Star Network

subscribers could also receive several student enrichment

programs from TI-IN, which offered information on a variety

of general topics. Finally, the subscris had the

opportunity to register for staff develoment (in-service)

workshops, test and review courses (PSAT, SAT, and ACT), and

basic skill booster courses (remedial math and English).



As a condition for receiving TI-IN United Star Network

courses, each subscribing school had to assign a classroom

facilitator to each course to which they subscribed. A

certified facilitator was required for science courses that

had regular labs (i.e., PHYSICAL SCIENCE and ANATOMY &

PHYSIOLOGY), unless otherwise specified by individual state

board of education requirements.

In evaluating the programming and processes of the

TI-IN United Star Network, the evaluation team focused

attention on all of the cogs in the TI-IN United Star

Network wheel: teachers, facilitators, students, technical

equipment, courses, and school administrators. The

following describes the organizational structures of the

evaluation reports.



II. Organization of Evaluation Reports

The Evaluation Report is contained in three volumes:

Volume I presents an Executive Summary and an overview of

the general findings of the evaluation, including a summary

of qualitative assessments and quantitative data. The

qualitative information was gathered during 16 site visits

conducted nationwide (from California in the West, to North

Carolina in the East; from Illinois in the North, to

Mississippi and Alabama in the South). Included also was a

Bureau of Indian Affairs site in New Mexico. As can be seen

from the enclosed chart, which lists the site visits for

each course, the site visits span the TI-IN United Star

Network's curriculum as well as the geographic boundaries of

the project. The conclusions that are presented in this

overview volume are based on objective as well as subjective

criteria drawn from diverse evaluation sources--from: (1)

personal observations made during site visits; (2) in-depth

interviews with administrators, facilitators, and students;

(3) questionnaires administered to course teachers, school

administrators, class facilitators, and students; and (4)

custom-designed information-acquisition tests administered

to students in the ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY and PHYSICAL SCIENCE

classes.

Volume 11 contains the first set of technical reports:

accounts of the 16 site visits, with our observations and

appraisals reported in considerable detail.
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ANATOMY
AND

PHYSIOLOGY

JAPANESE I

PHYSICAL
SCIENCE

SPANISH
III

TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

RESEARCH
CENTERS
(TERC)

PARTNERS
IN

PROFES-
SIONAL
GROWTH

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
IN THE

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
(FLES)

1

SITE VISIT 1 SITE VISIT 2 SITE VISIT 3 SITE VISIT 4

Gordo High
School

Gordo, AL
6 March 90

Choctaw

County H.S.
Butler, AL
6 April 90

Beecher City
Community
Jr/Sr H.S.
Beecher
City, IL
20 April 90

Jemez Valley
High School
Jemez Pueblo
NM
27 April 90

Louisville
High School
Louisville,

MS
28 March 90

Hale County
High School
Moundville, AL
3 April 90

choctaw
County H.S.

Butler, AL
6 April 90

Louisville
High School
Louisville,
MS

28 March 90

To'Hajiilee-
He H.S.

Laguna, NM
26 April 90

Jemez Valley
High School
Jemez
Pueblo, NM
27 April 90

.

IBeecher
Northview
High School
Dothan, AL
28 March 90

City
Community
jr/sr H.S.

Beecher
City, IL
20 April 90

St. Anne
Community
High School
St. Anne,IL
7 May 90

Huntland
Schools
Huntland, TN
15 May 90

Flagler
Public
Schools
Flagler, CO
7 April 90

Buncombe
County
Schools
Asheville,NC
1 May 90
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Volume III, the second of the technical reports,

contains the results from the analyses of the quantita-Ave

data. These data include normative information on the TI-IN

United Star Network/s courses and enrollments broken down in

several ways. The results of the statistical analyses of

the questionnaire evaluations are included. And finally,

the questionnaires, complete with the resulting mean scores

for each item, are included as appendices. Copies of the

computer printouts containing the statistical analyses are

available at cost from the Principal Investigator.

The TI-IN United Star Network evaluation process

consisted of two stages: (1) site visits by an evaluation

team, during which two to five evaluators attended and

observed the actual TI-IN classes; interviewed students,

facilitators, und administrators; and submitted written

reports of their findings (Volume II); and (2) surveys

conducted at the conclusion of the TI-IN United Star Network

project, questionnaires specially prepared for different

target audiences students, teachers, facilitators, and

administrators. The overarching purpose was to determine

whether or not the program was effective, to find out where

improvements were warranted, and to detect any problems

inherent in the tele-education technology.

The findings were revealing and, as a rule, quite

positive. Moreover, a high degree of concordance was found

between the observations reported in the site visits (Volume

II) and the data from the 398 questionnaire evaluations that

5
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were returned (a 70% response rate; Volume III). The

following is a summary of the findings and conclusions of

the evaluation team for the TI-IN United Star Network.

Results on teachers, facilitators, student motivation, and

eguipnent are summarized.



III. Highlights from TI-IN United Star Network Evaluations

Evaluation of TI-IN Teachers

Students reported learning as much or more from

their television teachers as from their resident

classroom teachers.

Students thought the television teachers were in

touch with their needs and believed that their

teachers had at least a moderate level of empathy

with them.

Students reported that their TI-IN teachers were at

least as competent as their classroom teachers.

StudeLts perceived the TI-IN teachers to be

extremely interested in tha instructional topic, to

have exceptionally high levels of commitment, and to

be experts in their teaching areas.

Administrators rated the teachers as equivalent in

quality to the teachers at their schools.

Evallatiorators
Students reported being very pleased with the class

facilitators selected to mediate the TI-IN courses.

Students rated TI-IN facilitators from "good" to

"great."

On-site evaluators perceived that the majority of

facilitators had developed a rapport with the class

and a nurturing environment.



The more the students liked their facilitators and

looked forward to coming to class, the better they

did in the class.

The more positive the facilitators felt about their

students° motivation and attentiveness and the more

satisfied they thought the students were with the

equipment, the higher the grades were 1cely to be.

Students' ratings of the teachers as more expert

than the facilitators did not seem to affect the

students' general evaluation of their facilitator or

teacher.

A serious facilitator and a lack of knowledge of

class standing contributed to higher course grades.

Faciiitators felt that they were instrumental in the

students' success and played a crucial role as a

supportive link between the TI-IN teacher and the

students.

Facilitators rated classroom interaction and working

closely with students as enjoyable, and reported

that their confidence levels had increased by the

end of the program.

Lyaluation of Student Motiv4tion

Facilitators ilterviewed indicated that the majority

of students appeared to be highly mottvated to learn

and noted that the students were intrigued by the

tele-education classes.
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Facilitator questionnaires indicated that they

perceived room for improvement in the area of

student achievement and attentiveness.

Teachers and administrators rated the students as

more highly motivated than students in traditional

classes.

Students considered their own motivation to be vital

to their success in the TI-IN program.

The higher the students' motivatiorml levels, and

the more they desired to continue with a post-

secondary education, the higher their grades in the

course.

Equipment Reports

Students indicated that room for improvement exists

in the area of integration of the handset and the

interactivity that it represents.

Facilitators repor'ed that the fewer the number of

technical problems, the higher th,. students' grades

tended to be.

Facilitators tended to be satisfied with the

performance of the equipment, felt comfortable

operating it, and felt they had adequate training to

use it.

Facilitators and administrators noted that most of

the teachers could have used the printers more

effectively.
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m Administrators reported technical difficulties on an

average of "between three and ten times" per term.

fliAlloIinmg_hy Administrators

Most administrators praised the TI-IN program and

thought that TI-IN allowed them to offer classes

that they would otherwise have been unable to

provide.

II Most administrators considered the program a useful

and integral part of their academic curriculum and

would like to continue the program.



IV. Areas for Improvement

By and large, our evaluations of the TI-IN United Star

Network programs and processes yield extremely positive

results. However, as with any educational enterprise, room

for improvement exists. Those areas of the TI-IN United

Star Network Program that seem in need of improvement are

outlined below. They are followed by a list of suggestions

to strengthen the program.

Perceived weaknesses in the TI-IN United Star Network:

Some facilitators and administrators complained that

the TI-IN catalog course descriptions did not

clearly state course objectives, goals, or topics to

be covered.

Several administrators reported a lack of effective

communication between TI-IN and school

administrators.

Slow and sometimes inefficient technical assistance

was a persistent problem.

Purported lack of distribution of promotional

materials for subscribers' use impaired local

efforts at promoting TI-IN courses.

Several facilitators and administrators complained

that all courses did not start at scheduled times.

Perhaps the most persistent problem was conflicting

schedules between TI-IN and subscribing schools.



Another recurring complaint was an insufficient

number of phone lines accessing the originating

course studio, frustrating students in their

attempts to call the teacher during class.

Teacher grading scales did not always correspond

with school grading scales.

United Star Network.

Provide detailed course syllabi to schools prior to

start of the course.

Emphasize facilitator training sessions and require

facilitators to attend.

Assign a liaison between the teacher and production

support personnel.

Produce introductory video about teacher to

personalize the class.

Send course materials via electronic mail rather

than U.S. Mail.

Continuously update normative records on non-Star

schools as well as Star schools.

Maintain current listings of principals,

facilitators, and coordinators, as well as students,

by sites.

Organize district, state-wide, or regional meetings

of facilitators and/or administrators to discuss

problems and solutions.



V. Factors Contributing to TI-IN's Success

After reviewing the technical data and the information

gleaned from site visits, it seems that certain factors

contributed to the success of the TI-IN United Star Network

telecourses. The first list contains those elements that

should be present for distance learning courses in general.

The second list is primarily for distance learning teacher

and staff professional development programs, and the third

is reserved for distance learning student credit courses.

Factors essential to the success of distance learning

courses, such as those of the TI-IN United Star Network:

Teacher-Related Factors

Personalized course presentations

Encouragement of student participation by requesting

that specific sites or even specific students call

in

Use of compelling course-related media presentations

Thorough review of materials to be aired

Course objectives developed and followed closely

Organized and well-prepared presentations

Presentation pace adjusted according to difficulty

of course material

Prompt return of graded tests and assignments

Facilitator-Related Factors

Attendance at training sessions

A positive attitude



Encouragement of student-teacher interaction

Support and encouragement of students' progress

Pof:session and utilization of effective classroom

management skills

Preparation of course materials prior to each class

School Administrator-Related Factors

Involvement in all aspects of the distance learning

program

Support to facilitators, faculty, and distance

learning program

Communication of the importance of distance learning

program to all faculty, staff and students

Proper screening of students

Program-Related Factors

a Prompt distribution of tapes to schools for missed

classes

Airing of classes at scheduled time

Detailed and organized course materials

Aesthetically-pleasing studio sets

Factors essential to the success of the distance learning

teacher and staff professional development programs, such as

TI-IN United Star Network's PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

and FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL courses:

Teacher-Relat-md Factors

Solutions to problems discussed in class



Facilitator-Related Factors

Authoritative, non-class member should serve as

facilitator

Student-Related Factors

Pairing of experienced teachers (peer coaches) with

beginning teachers to provide networking is useful

Nurturing peers through course activities

Obviously high levels of motivation and excellent

communication skills serve students well

Factors essential to the success of distance-learning

courses, such as those of the TI-IN United Star Network's

high school studert credit courses:

Teacher-Related Factors

A positive and motivating personality

Thorough discussion and review of grading system

with facilitators

Emphasis and reemphasis of students' participation

during entire school year

Facilitator-Related Factors

Knowledge of course content

Rapport with school administrators and faculty

Not being a student in the class

School Adminigtrator-Related Factors

Integration of distance lcarning courses into

existing class schedule



Encouragement of faculty and staff support of

distance learning program

16
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VI. How to Optimize the Distance Learning Experience

Throughout the evaluation process, we have attempted to

determine ways that interactive distance learning processes

can be used most effectively. Our observations and the

evidence indicate several Lritical elements.

(1) An energetic and organized facilitator is critical

to the effectiveness of the program. A conscientious

facilitator is essential for classroom management and for

creating the proper learning environment. The facilitator's

attitude and rapport with the students affected student

attitudes.

(2) Instructors must be prepared and enthusiastic

about the content to enhance the students' appreciation of

the couzse. Charisma, a sense of humor and a pleasant voice

were qualities the students praised again and again.

(3) Administrator support, including the positive

attitude of administrators and/or faculty, is vital to the

success of the program. Good communication between TI-IN

and the administrators--and so on down the line--typically

resulted in the administrators' support for distance

learning. In turn, good communication between

administration and faculty seemed to help alleviate

insecurities faculty might have about being replaced by

TI-IN. Moreover, support from a school counselor or a

parent group aided in building student morale in more than

one instance.



(4) Attentive and motivated students appreciated their

distance learning courses the most. Generally, students

agreed that TI-IN classes were more interesting and

challenging than traditional classes.

(5) TI-IN telecast schedules need to be coordinated

with school srhedules and adhered to. Changing telecast

times just prior to the start of school should be avoid,ed at

all cost. Classes must run exactly on sched le or students

miss out on telecast information.

(6) The selection of a suitable classroom is an

important step in insuring that students receive the maximum

benefit from distance learning classes. A healthy

environment includes adequate space, good audio quality,

seating that allows a good view of the monitor, and

controlled behavior of the students.

(7) Teacher/Student interaction plays an important

role in building working relationships among students,

between students and teachers/facilitators, as well as

between students and technology. It appears that the ideal

distance learning circumstance occurs when these

relationships are healthy.

(8) Effective distance learning requires good,

although not elaborate, production. Production efforts need

to be well-planned, organized, and take full advantage of

the vast technologies available.

(9) Ancillary materials (i.e., workbooks, homework,

assignments, etc.) appear to play an important support role



in reinforcing the content of lectures. Courses which

featured such materials seemed to consolidate the students'

efforts.

(10) Hands-on involvement enhances learning. Students

seemed to benefit more from those courses that entailed the

added involvement of labs, research projects,

demonstrations, etc.

(11) Pacing is extremely critical in distance

learning. Instructors should ensure that course pace is in

line with the difficulty of the material being presented.

(12) Students expect prompt turnaround in homework and

grading consistent with their school courses. Delays in the

return of graded materials and feedback from instructors

should be avoided.

(13) Equipment failure is extremely disruptive in

distance learning. Repair of equipment should be contracted

to qualified, reliable personnel.
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Never have we sat in so many principals' offices. It

was our worst juvenile nightmare come to life. Fortunately,

habitultion finally accomplished what no rational cognitive

process could ever do: It enabled us to overcome our

thoroughly entrenched fears of beiag sent "to the office."

We talked to some great ones, and to some great teachers

too, who reaffirmed our faitll in the American public

educational system; and we met a few of each who made us

understand the crisis in confidence many profess to have

over the state of public education today.

During the course of the 16 site visits we conducted as

a part of the evaluation of the 1989-1990 TI-IN United Star

Network's programs, we traveled many miles, slept in

numerous strange motels, ate the same cardboard food from

California to North Carolina, and squeezed into more student

desks than Carter has pills. Why did we expend so much

effort to visit a relatively small number of classes? The

reason is simple. Although we dere confident that via the

administration of questionnaires of various sorts, we would

get a good indication of how well the principals, teachers,

facilitators, and students thought the TI-IN United Star

Network programs were working, we knew that the images that

would result from analyses of these quantitative data would

be relatively coo/. The purpose of our several site visits



was to provide some depth and feeling to these essential but

heartless images.

We are glad we went. And, if we had it to do over

again, we would make even more site visits. Only by sitting

in these remote Star Schools classrooms, only by observing

the teachers first-hand as they taught, only by seeing the

students interact with their distance learning teachers and

facilitators, and only by talking face to face with a

sizeable sample of participants in this program were Ikr: able

to really understand some of the successes and some of the

barriers to achievement involved in this bold experiment in

distance learning. The quantitative analyses were more

useful in teaching us the "whos, whats, and wheres"; the

site visits were absolutely necessary to enable us to

understand the "whys' and the "hows."

In Volume II: Technical Reports: SITE VISITS, we

present the detailed reports of our field evaluations. No

attempt is made at integration or of providing an overall

summary. That is a part of the SUMMARY REPORT. We thought

that it would be more appropriate to keep this report free

from summation at this point in order to force the reader

into examining the same sorts of details that were a part of

our site visits.

The authors of this report wish to thank several other

people that helped us during the evaluation process. First,

fellow evaluators Scott Davenport, Lisa Madsen, John Owens,

and Karla Schweitzer accompanied us on several visits, and
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supported our evaluation, and she was marvelous in taking

pockets full of damp and crumbled receipts and bringing some

order to our jumbled bookkeeping. And we cannot possibly

thank TI-IN's Mae Beth Hooter enough. She is a very special

person who helped us more times and in more ways than she

want., zo remember. Thanks, team.

Jennings Bryant

Curtis Love
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I. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS



Site Visits

PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Chico, CA, and Flagler, CO

April 5-8, 1990

California State Univeraighiso

Site evaluators Dr. Jennings Bryant and Curtis Love

visited Chico, California on Thursday, April 50 1990, to

meet with Dr. Victoria Bernhardt, Project Director, and

Geraldine Flaherty, Project Instructor/Trainer, for PARTNERS

IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH (PARTNERS). This visit was in

preparation for a site visit to Flagler, CO, to evaluate

this program. Much of the PARTNERS programming, which is

very different in focus and purpose from most of the TI-IN

courses we had evaluated, has been based on principles

derived from a highly-touted Introduction for Beginning

Teachers (IBT) program developed at California State

University, Chico. Although the evaluation team had watched

videotapes of PARTNERS seminars and had reviewed printed

materials for the course, we were not confident that we

understood the program well enough to evaluate it

competently. Therefore, we arranged a visit to Chico to

discuss the IBT and PARTNERS programs with key personnel.

Our visit with Dr. Bernhardt and Ms. Flaherty was

extremely useful and most pleasant. They provided us with a

painless "cram course" which enabled us to understand

PARTNERS well enough to get the most from our subsequent
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site visit to Flagler, CO. A small sampling of the

interesting and useful background information we gleaned

from our discussions at Chico includes:

It is common to have only one IBT viewing site per

county or even multi-county region. This requires

many teachers to drive a considerable distance to

participate. A goal for PARTNERS was to provide

each site with its own equipment, reduce driving,

and make this dfstance learning experience more

accessible. (As we were later to discovwc

firsthand, the roads in some of the rurAl areas

served by PARTNERS and IBr2 are not exactly

thoroughfares either.)

Interactivity was stressed as an expectation for the

participants from the beginning of the program. In

every lesson, student interaction with the

instructor was expected, even demanded, throughout

the various portions of the seminar.

Peer coaches (experienced teachers) must attend all

classes with their partner/(s) (beginning teachers).

However, beginning teachers were not required to

attend the training sessions designed to teach the

experienced teachers how to be on-site coaches.

Some beginning teachers did attend these sessions.

Dr. Bernhardt had already conducted some evaluations

of the program. Evaluation scores had been higher



from locations where Ms. Flaherty and Dr. Bernhardt

had made personal visits.

The program was originally designed to include a

facilitator at each site. In the IBT program,

graduate students had been used to travel to the

sites and act as facilitators. However, this

feature had not been incorporated into the 1989-1990

TI-IN PARTNERS p-ogram. At some sites, the school

principal, superintendent, or another willing

program participant fulfilled the function of

program facilitator.

Ms. Flaherty and Dr. Bernhardt had actively

recruited participants for the 1989-90 program.

They had also traveled extensively to visit the

PARTNERS sites.

Local support from the school district and community

opinion leaders seems to be essential for the

success of the PARTNERS program.

t.._1gf__._.!_Er...;nsirl_s_lLIoes'onaGrohovev'ewpARTwt. Following

the presentation of background information, the discussion

turned to the basic elements of the PARTNERS program. Of

particular interest to the evaluators was that the TI-IN

United Star Network telecourse, albeit perhaps the heart of

PARTNERS, is only one of several ingredients that contribute

to this course. The five essential components are:

(1) Identification and pairing of suitable par.mers.

The partnerships are dyads composed of a beginning



teacher paired with an experienced teacher from

the same grade level and content area.

(2) Training of the experienced teacher in peer

coaching techniques, in techniques of identifying

beginning teacher needs, in observational

methodologies, and in communication skills. Three

4 1/2 hour sessions (August 26, 1989; September 9,

1989; January 6, 1990) of satellite-delivered

instruction were devoted to these topics.

Following the early portion of this training, the

experienced teacher becomes the Reer coach.

(3) Presentation of topical seminars. Counting the

three peer coaching sessions described above, a

total of eleven satellite-delivered interactive

seminars were presente e. on nine different topics.

These TI-IN seminars were:

Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of

Effectiveness

Classroom Management: Creating a Positive

Classroom Environment

Developing and Implementing a Discipline Plan

Classroom Management: Understanding Your Power

and How to Use It

Time Management: Balancing Personal and

Professional Commitments

Student Evaluation and Motivation

Teaching Students Who are at Risk

1



Conferencing Skills with Parents and Colleagues

Teacher as Instructional Leader

(4) Development of action research plans. The peer

coach and beginning teacher together develop plans

that enable the beginning teacher to implement the

things they learn in the topical seminar. (In

some disciplines, this would be referred to as

practicum preparation.) Dr. Bernhardt shared one

team's action plan for a lesson with us. We

reviewed other action plans during the Flagler

site visit.

(5) Implementation of the action plans. The beginning

teachers actually carry out their action plans

under the supervision of their peer coaches.

Unfortunately, the evaluation team was unable to

observe the implementation stage of this process.

The evaluation team also reviewed the attractive and

informative PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH brochure,

examined maps which clearly indicated just how remote some

of the IBT and PARTNERS sites are, and reviewed many other

elements of the course. Then Dr. Bernhardt and Ms. Flaherty

escorted us to the production facilities from which the

seminars are produced and transmitted. There we met with

some of the production personnel for this project. We wish

to thank the quality folks at Chico for their courteous and

thouyhtful care. We really enjoyed our visit.

5
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Side Trip to Lake County, CA. Our curiosity piqued, we

cancelled a visit to the Survey Research Center in Berkley

in favor of a drive through Lake County, CA, an area served

by the PARTNERS program. It turned out to be a scenic drive

through a remote region with winding secondary roads. It

was hard for us to believe we were only 100 miles or so from

San Francisco. We can personally vouch for the fact that

portions of northern California can truly be classified as

"rural."

Site evaluators Dr. Jennings Bryant and Curtis Love

arrived at Flagler Public Schools at 7:30 a.m. on Saturday,

April 7, 1990, after a two hour early morning drive from

Denver. The village of Flagler (population 550) is little

more than a crossroad community off exit 395 along 1-70 in a

remote and relatively arid high plains region of eastern

Colorado. During our pre-dawn trip from Denver, we saw more

wild game (mostly deer) than automobiles. Flagler is quite

small. In fact, we drove every street in town (including

the dirt ones) in less than 10 minutes. From what we could

observe, other than a few service facilities (e.g., a "Loaf

and Jug Market"), the business of Flagler and its environs

is agriculture. Indeed, agribusiness seems to be the

principal source of income of the vast Kit Carson County

(2,124 square miles; 7,599 population; 3.57 residents per

square mile), in which the Arriba-Flagler Consolidated

School District 'o. 20 is located. The building housing the
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Flagler Public Schools was built in 1952, but it has been

well cared for and must have been renovated fairly recently,

because it was in excellent conditio2, and as neat as a pin.

The school building seems to double as a community center,

as at least three different non-school functions were going

on there on the day of our visit. We talked to several

residents not associated with our site visit, and all were

very pleased and proud of their schools. Upon our arrival

at the school, we met immediately with Mark Ricken,

Superintendent of the school system. Mr. Ricken was

personable and extremely professional. He spoke freely with

us about the PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH program, the

Flagler community, and the teaching environment in rural

Colorado. Flagler Public Schools serves 240 students from K

to 12th grade in a geographic area the radius of which

extends 25 miles north, 30 miles south, 11 miles east, and

26 miles west of the school. There is only one minority

student living within the entire school district, a Native

American. Flagler Public Schools has the largest payroll of

any institution in Flagler. Mr. Ricken acts independently

as the facilitator for the PARTNERS program and sees it as

highly beneficial to both beginning and experienced

teachers. Mr. Ricken is lso enthusiastic about the TI-IN

Network programs for students--especially for gifted

students. Mr. Ricken is very supportive of the PARTNERS

program and professed a commitment to personally try to

generate interest in funding the program next year. Prior



to receiving information about PARTNERS, he and an

experienced teacher within the school (Peer Coachl) had

planned to implement a similar program on their own. Mr.

Ricken had also been involved in promoting PARTNERS at a

convention with project director Victoria Bernhardt.

Nine teachers participate in the Flagler program, seven

of whom are from Mr. Ricken's district. The other two are

from Deer Trail, a "nearby" community (more than 1/2 hour

distant). Seven members were in attendance and the session

was videotaped for the two who could not attend. Mr. Ricken

noted that the interactive nature of PARTNERS is important

for its success; he also emphasized the essential aspect of

support from school administration. The Dear Trail teachers

also emphasized the latter element, noting that they had mt

received suc1.1 support. Mr. Ricken also noted a pragmatic

dimension of the program; he thinks PARTNERS can help

lighten the personnel work load of principals and

superintendents.

As air-time approached, we adjourned to the school

library where the equipment was set up. The library was a

large, L-shaped room with windows on one side. The lighting

was poor by most standards, but no mention of it was made by

the teachers. Four folding tables were positioned in a

loose semi-circle in front of the A-V cart and monitor. The

television unit was about twelve feet in front of the

tables, perhaps 3-5 feet too far away for ease in reading

graphics. In fact, on a couple of occasions, the students

S:)
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did get up to walk closer to the monitor to examine

something more carefully.

Some teachers were present on our arrival and others

arrived later, by air time. We were introduced to everyone

and all were pleasant. Several brought snacks to eat during

breaks (delicious, we might add). The topic for the day was

"Conferencing Skills with Parents and Colleagues." PARTNERS

instructor Geraldine Flaherty began the session with a few

pleasantries and then outlined the lesson plan to be

followed that day; focus on parents, purposes of

conferencing, five stages of parent/teacher conferencing,

and closing remarks. Both the reception and volume level

were poor. We were told that both problems were unusual.

All participants were seated at the work tables by the

beginning of the telecourse, and they were obviously ready

for "work," with workbooks and supplies at hand. Some light

banter and quiet conversation continued throughout Ms.

Flaherty's announcements, but this did not in any way appear

to be discourteous or disruptive.

Notes on Program and Process. The first exercise dealt

with reflections on the parent/teacher conference.

Participants were instructed to take one minute to jot down

the purpose of parent/teacher conferences and the outcome

that should be achieved. Each site was requested to call

in. Flagler ;articipants were attentive and completed the

assignment as directed. Difficulty was experienced when

attempting to call in. [It should be noted that the Mt.

9
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Aire site was unable to get through for about forty-five

minutes; and Lake County never was able to call in.]

Additional questions posed by Ms. Flaherty for discussion

were: Who is present during the parent/teacher conference?

How long is the typical parent/teacher =onference?

Additional time was allotted for discussion within the

group. Flagler participants discussed these questions and

did not appear to stray from the topic at hand.

When Ms. Flaherty resumed her telecast lesson after an

appropriate discussion interval, she provided the following

research evidence. The average parent/teacher conference

takes place within 12 minutes and is usually conducted Iwith

the student's mother. The primary goal is to discuss the

student's academic progress. The parent/teacher conference

is reported by parents to be the number one public relations

tool for a school. Ms. Flaherty used research evidence

several times during the session, but she did not provide

the references from where this research evidence derived, a

point of minor frustration for one eager student.

Class continued with participants listing the three

most common reasons why parents will not attend

parent/teacher conferences. Sites were encouraged to call

in with their lists. Among the reasons given were: too

busy, forgot, and parent apathy. Discussion continued in

class when other sites were calling in. It did not appear

that the Flagler participants were being rude, rather that

they were engrossed in the subject matter. This would have

0, ()
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been a time when an on-site facilitator might have

intervened and gently directed attention back to the

monitor, because the participants did appear to miss some

key points presented by other sites. (At a later time we

will discuss some aspects of "distance learning cultures"

which seem to make a difference in learning morale, etc.]

The next exercise dealt with the feelings of parents

when they arrive for conferencing. The use of a film strip

was incorporated to demonstrate how body language, tonality,

and attitude can all affect the success of the conference.

This was the first time a film strip had been attempted

during the PARTNERS program. The audio and visual quality

were both poor, and phone communications continued to be

troublesome. Sites called in with comments on how to

improve the film demonstration. [It should be noted that

Dr. Bernhardt and Ms. Flaherty had told us earlier that they

were worried about this particular A-V use but thought it

was worth the gamble. We're not sure that the gamble paid

off.]

Fifty-five minutes into the session, the workbooks were

used for the first time. Participants were instructed to

highlight parts of the text that applied to them and call in

with class comments. We did not have workbooks, so it was

difficult to follow along. We also had difficulty hearing

because one participant was talking in class. Mark at Mt.

Aire said they have a 50-60% attendance rate for

parent/teacher conferences in their school. Pam from



Flagler suggested an open arena type forum so all parents

and teachers would he together. Mr. Ricken added that they

would discuss it further in the next staff meeting. Lake

County still had transmission problems and we could not hear

the response from Syracuse due to in-class chatter.

Comments were also made about the size of seats provided for

parents when visiting and also that the school environment

may negatively affect parents. John from Mt. Aire suggested

using "sandwich psychology"--or cushioning negative comments

between two positive ones.

iltainning_q. At this time the pace

of instruction slowed down and the evaluators began on-site

interviews. Our first interview was Beginning Teacherl, a

white male in his early 40's. We had some previous

discussions about Beginning Teacherl with Mr. Ricken as well

as with Ms. Flaherty and Dr. Bernhardt. Beginning Teacherl

was a farmer who had lost his farm and gone back to school

for a teaching degree. He has experienced difficulty in

adjusting to the academic life, and Mr. Ricken had intimated

that he may rot be around next year. From our discussions

with Beginning Teacherl, it seems that he thinks that his

problems stem from failing a student for poor academic

performance--a student who happened to be a popular school

athlete. Apparently there was quite a commotion within the

community about this matter. Regardless, we found Beginning

Teacher1 to be an introverted person, but one who definitely



was unsure of himself and his situation. The following is a

brief synopsis of our interview.

Beginning Teacher1 is a partner who is in his second

year of teaching both math and computer science. He was

encouraged by his superintendent (Mr. Ricken) to take the

PARTNERS course and reported that it serves his needs fairly

well. He noted that television reception is usually good

except when there are storms or sun spots, and he rates

production quality as excellent (well organized). Beginning

Teacher does not like the echo in the phone transmission

and does not like or use the handset very much. All

teachers at the site have talked to Ms. Flaherty, usually

monthly, and the Flagler teachers occasionally initiate the

calls.

Beginning Teacher1 has no comment on the performance of

Victoria Bernhardt because he doesn't see her much. He

feels that the biggest administrative weakness is the time

delay in getting back assignments that are turned in. He

says he has only received one or two back and would like to

have additional feedback from the instructor. He is also

concerned that he doesn't know if he will receive a grade

for his participation. If he were getting a grade, he would

try harder. Beginning Teacher1 does feel that the program

tries to make the exercises applicable to the beginning

teacher's situation. However, he feels that the instruction

is too oriented toward college-level educational theory. He



suggests that more emphasis be placed on everyday problems

faced in teaching.

Beginning Teacher" commented that Ms. Flaherty's main

strength is that she is open to new ideas and can apply them

to real life situations. However, he finds her strict

adherence to a routine and the structure of the class to be

a weakness. Beginning Teacher' added that she is always

positive, has a good attitude, and is attractive, but he

finds that she needs more recent teaching experience to draw

upon to make class more effective.

Beginning Teacher' concluded that he would not be

content with the PARTNERS program if he had to pay for it

"out-of-pocket" and that the value of the course is enhanced

if the coach/partner relationship is strong. He suggests

that improvements could be made by the school systems

allotting 30 minutes each day for the beginning teachers and

peer coaches to get together. Also, the partners should

develop better communication between the other sites to

facilitate the exchange of ideas.

ligginning. Beginning Teacher2, a
white female, age 24, has had about three years teaching

experience. She teaches Language Arts in grades 9-12. She

decided to participate in the program because of

difficulties she experienced in the first two years of

teaching. She commented that the lesson plans she was

required to complete at work were difficult and that this

aspect of her job had not been covered in her college
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education. However, she feels that as she gains experience

it becomes easier. She also remarked that the brochure was

enticing and helped pin-point what to expect.

Beginning Teacher2 does not like the reception of the

telephone and complains that she cannot understand the

comments made by other sites. She uses the handset about 3-

4 times each class period but has never spoken directly to

another site. She states that the Flagler teachers will

initiate telephone communication whenever they disagree with

something and that they all communicate when Ms. Flaherty

asks them to. Overall, Beginning Teacher2 does not like

using the handset because of the delay time.

In regard to Ms. Flaherty, Beginning Teacher2 comments

that she is late returning assignments and says that she has

only received three back in nine sessions. Beginning

Teacher2 also says that Ms. Flaherty is good at initiating

interaction between beginning teachers and coaches but does

not follow up as well as she could. Overall, beginning

Teacher2 feels that Ms. Flaherty is doing an excellent job.

The program content is useful, but it does seem to be

somewhat repetitive. The schedule of topics did not

correspond with the opportunity to utilize te material in

real-life situations (e.g., Parent/Teacher Conferencing was

discussed after the last actual scheduled conferencing

period at most schools had been completed). She adds that

Ms. Flaherty was excited about teaching, can relate to the

15



participants, and was extremely enjoyable. She noted that

class time really flew by.

Concerning testing, Beginning Teach r2 feels that

comments on assignments do not haw sufficient depth and

that negative comments are never made. She mentioned again

that she would like assignments returned more piumptly.

Beginning Teacher2 feels that the PARTNERS program has

been extremely beneficial, especially in the class

management aspect of helping her with day-to-day activities.

She feels that interactive television has allowed her to

participate in a program that otherwise would not be

available. Beginning Teacher2 has developed a close bond

with her peer coach and adds that PARTNERS has allowed her

to have a more positive and relaxed attitude towards her

job. It has helped reinforce her own belief in being

positive. Beginning Teacher2 suggests that all teachers,

both new and tenured, should take this course to encourage

fresh ideas into their profession. Overall, it was a "great

experience" and she benefitted tremendously from it.

Our personal observations of Beginning Teacher2 are

that she is enthusiastic about teaching. She was extremely

personable and open about her comments and concerns with the

PARTNERS program. Her involvement with her students was

evident by the school plays she sponsors during the year.

In fact a dinner theater production was planned for the

night of our visit. She spoke highly of her peer coach and

has developed a close relationship with her, both

16



professionally and socially. We believe that while she does

feel somewhat isolated in rural Colorado, she is making the

best of the situation. Beginning Teacher2 was at a stage in

her teaching career when her eyes still twinkled with

enthusiasm when she spoke of what she hopes to accomplish.

Beginning TgAghgr_fa_Interyigy. Beginning Teacher3 was

a white male, seemingly in his early thirties. He had

taught social studies for three years in California;

however, this was his first year teaching social studies in

Flagler. Our initial impressions were that he appeared to

be very confident and competent, so we were surprised to

learn that he was taking the PARTNERS course as a confidence

builder. In fact, in the interview, his uncertainty and

lack of confidence were revealed on several occasions.

Overall, Beginning Teacher3 reported that PARTNERS had

served his particular needs "fairly well" and that the

program had been "fairly beneficial" to him personally. Our

probing revealed no problems whatsoever with the

programming, in his perception--in fact, all of his specific

comments and examples were very positive. His only

criticism seemed to be that PARTNERS should meet more

frequently. We sensed a real need for a support group in

this instance.

This beginning teacher rated the quality of the

production, instruction, and administration of the program

as "excellent." Like most other students, he reported

initial apprehension in using the phone, but his reticence
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had gradually turned to much more positive feelings

regarding the telephone interactivity. Now he reports using

the phone one-to-two times per session and feeling quite

comfortable doing so.

Beginning Teacher3 was particularly posicive toward Ms.

Flaherty's teaching abilities and pointed to her as an

excellent instructional role model. Particular points of

strength mentioned were his teacher's frequent use of

specific examples from her personal experiences. When

queried about Ms. Flaherty's weaknesses, he couldn't think

of one.

The student was also extremely enthusiastic about the

quality of his coach, reporting that the peer coach had

served his needs "tremendously." The coach had helped by

providing ready feedback, support, and assistance, and the

coach had reportedly made him feel more positive about his

abilities as a teacher. Moreover, this student, more than

most, emphasized the real benefits of PARTNERS for hia,

students. He noted that he had learned alternative and more

beneficial ways of doing things, and he mentioned that he

had been able to translate Ms. Flaherty's mechanism of

providing diverse forms of positive feedback to her students

to his ways of supporting and encouraging his own students.

This interview concluded by Beginning Teacher3 saying

that Inry beginning teacher should have the benefit of a

course such as this--either delivered personally or via

television.

18
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Rgainning_igacher_14 Interview. This beginning teacher

was one of the Deer Trail commuters. Seemingly in her early

thirties, she had substituted for 1 1/2 years, but this was

her first year as a teacher. She was teaching fifth grade.

The Deer Trail school system is quite small, only 160

children in K-12, and our conversations led the evaluators

to believe that a program such as PARTNERS is particularly

essential to smaller schools where there is little or no

opportunity to interact with teachers at the same grade

level. An addit.onal problem at Beginning Teacher4's school

was that PARTNERS had not been and was not being encouraged

by the school administration.

This beginning teacher's evaluation of the PARTVERS

program was that it was excellent. She stressed the high

quality of the production, the curriculum, and particularly,

the instruction. The strengths of Ms. Flaherty she pointed

to were her positive manner, her excellent public relations

ability, the fact that she handles all sorts of people very

well, and the fact that she is extremely knowledgeable. She

also indicated that Ms. Flaherty has an excellent television

presence (we agree!) and makes every PARTNERS day fun and

interesting. She noted that at least 85% of the content of

the course had been of use to her personally, and she had

recommended this course strongly to other beginning

teachers. In terms of PARTNERS' particular benefits to her,

three important points were mentioned: (1) that PARTNERS

taught you that it was OK to have problems, (2) that the
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program gave one tremendous confidence, and (3) that the

program gave increased esteem to the teaching profession.

Again the peer coach was given superlative marks, and

the value of the coach's support and feedback were stressed.

She also noted that her fifth graders had benefitted

directly from her taking the course, especially in that it

inspired her to be a more motivating teacher.

The only suggestions offered to make the course better

were: (1) not to be so hurried at points, (2) to cut down

somewhat on the paperwork, and (3) to provide more and

quicker feedback on the assignments. All in all, however,

Beginning Teacher4 reported that PARTNERS was a "God send."

Peer Coach #1 Interview. Peer Coachl, a white male,

seemingly in his early 50's, has been teaching for 29 years

and currently covers all courses in the Flagler 6th grade.

As mentioned previously, he and Mr. Ricken were in the

beginning stages of constructing a program similar to

PARTNERS on their own, and he had been very excited to hear

about the program.

Peer Coach1 commented that reception was usually good

and that he could recall only two instances of poor

reception. The reception on the day we were there was the

worst he had experienced. Peer Coachl's biggest concern

with using the handset is maintaining contact. The echo

that results through the handset was annoying at first, but

he got used to it by turning the volume down. He states

that Flagler initiates communication with the instructor
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sometimes, but never with other sites. He personally

communicates every month. At the beginning of the program

he didn't enjoy using the handset, but again, he got used to

it.

Peer Coach1 approves of Ms. Bernhardt's performance as

Project Director, but also expressed his concern about not

receiving assignments back in a timely manner. He rates Ms.

Flaherty's performance as excellent and states that she

builds positive affective relationships with members in a

way that is not obvious; rather it occurs naturally. He

adds that Ms. Flaherty is enthusiastic and interested in the

program.

According to Peer Coachl, the objectives and procedures

of the program were not clear to him at first. This may be

due in part to his missing the first class session.

Peer Coachl has enjoyed his role as a Peer Coact1 and

has developed a good relationship with his beginning

teacher. He feels that by being readily available, he has

neen helpful to his partner many times. He notes that the

program serves as a good springboard by bringing up topics

that may not normally be discussed between teachers. The

session on Time Manageaent was not particularly helpful to

him (perhaps 29 years of experience has something to do with

that), but all of the rest were very productive. Peer

Coach1 would recommend PARTNERS to all teachers and points

out that experienced teachers have problems too. PARTNERS

allows the teacher to get a better perception of "self."



Although Peer Coachl misses the more complete interaction of

face-to-face instruction somewhat, he feels that you can

have quality instruction without it.

Peer CoachI added that the early Saturday time schedule

made him grumble but feels that his presence provides

pil-rsonal contact which is very important to the new teacher.

He said that the new teachers (partners) are the most

important aspect of the class and that if PARTNERS can

assist them in getting through the first years of teaching

and surviving, then it is a success. Peer Coachl wished

more teachers would have the opportunity to participate.

Our personal observations of Peer CoachI are that he is

genuine in his concern for beginning teachers. He sincerely

wants to help make the beginning years of new teachers a

rewarding and successful experience. Although he reports

enthusiasm about PARTNERS, I think he sees himself as more

of a "support" person. I would suspect that in his years of

experience he has seen and done it all and is relatively

settled in his ways. He has a healthy attitude, and I can

understand Mr. Ricken's choice of him to develop a similar

type program. He would make an excellent facilitator.

Peer Coach_a_Intgrxims. The second peer coach

interviewed was a first grade teacher at Deer Trail. ne

had taught for 10 years and was asked to be a partner

because she had \;aught 5th grade at one time. This teacher

was extremely articulate and made her points with great (and

very useful) precision.
t-
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Peer Coach2 reported that PARTNERS had served her own

needs extremely well, as it apparently had those of her

partner. She was only moderately pleased with the

production quality of the PARTNERS seminars, but she thought

that the curriculum and instructor had been superb. On two

occasions she mentioned how she had been impressed by the

"affective rapport" Ms. Flaherty achieved with the students.

She also mentioned, as did others, that Ms. Flaherty had

"practiced what she preached" and was super in staying on

track and achieving the course objectives.

Although extremely positive about her experiences as a

peer coach, this experienced teacher was also quite

realistic about the demands peer coaching dictates.

Seemingly a perfectionist, she emphasized that she had

needed more time for observing her partner and visiting with

her in order to do as effective a job as she had wished to

do. She mentioned that her partner had had a difficult

class and equally difficult parents and indicated that she

could have done a better job if she could have spent more

time with the beginning teacher.

Peer Coach2 emphasized that she had found the seminars

personally quite beneficial, especially the one on classroom

management, but she emphasized that every session had been

worthwhile. That's saying something, when you factor in an

hour round trip beginning early on Saturday mornings. She

also mentioned that it had been beneficial to get to know

the fine teachers in Flagler. We sensed that even



experienced and obviously competent teachers in remote

locations need a strong support system.

One cOncrete and potentially useful suggestion

mentioned by Peer Coach2 was that administrators needed to

take part in PARTNERS too. She noted that Mr. Ricken had

been extremely helpful to the group and suggested that

PARTNERS probably had helped him likewise. (He had already

told us as much!)

Eter-13,zi_Lew. The esteem with which Peer

Coach3 is held in the Flagler system can be seen in the fact

that she had not one, but two, partners. A vivacious,

poised woman, seemingly in her late 30's, she had been

teaching for a dozen years--business education in the high

school and physical education at the elementary level. We

quickly sensed that she was a quiet leader of the group and

a pillar of the community.

She was extremely positive about PARTNERS (as her

partners had been about her), especially the quality of Ms.

Flaherty's instruction. She said that she was amazed how

"quick" Ms. Flaherty was and how well she thought "on her

feet." Other compliments to the teacher included comments

that she was "knowledgeable," "lives what she says," "takes

all our situations into the problem task--no matter how far

out," and "loves what she and Vicki do with the pictures and

special personal items to personalize the distance learning

process." She also noted that she had not expected to learn

as much as she had from the sepinars and had found them to
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be very helpful. She had found the sessions on time

management and teaching "at risk" students to be extremely

beneficial.

Overall, Peer Coach3 rated her coaching experience as

"extremely positive." She felt that she had been beneficial

to her partner (1) in providing them with a legitimized

source to which to turn, and (2) in assuring them that "it's

not yol that is the problem." She too noted that she had

not had as much time as she had wished to devote to peer

coaching, especially for in-class observation. With two

partners, it's no wonder. 'She concluded the interview by

noting the critical need for more courses like this. We

would only add that the need is also great for teachers like

her.

pionmand_process_Notes Continged. With our

interviews completed, the evaluators returned to observing

the seminar and our class. Ms. Flaherty was discussing the

importance of assessing the character of the parent during

the conference. Additional role playing was done to

emphasize the right and wrong ways to conduct a conference.

The five phase procedure was outlined and utilized. The

five phases are: warm up, stating positive attributes of

the student, growth (progress) of the student, request for

parent/teacher cooperation, and a positive conclusion.

Beginning Teacher2 called in and commented on addressing the

home responsibilities of students. Babysitting other



siblings, jobs, and fighting within the family were

discussed as pressures on students. Ms. Flaherty agreed.

The class assignment for the following week was to

photocopy the parent/teacher conference outline from the

workbook and complete several conferences utilizing the

format. Flexibility was encouraged when using the outline.

Beginning Teacher2 had some questions about the assignment

and Beginning Teacher]. and Peer Coachl attempted to clarify

them for her. Beginning Teacher2 continued to discuss

parent/teacher conferencing while Ms. Flaherty was

concluding class. At the conclusion of the seminar, Mr.

Ricken briefly addressed the participants and stated that

the discussed outline and procedures would be useful for

parent/teacher conferences next fall. He stressed that each

teacher should act as a resource for other teachers in their

systems and communicate the process to them.

ASumlmjEgIgg. Overall, we were impressed with the

enthusiasm exhibited by the peer coaches and beginning

teachers at Flagler. It is evident that the support of the

extremely fine and effective Superintendent, Mr. Ricken, has

been instrumental in the success of the Flagler PARTNERS

program. Most partners' comments were highly favorable

about the course and the instructor. The most common

complaint was a need for more feedback from written

assignments. Perhaps as teachers, the participants are

accustomed to returning assignments to students with written

comments and expect that from Ms. Flaherty. In contrast,
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Ms. Flaherty may view the written assignments as

confirmation of the utilization of concepts learned in class

and not see them as requiring feedback from her.

With the possible exception of Beginning Teacherl, we

found the participants to be strongly encouraged by the

PARTNERS program. Perhaps Flagler's beginning teachers,

with their fine Superintendent, may not have been at the

point of frustration that would have resulted in their

quitting, which is the case with many remote, rural school

districts, which have incredibly low teacher retention

rates, but it is apparent that PARTNERS served as positive

reinforcement for them to continue with added enthusiasm.

The bond that seems to develop between peer coaches and

beginning teachers is one of the most positive results of

the PARTNERS prograA. Long after the television is turned

off and workbooks gather dust on bookshelves, the

relationships developed during the program will continue to

support and reinforce the professional and social lives of

all participants.

Although none of the partners interviewed indicated

much interest in the production elements of the tele-

seminars, the evaluation team finds it appropriate to

mention some production features and programmatic elements

of PARTNERS. Some production features were very positive.

For example, the superimposition of the instructor in the

upper right corner of the screen when text was being

presented was an excellent idea. Moreover, Dr. Bernhardt's
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"candid camera" photos, and the regular use of contributed

snapshots of the site participants was a clever touch that

added to the intimacy of the presentations, making distance

learning seem less distant. On the other hand, there were

some production problems: On several occasions, both in the

taped seminars that we reviewed and in the seminar

presentation on the day of our site visit, several basic

production glitches occurred, and they should be corrected.

For example, Ms. Flaherty called for particular camera shots

in order to highlight materials several times and had to

wait and wait for the production personnel to react. Or,

amazingly, the film strip used on the day of our site visit

was shot off of a movie screen located behind Ms. Flaherty.

Surely the production facility has a film chain that could

produce a better picture. These are small "bugs," but they

can impair a teacher's ability to communicate effectively

and should not occur in a program of this quality.

Programmatically, we saw much that was noteworthy in

every PARTNERS seminar we watched, and we saw practically

nothing that we noted as being "wrong." Some of the best

things we observed were the excellent pace and variability

in instructional methodology of the teacher. Couple these

with the remarkable ability of Geraldine Flaherty to be

empathetic and responsive to unseen learners, and the

distance learning environment is transformed into lively,

interactive classrooms in which students "see" their teacher

as if she were face-to-face. We wish we could "bottle" Ms.



Flaherty's ability to obviate the problems of distance. In

all of our interviews, no one--beginning teacher or peer

coach--complained about the fact that their seminars were

televised. When we point blank asked the beginning teachers

and peer coaches whether they would have learned any more or

felt any closer to their teacher if the teacher had been in

the classroom with them, by far the most common response was

a resounding "NO!" That's impressive.

The final thing that we would like to note is that this

is obviously a class that has made a difference--a critical

difference. Teacher after teacher told us that PARTNERS had

improved their classroom teaching, had shored up their

morale, and had helped them decide to remain

T-E-A-C-H-E-R-S. Some of our interviewers spoke of their

PARTNERS experience in analytical terms, others interpreted

their experiences in "warm fuzzies"; but every single magn

interviewed thought PARTNERS should be continued and

extended. To a person they emphatically proclainted that

their colleagues would benefit from the PARTNERS experience.
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Site Visit

FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Asheville/ North Carolina

May 71 1990

TI-IN United Star Network evaluators Dr. Jennings

Bryant and Steve Rockwell arrived at the administrative

offices of the Buncombe County School System at

approximately 3:00 p.m. E.S.T. on May 7, 1990. The mountain

setting of the facility was beautiful, but the buildings

were old and portions were quite dilapidated, with peeling

paint, broken blinds, cracked windows, and vdrious other

indices of neglect. We learned that the school board was

planning a move to a newer facility, but the current

building had to be sold before the occupants could relocate.

Obviously they had decided not to invest any more money

repairing the current structure. The site housed the school

system administrative offices, as well as rooms for teacher

in-service training. We spoke to various officials about

the FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (FLES)

programs and then were directed to the TI-IN classroom.

When we arrived, the teachers were rehearsing foreign

language songs that they could sing with their classes. The

person we had been told was acting as the FLES facilitator

told us that she really did not know a lot aLout the program

and that we needed to talk to a class participant who

actually was serving as the facilitator for the class.
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Classroom Setting

The TI-IN "classroom" was housed in a portion of an old

auditorium. The monitor sat on the stage area with tables

in front of it in a horseshoe-shaped arrangement. The

tables were overly far away from the monitor for maximal

visibility, and when class members attempted to use the

handset they were forced to move eight to ten feet closer to

the monitor.

Observation of PLES Program

The class started at 3:30 p.m. and was hosted, as

usual, by Fran Hoch. The guest for the opening portion of

the program was Carol Ann Pesola, who presented a lesson on

evaluation--assessing the progress of students and of

programs. The handset was not used at our site during this

presentation, and the volume of the audio seemed to be a

little too low for some in the room to hear effectively.

However, no one took any initiative in controlling the

environment. Since the facilitator was involved in the

class, she may not have been able to be as effective as a

person whose sole role was serving the needs of the teacher

and the class. Although the facilitator attempted to be

responsive and did have all handouts prepared, she seemed to

be overloaded in trying to keep up with the program and her

facilitator duties.

The PLES program was shot using standard two-camera

techniques. During the first hour, interactiou was seldom

solicited or encouraged; the guest presented a great deal of



information which was, for the most part, read. The

Buncombe County teachers were quite attentive, although a

few muttered "slow downs" were heard. Some of the

vocabulary used by Ms. Pesola could possibly have been a bit

too technical for some of the elementary school language

teachers, as a couple of the teachers asked others what

certain words and phrases meant. The teacher also spoke too

rapidly at times, causing some students to struggle to keep

up. By the end of Ms. Pesola's presentation, a couple of

our students had apparently "given up" and were talking

quietly or doing lesson plans.

The Buncombe County FLES class consisted of seven

female and one male teachers Six were Spanish teachers,

another taught French, and the eighth was trying to get a

job teaching French in the system. Since the class started

at 3:30 p.m., and sora teachers had to drive a substantial

distance to attend, a couple of participants were late.

Their quite understandable late arrivals appeared to

distract several other participants. Any noise made in this

large room tended to be amplified by the theater acoustics

and interfered with attention to the program.

For most of the program, the interactive technology was

not used. During this time, videotapes could have been usPd

just as effectively to deliver the lecture. Few concrete

examples were offered during the presentation, and some of

those that were used were weak, even misleading, as members

of our class were quick to point out. It would have been
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more effective if the students had been provided with some

sor of workbook to go along with the lecture so that they

would have materials that could be readily transferred to

their respective classrooms. Also of use would have been a

set of readings (yes, "homework") to be examined prior to

class so that discussion could have been employed more

effectively.

Fran Hoch showed some videotapes of teachers talking

about their classroom methods. Tapes of children displaying

their knowledge about foreign languages were also shown.

With these actuality tapes, all of the Buncombe County

participants watched the screen 100% of the time. Moreover,

the vignettes with the children helped interject a bit of

humor and seemed to help recapture the attention of the

teachers viewing the lecture. At the very least, these

tapes broke up the monotony of much of the early part of the

program. Another guest followed--a teacher who shared her

own evaluation methods with the audience. The teachers at

the site seemed mora interested in this more practical

lecturing than in the more theoretical approach previously

utilized, and attention to the screen was approximately 70%

during this presentation, with no talking. Then Ms. Hoch

asked Ms. Pesola to comment on this teacher's method of

evaluation. This process--evaluating the evaluation--worked

quite well and generated quit a bit of useful discussion at

the Buncombe County Site.
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At this point Fran Hoch actively solicited interaction.

The Buncombe County participants were initially hesitant to

use the handset, and when two women finally did so, they did

not appear very proficient in using this technology. One

student had trouble holding the handset and directing the

antenna toward the monitor. It appeared from this

exhibition that the Buncombe County participants rarely used

the handset, an observation which was substantiated in our

later interviews. To make matters worse, the participant

who did call in posed a question which was never answered to

her or the group's satisfaction.

During the remainder of the program, our participants

began to grow restless and seemed more "testy." With

increasing social interactions, the participants clearly

were losing interest in what was being said. Certainly a

portion of this inattentiveness could be due to the fact

that the program is aired after the school day ends, and the

participants were tired from a day's teaching duties. As

fatigue increased, they also grew a bit more critical of

what was being said. Whatever the reasons, they certainly

did not jump at the chance to call in and relay to the

experts the questions they were discussing among themselves.

When the program began to draw to a close, many of the

students quickly departed, even before Ms. Hoch could

conclude her wrap-up.
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Interviews with Participants

Before, during, and after the course we interviewed the

eight students. All were very pleasant, open, gracious, and

helpful. The first woman interviewed was completing her

second year with the Buncombe County schools. She thought

the program had an excellent overali organization, but she

had not learned as much as she had hoped. She said she had

problems with the physical distance between the students and

the lecturers. She felt that only certain sites could get

through to the host, and she desired more immediate and

personal feedback than was available. She felt that the

program would be improved if a group leader or teacher at

each site could serve to offer immediate "live" feedback.

She also said that she thought that much more time should

have been allowed for productive, content-related

interaction between the students and the guests. This

participant added that she thouglAt that the guests were

high-quality, knowledgeable people who knew what they were

talking about. She stated that she particularly enjoyed the

segments which had shown teachers actually teaching instead

of talking theoretically about the process.

The second female interviewee had been a teacher for

the past 12 years and has been involved in the FLES program

for one year. She stated that she had no interest in using

the interactive technology and grew weary of watching

television, which she professed rarely to watch at home.

Equipment malfunctions also frustrated her. She also did
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not like the hour the course was scheduled, because she was

just too tired to give the content her undivided attention.

On a more positive note, she did state that the technology

has given her the opportunity to hear lectures from some

really qualified people, a chance she normally would not

have. She noted that some of the programs had been useful.

The third interviewee was a woman from Spain who had

taught in Spain for 2 years and had been involved in FLES

for the past year. She had two major problems with the TI-

IN system. She found it hard to communicate with people who

could not see her, and thus she had never used the handset

to talk with the lecturers. She also found it difficult to

keep a high level of interest in the program due to the time

of day it was held. She noted that the program could be

improved if they showed more teaching rather than just

talking about it. She also reported that the quality of the

teaching was pretty good, although she felt some of it was

redundant to what the Buncombe County Spanish teachers had

learned in other in-service training sessions. Overall, she

had liked the program, especially the segments which had

shown actual teachers engaged in their trade.

The fourth interview was with a woman who was not

currently teaching but wanted to return to the classroom.

She had taught French at the high school level for nine

years elsewhere but was burned out on high school teaching.

Although she was not terribly comfortable with the

interactive process, she had no major problem with learning

t-
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via television. She did state that she had found it

difficult to ask questions via the handset, partially

because ample instruction in the use of this technology had

not been provided. She stated that she felt that the

overall quality of the lectures had been "mediocre." She

added that she felt that too much time had been wasted by

"happy talk" and viewer call-in time spent in "chatting."

She also noted that more concrete examples of the theories

discussed would have been more helpful, as would more videos

of actual teaching. She also thought that her fellow

classmates had not been very involved, and she reported that

they did not seem very interested in the lectures. She did

say, however, that her classmates typically paid more

attention to the videos, demonstrations, and examples than

they did to the rest of the "show." She thought that the

most useful part of the process was being able to see some

experts from other parts of the state and from around the

country. She had also found the videos of classroom

demonstrations most helpful. She stated that she found the

segment on "materials" to be the most memorable.

Interviewee 0 had taught French in high school for

several years and had been teaching in the Asheville City

Schools FLES program for one year. She loved teaching in

the FLES program and living in the Asheville areal but she

had been less than thrilled with the TI-IN PLEB telecasts.

She had been a student of telecourses in other locations in

the past, and reported that this course had compared
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unfavorably with them. She described the host as "overly

maternal and 'matronizing'" and most of the guests a-

"probably quite good college classroom teachers but, as a

whole, generally weak television teachers." She said she

had enjoyed and benefited from the presentation of some of

the guest experts, particularly "the cart lady," who had

explained how itinerants could "tote and use" their goods.

Other guests had, in her words, been "talking textbooks."

She said that to her knowledge, prior to today, no one at

the Buncombe County site had volunteered to use the handset

to interact with the teachers. As a whole, she gave the TI-

IN PLES course a grade of "C."

The sixth interviewee was as positive as the previous

interviewee had been negative. Our impression of this male

PLES student was that he was a fledgling teacher who had

retired from another 'areer and had moved to the Asheville

area only recently. This was his first year in PLES. As

"up" as he was on the Western North Carolina Mountain area,

he could have been a "shill" for the Chamber of Commerce.

He said that he had really needed this course, because his

college education courses had in no way prepared him for

teaching, and he thought that the TI-IN FLES course had been

"phenomenal." He emphasized the essential nature of such

teacher development courses during the interim period before

colleges really get geared up to full speed to teach PLES.

He reported that he found Fran Hoch, the moderator, to be

"charmilg," and he had nothing but compliments for all of

I
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the television teachers they had seen. He did say that the

presentations could have been more lively in spots, but he

still gave the course an "A."

With the seventh interviewee, we z_gressed to the mean

in terms of liking for the FLES telecourse. This woman was

an experienced teacher who had spent several years teaching

high school English and then had switched to high school

Spanish. This was her first year in FLES, and she had

enjoyed the experience of teaching Spanish to the youngsters

but not the logistics of teaching at two schools. She saw

clear strengths and equally clear weaknesses with the TI-IN

FLES course. First, weaknesses: She reported that the

affective dimensions of the interaction between the

moderator and students, especially the revival-meeting

"testimonials," were "tacky." She was particularly peeved

when participants at other sites called in with nothing to

say except "hello." She had found some of the content

useful; other portions to have been wasted on her, To her

knowledge, other than this day, no one at her site had

voluntarily called in on the handset, although she said that

she had tried to do so unsuccessfully. She also mentioned a

problem with "one machine for two courses," but we forgot to

follow up on this and find out what this equipment problem

was about. In terms of strengths, she said that the videos

of the FLES children and teachers in the classrooms had been

',invaluable." She was upset that one of the day's videos

had been a "filler." (It was. Evaluation was not
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discussed, presented, or even mentioned.] Also noted as

beneficial was hearing that others in the field had problems

almost exactly like her own. Overall, she gave the course a

"B-" but Fran Hoch an "A for effort." She thought that the

telecourse should be radically modified but continued, and

she had "no problems" in taking teacher training via

televised instruction.

The final interviewee was another first year FLES

teacher, a recent graduate whose college education had been

in an area almost totally unrelated to language education--

public policy studies. She noted that the TI-IN FLES course

was "better than going to Raleigh" and added that, for her,

taking such a course had been essential. Nonetheless, she

offered far more criticism than praise for this telecourse.

First, she wished that the "Hi and how are you" portion of

the programs had been canned after Day 1. And she too

criticized the fact that today's primary video insert had

not been related to the topic of the lesson--evaluation.

She noted that the guest experts had "talked too much and

shown too little," and she complained that a great deal of

time had been wasted during the program. Regarding the

evaluation unit, sae asked why more had not been presented

on "the Ferndale program," which she thought was superior to

what had been presented. She also said that the State

Department of Public Instruction's "incoherent and

inconsistent vision" of foreign language instruction in the

elementary schools--FLES vs. FLEX vs. Immersion--had been a
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problem on the program as well as in the schOols. [The

evaluators have to confess that we could not follow up on

this point due to ignorance with the content area.] Her

final critiques were similar to others we heard: Too much

time was devoted to socializing; the interactive potential

of the medium had been wasted; and there had been much too

little demcnstration for a telecourse. On the positive

she added that the topics and issues covered had been

quite appropriate and that the overall organization of the

course had been good. She thought that the TI-IN FLES

course should be continued after "a significant makeover,"

and added that it should be beefed up and offered for

university graduate credit.

rialiatcagrdIja_icks_t_larogr_ai_x_gum'n

One of us (Jennings Bryant) had observed a TI-IN FLES

class last summer and had been somewhat critical in

evaluating the course. So one of our agenda items in this

evaluation was to assess any areas of improvement made in

the course since the earlier evaluation. We found some.

The pacing had improved greatly, with added variety in the

format of presentation and a little more versatility in

production elements. We--and the Buncombe County site

participants--particularly liked the video insert of the

kids in their classrooms, and our participants laughed and

laughed at what the students said. We were also pleased to

see a bit less lecturing and a little more give and take

with some good attempts to elicit discussion and critiques



between guests. All of those represented real pedagogical

progress in terms of television teaching.

Nonetheless, as our interviewers were quick to note,

the revisions had not gone nearly far enough, and the

interactivity was wasted if not downright disruptive. When

we last evaluatv:d the TI-IN FLES course, we had judged it

compared to our ideal standard of what a teacher training

telecourse should be. This year, we had the added advantage

of having two days previously evaluated a TI-IN United Star

School teacher in-service telecourse that had utilized the

television medium well and had used the system's

interactivity to perhaps its full potential.

The contrast between the PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL

GROWTH classroom we had observed and the FLES Buncombe

County classroom was remarkable. With PARTNERS, the

classroom had been a focused, lively, involved environment,

with students reaching for the handset to engage in useful

discourse, then working actively in small groups, then

interacting with the teacher or another site, then watching

demonstrations, or whatever. With FLES, the classroom

certainly was not a disaster, but no one could have labelled

it as a dynamic learning environment either. What are the

key differences between PARTNERS (which was not perfect

either, not by a long shot) and FLES? First, although the

"content" and "purposes" of the courses are not all that

different, the instructional techniques, "learning
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packages," and uses of the interactive television medium

were dramatically different.

Let's begin with instructional techniques. First of

all, Geraldine Flanigan, the PARTNERS teacher, demonstrated

and instructed rather than lectured--"show and tell" versus

"tell and tell." With PARTNERS, the screen was alive with

visualization, and students' attention was called to the key

points quite dramatically. Secondly, Ms. Flanigan demanded

productive involvement. She had her time for social

exchange and "cutsey" comments, but they served the function

of drawing the classes into the lesson, rather than serving

seemingly as an end in and of tbumselves. Thirdly, Ms.

Flanigan planned numerous small groups problem-solving

activities that each site had to do and then talk about (a)

among themselves, (b) with her, and (c) with other sites.

Feedback was instantaneous, varied, and useful. Diverse

activities were interspersed throughout the lesson, mixed in

with lecture, demonstration, video inserts, and whatever.

Finally, Ms. Flanigan made every point in the presentation

apply to each person's teaching situation. Application was

reinforced over and over, was customized through exercises,

and was hammered home through focused interactive dialogue,

With FLES, most of the presentation was visually lacking,

non-involving, and nonparticipatory. The results could be

clearly seen by observing the contrasting classrooms. FLES

was instruction; PARTNERS was education.



The "learning pagkaggA" of the two programs differed

greatly also. We tried to find out what accompanied the

FLES programs, and all we were shown was a few standard

outlines and handouts. In contrast, PARTNERS featured

excellent workbooks, homework materials, and follow-up

action research plans that were designed to permit the easy

implementation of the content of the lessons. Without

belaboring the point, what resulted was active learners in

PARTNERS, more PASSIVE "receivers" in FLES.

We have already mentioned the differences in

interActivitm between PARTNERS and FLES. Permit us to

elaborate. First, every learner with PARTNERS knew how to

use the handset properly and used it with every lesson. At

FLES, although the course was almost over, we had to show

the pupils the correct way to use the handset. They were

embarrassed, and we were embarrassed. Secondly, with FLES,

interactivity was encouraged, but only at fixed points and

in standardized ways. Social interaction and "checking in"

was the initial order (accompanied by grimaces from several

of the Buncombe County participants), and at a latter fixed

point, Ms. Hoch noted that "Questions and comments were

invited," and the screen displayed a complementary graphic

request. This is hardly sound pedagogy in a classroom and

certainly doesn't work for distance learning. As we have

already noted, with PARTNERS, interactivity was a natural

portion of every part of the program. Finally, the nature

of the interaction was different on PARTNERS and FLES, not
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just quantitatively, but qualitatively. In FLES, the

questions were didactic; in PARTNERS, they were

participatory. Form followed function.

Summary Comments

Although once again we have come down fairly hard on

the TI-IN FLES telecourse, our criticisms do not mean that

it has not been a valid, useful course. It has. Almost all

of the participants we questioned affirmed its value in

their teaching. Many proclaimed it to be essential. Some

liked it a lot.

The problem is that it was not even close to being all

that it could be. The problem is that it did not always

practice good pedagogy, especially good distance learning

pedagogy. The FLES concept is marvelous, and we applaud the

early teaching of foreign language in the elementary

schools. We laud North Carolina's pioneering efforts in

this regard. We just wish that more creative efforts could

have been put into inspiring and educating the teachers

whose charge it is to carry out the FLES mandate.
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Site Visit

TI-IN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Gordo High School

Gordo, AL

On March 5, 1990, a TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team comprised of Dr. Jennings Bryant, Lisa

Scott, Curtis Love, Steve Rockwell, and Karla Schweitzer

visited Gordo High School in Gordo, Alabama, a town of 2,100

located in west central Alabama. Gordo High School, the

home of the Gordo Green Waves, is a relatively small high

school with an enrollment of 386 students in grades 7-12.

The school was renovated in 1989 and appeared to be in

excellent condition.

nterv'ew with Gordo Princi al

Upon arrival at 10:15 a.m., the evaluation team went to

Principal Lew Cornelius' office and waited while he

administered corporal punishment to a student. Mr.

Cornelius, a tall, heavy-set, white male of about 50 years,

returned, and we were ushered into his office. We asked

general questions about the school, its renovation, and its

environs before soliciting his observations on the TI-IN

system.

Mr. Cornelius' overall opinion of the effectiveness of

the TI-IN United Star Network project seemed to be negative.

He pointed out that initially the school had experienced

difficulty with the equipment. Either it was hard to
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operate or there was an inherent malfunction. Mr. Cornelius

added that problems with the phone lines precluded the

school from 'contacting TI-IN headquarters in San Antonio for

help. He expressed the opinion that possibly some teachers

who felt the system was a threat to their jobs could have

sabotaged the equipment. Subsequent conversations with both

students and teachers failed to corroborate this opinion.

Others we talked to indicated a genuine interest and

approval of the TI-IN technology and process. Since Mr.

Cornelius' wife serves as the site facilitator, his

defensive attitude might be a rationalization for any

difficulties she might have had operating the equipment.

Since he also intimated that he considered TI-IN programming

to be a viable replacement for a departing physics teacher,

he could have been projecting his views onto the other

teachers and could have assumed that they perceived the

technology as a threat. Mr. Cornelius also mentioned that

there was some conflict with the regular in-school science

teacher, Ms. Lark, who had previously taught the Anatomy and

Physiology course.

The Class Environment

Shirley Cornelius, a pleasant but rather timid person,

came in to introduce herself and let us know where the TI-IN

class would meet. After completing our interview with Mr.

Cornelius, we proceeded to the appropriate room, where we

were met by Mrs. Cornelius, who was taping a French lesson

for later use by a French class. Ms. Lark, a black, M.A.-
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level biology teacher, and several of the Ftudents were

already present. The 30-seat classroom had a laboratory

table at the left front and the equipment cart at the right

front of the room, and student desk-chairs filled the rest

of the space. The temperature was comfortable, but the

lighting was rather dim.

The students who arrived early were responsible for

setting up the TI-IN equipment. We sat around the perimeter

of the classroom to better view the students, who, according

to Mrs. Cornelius, would sit in the back of the middle of

the room for the most part. It took some time for all of

the students--5 females and 4 males, all white--to arrive,

settle in groups around the room, and prepare for class.

All nine students were college-bound and had been counseled

to take the TI-IN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class. All but one

student had arrived when the lesson started. Most students

sat as far away as possible from the television screen, too

far to adequately monitor all the details that would be

shown in the lesson. A group of three students in the back

corner was as far as 25 feet away from the monitor. Only

one student was within reach of the handset, which remained

inside the equipment storage cabinet during the entire

session.

0 servation o ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY Class

As the transmission of the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class

began and the TI-TN instructor, Marilyn Stephens, made some

general announcemeats, the class continued to talk, laugh
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and shuffle papers. While most of the talking appeared to

be related to the class, it was rather loud and had to

distract the students' attention from what the instructor

was saying. Soft drinks and snack foods were consumed

during the class, producing more background noise. The

facilitator had left the room when the class began in order

to make copies of an upcoming assignment (which could and

should have been copied in advance). No positive

communication whatever took place between students and

facilitator during our visit. Ms. Lark sat at the front of

the room, reading what appeared to be a 10th grade biology

text and grading some papers. From time to time she watched

the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY lesson.

The first order of business for the day's lesson was

the grading of a portion of a previous test. Students

exchanged papers at will. One student later volunteered

that perhaps this practice, based on the honor system, did

not always work, at least not at their school. The

facilitator came back into the room to collect and

distribute the students' pape-s. Some students got up and

walked around, some talked among themselves, and one read a

paperback novel. The facilitator seemed unconcerned with

the disruptive behavior and only told the class to be quiet

once. When outbursts by class members interfered with

reception of important bits of information from the lesson,

more talk would ensue in order to determine what had been

missed. This was partisularly true when Marilyn Stephens
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was giving answers to the previous day's examination, which

was the content of the first ten minutes of the lesson, The

few students who did pay attention were the same ones who

had come to class early, who had set up the equipment, and

who sat closest to the monitor.

There was considerable disturbance on the phone line as

students at other sites attempted to call in to the

inotructor. Transmissions either did not come through or

weru faint. One student noted that normally they didn't

experience as much difficulty as they did that day. Another

added that he found the calls annoying and that he usually

called in on the land-line if he had a minor question. Ms.

Stephens handled the interruptions well and kept the

interaction flowing.

In the judgment of the evaluation team--every member of

which has been a teacher--Marilyn Stephens did an excellent

job teaching the class. She presented a pleasant,

enthusiastic personality and a warm television presence.

She managed to keep the class on track despite many requests

to repeat answers to the test and quite a few technical

problems encountered while receiving phone queries. She

seemed genuinely interested in the material, knowledgeable,

and encouraging of questions.

All nine students interviewed were very pleased with

Ms. Stephens' instructional technique. A couple mentioned

that they were particularly impressed with her ability to
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recognize students by voice alone--a real bonus for distance

learning teachers. One student, a female senior, told us

that the only thing she didn't like about the experience was

that Ms. Stephens was not as physically accessible as were

other L,eachers. In other regards, however, this student

said that the class was a valuable asset and that Ms.

Stephens did as good a job in instruction as could be done

whether physically present or not.

Distance from the monitor, coupled with the constant

clatter, movement, and conversation, made it necessary for

some students to follow along in the text. At least one

evaluator had the impression that students used the class

primarily in order to determine what material to study. One

student said that some material was presented too rapidly,

forcing the students to get together to study and determine

what information they had missed in the class. Our

impression was that the pace was about right and that the

students would have had no trouble keeping up if the class

culture and environment had been more conducive to learning.

Locally, the class did not seem to be handled in a

manner which would promote the best utilization of the TI-IN

system. When she was in the classroom, the facilitator did

take a few notes on the lecture, but she failed to encourage

the students to sit close to the monitor or to actively

participate in the program. When interviewed, two students

were positive about the facilitator, others were reluctant

to comment on her effectiveness, wlile three students were
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rather negative in their comments. One of the more positive

students stated that at first Mrs. Cornelius was unable to

operate the equipmen, but added that she was improving and

would soon be very capable. The other positive student said

she was pleased with Mrs. Cornelius, and that even though

she was unable to help them with content, she did

occasionally remind them to study for the class when she saw

them in study hall. Two more negative students volunteered

that the facilitator had difficulty controlling the class,

and that they were better behaved during our visit than

Ilgual. We had observed that the facilitator never used the

handset while we were present, and in their interviews the

students added that she had never used it. Some students

said that they used the land-line if they had questions.

When asked to rate the effectiveness of this TI-IN

class, the students responded positively. All said that

they would take another TI-IN class if an appropriate

subject was offered--two expressed an interest in taking

French, because they were impressed with the French

instructor, who they watched sometimes just prior to this

class. Each student gave the class a grade, and all the

grades were either A's or B's. One of the students who set

up the equipment, a 17-year old Caucasian senior, said that

this particular course required more outside reading than

any of his other classes. He also said that the students in

this class were the top students in the school, but that he

did not believe that the school made a "big deal" out of the
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project. One giil said that school support for the program

was "OK"; another said it had been very supportive.

Evaluations of TI-IN

Some students expressed reservations about the non-

instructional elements of the TI-IN program even though

their overall opinion of the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class

certainly was one of approval. One student feared that

rising costs would cause the school to discontinue the

program. Another said he would not want to take a math

course from TI-IN. Two others said they would not want the

same facilitator for their next TI-IN class, but neither

would give an explanation. For whatever reasons, the

students' positive evaluations of ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

(and of the French class aired just prior to ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY) had not generalized to TI-IN. Nothing in our

interviews or observations helps us to understand this.

While the other members of the evaluation team

interviewed the students, Dr. Bryant interviewed the

facilitator and the classroom teacher. Shirley Cornelius,

the facilitator, is a quiet, shy, neat and tidy woman who

performs a number of other administrative duties at Gordo

High School. As noted above, our observations had suggested

that she may have been less than ideally involved with the

TI-IN United Star Network ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class.

Indeed, when asked about her responsibilities, she listed

"facilitator" last. In apparent contrast to her husband,
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Principal Lew Cornelius, she tended to discount the

equipment problems experienced early in the program and

appeared to have an overall positive impression of the TI-IN

program, although on two occasions she referred to this as

"The University of Alabama program" (the producer of ANATOMY

AND PHYSIOLOGY), perhaps due to the proximity of Gordo to

Tuscaloosa. Although very pleasant and cordial, Ms.

Cornelius was not very "verbal." She managed to turn an

open-ended interview schedule that had resulted in 30-minute

conversations with at least a dozen other facilitators into

a five-minute monologue resulting primarily in "yes" and

"no" responses. The only time she opened up was when asked

about the quality of the instructor (Marilyn Stephens) and

the instruction of the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class, which

she pronounced "Great!" and talked about openly.

One of the things we have done with most of the

facilitators is to use their knowledge of the local ',)opulace

to find out something about the students in the TI-I14 United

Star Network classes. When Ms. Cornelius was queried in

this regard, she suggested that her husband should be asked

those sort of questions. [We had. He had basically told us

that they were the cream of the crop of the college-bound

upper classes.]

Overall, Ms. Cornelius reported a positive evaluation

of TI-IN and ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY, but the interview might

have been handled equally well via questionnaire, for all

the detail we received.
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Interview with the Classroom Biology_Teacher

Dr. Bryant's interview with Ms. Lark was by far the

most positive and revealing aspect of our site evaluation.

We had been prepared for the worst, because of Mr.

Cornelius' suggestion of her dislike for the program. In

contrast, we found a warm, sensitive, concerned teacher who

professed what appeared to be genuine admiration for Marilyn

Stephens and appreciation for the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

class. She said that she had chosen to remain in the

classroom where the program was aired because she enjoyed

the program and benefited from it herself. She said that

she and Marilyn Stephens taught the course very similarly,

and that this had reinforced her confidence in teaching this

particular topic. And she told us revealing facts about the

students in the class.

In contrast to her positive evaluation of the tele-

course, Ms. Lark noted that she was extremely discouraged by

the learning culture present in this class and in general at

Gordo High School. She said that it "saddened and sicxened"

her to see potentially good students sabotaging their

education with disruptive behavior that defied learning.

And she corroborated students' comments that the class had

been better behaved today than usual, in "honor" of our

visit. We talked at length about the factors that had

helped create the anti-educational environment we had

witnessed, and we discussed ways to reroute the culture--all
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well beyond the scope of the present evaluation. To the

evaluation team, Ms. Lark was an oasis.

Summary Notes

Our overall impression of the TI-IN project in Gordo is

that its full benefits are not being realized. Students

need to be motivated by a facilitator who has a nurturing

concern for students and a good understanding of how a

traditional classroom operates. The facAlitator should be

involved and have control over the seating and the use of

equipment, so that the students receive full advantage of

this technology and the class content.

Certainly it seemed strange to the evaluation team to

subscribe to a TI-IN United Star Network ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY course when there is an apparently qualified

Anatomy and Physiology instructor seated in the classroom.

Why not at least use the teacher as facilitator, as we have

seen done at two other sites? Certainly there may be

"unknowns" which explain this situation perfectly well, but

we couldn't figure them out.

There are other "unknowns" which have perplexed members

of the evaluation team as well. For example, why would the

principal and the students have such discordant views of the

effectiveness of the TI-IN course being taught? Or, why

would the principal and the facilitator--his wife--have such

different opinions on the severity of the technical problems

experienced?



But the most perplexing "unknown"--one that caused two

members of the team to report being "depressed" over this

site visit two days later--is why should stuL ts and a

facilitator at Gordo respond so very differently than others

had to the same interview schedule. Many of the responses

to some of the questions we asked at Gordo, except for those

pee;aining to the instructor (Marilyn Stephens) and the

c,urse content, have to be described as "guarded." On some

items, we heard "I'd rather not say." We have never heard

tilat from a high school student before.

Certainly Gordo High School presents a different school

culture than any we have observed. Why, we do not know.

But we do know that for ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY to have been

liked and perceived by the students as effective in this

environment is high praise indeed.
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Site Visit

JAPANESE I and ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Choctaw ^ounty High School

Butler, AL

On April 6, 1990, the TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Lisa Madsen, Steve Rockwell, Karla

Schweitzer, and Lisa Scott conducted a site visit at Choctaw

County High School in Butler, AL. Butler is a west central

Alabama town of 11882. Choctaw County High School is one of

two high schools in the area; the second is a private

ac c. emy which typically enrolls students of higher socio-

economic status. Choctaw County High's enrollment of 650

students, grades 9-12, is 65-70 percent black. Fifty

percent of the students come from families below the

national poverty level. The county's biggest employer is a

papermill.

Interview with_aincipal and Assistant 2rin_c_ipa1

When TI-IN programming had first been received at

Choctaw County, the school had held an open house to

introduce the TI-IN system to parents and the community.

The mayor and the county coroner were numbered among the

dignitaries who attended the open house. The coroner had

expressed a particular interest in the ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY class, presumably not for his own continuing

education purposes. The principal, Mr. Vernon Underwood, is

an articulate and astute black man who has been chief
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administrator of the school for the past twelve years.

According to him, the TI-IN United Star Network program had

been "highly accepted° and had offered Choctaw County "an

opportunity we otherwise would not have had, especially in a

rural area like this." He further proclaimed the

significance of this Star Schools program, affirming the

fact that "qualified teachers are hard to find, especially

in rural areas." He noted that the TI-IN United Star

Network programming had featured a "high quality of

instruction, and it is well organized, well presented, and

well planned." He pronounced the TI-IN program "a great

asset" and added that they "don't want to loose it."

Mr. Underwood admitted that initially some teachers had

felt threatened by distance learning, but "as a rule, no

more." He told us that the TI-IN United Star Network

program had been thoroughly discussed in faculty meetings,

and he indicated that everything had been fine once he "sold

the program to the teachers." He added, "We wouldn't have

done it if the teachers hadn't wanted it: They did; so we

have it."

Assistant Principal Nancy Chaltry, a very pleasant,

stylish, and energetic older woman who facilitated the

JAPANESE I class, noted that the "other teachers are

excited" about TI-IN. She indicated that some teachers had

participated with positive outcomes in TI-IN's enrichment

and in-service (staff development) programs. "We have

really used the satellite," she added, noting that Choctaw
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County High School had been offering TI-IN's enrichment and

in-service programs to other schools in the county.

The Choctaw County High School students also had made

use of the satellite outside of regular classroom

situations. Mr. Underwood noted that 16 of their students

had paid to participate in the TI-IN ACT workshop. The

school. officials as well as the studentr were anxiously

awaiting the results of their ACT tests and planned on using

their scores as an acid test of the effectiveness of this

workshop. They planned on comparing the results of the

scores from the groups of students who had taken the

workshop with those of a similar sample of students who had

not taken the course, both this year and in the recent past.

A special feature of this school seemed to be the

amount of parental support available, especially for

academically gifted students. Choctaw County High School

had four academic levels: BioPrep, Honors, Regular, and

Special Education. The top-level students were in the

BioPrep program. The parents of BioPrep students had formed

a separate support group. Every Tuesday evening the parents

supervised a BioPrep study session for their children in the

school library. Mr. Underwood said that "it is almost like

a fraternity." He described the students as a cohesive

group; they have jackets, patches, etc. He explained that

these parents had been particularly concerned about their

children's education and had shown a great deal of interest

in the TI-IN program.
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The Choctaw County High School students also appeared

to have been supportive of and interested in TI-IN. For

example, the school's prom organizers had asked the TI-IN

JAPANESE I class to write the phrase "Night of Enchantment"

in Japanese on the prom's wall decorations, which had

featured an oriental theme. The project had been a success,

and the students had sent pictures of their background art

work to Dr. Ito, the teacher of TI-IN's JAPANESE I class.

Although generally pro-distance learning, Mr. Underwood

noted that with all of the advantages of the TI-IN program,

there were also several drawbacks and problems that had led

to undue frustration. Scheduling was one of these problems:

First, some TI-IN classes had been offered at 7:50 a.m. or

at 3:30 p.m.--well before or well after the "normal" school

day. He suggested that a school with limited resources--the

typical TI-IN United Star Network target school--does not

usually have the resources to pay personnel to open or close

the school during irregular hours. Moreover, Choctaw County

High School buses 90% of its students to school, some from

areas 1 to 1 1/2 hours away from the school. Transporting

students to school any earlier for a TI-IN class had proven

to be almost impossible, and it had been equally impossible

to transport students home if they had stayed after school

for a TI-IN class.

Mr. Underwood's second complaint was a tribute to the

critical role of TI-IN programing in his school's

curriculum. He explained that Choctaw County had begun with

t-
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the TI-IN scliedule, decided what classes to subscribe to,

and then built the rest of its class schedule around the TI-

IN courses. When TI-IN had changed the original tlme set

aside to telecast a course, it had sent his small schools'

schedules into chaos. [This complaint had also been voiced

by other schools.]

Thirdly, Mr. Underwood noted that some of the TI-IN

courses had not necessarily started when scheduled. Mr.

Underwood contended that TI-IN classes sometimes had started

two to three minutes early, which made scheduling run tight,

even causing students to Iniss the first few minutes of

class. He offered a specific example: Choctaw County

students had only four minutes to change classes. If TI-IN

started early, the students missed the beginning of JAPANESE

I. [We heard the same complaint, for whatever it is worth,

about other courses in our site visits at Jemez Valley, NM,

and Louisville, MS.] Also, although this is obviously a

situation of the site's making, one Choctaw County High

School student had to miss part of another class to take TI-

IN's JAPANESE I. Stephine, touted as an exceptional tenth

grader, had been enrolled simultaneously in the JAPANESE I

class and the school's Algebra II class, both of which met

at the same hour. She had attended JAPANESE I whenever the

Algebra II schedule had permitted. If she had been unable

to attend the TI-IN telecours , she had taken a tape of that

day's JAPANESE X class home to view. Even under these
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conditions, she had maintained the highest grade point

average in both classes.

As a final negative point in his comprehensive

analysis, Mr. Underwood reported that Choctaw County High

School had also had a problem with TI-IN's technical

service. At one point, they had not been able to get a

picture on the monitor for seven consecutive days. Mr.

Underwood and Ms. Chaltry said that they had come in one

Monday, and there was no picture. Ms. Chaltry contended

that when they had telephoned the people at TI-IN, they had

been "nice, direct, helpful, and descriptive," but they had

not been able to fix the problem. The c.ffort had been

there, but the results had not. For example, TI-IN had

overnight expressed new parts. Then, guided by telephone

instructions, Ms. Chaltry and Ms. Camelle Thompson, the

librarian and TI-IN United Star Network ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY facilitator, had installed the parts on Tuesday.

But they still could not get a picture. At this point, TI-

IN had offered to send a technician on the next day

(Wednesday); an offer which the school had gratefully

accepted. The rest of that week, that weekend, and the

following Monday passed, but they had not heard a single

word from the technician, even though the facilitator had

reported the problem every day, when she asked for a tape

recording of that day's lesson. Finally, on Tuesday, a

technician from Mobile, AL, had called and said that he

would be at the school by 2:00 p.m, that day. He had
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arrived by the appointed time, but Ms. Chaltry described him

as a "Mr. Magoo clone." When the technician finally

admitted that he could not fix the problem, Ms. Chaltry had

requested that he not leave the equipment dismantled. When

the technician had reconnected the equipment, Ms. Chaltry

said--"by luck and by chance"--they had a picture. Those

seven days, plus five days off for spring break, meant that

Choctaw County High Schcol had to make up twelve hours of

TI-IN United Star Network classwork, in addition to watching

each day's live telecast. The students had first tried to

catch up by watching tapes every free moment, as well as by

viewing during study hall time, but even that had not been

sufficient. Finally they had been forced to get out of

other courses to make up the missed work. Ms. Chaltry

noted, "it was difficult, but the students did it."

JAPANESE I

C assroom Observation

Thirteen students were enrolled in the JAPANESE I

class, although 37 students had originally tried to register

for the course. Twelve were in the tenth grade; the other

was in the eleventh. Ms. Chaltry referred to them as a

"highly self-motivated" group who paid attention, and she

was pleased to report that they had not beea a discipline

problem. (Cf. the report of the Hale County Site Visit.)

All thirteen students had been either in the BioPrep or the

Honors program. Of the 13 students, seven were white

females, four were black males, and two were black females.
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The students sat facing the monitor at three rectangular

tables. The monitor and A/V cart were located in the left

front corner of the room; the facilitator sat in the back

row, slightly to the left of the students seated in that

row. Two vertical rows of florescent lights lit the

classroom, which had several Apple and IBM computers located

along the perimeter walls.

The JAPANESE I class we evaluated that day was

different in that it was not telecast live. It had been

prerecorded, apparently the previous day. As the class

began, Dr. Sukero Ito, who was attending an out-of-town

professional meeting, apologized to the class for not being

live, and, therefore, interactive. He also apologized for

the cancellation of the day's office hours and for the

students not being able to call in if they had questions.

Dr. Ito asked the students to write down their questions and

call him during his office hours next week. He then

extended birthday wishes to a Louisville (MS) High School

student and began the day's lesson.

Even though the telecast was prerecorded, the students

participated with Dr. Ito. The teacher wisely had adjusted

to the prerecorded setting with comments such as, "I hope

everyone is practicing with me." The students used their

handouts--an original of which had been sent via the TI-IN

system printer and had been copied and distributed by the

facilitator--as lesson outline guides. They interacted

freely and positively and helped each other with



pronunciation problems. Some of the students indicated in

the later interviews that they were usually more vocal than

they had been during our visit; typically they had competed

to see who could answer the question or give the correct

translation or pronunciation first, but the combination of

the prerecorded telecast and our presence had apparently

quieted them down somewhat. Ms. Chaltry later noted that

all the students had been doing well in the class, except

for one student who was pronounced to be Ha little slack."

Dr. Ito then asked the students to trade their homework

assignments and grade them. In fact, Ms. Chaltry had

already collected, graded, and returned the students'

homework at the beginning of class. Unlike other schools we

have visited, Ms. Chaltry always personally graded the

homework assignments. Since students at other sites had

confessed to some dishonesty in peer grading, it would

appear that having the facilitator do the grading is

preferable.

The class we observed was earmarked by lively,

productive, student interactions. For example, the students

often helped each other with translations, even when Dr. Ito

or Ms. Chaltry had not specifically asked them to do so, and

they frequently collaborated on specific answers to Dr.

Ito's questions. Moreover, Ms. Chaltry sometimes asked for

the English translation of Japanese phrases or words, even

when such was not solicied by Dr. Ito.
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This class also had quite a bit of variety. For

example, at one point, Dr. Ito used 5 1/2" by 8" index cards

to show students Japanese characters, and he asked the

students to verbally identify and translate them. He also

screened the second 15-minute portion of a film, which

presented segments on Japanese industry (e.g. shipping,

factory work) and a segment on sword making that the

students particularly seemed to enjoy. (The first 15-

minutes had been shown the previous day.] All but one of

the students seemed mesmerized by the film. After the film,

Dr. Ito reminded the students that the test over lesson 15

would be the next Friday (although they were already on

lesson 16). This was a point that the students later

reported to be very frustrating--being tested on a lesson

after they had already advanced to the next lesson. Some

students were to tell us that they found this practice to be

"confusing and somewhat unfair."

gttjslgn_t_Tintgr_Le_v'ws

The students had generally chosen to take JAPANESE I

because they thought it would be "different and

interesting." One student noted that her father spoke

Japanese, which served as an extra incentive. Others seemed

to be looking to the more practical applications of the

language: One student reportedly thought that knowledge of

the language would be an important skill to have for future

employment; another supported this reasoning, stating that

he wanted to learn Japanese because the Japanese are in the
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lead in the business industry, making it necessary for

"Americans to get to know the language"; one student said

that he was intrigued with the Japanese language and very

interested in the interactive television technology. Most

students reported that they had learned at least as much or

even more in this telecourse as they typically had in their

regular classes; however, one student voiced a dissenting

opinion, noting that he had not learned as much as in a

traditional classroom setting, but that he still had learned

"a lot" from Dr. Ito.

The students reported being comfortable with the

telephone handset, but they admitted that usually the same

two or three students called in, and then only when Dr. Ito

asked a question or specifically instructed them to call.

The students said that they aways asked permission from Ms.

Chaltry before calling in. Although the students found the

questions from other sites to be helpful, they have found

other sites' playful antics over the air to be disruptive.

Ms. Chaltry noted that some schools had called in and

giggled but not responded to pz. Ito, and they had also

called in and made funny noises over the air and then hung

up, something we had not witnessed in our observations of

JAPANESE I or any other TI-IN United Star Network courses.

Ms. Chaltry added that these incidents had been few and

isolated. The students mentioned that there had been a

little static on the line when sites had called in, and

although the static had not made it impossible to understand



the other students, the classes would have been better and

more enjoyable without this disruption. The students

reported being upset by their seven days without the live,

interactive class. One student summed up that situation as

"rough." However, all of the students agreed that they

would take another TI-IN course, either JAPANESE II or

another subject.

The students all reported liking Dr. Sukero Ito, and

all agreed that he was a good teacher, although some noted

that he sometimes went a little too fast. Phrases such as

"one of the best" and "like a good friend," were used to

describe him. They seemed to particularly like his "key

points" sections, which served as a review of the major

points covered that day. They also noted that Dr. Ito's

tests were fair, but they strongly urged that in the future

he give tests contiguous with the unit (i.e., the test for

Lesson 15 directly after finishing Lesson 15).

The students spoke very highly of their facilitator,

Ms. Chaltry. The enthusiastic Ms. Chaltry had been

assistant principal of Choctaw County High School for eight

years, and she was described with such phrases as "very

good," "great," and "helpful and interested." The students

indicated that she had kept up with their progress and, if

their scores/grades dropped below normal, she checked to see

if they had a problem. They noted that she had encouraged

them to study and to participate in class and interact with

Dr. Ito.
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When queried about how the school had promoted the TI-

IN program, one student stated that the school had been

supportive of the program, encouraging them to take the

courses and giving them time out of study hall and other

classes for makeup work or special projects. Another
a

student expressed the opinion that Ms. Chaltry was

responsible for the majority of the support that the program

had received, and she indicated that the school should have

done more to support the program. A third said the school

had been supportive of the technology and had encouraged the

students to excel in the program. It would appear that

Chontaw County has expended at.least a modest amount of

sffort to make the Star Schools program work.

ANATOMY AND PHYS/OLOGY

Interview with Facilitator

The second class we evaluated at Choctaw County High

School was the 11:00 a.m. TI-IN United Star Network ANATOMY

AND PHYS/OLOGY class. As previously indicated, Ms. Camelle

Thompson was ,he facilitator of this class. Ms. Thompson

was also the school's librarian, holding degrees in Biology

as well as Library Science. A certified science teacher,

she said that she believed strongly in the TI-IN program,

but she admitted to being "a little frustrated" and negative

toward ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY instructor harilyn K.

Stephens. She reported that Ms. Stephens wez a good,

competent, and "very knowledgeable" instructor and sao

apparently had no problem with either the course content or
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pedagogical technique pgr se. However, she thought Ms.

Stephens spent far too much time "getting started" (i.e.,

conversing in "happy talk" with the students), which took

away from actual "class time." [It should be noted that

this is a feature that was touted as very positive by

facilitators and students at the other ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY classes we observed.] Ms. Thompson admitted that

getting to know the students was a "good idea," but she

indicated that it took too much of what she called "prime

learning time." The students, however, disagreed and

reported that they appreciated Ms. Stephens' attempts to get

to know the students at each site. They reported feeling

that Ms. Stephens really knew and cared about them. Even

Ms. Thompson admitted that the students "love it." Ms.

Thompson said that she had talked personally with Ms.

Etephenc and had encouraged her to defer the "fun time"

until the end of the class, but she indicated that her

requests had apparently carried little weight. Happy talk

aside, Ms. Thompson noted that Ms. Stephens had done a

"super job talking over the sE sllite," and that M.

Stephens "made the students feel like they were right there

with hez." She also observed that Ms. Stephens' labs were

"real good and well structured." Ehe did claim that the

lesson plans "did not always agree with what we do . . if

a lab pops up, can't leave 16 sUidents to go get tools."

She said that the facil:;tator must be informed in advance as

to what the lesson will be each day so that he/she can

r)
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prepare for it. Ms. Thompson also noted a slight scheduling

problem. The change-of-class bell had rung right before the

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class, which left the students and

her little time to set up for the day's class. And, the

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class had ended five minutes after

the bell indicating a change in classes, which had made the

students late for their next class. Ms. Thompson also had

some negative comments about the particular group of

students in this class, saying that they had not been her

best group and that they had their priorities out of order.

She thought that this had been the cause of some of the

classes' purported disciplinary problems.

class Observations

The sixteen students in the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

class were all seniors--eight black females, two white

females, three black males, and three white males. Eleven

of the students were in BioPrep and were required to take

Anatomy and Physiology to graduate. The remaining five

students had enrolled in ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY because they

wanted to. Ms. Thompson and Mr. Underwood agreed that this

year's BioPrep students had not been one of their best sets.

Nevertheless, Ms. Thompson reported that three had received

college scholarships for their academic achievements. They

predicted that the current eleventh graders would be an

excellent class of graduating BioPrep students, and they saw

real potential in the current crop of tenth graders.
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The students in ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY were a little

more boisterous than those in the JAPANESE I class. They

talked among themselves during the class and had to be

quieted by Ms. Thompson. A portion of their misbehavior

might be appropriately attributed to the facilitator,

because she did not appear to be as motivated, as directive,

nor as authoritative as Ms. Chaltry. It might br that the

students had picked up on this fact and had taken advantage

of it, as students at this age are inclined to do. Ms.

Thompsun noted that 14 of the students were doing well in

the class, and the remaining two were not. She explained

that these two latter students had all the credits required

for graduation and appeared not to care atnit this class.

She added that sometimes they had slept during the class (we

had first-hand evidence of this) and had ignored her

attems to keep them alert.

For a portion of the class, Ms. Stephens had a guest

speaker, a pharmacologist who also happened to be her

husband. The static two-shot presentation was considered

boring by the students, although the students revealed that

they usually liked and learned from her guest speakers.

Only a few students took notes. One student that sat in the

back went to sleep, and others became distracted, even

resorting to doing their homework. During the presentation,

the Stephens tag team did a good job of using electronic

graphics to depict the names and structures of various

drugs. Key words were displayed via graphics on the lower
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portion of the screen. Ms. Thompson immediately wrote these

key words on the chalkboard. Then students flom other sites

called in and asked questions about how certain drugs

worked. During the presentation, an announcement was made

over the Choctaw County speaker system. The audio on the

TI-IN monitor had to be turned down so that the class could

hear the announcement. Needless to say, this disrupted

class momentarily. Also, static intermittently came from

the television set. We could not tell how well the handset

worked, because no attempt was made to talk to the teacher

on the day of our visit. The facilitator sat in the front

of the room and did not interact with the students unless

they asked her a direct question.

The remainder of the class was spent on the human brain

and how the brain rationalized thought. More students began

to take notes during this segment. Ms. Stephens used a

plastic model of the brain to help demonstrate her points.

The model was easy to see and the different parts of the

brain were clearly identified. At 11:45 a.m., the change-

of-class bell rang again. The noise from outside the

classroom was audible but did not appear to unduly distract

the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY students, who seemed to pay

careful attention to the lesson until the telecasc

concluded.

Studentantgrviews

The students were in general agreement that they had

learned more in the TI-IN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class than



they typically did in their traditional classes. They felt

that the TI-IN class had been more challenging and that they

had had to be highly self-motivated in order to succeed in

the class. The students uniformly complimented Ms. Stephens

on her ability to motivate students and on her overall

teaching ability. They obviously liked and respected her

very much. They considered the tests fair and noted that

they had had to study hard to make a good grade. Although

most of the students had been required to take ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY, several noted that they would have taken the TI-

IN course anyway. The reasons cited were diverse. For

example, one expressed a desire to go into medicine, another

wanted to be a veterinarian. The students had not found the

large number of students in their interactive classroom

distracting, largely because they all knew each other and

had the same BioPrep classes together. The students

reported that their school was, as a whole, very supportive

of and interested in the TI-IN course. Student comments

about the facilitator were mixed but leaned heavily toward

the negative. Typically, she was described as not being

overly interested in the students' progress and as having

left the motivation, for the most part, to the students and

the teacher. On the positive side, one student mentioned

that she had helped with information from lectures that they

had not understood.

Regarding the TI-IN equipment, several students

mentioned the fact that they had had to do a lot of makeup
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work because of technical difficulties, but overall they

felt that it had been worth it, because the class had held

their interest (most of the time), the quality of teaching

had been better than in other classes; plus TI-IN had

offered them things not normally found at the schcol that

would aid in their preparation for college. The only

improvements the students suggested were to have the TI-IN

classroom located in a science Iab, and to slow down the

delivery of information. Several students noted that Mr.

Underwood, their principal had been especially supportive of

TI-IN and had taken special care to see that the class had

what it needed, and that things were going well.

Concluding Note

In most ways, Choctaw County High School appeared to

have been a model site for the TI-IN United Star Network.

The only problems we noted had to do with slight scheduling

misfits, which the school seems to have adjusted to rather

well, and a slightly negative attitude on the part of the

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY facilitator. Certainly Mr. Underwood

and Ms. Chaltry have been ideal administrators for the TI-In

site, and they have been avid cheerleaders for the TI-IN

United Star Network program, which, as a result of their

support, seems to have operated smoothly and accomplished a

great deal.
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Site Visit

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY and SPANISH III

Beecher City Junior and Senior High school

Beecher City, IL

On April 20, 1990, the TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Lisa Madsen, Karla Schweitze and Lisa

Scott visited Beecher Ciey Junior and Senior High School in

Beecher City, IL. Beecher City is a small farming community

located in the southeastern corner of the state. The 500

residents are mostly farmers, although some residents

reportedly commute some 16 miles north to work at the

Caterpillar Tractor plant in Effingham. Beecher City has an

enrollment oi 183 in the ZTunior and Senior High grades 7-12.

The student population is all white, and minorities are

exceedingly rare throughout the area. In fact, minorities

are so few in number that some 01 the students were able to

enumerate all of the minorities in the district in their

interviews. Two black girls lived with otherwise white

families in Effingham, and a "handful" of Native American

Indian families resided nearby, although no Indian children

apparently were enrolled in the school district at the time

of our Interview.

Intsiya_L_Levqiiringjall

Even though only one-sixth of the students live in

households wnich earned less than the national poverty level

(i.e., they receive either free or reduced cost lunches),
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Principal Thomas Talbott contended that Beecher City is a

poor community. Other public schools in the district

apparently have chatged students up to $150 for books and

activities; but, Mr. Talbott said, "people cannot afford

such charges," and Beecher City offered students books and

activities at no extra charge. He noted that Boecher City

was in dire need of and would like to build another school

building containing three regular classrooms and an all-

purpose room. The school had raised $350,000 for the

project, but residents were going to have to pass a

referendum to collect the remaining $130,000 needed in order

to construct the building.

Mr. Talbott called TI-IN "a great idea" and noted that

his school was "pleased to have TI-IN." Beecher City had

utilized many of TI-IN's enrichment and in-service (staff

development) programs, even at the grade school level. He

complimented TI-IN on the 3peed with which TI-IN had sent

Beecher City a replacement videocassette recorder after

their VCR had been stolen from the TI-IN A/V cart; it had

arrived in two days. The same burglar allegedly had stolen

nearby Cowden High School's TI-IN VCR also; he was

subsequently arrested and at the time of our visit was

awaiting trial for burglary.

Beecher City has had several major problems with TI-IN.

Mr. Taibott reported that he thought that TI-IN had not

understood or recognized their "small school situation." He

cited several examples. First, the Beecher City school had



subscribed to two TI-IN United Star Network courses--ANATOMY

AND PHYSIOLOGY and SPANISH III--based on TI-IN's published

1989-1990 telecast schedule; then they had formulated the

rest of Beecher City's class schedules around the TI-IN

schedule. Mr. Talbott contended that before classes had

even started in the 1989-1990 school year, TI-IN had changed

the telecast time for SPANISH II/ from the afternoon to the

morning. Beecher City had not had time to change their

overall class schedule and had decided to let the three

students in the class view as much of the live telecast as

possible (about 35-40 minutes) and tape the remainder of

each day's class for viewing later in the afternoon. On

days in which the SPANISH III students had had tests, the

students had been allowed to be 15-20 minutes late for their

next class. Beecher City had continued under these

conditions for the first semester of the school year, then

had dropped their subscription to SPANISH III. Mr. Talbott

said that it had all become too much when the SPANISH III

teacher, Ms. Susan Altgelt, either did not want to give

Beecher City's SPANISH III students part of their grade or

wanted to penalize the students because they had not called

in when asked and/or had not called in enough. Mr. Talbott

said that the situation with part live/part taped classes

had been hard enough on the students, and he could not see

hurting the students' grades over something over which they

had had no control. He apparently saw it as TI-IN's fault

for chaLging the schedule after enrollment had been

14'
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completed. He was less than pleased with the way this

situation had materialized and had been handled.

Second, early in the school year Beecher City had

experienced a problem receiving TI-IN's transmission. Mr.

Talbott said that Beecher City had had a hard time getting

the problem solved. TI-IN had said that they would send a

technician the next day. Beecher City had reported the

problem every day when it requested tapes for class. After

one week, a technician finally arrived to make an adjustment

to the satellite dish. [Mr. Talbott said that he had later

discovered that the delay had not been TI-IN's fault pgr se.

TI-IN had called a subcontractor in Florida to handle

Beecher City's problem in a timely manner, but the

subcontractor had taken one week to hire a company in

Illinois to handle it. TI-IN had no connection with nor had

they had any contact with the Illinois company.

Nonetheless, Mr. Talbott saw this as a TI-IN communication

problem.]

Third, Mr. Talbott voiced his confusion and displeasure

over how long Beecher City had been supposed to receive TI-

IN free (i.e., to receive the TI-IN United Star Network).

Mr. Talbott said that he had been "misled." He noted that

Beecher City's TI-IN satellite had not been installed until

April 1989, and it was his understanding that Beecher City

would receive TI-IN for free for two years from that date.

However, he had later discovered that TI-IN's programming

and services were to be free only for the two years of the



existence of tne TI-IN United Star Network as a separately

funded Star Schools program, not from the time of the

installation of equipment at each school. Mr. Talbott

contended that he was not particularly upset about the

misunderstanding, jvst displeased that things had not been

explained more clearly in the first place. He said that

Beecher City would certainly pay in order to continue

receiving the programming, because the program had been

"beneficial." He noted that Beecher City wanted to

subscribe to AP English but added that they also needed to

continue subscribing to ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY, a course

which was also accepted as college credit and had built up

considerable interest in the student body. Unfortunately,

the two courses apparently are being offered in the 1990-

1991 TI-IN telecast schedule at the same time. He said that

Beecher City would have to make a choice.

Fourth, TI-IN had not wanted one of Beecher City's

seniors to take a TI-In course without a facilitator. Mr.

Talbott said that Beecher City had a very talented art

student who had wanted to take TI-IN's art history course.

Cowden High school had agreed to tape the program for the

student, who was already taking a traditional Art III class

at that school. According to Mr. Talbott, the art teacher

at Cowden High School had praised the student's work and had

said that she could see a "great change" in the student's

art. The student planned to study art in college.

Li I
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Four students were enrolled in Beecher City's TI-IN

United Star Network ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class during the

Spring 1990 term. However, only two students were present

on the day of our visit. One student, a white male, was in

Washington, D.C., the week of our visit to accept a National

Daughters of the American Revolution (D.A.R.) award, and

another, a white male who was running for national FHA

president, was in the hospital with pneumonia.

The facilitator of the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class was

Rosa Kemmy. Ms. Kemmy, a pleasant, personable, white female

in her late twenties, is a certified health and physical

education teacher. The two female students arrived before

Ms. Kemmy and quickly set the VCR to tape the class for the

students who were absent. The students also turned on the

printer to receive any incoming materials from Ms. Marilyn

Stephens, the TI-IN United Star Network ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY teacher. The students met in a regular

classroom. The TI-IN A/V cart with telephone handset was

located in the back of the room, so the first thing the

students did was to turn their desks 1800 toward the rear of

the room in order to view their program. Ms. Kemmy arrived

just after the students. Mr. Talbott introduced us and then

left the room. Ms. Kemmy apologized for her attire, a

jogging suit, and explained she had just finished

instructing a gym class.

"4,)
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Interview with Facilitator

Ms. Kemmy said that Ms. Stephens had been "doing a good

job." She mentioned that initially she had thought that Ms.

Stephens talked about herself too much, but later she

realized that students liked for Ms. Stephens to talk about

herself. It made the students "feel like they knew her."

Both students agreed wholeheartedly. Ms. Kemmy mentioned

that the students were somewhat secluded from people of

different ethnic and regional backgrounds, so some of the

latent benefits of the interactive telecourse had been that

it had permitted the students to at least hear different

regional accents. She noted that at first the students

could not understand some of what Ms. Stephens had said

because of her accent, but later on the students had come to

really like listening to their instructor's voice.

as. Kemmy praised the interactive TI-IN process as

being extremely effective in small group situations. She

suggested that having small groups had allowed the students

the freedom to talk as well as to ask and answer each

other's questions. She contended that students had really

loved the labs, particularly the lab on the heart organ, in

which students dissected cow hearts. Ms. Kemmy considered

it a little difficult to bring lab materials into a regular

classroom, but the students had been very helpful, and a

bathroom in the vicinity made clean-ups easier. Ms. Kemmy

has used some of the information from Ms. Stephens' class in



her eighth grade health class, and she gave us copies of

articles that Ms. Stephens had distributed.

Ms. Kemmy's only complaint about TI-IN was basically an

administrative problem at Beecher City and had stemmed from

the unexpected amount of work necessary to facilitate the

class. Mr. Talbott had told Ms. Kemmy that facilitating the

interactive class would be like "babysitting" the students.

So, she had agreed to give up her one and only planning

period to facilitate the class. However, there had been a

great deal of work involved in grading homework assignments

and short tests, and in preparing material for class

distribution. She shared with us copies of weekly

facilitator report forms and a sample lesson plan for a two-

week period to illustrate her point. She claimed that being

a TI-IN facilitator was anything other than babysitting; in

fact, her facilitator duties had left her no "prep time" to

plan or get ready for any of her other classes. But she

admitted that she had enjoyed facilitating the class and

working with the students. Particularly valuable had been

the fact that by facilitating the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

class, she had been able to keep up in a painless way with

the latest health information, which she, in turn, had been

able to use in her health class. Ms. Kemmy reported that

she would like to facilitate the class next year, if she

could be assured of a little time in her schedule for

planning. Ms. Kemmy's only complaint about TI-IN directly

was that students had had to wait three weeks for textbooks.
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Class Observations

As class began, the students talked freely among

themselves and with Ms. Kemmy and made candid observations

about the day's class. They noted that Ms. Stephens had

changed her background set from a dull gray matte to a

bright symbol. The students agreed among themselves that

the background was less static and more aesthetically

pleasing than the matte had been. The day's lesson was on

the human eye and how the pupil reacts to stimuli. Ms.

Stephens' lesson was clear and precise, and she used a

colorful model very adroitly. She also prompted students to

try several different hand and eye coordination exercises as

a tactile way of demonstrating her points. The Beecher City

students performed the exr_rcises and tried some creative

variations on the original exercises. Ms. Kemmy suggested

different variations also and asked the students questions

about what they had seen. The students made no attempt to

use the telephone handset on the day of our visit.

Student nterviews

In general, the students reported that they had liked

their interactive telecourse very much. They had really

liked Ms. Stephens and had enjoyed taking her clas. They

noted that she had related well to the students; had tried

to get to know the students at each site; had held their

interest; really cared whether her students understood

science; and had discussed difficult subjects in depth and

very clearly. The students also indicated that she knew the
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subject matter well and that they had learned more in the

TI-IN class than in their regular, traditional classes.

They noted that some of her tests had been hard, but they

also considered them to be fair. They added that she had

been "pretty thorough" in reviewing tests.

The students had also like their facilitator "very

much," and they noted that she had been extremely interested

in their progress. They indicated being pleased that she

had allowed them to help with the equipment and that they

could turn to her for help if needed. They considered their

school to have been very supportive of the TI-IN program,

and other students and their other science teacher had

frequently talked to them about their progress in the TI-IN

class. They noted that interested students had been asked

to sign up for the TI-IN course at the end of the previous

school year. Those who had been upcoming seniors and "A" or

"B" students had been called during the summer and invited

to enroll in the course in the fall.

Both students interviewed were very glad that they had

chosen to take the TI-IN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY course, and

both they and their supervisor assured us that the two

absent students held very similar views and that their

experiences in this class had been very positive.

cocl.ydirNote

Although the vestiges of Beecher City Junior and Senior

High School's disappointment with the SPANISH III class

still put somewhat of a damper on the administration's
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enthusiasm for the TI-In United Star Network courses, it was

clear that their overall assessment of this Star Schools

experience had been extremely positive. Certainly the

students' and facilitator's appreciation for ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY was abundantly clear.
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Site Visit

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY and PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Jemez Valley High School

Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico

TI-IN United Star Network evaluators Dr. Jennings

Bryant and Steve Rockwell arrived at Jemez Valley High

School at 9:30 a.m. on Thursday, May 3, 1990. This is a

public school situated adjacent to the Jemez Pueblo Indian

Reservation. This reservation is located in the foothills

of the Jemez Mountains approximately 45 miles north of

Albuquerque. Five hundred students are enrolled in grades

1-12 of the Jemez Valley School District, with approximately

75 of those attending the high school. About one-half of

the student population consists of Zia and Jemez Indians,

with the remaining half split between White (25%) and

Hispanic (25%) pupils. Jemez Valley is the only public

school in this 50-mile diameter district. The main

employment and revenue sources in the area consist of the

U.S. Forestry Service, the state highway department, the

Jemez Valley schools, various cottage industries, and a few

service vendors. A number of families purportedly subsist

on welfare.

When we arrived at the school, we sought out the

principal, Mr. Jim O'Choa. We were ushered into his office

and he promptly and matter-of-factly let us know that ha did



not welcome us, although he had agreed to see us. From his

initial comments, we received the impression that he thought

that we were there to evaluate his school and his staff, and

his demeanor was hostile, defensive, and uncooperative. We

tried to explain to him that we were evaluating the TI-IN

United Star Network programs and not him or the school. He

then seemed to believe that we were full-time employees of

TI-IN, no matter how many times and in how many different

ways we tried to explain the situation. Throughout the

interview, Mr. O'Choa continued to act in a hostile manner

toward us and TI-IN, repeatedly saying that TI-IN needed to

work more closely with his school in scheduling classes and

in communicating future plans. He also declared

emphatically that the classes offered were not always

appropriate for his school. When he becane winded from his

diatribe, and when it became apparent that he was not

prepared to listen to fact or reason, we excused ourselves

in order to view a TI-IN class in progress and to speak to

the facilitator. We were later told by the site coordinator

that Mr. O'Choa was the school's fourth principal in two and

one-half years and that the first time he had examined the

TI-IN schedule for the upcoming year was immediately prior

to our visit. The coordinator suggested that Mr. O'Choa had

developed his negative attitude about the whole program

without making any real attempt to understand the system.



Thterview with Facilitator

The facilitator, Linda Grider, was quite a contrast to

Mr. OIChoa. She was helpful and extremely pleasant. She

was obviously an intelligent individual, as well as an

independent thinker. Although she did have some problems

with TI-IN, overall she thought that the TI-IN United Star

Network in particular, and distance learning in general,

provided otherwise unavailable and unaffordable

opportunities for the Jemez Valley students. Ms. Grider was

not a certified teacher and worked for 4-he school on a

substitute teacher's wages; she facilitates six TI-IN

classes--Spanish, German, French, Sociology, Physical

Science, and Anatomy and Physiology. Her biggest problem

with at least the one she emphasized the most

emphatically, was the delay in getting the course grades

back to the schools. She also felt that TI-IN was not being

as cooperative as possible in sending out tapes of classes

missed because of school holidays, lessons that the school

had not taped due to equipment malfunctions. She insisted

that TI-IN had refused her requests to send them some of the

tapes that Jemez Valley was missing. [In the many other

instances of problems like this we have encountered, we have

never heard of any problems with receiving missing tapes, so

we have to assume there was some sort of communication

problem.] Ms. Grider also said she felt that TI-IN should

use the printer more and the mail less. She noted that the

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY instructor was the only one who used



the printer "corzectly" or on any sort of regular basis.

Ms. Gridor suggested that a fax machine might be included in

the A-V package if the instructv-s were not going to use the

printer.

She also told us that dhile a few Jemez Valley faculty

members thought very highly of TI-IN, there was a lot of

resentment toward distance learning in the school. Various

members of the faculty felt somewhat threatened by the

technology and considered it a waste of money. The school's

chemistry and physics teacher apparently holds such

attitudes, since this teacher reportedly was not always

cooperative in helping set up lab experiments for the TI-IN

courses. Ms. Grider also reported that there had been a few

instances of weather olackouts and that scheduling the

makeup work for these instances was a problem. It seems

that Hew Mexico schools do not have study halls, plus they

have a rigorous state-mandated curriculum, so there are no

free periods for the students to make up any missed work.

This lack of free periods also causes problems in completing

some assignments. For instance, in one TI-IN class, the

teacher apparently gave the assignment of making a video

presentation of the area in which the students lived. There

was no class time assigned for this project and very limited

access to recording equipment, so the students had to be

dismissed from other classes and thereby had a hard time

completing the project. Ms. Grider also said that the land-

line was constantly busy, making it is very difficult to get



through to the various teachers. (This is the first

instance of any problems in this area that we have

encountered. Since we have called TI-IN teachers ourselves

on several occasions with excellent success, it may be that

Jemez Valley has a problem with its long-distance service.]

She also said that the classes, especially Mr.

Marshall's PHYSICAL SCIENCE class, reeded to be better

organized. If the teachers gave sufficient warning of what

labs were upcoming, the facilitator could make arrangements

to set up these labs well in advance and thus avoid any

scheduling conflicts in the lab. She suggested that a

semester lab plan would be helpful. She also complained

that Mr. Marshall's constant requests of the facilitators to

give facilitator points is a problem too, because the

facilitator must pay attention to the whole lesson in order

to know when to grade the students on these points.

Most of the Jemez Valley High School students, she

suggested, were sufficiently self-motivated to make the

Ti-IN United Star Network classes a success. Some were

taking TI-IN courses in order to fulfill a second language

requirement and were thereby motivated to do well in order

to graduate or go on to college. She also indicated that a

few distance learning students were not really serious about

the TI-IN courses and caused slight behavior problems in the

classroop. On the other hand, Ms. Grider reported that she

had also talked to many other students who were not

currently enrolled in TI-IN courses who were very interested

%.)
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in taking TI-IN classes in the future, and she was

optimistic for the long-term success of distance learning

for schools such as Jemez Valley.

Interview with Resource Director

We spoke next to the school librarian, Paul Whittinger.

Although he was not affiliated with the TI-IN United Star

Network program in any official capacity, he nonetheless

asked to speak with us, istensibly because he felt the

desire to work with the program in order to, in his terms,

improve it. It seemed to us that Mr. Whittinger was

Principal O'Choa's confidant, and Mr. O'Choa had apparently

talked with Mr. Whittinger to try to determine some of the

details of the TI-IN system. This seemed to be the source

of some of Jemez Valley's problems, because neither one knew

much about the program. Mr. Whittinger did not even know

about the in-service training programs offered by TI-IN, and

he expressed considerable interest in them when they were

mentioned. Nonetheless, he seemed confident that TI-IN was

not the right program for Jemez Valley, because the courses

he thought were needed were not offered, and he proposed

that TI-IN's schedule was unworkable for "his" school. He

was actively pursuing other distance learning purveyors in

order to, in his words, improve the program, and he tried to

pick our brains regarding alternative curricular learning

options. For once, ignorance really was bliss!
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Interview with Site Coordinator

When we spoke to the s:te coordinator, Bob Strain, we

began to see more clearly some of the problems associated

with the bureaucratic structure and administrative personnel

in the Jemez Valley school. Mr. Strain seemed bitter

towards the school's administrators, especially the

principal, possibly because his job seems to have recently

been dA7-jraded. Nonetheless, he was extremely hospitable

and offered us valuable insights into the problems at the

school and the history of TI-IN in the school. He has been

with the TI-IN program since it has been at Jemez Valley,

but has experienced a diminished role in the program since

Ms. Grider came aboard. He suggested that Mr. O'Choa was

too new at his job to know what was really going on with the

TI-In program and he intimated that Mr. O'Choa has erred in

listening to Mr. Whittinger, who did not really know himself

what was going on. Mr. Strain seemed to think that there

was a conflict in the perception of what purposes TI-IN

served in their school, and he noted that the current

administrators did not have a comprehensive vision of the

various dimensions of the program. For example, he told us

that although TI-IN provided some excellent teacher

development courses, and although Jemez Valley critically

needed such courses, no in-service training was currently

offered by the school. He added that many of the more

attractive features of the program were being overlooked.

It was clear that Mr. Strain felt a strong affinity to
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distance learning and to TI-IN, but it was also clear that

he thought he was "on the outs" with the current

administration.

TI-IN Classroom Setting

Because Jemez Valley subscribes to so many TI-IN

courses, a room had been designated the TI-IN classroom.

Unfortunately, the 20' x 9' interior room, situated off of

an attractive library/A-V center, was not particularly well

suited for this purpose. The artificial lighting was

adequate, but the cinderblock walls, hard floors, and metal

furnishings created an overly "lively" audio environment.

Ms. Grider had done what she could to make the room useful

and appealing (e.g., TI-IN Bulletin Boards), but the space

was too cramped for adequate viewing, and it was located

some distance from the science equipment needed for ANATOMY

AND PHYSIOLOGY and PHYSICAL SCIENCE. In the PHYSICAL

SCIENCE class, which had four pupils, one pupil sat so that

the monitor, although not exactly in back of her, was

located over her left shoulder. Some environmental

manipulation definitely was in order.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

ODservation

Although we arrived at Jemez Valley High School in

plenty of time to observe the ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class,

Mr. O'Choa was insensitive to our gentle requests that we

observe that class while it was in progress and talk to him



later. When we finally made our way to the classroom, the

day's lessons were nearly over. We observed the single

student and the facilitator for a few minutes, enough to

note that the student was paying careful attention to the

lesson and the facilitator was being quite observant also.

In a couple of instances, the student asked Ms. Grider a

question, and the facilitator quietly answered. Ms. Marilyn

Stephens, the TI-IN teacher, appeared to be very focused on

the lesson and seemed to be doing an excellent job covering

a lot of information in a pleasant and effective manner.

She was also quite patient when dealing with student

questions. She averaged nearly a call a minute during the

last 8 minutes of the class.

Student Interview

The student, Kimberly Gachupin, was a poised, well-

dressed, attractive, 18-year old senior--a female Native

American. She reported that she was taking ANATOMY AND

PHYSIQLOGY because she wanted to be a doctor. Although

outnumbered by evaluators, Kim was extremely relaxed and

confident during the interview. She actually seemed to

enjoy herself.

She liked the TI-IN system and reported that she would

like to take other courses via this system, especially

Marine Biology. She gave the class an "A" and said that she

liked the teacher, Marilyn Stephens, very much. In fact,

she spontaneously used words such as "admire" and "respect"

in describing her feelings for the teacher and said that she
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would "love" to have more teachers like her. She reported

that Ms. Steph-ns was "better" than most of her classroom

teachers. When asked about Ms. Stephens' strengths, she

mentioned her wit and humor and the fact that Ms. Stephens

knew her material well, and she added that her teacher was

an excellent presenter. When asked about the teacher's

weaknesses, she could not think of one. She thought that

the tests had been good and had been graded fairly, and she

reported that Ms. Stephens had returned grades promptly (in

about a week, she said). Her only complaint was that sor.a

of the labs were paced too quickly and had reevired

equipment that was unaccessible at Jemez Valley.

Ms. Gachupin was also very positive about her

facilitator. She noted that Ms. Grider always had the

material ready for class, was very helpful during the

lessons, and was quite interested in her personally as a

student. She definitely would want Ms. Grider as a

facilitator for other TI-IN courses. When asked if the

school was supportive of TI-IN and had promoted the TI-IN

classes, she said that Mr. Strain certainly was and had.

We talked with this student for several minutes, trying

to obtain other insights into the Jemez Valley situation,

but it Wils clear that she had no special knowledge of any

shifts in the school's attitudes toward TI-IN. We came away

from the interview hoping that Ms. Gachupin would be able to

become a very successful doctor and thinking that ANATOMY

AND PHYSIOLOGY may have helped her achieve her goals.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Observations

The TI-IN United Star Network PHYSICAL SCIENCE class at

Jemez Valley contained four stuAents, three males (two

Native American Freshmen, both age 15, and an Hispanic

Freshman, age 15) and one female (an "Anglo" Freshman, age

13, whose parent was the chairman of the school board). All

of the students were we11-dressed (extremely well-dressed!)

and were very neat and attractive in appearance. They all

seemed to be intelligent, poised, and loaded with

personality.

During the first few minutes of the class, the students

were in and out of the room a lot, and they seemed to have a

difficult time paying attention. Part of the problem may

have been the fact that David Marshall, the teacher, seemed

to be having trouble getting started that day. In fact, one

of the students remarked, "Man, is he ever having trouble

getting the ball rolling." A few minutes into the class,

Mr. Marshall said that he wanted to hear some "new voices"

today, and the Jemez Valley students immediately reached for

the hand-set and placed it in the middle of the table. One

particularly lively student added, "Watch us smoke!" They

seemed quite comfortable using the handset--all of them.

Mr. Marshall continued at a slow pace, and his efforts

at humor were falling flat that day, at least with this

audience. The students were noticeably antsy, and om.

noted, "He's making me nervous!" In contrast to her
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attentiveness during the last class (actually, classes,/

since we had observed some of the TI-IN Spanish class also),

Ms. Grider was also quite distracted. Finally, she got up

and excused herself so that she could make some copies for

an upcoming class. The behavior of the students did not

change noticeably in her absence (of course, two adult

evaluators were present).

Mr. Marshall used an excellent video disk presentation

during a portion of the class, and that captured and

recaptured the Jemez Valley students' attention. Otherwise,

the teacher's command of the material for this lesson, a

portion of which was review for an upcoming test, was less

than impressive. Although some concepts were explained

quite well, other explanations were very weak. Our students

were particularly peeved when he mispronounced (to our ears,

only slightly) the names of Jemez Valley and

To'Hajiilee-He--two New Mexico schools. Based on prior

observations, one of us (Jennings Bryant) had bragged to the

other (Steve Rockwell) about the quality of Mr. Marshall's

teaching, but that previously-observed excellence in

distance teaching was certainly not in evidence on this

particular day. Among the several problems we noted were

that:

(1) the lesson units were not well organized;

(2) far too much social time was allocated;

(3) some of the teacher's words were garbled;



(4) the graphics were not well prepared (other than

the excellent video disk lesson);

(5) the audio was so low during the first video disk

segment that students at other sites called in;

(6) Mr. Marshall made at least two factual errors

(e.g., saying 4drinking" versus "distilled"

water); and

(7) Mr. Marshall used a swimming pool metaphor to

which our students obviously had trouble relating.

All in all, this was a very poor lesson. Not only did we

know it, the students and facilitator knew it and talked

about it openly.

Student Interviews

We interviewed the students individually in the

adjacent resource room. They were rather consistent in

their responses to our questions. All of them liked Mr.

Marshall and had been very pleased with the quality of his

instruction. One student said that Mr. Marshall was "cool."

Another added that he was "real interesting and nice." A

third student noted that he usually was much better

organized than what we had seen, although he did say that

Mr. Marshall rambled too much at times. The fourth just

said that he liked Mr. Marshall "a very lot."

The facilitator, Ms. Grider, got rave reviews. Each

student answered every question asked about her very

positively. It was obvious that she is a gem, and the

students knew it.



The PHYSICAL SCIENCE course was also graded positively

by the class (1 "A", 3 "E's")( and they noted that they had

learned "at least as much" (1 male, 1 female) or "more than"

(2 males) they had in their regular courses. Two of the

students reported that most of the class presentations had

held their interest "most of the time"; two others reported

that their interest had been maintained "some of the time."

All reported that they would take another TI-IN class if

given an opportunity to do so.

A persistent complaint of all four students was that

tests were not returned promptly. A subsidiary complaint

was that their TI-IN course grades were so late in being

sent to Jemez Valley that they had received a grade of

"Incomplete" (I) on their report dards in PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

One student reported that his father had almost beaten him

up for getting an "I," which he judged to be worse than an

"F." In days of readily available electronic mail and

facsimile transmission, it seems that something could be

done to rectify this common complaint.

Summary

Some very positive things were happening in the TI-IN

classroom at Jemez Valley. Students appeared to be learning

a great deal, liking their TI-IN courses and teachers a lot,

and generally having a very positive learning experience.

Clearly geography and their rural environment were not

getting in the way of their obtaining a good, specialized

education.
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On the other hand, little or no word of this

educational success was getting through to the front office!

What the key adMinistrative gatekeeper w, or chose to see,

was an educational failure and an administrative nightmare.

Some of the students had recently become aware of the

Princibal's disenchantment with TI-IN, and they were

concerned about this, apparently because from their

perspective TI-IN courses had been a very positive part of

their educational experience, and they did not want to loose

it. In fact, when asked, "What could have been done to make

this course a better learning experience?," one student

succinctly stated: "Improve the relationship between the

school and TI-IN!"

It seems to us that ez least part of the blame has to

lie with the Jemez Valley administration. Mr. O'Choa has to

be the most opinionated, difficult-to-communicate-with

person we have met in all of our evaluation experiences.

The power struggles going on at Jemez Valley must be

disruptive to effective external communication, just as they

obviously are to harmonious internal relations.

On the other hand, it may be worth noting that if TI-IN

has not -oeen communicating anew each year with all new

administrators and making st:e that they understand the TI-

IN programs and processes, this certainly should be done.

The administration, faculty and staff turnover rate in

small, rural schools is incredibly high, and it would be a

mistake to assume continuity between any consecutive terms.
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It is also imperative to get the current principal's name

correct on mailings. On two occasions, either Mr. O'Choa or

his secretary mentioned that TI-IN mail was still being

addressed to Joseph Green, a former principal. We know that

this is a "little thing," but to insecure people, the little

things sometimes mean a lot.

Finally this was our first opportunity to witness

first-hand the combination of a top-flight facilitator with

an unsupportive administrator. To us the results suggest

that the program can be educationally effective in the short

run even without administrative support or understanding.

In the long run, it is doubtful that such a combination

would produce much success.
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Site Visit

JAPANESE I

Hale County High School

Moundville, Alabama

On April 3, 1990, the TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Steve Rockwell and Lisa Scott traveled to

Hale County High School in Moundville, Alabama to evaluate a

JAPANESE I class. Moundville is a small town, population

1,310, located about 30 minutes south of Tuscaloosa,

Alabama. Hale County High School, located on the outskirts

of Moundville, has an enrollment of 340 students in grades

7-12. About 70 percent of the students are white and 30

percent are black. The students run the full gamut of the

social economic continuum with 60 percent from middle class

families and the remainder split between the upper and lower

classes.

The_Ciass Environment

We arrived just before class began, met very briefly

with the principal, Mr. Jack Clayton, and were escorted to

class. The JAPAN12E I class was held in a chemistry lab in

one wing of the school. Ms. Clayton announced our presence

to the class and directed a few students to sit in specific

'seats. [Later she admitted that she did this for our

benefit since some of the students were in the habit of

sitting together and talking during the lectures.]
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The monitor and the TI-IN A-V cart were located in the

left corner of the room, with the nine students (two white

females and seven white males, with one student absent)

positioned around the first two of four lab tables. Four

students were seated facing the back of the room so that

they had to turn around in their chairs to get a clear view

of the monitor. The facklitator, Ms. Clayton--the

principal's wife--stood or sat at a table in the right front

of the room. No artificial lighting was employed and the

room was rather dark. The room was equipped with a window-

mounted air conditioning unit that was not turned on. A

bulletin board on the right side of the classroom was tit.Led

"Satellite Academic Resources," suggesting that the

facilitator took some interest in the program. It displayed

a TI-IN satellite dish with a student/reporter reading an

article in the school newspaper about TI-IN. In cartoon

fashion his thoughts appeared in a bubble: "Today Japanese

. . Tomorrow ? ? ?" Step-by-step instructions on how to

operate the TI-IN equipment were on the chalkboard on the

front wall of the classroom. Due dates of assignments for

JAPANESE I were also posted.

The time of the JAPANESE I class did not correspond

exactly with Hale County High School's schedule. Therefore,

the TI-IN students had to leave their previous class ten

minutes early to attend JAPANESE I. (The students said that

this was not a problem except when they were having a test

in the previous class.) Ten minutes into the JAPANESE I
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class, when the school bell rang for the regular classes,

there was a considerable amount of noise from students

changing classes (i.e., talking and opening and closing

locker doors), but it didn't seem to distract the JAPANESE I

students. Mr. Clayton told us that next year the TI-IN

class(s) would be held in a renovated band storage room that

seats about ten students comfortably.

n-Class Observations

At the beginning of class, the instructor, Dr. Sukero

Ito, introduced the day's lesson. The Hale County students

asked that the volume be increased, and Ms. Clayton

complied. Dr. Ito reminded Louisville High School that it

was their turn to check-in on the hotline during his office

hours. [Apparently Dr. Ito requires sites to check in on

his land-line periodically during office hours, and

Louisville High School's rotation was up.] Dr. Ito then

asked the facilitator to collect the short essays which were

that day's homework assignment. He also instructed the

facilitators to grade them.

Dr. Ito took a moment to thank the students who had

attended the previous weekend's Sakura (Tuscaloosa's

Japanese sister city) festival. Six of the ten HCHS

students, along with Ms. Clayton had travelled to Tuscaloosa

to observe several of the festival activities. The students

had been treated to a tour of the University of Alabama

te?avision studios, where JAPANESE I is produced; they had

seen a presentation on Japanese culture; they had sampled
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Japanese cuisine; and they had watched a karate

demonstration at University Mall. Dr. Ito showed the

students pictures of themselves, including those of a few

HCHS students. The pictures evoked the first signs of life

and interaction from the students. They laughed at

themselves and their fellow students and joked and chatted

with Ms. Clayton. Dr. Ito jovially asked the students if

they spotted themselves in the pictures. The picture

session lasted about five minutest as Dr. Ito explained and

commented on the various photographs.

After displaying the photos, Dr. Ito went over what

would be covered in the day's class. "Today's Menu"

graphics appeared on the lower half of the screen as he

spoke. Ms. Clayton asked if each student had his or her

xerox copy of the day's lesson. During the course of the

class Dr. Ito asked students to pronounce words after him.

Six of the nine students in the class complied. Graphics

accompanied some of the words as he pronounced them. Dr.

Ito also asked the sites to call in and give the Japanese

translation of English phrases. HCHS tried to call in three

or four times but could not get through. However, the class

did translate the phrases out loud. Later, Dr. Ito

specifically asked HCHS to call in. After passing the buck

as to who should call in, one student relayed the group's

answer.

Dr. Ito then used a map of Japan to show students where

certain Japanese cities were located. When Dr. Ito
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mentioned that the map might be hard to read, Ms. Clayton

directed students to the map in their textbooks. Dr. Ito

also showed a two-to-three minute videotape of three young

Japanese adults having a conversation (in Japanese) in a

clothing store. After viewing the tape, Dr. Ito reviewed

the young adults' conversation, which had used words that

were part of the day's lesson.

At the end of the lesson, Dr. Ito emphasized the "Key

Points" of the day's lesson ("Key Points" graphics appeared

on the lower portion of the screen). He then concluded the

day's class by asking students for the Japanese translations

of the names of several American states while holding up

flash cards of the states with their Japanese translations.

(The flash cards would have been easier to read if Dr. Ito

had used a bolder black marker.]

Several times during the class Ms. Clayton reiterated

some of Dr. Ito's remarks, reminded the students to take

notes (several were already taking notes), and acted as

translator. One evaluator noted that these interruptions

caused students to miss out on some of Dr. Ito's

information. The evaluator also commented that the class

was almost chaotic at times and Ms. Clayton did not seem to

be able to discipline the students.

Both students and facilitator thought that Dr. Ito was

an excellent teacher who presented the material in a manner

that was clear and easy to understand. They also
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appreciated his use of humor in presenting such difficult

material. Several students noted that he had a tendency to

go too fast during the lesson, which made it hard for them

to keep up. They agreed that his tests were hard, but fair,

considering the subject matter.

The students' reactions to the facilitator were mixed.

They generally agreed that she was helpful and interested in

their progress and always had materials ready in time for

class. While all but one felt that she did a good job with

the equipment, only one felt a genuine affinity with the

facilitator.

Regarding the equipment, students reported the usual

outage due to storms. One said that there were audio

problems from time to time. The class members did not

consider the static on the phone lines during bad weather

overly disruptive but they did express frustration over not

being able to reach Dr. Ito when they called in. One

evaluator noted annoying feedback on the handset at many

times during the class, but only one student said that she

was not comfortable using the handset.

When asked whether they would take another TI-IN class,

the students' responses were mixed. Some said the fact that

JAPANESE I was an interactive class made it more

interesting. One male thought that TI-IN classes were fun

and added that, even though he learned a lot/ he probably

would not be taking another one because he wasn't interested

in any of the subjects offered. Another male student
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preferred the physical presence of the teachers in a regular

class environment but said he would tElke another TI-IN class

because of the variety of subjects offered. One said he

definitely would not take another Japanese or other foreign

language TI-IN class.

There seemed to be a certain amount of status

associated with taking a TI-IN course at HCHS. The student

body was made aware of the program through school and local

newspaper articles, discussions at school assemblies, and

PTA meetings. One female said that she felt privileged to

take the TI-IN course because not many were able to do so.

She added that the TI-IN courses were more advanced and just

more fun than her other classes.

In general, these students signed up for JAPANESE I

because they needed a foreign language to graduate They

considered Japanese very difficult, but at the same time

they admitted that they could have studied more, singly and

as a group, to improve their grades. When asked, two

students responded with suggestions that they believed might

improve the course: have the teacher outline the format,

scope, and requirements of the class at the beginning of the

year so students know exactly what to expect; flc:1 adhere

more to the text (e.g., limit the amount of cultural and

extraneous information presented in class).

Mr. Clayton spoke very favorably of the TI-IN program,

considering it an excellent supplement to the school's
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curriculum, but by no means a replacement for the

traditional classroom teacher. He felt that the biggest

problem in the HCHS JAPANESE I class was .ne lack of

maturity of the 9th and 10th grader-... In his opinion, TI-IN

caters to self-motivated and self-disciplined students,

which he considered to be lacking in this partic,dar class.

He referred in particular to one student who presented a

discipline problem in traditional classroom settings as

well. He admitted that HCHS would have to screen students

more carefully for emotional maturity.

He was quick to defend his wife as facilitator, saying

that she was only part-time, not certified, and unable to

discipline the students. He expressed frustration that he

had to utilize a teacher's aide instead of a certified

teacher as facilitator for JAPANESE I. He said that an aide

was not a professional and lacked the authority to control

the class. When Mr. Clayton attended the JAPANESE I class,

he ordered several students to be quiet and pay attention.

He referred to the lack of teacher control in a telecourse

as a drawback, saying, "You get a professor's knowledge and

nothing else--no authority."

Mr. Clayton expressed a desire to subscribe to the TI-

IN United Star Network ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY class, which

requires that the facilitator be a certified teacher, but he

said that HCHS could not afford to give up a teacher to

facilitate the class. The school could barely afford to pay

an aide. He spoke of subscribing to JAPANESE I and JAPANESE



II for the upcoming year but noted that the role of

facilitator would be very time consuming: two hours for

classes, one hour to prepare materials, do mail out, and

grade papers, all of which could consume half of a teacher's

day.

Both Mr. and Ms. Clayton expressed reservations about

the grading system. They felt that final grades should take

into account other factors besides homework, quiz and test

scores; class participation, for example. They also felt

that other factors interfered with making a good grade in an

interactive course. Mr. Clayton suggested grading on a

curve to compensate for the difficulties encountered in a

distance education program. Ms. Clayton believed that study

sheets might help in test preparation. She also noted that

it was difficult for the students to take a test on one

lesson when they were already studying the ne%t lesson in

class, especially since there was no review before tests.

Ms. Clayton felt that at times the pace of the class was too

fast.

Mr. Clayton was worried about what repair service would

be available after the University of Alabama terminates its

contract with TI-IN. He brought up their relative lack of

technical problems compared to other schools in the area.

He noted that the school had a computer technology expert on

board, Richard McKay who was very interested in TI-IN and

its possibilities.
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Mr. Clayton stated that the TI-IN course calendar did

not fit in well with his school calendar. When HCHs's

classes began, the JAPANESE I class had already begun, which

put HCHS behind. Mr. Clayton suggested starting TI-IN's

classes on the latest starting date of any subscribing

school and ending classes on the earliest closing date of

any school. In addition to the scheduling conflict, he also

said that TI-IN does not recognize many traditional school

holidays, so that classes had to be taped and made up at a

later date.

It became evident from this visit that although Mr.

Clayton appreciated the value of TI-IN technology, the lack

of classroom discipline precluded the students from

receiving the full benefit of the course content. The

JAPANESE I class was offered to freshmen and sophomores to

enable students to learn a secord foreign language at the

junior and senior level; however, this particular class

appeared to be lacking the self discipline required for

learning in an interactive course. The facilitator

constantly prompted the students to follow Dr. Ito's

directions, but students admitted that she didn't usually

prompt them as much as she did on the day of our visit. The

amount of direction they have is questionable, as well as is

their aLility or desire to follow the class without

prompting. The facilitator's lack of control anpears to be

a problem that needs to be addressed in order that all the

students can experience TI-IN's contribution to Hale County



High School's curriculum. Resolving the issues of

scheduling, grading and finding a qualified facilitator will

further enhance the effectiveness of the TI-IN program.
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Site Visit

JAPANESE I and PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Louisville High School

Louisville, MS

On March 28, 1990, the TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Dr. Jennings Bryant, Scott Davenport, and

Lisa Scott traveled to Louisville, MS, to evaluate two TI-IN

United Star Network Classes: JAPANESE I and PHYSICAL

SCIENCE. Louisville High School's main campus is located on

two large blocks of a middle class residential neighborhood.

Located 45 miles south of Starkville, MS, Louisville has a

population of 7,323. Louisville High is one of three high

schools in Winston County, and although the buildings were

older, they were immaculate. Many of the students seemed to

take great pride in their school: They were courteous and

pleasant, and we even saw students stop to pick up and throw

away debris that had fallen on the grounds! The school as a

whole clearly seemed to meet TI-IN's Title 1 requirements

for service to a low-income, rural population. For example,

of the 850 students enrolled at Louisville High School, more

than 50 percent are below the poverty level (i.e., greater

than 50% qualify for free or reduced-cost lunches). A

majority of the students are black (60%) with whites and a

small number of Choctaw Indians comprising the minority

(40%). The students are largely from working-class

families, and 40 percent are from single parent homes. At



least 60 students work after school. The area's largest

employer is Georgia Pacific, but a number of residents are

employed by small textile factories, by the wood working

industry, and LI farming (cattle and row crops).

Observations about High

We found Louisville High school to be exceptional on

both academic and extra-curricular dimensions. Despite the

small student body, the school curriculum spanned the

academic continuum and included Russian (offered every other

year), Spanish, advanced physics, advanced chemistry,

Advanced Placement English, computer science, three levels

of art, painting and ceramics, business management, and auto

mechanics. All students were required to pass a literacy

test before graduation. The student body as a whole

appeared to be highly motivated academically. For example,

the recent graduating classes had already won $2.5 million

in college scholarships. The school's offerings of extra-

curricular activities included golf, tennis, choir, and jazz

band, and LHS boasts top state honors in academic test

scores, as well as for the performance of its championship

football ceam and concert band (130 members strong). Sports

and music teams have con-istently been among the strongest

in the state. Such an extensive and diverse academic and

extramural curriculum is rarely found in much larger and

more well-to-do school systems.

Louisville High School had also excelled in the way it

had presented the TI-IN program to the students, teachers,
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and to the community. First, it was evident that everyone

in the area had been fully informed about TI-IN (and Star

Schools in Taneral) through articles in the school and

community papers (one article we read was headlined,

"Highlight of the 1989-1990 school year at LHS was

Lm.tiation of satellite program"), via presentations to the

PTA; and by talks to civic clubs and every conceivable kind

of community organization. As a result of this carefully

orchestrated publicity, as well as the healthy and

progressive school academic climate, seventeen students had

enrolled in the JAPANESE I class, making this the largest

JAPANESE I class and one of the largest classes in the TI-IN

United Star Network program. Adding to this healthy

environment was the quality of the facilitators. Each of

them was a certified teacher--not a teacher's aide or the

principal's wife. And each was known to be an exceptionally

fine teacher in his or her specialty area. Ms. Kay

Stringfellow, facilitator in the JAPANESE I class, was

completing her Master's in Spanish and was chosen as

facilitator because of her background in foreign languages.

Mr. Don Brantleye facilitator of the PHYSICAL SCIENCE class,

was a certified science teacher and was the school's popular

and revered baseball coach. Completing an equation for

excellence rare at any level of the educational process was

Louisville High School,o remarkably accomplished and devoted

principal, Mr. U. B. Edwards. Obviously a beloved

administrator with a Eriendly smile and a hands-on approach,
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Mr. Edwards seemed to know every aspect of his school. He

possessed a comprehensive knowledge of day-to-day activities

and exerted firm control over faculty, staff, and students

without being tyrannical. Mr. Edwards took great pride in

giving us a tour of the school. He walked freely in and out

of classrooms without disturbing anyone, so obviously his

presence was not unusual. Moreover, later during our site

visit he dropped by both TI-IN classes, something the

students reported to be quite ordinary. (Not outside of

LHS, we can assure them!) A final key element was the

school's counselor, Ms. Sanders, who was such a promoter of

TI-IN classes that Ms. Stringfellow reported that during

registration between 30-,0 students had lined-up to take

JAPANESE I. We are sorry that we did not get to meet Ms.

Sanders.

Interview with Princ:pAl

Overall, Mr. J. L. Edwards seemed very pleased with the

TI-IN program, and he reported looking forward to adopting

other TI-IN classes and incorporating them into Louisville

High School's schedule. But he did note three problems:

(1) At the beginning of the year, technical problems had

led to All of the school's TI-IN equipment having to be

replaced. Students had viewed tape recordings of their TI-

IN classes until the equipment had been replaced and was

working correctly. (2) The second problem was grading.

Apparently, there was a 10-point difference between the

grading scale used by the TI-IN teachers and Louisville's
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grading scale. This difference had led to angry parents

wondering why their students had failing grades. The

problem had been corrected by the school; TI-IN grades are

converted to the Louisville High School scale. Mr. Edwards

suggested that in the future grading should be discussed in

detail in the facilitator orientation and training sessions.

(3) Finally, scheduling had been a real problem. The TI-IN

hourly telecast schedule did not fit the school's dayparts,

the harmful effects of which we later witnessed with the

PHYSICAL SCIENCE class.

JAPANESE I

Class Observations

During our evaluation visit, the JAPANESE I class

viewed a film on Japanese culture. Therefore, we observed

an atypical class, since the film left little room for

interaction. The Louisville High School JAPANESE I class

was held in an auditorium capable of seating over 1,000 in

three sections. When we walked into this huge space, each

of us "knew" that the class had to be doomed from the start.

How wrong we were! Actually the lighting was good and the

acoustics were almost ideal, so the vast space turned out

not to be much of a problem. The seventeen students (14

black, 3 white; 13 female, 4 male) enrolled in the class

were seated in the first five rows of the middle and right

section. The TI-IN system cabinet with monitor and handset

was in front of the stage, located just right of center.

The students were spaced at least one seat apart to help
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maintain order. There was little interaction between

students except for an occasional chuckle as students

watched the film. Only one student did not continually

watch the program. The program choice was excellent; Dr.

Subero Ito is to be commended for choosing and utilizing

such excellent audio-visual material, in this instance, a

film produced by the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The film explored the daily lives of three children of

various ages who live in different parts of Japan (a

fisherman's village, a small town or farm village, and the

city). Several of the students took copious notes during

the program. We later learned that the students would be

required to complete an essay on Japanese culture at the end

of the week. The class ended abruptly about ten minutes

earlier than usual, when the program ended. It seemed to

the evaluators that the teacher should have come back on

screen to provide context to the film and more natural

closure to the lesson.

e v W W a

Ms. Stringfellow, the course facilitator, obviously had

enjoyed facilitating this telecourse and reported that she

had found the course content to be "interesting." She

seemed to pay close attention to every detail of the

classroom environment, right down to how to adjust the

curtains to prevent a glare on the television screen. She

reported looking forward to facilitating next year's

JAPANESE II class as well as continuing to facilitate

i
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JAPANESE I. As mentioned earlier, Ms. Stringfellow is a

certified foreign language teacher with substantial high

school teaching experience, so it means something that she

considered Dr. Ito to be an extremely good language teacher

who had good rapport with the students and was quite

successful in getting them to call in and participate. She

reported that the students enjoyed Dr. Ito and liked to

converse with him during the short dialogues. She indicated

that seventeen students in an interactive class had not been

a problem, and she noted that most of the students had been

doing a good job (i.e., they completed assignments quite

well, verbally pronounced words out loud with Dr. Ito, and

studied), although there were exceptions. She reported that

the students had a HB/CH average overall, with three

students maintaining an "A" average, one of whom had

maintained a perfect 100 average. Ms. Stringfellow had

instructed both the students and their parents on the use of

the telephone handset. She had frequently used the TI-IN

hotline to correct technical difficulties (i.e., static,

weak signals, etc.). She agreed with Mr. Edwards that

grading had been a problem and should be discussed in

greater detail in future facilitator orientation sessions.

Since it was impossible for the three evaluators to

interview all seventeen of the students in the class, we

randomly selected as many as we could (seven) to interview.

In talking with Ms. Stringfellow afterwards, she reported

that we probably had done as good a job as possible in
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choosing a representative cross-section of the class. The

results from the student interviews are reported in the

composite, with individual comments added where appropriate.

Student Interviews

The students we interviewed in the TI-IN United Star

Network JAPANESE I class reported being "comfortable" with

the interactive television teaching process, but several of

them noted that the classes would have been better in a

smaller room. At least one-half of the 17 students had used

the telephone handset, but most reported still feeling "shy"

in talking to the teacher, because they had not wanted to

appear "stupid" to students at other sites. This was not a

common response for TI-IN students at this point in the

term. We can speculate that at least five factors have

contributed to their continued apprehension: (1) The first

has to do with the nature of their classroom. Talking in

that environment had to be almost like being "on stage."

(2) The second may derive from the competitive nature of

Louisville High. In schools like this in which a high

premium is placed on excelling, significant demand

characteristics can lead to added evaluation apprehension.

(3) Third, some of the students were quite a distance from

the handset, making interactivity even more difficult. (4)

With seventeen students/ unless the teacher calls on

Louisville more than on other sites, the students would have

used the handset less often than those at other sites. (5)

And, finally, although Professor Ito has encouraged
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interactivity, he seemed to be a little less "forgiving" of

errors than most other TI-IN teachers. All of these and

other factors could have combined to make this class less at

ease with the interactivity than those at other sites.

In spite of their shared uneasiness over their own

attempts at talking on the handset, LHS still considered the

interactive dimensions of the program to be very positive.

Several noted that they considered the questions asked by

students At_gtham_litga to be very "helpful" and fun to

listen to. Dr. Ito's prompting of sites to call in, which

included calling on some students by name, had helped LHS

students become more interactive. It had also helped them

feel like they were getting to know students from other

sites a little.

The students we interviewed all enjoyed JAPANESE Il and

each wanted to learn more about Japanese or another foreign

language. Most (6/7) would continue taking Japanese as an

interactive television class, and most (5/7) would be glad

to take another subject from TI-IN. Interestingly enough,

several students volunteered that they would not take

another TI-IN foreign language class if they could take any

foreign language class taught by Ms. Stringfellow--whom many

of them reported to be the best teacher in the school.

All of the students we interviewed considered Dr. Ito

to be an excellent teacher (one of the best they had had),

who knew his subject well. However, interestingly enough,

some of the students were a little intimidated taking a



foreign language from a teacher who was a native speaker.

All of them reported that they had learned as much or more

from this telecourse as they ever had in a traditional

classroom setting, and several of them noted that their

typical classroom courses were easier than JAPANESE I. A

couple of students wished that Dr. Ito could have been a

little more relaxed, but all thought that he was an

interesting and pleasant person.

The facilitator, Ms. Stringfellow, got rave reviews

from every student. They considered her to be a star

teacher. They found her to be very helpful and

enthusiastic, and they complimented her efforts to learn

Japanese with them.

Several of the students interviewed noted two problems

with the delivery or administrative aspects of the course:

static on the line when they or other schools called in, and

grading. A few noted that static was not the only technical

difficulty. When the weather had been bad, he transmission

had been interrupted, and TI-IN had to send them tapes of

the class. The students had not found this too big of a

disruption, however--just a minor annoyance. They also

noted that even though Dr. Ito reviewed tests the day after

they were taken, they still did not have a "good feel" for

what their grades would be. All in all, three students gave

JAPANESE I a "B," and four gave it an "A."
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Class Setting and Situation

The second TI-IN United Star Network class we evaluated

was the PHYSICAL SCIENCE class, which we received at 1:30

p.m. The facilitator, "Coach" Don Brantley, opened a small

classroom--actually a renovated, institutional green,

concrete-block storage room--and set up the TI-IN system

well in advance of the tima the students arrived. In fact,

none of the six students (two black males, one white female,

three white males) enrolled in the class were present when

the clas began, because of the aforementioned schedule

difficulties. All arrived (out of breath) five to seven

minutes after the class had begun. Upon arrival, the

students sat in chair-desks in two rows facing the monitor,

with the facilitator seated behind them.

Class Observations

The class we evaluated was a lab, not a regular class,

an experience we were glad to have an opportunity to

observe. The charisma and energy of PHYSICAL SCIENCE

teacher David Marshall were evident as he began by showing

and discussing with students a newspaper article that

illustrated the use of chemicals in everyday life--which,

unfortunately our LHS students missed. The teacher then

fielded questions and went over part of a lab from the

previous day. He used graphics with bold-faced, capital

letters to showcase definitions and scientific or

mathematical formulas. Using his finger as a pointer, he
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emphasized various parts of diagrams, formulas, and graphs,

which were magnified by a document camera. After the

review, instructions for the day's lab (oxidation of copper)

were given. Some of our students made it in for e, portion

of the instructions, and a couple heard all of the

instructions. After the instructions, a slate appeared

announcing "Activity Time--Call In with Questions." The

facilitator and students left the classroom, walked outside,

and hurriedly crossed to another building which contained

the chemistry lab. The facilitator and the students who had

heard all of the instructions briefed the other students on

the day's lab assignment as they "jogged" between the

classroom and the lab. We struggled to keep up. During the

lab, Mr. Brantley delegated students to set up the equipment

and materials necessary to conduct the lab. Then, as all

six students gathered around the table, Mr. Brantley left

the room and returned with protective goggles. The

facilitator was careful to take all necessary safety

precautions. The students had to scramble all over to get

the proper materials, and then they had to substitute copper

shavings for copper powder. [No site had copper powder, we

later learned.] Then, as the remainder of the students

looked on intently, three students performed the actual

experiment (weighing of metal, timing, etc.). Each student

independently recorded the results of the experiment and

answered the questions. During the experiment Mr. Brantley

did a good job of focusing the c/L.udents' attention on the
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"whys" and "hows" of the lab. After the experiment--which

wasn't entirely successful (the metal didn't oxidize) --the

students hurriedly but carefully put away the equipment and

lab materials. Although the students had worked like

beavers and had wasted no time, Mr. Marshall had already

begun class when the students returned to the classroom. He

was in the process of having sites call in with their lab

findings. Coach Brantley delegated Ty (Tom) Curran, a white

male, to call in with LHS's findings. Ty picked up the

telephone handset from the desk and advanced to the front of

the room. He relayed the class' answers as the group told

him what to say. During a short question-and-answer

session, Ty relayed answers to Mr. Marshall's questions.

The teacher compared LHS's results with other sites' while

writing each site's results down on a sheet magnified by a

document camera. [Not.e: Ty had moved to the front of the

class in order to see what Mr. Marshall wrote. We could not

read everything from 10 to 12 feet away.] Mr. Marshall took

time to explain possible differences in each site's results

while complimenting the students on their diligence, and he

noted that this was a "hard lab to have no directions on."

Mr. Marshall was referring to the fact that the directions

for this lab had been inadvertently left out of the

workbook.

While another site was having trouble calculating their

results, LHS worked quietly together to double-check their

solutions to the problem. During the course of the



discussion, they discovered an error in their initial answer

and called in to tell Mr. Marshall about their mistake. Mr.

Marshall asked Ty a few more questions, which the group

helped him answer. Mr. Marshall ended the lab discussion by

thanking the sites for calling in. "Good data" and "Thank

you sites--good job." Mr. Marshall wrapped up the day's

class with a quick review of a previous quiz and an

assignment for the following day.

Student Interviews

The students as a whole reported liking the PHYSICAL

SCIENCE class, and they credited David Marshall's

enthusiasm, zeal, and overall ability to explain concepts

with being major factors in the success of the class. We

were able to interview all six students, and all were in

agreement that they would take another TI-IN course, with

one student noting "especially if Mr. Marshall is the

teacher." Students said they felt comfortable with the

telephone handset, but they admitted that two students

typically did the lion's share at calling in and relaying

'answers or questions from the group. On the average, the

LHS students had tried to call in at least once a class

period, but sometimes they had difficulty getting through to

Mr. Marshall--leading them to request additional phone

lines. Students also noted the presence of static and

feedback over the air when their site called in, as well as

when other sites tried to interact with the teacher.
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When asked why they chose to take the TI-IN United Star

Network PHYSICAL SCIENCE class, once again it seemed that

the school counselor, Ms. Sanders, was instrumental in

advising students into this course--indicating that the

interactive class might be interesting and emphasizing the

benefits to the students in their preparation for college.

(Note: All students planned on attending college.) All

students reported that they learned at least as much if not

more material in the TI-IN class as they wou]d have in a

traditional classroom setting. The students did not feel

hampered in changing classrooms to do the lab portion of the

class; nor did they find such relocation disruptive. They

said, "no real problem." (The three evaluators strongly

disagree.]

The students gave this PHYSICAL SCIENCE class good

grades: 2 "B's," 1 "B+," 3 "A's." Several of them noted

that Mr. Marshall had gone out of his way to make the

distance learning experience "personal." For example, when

"Shay" had made the only perfect test score out of all the

PHYSICAL SCIENCE students, Mr. Marshall had called the

principal, plus he had called Shay to congratulate him

personally. From the perspective of several of these

students, the only problem with this class was that one of

their classmates was a little slow to grasp the concepts

discussed in class. The students expressed their regret in

not helping him more early on, because now they found his

"slowness" disruptive, or at least frustrating, and realized
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that they should have tried to help him more. The students

also noted that it was helpful to listen to other schools

call in because they usually asked good questions.

Mr. Brantley, the facilitator, was a certified science

teacher who seemed to have a firm command of the class. He

prompted the students to call in and to find solutions to

problems, and he queried them about the findings of their

experiment as they were conducting the lab. He seemed very

competent and knowledgeable about the subject discussed in

class, and he seemed to have established a good rapport with

the students.

Interview with Facilitator

Mr. "Coach" Don Brantley spent a substantial amount of

his free period talking to us about the TI-IN PHYSICAL

SCIENCE class. An experienced science teacher, he was

extremely positive towards David Marshall, the TI-IN

teacher. "Excellent job! Couldn't do a better job," he

said. He added that Mr. Marshall was also an excellent

manager and that he was great in getting interaction from

all sites. He tended to emphasize the positive, no matter

how negatively valenced our questions. In fact, his only

major problem, other than the aforementioned scheduling and

grading difficulties, was that being a facilitftor was "just

as much or more work than teaching the class yourself."

Nonetheless, he thought that the PHYSICAL SCIENCE course was

a real asset to Louisville High.
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Conclusions

All day long during this site visit, we thought we had

died and gone to heaven! A marvelous principal, extremely

well-qualified and concerned facilitators, terrific students

. . Where were we? Had we taken a wrong turn and gone to

"Stepford School?" Thank goodness the classrooms (one

auditorium, one broom closet) were inadequate, or we would

still be pinching ourselves. This site visit really gave us

hope in the educational future of rural America. It showed

uz just how good the distance learning experience can be

when all the local site elements are right. Louisville High

School, we salute you.
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Site Visit

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

To'Hajiilee-He High School

Canoncito Navajo Reservation - Laguna, New Mexico

On Friday, May 4, 1990, TI-IN United Star Network

evaluators Dr. Jennings Bryant and Steven Rockwell drove

approximately 40 miles west of Albuquerque, NM, to conduct a

site visit at TotHajiilee-He High School, located on the

Canoncito Navajo Reservation. At approximately 10:30 a.m.

we arrived at the school, which is located on the 66,000

acre reservation and is federally supported via the Bureau

of Indian Affairs. The reservation is the home of 1,700

Navajos, with 315 of these attending tne community school,

grades 1-12. The high school enrolls approximately 70

students. The school is only five years old and extremely

well maintained. It is located in a beautiful setting

partially surrounded by colorful mesas.

Interview with PrincipAl

Upon arrival, we were greeted by the school's secretary

and ushered into principal Jim Burns' office. Mr. Burns is

a poised, articulate administrator who obviously loves his

work. He told us how pleased he was with the TI-IN program

and spent a great deal of time painstakingly explaining to

us some of the cultural differences between the residents of

the reservation and those of the "outside" world. He

providad us with a wonderful lesson in applied cultural

6:J
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anthropology, which, for the most part, will not become a

part of this report.

Some of the lessons Mr. Burns thought TI-IN provided

his pupils were as much contextual as content-specific. To

cite only one example, although Mr. Burns was very pnsitive

about many of the traditional tribal values espoused by his

school's students, he also noted areas where some

traditional values might be counterproductive. For example,

in the Navajo culture it is an insult for children to aspire

to anything loftier than their parents' occupations. In

many instances, especially since many of the parents are

unemployed, this severely restricts a child's horizons. Mr.

Burns pointed out that exposure to other values held by

students in other locales across the nation had provided

students with alternative perspectives from a peer's point

of view.

We also learned that in many ways TI-IN programming may

be more concordant with certain elements of the Navajo

culture than traditional ways and means of classroom

instruction. For example, Mr. Burns noted that teaching in

traditional tribal ways is rarely didactic; instead,

learning is done from observation. We were told several

stories of how young tribal children would watch their

elders perform a task over and over until they had learned

it, without ever asking a question or hearing a word of

instruction. Mr. Burns noted that the frequent

demonstrAions in the TI-IN program helped the children
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learn more easily, since they were accustomed to this

method. He added that the children's visual discrimination

and artistic skills were superb--indeed, some of the art

work we saw was amazingly detailed and bc ,utiful--and the

visual production effects of much of the TI-IN programming

were ideally presented to allow the students to use their

perceptual acuity skills.

Mr. Burns was, for the most part, very enthusiastic

about the TI-IN program, and he had obviously gone out of

his way to make the system work. For example, the school

videotaped in-service programs and used them frequently.

Moreover, this year the school's schedule had been worked in

around that of TI-IN, obviating prior problems with course

scheduling. Mr. Burns had nothing but praise for the

replacement facilitator, Lori Platero, saying that she was

highly competent and had experienced almost no discipline

problems in the classroom. The school had experienced some

problems in getting the necessary science lab equipment, but

they had managed to do so because of the necessity of having

the science class.

The only problems that Mr. Burns mentioned to us dealt

with the pacing of the course and the channels of

communication to TI-IN. He stated that the science class

had been slower paced than he had expected and seemed to be

a bit more elementary than he had presumed. Since PHYSICAL

SCIENCE had been found to be too easy for the junior and

senior level, the school had adjusted by offering the class
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to the lower grades, primarily to Freshmen. Mr. Burns felt

that if TI-IN would supply more specific curricular

materials well in advance of class offerings, then school

officials would know what the target grade levels should be

for any particular class. He also explained that in the

past it had sometimes been difficult to communicate with the

people at TI-IN in San Antonio to find out exactly where

they were in the term, especially after returning from

school vacations. He did, however, state that he believed

that David Marshall, the PHYSICAL SCIENCE teacher, had been

very responsive in communicating and meeting the needs of

the school.

The facilitator, Lori Platero--a Navajo who lived

adjacent to the school--seemed very interested in the

course, in her students, and in the progress and well-being

cf the tribe. She stated that she was willing to work hard

with students in order to make them work more in their

weakest areas, and she did not hesitate to call in the

school's science teacher with any problems she had in the

lab. Ms. Platero said that spring break had been a problem,

but since the studem.s had combined two class periods (5th

and 6th periods) in order to fit PHYSICAL SCIENCE into their

schedules, time for make-up work was readily available. The

students were also allowed to take the videotapes of the

lessons home if they missed a class and make up missed work



in this manner, although she noted that not all students had

ready access to a VCR.

Ms. Platero told us that it took two weeks for most

graded papers to be returned, a reasonable length of time.

She did note, however, that the amount of grading and

preparation necessary for her as facilitator was quite a

load--substantially more than she had anticipated. Mr.

Marshall's frequent call for facilitator points also

presented a problem, as they were often difficult to keep

up-to-date.

One problem that Ms. Platero mentioned was that Mr.

Marshall occasionally made changes in the lessons plans and

did not give enough advance notice of these changes. This

made it difficult to get the appropriate materials

photocopied and to the students. The school only had one

photocopier, which occasionally broke down and caused

problems with last-minute duplication.

Observations

The classroom where the TI-IN equipment was set up was

quite large and very well lit. One wall in the room was

made up of a series of large windows which opened over a

plain towards a colorful mountain range. It is unusual to

see so much glass in modern school classrooms, because of

security problems, but Mr. Burns explained that vandalism

was not really a problem at the school and they had, so far,

only needed to replace one window. At any rate, it gave the

room a very "live" feeling, much better than some of the
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"broom closets" we had seen used at other schools. The

students present, three males and three females, had all

been selected for the class because of their expressed

interest in pursuing a science-related career. They sat at

tables near the monitor, males at one table, females at

another. Each student had a very clear view of the monitor.

As the class began, the facilitator brought the handset out

and handed it to the students.

The students appeared motivated and all seemed to pay

attention to Mr. Marshall. Ms. Platero walked around the

room and interacted with the students to guide them along.

This process seemed most effective. When Mr. Marshall asked

questions, Ms. Platero appeared to know the material well

enough to be an effective mediator between the students and

Mr. Marshall. Ms. Platero could anticipate who would have

problems and was there to help them without their even

having to ask. She spent about an equal amount of time

between the male table and the female table, showing them

where they were and prodding them along.

Mr. Marshall's lecture, although better than that

observed by us the previous day at Jemez Valley, still

appeared to be somewhat lackluster. Later, two students

volunteered that Mr. Marshall had not had a very good day,

either yesterday ur today. While he did seem more sure of

himself in the second review lesson, he was still unable to

answer all the questions he posed. At the end of the

lecture he asked the students to balance simple equations, a
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task he himself made a simple error in performing. It

appeared that he had spent little, if any, time preparing

for the lecture; he paused to reflect on all the students'

answers before making judgments or other responses. Having

viewed tapes of PHYSICAL SCIENCE, having observed his

classes in the past, and having listened to the students'

positive evaluations of his teaching, we have to believe

that we observed PHYSICAL SCIENCE when the teacher did a

sub-par job of instruction.

After the lecture, Ms. Platero A_D'rrulliatftly mujayeci

that day's lecture so that the students could get any notes

they missed or watch any problem areas for immediate

reinforcement--a great idea, all schools should have this

luxury of extra time! During this review time we

interviewed the students. We took them to a separate room

and spoke to them one-on-one. It must be understood at this

point that the Navajo people appear to be very soft-spoken

and reserved as a group. Because of this, the students did

not offer particularly useful or insightful information in

their interviews.

Student Interviews

The To'Hajiilee-He PHYSICAL SCIENCE class normally had

eight students, but two were absent on the day of our visit.

The reason was unusual for this normally arid region; heavy

rains had left many of the roads on the reservation

impassable, and at least one bus had been mired in the mud

all day long. Most of the other buses in the parking lot

1
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were absolutely covered with mud. In fact, when we had

arrived, a disgruntled bus driver ha6 been cleaning th

windows of his bus with a garden hose and a push broom. So

much for the "desert!"

We interviewed six student, three males and three

females. Five were freshmen, ranging in age from 14-16, and

the sixth was a female junior, age 17. All were Native

American Indians--Navajo. [When we.asked what racial label

they preferred, three said "Native American," two said

"American Indian," and the sixth emphatically said "Navajo,"

so we opted for a "safe" composite label.]

The students were in agreement on many points. For

example, all reported that their school--faculty and

administration--was extremely supportive of the TI-IN

program and had given PHYSICAL SCIENCE substantial

promotional attention and support. To a person, all of the

students liked taking a course via the TI-IN United Star

Network. They had "more fun" taking classes this way than

they did in their other classes, and all agreed that they

would take another TI-IN class.

The students' reactions to the instructional dimensions

of this class were generally positive, but the magnitude of

their approval for this particular class was not reported to

be as high as it was for the TI-IN system. All six students

graded the class as a "B," and each thought that it could be

improved. Four students rated this particular course as

being equivalent in quality to their classroom courses,



while two rated it as somewhat better than their average

course. The tests and grading were rated as "very good."

Similarly, although all of the students liked Mr.

Marshall and found him personable, three students said that

the quality of his teaching was about the same as that of

their other teachers, and the other three students reported

that Mr. Mal:shall was "a bit better" or "a little better"

than their average classroom teacher. Their specific

criticisms were rather consistent: One student reported

that "Mr. Marshall gets confused sometimes"; a second

reported that "Mr. Marshall makes quite a few little

mistakes"; and a third noted that "Mr. Marshall has his good

days and his not-so-good days--today he wasn't quite so

good." Their observations were similar to ours based on two

days of watching the class. All six students reported that

he seemed to know his subject matter "very well," but a

couple mentioned that sometimes Mr. Marshall didn't seem to

be as well prepared as he should be.

The student evaluations of their facilitator, with whom

we had been most impressed, were positive, but two of them

were less enthusiastic than we had expected. With a little

probing, we learned that tribal politics sometimes shaded

the student evaluations of their fellow tribal rembers. We

also learned that the students were quick to carry over

their parents' opinions into such evaluations. Perhaps, in

this instance, their answers to our most behavioral

questions are the most reliable. When asked (a) if they had
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ever sought help from their facilitator and, if so, if she

had provided it, (b) whether the facilitator had exhibited

interest in their progress, and, most critically, (c) if

they would want Ms. Platero to be their facilitator in

another TI-IN course, each student answered "yes" to all

questions. Ms. Platero seemed to us to be a strong-willed,

demanding facilitator who cared a great deal about her

charges and did not hesitate to push them a little if that

was what she thought was needed for their success. Some

students obviously thrived on this doting; others seemed to

think that it was a bit much at times. We can certainly

understand both points of view, but we still can wish that

the students knew how lucky they were to have a facilitator

who cared enough about them to push them from time to time.

In contrast to their reticence to talk when queried

about personnel matters, each student ventured an opinion

when asked what could be done to make the class better. A

few answers were unrealistic for the distance learning

environment. For example, two students suggested that means

should be provided for them to meet the students at other

sites, and one student even suggested that the class could

be improved if all of the sites could be located in one

common place. The other three responses are more tenable,

perhaps, but still difficult and expensive. One student

simply wanted to meet Mr. Marshall in person one time.

Another wanted more lab equipment and opportunities for

hands-on science experience. The final one merely wanted a



larger class so that he did not get called on so often.

Interestingly, no one had any suggestions regarding class

content, organization, delivery, or the like.

Summary

In many ways, To'Hajiilee-He High School provided us

with a model distance learning site to observe. To find in

one location excellent physical space; a dedicated and

competent facilitator; and a concerned, innovative and

resourceful school administrator was all too rare. Add to

that a classroom rimmed with expansive picture windows, from

which you can gaze across miles of uninterrupted, unspoiled

vistas, and what more could you ask? The only fly we found

in the ointment was the students. Unfortunately, they did

not seem to care very much about learning. In this group of

six handpicked, intelligent, "college-bound" students, two

of them told us that they planned on dropping out of high

school as soon as they could. One wanted to drive race

cars; the other wasn't quite sure what he wanted to do, but

he knew that it had nothing to do with books. We certainly

do not mean to be critical of prevailing subcultural values,

and we know that there is corsiderable merit in the Navajo

tribal culture with which we came into contact, but we have

to admit that we were left with a bit of a feeling of

futility regarding some of the students. They were being

offered so much. They were choosing to take and keep so

little.
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We would also be remiss if we did not offer an

observation regarding the PHYSICAL SCIENCE lessons we

observed on two consecutive days. Both days were in large

part "review days," geared principally to preparing for an

upcoming test. Such days can be extremely valuable for

distance learning classes, just as they can be for in-school

classes, lf they are well organized and offer a synthesis of

materials. From our observations and from talking with the

students and the facilitator, we came away with two

conclusions:

(1) too much simple rehashing was offered; and

(2) Mr. Marshall had not prepared the review material

carefully nor rehearsed it as thoroughly as he

should have.

As a result, the students seemed to be bored with the

presentation much of the time, and Mr. Marshall's

credibility was undermined by "false starts,"

inconsistencies, and a couple of glaring errors. The

students and facilitator were quick to be critical of those

days' lessons; they were equally quick to point out that the

quality of these presentations was not normative for David

Marshall.



Site Visit

SPANISH III

Northview High School

Dothan, Alabama

Curtis Love, John Owens, and Steve Rockwell served as

evaluators for the TI-IN United Star Network SPANISH III

class. They conducted a single site visit on March 28,

1990, at Northview High School in Dothan, AL. The Spring

semester TI-IN SPANISH III class had a very limited

enrollment--a total of 17 students at the time of this

evaluation. The nine sites other than Dothan enrolled a

total of 10 students; Northview High is the location of the

other 7 students--one freshman, five juniors, and one

senior--a total of 41% of the SPANISH III students enrolled

during the Spring 1990 term.

Northview High School is a large, modern facility that

currently serves approximately 1,550 students. It was

erected in 1987 and is one of two high schools in Dothan.

Located in an affluent neighborhood, the typical student

comes from a middle to upper-middle class environment. The

student body is approximately 60% white and 40% black. One

quarter of the students are enrolled in some sort of honors

course.

nterv ew with Schoo2 Personnel

Upon arriving at around 7:30 a.m., we were introduced

to the school princ_pal, Phil Hardy; media specialist, Jean
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Hollis; and facilitator, Margarita Register. During our 20

minute conference, Mr. Hardy voiced many concerns about the

TI-IN program. One of the main problems was the matter of

scheduling. Classes at Northview begin at 8:05 a.m., while

the TI-IN SPANISH III telecast begins at 8:00 a.m. The

school had considered adding Latin and Russian to their TI-

IN course offerings, but TI-IN delivered these courses at

7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., respectively, which did not

coincide with school hours.

Mr. Hardy and Ms. Hollis voiced their concern that the

quality of teaching in SPANISH III had dropped noticeably

during the last month or so. They said that the course had

been too "easy" during the first twc nine-week sessions, but

suddenly it had become more difficult. They also said that

their students had been more advanced than those at other

TI-IN sites during the first two semesters, and they were

sceptical of the value of the 18 weeks of "review" that

their students had purportedly undergone while the other

students caught up. Ms. Hollis had suggested that the in-

school Spanish I and II teacher: Mrs. Cooper, give a test to

the students at the end of the school year to appraise their

progress.

Mr. Hardy said that he had heard some concern about the

TI-IN system expressed by some of his faculty members, who

appeared to be worried that TI-IN might replace them.

However, the faculty had also voiced the many possible

benefits of the program. They seemed to be supportive as
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long as they were assured that TI-IN would be used only to

supplement traditional in-school teaching, especially when

core classes were full.

Mr. Hardy and the Principal of Dothan High School--the

other city high school--had come to The University of

Alabama to discuss the possibility of adding bio-prep (e.g.,

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY) to their curriculum, but had

departed sceptical about the cost [approximately $5,000].

Dothen is currently reviewing with officials of The

University of Alabama, which is a partner in the TI-IN

United Star Network, a bill they had received from TI-IN for

approximately $3,500. They have argued that this sum is

above what they had agreed to pay. A meeting of Dothan

school officials was scheduled at 9:00 a.m. on the day of

our site visit to discuss the future of TI-IN in their

school system. We were not made privy to the outcome of

those deliberations.

Ms. Jean Hollis, the school media specialist, said that

even though students had little difficulty with the

equipment, she had been intimidated by the TI-IN equipment

at first and had to call for assistance. Since then, she

has found that the system is more "personable" than she had

expected. According to Ms. Hollis, interest in TI. IN

programming had come primarily from upper-level students,

although not all students currently enrolled in the program

are upper-level. She also voiced concern that the TI-IN



nine-week semesters and vacations do not coincide with those

of Northview.

Margarita Register, the course facilitator, did not

participate very much in the conversation, perhaps because

Ms. Hollis was her supervisor or because she has only been

the facilitator for two months. We sensed some conflict

between Ms. Hollis and Ms. Register, although we did nut

pursue this in further conversations because it did not

appear politically expedient to do so. It should be noted

that although Ms. Hollis did most of the talking, she

apparently did not actively participate in the TI-IN

program.

Classroom Environment

Students met in a cramped room used for magazine

storage in the library. The lighting was adequate, but the

ventilation was poor. The seven students sat around a

single folding table with very little room for books and

notebooks. The monitor and equipment cart were located in

the front of the room, and all of the students had a clear

view. The class consisted of two black females, two white

females, and three white males, one of whom was an Hispanic

from Puerto Rico. The handset was placed in the middle of

the table and was used by all students. Sometimes they left

it sitting on the table and shouted into it in unison.

Observations

Ms. Register interacted positively with the students

before the class and seemed to have established a rapport



with each student. She introduced us and took a seat in the

front of the room next to the monitor. Ms. Register

adjusted the tint on the screen, but there was also a slight

echo that was annoying.

The TI-IN SPANISh III instructor, Ms. Susan Altgelte

began by addressing students by their English name and their

Spanish name. In the first exercise, there were several

mistakes in the spelling and use of words presented in the

graphics. Apparently Ms. Altgelt had not reviewed the

graphics prior to class because she said, "I'll have to

start looking at these myself." Ms. Altgelt appeared to be

a bit short-tempered and not particularly adroit at handling

questions that did not deal directly with the subject

matter.

Another exercise involved students listing the parts of

a car shown on the screen. The Northview students said they

could not see the car clearly (and neither could we).

During the grading of the exercise, students argued among

themselves that they did not fully understand tho

instructions. As students called in with answers, Ms.

Altgelt put each student's photograph on the screen, an

excellent way of personalizing the class.

During the next exercise, Ms. Altgelt had the '!orthview

students identify cutouts of various objects on the screen.

Each student took a turn, and the exercise took about 10

minutes. She then repeated this with students at another

TI-IN site. The Northview students seemed attentive during
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the whole exercise, and some answered questions vocally

throughout the period, even when they were not on-line.

Interviews with students

Overall, the students interviewed were very positive

about the TI-IN SPANISH III program. All were 17 year old

juniors. They appeared to be comfortable using the handset

and reportedly called in at least three times a week, which

is required by Ms. Altgelt in order to receive 20 points and

avoid the penalty for not calling in. The only technical

difficulties experienced were during two major storms, and

these did not interfere with the students' basic reception

of the class. One student mentioned that they had to hold

the handset in a horizontal position in front of their

mouths to prevent bad reception.

When asked about the SPANISH III course, the students

answered that they thought the class was interesting, kept

their attention (most of the time) and made them want to

learn more about the language and the culture. Three

students gave the class an "A" and another a "B."

Suggestions for improving the class were to get a bigger

room with better ventilation and to have field trips, site-

related matters.

The class members said that they were a close knit

group, most probably because of the small class size. One

of the students interviewed said that the students joked

around and considered their classmates as friends. However,

they all reported that they didn't feel close to the
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students at other sites due to the lack of direct

interaction.

The tests for this class were judged hard, but fair,

and were usually graded promptly (within one to two weeks).

Ms. Altgelt went over the tests the day after they were

given.

The students said that they would take another TI-IN

course if one were offered. Their reasons differed. One

liked the small size of the classes, another said the TI-IN

classes were more interesting, anotlfer said whether she

would take another class or not depended on the subject

matter, and another added that she would not take a TI-IN

math class, but would prefer an in-class teacher fol.. that

subject.

All of the students said that they liked the TI-IN

teacher and thought she was pleasant, interesting, and

knowledgeable of the course material. Students reported

that the quality of instruction was at least as good as that

of a traditional class. One mentioned that she called the

teacher frequently during office hours and Ms. Altgelt was

always available. She added that Ms. Altgelt also did a,

good job of calling all the sites during class, calling on

people by name, and trying to keep everyone on track. Ms.

Altgelt did make a few mistakes during her lecture, and the

students were quick to point them out on the spot. When

asked about the quality of her teaching, the responses

ranged from "adequate" (n = 1) or "fair" (n = 2) to "good"
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(n = 4), with the latter illustrated by the comment, "she

seems to know more than my other teachers." One student

thought that Ms. Altgelt put more into teaching in order to

compensate for not being physically present.

Most of the students were very positive about Ms.

Register, the facilitator, saying that she always had the

equipment ready for class and that they would like to have

her as facilitator if they took another TI-IN class. On the

other hand, one student stated that he thought someone with

a stronger presence might do a better job of motivating the

students to pay attention.

When asked if their school supported TI-IN, students

were not very clear in their answers. Either they didn't

know or thought that the school "seemed to like it."

Tangible support of TI-IN at Northview had included an

article in the school paper and another in a local paper.

The faculty had shown some resistance to TI-IN because

students had to miss homeroom in order to attend SPANISH III

at 8:00 a.m.

Eur_jitts_LA_LILig_litv*I.etctr12._

We spoke with the facilitator, Ms. Register, a black

female, after class. She said she had only been the

facilitator for two months and that it was in her job

description. The previous facilitator had left to

concentrate on family and business matters. When not acting

as facilitator, she worked as a clerical aide for Ms. Hollis

in the library. She was also responsible for getting the



library on-line with a computer system. She had two years

of Spanish and was able to follow along with the program.

Ms. Register noted that they do not tape any of the

lectures. She also said that the in-school Spanish teacher

liked the program and had taught most of the students in the

SPANISH III class, but that she had not actually attended a

SPANISH III broadcast.

aumm.yanccus'on
Our overall observations were that the students did

like the TI-IN SPANISH III class and were interested in the

material. They were basically well-behaved, attentive to

the monitor, and quite vocal in class. The two black

.females had sat together on one side of the table and the

other five white students sat cramped on one side and the

end of the table. This made us question student comments on

being a close-knit group. Also we did not notice any

communication between the black and white students. The two

black females were the least vocal, speaking only when

directly addressed by the TI-IN instructor. Ms. Register

sat facing the screen and following along with Ms. Altgelt.

She prompted the students when Ms. Altgelt gave instructions

and seemed interested in the course.

Our impression of the Principal, Mr. Hardy, was that he

was not completely satisfied with the program. He said he

was doubtful that Northview would subscribe next year. Ms.

Hollis, while vocal in our meeting, did not give the

impression that she really knew much about the operation of



TI-IN. Her comments about the quality of teaching are

questionable since Ms. Register said that her supervisor had

not attended class in the two months she had n there. It

seemed like there was some "coaching" done prior to our

visit. We also sensed some friction between Ms, Hollis and

Ms. Register--possibly since Ms. Hollis is the supervisor.

As with the Gordo High School visit, there did not appear to

ha.,a been enough explanation and promotion of the TI-IN

program to the faculty and students. From remarks made by

tha TI-IN atudents, the general student body did not appear

to know anything about the program. Overall, if students

were genuinely interested in the system, they either did not

make this known to the faculty, or the faculty was not

interested in the program.

A primary concern is that communication between the

students and the administration needs to be improved so that

the needs of the students can be addressed. The SPANISH III

class clearly seemed to be benefitting the students of

Northview High School, with or without the support of the

school administration.

Some improvements in the telecourse also need to be

made: From the class we saw (plus videotapes of two other

classes), it seems that Ms. Altgelt needs to take more care

in planning the lesson, and certainly the visual aids need

to be proofed to avoid mistakes--a requisite for any

telecourse.



Some improvements also need to be made at the Northview

site. For example, the facilitator should do more to

stimulate the students who lack the self-motivation that

often comes with maturity. She could also improve the

seating arrangements. If possible, a larger classroom and a

more sturdy table should be found to accommodate the

students more comfortably. These latter needs for

improvements are symptomatic of the administration and

faculty's need to take a stronger interest in the TI-IN

program and to examine more carefully the students'

perception of the benefits their class had offered.
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Site Visit

PHYSICS and TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTER (TERC)

St. Anna Community High School

St. Anne, IL

On April 19, 1990, he TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Lisa Madsen, Karla Schweitzer, and Lisa

Scott visited St. Anne COmmunity High School in St. Anne,

IL. St. Anne, a hamlet of 1,421 people, is the retail

center of a rural farming community located approximately 60

miles south of Chicago. Large farms are planted in row

crops that do very well in the rich top soil of the

Illinois/Indiana black belt region.

St. Anne Community High School has been standing since

1929. Fifteen years ago a fire in the band room made it

necessary for part of the school to be rebuilt. St. Anne's

Spanish students have posted Spanish translations of class

names on each classroom door (e.g., "Quimica" for chemistry

was posted on the chemistry lab door), adding a touch of

individuality to the ambiance of the school. An oil

painting of three children (one black, one Chinese, and one

white) walking together, entitled "Love is Color Blind,"

hung on the wall at the entrance of the principal's inner

office. The painting was by a former student, and Principal

Fred Harris proudly displayed the painting in that prominent

location "to keep parents and students aware of the fact
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that we live in a multinational society, and we have to get

along."

St. Anne's school district comprised an area of 54

square miles. Area unemployment was high, with most

residents falling along the lower and of the socio-economic

continuum. Enrollment at St. Anne was 370 students (55

percent male, 45 percent female) in grades 9-12, with 86

students in the graduating class. A majority of the

students (62%) were black; 37 percent were white; and one

percent was Hispanic. Most of the students were from

single-parent homes and were below the poverty level, with

61-62% on free or reduced lunch. St. Anne had a graduation

rate of 87-89%, with 15 to 18% continuing their education at

a four-year college, and 5-7% at a two-year community

college.

Interview with Principal

Dr. Fred Harris, who has a Ph.D. in administration from

Wayne State University, had returned to St. Anne to serve

his home community. In recent years the St. Anne Schools

have been "hurt" by significant budget cuts. St. Anne had

formerly had three major curriculum levels: (1) college

preparatory, (2) vocational, and (3) developmental

(remedial). Budget cuts had forced St. Anne to drop all of

its vocational courses (e.g., welding) except for a few

business classes. Dr. Harris said that he hoped to make

greater use of TI-IN despit (! budget cuts. For example, St.
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Anne's wanted to add a college preparatory math course or

another college preparatory science course.

Dr. Harris had not formally surveyed teachers at St.

Anne, but he thought that TI-IN "had not been a welcome

piece of technology" because "it (TI-IN) seemingly replaces

teachers." Dr. Harris affirmed that "there is no real

substitute for good teachers." [This point may have been

lost to St. Anne's teachers. In the past three years, six

teachers had not been rehired due to budget cuts. One of

those was the physics teacher, who was replaced, at least in

part, by the TI-IN PHYSICS class.] Dr. Harris philosophized

that technology, in this case, the TI-IN system, "stimulates

curiosity and interest." He added that such technologies

were teaching tools like the film projector and the

television set, and he noted that it might take time before

these tools were fully accepted and widely used in the

classroom. He cited as a case in point that overhead

projectors had been used in business for 20 years before

they were accepted for classroom use.

Dr. Harris' praise of the TI-IN system increased

exponentially as we discussed the TECHNICAL EDUCATION

RESEARCH CENTERS (TERC) project. Dr. Harris, a former

science teacher, reported that it was "phenomenal to get to

work with other students and science experts across the

country. TERC had taken science out of the realm of reading

about science and into actual practice and practical

studies," which has helped to stimulate a larger interest in
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science. He compared the technology and hands-on experience

offered by TERC to sending teachers into space. He reported

that he considered the TI-IN program and TERC "a marvelous

experience for students" and referred to a rather lengthy

article on the TERC program recently published in a local

edition of Education Weekly.

Dr. Harris also praised TI-IN's in-service (staff

development) and enrichment programs. In order to view

enrichment and an occasional in-service program, St. Anne

had run a cable from the TI-IN system located in the

chemistry lab on the first floor to the cafeteria upstairs,

in order to accommodate larger viewing audiences. Moreover,

on two occasions St. Anne had rented a large screen for an

in-service program. Dr. Harris noted that there had been

good participation from teachers, parents, and students,

even though the audio had been very bad.

Dr. Harris offered a few suggestions to help improve

the enrichment and in-service programs. He suggested

surveying teachers nationwide to find out what teachers want

to see "so that more people will be intetested in

attending." He also suggested that the enrichment and in-

service programs should not be too general nor cover what

people already know. He suggested that TI-IN should find

more ways to include fairly new specific information.

Dr. Harris indicated that St. Anne had only experienced

one technical problem--that is, only one after they had

replaced a bad cable and a few parts in the system and had
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moved their entire class schedule ahead six minutes to make

TI-IN's PHYSICS class start on the school bell. The problem

St. Anne has had to face repeatedly has been the inability

to prevent "bad," even "damp" weather from affecting TI-IN's

audio transmission.

Class Observations

The facilitator of the TI-IN PHYSICS class and the TERC

Star Schools Project class was Jim France. Mr. France

appeared to be an energetic and enthusiastic white male in

his mid-forties. He had majored in Biology and has been a

science teacher for 22 years. The PHYSICS class had nine

students (three juniors, six seniors), seven of whom were

present the day of our visit. The class was held in a large

chemistry lab. The students (four white males, two black

females, and one black male) sat in the first three rows of

desks in the center of the room. Five lab tables were

located on each side of the room, with that day's PHYSICS

lab experiment set up on a table to the right of the desks.

The TI-IN system cabinet with monitor and telephone handset

was positioned appropriately--to the right of the center of

the front of the room and to the left of the lab tables.

After a short introduction and question-and-answer session

with students, Ms. Ruth Spears, who was at a desk in front

of a blue background and bookcase, began the day's PHYSICS

lab on focal lengths. The St. Anne students were talking

when the program began, but a calming word from Mr. France

immediately quieted the group.
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Using a burning candle, paper, and a yardstick,

students made observations about the size and shape of the

candle's flame as well as about the size and shape of the

reflection of the flame on paper as the paper was moved

various distances from the flame. Students worked in a

friendly and cooperative manner, with Mr. France standing by

to help with any problems. He did not try to conduct the

lab, but instead he asked the students various questions

about the lab and the decisions they were making. The

students decided that too much light was coming from a

window near their experiment, so Mr. France helped them move

the experiment to another lab table. Periodically, Ms.

Spears reappeared on the monitor to answer a site's

question. The students were involved with their experiment

and seemed not to pay attention to this interaction. Th-y

did not even glance at the screen. All seven students

participated in the experiment. They talked freely about

the experiment with each other and with Mr. France.

Several minutes before the end of class, Ms. Spears

came on screen and demonstrated from a lab set-up on her

desk several ways the students might have conducted their

experiment. She then reviewed in general what students

might have observed as the paper was brought closer to the

flame or taken farther from the flame, incorporating

adjustments that should have been made as the candle became

smaller. Evierdl sites began to call in with questions

about her findings compared to their observations. Mrs.

6 5 i
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Spears tried to answer their questions with a diagram.

[Note: The production staff was very slow switching to the

document camera and bringing up the graphics'.] Finally, she

noted that they were out of time and added that she would be

glad to answer their questions later. The St. Anne students

quickly turned to Mr. France for answers. He had drawn a

similar diagram on the chalkboard, and he explained the

diagram to the students. Unfortunately, they still did not

seem to understand. The change-of-ciass bell rang, and Mr.

France announced that they would not do TERC this afternoon

when they stopped by in groups to work, but they would redo

the experiment and clear up any questions.

Interyiew with Facilitator

We did not have an opportunity to interview the

students because of their continuous involvement with the

lab and the fact that they had to attend classes immediately

afterwards, so we had to rely on an interview with their

facilitator to provide an index of their evaluations of the

PHYSICS and TERC classes. Mr. France contended that the

students had really enjoyed PHYSICS and the TERC Star

Schools program. He noted that four of the nine students in

the class had come in during spring break to do the TERC

projects and he reported that during school holidays he had

picked up students in a school van to "do TERC." The

students typically had come in to the lab while Mr. France

was teaching other classes and had worked independently on

their TERC projects. They appeared to be quite devoted to
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completing their projects and sharing their results with

peers at other sites nationwide.

In terms of evaluation of their teacher, Mr. France

noted that the students had said that some of Ms. Spears'

presentations had been paced too slow and sometimes others

had been paced too fast, and they had said that her test

questions had been overly difficult and too "tricky" in

that they appeared to have no right answer. They had also

complained that the points of emphasis on the tests had been

different from the foci of the lessons. Mr. France agreed

with the students on all points. He said that the students

had been "really good about doing their homework" as well as

participating in the PHYSICS labs. He reportedly controlled

70% of their grades from evaluations of their homework and

lab assignments.

Mr. France truly seemed to be excited about the TERC

program. He said that he considered TERC to be a tremend' 3

concept and a very good idea." He noted that students

typically had been trained in the conceptual step-by-step

approach to solving equations and finding solutions, but

"TERC is at the opposite end of the spectrum." As he saw

it, TERC had forced students to use their imagination,

formulate a concept, and build upon that concept to form a

finished product. He cited as an example the solar house

project. Students had designed and built a scaled-down

version of a solar house arid had monitored fluctuations in

the temperature inside the house. Later they had sent a
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copy of the design of their solar house and a summary of

their findings to the eleven other TERC sites around the

country by the TERC electronic mail system. [Samples of

those projects are available upon request from the

evaluators.] Because students at the various sites had

previously traded school background information and student

profiles, and had gotten to know each other by communicating

personal and course-related information via electronic mail,

they had apparently been quite eager to learn as much as

possible from their distant peers about these projects.

Dr. Harris agreed with Mr. French that construction of

a solar house had been an "excellent" project. He

reportedly had considered the solar house to be a fine

exampl.e of how TERC could get students involved in more "in-

depth and difficult" academic endeavors.

Mr. France noted, as had Dr. Harris, that St. Anne had

experienced some technical difficulties with the TI-IN

system. His reports concurred with those of Dr. Harris in

that earlier in the year St. Anne had been forced to replace

two or three parts of the system before TI-IN tracked down

the problem to a faulty cable that had interrupted the

signal from their TI-IN satellite to their television set.

He also noted that from time to timer ice and snow had

effected TI-IN's transmiss lnr and he added that sometimes

they have had to sweep out the satellite dish with a broom.

He also verified the recurring audio problems that had

plagued the system in damp weather.



Mr. France also indicated a problem that we were to

hear about again during our Huntland TERC site visit. That

was the fact that because of scheduling conflicts, none of

the St. Anne students had been able to view the TERC

telecasts live. Mr. France had taped the lessons, and

students had done the projects later. Obviously this had

precluded their taking advantage of the system's potential

for interactivity. This was cited as a definite drawback to

taking full advantage of all that TERC had to offer.

Mr. France suggested a few changes in the TERC program.

He reportedly thought that TERC should have included an

introductory unit on microcomputers and software, in order

to help train students on the use of computers. He noted

that his students were well versed in the uses of the TERC

computer now, but they had not bean at the beginning of the

year. He attributed their advanced level of knowledge and

the ease with which they had used the computer at the end of

the course to the fact that one of the TERC students had

been a "computer whiz" who had written his own programs and

who had helped the other students get "up to speed" on

computers.

§NMEALY_LgEPentl

All in all, the St. Anne Community High School has

utilized the TI-IN programs and process and the TERC Star

School system quite proficiently, and they seem to have

gotten a great deal out of their experience in the process.

I
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Site Visit

PHYSICS and TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTERS (TERC)

Huntland Schools

Huntland, TN

On May 15, 1990, the TI-IN United Star Network

evaluation team of Lisa Madsen and Lisa Scott visited the

Huntland Schools in Huntland, TN. Huntland is a small,

scenic community nestled in the hills of Tennessee about 40

miles north of the Alabama/Tennessee state line. Located on

a picture postcard street, the school's physical plant

consists of multiple buildings connected by covered

walkways. Some of the buildings are older, but all are

immaculate and sport fresh paint and shiny, waxed floors.

The students proudly told us that Huntland had just been

voted one of the best retirement communities in the nation.

Another obvious source of pride was the fact that Huntland

had competed in the state baseball championship finals for

the past seven years.

The Huntland School System enrolled 585 students this

past year in kindergarten through twelfth grade, with 200

students in grades 9-12 and 47 in the graduating class.

Seven percent of the students were black (24 males, 17

females). The remaining 93 percent were white, with 28

percent of the enrollment below the poverty level. Morris

"Coach" Rogers presided as principal; two assistant

principals helped with the administration.
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Huntland Schools had been one of twelve schools

participat., ,g in a collaborative venture between the TI-IN

United Star Network and the TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH

CENTERS (TERC) Star Schools program. Although the primary

purpose of our visit was to evaluate their TERC program, we

had also planned to observe the TI-IN PHYSICS class while we

were there.

terview with Faci 'tator and Students

Upon arrival, we were met by the TERC facilitator, Jim

Huber, a white male in his thirties who had sounded timid

and nervous over the phone but in person was energetic,

enthusiastic, and seemed quite competent in his chosen

fields of drafting and computers. However, his first

announcement caught us totally by surprise. He told us that

the PHYSICS AND TERC classes were not in session that day

because the two students in the class had either an "A" or

"B" average in their classes and were excused from that

day's exams. We were dismayed. However, a repentant Mr.

Huber said that he had made time to talk with us, as had the

PHYSICS facilitator, the principal, one student who was

currently enrolled in the TERC class, and another student

who had been enrolled in the class for some time but who had

dropped the class out of frustration after one term. Rather

than return from a 9-hour round trip drive .sgtpty-handed, we

accepted his compromise proposal. We intervieu'ed Evelyn

Spaulding, the PHYSICS facilitator, and Mr. Huber i the

drafting/computer room where TERC was taught. The large,
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rectangular room contained a dozen drafting tables and about

20 computers. The TI-IN TERC Apple Computer with modem was

located in the back of the room, set off from the other

computers.

When we arrived, Robbie, a white male, was completing a

computer project. Robbie was a junior who had been the

third student in the PHYSICS and TERc classes before he had

dropped out of the program at the end of the first semester

of school. Mr. Huber asked Robbie to join us. We sat in a

circle in the back of the room near the computer used in the

TERC class and had an informal discussion.

Mr. Huber, an industrial arts and technical education

teacher, first talked about the TERC students. He described

Gerald, a white male, as an intelligent student with a

future in engineering who was valedictorian of the senior

&ass. n1 described Susan, a white female, as a "B" student

who had exempted all her class exams except for PHYSICS.

Ms. Spaulding, a white female in her mid-thirties, was one

of two certified physics teachers at Huntland. She agreed

that (lerald wa a mature, int& igent student; while Susan

was also thought to be intelligent but lacking in the

motivation to do well. When asked why they had offered

PHYSICS as an interactive telecourse when they had two

certified physics teachers on staff, Ms. Spaulding and Mr.

Huber both repl-ed that Huntland had been chosen as one of

the twelve funded sites across the country, so they could

not refuse.
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M. Spaulding seemed quite frustrated by the technical

problems Huntland had experienced with the TI-IN TERC

systems at the beginning of the school year. Mr. Huber and

Ms. Spaulding contended that they had had to "work like mad"

to get the TI-IN system and the TERC network running. They

indicated that TI-IN personnel had been helpful and had sent

them part after part to install, but they had remained

frustrated because ultimately they had had to replace almost

the whole TI-IN system. They added that TI-IN had willingly

and promptly sent them tapes of the classes they had missed,

but they had been disappointed that TI-IN had not sent a

technician. Mr. Huber, Ms. Spaulding, and Robbie, who was

well versed on computers, had sp,mt many hours on the phone

with TI-INI and with Ruth Spears, the PHYSICS teacher,

trying to install new parts and fix various problems. They

claimed that one problem or another plagued the TI-IN/TERC

systems for six weeks. Mr. Huber also contended that once

the problems were fixed, they had to learn by trial and

error the intricacies of Appleworks, the computer program

TERC used, because Huntland had not been given the

instructions or the documentation for the program. Mr.

Huber also noted that Huntland had not received

documentation for or instructions on some of the TERC

software, such as Talk is Cheap. Mr. Huber described the

start of their PHYSICS and TERC classes as "a rough

beginning."
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In October, 1989, during the height of their

frustration with TI-IN, Ms. Spaulding had attended a

regional Tennessee meeting of TI-IN facilitators and

principals. During this meeting, which Principal "Coach"

Rogers could not attend, Ms. Spaulding had quite candidly

voiced her frustrations about the program. The meeting,

which had been planned, hosted, and sponsored by the state

to let Tennessee facilitators and principals meet with some

successful interactive class facilitators and principals

from North Carolina, was held again in December. This time

"Coach" Rogers attended and Ms. Spaulding did not. Ms.

Spaulding had been upset because the coordinator of the

meetings had spoken with Mr. Rogers and had given him

"overblown negative feedback" about the comments she had

made at the October meeting. When the principal had

returnel from the meeting, he had informed Ms. Spaulding

that effective the end of the school year, her services as

facilitator of the PHYSICS class would no longer be

required.

Another problem Huntland had faced was grading. Both

of the facilitators as well as Robbie noted that Ms. Spears'

tests were almost impossible to pass. [Note: The

facilitator and students at St. Anne Community High School

had also noted that the tests were extremely and

unnecessarily difficult.] Ms. Spaulding noted that Gerald

and Susan had realized that with Ms. Spears' grading system

they did not have to score well on her tests to do well in
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the class, sc they had stopped trying to make good grades on

her tests. Apparently Ms. Spears counted participation in

the PHYSICS and TERC labs and ccapletion of homework

assignments as a majority of each student's grade for the

class. Interestingly, the labs and homework assignments did

not have to be graded, only checxed to see if each was

completed. Test scores accounted for so little of the

overall grade that the students only had to answer 70

percent of the test correctly to maintain an overall "A" in

the class. Ms. Spaulding indicated that she "wouldn't stand

for" this type of grading in a class she taught. [We had

heard similar statements at St. Anne's.] The facilitators

ard Robbie further contended that Ms. Spears' tests did not

cover what had been discussed in class. They had few

complaints over the content of the presentations and

demonstrations in the class, especially of the more tangible

demonstrations, but they did complain that physics "theory"

was not covered well in class, yet it was by and large the

subject matter of the tests. This had bothered Robbie so

much that he had dropped out of the class. The facilitators

both agreed that Robbie, a highly-talented "A" student, had

handled the other aspects of the PHYSICS and the TERC

classes very well, and they were highly sympathetic with his

frustration. Principal Rogers was too, but he thought that

Robbie should have "bit the bullet" and stayed with the

class.
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Ms. Spaulding also noted that Ms. Spears came across as

"sweet and personabJe" over the phone; however, all present

concurred that those positive aspects of her personality had

not come across on the air. [Cf. St. Anne site visit.] She

added that Ms. Spears' voice was piercing and irritating, a

serious problem for teachers of telecourses. Again, Mr.

Huber and Robbie readily agreed. [Note: The facilitator

and students at St. Anne had also noted the "irritating

quality" of Ms. Spears' voice.]

Ms. Spaulding and Robbie contended that Ms. Spears

seemed to be afraid of handling the tougher concepts. They

noted that she had tended to cover "majw7 concepts in two to

three minutes" and had spent a great deal of time on easier

concepts. They sited as an example the two chapters covered

at the beginning of the school year. The chapters had

essentially been a review to get students at various schools

up to the same level of physics and math. Ms. Spears

allegedly had spent two months on those chapters, although

few of the students at their site or, as best the Huntland

interviewers could tell, at other sites had seemed to need

such review. Ms. Spaulding and Robbie--and later Gerald--

alleged that these two chapters could have been covered in

one week. Both of the Huntland facilitators and Robbie

noted that they had almost never been able to reach Mrs.

Spears by phone during the class and take advantage of the

interactive potential of the class. They reported that the

phone lines had always been busy, and they argued that more
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lines had been needed to allow easier and quicker access to

Ms. Spears.

On a more positive note, Mr. Huber reported that he

still thought that TI-IN and TERC were "great ideas for

little schools." He thought that TERC had particularly good

potential and was quite disappointed that Huntland would not

be subscribing to PHYSICS next year. Mr. Huber added that

he planned to make use of thc computer software and the TERC

programs in his classes next year anyway. He had been quite

pleased that Susan, Gerald, and Robbie had liked to

communicate via modem with other students across the country

and compare projecAs, especially with a student in Weed, NM,

whom they referred to as "Dean from Weed." Mr. Huber and

Robbie noted that communication between the twelve schools

had dropped sharply during the last two months of class,

although they offered no reasons to explain this fall off in

interactivity.

Mr. Huber also noted that getting students out of other

classes once or twice a week for a 25 minute TERC telecast

with Ms. Spears had been "almost impossible," even though

Ms. Spears had notified sites a couple of days in advance of

when TERC instructions were given. [Note: TERC segments

were not telecast regularly; instead, Ms. Spears announced

upcoming dates of TERC telecasts. The TERC segments were

telecast live between noon and 12:25 p.m., and time was then

allowed for students to interact and phone in with questions

to Ms. Spears.) Mr. Huber noted that he almost always had
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to tape the TERC segments sc5 that the students could watch

the tapes later. This was a less than an ideal solution,

however, because the students lost the advantage of being

able to call in "live" if they had any questions. [Note:

St. Anne expressed similar concerns.)

Mr. Huber evaluated the "design" and "solar house"

projects as "wonderful," but he was disappointed +hat

students had not gotten an opportunity to measure radon gas

quantities in homes and buildings. He had been quite

displeased that "at least half" of the projects mentioned in

the TERC materials had not been attempted due to lack of

time.

stusiant_InttrYitx

After our small group discussion with Ms. Spaulding,

Mr. Huber, and Robbie, we had a separate meeting with

Gerald. Gerald had attended Huntland from kindergarten to

twelfth grade and was indeed a mature, intelligent, and

articulate young man. He generally agreed that TI-IN's

interactive courses were a good idea for smaller schools,

but h2 suggested that Huntland should use the TI-IN system

for classes the school did not currently offer rather than

repeat courses offered locally (e.g., AP English rather than

physics). However, he c-edited the TI-IN PHYSICS and TERC

classes with helping him land a prestigious su 'mer

engineering position. He noted that the inability to reach

Ms. Spears during class had been "very frustrating," and he

also suggested that more phone lines be added to ease the



problem. Gerald noted that he had had Ms. Spaulding for

three classes in grades 9-12/ and he had found her to be a

good teacher, although he thought that she might have been a

little too negative about the TI-IN program. He quickly

added that her dislike for the program had not impaired her

ability to help students in the class. He noted that Ms.

Spaulding had always been terrific in helping the students

through the difficult parts of the TI-IN PHYSICS class,

especially when Ms. Spears had covered a difficult concept

too quickly, which he noted that she was wont to do. Gerald

also expressed frustration over Ms. Spears' tests and her

grading system.

Interview with Principal

After we interviewed Gerald, we talked with Principal

"Coach" Rogers. He agreed that Gerald was an exceptionally

intelligent and mature student and noted that he felt th-t

the PHYSICS and TERC classes had been instrumental in

Gerald's acquiring the summer engineering iAternship. He

noted that this internship might ultimately lead to a

cooperative education position between the work company and

the University of Tennessee, where Gerald planned to attend

college.

"Coach" Rogers described Susan less benevolently. He

noted that she was somewhat "wild" and added that she was

"involved in too many things." He noted that Susan had had

a "hot and cold attitude" toward academics. He pointed out
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that she could have done better academically if she had

applied herself more in that area.

Mr. Rogers said that Robbie had dropped out of the

program without giving the program a real chance, and he

noted that Robbie technically should not have still been

working on TERC projects, although he knew that Mr. Huber

had continued to allow Robbie to participate. He did not

really seem to mind that Robbie had continued to work with

or on TERC projects, he just realized that ethically it was

suspect.

"Coach" Rogers added that he found Ms. Spears' voice

quality to be quite irritating. Although Ms. Spears had

been touted as an exceptional teacher, he had not found ner

proclaimed abilities to be evident and noted that they

certainly had not come across "over the air." He suggested

that teachers should be given careful screen tests before

being hired to teach a telecourse. He thought that it was

critical that teachers in such situations be able to

communicate with the students through television.

"Coach" Rogers contended that the facilitator, Ms.

Spaulding, had always taken pride in being a "hard" and

effective teacher; nonetheless, he thought that she had been

threatened by the TI-IN system. He noted that she should

not have spoken so negatively of TI-IN at the regional

meeting and he hinted that he had had numerous conferences

with Ms. Spaulding concerning her negative attitude and its

effect on the students in the TI-IN PHYSICS class. Ms.
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Spaulding had earlier admitted that she believed that TI-IN

was better suited to art or even foreign languages than it

was to science, and she had noted that if physics was to be

taught as an interactive telecourse, the teacher had to be

extremely good. It was obvious that she believed that Ms.

Spears was not that person. She had also claimed that she

"was not threatened" by the program. She had contended that

Huntland and other small schools "needed TI-IN . . . to help

keep students from going to bigger schools."

"Coach" Rogers proclaimed that a positive, effective,

supportive facilitator was essential to the succcas of an

interactive telecourse. He noted that Huntland planned to

drop PHYSICS and TERC, but he added that they hoped to be

able to keep the computer and software given to the school.

They did, however, plan on subscribing to AP English, a

course currently not taught at Huntland. "Coach" Rogers has

chosen the librarian to facilitate this course and thought

that she was enthusiastic about the TI-IN program. He added

that Huntland would like to subscribe to more TI-IN ccurses

but could not afford to. He noted that Huntland currently

taped enrichment programs for other grades at Huntland and

for other schools in the county. The cost of in-service

(staff development) courses had prevented Huntland from

subscribing to them, however. Mr. Rogers suggested that

next year they would "probably overuse the satellite," in

contrast to past practices. The coordinator of Huntland's

Teacher Center has planned to solicit requests for taped
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enrichment progrars from Huntland's and other area school

teachers. The coordinator planned on setting up a schedule

to record and distribute the TI-IN tapes in an effort to

organize the pro..ess and maximize its impact.

Concludingi Note

The Huntland site revealed to us a number of things

that can go wrong with distance learning programs and

systems--technical prr.blems, personnel problems, teacher

problems. We were very disappointed that we did not get to

observe the PHYSICS and TERC classes in action, but we did

get a strong feeling of general consensus over some of the

problems Huntland had experienced. Interestingly, despite

these problems, Huntland was looking forward to taking a new

TI-IN course next year.
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I. Normative Data

The United States Department of Education Star School

award to the TI-IN United Star Network was initially used to

place satel3ite-receive and Audio-Video equipment in target

schools in 22 states during Fiscal Year 1988. By June 1990,

an additional 73 schools had been equipped to receive feeds

from the TI-IN United Star Network.

Sites

The number of schools participating in the TI-IN United

Star Network increased dramatically from Year I to Year II.

During FY '88, 10 schools received student credit courses,

50 received staff development and college credit courses,

and 10 took part in student enrichment programs. In FY 189,

149 schools received student credit courses, 216 received

staff development and college credit courses, and 316 took

part in student enrichment programs.

Courses

Student credit. The student grgdit courses included:

(1) hough_II1. This course was intended to be an

extension of the principles taught in Algebra I. The focus

was on the structure of algebra and its application.

(2) Egyugu_golgo. The major goals of this course

were to prepare students for academic and professional

advancement in the sciences, to increase scientific

literacy, and to prepare students for life in a highly

technical world.

.
Comprehensive evaluation has been provided for courses in bold.



(3) JAPANESE I. This course emphasized basic skills,

such as listening comprehension, and the ability to speak

the language. It included an introduction to Kanji, the

Japanese writing system.

(4) ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. This course was designed

to introduce students to the human body, its intricacy and

beauty, and its relationship to health and disease. Another

goal was to strengthen students' problem-solving abilities

via laboratory exercises.

(5) SPANISH III. The objectives of this course were

for students to be able to understand a native speaker of

Spanish, to be able to converse in Spanish with creativity,

to be able to express opinions, to read and comprehend

familiar Opanish materials, to express thoughts in writing

and compose short essays using the Spanish language, to

develop an awareness of the Spanish culture, to have an

appreciation of cultural diversity, to understand linguistic

concepts, and to develop skills in learning languages.

All TI-IN United Star Network student credit courses

were designed to count towards students' graduation

requirements. Some students and some sites used the courses

primarily for remedial skill building, while others used the

same courses principally for college preparatory purposes.

2tatfAsYslamsnt. The fital_dtmft122mint and college

grad.it courses were produced for teachers interested in

specialized instruction and in receiving supportive

C 7,;
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information in their particular area of focus. The gtAff

develomemt courses included:

(1) Eigan_llaghgr_InItitgtg. Th.s program included

discussions concerning strategies and techniques for

motivating students in various subjects that were a part of

the BioPrep curriculum.

(2) Gifted/Talented Education. The emphasis in this

program was on identifying and meeting the sp cial needts of

gifted and talented stuaents.

(3) OR N Ili AY, 44- : Q. This

provided basic instruction in teaching elementary school

children foreign languages.

(4) Effectiveness to Excellence. This program focused

on the Bureau of Indian Affairs' initiative with early

childhood education, parental involvement, and the Effective

School Project.

graduate_grialt. The guggatg_gmait courses were

designed to upgrade the skills of teachers and

administrators. They included:

(1) urth_kcilnaa. This course could be taken for

college credit or as a refresher course in geology. Topics

included the value of geology in daily life, earthquakes,

climate, and the like.

(2) EnzuREILIBAtroiT,MILMEZIL This program

paired beginning teachers with experienced teachers who weie

trained in peer coaching. It included such topics as time



management, student evaluation and motivation, and

conference skills.

(3) emonst ato,s and CP Teac e s.

This course was geared towards the high school physics

teacher. The focus was on development of concepts, problem-

solving, demonstration, and experiments appropriate for high

school.

(4) co d

Research and Development. This program was designed for

foreign language and second language teachers. It examined

theories of language acquisition and application of

research.

Student enrichment. The student enrichment programs

were available free of charge from the TI-IN United Star

Network and were targeted to children grades 7 - 12. These

programs included:

(1) Career Vision. The purpose of this course was to

enlighten the students as to the career opportunities

available in science and mathematics. The program examined

careers in medicine, chemistry, earth science, and cognate

areas.

(2)

This program focused on the career opportunities in math or

science (the emphasis changed from spring to fall). This

program outlined the academic requirements for these

different disciplines.
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(3) LmigILIALImatagLiAlIgrnAtimm_LAh. This course

allowed students to explore new languages and the cultures

from which they derive. Sessions included the study of

Latin, Spanish, French, German, and Japanese.

Enrollment

avIdInt_grldit. When examining the TI-IN United Star

Network in terms of enrollment for student credit courses,

during Year II, JAPANESE I had the greatest number of

students, followed by ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY, PHYSICAL

SCIENCE, ALGEBRA II, and SPANISH III, respectively. The

figures that follow are net totals that do not include the

students who enrolled in the course but later dropped.

JAPANESE / had a total enrollment of 240 students.

When this figure was subdivided into Star vs. non-Star

School students, 202 were Star, and 38 were non-Star.

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY had a total enrollment of 228

students, which included 146 star and 82 non-Star students.

The total enrollment of PHYSICAL SCIENCE was 81

students (Fall and Summer classes combined), with 66 Star

students and 15 non-Star.

ALGEBRA II's total enrollment was 31 students, all of

whom were Star students.

SPANISH III had a total enrollment of 20 students; 16

Star students and 4 non-Star.

When examining the grand totals as of Spring 19901 600

students were enrolled in TI-IN United Star School student

ri
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credit courses; this figure included 461 Star School

students and 139 non-Star School students.

Student enrichment. When examining the enrollment for

the Itudant_mmichment courses, 108 students were enrolled

in FY 188, and 388 participated in FY 189. Broken down

further by individual courses for FY 188, Guidance

Counseling Institute-Science had the highest enrollment with

44 students. It was followed by Guidance Counseling

Institute-Math with 30, Career Visions with 22, and Foreign

Language 'Alternatives Lab with 12 studtats enrolled.

In FY 189, Career Visions had the largest enrollment

with 235 students. Foreign Language Alternatives Lab was

next with 56 students participating, followed by Guidance

Counseling Institute-Science with 55, and Guidance

Counseling Institute-Math with 42 students.

ItAll_dtmlumsnt. A total of 1,890 teachers had

participated in TI-IN United Star Network staff development

courses as of June 1990.

Paying for College - Parts I & II had the highest

enrollment with 840 teachers participating. FOREIGN

LANGUAGE IN TN! MAMMARY SCHOOL was next with 750 teachers

enrolled (Spring 189 and Fall °89 combined). Education in

Year 2000 followed with 175. Gifted/Talented Education had

94 teachers enrolled. Effectiveness to Excellence was next

with 15, followed by BioPrep Teacher Institute with 14

(Summer 189 and Fall 189). Finally, BioPrep Orientations

had two teachers participating.
f: 7 1;
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Graduate credit. As of June 1990, a total of 224

teachers had participated in the araduate credit courses.

PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH headed the list, with

45 teachers participating. Theory of Equations for

Secondary Teachers was nex6 with an enrollment of 35.

Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics had 33 enrolled.

Introduction to Consultation was next with 27. Earth

Science followed with 15. Home/School Communication had 14

teachers participating. Mainstreaming had an enrollment of

12; While Junior High Science Teachers Institute and

Foreign/Second Language each had 10 teachers enrolled.

Finally, Curriculum Development Foreign Language/ESL and

Foreign/Second Language Current Research and Development

each had an enrollment of 6.

d cou es When

student credit courses are examined individually, in terms

of percentage of males and females enrolled and the

percentage of students who finished with final grades in the

five grade levels (90-100, 80-89, 75-79, 70-74, 50-69), of

the 217 students enrolled in JAPANESE I, 55% were female,

and 45% were male. Nineteen percent received a final grade

between 90-100, 29% between 80-89, 14% between 75-79, 7%

between 70-74, and 23% between 50-69 (8% were unaccounted

for in these data.).

Fifteen students were enrolled in SPANISH III; 53% were

male, and 47% were female. Fifty-three percent of the

6 7
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students received a final grade between 90-100, 47% finished

with a score between 80-89.

Of the 71 students enrolled in PHYSICAL SCIENCE, 56%

were male, and 44% were female. Twenty-one percent of the

studentn received a final grade between 90-100, 34% between

80-89, 10% between 75-79, 11% between 70-74, and 24% between

40-69.

Twenty-two students were enrolled in ALGEBRA II; 50%

were male, 50% were female. Eighteen percent of the

students received a final grade between 90-100, 9% between

80-89, 36% between 75-79, 14% between 70-74, and 23% between

50-69.

Of the 218 students enrolled in ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY,

64% were female, and 36%'were male. Twenty-eight percent

received a final grade between 90-100, 41% between 80-89,

11% between 75-79, 11% between 70-74, and 2% between 50-69.

A state-by-state breakdown of the number of males and

females and their final grades for each course is presented

in the tables that follow.

; 7 :
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JAPANESE I - Number of Males/Females, Final Grades

State M F 90-100 80-89 75-79 70-74 50-6q,

Alabama 20 25 8 11 14 4 8

California 1 2 1 1 1

Colorado 2 1 1

Illinois 6 11 8 7 1 1

Kansas 2 2

Michigan 1 1

Mississippi 49 53 8 22 14 7 34

North Carolina 5 6 6 1 1 3

North Dakota 1 1

Ohio 4 3 1 4 1 1

Oregon 7 8 3 30 2

Tennessee 1 6 7

Texas 2 2

Washington 1 1

Wyoming 1 1

TOTALS 98 119 42 63 30 15 50

9



SPANISH III - Number of Males/Females, Final Grades

State

Alabama 3 4 3 4

Illinois 2 2 3 1

Ohio 1 1

Texas 2 1 2 1

TUTAti3 8 7 8 7

PHYSICAL SCIENCE - Number of Males/Females, Final Grades

=It& u_r__-,=_Ps:_tit- 5 -6

Illinois

,:15..-.2,-/i-4Q2-7
10 9 6 8 2 2 1

Minnesota 8 3 1 10

Mississippi 5 1 3 2 1

New Mexico 15 15 6 13 4 2 5

Texas 2 3 1 1 2 1

TOTALS 40 31 15 24 7 8 17

ALGEBRA II - Number of Males/Females, Final Grades

90- 5 7 7 I ER

Alabama 2 2 2 2. 1

Illinois 1 1 2

North Carolina 4 3 1 2. 5

Texas 4 5 1 2 4 2

TOTALS 11 11 4 2 8 3 5



ANATOMY it PHYSIOLOGY -

State M F

Number of Males/Females, Final Grades

90-100 80-89 75-79 70-74 50-69

Alabama

California

Colorado

Iowa

Illinois

Mississippi

North Carolina

New Mexico

New York

Oregon

Texas

West Virginia

TOTALS

26

4

1

6

1

16

1

1

20

3

79

57

1

2

13

45

1

2

4

12

2

139

15

1

1

11

1

9

1

3

3

13

2

60

36

2

7

34

2

7

1

89

16

2

5

1

24

12

2

8

1

23

4

4

.)
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Entallmant_hy_sIAAft_iftygl. When enrollment by grade

level is examined for the four TI-IN United Star Network

student credit courses offered in FY '89, JAPANESE I, with a

total enrollment of 240 students, had 76 juniors (32%)

participating. Sophomores constituted the next largest

class, with 28% or 68 students; following were seniors, with

27% or 66 enrolled. Freshmen made up 11% of the enrollment

(26 students); and, finally, eighth graders had the lowest

enrollment with 4 students participating (4%).

SPANISH III, with a total enrollment of 20 students,

had 11 juniors participating (55%), the most of any other

grade level. Seniors constituted 35% of the course

participation, with 7 students; and sophomores had the

lowest enrollment with only 2 students enrolled (10%).

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, with a total enrollment of 77

students, enrolled 24 freshmen, who comprised 32% of the

class. Seniors made up 29% of the courwe population (22

students); sophomores constituted 21% (16 students); and,

finally, juniors accounted for 19% of course enrollment (15

students). As noted in the Site V1sit Reports (Volume II),

several administrators reported that they had trouble

placing PHYSICAL SCIENCE at the appropriate level in their

curriculum. The course enrollment pattern by grade level

supports these concerns.

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY, with a total enrollment of 228

students, was largely a senior course. Seventy-five percent

of the course (171 students) was seniors. Additionally, 51

g 2 ;



of the students were juniors (22%), and 6 were sophomores

(3%).

Examining the grand totals, of the 565 students2

enrolled in the TI-IN United Star Network student credit

courses, 47% (266 students) were seniors, 27% (153 students)

were juniors, 16% (92 students) were sophomores, 9% (50

students) were freshmen, and, finally, 1% (4 students) were

eighth graders. This overall enrollment distribution seems

to be quite in line with the Star School mandate to provide

specialized (i.e., upper-level) courses.

2. The 35 FY '88 ALGEBRA II students, whose grade breakdown was not

provided to the evaluators, were not included in these totals. Counting

the ALGEBRA II students, 600 students were served by TI-IN United Star

Network courses.
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Growth Patterns of Student Credit_Courses

The TI-IN United Star Network experienced considerable

growth on several dimensions between its first and second

year of operation. Although some affiliates and

participants were lost between registration and the first

day of class, the numbers produced by the five Star School

student credit courses by the end of the program's second

year, as interest had esca4ated, were substantial.

The initial number of sites reporting student

registration over the two years of the program was 158.

However, 32 sites apparently dropped out of the program,

leaving the net number of sites participating in TI-IN at

126. This latter figure is used throughout the site-

Lreakdown report that follows. Of these 126 sites involved

in the program, 87 were Star School sites, while 39 were

not.

At first count, 830 students appeared to be registered

for TI-IN credit courses, but the normal drop-add session

left the net enrollment for TI-IN's two-year curriculum at

600 students. The number of Star students enrolied over the

two years totalled 461, while a strong supplementary

cmtingent of non-Star participants totalled 139 students.

The following section provides details on the 126 sites

as well as on the background of the 600 students aptly named

the "pilots" of the program.

As has been noted, 600 students were enrolled in the

student credit courses in the first two fiscal years of the

14



program. FY '88 (Year I) covered October 1988 - September

1989. FY 'P9 (Year II) covered October 1989 - June 1990.

ALGEBRA II and PHYSICAL SCIENCE were offered in FY '88.

ALGEBRA II was the first United Star Network course to

be uplinked in Fall 1988. PHYSICAL SCIENCE followed and was

initially delivered in Summer '89. In FY '89, three new

courses were added to the programJAPANESE I, ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY, and SPANISH III. These three courses added 488

new students to a program that previously had consisted of

112 recipients. Thus, there was more than a 300 percent

increase in enrollment for the TI-IN program between Year I

and II. PHYSICAL SCIENCE itself grew from an enrollment of

four students in the summer of 189 to 77 students the next

year.

The following is a state-by-state breakdown of students

and sites participating in the TI-IN United Star Network

student credit courses.

Site reports by state. Participants in the five

student credit courses were located in 21 different states.

The states involved in the TI-IN United Star Network program

included:

1. Alabama [JAPANESE I, SPANISH III, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY,

ALGEBRA II]

2. Arizona [ALGEBRA II]
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3. California [JAPANESE I, SPANISH //I, PHYSICAL SCIENCE,

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

4. Colorado [JAPANESE I, SPANISH III, ANATOMY &

PHYSIOLOGY]

5. Iowa [ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

6. Illinois [JAPANESE I, SPANISH III, PHYSICAL SCIENCE,

ANATOMY fi PHYSIOLOGY, ALGEBRA II]

7. Kansas [JAPANESE I]

8. Michigan [JAPANESE I]

9. Minnesota [PHYSICAL SCIENCE]

10. Mississippi [JAPANESE I, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, ANATOMY &

PHYSIOLOGY].

11. North Carolina [JAPANESE I, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY,

ALGEBRA II]

12. North Dakota [JAPANESE I]

13. New Mexico [PHYSICAL SCIENCE, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

14. New York [ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

15. Ohio [JAPANESE /, SPANISH III, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

16. Oregon [JAPANESE I, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

17. Tennessee [JAPANESE I]

18. Texas [JAPANESE I, SPAN/SH III, PHYSICAL SCIENCE,

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY, ALGEBRA II]

19. Washington [JAPANESE I]

20. West Virginia [ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY]

21. Wyoming [JAPANESE I]

TI-IN United Star Network began its distance learning

program by offering PHYSICAL SCIENCE in Fall '89. Seventy-

6);
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seven students in five states were involved in PHYSICAL

SCIENCE in FY '88; 66 were Star and 11 were non-Star

students. New Mexico provided 32 PHYSICAL SCIENCE students

to the program, more than any other state. Illinois

enrolled 29 students, and Minnesota added 11 to the PHYSICAL

SCIENCE camp. The remaining two states that enrolled less

than 10 students each were Mississippi (6) and Texas (9).

Texas is the only state to have consistently enrolled

students in PHYSICAL SCIENCE since its inception. In FY '88

(Summer 1989) four students from Texas were the only

participants in TI-IN's PHYSICAL SCIENCE course. All four

of those students from Texas were non-Star subscribers. It

appears that the Southwestern region (New Mexico and Texas)

places a good deal of emphasis *on the PHYSICAL SCIENCE

course, since this area accounted for 53 percent of the

nation's total enrollment. The Midwest (Illinois and

Minnesota) added 39 percent to the student enrollment total.

ALGEBRA II was another course offered by TI-IN United

Star Network in FY '88. Although ALGEBRA II was not offerer'

during FY '89, 31 students in 5 states were enrolled in this

math course during the first year. All 31 participants were

Star students. Texas enrolled the most ALGEBRA II students,

13, followed by North Carolina with seven, Arizona with

five, Alabama with four, and Illinois with two. ALGEBRA II

was selected primarily in the Southwest, since states in

this region (Texas and Arizona) yielded 58 percent of all

subscribers to t4e first-year program.



During FY '89, JAPANESE I was offered for the first

time via the TI-IN United Star Network. It enrolled 240

students in 15 states. Of the 240 stuits, 202 were Star

students and 38 were'non-Star. Leading in JAPANESE I

enrollment was the state of Mississippi with 101 students.

Thus, Mississippi accounted for 42 percent of the total

enrollment for the course. Alabama followed Mississippi,

with 52 students. Illinois provided 19 JAPANESE I students,

while North Caroline and Oregon each had 17 students each.

Those states with less than 10 students taking JAPANESE I in

FY '89 were: California (7), Colorado (2), Kansas (3),

Michigan (1), North Dakota (1), Ohio (7), Tennessee (8),

Texas (2), Washington (2) and Wyoming (1). It is noteworthy

that the Southeastern States--Mississippi, Alabama, and

North Carolina--accounted for 71 percent of all JAPANESE I

students enrolled in the program.

TI-IN also delivered SPANISH III to 20 students in five

states in FY '89. Sixteen Star and four non-Star students

were enrolled. Illinois was the leading state for

enrollment in SPANISH III with eight students (40 percent of

total enrollment). Alabama was next with seven students.

However, unlike Illinois, which featured eight students

spread over five TI-IN site , in Alabama all seven SPANISH

III students came from one site--Northview High School in

Dothan. Three Texas students received the TI-IN SPANISH III

course, while Colorado and Ohio each had one student

involved in the program.
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The final new course offered by the TI-IN United Star

Network in FY '89 was ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY. TI-IN delivered

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY to 228 students in 13 states. Of these

228 participants, 146 were Star and 82 were non-Star

students. Eighty-four Alabama students were enrolled in

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY. Alabama plus North Carolina (63

sVidents) combined to provide nearly 65 percent of the total

national enrollment in the course. Texas was the third

largest provider of ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY students, with 33

participants in the program, and Illinois followL1 with 21.

Those states with less than 10 students enrolled in ANATOMY

& PHYSIOLOGY included: California (2 students), Colorado

(7), Iowa (1), Mississippi (1), New Mexico, (1) New York

(3), Ohio (1), Oregon (6), and West Virginia (5) students.

It is interesting to note that Mississippi, while enrolling

heavily in JAPANESE I with 101 students, enrolled only one

student in ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY. North Carolina, on the

other hand, displayed more emphasis on ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

(63 students) than on JAPANESE I (17 students). Alabama

showed a slightly larger enrollment for ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

(84 students) than for JAPANESE I (52 students). Thus, all

other states involved in both JAPANESE I and ANATOMY &

PHYSIOLOGY courses showed consistent registration patterns.

JAPANESE I and ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY were the only two

courses in the TI-IN program with enrollments greater than

200 students. The Southeastern states showed a particular

interest in these two new course offerings in FY '89.



The following table gives a complete state-by-state

breakdown of student and site location for the two-year TI-

IN United Star Network student credit courses.
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JAPANESE 1: Number of Sites and Students by State

State_Lsites Iillt igaralinfflt

Alabama

California

Colorado

Illinois

Kansas

Michigan

Mississippi

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oregon

Tennessee

Texas

Washington

Wyoming

TOTALS

*S m Star
N = non-Star

6

2

(S*)

(S)

52 (S)

7 4S)

1 (NS) 2 (NS)

5 (S) 19 (S)

1 (NS) 3 (NS)

1 (NS) 1 (NS)

14 (S) 101 (S)

3 (2 S, 1 NS) 17 (9S, 8NS)

1 (NS) 1 (NS)

1 (NS) 7 (NS)

3 (23, 1 NS) 17 (10 317 NS)

1 (NS) 8 (NS)

1 (S) 2 (S)

1 (S) 2 (S)

1 (NS) 1 (NS)

42 sites 240 students
(33 S, 9 NS) (202 8, 38 NS)
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SPANISH III: Number of Sites and Students by State

Sites

Alabama 1 (S)

Colorado 1 (NS)

Illinois 5 (S)

Ohio 1 (NS)

Texas 3 (2 NS, 1 S)

TOTALS 11 sites
(7 SI 4 NS)

22

7 (S)

1 (NS)

8 (S)

1 (NS)

3 (2 NS, 1 S)

20 students
(16 SI 14 NS)



ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY: Number of Sites and Students by State

at.Ate -----/i.t.gUSt.iillI2Lliall_n t

Alabama 11 (S) 84 (S)

California 1 (S) 2 (S)

Colorado 2 (NS) 7 (NS)

Iowa 1 (NS) 1 (NS)

Illinois 9 (8 S, 1 NS) 21 (18 S, 3 NS)

Mississippi 1 (S) 1 (S)

North Carolina 13 (5 S, 8 NS) 63 (30 S, 33 NS)

New Mexico 1 (NS) 1 (NS)

New York 1 (8) 3 (S)

Ohio 1 (NS) 1 (NS)

Oregon 3 (2 NS, 1 S) 6 (4 NS, 2 S)

Texas 7 ( 6 NS, 1 S) 33 (27 NS, 6 S)

West Virginia 1 (NS) 5 (NS)

TOTALS 52 sites 228 students
(29 S, 23 NS) (142 S, 82 NS)



PHYSICAL SCIENCE:

Ltate

Number of Sites and Students by State

Fall 1989

talrollment

Illinois 4 (S) 19 (S)

Minnesota 1 (S) 11 (S)

Mississippi 1 (S) 6 (S)

New Mexico 3 (2 S, 1 NS) 32 (28 S, 4 NS)

Texas 2 (1 S, 1 NS) 9 (2 S, 7 NS)

FY '89 TOTALS 11 sites 77 students
(9 S, 2 NS) (66 S, 11 NS)

Summer 1988

Net_En

Texas

TOTALS

1 (NS)

12 sites

4 (NS)

81 students
(9 S, 3 NS) (66 S, 15 NS)
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ALGEBRA TI:

State

Number of Sites and Students by State

I siteAArmamt
Alabama 1 (S) 4 (S)

Arizona 1 (5) 5 (S)

Illinois 1 (S) 2 (S)

North Carolina 1 (S) 7 (S)

Texas 5 (S) 13 (S)

TOTALS 9 sites 31 students
(9 S) (31 S)

Note: ALGEBRA I/ was offered in FY '88 only.
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III . FACILITATOR EVALUATIONS
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III. Facilitator Evaluations

flgt2t.ADAIZOIA

A single, 94-item instrument (AppenW. D) was

administered to all facilitators who wediated students

enrolled in the Fall 1989/Spring 1990 TI-IN United Star

Network credit courses. Respondents completed th,Q

questionnaires in late May, at the end of the school year.

Items 1-82 utilized a common Likert-type scale, with

response options of strongly disagree = 1, mildly disagree =

2, neither disagree not agree = 3, mildly agree = 4,

strongly agree = 5. The remaining twelve items collected

background information on the facilitators. Responses were

received from 129 facilitators.

Since the number of items on the instrument

approximated the number of respondents, only items with a

correlation 2 < .05 were used in the principle components

factor analysis. Seven factor dimensions, accounting for

82.1% of the variance, emerged from the factor analysis.

These factor dimensions were: Job Satisfaction (JS),

Teamwork (T), Equipment (E), Training (TR), Perceived

Importance (PI), Student (S), and Technical Problems (TP).

The first dimension, 2212_2Atial=tign (JS), contained

nine items and yielded a composite mean of 3.9. This

dimension addressed the degree to which the facilitator

enjoyed the role of course mediator between the TI-IN

teacher and the students. Most respondents at least

"moderately agreed" with all items in this dimension. The



three items which gleaned the highest mean scores were #16

(M = 4.2), #7 (M = 4.0), and #36 (M = 4.0). The responses

to these items indicated that facilitators rated classroom

interaction and working closely with students as enjoyable,

and their confidence levels had increased by the end of the

program. The lowest mean score in this dimension was

yielded by item #52 (M = 3.6). This item addressed the

ability of the facilitator to understand the problems of the

students. Although this was the lowest mean in this

dimension, it indicated that most facilitators moderately

agreed that they were better able to understand student

problems upon completion of the course.

The Teamwork (T) dimension, consisting of eight items,

yielded a composite mean of 4.1. This dimension attempted

to determine facilitators' perceptions of their interaction

with the TI-IN teacher. Every item in this category

achieved at least a "moderately agree" rating. One item, #9

(M = 4.5), addressing how at ease the facilitator felt with

the TI-IN teacher, achieved a particularly high mean score,

approaching the "strongly agree" range.

Five items comprising the Equipment (E) dimension

attained a composite mean of 4.2. Items in this dimension

dealt with satisfaction in working with the equipment and

ease of obtaining technical assistance. The high means

netted by the items in this category indicated that most

facilitators felt comfortable operating the equipment and

knew how to seek teChnical assistance when needed.



The ImAinlng (TR) dimension consisted of four items

which attained a cmposite mean score of 3.8, suggesting

that most facilitators at least "mildly agreed" with all

items. Iteis 01 and 02 both attained a mean of 3.6,

indicating that facilitators felt that training was adequate

for equipment use and made their job easier. Likewise, they

reported (028 and 029) that they used the talkback telephone

system and were comfortable with it.

The next dimension, Perceived ImDortance (PI),

contained four items. Respondents indicated (If = 4.2) that

their presence in the classroom was instrumental to the

success of the students. Most facilitators also agreed that

they played a crucial role as a necessary and supportive

link between the TI-IN television teacher and the students.

The Student (S) dimension was made up of three items

with a composite mean of 3.3. This category dealt with the

.motivation levels of students. The facilitator responses to

items in this dimension indicate that they perceived room

for improvement in student achievement and attentiveness

(026, N = 3.2, and 069, II = 3.2); however, eagerness (068, M

= 3.6) fell within a satisfactory range.

The final dimension, Technical Problems (TP), consisted

of two items and achieved a composite mean of 2.3. The

tendency of respondents to disagree with these items (063

and 064) would suggest that the facilitators were satisfied

with equipment performance.
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A multiple regression analysis was computed on the

facilitator factor dimensions derived from responses to the

facilitator opinion questionnaire, utilizing the grade

averages by site as the predictor variable. The overall

regression analysis yielded significance at R < .001. The

five factors contributing to the explained variance, with

their respective Beti weightings, are: Technical Problems

(TP) (8 = -.469), Student (S) (8 = .644), Training (TR) (8 =

.442), Equipment (E) (8 = .548), and Job Satisfaction (JS)

(8 = -.323).

The Student (S) dimension, which addressed the

motivation levels and attentiveness of the students; the

Trainina (TR) dimension, which addressed the adequacy of the

facilitator and the students' comfort in using the talkback

telephone system; and the Eggipment (E) dimension, which

addressed satisfaction in working with the eluipment and

ease of obtaining technical assistance, were positively

related to student grade variations. Therefore, the more

the facilitators agreed with the items constituting these

dimensions, the higher their students' grades were likely to

be.

The Technical Problem (TP) dimension, which addressed

the frequency of perceived technical problems, and the 22h

Satisfaction (JS) dimension, which addressed the degree to

which the facilitator enjoyed serving as the intermediary

between the TI-IN teacher and the students, were negatively



related to the students' grade in the class. This wuuld

suggest that the fewer the number of technical problems

experienced, the higher the students' grades tended to be.

A series of one-way analyses of variance was computed

to determine differences in the facilitators' opinions about

the four student credit courses. The student factor

dimensions and the courses were the independent measures;

the factor scale scores served as the dependent variable.

The factor scale scores are composite numbers generated from

combining all items which constitute a particular factor

dimension. All subsequent tests were by Student-Newman-

Keuls procedure, with an acceptance criterion of 2 < .05.

The first factor, Teamwork (T), yielded f (3, 152) =

3.358, g < .05 throughout. This indicates that significant

differences were found between courses for facilitator

responses to items concerning their perceptions of their

interaction with the TI-IN teachers. Subsequent tests were

performed utilizing the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure. The

factor scale score mean from JAPANESE I (a .397) and

SPANISH III ( .367) were significantly different from

PHYSICAL SCIENCE M m -1.315) at 2 < .05. This finding

suggests that facilitators in JAPANESE I and SPANISH III

courses felt more positive about their interactions with the

TI-IN teacher than did PHYSICAL SCIENCE facilitators.

The Eauipment (E) factor attained (3, 159) = .978,

> .05, indicating that no significant differences were
.1
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found between courses for items relating to how comfortable

facilitators felt operating the equipment and knowledge of

how to seek technical assistance.

The next factor, 5tudent (S), achieved f (3, 159) =

18.793, g < .05. This indicates that significant

differences were found between courses for facilitator

responses concerning motivation levels of students.

Subsequent tests were performed utilizing the Student-

Newman-Keuls procedure. The factor scale score means from

JAPANESE I ( = .058), ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY (M = -.225), and

SPANISH III (M = -.578) were significantly different from

PHYSICAL SCIENCE (M = -2.130). This finding suggests that

facilitators for JAPANESE I, SPANISH III, and ANATOMY &

PHYSIOLOGY perceived students to be significantly more

highly motivated than did the facilitators for PHYSICAL

SCIENCE.

The lAchniml_Emblgal (TP) factor attained E (3, 159)

= 6.90, g < .05. This indicates that significant

differences were found between courses for student responses

to items addressing the frequency of occurrence of technical

difficulties. Subsequent tests were performed utilizing the

Student-Newman-Keuls prJcedure. The factor scale score

means from SPANISH In = -.351) and ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

(M = -.038) was significantly different from JAPANESE I (M =

.581) and PHYSICAL SCIENCE (N = .660) at g < .05. This

finding indicates that facilitators for SPANISH III and

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY were more satisfied with equipment

7(
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performance than were facilitators from JAPANESE I and

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

The next factor, aat"agiglaati2n (JS) netted f (3,

159) = 10.91, 2 < .05, indicating that significant

differences were found between courses for facilitator

e41sponses concerning the degree to which the facilitator

enjoyed the role of course mediator between the TI-IN

teacher and the students. Subsequent tests were performed

utilizing the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure. The factor

scale score mean from SPANISH III (M = .885) was

significantly different from JAPANESE I (M = -.165) and

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY (M = -.126), while all of these were

significantly different from PHYSICAL SCIENCE (M = -1.801)

at R < .05. This suggests that SPANISH III facilitators

enjoyed their roles more than the other facilitators, while

JAPANESE I and ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY facilitators enjoyed

their role more so than PHYSICAL SCIENCE facilitators.

The Training (TR) factor attained E (3, 159) = 10.82,

2 < .05. This indicates that significant differences were

found between courses for student responses to items

addressing the adequacy of training. Subsequent tests were

performed utilizing the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure. The

factor scale score mean from SPANISH III (l = 1.40) differs

significantly from the mean scores from PHYEICAL SCIENCE (a

= .560), ANATOM11. & PHYS:OLOGY (M m .003), and JAPANESE I (M

= -.633). The iwan score for PHYSICAL SCIENCE is also

significantly higher than that of JAPANESE / on this factor.
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This would suggest that SPANISH III facilitators felt better

trained than the other facilitators, with PHYSICAL SCIENCE

facilitators feeling better trained than JAPANESE I

facilitators.

The final factor, LersejagjampilAngs (PI), achieved

(3, 154) = 8.62, R < .05. This indicates that significant

differences were found between courses for student responses

addressing how crucial facilitators perceived their role to

be. Subsequent tests were performed utilizing the Student-

Newman-Keuls procedure. The factor scale score means from

JAPANESE I (M = .356) and ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY (11 = -.072)

differs significantly from SPANISH III (If = -1.48) and

PHYSICAL SCIENCE (M = 1,262), R < .05. This finding

indicates that facilitators in JAPANESE I and ANATOMY

PHYSIOLOGY thought they played a more crucial role than did

facilitators for SPANISH III and PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
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IV. Teacher Evaluations

A customized 44-item questionnaire was administered to

the teachers of the televised course. Thirteen completed

questionnaires were returned. These items addressed various

facets of the program; all utilized a common Likert-type

scale with response options of poor = 1, fair = 2, good = 3,

and excellent = 4. The questionnaire, presented as Appendix

E, attempted to probe various dimensions of the respondents'

insights regarding the TI-IN program, as well as to cull the

television teachers' perceptions of the primary strengths

and weaknesses of the TI-IN United Star Network's programs

and instructional processes.

The questionnaire was designed to distinguish a priori

between seven separate program elements. These are:

Production (P), Facilitators (F), Administration (A),

Students (S), Instruction (I), Equipment Problems (EP), and

Program Effectiveness (PE). These items, along with their

respective mean scores, can be found in Appendix E. The

abbreviated category labels are located in the left margin;

the mean scores for each item in the right column.

The overall mean for the five agteduati2n (P) items was

4.1, indicating that most of the television teachers were at

least moderately satisfied with both the production

facilities and the competence of the production staff. Only

one item (16, = 3.2) was in the neutral range, suggesting

that the television teachers possibly felt that the



production budget was too low to handle requests for the

production of specialized instructional materials.

The nine items comprising the Facilitator (F) dimension

yielded a composite mean of 3.3. This indicates that most

respondents held a neutral perception of the abilities of

the facilitators. However, there was considerable variance

within items in this category. Item #9 received

particularly high ratings (M = 4.5), indicating that the

responding teachers felt strongly that the facilitator's

role was critical in effective instruction of students. Two

particularly low scores (#13, M = 2.8; #14, M = 2.8) suggest

that the teachers perceived the role of facilitator as one

of mediation rather than instruction. This finding

coincides with the findings in the Facilitator (F) dimension

from the student opinion questionnaire (cf. p. 27).

The overall mean for the nine Administrative (AD) items

was 3.4, indicating that most respondents were satisfied

with the administrative elements of the program. Item #8

received particularly high ratings (M = 4.5), suggesting

that the responding teachers believed that the school

administrators involved in the program were very supportive.

Respondents also felt that registration procedures could be

improved (132, M = 2.8) but were generally satisfied with

the processing of paperwork during the academic year (#34, M

= 3.3). One particularly low score was found on item #38 (1 a

= 1.9), dealing with the frequency of use of the printers

found on the A-V carts. During the site evaluation visits,
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several facilitators and school administrators noted that

most of the teachers could have used these printers more

effectively. The finding here suggests that the teachers

also see this as an area for improvement.

The seven items comprising the gtudInt (S) dimension

achieved a composite mean of 3.4. Item #30 received

particularly high ratings (M = 4.4), indicating that

teachers believed that most students were capable of

handling the course work. Furthermore, item #29 (M = 3.5)

suggests that most television teachers believed TI-IN

students were more highly motivated than students in a

traditional classroom. However, the response to item #25 (M

= 2.7), would indicate that the teachers believed that

students did not take advantage of all the help that was

available to them.

The overall mean for the five Instruction (I) items was

4.1, indicating that the instructional procedures and

content utilized in the TI-IN courses closely parallels that

of their traditional teaching exper1ences. There.was little

variance for items in this dimension, suggesting that most

respondents moderately agreed with all the items contained

therein.

The next dimension, Ersgram_Fileglimmela (PE),

achieved a composite mean of 3.7 Item 020, which assessed

any felt problems from not having students physically

present, yielded a "neutral" mean score of 3.3. Item 022,

which addressed the ability of the television teachers to
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maintain an ideal pace working within the TI-IN format, also

achieved a relatively neutral mean score of 3.3. These were

the two lowest mean scores within this group. This would

suggest that the teachers felt little or no disadvantage

when comparing their television teaching experience with

those of the traditional classroom environment.

The final dimension, imigThAntiLr2LLmes (EP), contained

one item (#3, M = 3.2) which addressed the magnitude of any

equipment problems the teacher had experienced. The neutral

responses to this item suggested that most of the teachers

had not found equipment malfunctions to be a major problem.
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V. Administrator Evaluations

A single, 24-item instrument was administered to school

administrative officials at all TI-IN United Star Network

sites in late May, near the end of the academic year.

Responses were received from 113 administrators. Eighty-two

percent of the responses were from males, while 18% were

from females. Items 1-16 of the instrument utilized a

common Likert-type scale, with response options of strongly

disagree = 1, mildly disagree = 2, neither disagree nor

agree = 30 mildly agree = 4, strongly agree = 5, which

solicitrd degrees of agreement with the aforementioned

items. Items 17-24 utilized response options which were

specified at the conclusion of each statement. Most of

these were self-reported frequencies, with the last-item,

#24, addressing administrative opinions of the program.

The first 16 items were designed to distinguish a

priori between seven separate program elements. These are:

Technical (T), Courses (C), Facilitators (F), Administration

(A), Personal Involvement (PI), Teacher (TE), and

Satisfaction (S). These items, along with their respective

mean scores, can be found as Appendix F. The abbreviated

category labels are located in the left margin; the mean

scores for each item are in the right column.

After adjusting for directionality, the overall mean

for the three Technic41 (T) items was 4.0, indicating that

most administrators believed that the technical support was

moderately satisfactory. In addition, response item #17



indicates that the administrators reported technical

uifficulties an average of "between three and ten times per

term."

The Courses (C) 'dimension contained three item' and

yielded a composite mean of 4.0, with little variation among

items in this dimension. The administrators apparently

think that the TI-IN program has been a useful and integral

part of their academic curriculum.

The four items comprising the Facilitator (F) dimension

achieved a composite mean of 3.9. Items #8 (M = 4.1), which

addressed the routine of the facilitator, #9 (M = 4.4),

which addressed the competency and dedication of the

facilitdtors, and #14 (l = 4.4), which concerned the

importance of the facilitator, all achieved means in the

"moderately agree" range. This would suggest that most of

the administrators perceived their facilitators as

competent, dedicated, and crucial to the success of the

program. However, the administrators did not think that

teacher certification should be a prerequisite to becoming a

facilitator.

After adjusting for item directionality, the three

items in the Administration (A) dimension achieved a

composite mean of 3.5. There was little variance for items

in this group, suggesting that most administrators perceived

their role as moderately important to the success of the

TI-IN program. They did not, however, (111, M lc 2.4) think

that the responsibility of adminif.:tering the TI-IN program
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interfered with their other administrative duties.

Administrators also reported an average of 1-2 hours per

week spent overseeing the TI-IN program.

The Eluzallanzalmant (PI) dimension contained two

items achieving a composite mean of 4.0. This suggests that

administrators think they have both viewed enough TI-IN

telecasts and solicited sufficient opinions from

facilitators and students to develop an informed opinion

about the quality of the program. Administrators also

reported (#18, M =.4.0) that they personally visited a

United Star Network classroom on the average of 4-5 times

per term.

One item, #16, achieving a mean of 4.3, addressed

Satisfactign ph by asking if administrators hoped to be

able to continue to upe distance learning courses in the

future. Since most aciAinistrators reported they would like

to continue, it can be construed that they were satisfied

with the program. In fact, administrators indicated they

were mildly to extremely pleased with the TI-IN United Star

Network courses offered at their school (024, M = 4.3).

Administrators also indicated that the instructional

quality of the TI-IN courses was, on the average, "'good',

(#19, 4.2). They also rated the TI-IN teachers as

equivalent in quality to the traditional classroom teachers

at their school (#20, M = 3.3). In addition, administrators

reported that students in the TI-IN program had a slightly

higher level of interest and involvement in their course



work than students enrulled exclusively in traditional

courses.
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VI. PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH Evaluation

The customized questionnaire was administered to the

Beginning Teachers (Partners) and Peer Coaches at all four

PARTNERS IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH sites located in: Lake

County, CA; Mt. Ayr, IA; Flagler, CO; and Syracuse, KS.

Respondents completed the questionneres during the last

week of the program. The return rate from each site was

approximately 30%.

A single questionnaire was developed for use by both

the Partners and the Peer Coaches. Items 1-4 collected

background information on the participants. The remaining

42 items addressed various facets of the program; these

items utilized a common Likert-type scale with response

options of poor = 1, fair = 2, good = 3, and excellent = 4.

The questionnair.1, presented as Appendix G, attempted to

probe various dimensions of the respondents' overall

perceptions of the PARTNERS programming and to glean the

participants' perceptions of the primary strengths and

weaknesses of the program. Twelve items were directed

towards the Partners exclusively, 7 items were reserved for

the Peer Coaches, and 23 items were responded to by both

groups.

The questionnaire was designed to distinguish a priori

between nine separate program elements. These are:

Administrative (AD), Technical (T), Attitudinal (AT),

Support Materials (SM), Communicative (C), Information (I),

Course Effectiveness (E), Environment (ENV), and



Satisfaction (S). These items, alona with their respective

mean scores can be found as Appendix G. The abbreviated

category labels are located in the left margin; the rean

scores for each item in the right column.

The overall mean for the six Administrative (AD) items

was 3.3, indicating that most respondents were satisfied

with the administrative elements of the program. Ms.

Flaherty's overall performance was rated as "excellent,"

with a mean response of 3.7. However, item #22 yielded a

particularly low mean score: 2.3. This would suggest that

one area of particular concern to the respondents was the

delay in the return of completed assignments by Ms.

Flaherty.

The four items comprising the Technical (T) dimension

achieved a composite mean of 3.1. There was little variance

for items in this group, suggesting that most respondents

rated the production quality, clarity of signal reception,

and user friendliness of the equipment as "good."

The eleven items comprising the Attitudinal (AT)

dimension achieved a composite mean of 3.4. This indicates

that most respondents held a positive attitude toward the

PARTNERS program. Item 138 received particularly high

ratings (M = 3.9), indicating that the responding Beginning

Teachers were highly disposed to continue their teaching

career, which was one ok the primary goals of PARTNERS.

Another finding of note was the change in the Beginning

Teachers' reported levels of self-confidence as a result of
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taking the PARTNERS telecourse. The Beginning Teachers

reported that their sel.-confidence in teaching prior to

taking PARTNERS was "good" (M = 3.1; item #39). After

participating in PARTNERS, their self-confidence was

"excellent" (M = 3.8, item 140).

The one item which constituted the Support Materiaia

(SM) dimension was the only opinion item on which

significant difference between the Beginning Teachers and

the Peer Coaches was attained. The Beginning Teachers rated

the workbooks used in the course as "good" (M = 2.9), while

the Coaches rated the workbooks as "excellent" (M = 3.8).

Two items, 116 and #20, comprised the Communicative (C)

dimension. The composite score on this dimension was 3.6.

This would suggest that both Dr. Bernhardt and Ms. Flaherty

were rated by the participants as highly effective

communicators.

Two items, #19 and #21, addressed the usefulness and

quality of the Information (I) presented by Ms. Flaherty.

These responses received a composite mean score of 3.7.

This indicates that most respondents rated the content of

the course extremely positively.

Responses to the twelve items comprising the gpurse

Ifirstlyingal (E) dimension yielded a composite mean score

of 3.5. Of particular interest on this dimension are items

#25 and #26. Peer Coaches rated their relationships with

the Beginning Teachers (Partners) as "good" (M = 3.2) prior

to exposure to the PARTNERS program. By the completion of
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the course, this had increased to a rating of "excellent" (M

= 4.0). Clearly PARTNERS yielded benefits in the af.`'ective

as well as in the cognitive realm.

The one item, #11, constituting the U_Limuoji_gjt, (ENV)

dimension achieved a mean of 2.7. Overall, this rating

suggests that there is room for improvement in the viewing

environment in the TI-IN classrooms.

The three items which comprised the Peer Coach

Satisfactim (S) dimension achieved a composite mean rating

of 3.4. One revealing finding can be seen from the

responses to item #30, which queried the experienced

teachers about their willingness to serve as a Peer Coach

again. The respondents indicated that there was an

excellent chance (M = 3.8) that they would continue

participating in PARTNERS if given an opportunity to do so.

1
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TI-IN United Star Network

TECHN/CAL EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTERS (TERC)

Project

During FY 1989, the TI-IN United Star Network

implemented a collaborative project with TECHNICAL EDUCATION

RESEARCH CENTERS (TERC). The TERC Star Schools project was

one of the four grants awarded by the Department of

Education. The TI-IN/TERC project attempted to combine

student knowledge of course content, in this instance, a TI-

IN Network Physics course, with an interactive

telecommunication experiential environment. The assumption

apparently was made that the technical aspects of

mathematics and science are particularly difficult to teach

when emphasis is placed on theory alone. Thus, the

TI-IN/TERC learning process focused on hands-on

participation, communication, questioning, and thought.

The TI-IN/TERC Star Schools project established 11

Resource Centers at TI-IN Network Physics sites across-the

country. Those schools that doubled as resource centers and

TI-IN/TERC sites were:

(I) Bennett Ccunty High School, Martin, SD

(2) Chugwater High School, Chugwater, WY

(3) Circleville High School, Circleville, WV

(4) Creswell High School, Creswell, NC

(5) Dime Box High School, Dime Box, TX

(6) Ganado High School, Canado, TX
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(7) Huntland Schools, Huntland, TN

(8) North Stokes Jr/Sr High School, Danbury, NC

(9) St. Anne Community High School, St. Anne, IL

(10) Toluca High School, Toluca, IL

(11) Weed High School, Weed, NM

The centers provided training, course material, equipment,

and accessories, as well as support and assistance for

participating teachers. Students worked in research teams

at each location, and often joined with students at other

locations to work on specific physics projects. The ability

of students across the country to be joined together via

telecommunicationsatellite video/audio plus computerin

work as well as fellowship proved to be one of the most

beneficial aspects of the TI-IN/TERC project. Network

moderators and scientists continually provided feedback to

students and aid to teachers as needed. Thus, students were

able to learn by doing, while also receiving valuable tips

from real-world professionals.

The TI-IN/TERC program initiated its,curriculum via

innovative curriculum modules designed to meet the students'

needs in the course and unite them with industry

professionals. TI-IN/TERC curriculum modules were to be the

learning environments for students, teachers, and

professionals. The modules revolved around a core activity

designed to focus students on a scientific investigation.

The curriculum modules gave students flexibility and
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resources that they could not find in a typical classroom

setting.

Five modules served as pilot tests during Spring 1989.

Intronet began all classes and served as an introduction

session enabling students to grasp the nature of

telecommunications, as well as the idea of the project

investigations. Polling modules introduced students to data

analysis and basic statistical concepts. Design segments

challenged students to develop their own problem-solving

strategies to cope with the challenge of the investigation.

The Radon module equipped them with tools to use in problem

solving. A data base was established to hold the system-

wide data derived from the Polling and Radon modules.

EgAtjast, as one would imagine, gave students the opportunity

to study weather phenomena in a module environment. Lastly,

Patterns from Iteration consisted of mathematical

investigations that students were dared to complete without

the help of teachers, professionals, textbooks or test

booklets. Students learned to watch for patterns in

problems and predict from past results and experiences.

Overall, these TI-IN/TERC module settings allowed students

to conquer difficult class projects.

For the Fall of 1989, two additional units were

introduced to the module setting for evaluation. Trees and

Tides were in the developmental stage when the previously

mentioned modules were pilot tested, but hoped to follow

next in the line of implemented TI-IN/TERC module curricula.



Perhaps the most important aspect of the TI-IN/TERC

Star Schools project was the extensive plan to provide

support and aid to teachers as they worked through these

pilot class projects. The teleconference connecting

TI-IN/TERC sites allowed teachers the opportunity to

exchange concerns with one another and learn from shared

experiences. Hands-on training was also provided for

students during the school year. As the year progressed,

the teachers were free to seek help from fellow teachers,

staff personnel and real-world professionals via the

interactive telecommunication network. The electronic mail

system was often the source of inf.ormation exchange as

classes around the country worked together to solve

investigative projects.

The TI-IN/TERC project is being evaluated separately by

Dr. Pamela Pease, TI-IN United Star Network Director, and

this evaluation team did not obtain quantitative indices of

the success of the project. Two site visits were conducted

at TI-IN/TERC schools however; one at St. Anne Community

High School (IL) and the second at Huntland Schools (TN).

Those reports can be found on pp. 155-177 of Volume II:

Technical Reports: Site Visits.
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APPENDIX A

TI-IN STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS

Your responses on this questionnaire will be made on a computer
coded answer sheet. Be sure to use only a black lead 12 pencil.
The first task is to enter your name on the sheet at the top left
hand corner and the corresponding "bubble" below each letter in
your name. Then write your school name in the top left hand margin
of the answer sheet. Under the boxes marked IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
on the answer sheet you should enter your social security number.
Under the boxes marked SPECIAL CODES on the answer sheet fill in
your school's zip code. Don't forget to completely fill in the
corresponding "bubbles" underneath these numbers. Also please fill
in the sex and your level of education sections on side one of the
answer sheet. Use 12 for High School, 13 for College degree, 14
for Master's degree, 15 for a Doctorate.

If you will notice the right half of side one, you will see that
the scoring begins with question 1 and goes on to question 100 at
the bottom of the page. The computer scoring sheet gives an
example of the correct marking procedures on side two.

For the first set of questions, please note whether you disagree or
agree with the statement. Using the encic,sed "General Purpose NCS
Answer Sheet," let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or 2) = mildly
disagree, C (or 3) = neither disagree nor agree (i.e., neutral or
no opinion), D (or 4) = mildly agree, and E (or 5) = strongly
agree. Please fill in the appropriate circle for each item. See
the following example.

EX. It is harmful to stare into the sun.

You will most probably strongly agree with this statement so you
should fill in the number "5". It is located under the letter "E"
on your answer sheet.

In the second section, use the response options which are specified
at the conclusion of each statement or question. Please continue to
use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet to record your reponses.

WORK CAREFULLY AND BE SUR; THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME. IF
YOU SKIP A QUESTION IT IS EASY TO GET OUT OF SEQUENCE.



Category

MA

CJ

For items 1-79, please note whether your disagree or agree with
each statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose NCS Answer
Sheet," let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or 2) = mildly
disagree, C (or 3) = neither disagree nor agree (i.e., neutral
or no opinion), D (or 4) = mildly agree, and E (or 5) = strongly
agree. Please fill in the appropriate circle for each item.

1. People in large metropolitan areas are taking courses
not offered at my school.

2. I took this TI-IN course because my school doesn't have
one like it.

3. This was my first distance learning (satellite-received
interactive television) course.

.

4. I really wanted to take this course.

Mean

3.7

5. I would like to register for more distance learning courses
3if they are available. .0

6. My school district seems to be committed to the TI-IN
United Star Network.

7. Extra materials for this course cost me money.
2.1

8. Textbooks were readily available.

9. The cost of the course to the students is reasonable for
this class.

1 10. The structure of this class was organized.
3.6

11. My facilitator and teacher cooperated very well.
4.2

MA 12. I have looked forward to coming to this class.
3.2

13. I always came to this class on time.

MA 14. I have told my friends how much I have learned in this 3.2
class.

MA 15. Taking this TI-IN course has caused me to use the library 2.3
more often than I used to.

16. The papers and tests for this course were graded and 3.6
returned in a reasonable amount of time.

17. I was tested often enough to know what grade I was getting 3.6
in the class.

Note: Instructional Administration = I
Facilitator = F
Teacher = T
Course Judgement
Empathy = E
Motivation and Accomplishment = MA
Handset = H
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CJ 18. I think I would have learned more if I had taken this
course in a regular classroom setting.

Cj 19. I think I would have gotten a better grade if I had taken 3.3
this course in a regular classroom setting.

CJ 20. This course met my expectations. 3 . 3

CJ 21. I feel I have learned a let in this TI-IN 'course.

22. My experience with this TI-IN course has increased my desire
to graduate from high school.

CJ 23. This TI-IN course was better than courses normally available 3.1
at my school.

Mean

3.4

24. People who take TI-IN courses are more motivated than other
students.

25. Televised courses give students an advantage over those who
don't take them.

26. Most of the time the technological elements of the course
worked quite well.

27. I have used the telephone hand-set quite often. 3 . 3

28. I liked using the hand-set to talk to the teacher. 3.1

29. Using the hand-set has helped me be more confident about 2.9
speaking in front of others.

30. I didn't ask questions over the hand-set because I was
afraid that I would sound stupid in front of everyone.

31. My facilitator was effective in administering and 4.1

supervising class.

32. My facilitator encouraged us to use the telephone hand-set 4.0

so we would get used to it.

33. There were so many students in my section of the TI-IN
course that there was no time for individual attention from
my facilitator.

34. My facilitator was interesteci in my progress in this class. 4.0

35. I really liked my facilitator.

36. My facilitator was:

4 . 2



Cate3lua Mean
IF 37. enthusiastic 4.0

F 38. interested in the topic 3.9

F 39. professional 3.8 I

F 40. committed 4.1 I

F 41. organized 4.1

F 42. good humored 4.1
I

F 43. supportive 4.2

F 44. expert on the topic 2.9
I

CJ 45. I think I have learned at least as much from my TI-IN 3.2
teacher as I have from my classroom teachers.

IT 46. The teacher presented material visually when it was 4.1
appropriate to do so.

E 47. The teacher repeated difficult concepts, processes, etc., 3.7 I
until we knew them well.

48. There were so many students taking the class that there was
Ino time for individual attention from my TI-IN teacher.

1 49. My teacher gave me adequate feedback on papers/exams. 3.4

1E 50. I could always tell exactly what my teacher expected of me. 3.3

T 51. My teacher used many types of visual materials (e.g., 4.0 I

diagrams, pictures, charts, etc.) to explain concepts.

E 52. There was sufficient time in class to.ask.questions. 3.5

. T 53. My teacher encouraged us to ask him/her questions. 4.1 I

E 54. I felt like my teacher knew me personally. 2 . 9 1

IT 55. I really liked my teadher. 3.8

56. My TI-IN teacher was:
I

T 57. enthusiastic 4.2

T 58. interested in the topic

T 59. professional 4.3
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Category Mean

T 60. committed 4.4

T 61- organized 4.0

T 62. good humored 4.1

T 63. supportive 4.1

T
.. 64. expert on the topic 4.4

65. In our school, the popular kids are not afraid to be smart.

66. This course has hel.ped me become more aware of the
differences between myself and people from other parts
of the country.

67. This course has helped me to become aware that I can
compete nationally with students like me.

68. This course has helped me to become aware that I have many
of the same scholastic skills as people in large
metropolitan areas.

69. I have made new friends by taking this course.

70. I have more confidence now in my scholastic abilities than I
did before I took this course.

71. I feel that even in a remote, rural area, it is possible to
be part of a larger, scholarly community.

72. This TI-IN course showed me jobs I could do that I
was not previously aware of.

MA 73. My ideas about what jobs are available in my interest
area have changed since I took this course.

74. This course helped me realize that I am capable of
acheiving goals as long as I am willing to work hard
to achieve them.

75. I want to graduate and.get my high school diploma.

76. I plan to enroll in a 4-year college upon high school
graduation.

MA 77. I would like to take college classes on the same topic
as my TI-IN course.

MA 78. I want to go to college to pursue a degree in the topic

2 . 6

3 . 1 .

2 . 5



Category Mean
area covered in my TI-IN course.

MA 79. This course will be advantageous to my college career. 3 . 4

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



The remaining items, #80-105, use response options which are
specified at the conclusion of each statement or question.
Please continue to use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet to
record your responses, beginning with #80.

Please read and answer the following:

This is ci list of electronic media you may have in your
household. Please indicate whether your house has one or more
of each itme, and how often (how many times) you personally use
each type of item in a one week period.
Pill in the appropriate circle reflecting the number on your
bubble sheet.

80. Does your household have a RADIO: Yes (1) No (2)

81. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

82. How often used? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

83. Does your household have a TELEVISION: Yes (1) No (2)

84. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

85. How often used? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

86. Does your household have a VCR: Yes (1) No (2)

87. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

88. How often used? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

89. Does your household have a COMPUTER: Yes (1) No (2)

90. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

91. How often used? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

92. Does your household have a STEREO: Yes (1) No (2)

93. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

94. How often used? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

95. Does your household have a COMPACT DISK PLAYER:
Yes (1) No (2)

96. How many? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

97. How often used? 1 3 4 5 or more
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98. Do your regular class teachers use the following in class?
(Fill in a "1" for "yes, and a "2" for "no" on your bubble
sheet.)

99. Videos?

100. Films?

101. Computers?

102. Audio tapes?

YES (1)

YES (1)

YES (1)

YES (1)

NO (2)

NO (2)

NO (2)

NO (2)

103. Do you pay as much attention, more attention, or less
attention to your TI-IN teacher as to your regular
classroom teachers? (Fill in the number indicated on your
bubble sheet.)

Less attention As much attention
(1) (2)

More attention
(3)

104. What is your overall grade point average (using a letter
grade system)?

A (1) B (2) C (3) D (4) F (5)

105. What is your age?

12-13 14-15 16-17 18-19 over 19
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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COMPREHENSIVE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY EXAM FOR TI-IN UNITED STAR
NETWORK

******************************************************************

DIRECTIONS

Your responses on this exam will be made on a computer coded
answer sheet. The first task of this exam is to enter your name
on the sheet at the top left hand corner and the corresponding
"bubble" below each letter in your name. Be sure to fill in the
circles completely uning only a black lead #2 pencil. Then write
your school name in the top left hand margin of the answer sheet.
Under the boxes marked IDENTIFICATION NUMBER on the answer sheet
you should enter your social security number. Under the boxes
marked SPECIAL CODES on the answer sheet fill in your school's zip
code. Your facilitator will have these numbers for you. Don't
forget to completely fill in the corresponding "bubbles"
underneath these numbers. Also please fill in the sex and grade
level sections on side one of the answer sheet.

If you will notice the right half of side one, you will see that
the scoring begins with question 1 and goes on to question 100 at
the bottom of the page. The computer scoring sheet gives an
example of the correct marking procedures on side two. Be sure to
fill in the circles completely using only a black lead #2 pencil.
You will notice that for each question there are five possible
responses marked 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and that those numbers match A,
B, C, D, and E on your questionnaire. True (T) and False (F)
answeres are simply marked 1 for True and 2 for False on your
answer sheet. See the following examples.

EX. The sum of 9 and 6 is:
a. 6

b. 2

c. 3

d. 15

The correct answer is "15" so you should fill in the circle
containing the number "4". It is located under the letter "D" on
your answer sheet.

EX. T or F When it rains, none of the rainwater will evaporate.

The correct answer is false (F) so you should darken in the circle
containing the number "2". It is located under the letter "B" on
your answer sheet.



WORK CAREFULLY AND BE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME. IF
YOU SKIP A QUESTION IT IS EASY TO GET OUT OF SEQUENCE.
*****************************************************************

1. Heterostasis is a bodily state in which all body organs and
systems are functioning optimally in relationship to one
another and health is maintained.

True (1) False (2)

2. Select one of the following which is a type of tissue:

a. bone
b. muscle
C. connective tissue
d. all are types of tissue

3. Which of the following stages of mitosis explains why both
daughter cLlls resemble the parent cell?

a. the chromosomes split after lining up along the center of
the cell

b. the chromosomes move to opposite ends of the cell
C. the cell divides
d. the nucleus reforms in each new cell

4. Which of the following major internal organs is responsible
for destroying the old blood cells?

a. lungs
b. heart
C. spleen
d. stomach

*UWIT II: INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM

5. Which of these skin organs plays a major role in excretion of
waste?

a. sweat glands
b. sebaceous glands
C. epidermis
d. capillaries

6. Loss of fluids, electrolyte imbalance, less efficient
excretion of toxic substances, and inability to regulate
temperature are consequences of:



a. first degree burns over a large area of the body
b. third degree burns over a very small area of the body
c. second degree burns over a small area of the body
d. third degree burns over a very large area of the body

7. Epithelial (skin) cancer is one of several types of cancer.
An example of an epithelial cancer is:

a. sarcoma
b. lymphoma
c. leukemia
d. malignant melanoma

8. The body contains hair in almost every location, however, one
area where no hair is located is:

a. skin of the eyelids
b. behind the ear
c. palms of the hand
d. inside bend of the elbow

UNIT III: SKELETAL SYSTr6

9. Which of the statements below characterizes the firs step of
the development of osseous tissue in intramembraneous bone:

a. osteogenetic fibers are deposited in the bone matrix
b. membranes form where the bones will later be positioned
c. calcareous granules form
d. successive layers of membrane are deposited as bony growth

10. Which of the follwoing skeletal elements enables maintaining
an upright position?

a. phalanges
b. skull
c. vertebrae
d. head and neck of the femur

11. At what stage of development does the epiphyseal growth plate
become bone?

a. fetus
b. infancy
c. after full growth has been reached
d. before puberty begins

12. Which of the following statements is most indicative of the
presence of osteoporosis?

a. a lack of calcium in the diet
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b. the patient is fifteen
c. the bones are brittle
d. the patient is rost-menopausal

UNIT IV: MUSCULAR SYSTEM

13. Which of the following pairs of muscle and type of muscular
control fit with one another?

a. nonstriated muscle--involuntary muscle control
b. cardiac muscle--involuntary control
c. striated muscle--voluntary control
d. all of the above
e. male of the above

14. Muscles work in pairs as antagonist and protagonist to enable
movement.

True (1) False (2)

15. Which of the following is related to the production of energy?

a. oxygen debt
b. fatigue
c. ATP
d. heat production

16. Select the non-striated muscle whose contractions contribute
substantially to the birth of a baby from the following group:

a. pharynx
b. uterus
c. gall bladder
d. trachea

UNIT V: NERVOUS SYSTEM

17. Biologists are in agreement about how the endocrine system,
the nervous system, and motor responses interact to enable
cognition and emotion.

True (1) False (2)

18. One of the primary characteristics of the reflex mechanism
involves the ability of the sensory motor-neuron system to
bypass the brain and institute immediate action in response to
a stimulus such as pain.

True (1) False (2)
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19. The two basic functions of the nervous system involve the
transmission of messages from the senses to the brain and the
transmission of messages from the brain to the body.

True (1) False (2)

UNIT VI: ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

20. Which of the following ecocrine glands functions to supply one
of the hormones necessary for growth to occur?

a. pituitary gland
b. hypothalamus gland
C. pancreas
d. adrenal gland

21. Which of these warning signals may mean a diabetic is in
serious trouble and needs immediate medical care?

a. breath odor like fingernail polish remover (acetone)
b. loss of motor control
c. sleepiness
d. chAnges in personality
e. al... of the above

22. Which of the following glands is located in the brain?

a. pituitary gland
b. thyroid gland
c. pancreas
d. adrenal gland

23. Thc. endocrine system and the nervous system mutually influence
human behavior, working synergistically.

True (1) False (2)

UNIT VII: BLOOD

24. Of the following substances, which is responsible for
initiating clotting?

a. red blood cells
b, platelets
c. plasma
d. white blood cells

25. Phagocytosis is the process by which white blood cells
(leukocytes) engulf foreign substances and attempt to destroy
them.
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True (1) False (2)

26. The component of blood which carries oxygen and carbon dioxide
to aid in respiration is:

a. platelets
b. plasma
C. red blood cells
d. white blood cells

27. Which of the following lab tests using blood serves as strong
indicator of liver function?

a. electrolytes
b. bilirubin
c. glucose tolerance
d. prothrombin

UNIT VIII: CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

28. Which of these parts of the heart carries oxygenated blood to
the rest of the body?

a. pericardium
b. right auricle and ventricle
c. valves
d. left atrium and ventricle

29. Which of the following factors contributes to a deterioration
of heart function oftea resulting in congestive heart failure?

a. age
b. chemicals
c. emotion (particularly unrelieved stress)
d. birth control pills

'30..Which of the lists of symptoms is most indicative of
congestive heart failure rather than heart attack or angina?

a. chest pain--interrupted supply of oxygen to heart muscle
but relieved by resting

b. pain in the left arm along with weakness, nausea, and a
general sense of foreboding

c. acute weakness, coughing, swollen ankles and other signs of
fluid accumulation, difficulty breathing

d. acute pain in chest, characterized as pressure or
squeezing, unrelieved by rest or begins to subside and then
comes on even more strongly
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31. If there is a family history of heart disease, which of these
factors is especially essential in reducing the risk of heart
disease?

a. maintain low serum cholesterol levels
b. refrain from smoking cigarettes
c. remain physically active
d. all are essential

UNIT IX: LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

32. If you have a head cold, which lymph glands are likely to
indicate the presence of infection?

a. those in thorax
b. those in neck
c. those in spleen
d. those in ilium

33. Cellular immunity is acquired when B cells produce antibodies
which attack invading agents and it is most effective against
viral or bacterial infection.

True (1) False (2)

34. Humoral immunity is acquired when T cells attach themsell'es to
invading material and destroy it and it is most effecti:.,
against parasites, cancer and foreign tissue.

True (1) False (2)

35. Which of the following definitions most closely matches a
diagnosis of AIDS?

a. there is an uncontrolled increase in T-suppressor cells and
the immune system no longer functions to protect itself
against such diseases as Kaposils sarcoms and pneumonia

b. the lymph tissue in the neck, chest, spleen, and liver are
usually involved--with early detection and radiation and
chemotherapy there is a 90-95% cure rate

c. the bone marrow is affected, shor remissions are possible,
but death is usually inevitable

d. a skin biopsy is used to detect this type of cancer of the
lymph system and it is very difficult to treat

UNIT X: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

36. Which of these substances has been implicated in causing lung
cancer and other respiratory illnesses?

a. asbestos
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b. smoking
c. coal dust
d. nuclear fallout
e. all of the above

37. Exercise expands and strengthens respiratory function,
improving it substantially.

True (1) False (2)

38. Select the component of the respiratory system in which oxygen
is brought into the blood stream and carbon dioxide released
from the blood stream.

a. larynx
b. alveolar sacs
c. trachea
d. bronchii

39. If smoking is discontinued, the lungs have the capacity to
cleanse themselves over a period of years, eventually
returning to a presmoking state unless irreversible damage has
occured.

True (1) False (2)

UNIT XI: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

40. Select the organ of the gastrointestinal tract which produces
bile to aid in the process of digestion.

a. gall bladder
b. appendix
c. pancreas
d. liver

41. Which disease of the digestive system is usually associated
with the production of hydrochloric acid?

a. gastritis
b. anorexia nervosa
c. ulcer
d. diarrhea

42. Which of the following phases of digestion is mechanical?

a. bile mixes with food
b. insulin breaks down sugar
c. chewing breaks food into smaller bits
d. saliva mixes with food and softens it
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43. Which statement about the digestive system is true?

a. insulin is produced by the islets of Langerhans
b. colitis is the normal state of the colon
c. more males then females get anorexia nervosa
d. babies with Rh positive blood born to women with Rh

negative blood usually have normu bilirubin levels





COMPREHENSIVE PHYSICAL SCIENCE EXAM FOR TI-IN UNITED STAR
NETWORK

***************************************************************

DIRECTIONS

Your responses on this exam will be made on a computer coded
answer sheet. The first task of this exam is to enter your name
on the sheet at the top left hand corner and the corresponding
"bubble" below each letter in your name. Be sure to fill in the
circles completely using only a black lead #2 pencil. Then write
your school name in the top left hand margin of the answer sheet.
Under the boxes marked IDENTIFICATION NUMBER on the answer sheet
you should enter your social security number. Under the boxes
marked SPECIAL CODES on the answer sheet fill in your school's zip
code. Your facilitator will have these numbers for you. Don't
forget to completely fill in the corresponding "bubbles"
underneath these numbers. Also please fill in the sex and grade
level sections on side one of the answer sheet.

If you will notice the right half of side one, you will see that
the scoring begins with question 1 and goes on to question 100 at
the bottom of the page. The computer sccring sheet gives an
example of the correct marking procedures on side two. You will
notice that for each question there are five possible responses
marked 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and that those numbers match A, B, C, D,
and E on your questionnaire. True (T) and False (F) answeres are
simply marked 1 for True and 2 for False on your answer sheet.
See the following examples.

EX. The sum of 9 and 6 is:
a. 6

b. 2

c. 3

d. 15

The correct answer is "15" so you should fill in the circle
containing the number "4". It is located under the letter "d" on
your answer sheet.

EX. T or F When it rains,

The correct answer is false
containing the number "2".
your answer sheet.

none of the rainwater will evaporate.

(F) so you should darken in the circle
It is located under the letter "B" on



WORK CAREFULLY AND BE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME. IF
YOU SKIP A QUESTION IT IS EASY TO GET OUT OF SEQUENCE.
*****************************************o!*******:-****************

SECTION I: MOTION AND FORCE

1. Of the following objects in motion, identify which one
demonstrates circular motion.

a. a train moving on a track
b. an object falling from a certain height
c. the horse going up and down on.a merry-go-round
d. a rotary crank handle on a music box

2. If you know that John has driven his car at 40 mph for 3 1/2
hours, what distance has he gone? (Hint: the definition of
speed suggests that speed is measured in terms of the movement
of a body from one position to another over time.)
a. 120 miles
b. 140 miles
c. 110 miles
d. 130 miles

3. The physical phenomena which is defined by a body at rest
an external force supplies the power to move it is

called:

a. parallax
b. harmonic motion
c. inertia
d. perigee

4. A force vector.is a phenomenon which:

a. indicates the direction the force is moving in
b. measures how fast a mass is traveling
c. measures how much force it will take to move an object
d. indicates the weight of the mass in relationship to gravity

5. The follwoing objects are either accelerating or not--select
.the pnl example which is accelerating.

a. the car's speed remains the same
b. the car's speed changes from 40 mph to 35 mph
c, the car's speed changes from 5 mph to 25 mph
d. the car changed direction from NE to N, but its speed

remained the same
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6. Which of the following mass-velocity combinations has the
greatest momentum?

a. mass=36,
b. mass=36,
C. mass=95,
d. mass=95,

velocity=90 mph
velocity=45 mph
velocity=30 mph
velocity=45 mph

7. Velocity and mass are the factor which influence the
measurement or kenetic energy. Compare the objects below
which have either the same mass or the same velocity and
determine which set of mass and velocity has the greatest
amount of kinetic energy.

a. mass=5 velocity=00
b. mass=5 velocity=15
C. mass=10 velocity=5
d. mass=15 velocity=5

8. Which of the following is the definition of a newton?

a. m-> 1 ft/sec2when F=1 lb
b. F-> kma
c. F->kg m/sec2
d. F->gm 16ft/sec

9. A heavy ball is thrown and caught by a small child who falls
backward from the weight. This is an example of:

a. Newton's First Law of Motion
b. Newton's Second Law of Motion
c. Newton's Third Law of Motion
d. Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation

10. The basic physical principle which allows rockets to work and
enables space travel is

a. Newton's Third Law of Motion
b. the step principle
c. centripital force
d. the center of gravity



SECTION II: WORK AND SIMPLE MACHINES

11. Work is defined through the relationship between the distance
an object is moved and the force required to change its
position. If one object weighs 50 lbs and another object
weighs 100 lbs and they are moved a distance of 4 feet,
identify the amount of work needed to move them. W=mxd

a. 30 and 100
b. 200 and 400
C. 100 and 200
d. 12.5 and 25

12. A device utilizing force efficiently to complet a task is
called a simple machine.

True (1) or False (2)

13. One mechanical device which exemplifies the use of an inclined
plane is the car jack. If the ratio of the length and height
of the inclined plane it forms is comprised of 2 ft of lenght
and 4 ft of height, calculate the force advantage of using the
car jack. FA = L/h

a. 4

b. 7
C. 1/2
d. 3

14. The cnnservation of energy implies that:

a. energy can be transfered from one state t6 another with no
loss in the total amount of energy potential

b. energy is either being used or being stored in the form of
potential energy

c. enargy is reciprocally exchanged with mass
d. energy exists in forces acting on bodies in pairs
e. all of the above

15. Pam wants to move a box which weighs 180 lbs. She is trying
to calculate the effort force required to move the box up an
inc ine plane which is 3 ft high and 9 ft long. FA = L/h
Fe f = Flif/FA How much effort force will it take to move

box?

a. 20
b. 30
c. 60
d. 90

16. Balance the lever in the follwoing situation: Flif = 10 lbs
Llif = 5 ft (Leff = Flif/Feff x Llif).



a. Leff = .10
b. Leff = 1.0
C. Leff = 10
d. Leff = .01

17. Which of the following descriptions defines a fulcrum?

a. A bar turning from a given point
b. the speed at which work is completed
c. the strength of gravity at the equator
61. the support which identifies the balance point of a lever

18. In the following experiment identify the variable(s) which are
manipulated, the variables which react to teh manipulation and
the variable(s) held constant. Jerry wanted to find out how
changing the weights of objects would change the distance they
had to be from the fulcrum for balancing of the weights to
occur. Jerry used 5, 7, and 10 lb weigths at one end of the
board and kept a 20 lb weight at the other end. The distance
of the 20 lb weight from the fulcrum was a constant of 2 ft.
Which of those variables reacted to the manipulated variable?

a. 5, 7, and 10 lbs
b. the distance of 5, 7, and 10 lbs from the fulcrum
C. 20 lbs
d. 2 ft

19. If you have a pulley diagram, host could you calculate the
force advantage of the pulleys?

a. the # of segments contacting the directional pulleys
b. the # of segments in contact with the whole system
C. the # of segments contacting the lifting pulleys
d. subtract the # of segments contacting the lifting pulleys

from the # of pulleys in contact with the whole system

20. You have a catalog with diagrams of pulley systems and you
know that the motor you want to lift wieghs 700 lbs. What is
the force required to lift the motor if there are 10 segments
on the directional pulleys and 10 segments on the lifting
pulleys of the pulley system you are considering buying?

a. 35
b. 45
C. 60
d. 70



SECTION III: SOUND AND WAVES

21. Which of the following rankings of the movement of sound
through various mediums reflects how fast sound can move
through those mediums?

a. 1st gases, 2nd liquids, 3rd solids
b. 1st solids, 2nd liquids, 3rd gases
c. 1st liquids, 2nd gases, 3rd solids
d. 1st solids, 2nd gases, 3rd liquids

22. A wave is normally characterized by the transferrence of
energy through some medium in a pattern of activity.

True (1) False (2)

23. The velocity (speed) of sound at 20 degrees Celcius is:

a. 344 mi/sec
b. 166,000 mi/sec
c. 344 m/sec
d. 300,000,000 m/sec

24. A sound at 140 decibels is not harmful to the human ear.

True (1) False (2)

25. When a woman is pregnant, one of the tests frequently used to
detect fetal heartbeat and other fetal functions is an
application of a sound technology. Which sound technology
makes that application possible?

a. sonar
b. ultrasound
c. echo
d. oscillation

26. If a hertz is measured by the number of oscillations per
second/ and if frequency is measured by dividing the length of
one wave cycle by the time it takes to complete that cycle,
how many hertx are contained in a wave where 4 cycles take 16
sec to complete?

a. 4 hertz
b. 2 hertz
C. 1/16 hertz
d. 1 hertz
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27. If a wave moves 400 ft in 100 secs., what is the speed of the
wave?

a. 1/4th ohm
b. 40,000 amplitudes
C. 8 joules
d. 4 ft/sec

28. Re.dio wave, radar, visible light, ultraviolet light, and
x-rays,are all typical of what type of waves?

a. transverse waves in which the waves are parallel to the
direction of the force which originated them.

b. longitudinal waves in whcih the waues are traveling in the
same direction as the force which originated them

c. transverse waves in which the waves are at right angles to
the direction of the force which originated them

d. longitudinal waves in which the waves are transverse to the
direction of the force which originated them

29. Identify which of the following sound levels is within the
ranoe capable of being heard by the human ear.

a. 1 kHz
b. 5 Hz
c. 50 kHz
d. 200 kHz

30. Which of the follwing waveforms have the highest pitch?

a. 45 Hz
b. 15 kHz
c. 90 Hz
d. 10 kHz

31. It is not possible for two waves to have the same wavelength
but different axolitude.

True (1) False (2)

32. When a compressional wave travels through matter, the
particles of matter

a. do not move at all
b. move back and forth but are not carried along with the wave
c. move back and forth and are carried alorvw with the wave
d. spread farther and farther apart like an 0=xpanding balloon
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33. The greater the number of compressions that arrive per second,
the greater is the of the wave.

a. amplitude
b. wavelength
c. frequency
d. wave speed

SECTION IV: LIGHT

34. The properties of polarized light are evidence for a model if
light as

a. particles
b. compressional waves
c. transverse waves
d. the highest frequency radiation in the magnetic spectrum

35. A light phenomenon that cannot be explained by the wave theory
is

a. diffraction
b. the photoelectric effect
c. refraction
d. reflection

36. Which of the following is not evidence that light is a form of
energy?

a. plants %equire light to produce food from carbon dioxide
and water

b. light produces chanyes in photographic film
c. light converts products in exhaust to poisons
d. light is dispersed by a prism

37. The colors in light that are slowed the most when passing
through a glass prism are

a. violet and blue (shortest wa's.lengUis)
b. red and orange (longest wavelengths)
c. green (intermediate wavelength)
d. none of the above; all colors are slowed equally

38. A red shirt is red because

a. one of the primary colors is red
b. red is the oniv color that is not polarized
c. red is the on1 color that is not absorbed
d. all the colors except red are reflected

39. Light has the properties
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a. only of waves
b. only of particles
c. of both waves and particles

40. Polarized light waves
a. contain all the colors in the spectrum
b. reflect off filters
c. vibrate in only one direction
d. vibrate in all directions

PART V: SAFETY AND MEASUREMENT

1 41. The mass of 50 mL of water is

1

a. 50 kg
b. 50 km
c. 50 mg
d. 50 g

1 42. A balance is an instrument used to measure

a. volume
b. lemath
C. Bass
d. time

43. You would most likely measure the length of a football field
in

a. meters
b. grams
C. liters
d. centimeters

44. A hypothesis that has survived many tests and seems to explain
many observations is

a. a theory
b. the scientific method
c. data
d. a variable

45. A kilogram is

a. 100 grams
b. 10 grams
c. 1000 grams
d. 10,000 grams

46. When should you wear safety goggles?



a. when using chemicals
b. when heating glassware
c. when using a bunsen burner
d. all of the above

47. If you see some chemi,:al on the ground, you should

a. taste it and see if you can tell what it is
b. carefully put it back in the jar where it came from
C. clean it up and dispose cf it
d. leave it for someone else to find

48. If you spill acid on yourself, you should

a. rinse with on a base to neutralize it
b. rinse with water
C. blot it dry with paper
d. wipe it off with your shirt
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APPENDIX D

TI-IN FACILITATOR QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS

Your responses on this questionnaire will be made on a computer
coded answer sheet. Be sure to use only a black lead 12 pencil.
The first task is to enter your name on the sheet at the top left
hand corner and the corresponding "bubble" below each letter in
your name. Then write your school name in the top left hand margin
of the answer sheet. Under the boxes marked IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
on the answer sheet you should enter your social security number.
Under the boxes marked SPECIAL CODES on the answer sheet fill in
your school's zip code. Don't forget to completely fill in the
corresponding "bubbles" underneath these numbers. Also please fill
in the sex and your leveI of education sections on side one of the
answer sheet. Use 12 for High School, 13 for College degree, 14
for Master's degree, 15 for a Doctorate.

If you will notice the right half of side one, you will see that'
the scoring begins with question 1 and goes on to question 100 at
the bottom of the page. The computer scoring sheet gives an
example of the correct marking procedures on side two.

For the first set of questions, please note whether you disagree or
agree with the statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose NCS
Answer Sheet," let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or 2) = mildly
disagree, C (or 3) = neither disagree nor agree (i.e., neutral or
no opinion), D (or 4) = mildly agree, and E (or 5) = strongly
agree. Please fill in the appropriate circle for each item. See
the following example.

EX. It is harmtul to stare into the sun.

.You will most probably strongly agree With this statement so you
should fill in the number "5". It is located under the letter "E"
on your answer sheet.

In the second section, use the response options which are specified
at the conclusion of each state..ent or question. Please continue to
use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet to record your reponses.

WORK CAREFULLY AND BE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME. IF
YOU SKIP A QUESTION IT IS EASY TO GET OUT OF SEQUENCE.
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For items 1-82, please note whether your disagree or agree with each
statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet,"
let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or 2) = mildly disagree, C (or

II3) = neither disagree nor agree (i.e., neutral or no opinion), A (or
4) = mildly agree, and E (or 5) = strongly agree. Please fill in the .

appropriate circle for each item.
Mean

II
252.112S1

TR 1. The tasks I faced is a TI-IM facilitator were easier because of 3'6
the training I received.

TR 2. The facilitator training was an adequate preparation for using 3.6 II

the technical equipment for the rourse.

T 3, The TI-IN teacher and I were each aware of our roles and worked 4.2
Iwell together to teach the cou,rse. . .

PI 4. I remained in the classroom during each class period. 4.6

PI 5. The feedback I got seemed to indicate that the students needed me 3.8 I
in order to succeed.

6. Without this courIA, this type of educational experience would be
111out of reach of many students.

JS 7. I am more confident now than I was when the course first began. 4.0

8. I feel 1 had an adequate amount of preparation and training to be II

a competent facilitator.

T 9. I felt at ease in my interactions with the teacher. 4.5
I

10. When this course began, I was very optimistic about the positive
effects it would have on our students.

JS 11. Serving as a course facilitator improved my relationship with the 3.9 III

students here.

12. I feel much closer to teachers in regular classrooms after being
Ithe course facilitator.

T 13. The TI-IN teacher and I developed real cohesion while working 3.7
together.

I
JS 14. I am happy about working as a facilitator because I think I made 3.8

a real difference to the students.

15. The electronic technology utilized functioned according to my I
expectation.

JS 16. It was fun being a part of the classroom interaction. 4.2
I

Note: Job Setisifaction = JS
Teamwcrk = T
Equipment = E I
,Training = TR
Perceived Importance = PI
Student = S

ITechnical Problems = TP
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I.

Categorl Mean

17. I found the course interesting.

18. I spent time outside of class studying the subject matter of the
course.

4.4

PI 19. I feel that I succeeded in being as supportive of the students as
they needed me to be. 41

js 20. I wish that I would have had an opportunity to take courses like.3.8
this when I was in school.

21. I learned all sorts of new things as I facilitated this course.

22. I spent more time on paperwork than I had originally anticipated.

23. The activities I planned helped the students feel like a real
class.

24. The room we used for the TI-IN class was very comfortable.

25. We had enough lab equipment to do any lab work the course
. required.

26. I feel that most students achieved their potential in this 3.2
course.

27. I liked being able to directly interact with the teacher. 4.1

TR 28. I used the talkback telephone handset. 4.0

TR 29. I was comfortable using the talkhack telephone system. 3.9

PI 30. I feel that I provided a necessary link between the students and 4.1
the TI-IN teacher.

31. My duties as a facilitator were similar to my normal duties.

T 32. The Ti-IN'teacher and I worked together as a cooperative team to 4.1
better facilitate student le.rning.

33. The TI-IN teacher would always alert me as to any special aeeds 4.1
for a given class.

34. The administration of this school was positive about and provided
support for the TI-IN program.

E 35. The technicians from TI-IN resPonded rapidly and competently to
equipment malfunctions. .

7(;(1
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JS 36. My favorite part of being course facilitator was being able to 4 . 0
work so closely with the students.

37 I like the students at our school.

38. I enjoy working directly with students more than being involved
in administrative tasks.

39. I was quite familiar with the students' academic backgrounds.

40. The classroom teachers in my school were generally supportive rf
the TI-IN program.

41. Other teachers and/or school administrators used the TI-IN
equipment for taping courses or in-service training on a regular
basis. .

42. I think students should have access to TI-IN courses at any cost.

43. I uas determined to my students do well.

JS 44. The work I'm doing with students as a facilitator with TI-IN was 3.7
a source of deep satisfaction.

45. Access to the TI-IN equipment was sometimes a problem.

46. The compensation I received for my work as facilitator was fair.

47. I was aware of how to contact the TI-IN technicians if I had a 4.5
problem with the equipment.

48. The time required to serve as a TI-IN facilitator was about what
I expected.

49. TI-IN support personel were good about supplying videotapes for
lectures missed for any reason.

50. If a student missed a class I always videotaped the missed
lecture so that he or she could make it up later.

51. The calendar for the TI-IN courses worked well with our school's
calendar.

JS 52. Having served as a facilitator, I am now better able to 3.6
understand the problems our students have.

53. When I call the Technical Assistance telephone number I am able 4.1
to easily.report technical problems.

54. When I call the TI-IN teacher I am able to get through quickly.
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21123= Mean

55. It takes a high degree of maturity and self-motivation on the
part of the student in order for TI-IN classes to be a success.

56. I received handout materials on time for classroom instruction.

57. The TI-IN teacher was prompt in grading and reporting results of
examiniations.

T. 58. I worked closely with the TI-IN teacher in order to make this
course a valuable learning experience for the students.

59. Because the TI-IN teacher was not physically present, the lack of
discipline in the classroom interfered with class progress.

60. The teaching.of the course was handled in an excellent manner.

61. I feel that students in the TI-IN classes learn more than those
in normal class environvar.nts.

62. Both the audio and video portions of the TI-IN class were for the
most part clear and free from interference.

The TI-IN equipment would frequently malfunction.

There were frequent disruptions in learning due to technical
problems.

TP 83.

TP 64.

65. There were technical problems with the equipment from time to
time.

66. I feel that I have learned as much or more than the students.

67. The TI-IN program provides sufficient opportunities for
student/teacher interaction.

68. The students in the TI-IN courses I facilitated were eager to
learn.

4.0

2..3

2.2

3.6

.6q. The'students in the TI-IN courses I facilitated were always 3 . 2

attentive to the TI-IN teacher.

70. I always felt prepared to answer any questions the students might
have about the subject matter in the course.

71. My lack of knowledge of the subject matter being taught hindered
my ability to help students.

72. The students seldom complained when they had to do make up work
stemming from equipment malfunctions.
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73. The students were very interested in the technology used in the
TI-IN classes.

74. The students were not afraid to use the handset and did so often.

75. The students were not afraid to call the teacher on a land-line
during the teacher's office hours.

76. I felt a sense of comraderie between students at my school and
students at other sites enrolled in the same course.

JS 77. I would want to facilitate the same course aga

78. I would want to facilitate a different course

79. I alwiys felt well prepared to operate the equ

80. I felt that I could get the equipment to work
to operate properly.

81. I was motivated to take this job because I was
Use of satellite technology as a teaching tool

82. I was motivated to take this job because
subject matter being taught.

in.

in the future.

ipment.

again if it failed

interested in the

I was interested in the

The remaining items, 083- 94, use response options which are
specified at the conclusion of each statement or question. Please
continue to use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet to record your
responses, beginning with 083.

83. I participated in all phases of the facilitator training
provide1.

(1) yes (2) no

84. I am a certified teacher. (1) yes (2) no

85. I am a community volunteer. (1) yes (2) no

86. I am a school employee but not a teacher or principal.
(1) yes (2) no

87. How many other courses do you teach besides the ones in which you
act as facilitator?

(1) One (2) Two (3) Three or more

88. Do you frequently use a

89. Do you own a computer?

computer at work?

(1) yes (2) no

71)

(1) yes (2) no

3.7

4 .3

3. 9



90. How many?
(1) one (2) two (3) three (4) four (5) five or more

91. Do you own a VCR? (1) yes (2) no

92. How many?
(1) one (2) two (3) three (4) four (5) five or more

93. Do you own a Television set? (1) yes (2) no.

94. How many?

(1) one (2) two (3) three (4) four (5) five or more
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APPENDIX E

TI-IN TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS

Your responses on this questionnaire will be made on a computer
coded answer sheet. Be sure to use only a black lead 12 pencil.
The first task is to enter your name on the sheet at the top left
hand corner and the corresponding "bubble" below each letter in
your name. Then write your school name in the top left hand margin
of the answer sheet. Under the boxes marked IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
on the answer sheet you should enter your social security number.
Under the boxes marked SPECIAL CODES on the answer sheet fill in
your school's zip code. Don't forget to completely fill in the
corresponding "bubbles" underneath these numbers. Also please fill
in the sex and your level of education.sections on side one of the
answer sheet. Use 12 for High School, 13 for College degree, 14
for Master's degree, 15 for a Doctorate.

If you will notice the right half of side one, you will see that
the scoring begins with question 1 and goes on to question 100 at
the bottom of the page. The computer scoring sheet gives an
example of the correct marking procedures on side two.

For the first set of questions, please note whether you disagree or
agree with the statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose NCS
Answer Sheet," let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or 2) = mildly
disagree, C (or 3) = neither disagree nor agree (i.e., neutral or
no opinion), D (or 4) es mildly agree, and E (or 5) = strongly
agree. Please fill in the appropriate circle for each item. See
the following example.

EX. It is harmful to stare into the sun.

You will most probably strongly agree with this statement so you
should fill in the number "5". It is located under the letter "E"
on your answer sheet.

In the second section, use the response options which are specified
at the conclusion of each statement or question. Please continue to
use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet to record your reponses.

WORK CAREFULLY AND BE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME. IF
YOU SKIP A QUESTION IT IS EASY TO GET OUT OF SEQUENCE.



TI-IN TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
1

For items 1-44, please note whether you disagree or agree
with each statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose
NCS Answer Sheet," let A (or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or

I2) = mildly disagree, c (or 3) = neither disagree nar agree
(i.e., neutral or no opinion), D (or 4) = mildly agree, and
E (or 5) = strongly agree. Please fill in the appropriate

Categc,AcT circle for each item. Mean
I

p 1.

P 2.

EP 3.

P 4.

5.

P 6.

PE 7.

A 8.

F 9.

F 10.

F 11.

12.

F 13.

The physical capabilities of the studio from which I 4.3
have taught have supported conducting a good class.

I
The production staff assigned to me has provided top- 4.4

rate technical support for the class.

Equipment problems have been mihimal. 3.2 I

The production crew has been willing to assist me by 4.3
producing graphics, video inserts, and other learning

Iaids.

The production crew has been capable of preparing 4.1
material which met the need for supplementary
information.

The production budgets have been adequate to handle 3.2 I
requests for production of instructional materials.

I have frequently taken advantage of television's 4.2
visual potential as a means of demonstration.

I

The school administrators I have dealt with have been 4.5
very supportive of the TI-IN United Star Network's
courses.

I

The role of the facilitator has proven to be critical 4.5
in teaching the TI-IN course effectively.

I
The facilitators I have worked with have been 3.6
competent.

The facilitators I have worked with have been 3.5 I
dedicated.

The facilitators I have worked with have been 3.5
Iorganized.

The facilitators I have worked with have devised 2.8

supplementary activities which reinforced learning the
I

material.

Note: Production = P
Facilitators = F
Administration = A
Students = S
Instruction = I
Equipment Problems = EP
Program Effectiveness =
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14.

15.

The facilitators I have worked with have been capable
of aiding students with their tssignments in this
course.

I have counted on the facilitators to help students
'7ith gaining access to and using auxiliary services
such as the library and computers.

2.8

3.0

16. The facilitators have been successful in obtaining the
necessary lab supplies for lab sessions.

3.0

A 17. The administration I have worked with have been very
good at integrating the TI-IN course into the local
curriculum.

4.2

18. The facilitators have been effective in bridging any
cultural differences between students and myself.

3.4

19. This is the first TI-IN course I have taught (1=no or 1.6
22.yes).

PE 20. I have missed having students physically present in my
classroom as / teach.

3.3

PE 21. The TI-IN format has slowed down the presentation of
class material.

2 . 1

PE 22. The TI-IN format has enabled the maintenance of an
ideal pace in r...esent class materials.

3.3

PE 23. The interactive capacity of the telephone handset
system has proved to be quite effective.

3.9

PE 24. The telephone hand-set system limits the ability of a
student who needs help to tlk with me.

2 . 5

25. Students seem to have taken advantage of all the help
available to them.

2 . 7

26. Students have called frequently during my announced
office hours.

3 . 4

27. / have spent more time talking to students during
course telecasts than during my office hours:

2.9

29. Students have been reluctant to call in during the 2 . 5

'c.elecast.

29. TI-IN students have bean more highly motivated than
students I have taught in comparable classroom course.

3 . 5

30. Most of the students have seemed capable of handling
the course work.

4 . 4
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31. Students have learned in this TI-IN course as they
would have in a traditional classroom setting.

Mean

4.2

A 32. Paperwork for registration was processed smoothly. 2 . 8

A 33. General paperwork has been handled smoothly with
materials being processed in a timely fashion.

3 . 5

A 34. Examinations have been efficiently returned from the
class to me.

3 . 3

A 35. Corrected examinations have been efficiently
returned to the class.

3 .

A 36. Student papers and assignments have been graded and
returned to students in less than one week.

3 . 2

A 37. Mailing assignments through the U.S. Postal Service or 3.5
Federal Express has worked well.

A 38. I have frequently used the printers which are in the 1.9
A-V carts to electronically mail assignments to the
classes.

FE 39. I feel like I have gotten to know students personally
through the telephone hand-set system.

4 . 2

I 46 . I have uqed a standard course curriculum as an aid to
my class presentation.

3.9

41. I have spent more time preparing this course than I
would have in preparing for a regular classroom course

4 . 2

42. / have utilized the same types of examinations that I
would have used in a regular classroom course.

4 . 1

43. I have assigned the same type of reading material that
I.would have in a regular classroom course.

I 44. I have been able to cover what I consider to be "a
semester's work" in one semester as planned.

4 . 4

;





Category

APPENDIX F

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRE

For items 1-16, please note whether you disagree or agree
with each statement. Using the enclosed "General Purpose
NCS Answer Sheet," let A ;or 1) = strongly disagree, B (or
2) = mildly disagree, C (or 3) = neither disagree nor agree
(i.e., neutral or no opinion), D (or 4) = mildly agree, and
E (or 5) = strongly agree. Please fill in the appropriate
circle for each item. Mean

1. The TI-IN United Star Network equipment (satellite 4.3
dish, A-V equipwent, etc.) was installed at my school
promptly and efficiently.

T 2. We have had numerous technical problems with the TI-IN 2.4
equipment.

T 3. Any technical problems that we had were corrected 4.2
promptly and courteously by project technicians.

4. The TI-IN United Star Network courses that we have 4.1
utilized have complemented our existinc curriculum and
faculty resources.

5. We would not have been able to offer classes in the 4.0
subject matter covered by the TI-IN United Star Network
courses if these televised courses had not been available.

PI 6. I personally have viewed a large enough number of TI-IN
telecasts to have an informed opinion about the quality of
the courses we have received. 3.8

PI 7. Our TI-IN facilitators or students have shared with me
their opinions regarding the quality of the TI-IN United 4.2
Star Network courses we have utilized.

A. . The system whereby facilitators*supervised and assisted
in the day-to-day operation of the TI-IN United Star Network
courses worked very well. 4.1

9. The facilitators who worked with our TI-IN United Star
Network courses were extremely competent and dedicated. 4.4

F 10. All facilitators should be certified teachers. 2.7

A 11. My administrative responsibilities associated with the
TI-IN United Star Network courses frequently interfered with
my other school duties. 2.4

A 12. In order to promote our school's involvement with the
TI-IN United Star Network, I gave talks about the program to
civic organization or the like or I gave interviews about 3.2
such to the news media.

Note: Technical = T
Courses = C
Facilitators = F
Administration = A

Personal Involvement = PI
Teacher = TE
Satisfaction = S
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A 13. My role in supervising the TI-IN United Star Network 3.6
courses was very important in accomplishing the program's
missions at our school.

14. Our facilitators' role in the TI-IN United Star Network
conrses was very important in accomplishing the program's 4.4
missions at our school.

15. Students who take a TI-IN United Star Network course 3.8
can learn just as much as students in a traditional class.

16. I hope to be able to continue using distance learning 4.3

courses in the future.

The remaining items, 117-24, use response options which are
specified at the conclusion of each statement or question.
Please continue to use the General Purpose NCS Answer Sheet
to record your responses, beginning with # 17.

17. All in all, I would say that we had equipment or other 3.6
technical problems: (a) never, (b). once or twice per term,
(c) three-five times per term, (d) five-ten times per term,
(e) more than ten times per term.

PI 18. I personally visited a TI-IN United Star Network 4.0
classroom: (a) never, (b) once per tcrm, (c) two-three
times per term, (d) four-five times per term, (e) more than
five times per term.

TB 19. The instructional quality of the TI-IN United Star 4.2
Network courses we utilized was: (a) very poor, (b) poor,
(c) adequate, (d) good, (e) excellent.

TE 20. How did the teachers who taught the TI-IN United Star 3.3
Network courses compare with the typical classroom teacher
at your school? (a) TI-/N teachers were much.weaker, (b)
TI-IN teachers were somewhat weaker, (c) TI-IN teachers were
about the same, (d) TI-IN teachers ware somewhat stronger,
(e) T/-IN teachers were a lot stronger.

21. The production quality of the TI-IN United Star Network
courses we utilized was: (a) very poor, (b) poor, (c) 4.1
adequate, (d) good, (e) excellent.

22. Our students' interest and involvement in the TI-IN 3.6
United Star Network courses in which they were enrolled was:
(a) very low, (b) low, (c) average for courses taught at our
school, (d) high, (e) extremely high.

A 23. I spent on the average approximately hours per
weak with administrative or supervisory duties associated



Category Mean
with our TI-IN United Star Network courses: (a) less than -----
one, (b) one, (c) two, (d) three, (e) more than three.

24. Overall, how pleased were you with the TI-IN United 4.3

Star Network courses offered at your school? (a) extremely
displeased, (b) mildly displeased, (c) neither pleased nor
displeased, (d) mildly pleased, (e) extremely pleased.

Obviously your responses to these closed-ended questions
cannot tell us all that you know or everything that we need
to know about your experiences with the TI-IN United Star
Network programs. If critical areas were not covered in the
questionnaire, or if you would be willing to shed more light
on the success or failures you experienced in using the TI-
IN United Star Network courses at your school, after you
complete and mail your responses to this questionnaire,
please call Dr. Jennings Bryant, Senior Project Evaluator,
at (205) 348-6350, or drop me a note with your comments:
Jennings Bryant, Director, Institut, for Communication
Research, College of Communication, Box 870172, University
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0172. Thank you.
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APPENDIX G

Partners in Professional Growth Evaluation

1. How long have you been teaching? (a) 1 year, (b) 2

years, (c) 3-5 years, (d) 6-10 years, (e) more than 10
years.

2. At what level do you teach? (a) kindergarten, (b)
elementary school, (c) junior high or middle school, (d)

high school, (e) other.

3. What subject matter do you teach primarily? (a) all,

(b) English, (c) Math or Science, (d) Foreign Language, (e)

other.

4. How long have you livad in your present community? (a)

less than I year, (b) 1-5 years, (c) 6-10 years, (d). 10-15
years, (e) more than 15 years.

Items # 5-46 have common response options, which are "poor,
fair, good, or excellent." For each item, completely fill
in the circle for A (or 1) if your response choice is poor,
B (or 2) if your response choice is fair, C (or 3) if your
response choice is good, or D (or 4) if your response choice
is excellent.

5. How would you describe the level of support you
received from your principal/superintendent for your
involvement in the Partners in Professional Growth
(hereafter Partners) program?

AD 6. How well informed were your about the goals of the
Partners program !prior to taking the course?

7. How would describe the clarity of the television
reception at your site during a typical class session?

8. How would you describe the clarity of the telephone
transmission during a typical class session?

SM 9. How would.you describe the effectiveness of the
workbooks used the Partners program?

10. How would you rata the production quality of the
Partners programs you have seen?

ENV 11. How would you rate the physical comfort at the room in
which you viewed the Partners programs?

AT 12. How would you describe your attitude toward the
Partners program prior IQ...the first session?

AT 13. How would you describe your attitude toward the
Partners program now that you have completed all the
sessions?

Note: Administrative = AD
Technical = T
Attitude = AT
Support Materials = SM
Satisfaction = S

Communicative = C
Information = I
Course Effectiveness = E
Environment = ENV
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Mean

3.6

3.0

3.4

3.0

.3.5

3.1

2.7

3.2

3.5



Category Mean

AT 14. What would you rate the likelihood of your voluntarily
participating in another Partners program next year if such
were offered?

'AD 15. Overall, what kind of job ha Project Director Dr.
Victoria Bernhardt done in administering and supervising the
Partners program?

3.1

3,5

16. How would you describe Dr. Bernhardt's ability to 3 .5
communicate with the class?

AD 17. How would you rate Dr. Bernhardt's ability to remain 3 .5

focused on the content she presented to the class?

AD 18. - Overall, how would you rate your Instructor/Trainer 3.7
Geraldine Flaherty's Performance in presenting the Partners
program?

19. How would you describe the usefulness of the 3 . 6

information Ms. Flaherty presented during her lessons?

20. How 'would you rate Ms. Flaherty's ability to .3. 6

communicate with the class?

I 21. How would you rate the quality of Ms. Flaherty's 3.7
preparations for each class session.

AD 22. How would you rate Mt. Flaherty's performance in 2.3
evaluating and returning class assignments in a timely
manner?

23. How clearly were the procedures for using the A-V
equipment and the telephone presented to you in the early
classes?

Items #24-30 are for PEER COACHES only. All others should
skip to item 1 31 and leave items /24-30 blank on your NCS
answer sheet.

3.0

24. How would you evaluate the level of professional growth 3.3
you have received from serving as a peer coach in the
Partners program?

25. How would you describe your relationship with your 3.2
beginning teacher(s) prior, 12 the Partners program?

26. How would you describe your relationship with your 4.0
beginning teacher(s) after completing the Partners program?

27. How would you rate the program's effectiveness for your 3.5
beginning teacher(s)?

77t)



caLtilr= Mean

28. How would you rate the level of personal satisfaction 35
you received from serving as a peer coach?

S 29. How would you rate yourself as a peer coach? 3.4

S 30. What are the chances that you would serve as a peer 3.8
coach again if given an opportunity to do so?

Peer Coaches, please skip to item i 43 on the questionnaire,
leaving items 1 31-42 blank on your NCS answer sheet.

Items 1 31-42 are for BEGINN/NG TEACHERS only.

31 How well has the Partners program addressed your
.particular needs as a new teacher?

. .

32. How would you rate your ability to utilize the
information presented in the program in your teaching?

33. How would you rate the performance of your peer coach
through the program?

34. How wouldyou describe your personal relationship With
your peer coach gra= ta the Partners program?

35. How would you describe your personal relationship with
your peer coach at the end of the Partners program?

36. How would you describe the program's ability to help
you adapt to the challenges faced by being a teacher?

37. How would you rate the Partners program in regards to
helping you adapt to your present community environment?

AT 38. Why would you say the likelihood is that you will
remain in the teaching profession for at least five more
years?

AT 39. How would you rate your self-confidence in teaching
))efore participating in the Partners program?

AT 40. How would you rate your self-confidence in teaching
after participating in the Partners program?

AT 41. What is the likelihood that you would enroll in another
similar type of program that would be designed to support
teachers at various stages of their careers?

42. How would you rate your ability to successfully
incorporate the material you have learned into an improved
educational experience to": your students?

3.1

3.3

3.6

3.5

3.8

3.3

3.6

3.9

31

3.8

3.3

3.4



The remaining items are to be completed by peer coaches and
beginning teachers alike. Please make sure that you are ongory

43 NCS answer sheet. Mean
_Cate of your

AT 43. What is the likelihood that you would encouracye other
teachers to participate in a program such as Partners in
Professional Growth?

3 . 8

AT 44. How would you rare the experience of using interactive
television as a means for this type of instruction?

3 . 0

AT 45. How would you rate the likelihood that you would seek
supplemental information similar to that presented in class
on your own?

3 . 0

AT 46. How would you rate the benefits of the Partners program
in relationship to the personal sacrifices and commitments
you had to make in order to participate?

3 . 2

3
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Program Description
PARTNERS in Professional Growth is program of support and skill-building

specifically designed to assist beginning teachers in making a smooth transition from

effective student to effective teacher. PARTNERS was offered during the 1989-90 school

year through the TI-IN United Star Network funded through Star Schools.

The goals of PARTNERS were to improve the skills and knowledge base of

beginning teachers by providing a support and information system that would:

improve instructional abilities,

provide opportunities for professional growth,

enhance self-assessment capabilities,

enhance working conditions and job satisfaction by reducing professional

and geographic isolation,

enhance educational opportunities for traditionally underserved

populations,

model professionalism,

increase teacher retention rates,

retain the best teachers,

provide the best educational experience for school children,

and provide a career ladder for experienced teachers who are trained to

coach and support new teachers.

A central assumption of PARTNERS is that beginning teachers have the skills they

need to succeed in the classroom, and that when these skills are nurtured by a professional

growth program, beginning teachers can achieve excellence early in their careers.

Through the Program, beginning (1st through 5th year) teachers are paired with

experienced teachers who are trained to be peer coaches. These participants form teaching

teams for the purpose of viewing instructional seminars together, creating action-research

plans to implement seminar concepts in their classrooms, observing/conferencing together

to assess the success of the implementation, and planning further action. In this way,

PARTNERS offers information and support to teachers when and where they need it the

most--in their own classrooms.

Instructional seminars, which the teams viewed together, were offered via satellite.

Objectives of using the satellite mode of delivery were to:

1



effectively deliver a comprehensive professional development program to

a large number of teachers and schools,

effectively deliver a comprehensive proftssional development program

that impacted three audiences at the same time--in this case beginning

teachers, experienced teachers and student in these teachers' classrooms,

effectively utilize satellite for comprehensive professional development

programs that would not otherwise be available to teachers in remote

areas.

PARTNERS Participants
49 teachers were enrolled in PARTNERS in 1989-90. These teachers had from 1-

26 years of experience. The table below describes participants enrolled at each site.

Location _Tot

Lake County, Califori.ia 12 6 6

Flagler-Arriba and Deer Trail, Colorado 9 5 4

Hanau and Babenhausen, West Germany 14 0 14

Mt. Ayr, Iowa 8 2 6

Syracuse, Kansas 4 2 2

KAgjalgin,Zarshall Islands _

TOTAL 49 16 33

16 (33%) participants were 1st through 5th year teachers, and 33 (67%) were experienced

teachers who chose to serve as peer coaches--27 of them as partners of other experienced

teachers. Teaching teams were comprised of staff members from the same schools and

many pairs taught the same grade level or content area. 10 PARTNERS teachers were

involved in team teaching or other patterns of shared responsibility in their classrooms.

The teachers in West Germany were all staff members at schools operated by the U.S.

Department of Defense to serve dependents of military personnel stationed in Hanau and

Babenhausen. Those in the Marshall Islands were staff members at private schools that

primarily served dependents of U.S. citizens, both military and civilian, and some native

island children.

Method of Evaluation
A final evaluation questionnaire was sent to all participants asking them to rate the

effectiveness of the Program and to report the impact that PARTNERS had on them by
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rating their attitudes before and after participation. Measurements were recorded on a zero

to seven point scale (0=not effective, 7=extremely effective). Brief narrative comments

were requested to flesh out the ratings that participants reported. A 78% response rate to

this questionnaire was realized.

Figures reported in this document represent the mean response recorded unless

otherwise sprcified. Narratives were examined to identify any trends or common ideas

among the responses offered, and are reported in support of the numerical data presented.

Effectiveness of the PARTNERS Program
Overall, PARTNERS was rated as a highly effective program by both beginning

teachers (6.0) and their peer coaches (5.1) and they stated that they would recommend the

program very highly to colleagues (5.85). Figure 1 below depicts the responses offered by

PARTNERS participants on the effectiveness of the Program.

Figure 1. Effectiveness of PARTNERS

Success as a Teacher

Evaluation/Motivation

Time Management

Understanding Power

Effective Teaching

Discipline

Positive Environment

Students-at-risk

Support Structure

Self-evaluation

Confidence

Overall

in=1.=11111111=1111=

... I

..

/////////////// /////////////////////////

11111111=1
- I

5 6 72 3 4

Beginning teachers placed the highest value (6.33) on the support structure that

PARTNERS offered. They rated the program as being effective in contributing to their

success as teachers (6.0), supporting this ranking were the highly effective scores they

gave to understanding their power as teachers (6.0), establishing a positive classroom

environmcnt (6.0), enhancing their to motivate and evaluate students (5.87), improving

3
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their teaching skills (5.87), and formulating discipline plans k5.75). As a result of

perfecting these teaching skills they noted their increased confidence (5.75).

Peer coaches, when evaluating the effectiveness of PARTNERS for their beginning

teachers, largely concurred in their judgements. Again, they cited the support structure

provided by the Program as the single most effective component (5.4) for beginning

teachers. They also noted their beginning teachers' development of classroom skills--

establishment of self-evaluation abilities (5.2), establishment of a positive classroom

environment (5.2), and enhanced understanding of their power as teachers (5.2). As a

result of this growth, peer coaches reported that their beginning teachers became more

effective teachers (5.1) who were better able to deal with classroom discipline (5.1),

evaluating and motivating students (5.1), and teaching students at risk (5.1).

Expanding on the idea that the single most effective PARTNERS component for

beginning teachers was the availability of a support system, participants rated the

helpfulness of various types of assistance rendered by peer coaches. This rating was

conducted by asking participants to assign numerical values (1=least helpful 5=most

helpful) to categories of assistance provided. The following table summarizes their

responses.

Giving Support 5.0 4.5

Giving Guidance 4.83 4.1

As a Role Model 4.83 3.5

Assistance with Subject Matter 4.2 2.9

Assistance with Seminar Concepts 4.8 3.6

Friendship 5.0 4.5

Giving Feedback 5.0 4.0

While beginning teachers were somewhat more generous in their ratings than their peel

coaches, both are in general agreement about ranking the most important types of assistance

offered. Support, guidance, and friendship emerged as the most highly valued by both

groups. Assistance with subject matter in the classroom was the least valued by both

groups. Beginning Teachers, however, assigned significantly greater importance to the

role modelling, constructive feedback, and direct assistance with seminar concepts

provided by their peer coaches as factors in their success as new teachers. These data are

consistent with the induction theme of PARTNERS. Clearly, new teachers want to be

shown, not told, about sound teaching practice in an environment that respects their status

as adults and emerging professionals.
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When asked to rate the effectiveness of PARTNERS for themselves, peer coaches

indicated they were able to sharpen a number of important skills. They reported that the

enhancement of self-evaluation abilities (5.4) and teaching students at risk (5.4) were the

most effective components for experienced teachers. The;) .1,so gained skills in establishing

a positive classroom environment (5.2), and understanding their power as teachers (5.2).

These in turn contributed to formulation of more effective discipline procedures (5.1),

cultivation of effective teaching skills (5.1), and increased overall effectiveness (5.1)

among veteran teachers.

Figure 2 depicts the effectiveness of the delivery method, content, and structure of

PARTNERS as perceived by Program participant.s.

Figure 2. Effectiveness of PARTNERS
Components

Content

Structure

Instructor

Pairin9
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Beginning teachers and their peer coaches are clearly in close agreement about what

made their PARTNERS experience productive. They are uniformly enthusiastic about

about their pairings; the instructor, Geraldine Flaherty; and about the content of the

Program. Beginning teachers believed the structure of the Program was somewhat more

effective for them (5.87) than did peer coaches (5.2). Both are agreed that delivery of

PARTNERS over satellite was their least favored component (5.0 and 4.9 from beginning

teachers and peer coaches respectively), rating it average in effectiveness. Yet they agreed

that they would have been unable to participate in the Program without satellite delivery.

5
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Impact of the PARTNERS Program
/

PARTNERS
,teachers specified a number of areas in which they experienced both

personal and professional growth as a result of participating in the Program. Clearly, a

number of different influences sparked the growth that PARTNERS teachers reported.

Most profound among these influences would certainly be the school setting and the

relationships enjoyed with administrators, colleagues, and the students themselves.

However, because PARTNERS is designed to offer assistance to participants in their own

classrooms, the effects of these many factors can not easily be separated from the Program

effects. Figure 3 following illustrates the areas in which participants reported growth,

nartative comments included in the next section add detail to this figure.

Figure 3. PARTNERS Impact

Comm ittment to PARTNERS

Job satisfaction
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Beginning Teacher Self-Report
On the whole, beginning teachers assessed themselves as moving from "average" to

t'good" performers in the classroom. Beginning teachers reported that they experienced

their greatest growth in confidence (2.5 gain), in competence as teachers (1.75 gain), and

in competence as communicators (1.25 gain). Ai a result of the growth they experienced

in their teaching skills beginning teachers reported that they fit into their school settings

better (1.0 gain) and that they had more positive attitudes toward teaching (.875 gain).



Thus, they were more satisfied with their jobs (.625 gain) and more likely to remain in the

profession (.75 gain). Figure 4 summarizes the self-reports of Leginning teachers.

Figure 4. PARTNERS Impact on
Beginning Teachers

Committment to PARTNERS
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Peer Coach Perceptions of PARTNERS Impact on Beginning Teachers
Peer Coaches were in remarkably close agreement with their novice partners seeing

them as moving from "average" to "good" teachers. While they reported a somewhat

smaller magnitude of gain than did the beginning teachers, peer coaches generally saw their

partners as being somewhat less needy initially than the beginning teachers reported they

felt. They concur in the self-reports of beginning teachers that their greatest growth

occurred in the areas of confidence (1.3 gain) and self-confidence (1.0 gain). Again, peer

coaches seemed to feel that the increased skills levels achieved by their novice partners

accounted this growth. They saw their partners as gaining in competence as
communicators (.94 gain), in competence as teachers (.7), and in their attitudes toward

teaching and ability to fit into the school environment (.7 gain in each case). As a result

peer coaches substantiated that their partners did experience enhanced job satisfaction (.7

gain). They were less able to attribute an increased desire to remain in the profession to

Program participation, reporting a gain of .5. However, they had also viewed their

beginning teacher partner as more highly motivated to stay in teaching (5.5) initially than

the beginning teachers reported they actually felt (5.375). Figure 5 following summarized

the perception of peer coaches about the impact of PARTNERS on beginning teachers.
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Figure 5. Peer Coach Perceptions on

PARTNERS Impact on Beginning Teachers
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Peer Coach Self-Report
Peer coaches also reported significant impacts from their participation in

PARTNERS, seeing themselves as moving from "good" to "excellent" performers kn the

classroom. Figure 6 below depicts these gains.

Figure 6, PARTNERS Impact on Peer Coaches
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Perhaps not surprisingly, peer coaches reported the greatest growth in their competence as

communicators (1.1 gain). Additionally, they also reported that they felt more confident

(.9 gain) as a result of their year-long peer coaching experience. They reported enhanced

professional skill and rejuvenation of their commitment to teaching by reporting gains in

competence as teachers (.7), self-confidence (.7), and attitudes toward teaching (.6).

Finally, they reported the least gain in their attitudes toward teaching in the schools where



they are presently employed (.1) and their desire to remain in the profession (.2), although

these attitudes were relatively high both before and after the Program.

Comments from PARTNERS Participants
Narrative comments were solicited from PARTNERS participants to flesh out their

numerical responses. Below is a sampling of the comments offered. A full text is included

in Appendix A.

What professional benefits did you receive from participating in
PARTNERS?

"It helps to watch others in the classroom. I am a better observer of my own

classroom skills for having been a coach."

"My classroom environment became more positive. My effectiveness improved

in the area of discipline and teaching techniques. Observing and evaluating

skills have improved."

"New techniques, verbalizing and labeling what is going on in the classroom."

"I had a chance to sit back and really look at what I do as a teacher."

"Reassurance of things that I was doing correctly, but also some new views on

how to improve in my own classroom."

"Recognition as a trained professional with knowledge to share with someone

other than t ty students."

What personal benefits did you receive from participating in PARTNERS?
"I enjoyed all the companionship of working with my other three colleagues.

Their insights and humor made our Saturday sessions quick and pleasant, as

well as profitable professionally."

"I've developed a better understanding of why I do certain things in the

classroom and have become more aware of different ways of dealing with a

variety of problems."

"Ability to have my needs met in the classroom"

"I feel more confident as a teacher."

"Perhaps not too man of the ideas were new but the concepts need to be re-taught

sometimes so we don't forget to apply what we already know!"

What were the strengths of PARTNERS 1989-90?
"I started out a little shaky at the beginning but once I understood how to focus

on a goal I really got a lot out of the program. The action plan was a great aid."
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"Clean and well defined presentations."

"In depth discussion of the subject matter."

6 "Flexibility of being aLle to work on problems pertaining to our own needs and

not necessarily specifically to the lesson."

Review page 1 of your PARTNERS manual to see what talents you listed in
October. How would fill in this page differently now that you have
finished PARTNERS?

"I would add the talent to work successfully with my colleagues."

"Better motivational skills. Morc confident about my teaching ability."

"I am a better communicator."

"I think I would keep the same list, my liabilities are still there but I think I am

better able to deal with them."

Have your perceptions of yourself as a teacher changed this year?
"I have gained more insight into my teaching style. I have had time it the class

for self-reflection and analysis and have had to do assignments which have

made me look into areas I wanted to."

"It was good for me to review the fact that there are strategies in teaching that can

differ and still be effective."

"I am able to better identify my needs for job satisfaction and plan ways to meet

these needs while I meet student needs."

"I believe I am more aware of my students sensitivities and needs. I tend to plan

lessons more carefully."

If a new teacher was to come into your school, what would you tell them
About teaching?

U.... Teachers don't arrive fully developed, like Athena from Zeus' head. It

has to be learnedwith a bit of humor, forgiveness, and practice."

"It is a process of self-evaluation. Keep all levels of communiGation honest and

open, cultivate peers who will provide valid feedback."

"It is demanding and rewarding and it is more than you can do and feel like you

did a thorough job. But it is fun most of the time."

10
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In what ways have you changed as a professional educator?
"I am more tolerant and tactful with young colleagues." /

"Calmer, not as easily volatile, handle situations with more confidence,

organized."

"I have gained skills that have improved my classroom atmosphereproblem

solving in my classroom. I gained professional air so that I enter the classroom

setting as the leader."

If you could, how would you change pre-service university training?
"More time in the classroom, earlier than student teaching."

"More time in the 'trenches' to balance all the ideal methods."

"Change it to 75% practicing work."

"Relate theory research to actual classroom experiences. Provide greater

interaction with on the job teachers, both in and out of the classroom."

11
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Conclusions
Clearly PATNERS was an effective program of support and skill-building both

for beginning and experienced teachers. Participants uniformly reported positive growth as

a result of their year-long experience with the Program and 94% of these teachers indicated

that they would be continuing to teach next academic year. Of those who would be leaving

the profession, all were leaving due to changes in life circumstances--marriage, change of

residence to accommodate a spouse's career, and the like.

Beginning teachers valued the support and induction into the teaching profession

that they received through the Program. They reported that they were able to improve their

professional skills and perceive the demands of the profession more realistically with the

help of their experienced peer coach teachers.

Peer coaches valued the affirmation and rejuvenation they experienced as a result of

their participation in the Program. They reported that they also were able to hone their

professional skills and welcomed the opportunity to pass along their expertise to their

younger colleagues. In return they were able to share in the enthusiasm and optimism of

the beginning teachers that they coached.

Uniformly beginning teachers and peer coaches reported that they valued the

opportunity to talk to fellow teachers. Their conversations, while focused on specifically

identified needs of beginning teachers, were far ranging. In the course of these

conversations, teachers were able to evolve the specialized vocabulary needed to talk about

their daily activities and concerns. This enabled further sharing of problems, solutions,

and ideas. This was a radical departure for many experienced teachers who were

accustomed to operating largely in a professional vacuum. In addition, PARTNERS

beginning teachers received an induction into the profession that was most uncommon.

Rather than being assigned a classroom and cast adrift to cope as best they could beginning

teachers were supported and guided into sound practice by successful, experienced

colleagues. The experience was mutually affirming, setting participants on the road to

excellence.



Peer Coach
FINAL EVALUATION

PARTNERS in Professional Growth Program

Please rate the effectiveness of the PARTNERS program and its components, by circling the number
that you feel best applies to each statement.

Not at Extremely

2. In building your Partner's confidence
in teaching? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. In building your confidence in teaching? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. In building your Partner's self-evaluation
abilities?

5. In building your self-evaluation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. In providing a support structure for your Partner? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. In providing a support structure for you? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

8. In meeting the needs of students at risk? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. In assisting your Partner with these needs? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ;

1 O. In helping your Partner create a positive
classroom environment? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. In helping you create a positive classroom
environment? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2. In helping your Partner implement
an effective discipline plan? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13. In helping you with discipline? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 4. In providing your Partner with the skills
to become an effective teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15, In enhancing your skills as an effective
teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

16, In helping your Partner understand
his/her power as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 7. In helping you understand
your power as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 8. In helping your Partner learn how
to manage Ns/her time? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sI



19. In helping you lean how
to manage your time? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. In helping your Partner understand
student evaluation and motivation? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

21. In helping you better understand
student evaluation and motivation? 0 1 3 4 5 6 7

22. How important has PARTNERS been to
your success as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Comments

Rate the effectiveness of the following:

_

23. use of instructional television as a
medium for seminars 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. your pairing with your partner 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25 the instructor: Geraldine Flaherty 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. the structure of the program 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. the content of the program 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d7.2

comments:

In which of the following ways do you feel you were most helpful to your Partner?
(Rate from 1-5. 1=least helpful, 5=most helpful. You may use the same number more than once.)

28.

7

Giving support Giving gutiance .7 As a role model

Assisting with subject matter in the classroom

Assisting in implementing seminar concepts

Providing friendship

Providing feedback after observations

Other

Comments:



29. Have you, as Peer Coach, accomplished all that you expected to do for your partner?

30. What professional benefits did you receive from participating in PARTNERS?

31 . What pfaarzaaL benefits did you receive from participating in PARTNERS?

32. What were the strengths of PARTNERS 1989-90?

33. What would you add or delete from PARTNERS?

34. With what degree of enthusiasm would
you recommend PARTNERS to others?

LO H I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Peer Coach
FINAL EVALUATION

PARTNERS in Professional Growth Program

We would like to know the degree to which you and your Partner experienced changes as a result of
PARTNERS.Please rate where you feel you were before PARTNERS and at the end of PARTNERS in relation to
the following areas.

1. Your Partner's confidence
Low

Before
Med Histh Low

After
Med High

as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6

2. Your confidence as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6,

3. Your Partner's competence
as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 G

4. Your competence as a teacher? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6:

5. Your Partner's competence
as a communicator? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 ::, 4 5 6 7

6. Your competence as a communicator? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Your Partner's self-confidence? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ; 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 !,

8. Your self-confidence? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. Your Partner's ability to fit into
the school environment? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7L-.3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. Your ability to fit into the school
environment? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 H

11. Your Partner's attitude toward teaching? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: ' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. Your attitude toward teaching? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 !-

13. Your Partner's attitude about
teaching in his/her school? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7:.: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e

14. Your attitude about teaching in your school? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15. Your Partner's desire to remain
in the profession? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

16. Your desire to remain in the profession? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .

17. Your Partner's attitude about
professional development? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 717.4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 °

18. Your desire to remain in the profession? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 c:". 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (-2-

19. Your Partner's job satisfaction? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. Your job satisfaction? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. Your commitment to PARTNERS? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 741 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 c

7 bti



22. Please review page 1 of your PARTNERS manual to see what talents you listed in October. How
would you fill this page differently now that you have completed PARTNERS?

23. Have your perceptions of yourself as a teacher changed this year?

a) If yes, briefly explain.

b ) When did ther.a changes occur?

24. Do you believe PARTNERS has provided you with a career ladder? Yes L.. No

25. Are you currently in a Masters program?

a) Yes No /14 Already have a Masters

b ) Do you plan to pursue one? Yes No
I- /Ia.. I, a IIIL , ft .1 n(

'601 G ; a t
fr I I,

26. If a new teacher was to come into your school, what would you tell them about teaching? t'l( ,
t .`

27. In what ways have you changed as a professional educator this year?

28. If you could, how would you change pre-service university training?

29. Will you be teaching next year?

7 S 7
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U Nrnm STAR

NETWORK. TI.IN Network/Region 20
Teacher Survey Results

1990.91

Description: Nine distance learning teachers, who taught students
from Star Schools during the 1989-90 school year, were asked to
give written responses to the following prompt.

Please outline or describe your perception of the
instructional impact of the Star School project on
students in your classes.

Below is each individual response.

I believe that the Star Schools program was a very motivating
experience for the students enrolled in the science courses. The
courses often times presented a real challenge, requiring students to
stretch their minds. The Star School students were able to share lab
data with students from all over the country. It was an advantage
for sites that did not have equipment needed for a lab to experience
experiments through television.

I saw positive impact in one of the Astronomy sites which built its
own telescope. Another site had a student enrolled in Marine Science
that received the highest grade in the entire course.

Some of the Star Schools had very successful experiences in my
classes while others could not handle the way in which things had to
be done for this type of class. No generalities apply in my class.

The TERC project was great! I wish we could have incorporated it
in my "regular" physics class. Many Star School students tried
physics who would not have had the opportunity otherwise.

Some Star Schools expressed gratitude for having the opportunity
to take our classes. Some of the sites had obviously screened their
students and had "top" students. Some districts, however lacked
supervision and the students' grades reflected this.

The students in my class from Star Schools were very appreciative
of the opportunity.



I had many excellent Star Schools sites. There are bright, serious
students in every school. The key to success in TI-IN classes is
screening at the site and hiring a good facilitator. This applies to any
school.

Some of the Star Schools did not seem to listen as well or care
about TI-IN classes. It seemed as if the students did not appreciate

Other Star Schools were exceptional and I was not able to tell
them apart from non-Star Schools.

:he Spanish III class was very small and disappointing because of
the size. Instructionally, the students were able to continue their
Spanish studies where otherwise they would not be able to. The
curriculum allowed one student to perform well on the College Board
Spanish Achievement Test and be admitted to Harvard. Other
students benefitted from the contact with other schools and students
from around the country.

The Star Schools Program seemed to be very beneficial to the sites
that were in remote areas, such as the BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs)
schools. Star Schools allowed interaction with areas outside of the
school environment. By far the sites that were the best prepared
and self motivated were the Illinois sites. I was also aware of the
sites in Alabama who did well. They were also appreciative of the
opportunity to enroll in the TI-IN classes.

It was a wonderful opportunity to have several of the Star Schools in
Sociology. The subject matter was enhanced by the many
opportunities to teach the concepts with the examples right in front
of us because of the regional and cultural differences among the
sites. I will especially miss not having my Indian schools very much.
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NETWORK.
GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS

Comparison of Students in Star Schools and Non-Star Schools

Yearly
Grade Averages

Total Number
of Students

Percentage of
Total Students

Number of
Star School
Students

Percentage of
Total Star School
Students

Number of
Non-Star School
Students

Percentage of
Total Non-Star
School Students

90-100 1539 30.58% 303 30.3% 1236 30.6%

80-89 1705 33.88% 366 36.6% 1339 33.2%

70-79 901 17.90% 155 15.5% 746 18.5%

60-69 322 6.40% 68 6.8% 254 6.3%

Below 60 428 8.50% 60 6.0% 368 9.2%

No Grade Given ___1211 2.74% 411 4.8% _III 2.2%

TOTALS 5033 100.00% 1000 100.0% 4033 100.0%
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1. Star Schools Program

In 1987 Congress created the Star Schools Program to provide demonstration grants to

telecommunication partnerships. As stated in the program notice that appeared in
the Federal Register on April 5, 1988, the purpose of the Star Schools Program is
to:

develop, construct, and acquire telecommunication audio and
video facilities and equipment

develop and acquire instructional programming, and

obtain technical assistance for the use of such facilities and
instructional programming in order to encourage improved
mathematics, science, and foreign languages, as well as other
subjects such as vocational education.

The TUN Network, Inc., of San Antonio, Texas, partnered with the Region XX
Education Service Center, was awarded one of the demonstration grants. In turn,
Region XX Education Service Center leased from the Texas LearMng Technology Group

(TLTG) their newly completed TLTG Physical Science Program for delivery over THN's

satellite network. TLTG provided one set of courseware materials. The complete
15-unit program consists of 15 videodisc sides, 67 floppy diskettes, chemistry and

physics resource guides for teacher use, chemistry and physics guides for student
use, and a student assessment program. The resource guides for the teacher contain
the following material for each unit: list of objectives, pacing chart, script,

summary notes, practice sets, instruction for wet laboratory instruction, suggested
demonstrations, and glossary.

In addition to providing the TLTG Physical Science Program, TLTG provided 3 copies

of the teacher resource guides, 200 sets of student manuals, 200 sets of the
assessment program, teacher training, and technical support. TLTG was also
contracted to perform an evaluation of the use of the courseware in a distance
learning environment. Region XX collected the necessary evaluation data,

disseminated the courseware materials, and provided training for the classroom
facilitators.

a .0
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The TLTG Physical Science Program was installed and ready for use for the 1989
summer school session. Waelder ISD was the only site that elected to receive the
programming. Four students were enrolled at this site. This summer session did not
provide an adequate number of students for testing, but did provide time for the
studio teacher to become familiar with the curriculum and the technology. Also, it
provided time for TI-IN technicians to test the computerized video and graphic
output. No data were collected from the students during the summer session.
Following this pilot tat, a field test was commissioned to examine specific student
and teacher behaviors during the 1989-90 academic year.

This report describes the findings of the field test that was conducted during
1989-90. TLTG collected information from the students concerning their views on

televised instruction, the use of videodisc-based programs, and their achievement
and interest in physical science.

Program Modifications

TLTG Physical Science is a 160 hour course delivered through interactive videodisc.
It is divided into 15 instructional units, including one introductory unit, seven

chemistry units, six physics units, and one unit on energy resources that can be
taught at the end of either semester. In a typical unit, students learn the
concepts through several methods - teacher demonstrations, traditional wet
laboratory activities, written assignments, and innovative videodisc-based
instruction. Two types of videodisc-based iiistruction are teacht:-led instruction
involving the entire class, and small-group practice activities and simulations,
allowing three to four students to work together.

Although it was not known initially what modifications would be needed to deliver

the courseware via distance learning, very few changes were actually needed. These

changes can bz categorized as technical or curriculum modifications.

Page 2
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Technical Modifications

Two technical modifications were made in order to deliver the courseware via
distance learning.

A. An RGB encoder was integrated to allow the computer screen to
be captured through direct video output.

B. An elector& pointer was added to allow the teacher to point
to items displayed on the computer screen.

Curriculum Modifications

One necessary curriculum modification was the selection of instructional units or
sections of units to be taught. Only one unit, Energy Resources, was not feasible
for use in a distance learning environment because it was designed as a 5 day small
group simulation exercise. During the fall semester, four of the six physics units
(Introduction to Physical Science, Motion and Force, Work and Simple Machines, and a

portion of Electricity and Magnetism) were taught. During the spring semester, all
of the Chemistry units were taught, with the exception of the unit entitled Nuclear
Chemistry and Radioactivity. The two physics units and one chemistry unit are
appropriate for distance learning delivery, but were not taught due to lack of time.

III. Student Population

Seventy-seven students from 5 states were enrolled in the TI-IN Physical Science
course. The table below shows a breakdown of student enrollment.

State Number of Number of Range of
Sites Students Class Size

Illinois 5 19 2-10 students

Minnesota 1 11 N/A

Mississippi 1 6 N/A

New Mexico 3 34 4-17 students

Texas 2 7 2-5 students

TOTALS 12 77
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In January, a questionnaire was sent to all students enrolled in the physical
science course. Questionnaires, returned by 36 students, indicated that 83% of the
students speak English in the home, 11% speak Navajo, and 6% speak Spanish. With

legard to grade classification, 53% were 9th graders, 6% were 10th graders, 22% were

11th graders, and 19% were 12th graders. Only 5 of the 77 students enrolled in this
course were taking the course for the second time.

IV. Instructional Use of Courseware

A questionnaire on instructional practices was completed in May by the 11-IN
teacher, David Marshall. Mr. Marshall indicated that he used the TLTG Physical
Science program during approximately 50% of the on-air instructional time. Typical
uses of the courseware, as reported by Mr. Marshall, included:

providing initial instruction of a concept
emphasizing or repeating instruction previously provided by the
teacher
reviewing concepts
practicing concepts

These uses are very similar to those of a teacher in a regular classroom.

In his experimentation with various teaching activities, Mr. Marshall discovered an
innovative way to engage the students in the interactive practices and simulations.
He would select a site and have them call in to complete the practice or simulation
with him, while the other sites would work on paper/pencil activities provided by
the student manual. This was certainly a novel solution to the lack of a computer
system on-site.

The advantages of the courseware as described by Mr. Marshall included the
well-developed curriculum, abundance of teaching suggestions, and the visual impact

of medium through which concepts were presented. He could list no disadvantages of
using the courseware.

Page 4
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Base(' on observations of Mr. Marshall's teaching, TLTG staff felt that his use of
the courseware was not much different than the way a teacher in a regular classroom

use it Staff were impressed by his ability to reduce the amount of time
off-task while waiting for a site to connect by using strategies such as asking
several questins in succession.

Teaching the content does seem to require more time in a distance learning
environment than in the regular classroom as indicated by the number of
instructional units not taught. Two instructional units were not taught during the
fall (physics) semester, and one was not taught during the spring (chemistry)
semester. Several factors may have contributed to this.

First, the faii semester was slow to begin because of
fluctuating student emollment.

Second, thc semester exam for the fall was administered prior to
the Christmas holidays, which reduced the time spent on the
physics units by almost 3 weeks.

Third, time was lost in waiting for students to connect via
telephone to the originating classroom so that they could
respond to questions asked by the teacher. It was stated
earlier in this report that Mr. Marshall employed a variety of
strategies to decrease the amount of time lost.

Fourth, Mr. Marshall took additional time for review to ensure
that all students understood the concepts.

V. Field Test Plan

The field test was designed to answer the following questions:

Is the TLTG Physical Science Program effective in teaching content
delivered via satellite?

What are the student attitudes toward the TLTG program delivered
via satellite?

Page 5
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Achievement and interest information was collected from students in all sites.

owever, to reduce the testing burden, interest information was collected during the

fall semester when physics was taught and achievement information was collected
during the spring semester when chemistry was taught.

An interest questionnaire was used to determine student attitudes toward the
televised delivery of the TLTG Physical Science Program. The questionnaire was
specially designed for this field test effort. It was administered at the end of
the fall semester following the completion of the physics semester. Thus, questions
refer to learning physics concepts (Appendix A).

The achievement instrument used in the study was the TLTG Mastery Assessment for

Chemistry. It is a 50 item multiple choice criterion-referenced test. The

reliability of the instrument was calculated to be 0.84 using the Kuder-Richardson
20 formula. This instrument was prepared by an external test developer in concert
with the TLTG staff and has been used in previous evaluation efforts (Appendix B).

TLTG also learned about key factors that contribute to a successful learning
environment in a distance learning class.

VI. Student Perception Findings

During the fall semester, student perceptions of the physics instruction were
investigated using a questimmaire administered in mid-December. The questionnaire

(Appendix A) was composed of three sections. Section I was composed of 3 questions

related to general information regarding native language, grade level, and the
number of times the student had taken physical science. The response is heretofore

summarized in Section III, Student Population. Section II included 17 Likert-type

questions related to the physics instruction received by the students. Section III
asked 7 open-ended questions related to program characteristics. Thirty-six

students responded to the questionnaire.

Page 6
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In Section II of the questionnaire, 72% of the students agreed or strongly agreed
that the physics semester was interesting. Sixty-nine percent agreed or strongly
agreed that the physics information was useful to their lives. Fifty-eight percent

thought that they had learned a lot in the course, while 36% were undecided.
Seventy-five percent of the students agreed or strongly agreed that the laboratory
activities helped them understand the concepts. Eighty-three percent agreed or
strongly agreed that the videodisc presentations helped them learn.

Seventy-two percent of the students agreed or strongly agreed that they liked
learning physics through a televised course. Sixty-nine percent agreed or strongly

agreed that televised courses will improve high school courses in the future, while
28% were undecided. Only 38% of the students felt that they were able to speak with

the teacher as much as they needed, while 36% percent disagreed with that
statement. In responding as to whether or not they would enroll in other televised
courses, 61% agreed or strongly agreed and 39% were undecided. Students' feelings

about the teacher did not appear to contribute to this response since students
overwhelmingly felt that the teacher did a good job teaching physics. Table 1
displays the number of responses per category for each question in Section II of the

questionnaire.

Student responses to the open ended questions in Section III of the questionnaire
did not provide much insight into their perceptions of televised courses. Nine of
the 36 questionnaires were returned with no or unintelligible responses to the
questions. In response to the question about what students liked most about
learning physics, several indicated they liked the labs (14), the physics content,
such as waves and light (4), the fact that it was televised (2), the computer
sequences (2), creativity of the program (2), having a good teacher (1), small class

size and site competition (1), and everything (2).

In response to the question about what they like least about learning physic: ,

students indicated the tests (7), not getting to talk with the teacher and get to
know him (4), nothing (3), the lab activities (3), the content (3), the logistics of
sending and receiving assignments (2), confusing content (1), an unprepared
facilitator (1), and being bored (1).
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Information obtained from the students regarding what physics topics they like least
and best were equally mixed with all of the units being listed. Student responses
as to the advantages of learning physics through a televised class included the
following responses:

being able to tape each class for further review
a having a deadline for work thus making students organize

themselves
enjoying it more everyday
more fun
having more personal autonomy in the classroom
the computer sequences
having physics offered to students at a small schoe 7here they
may not ordinarily have the opportunity
challenging course
more qualified teachers
interesting to learn from a teacher who can't see you
teaches more students
helps you go to college
more hands-on experiences
the illustrations

The disadvantages listed by the students in le- ming physics through a televised
course include:

missing a lot of information when you are absent
lack of individual assistance from the teacher
not seein& all of the other students
difficulty in paying attention
not having anyone pay attention to you
scheduling of school being inconsistent with the scheduling of
the televised class
not talking to the teacher as much as you might like
technical problems

VII. Achievement Findings

During the spring semester, student chemistry achievement was examined. Using a

criterion-referenced chemistry test, pre-test and post-test scores were collected.
The pre-test was administered during late January and the post-test was administered
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during mid-May. Table 2 shows the pre-test and post-test scores of students by
student. Table 3 displays the means and standard deviations of the two sets of
scores. For the pre-test, a mean of 22.804 was obtained with a range of scores from
10 to 47 with a maximum of 5C. For the post-test, a mean of 32.604 was obtained
with scores ranging from 15 to 47.

The pre-test mean and the post-test mean were compared using a paired group
two-tailed t-test. Although a one-tailed t-test would be an appropriate comparison,
the two-tailed t-test produces a more conservative measure. The results of the
t-test are found in Table 4. A probability of 0.0001 was calculated, which
indicates that the difference is unlikely to be due to chance. The instruction
students receive appears to increase students knowledge of physical science
concepts. However, the knowledge increase cannot be attributed to certain portions
of the instruction without additional research.

VIII. Contributors to a Successful Learning Environment

This study also identified the following factors as being key contributors to a
successful learning environment: the studio teacher, the facilitator, and the
instructional materials. These factors are characteristic of the satellite
transmission medium, and are not unique to the TLTG curriculum. A description of
each, however, does help to clarify the environment of this study.

A. The Teacher

The teacher in the distance learning environment is extremely important. Like the
teacher in a classroom, the effective distance learning teacher has mastered the
content. In addition, however, the distance learning teacher's personality needs to
be dynamic enough to capture student attention long distance. The distance learning

teacher tends to be more deliberate, and to exhibit a heightened sense of interest
and encouragement, knowing the student has a greater option not to be responsive
when the teacher has no visual perception of the student. 'The distance learning
teacher, then, necessitates more of a television personality.
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Within the span of control of the distance learning teacher is the quality of the
instructional delivery from the broadcast site. However, to ens= a successful
course for the student the on-site classroom based activities also must be well
executed, and the environment must be constructive. The distance learning teacher
relies on the classroom facilitator for this part.

B. The Facilitator

The facilitator is a critical link between the student and the distance learning
teacher. The facilitator is responsible for organizing and managing the learning
environment, and for carrying out the instructions of the teacher. In the case of
science classes the facilitator is responsible for laboratory instruction.

In this study several students commented that the facilitator was unprepared or slow

to submit papers for grading. Student inattention/disruption during class

interfered with the learning of other students. Relating to laboratory work, the
proper materials and equipment were not available at all sites. The distance
learning teacher in this study was also concerned about student absenteeism,
especially in two of the c'tes.

These issues are inherent in all classrooms and the degree of success with each is
unique to each district. It is important. to this study to recognize that the
classroom dimension partnered with the delivery of instruction by the distance
learning teacher, and the instructional materials produces the results.

C. The Instructional Materials

The instructional material is the teacher's most critical component, both in

classroom based instruction and in distance learning instruction. The teacher's
dynamic personality and the constructive classroom environment set the stage for the

subject matter. To produce optimal results the instructional material must be
organized, accurate in content, motivating to the student, clear in communication,
and of the production quality that today's student expects.

Page 10
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The TLTG Physical Science Program was used to provide motivating visual images and

sequences. It also provided core content material to support the teacher's
instruction of the concepts. The production quality of the TLTG Program is high in
the use of video, graphics, text, and sound.

Students made many positive comments about the use of the storylines, practices, and

simulations. The combination of high production quality and sound instructional
design met the criteria of the distance learning teacher.

For one case study of the combination of the distance learning teacher, an effective

facilitator, and the TLTG instructional materials refer to the TI-IN United Star
Network Program and Process Evaluation Summer 1989, by Jennings Bryant with Scott

Davenport, Jana Hyde, Debbie Elliott-Taylor, University of Alabama, pages 17-26.

IX. Summary

This study indicates that the TLTG interactive videodisc curriculum can be effective

in producing student learning in a distance learning environment. Given the
analysis of test scores and questionnaires, most students did learn physical science
concepts and found the class to be interesting.

Saying that they "learned a lot" students were very responsive to the video segments

and saw the connection between physics and the real world. Both the distance
learning teacher and the students valued the program with the teacher listing no
disa& antages to the program and the students saying it helped them to learn.

The disadvantages listed on page 9 are inherent in distance learning classes. The

facilitator may be able to resolve several of the issues and the distance learning
teacher. through increasingly encouraging the students, can help solve other of the

disadvantages listed.
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Overall, the marriage of the two delivery technologies, satellite transmission and
interactive videodisc, was compatible and complementary. The use of the videodisc
and computer materials in addition to the usual transparencies added a creative and
lively touch to the instruction. As instructional programming for distance learning

becomes more sophisticated, interactive videodisc can offer an advantage by helping
to increase student interest and achievement.
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TABLE 1: Student Perception Database

Suruey Question Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree No response

20 10

Understandoble 5 19 4 8 0 o
Helpfullobs 11 16 9 0 0
Fair tests 7

10

24
15

4
9

ii
2

o
0

o

oUseful information
Videodisc helpful 7 23 5 0 1 0
Difficult to attend 5 2 9 14 0
Learned a lot 7 14 13 2 0 0
Tr improves class 14 11 10 0 1

Likes LD learning 9 17 6 3 o 1

Easy to talk 11 13 8 o 1 3
Teacher access 4 10 -,

, 10* 2
Good teaching 19 14 o : I'
Enroll other LD 13 9 14 0 0

Pki;
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TABLE 2: Achievement Database

110# Pre-test Posttest

8788 15
1914 39 45
1111 15 21

4 2222 39 33
5 2230 47 47

3333 35 41

EL 4444 36 43
5555 17 23

9 6666 20 23
10 4854 22 47
11 2491 16 15
12 4754 17 23
13 3420 17 22
14 5872 12

15 8325 19 19
16 3029 18 26
17 442 14 27
18 3487 24 40
19 8070 18 33
20 8035 21 32
21 4587 29 32
22 4750 22 38
23 7777 31 44
24 8888 20 39
25 9999 37 44
26 1010 25 38
27 1212 10 25
28 1313 18 28
29 1414 28 42
30 1515 13 33
31 2638 26 24
32 1282 24 39
33 6002 31 42
34 820 21 34
35 1616 20 29
36 9202 21 30
37 7309 29 37
38 3005 19 33
39 8746 27 37

,f A

10# Pre-test Posttest

41 1717 18 35
42 2820 24 34
43 1818 22 34
44 9639 23 24
45 1919 17 27
46 2020 26 24
47 788 28 34
48 2121 15 23
49 2323 15 31

50 2424 17 37
51 2525 22 34
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TABLE 3: Descriptive Pretest and Posttest Statistics

Mean:

Minimum:

Std. Dev.:

Maximum:

X 1 : Pre-test
Std. Error: Variance:

Rane: Sum:

Coef. Var.:

Sum of Str.:

Count:

*Missinc
10 47 37 1163 29539 0

41=dsi

Mean: Std. Dev.:
X 2 : Posttest

Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count:

32.604 7.981 1.152 63.691 24.477 48 1
Minimum: Maximum: Ran e: Sum Sum of S r.: *Missin :

15 47 32 1565 54019 3
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TABLE 4: Paired Group t-Test

DF:

47

Paired t-Test X 1 : Pre-test Y 1: Pottest

Mean X Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail):

-10.029 .0001

Note: 3 cases deletedwith rnissin9 values.
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Appendix A

N ame

ID #TI-IN Physical Science Student Questionnaire

PHYSICS SEMESTER

To help us improve the Physical Science program, please complete this questionnaire ashonestly as you can. If you do not understand a question, please ask your facilitatorfor assistance. All of your responses will be kept confidential. Thanks for your help.

I. General Information

Directions. Answer the following questions by completing the sentence.
1. The language that I speak with my family at home is

2. I am in the (9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th) grade in school.
3. This is the (1st, 2nd , 3rd) time that I have taken physical science.

H. Instruction

Directions. Answer each of the following goestions by circling either SA, A, U, D,or SD. Use the following scale.

SA = Strongly Agree A = Agree U = Undecided D = Disagree SD=Strongly Disagree

4. The physics semester of this course was interesting. (SA A U D SD)
5. The physics information presented was understandable tome. (SA A U D SD)

6. The laboratory activities in this course helped me tounderstand the information. (SA A U D SD)

7. The tests given during this semester were fair. (SA A U D SD)
8. The information I learned in the physics semester isuseful to me. (SA A U D SD)

9. The videodisc presentations used by the TI-IN teacherhelped me learn. (SA A U D SD)

10. I have trouble paying attention to the TI-IN teacher. (SA A U D SD)
11. I learned a lot aboin physics during this semester. (SA A U D SD)
12. I think televised courses will improve high schoolcourses in the future. .(SA A U D SD)
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13. Hiked learning physics through a televised course.
14. Itwas easy to talk with the TI-IN teacher.

(SA A U

(SA A U
0
D

SD)

SD)
15. I was able to talk with the TI-IN teacher as much as Inecded. (SA A 1) D SD)

16. I think the TI-IN teacher did a good job teachingphysics. (SA A U 0 SD)

17. If I could, I would take other televised courses. (SA A U D SD)

III. Program Characteristics

Directions. Please answer each of the following questions in the space provided.
18. What did you like most about learning physics this semester? Why?

19. What did you like least about learning physics this semester? Why?

20. What physics topic do you think yoi learned the best?

21. What part of the physics semester gave you the most difficulty?

822
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22. What would have helped you overcome the most difficult part?

23. What advantages do you see in learning physics in a televised course?

24. What disadvantages do you see in learning physics in a televised course?
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TLTG PHYSICAL SCIENCE MASTERY ASSESSMENT
CHEMISTRY

1. Which of the following would be considered a safe procedure while
heating a substance in a test tube?

(A) Placing a cork in the test tube
(B) Pointing the mouth of the test tube away from yourself, but toward

another laboratory group
(C) Taking off your goggles so that you can see exactly when the

substance begins to melt
(D) Pointing the mouth of the test tube toward the wall

2. In the metric system, a centimeter is

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

0.01 meter
0.1 meter
10. meters
100. meters

3. A physical science student measures the mass of a beaker as 80 grams.
What is the mass of the beaker in kilograms?

( ) 0.080 kg
(B) 0.80 kg
(C) 8,000. kg
(D) 80,000. kg

10 20 10 40 5T3 GO 70 90 93 103

4. According to the picture above, what is the mass of the obJect on the
balance?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

70.6 grams
76 g rams

70.06 grams
70 grams

Page 1
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9. Which of the following is example of a chemical chang.??

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Evaporation of gasoline
Burning of wood
Melting of paraffin wax
Freezing of water

Question 10 relates to the following table.

Substance Density (grams/cm3)

Chloroform 1.5

Ebony wood 1.2
Mahogany wood 0.85
Oil 0.9
Water 1.0

10. Water, chloroform, and oil are poured into a container and form three
layers. How are the fluids layered from top to bottom?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Chloroform, water, oil
Oil, water, chloroform
Water, chloroform, oil
Water, oil, chloroform

11. Iron filings are attracted to a magnet, but yellow sulfur powder is
not. When sulfur and iron are placed in a test tube and heated, a new
substance forms. This new substance is not attracted to a magnet. It

is classified as which of the following?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

An atom
A compound
An element
A mixture

12. According to the present theory of atomic structure, the nucleus of an
atom is composed of which of the following?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

electrons only
neutrons and electrons
protons and electrons
protons and neutrons

13. The periodic table indicates that the atomic number of silver, (Ag),
is

(A) 47.

(B) 61.
(C) 107.868
(0) 108.

Page 3
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19. . will form a covalent bond with whicl of the following

elements?

(A) Na'

(B) Mg:

(C) .121

'0
20. will form an ionic bond with which of the following elements?

(B)

(C)

No.

0

21. When a fluorine atom gains an electron from a lithium atom and the
stable compound LiF results, the bond that is formed is

(A) covalent
(B) diatomic
(C) electric
(D) ionic

22. Consider the possible bonding of the atom shown above. The atom would
probably

(A) lose an electron
(B) from a negative ion
(C) gain an electron
(D) remain stable and not form a bond

Page 5
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29. All of the following procedures can be expected to increase th rate
of a chemical reaction EXCEPT

(A) changing the temperature of the reaction
(B) decreasing the concentration of the reactants
(C) increasing the surface area of the reactants
(D) introducing a catalyst into the reaction

30. When d'..ssolved in water, many acids release which of the following
particles?

(A) H ions

(B) He molecules

(C) (OH)- ions

(D) De molecules

31. When naming acids such as HC1, HBr, and HI, the prefix "hydro" is
added and the "ine" of the element is replaced with which of the
following before the word "acid" is added?

(A) "ic"

(B) "ate"

(C) "ite"

(D) "ide"

32. Which of the following is a property of many acids?

(A) A bitter taste
(B) A slippery feel
(C) Malleability
(D) The ability to react with many metals to produce hydrogen gas

33. When a strong acid or base is added to water it

(A) dissociates completely
(B) does not dissociate
(C) dissociates slightly
(D) changes from red to blue as it dissociates

Page 7
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38. Acid rain can be caused by all of the following EXCEPT

(A) automobile exhaust
(8) coal-t-irning power plants
(C) earthquakes
(D) volcanic eruptions

39. When a spoonful of juice crystals is dissolved in a large glass filled
with water, the crystals are called the

(A) solute
(B) solution
(C) solvate
(D) solvent

40. Which of the following procedm-es does NOT imrease the rate at which
a sugar cube dissolves in water?

(A) Grinding the cube
(B) Freezing the solvent
(C) Heating the solvent
(D) Shaking the mixture

41. What happens when an ionit: compound, lithium chloride, is placed in
water?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Solute particles in solution are uncharged.
The solute does not cissolve.

The molecule lithium chloride is found in solution.
The solute breaks apart into lithium and chloride ions.

42. Which of the following is an example of a gas-liquid solution?

(A) Air in water
(B) Antifreeze in water
(C) Bronze alloy
(D) Salt in ocean water

43. When 1.0 gram of a salt is added to a beaker containing a solution of
the salt, the salt crystals dissolve. It can be concluded that the
original solution was

(A) concentrated
(B) saturated
(C) supersaturated
(0) unsaturated

Page 9
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46. It has been determin(A that a vase from an archaeological dig is
emitting ionizing radiation that can only be stopped by very dense
materials such as lead or concrete. Which of the following types of
radiation is most likely being emitted from the vase?

(A) Alpha
(B) Beta
(C) Gamma
(D) Proton

47. The half-life of the radioactive isotope silver-104 is 30 minutes.
After how many minutes will about 20 grams of a 40-gram sample of the
silver-104 isotope remain?

(A) 0

(B) 30
(C) 1.0

(D) 96

48. Which of the following statements about the normal operation of
nuclear reactors is accurate?

(A) They release large amounts of chemical pollutantG into the air.
(B) The nuclear waste is quickly and safely disposed at the reactor

site.
(C) They produce electricity by controlled chain reactions of

radioactive substances.
(D) The hot water surrounding the reactor core can be used to provide

hot water for communities in the area.

49. Which of the following isotopes should be expected to be radioactive?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

48

22
ea

Sr
38

192
OS

76

244
Pu

94

50. Which statement best describes how a Geiger counter works?

(A) Water vapor condenses along a path traveled by ionizing radiation.
(B) Radioactive particles ionize argon gas in a tube and the resulting

electric current is amplified and heard as a clicking sound.
(C) Particles ionized by radiation cause black streaks appear on

sensitive photographic paper.
(D) A material sensitive to radioactive emissions glows when mixed with

a radioactive substance.

Page 11
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A
V V

TIIN
UNITED STAR

NETWORK.

Mississippi State University
Evaluation of

College Credit Courses

Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics Teachers
to provide the high school physics teacher with tools necessary to teach
high school physics when focusing on the development of concepts,
problem-solving techniques, and experimentation.

Copies of course syllabi are given in Appedix A. A videotape overview for each

course (about 15 minutes) illustrating course highlights is attached.

The following table further describes these courses:

Table 1

Course
Hours *
Earned

Credit
Student
Enrolled

Staff
Development
Participants

Number of
Programming

Hours
Developed

Junior High
Science Teacher
Institute

3 7 1 33

Geology: A
Science of a
Ltving Plant

3 15 0 45

Demonstrations
and Concepts of
Physics I

3 30 2 36

Theory of
Equations 3 32 0 33

college credit; may e un ergraduate or graduate

A further description of the downsite location where these students took the

telecourses is given in the table on the following page (Table 2).
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Table 2
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT FOR TI-IN UNITED STAR

NETWORK/MSU COURSE OFFERINGS - OCT '89-JUNE '90

PREPS Districts Course Offered

Math

(2)

(1)

Columbia (1)

Columbus 1

Greenville

Greenwood

Jackson

Jones

Laurel

Louisville (2)

Meridian 1(2)

Tupelo 1(2)

Vicksburg/Warren 4

HSU

Choctaw Agemy (1)

I

TX 3
IL 4

AL 3
TX
CA 1

NM 1

CO 2

IL 1

TX2
KSI
AL5
CAl
1L3

TX 6
OH 1
NC 1
AL 1

IL 1

PREPS TOTAL 0 2 17
1

TI-IN TOTAL 12 13

OTHER 1 1

GRAND TOTAL 7 15 30 33

Note: Parentheses indicate number of students from other districts who
participated at a PREPS site.
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Evaluation of Courses

Evaluation of these courses began with a needs assessment questionnaire which was

adapted as appropriate and used by all four instructors. The purpose of this

questionnaire was to give the instructors background information on each student (e.g.,

degrees earned, course currently taught, entry knowledge or previous experience,

current teaching situation, etc.) and information about their desired learning

outcomes. Although this information was used for planning purposes by the instructors

and is not presented for each course, a sample is given in Appendix B.

At the completion of each of the courses, students were asked to complete a course

evaluation questionnaire. The results are given in Appendix C. The most obvious

finding is the enthusiastic and positive response to all courses.

For the Junior High Science Teacher Institute, the only telecourse to allow the

participants enough time to implement any of the new skills learned, a follow-up survey

was sent out. The resultc of this questionnaire is given in Appendix D.

Each of the instructors was asked to comment on their perception of the courses.

Their responses are given in Appendix E.

Summary List of Downsites

A list of downsites is given in Appendix F. Table 2 shows the enrollment by

course for downsite. No information is available on the enrollment at these sites

other than for MSU-broadcast telecourses. Many downsites hosted teacners from other

districts who desired to view these courses. These numbers are given in parentheses.

Principals at each downsite were asked in what ways this equipment was used for

aztivities outside of STAR Schools. The following responses were given:

1. Olive Branch High School: used equipment to receive University of
Alabama broadcasts.

2. Ackerman Elementary: watched educational channels from Canada.
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3. Warren Central High School: watched foreign language and Discovery
Channels.

4. Pascagoula High: watched several other programs on the KU band.

5. Northeast Jones High: watched news broadcasts.

6. Natchez High: viewed staff development and student enrichment from
other networks; principals from nearby districts were also involved.



A

TIIN
UNITED STAR

NETWORK.

PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

THEORY OF EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS

1. Are you taking this course for credit or for staff
development?

As..aCREDIT 7.7% STAFF DEVELOPMENT

5. What is your normal teaching assignment?

Pre-Algebra
Algebra I
Algebra II
Algebra III
College Algebra
Mathematics (7-8)
General Mathematics I (9-12)
General Mathematics II (10-12)
Advanced Mathematics
Mathematics for Teachers
Pre-Calculus
Calculus
Trigonometry
Geometry
Introduction to Computers
TI-IN Facilitator
Sciences
Elementary analysis
P.E.

6. Number of students your school district:

30.8% under 1000
11.5% 1000-2000
42.3% 2001-5000
7.7% 5001-10,000

NONE 10,000 or more

7. Number of students in your school:

_1121_under 249
19.2% 250-500
46.2% 501-1000
7.71_1001-2000

NONE 2001-3000
NONE 3001-more

c'hi
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8. Number of years teaching experience:

NONE 0

46.2% 1-5 years
11.5% 6-10 years

_221_11_11-15 years
11.5% 16-20 years
7.7% .21 or more years

9. Are you certified in mathematics?

91.3% yes

10. Tf not certified in mathematics, what is your area of
certification?

Business, Bioloqv & Chemistry

11. What type of certificate do you hold?

291_Professional
23.1% A

_11,51_AA
2AAA
11.5% B.S.

_12i.2I_Secondary Math.
__Id.1_09 (6-12)

3.9 Master's

12. What is your highest degree?

_57.7I_Bachelor's
34.6% Master's
NONE Specialist
7.7% Doctorate

13. What is your average mathematics class size?

15.410-15 pupils
11.5% 16-20 pupils

_211.51_21-25 pupils
26.9% 26-30 pupils
NONE 31 or more pupils

16. How many courses via video instruction have you previously
taken?

92.3% 0
7.7% 1

NONE more than 1

ot)
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17. How frequently do you view other TI-IN staff development
courses?

119% _Weekly
NONE Monthly
11.51Once a semester
19.2% Once a year
65.4% Never

**18. Why are you taking this course?

3.9% Required for certification
_NaTERequired by district
23.1% Sounded interesting

421_11_Need course credit
11.5% Other

19. What are the major problems facing teachers in today's
secondary mathematics classrooms?

- Integration of appropriate technology.
- Lack of student motivation/interest.
- Lack of parent co-operation/support.
- Teacher/pupil ratio.
- Lack of resources.
- Classroom control/management.
- Mathematics anxiety.
- Stimulating interest
- Students' poor backgrounds in pre-requisite skills.
- Lack of opportunities to share ideas with other

mathematics teachers.
- Drugs
- Changes in teaching strategies.
- Too much material must be covered
- Teachers need more training in each subject they

teach.
- Lack of discipline
- Time involved in gi7ing retakes for the mastery skills

required by the state.
- Getting more students into higher math. course.

20. Do you have any suggestions for this course?

- Need lots of examples.
- Keep it practical as possible.
- Be able to quickly know as much as possible about the
way the polynomials behave before the students begin
their analysis.

- Use of manipulations.

** Note: 19.2% nonresponse and/or selection of more than one
response.
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21. What other information would you like to share with us about
yourself, your teaching situation, or what you would like as
a result of participating in this course?

- I am a participant in Ohio's classroom of the future
project. As such, I am 1 of 23 teachers charged with
the development of a curriculum to meet the needs of
our students of the future.

- I feel one improv:ks his teaching by attending class.
- I would like to gain a better understanding of
mathematical equations. In turn, I hope to be able to
convey more understanding to my students.

- My training has been in computers. At the college
where I am teaching, I am also required to teach
mathematics. Therefore, I am completing 18 hours of
graduate mathematics for SACS accreditation.

- To be able to teach algebra to my students using
current techniques.

- Most of my math. courses have been higher level
courses. I hope this course deals more with topics
I may teach in high school and will help me have a
deeper understanding of key concepts.

- This was my first year back in teaching after working
as a registered Medical Technologist for fifteen or
sixteen years. It is different!

- As a 43 year old mother of two Leen-ages, I am
attempting this course to determine if I could adapt
the extra demands of further graduate work into my
lifestyle.
would like to see more graduate courses for

secondary teacher offered.
- I changed professions and chose teaching 5 years ago.

I have an excellent group of youngsters, currently,
many of whom are gifted; however, the grades before
them show very poor performance on standardized tests,
and will require more creative teaching methods.

- It has been a few years since I took a college math.
course. I feel I will be a little rusty. I am
curious if I have the background need for the course.

- An A and something I could carry to my own classroom.
- Hopeful I'd like to find some different methods in

finding roots (for my E.A. class).
- I am presently teaching Algebra I and Pre-Algebra at
Morton High School. We are using the Saxan
textbooks.

- I am a dedicated professional teaching math. in a
school district whose TEAMS (Texas Ed. assessment of
Minimum Skills) scores rank in lower half of the state
at ninth and eleventh grade. Looking for ways to do
a better job with our kids.
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- I am looking forward to the course to help refresh me
on things I may have forgotten and also introduce me
to some new ideas I can use in the classroom. I am
very nervous, since this will be my first satellite
experience.

- I have taught at Biggerville for the last 3 years.
I'll be teaching at Booneville this next year, and
will be teaching Algebra I for the first time.
I could use any suggestions you might have tc help me
become an effective Algebra and Geometry teather.

- I am looking forward to the course. I am also
apprehensive about the United Sta- Network, as I've
never participated in this before.

- I am working on my masters degree in Math Education so
I selected to take this course. I would consider
teaching in the high school level and I feel this
course would help me prepare for that possibility.
I have taeght junior high math. for 10 years.

- I am not as interested in more advanced math.
information as I am in learning a better way to get
across the information I already have.

- I would like to refresh and sharpen my skills
for solving more complicated equations, etc. in order
to facilitate my Calculus class, especially as I work
with our Math/Science Team in preparing for
state competition.



RESULTS OF THE COURSE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRn

THEORY OF EQUATIONS TOR SECONDARY TEACHERS

1. The course content was appropriate. 0

2. The telecasts have been well-organized. 0

3. The telecasts have accomplished the
stated objective. 0

4. Each segment made a contribution to the
entire program. 0

5. All activities discussed or demonstrated
were appropriate for the lesson content. 0

6. The sequence of lessons was appropriate. 0

7. Each segment demonstrated in-depth
planning. 0

8. The coverage of each topic was adequate. 0

*9, Each lesson was interesting and
informative. 0

10. The graphics and audio enhanced each
telecast. 0

"11. Learner participation was encouraged. 0

12. The language used was appropriate. 0

13. The course requirements were appropriate
for the amount of credit received. 0

14. The textbook was useful. 0

0 0 32% 68%

0 0 20% 80%

0 0 24% 72%

0 0 28% 72%

0 0 28% 72%

0 0 28% 72%

0 4% 28% 68%

4% 4% 32% 60%

4% 0 28% 68%

4% 4% 52% 40%

8% 4% 36% 52%

0 4% 32% 64%

0 0 40% 60%

0 16% 40% 44%

* Hard to find a T.V. interesting but it was informative.
** Phone did not work, hard to participate with T.V..
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Each telecast looked well on the screen. 4% 4% 0 36% 56%

16. The lighting was appropriately arranged. 0 0 0 40% 60%

17. The camera shots were adequate. 0 0 0 48% 52%

18. Overall, the production of this course
was very well done. 0 0 0 36% 64%

19. The video instructor was readily
accessible to students out of class. 0 0 0 12% 88%

20. The video instructor demonstrated
content knowledge. 0 0 0 12% 88%

21. The video instructor communicated a
sincere interest in the course. 0 0 0 12% 88%

Grading and evaluation procedures were
fair and objective. 0 0 4% 36% 60%

**** 23. This course has helped me learn new
techniques/ideas which I can use in my
own situation. 0 32% 60%

24. This course has been an easy way to have
access to a undergraduate/graduate course.0 0 4% 12% 84%

25. The fee for receiving graduate credit
($150) was reasonable. 0 0 4% 32% 64%

26. What did you like nost about this course?
- Easy to follow.
- The instructor explained well.
- The instructor was enthusiastic.
- The instructor was very personable.
- The relaxed atmosphere of sitting in front of T.V..
- The explanations were more than adequate.
- The caring and sincerity of instructor.
- The instructor was excellent.
- Being able to tape the lecture for reviewing.
- Being able to take it in the town where the student lives.
- Being able to get college credit without leaving home.
- Examples are very helpful for student.
- Very convenient way to get credit.
- The course content itself.
- The time-scheme.

*** Telecas\-. blacked out 3 times, some technical difficulties,
occa3ionally bad reception.

**** .7ould be helpful to know the point value on the test.
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Course Evaluation Questionnaire
Junior High Science Teacher Institute

Would you please take a few minutes to help us evaluate this class? For each

statement, will you circle the number that reflects your opinion? Return ycvx

completed questionnaire AE_Laaa_u_nuEiblit in the stamped, self-addressed eavelope

to:

Ms. Monica Caldwell
STAR Schools Project
Mississippi State University
P.O. Box 5365
Mississippi State, MS 39762

Please do not put your name anywhere on this document. Thank you.

1. The stated objectives are appropriate. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 20%

2. The telecasts have been well-organized. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 80%

3. The telecasts have accomplished the stated objectives. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

4. Each segment made a contribution to the entire program. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 40%

5. All activities discussed or demonstrated were appropriate

for the lesson content. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

6. The sequence of lessons was appropriate. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

7. Each segment demonstrated in-depth planning. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

8. The coverage of each topic was adequate. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 40%



9. Each lesson was interesting and informative. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 20% 40% 20%

10. The graphics and audio enhanced each telecast. 1 2 3 4 5

80% 20%

11. Learner participation was encouraged. 1 2 3 4 5

80% 20%

12. The language used was appropriate. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 40%

13. The course requirements were appropriate for the
amount of credit received. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 40%

14. The participant's guide well supported the telecasts. 1 2 3 4 5

100%

15. The partic..pant's guide was very helpful. 1 2 3 4 5

100%

16. Each telecast looked well on the screen. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

17. The lighting was appropriately arranged. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

18. The camera shous were adequate. 1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

19. The videotape segments that were shown enhanced
the broadcasts. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 20% 60%

20. The special guests added additional insights into
the content of each telecast. 1 2 3 4 5

60% 40%



21. Overall, the production of this course was very
well done. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 20% 40%

22. The video inctructor was readily accessible to
students out of class. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 40% 40%

23. The video instructor demonstrated content knowledge. 1 2 3 4 5

20% 20% 60%

24. The video instructor communicated a sincere interest
in the course.

25. Grading and evaluation procedures were fair and
objective.

26. This course has helped me learn new techniques/
activities which I can use in my own situation.

27. This course has been an easy way to ha ..ccess.to

a graduate course.

28. The fee for receiving graduate credit ($150) was
reasonable.

1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

1 2 3 4 5

20% 80%

1 2 3 4 5

60% 40%

1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%

1 2 3 4 5

40% 60%



29. What did you like most about this course?

Respondent 1: Very interesting topics and it was informative. It also gave

some lab ideas that I can use.

Respondent 2: Ideas -- I would have liked to have more sharing of labs. I got

several ideas.

Respondent 3: It gave new ideas and methods for changing old one. I enjoyed

some of the taped segments. This was very enlightening.

Respondent 4: No comment

Respondent 5: The experiments that I can use in my class.

30. What improvements would you suggest?

Respondent 1: No comment

Respondent 2: a) more content and less preaching, b) edit videos -- don't need

to see 27 minutes of swinging washers + adding 89 tablespoons of sugar; c) more

individualized feedback -- ask what labs do you teach, and give improvement

suggestions; d) less busywork for homework -- make it something we can use,

like the natural acid indicators.

Relpondent 3: I would like to see a broadcast that might be related more to

hi6h school sciences. I liked the time it was presented.

Respondent 4: No comment

Respondent 5: Start earlier in fall so class does not conflict with X-mas

holidayst

8 16



Course Evaluation Questionnaire
Geology: A Science of a Living Planet

Would you please take a few minutes to help us evaluate this class? For each

statement, will you circle the number that reflects your opinion? Return your

completed questionnaire as soon as unaihie in the stamped, self-addressed envelope
to:

Ms. Monica Caldwell
STAR Schools Project
Mississippi State University
P.O. Drawer 5365
Mississippi State, MS 39762

Please do not put your name anywhere on this document. Thank you.

1. The stated objectives are appropriate. 1 2

2. The telecasts have been well-organized. 1 2

3. The telecasts have accomplished tha stated objectives. 1 2

10%
*ran behind on all classes

4. Each segment made a contribution to the entire program. 1 2

5. The sequence of lessons was appropriate. 1 2

6. Each segment demonstrated in-depth planning. 1 2

7. The coverage of each topic was adequate. 1 2

8. Each lesson was interesting and informative. 1 2

9. The graphics and audio enhanced each telecast.

great

1 2

10. Learner participation was encouraged. 1
2

11. The language used was appropriate. 1 2

Nsan

3 4 5

50% 50%

3 4 5

10% 30% 60%

3 4 5

40% 50%

3 4 5

20% 80%

3 4 5

20% 30%

3 4 5

30% 70%

3 4 5

10% 40% 50%

3 4 5

10% 20% 70%

3 .440% 0%

20% 340% ;0%

3 4 5

20% 80%



12. The course requirements were appropriate for the
amount of credit received.

13. Each telecast looked well on the screen.
*Due tottransmission/reception problems thru TI-IN

14. The lighting was appropriately arranged.

15. The camera shots were adequate.
*not enough time allowed for some graphics

16. The videotape segments that were shown enhanced

the broadcasts.

11. Overall, the production of this course was very

well done.

18. The video instructor was readily accessible to

students out of class.

19. The video instructor demonstrated content knowledge.

20. The video instructor communicated a sincere interest

in the course.

21. Grading and evaluation procedures were fair and

objective.

22. This course has helped me learn new techniques/

activities which I can use in my own situation.

23. This course has been an easy way to have access to

a graduate course.

24. The fee for receiving graduate credit ($150) was

1 2 3 4 5

30% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

10%* 20% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

30% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

10%*30% GO%

1 2 3 4 5

107. 207. 70%

1 2 3 4 5

JO% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

10% 30% 607.

1 2 3 4 5

10% 90%

1 2 3 4 5

107. 20% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

30% 70%

1 2 3 4 5

50% 50%

1 2 3 4 5

20% 80%

1 2 3 4 5
reasonable. 10% 10% 807. ,



25. What did you like most about this course?

Respondent 1: No response.

Respondent 2: I could take it without having to drive a long
distance. It was great for rural areas.

Respondent 3: Slides and videos.

Respondent 4: No response.

Respondent 5: Convenience of course via telecommunication.

Respondent 6: No response.

Respondent 7: The easy accessibility; the instructor was
very interesting and informative.

Respondent 8: The fact that I could join the telecast and
well into the program or tape it as necessary
since it began at 1:30 pst and I'm in class
teaching.

Respondent 9: The overhead transparencies and the written
diagram.

Respondent 10: No response.

8



26. What improvements would you suggest?

Respondent 1: No response.

Respondent 2: Allow more time for students to copy graphics.

Respondent 3: No response.

Respondent 4: No response.

Respondent 5: Space tests our more so they don't come mostly
at the end of the semester.

Respondent 6: No Response.

Respondent 7: I enjoy the visual aids and would like to see
more.

Responaent 8: Photocopied graphs/tableo/etc, be sent to
students sites to help decrease the time
needed to relay material during showtime.

Respondent 9: More written diagrams and keep Dr. Caputo.

Respondent 10: No Response.

8.i ti



Additional comments:

Respondent 1:

Respondent 2:

Respondent 3:

Respondent 4:

Respondent 5:

Respondent 6:

lespondent 7:

Respondent 8:

Respondent 9:

Respondent 10:

No response.

No response.

No response.

No response.

No response.

Please continue this program.

I would like to see more satellite classes
offered for graduate credit. I believe there
would be more teachers working on Masters
Degrees if the opportunity was available.

No response.

really learned a lot and enjoyed Dr. Caputo.

have really enjoyed the course. I thought
that it may have been interesting to have
students from each of the sites collect rocks
from their area and get a sample together of
the various rock forms.
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Would you
statement
completed
to:

Course Evaluation Questionnaire

Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics Teachers

please take a few minutes to help us evaluate this class? For each

, will you circle the number that reflects your opinion? Return your

questionnaire as soon as possible in the stamped, self-addressed envelope

Hs. Connie Vaughn

STAR Schools Project

Mississippi State University

P.O. Drawer 5167

Hississippi State, HS 39762

Please do not put your name anywhere on this document. Thank you.

1. The stated objectives are appropriate.
14% 32% 50%

2. The telecasts have been well-organized.
9% 23% 68%

3. The telecasts have accomplished,the
stated objectives. 4% 9 % 41% 46%

4. Each segment made a contribution to the entire program. 9% 36% 55%

5. All activities discussed or demonstrated were appropriate

for the lesson content.

4% 32% 64%

6. The sequence of lessons was appropriate. .4% 37% 59%

7. Each segment demonstrated in-depth planning. 9% 27% 64%

C. The coverage o&each topic was adequate. 14% 3% 54%

9. Each lesson was interesting and informative. 4% 14 7 55%

10. The graphics and audio enhanced each telecast. 5% 55%

A:



11. Learner participation was encouraged.

12. The language used was appropriate.

13. The cuurse requirements were appropriate for the

amo'int of credit received.

14. The handouts of demonstrations and experiment were

helpful.

16. Each telecast looked well on the screen.

17. The lighting was appropriately arranged.

18. The camera shots were adequate.

19. The videotape
segments that were shown.enhancei

the broadcasts.

20. The special guests added additional insights into

the content of each telecast.

21. Overall, the production of this course was very

well,done.

22. The video instructor was readily accessible to

students out of class. .

23. The video instructor demonstrated content knowledge.

24. The video
instructor.communicated a sincere interest

in the course.

25. Grading and evaluation pror.edures were fair and

objective.

4%

4%

4%

4%

68%

64%

59%

b

68%

23% 68%

27% 68%

27% 64%

27 55%

18 68%

32 59%

14 82%

9%' 86%

14% 77%



26. This course has helped me leacn new techniques/

activities which I can use in my own situation.

27. This course has been an easy way to have access to

a graduate course.

28. The fee for receiving graduate credit ($150) was

reasonable.

5%

4%

4%

36%

27%

55%

64%

27% 59%



All evaluation forms are on file at Mississippi State
University, Hilbun 241.

29. What did you like most about this course?

"Communication with other teachers."

"I like the convenience of taking it in my own library."

"Dr. Harpole is a good teacher. I liked the demonstrations
and the visit to the National Science Teachers Convention
in Atlanta. The 3:30 p.m. time period was also good."

"The greatest asset was to learn methods of teaching the
topic. Second, to learn that Dr. Harpole is available as a
resource person if we need help."

"Dr. Harpole was wonderful! Demo's and experiments."

"The attitude of the instructor."

"Content, presentation, accessibility."

"Demonstration/Lab Activity Ideas."

"It enabled me to stay close to home and still achieve my
goal of earning my certificate in physics."

"Accessibility."

"The instructor was great."

"There were two things I liked most about this course: (1)

the time the class aired and (2) the emphasis placed on
helping teachers improve their teaching skills through
demonstrations."

"Dr. Harpole was so sincere in her desire to help us as
individuals both on the air and over the phone during office
hours. She never made me or the other students feel that
our questions were an imposition or unnecessary."

"Being able to replay the tape so I could better
understand."

"Class demonstrations."

"The availability of the instructor and her way of
remembering the students."

b;35



30. What improvements would you suggest?

"A little more time in some areas."

"1 feel that I would benefit if there were more problem-
solving strategies."

"Since the title of the class contained the word
'Demonstrations,' I felt that more time could have been
devoted to demonstrations and less time to prok em solving.
Some programs spent 90% of time on problem solving and 10%
on demonstrations."

"No improvements except to receive test papers back."

"Needed more air time."

"None."

"None."

"More Demonstrations/Lab Activities."

"More demos."

"Have students send assignments in between tests so they
don't procrastinate and not be prepared for tests."

"Give more examples. State objectives for each lesson.
Stick to course outline Jr cover objectives in detail. Give
more practical applications for objectives."

"Conference lines so all students could be on-line at the
same time."

"Run the program the same semester as we are teaching the
course so the materials can be used immediately in our high
school classrooms."

"For those of us not physics majors, more programs - at
least one each session."

"Keep graphics on air longer."

"Designated questioning time."
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Additional comments:

"I would like to see the second-half on TI-IN, also."

"I would recommend Dr. Harpole if 17(Ju have a second course.
Also spend 50% of time with demonstrations. Keep the 3:30-
6:30 time slot, as I live 45 miles from school and would not
wish to stay later."

"I would like to be able to take additional courses by this
method - especially the second course to this series."

"An excellent arrangement between Mississippi State
University and TI-IN, very beneficial to une high school
teacher. Dr. Harpole did an excellent joi.l."

"Please continue this program."

"I would be interested in the second half of this course."

"I would have enjoyed the class more in an actual classroom,
but TV is a good alternative."

"The course required many hours of time outside of class for
study and problem solving."

"Dr. Harpole did'an outstanding job."

"I thought the course an(' Dr. Harpole were absolutel
outstanding! The demons'rations and video tapes were very
helpful. The broadcast from the national convention in
Atlanta was great. I've shared it with teachers in 5 other
schools & they found it to be very interesting. Keep up the

excellent work!"

"Very Good! A great way to cut down on expenses and still
learn and get 3 hr. credit. Offer other courses - which

you're doing."

"There should have been more problems worked during air
time. I would like to suggest a designated Alestion time to
keep from interrupting during the middle of a problem being
explained or to avoid time delays because the question may
have been answered if the objective or problem had been
finished before it was interrupted."



The Results of the Course Evaluation Questionnaires.

'THEORY 01 EQUATIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS'

Mississippi State University
June 4-25, 1990
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27. What improvements would you suggest?

- There was not enough time to finish the assignment,
the class should met every other day.

- Eliminate the 'de-scramble' and work on the technical
problems.

- The informaticn sent out by TI-IN was inadequate.
- Need more examples worked out.
- Cooperation needs to be assured at the down-sights.
- Student should make a photocopy of their work on tests
before mailing them, just in case they get lost in the
mail.

- It might help to have several students in the studio
taking the class (for immediate feedback to the
instructor).

- 4-5 week-course instead of 3 weeks.
- More immediate feedback on test grades.
- Could it be set up for morning.
- Signal not sent to down site until San Antonio was called

by personnel at down site.
- Signal not sent at two different times during period of

course.
- Audio problems.
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Follow-up Survey
Junior High Science Teacher Institute

1. What activities from the Junior High Science Teacher Institute (JHSTI)
have you used this past semester?

Respondent 1: I have incorporated many of the lab activities into my
classroom. I have used the questioning techniques also.

Respondent 2: natural indicators, surface tension, plants in milk cartons.

2. Do you plan to incorporate any activities from the JHSTI into your next
year's classes?

Respondent 1: Yes. I have changed some of the ideas.in many areas of
study. I intend to use more next year.

Respondent 2: Yes

3. Would you take another similar course to this one via satellite?

Respondent 1: Yes. I would be thrilled to take another course of this
nature. I missed the physical science course this past semester.

Respondent 2: Yes

4. What other comments would you like to share with us?

Respondent 1: This has been the most useful of any course that I have
taken. It gave me many new ideas and taught me many questioning techniques.

REspondent 2: Start the course earlier in the fall so it doesn't interfere
with holidays.

Please return this questionnaire as soon as possible but no later than Mav 20
to:

Dr. Linda W. Morse

Mississippi State University
P.O. Box 5365

Mississippi State, MS 39762
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mteszseIFT:n WrA'rE UNIVEFSIttY
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

AND EVALUATION

Memorandum

AlP. O. BOX 5345
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MISSISSIPPI 39752
PHONE (501) 325-3717

DATE: September 7, 1990

TO: Final Report Files

FROM: Linda Morse

SUBJECT: Junior High Science Teacher Institute (JHSTI)

The JHSTI represented the culmination of many months of hard work and planning

in preparation for the first air date on Oct. 4, 1989. This course was the first

interactive telecourse to be broadcast which originated in Mississippi. Several

important lessons were learned:

1. Each lesson needs careful attention to instructional design. Needs

assessment and support material are especially important for unseen

students.

2. Publicity must begin early and involve lots of follow-up. For many teachers

in rural settings, distance learning is the great "unknown".

3. Contact with students is critical.

4. Innovative approaches to delivery is a must in order to keep attention on

the program for 3 hours.

5. This course was highly successful.

Interesting materials and delivery, strong support materials, and good rapport

with the students contributed to this success.

Finally, for all team members on the JHSTI, this was a wonderful opportunity and

an enjoyable project.
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Department
of

Physics and Astronomy

Drawer 5167 * Mississippi State, MS 39762 (601) 325-2806

TO: Linda W. Morse

FROM: Sandra H. Harpole7J4m)

SUBJECT: Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics Teachers

DATE: September 24, 1990

As a final wrap-up for the STAR Schools Project, I would
like to share with you my thoughts on the Project. I was
one of the people most apprehensive about teaching in a
setting with no students and in a situation in which
everything was live with no chance for correcting mistakes.
As a result of the wonderful experience I had with the
course, I have completely changed my thinking.

I feel it is important to teach to the students (through the
camera) rather than teaching to a group of students in a
classroom with the camera eavesdropping so to speak. My
students told me they felt that I was teaching directly to
them. They were very comfortable with interacting with me
and other classmates through the phone system. I enjoyed
yetting to know them both on the air and through their calls
to me during office hours. I benefitted greatly from their
sharing of ideas and concerns. I also enjoyed getting to
meet some of them at the National Science Teachers
Association in Atlanta.

The opportunity to get to know teachers from all over the
United States and to have them know about Mississippi and
our teachers was an opportunity I particularly enjoyed.
Several of the students commented that physics teaching
seemed the same everywhere.

The evaluations show how effective the students thought this
method of teaching was with most of them expressing much
interest in a second course taught by this method. I think
this is a very effective method of reaching teachers,
particularly physics teachers, who are isolated from other
physics teachers and who find it difficult for various
reasons to attend a university for a similar course.



I appreciate the opportunity I was given to expose teachers
to the National Science Teachers Association through the
live three-hour telecast from Atlanta. I received many
favorable comments about the telecast. All of the
participants, including those from NSTA, irSF, and private
industry were impressed with the quality of the telecast and
the achievement of the objectives of the program.

This was a very positive and rewarding experience in my
teaching career. I am looking forward to the opportunity to
work with teachers through this medium in the near future.
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MISSISSIPPI STATE Ic..nvrvIEFzsrrAr
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
P. O. DRAWER MA
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MISSISSIPPI 39762
PHONE (601) 325-3414

TO: Linda Morse
FROM: Jerry Reed d61,--
SUBJECT: Final Report / STAR School Project
DATE: September 7, 1990

The information you requested is as follows:

1. The highlight of the STAR Schools Theory of Equations
course was the response of the students. After a day or two
it was almost as if they were physicaly present in the TV
studio. Their questions, both on the air and via the 800
call-in, led me to believe that they were not only enjoying
the course, but were also learning the material. As the
teacher, I realized that an 8 1/2 x 11 inch "chalkboard"
was not a limitation (even though a mathematics teacher
depends on the chalkboard). Before the telecast I doubted
that any significant level of rapport between teacher and
student could be developed via a television presentation of
the material; however, I was wrong! Given the opportunity,
and the right time frame, I would do it again.

The June two hours every day format was also an initial
concern, but in actuality it did not cause any significant
problems.

2. The course syllabus is attached.

3. Summaries of the COURSE PARTICIPANT QUESTIONAIRE and the
COURSE EVALUATION QUESTIONAIRE are also attached.

4. I met with Ralph Olivieri on Thursday, 9-6-90, and discussed
the 15 minute videotape synopsis of the course. Suggestions
(by broadcast number and relative position on the tape) were
made as to what material might be included in the synopsis.
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THIN II. 47
UNITED STAR

NETWORK. NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
IPUBLI TIES

Summer 1989

Classroom Component

A copy of a site visit report from Ann Hart, Mathematics Coordinator for
Region 3 - Central Regional Education Center, is provided as Attachment

A. It reflects her observations on the Algebra II course offered this

summer at Louisburg High School.

Staff Development Component

Compilation and analysis of the results from the evaluation instruments

used for the Forei n Lan ua e in the Elementary Schools have been completed.
Three instruments were use .

1. Pre/Post Testin

A total of 289 individuals returned evaluation information following

the conclusion of the FLES program series. Of the 289 individuals

responding, thirteen failed to return both the pre- and post-tests.

The mean difference in pre- and post-test scores (i.e., the growth

score or treatment effect) was +8.51, calculated on information from

276 individuals. Thirty-five individuals scored 100% on both the pre-

and post-tests. If these perfect scores are excluded, the mean difference

in pre- and post-test scores rises to +9.75. In addition, twenty-nine
individuals, or 10.5% of those who returned both tests, improved their
performance twenty points or more on the second evaluation. Forty-nine

individuals, or 16.2% of total participants earned perfect scores on

the post-test.

2 Participant Evaluation of Staff Development Activity

Standard North Carolina Staff Development Evaluation Form SD-26 was

used for this aspect of the evaluation. This form is used for all

state staff development activities, whether traditional workshop or non-

traditional satellite broadcast. The results from 272 participants

are provided as Attachment B.

Particularly noteworthy are the responses to items 3, 4, 5, 9, 11,

12, 13, 16.

Items 3, 4, and 5 related to content:

- 95% of the respondents "strongly agreed" or "agreed" with the

statement that "the content of the workshop reflected careful planning

and organization."



96% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "the presenters were well
prepared."

- 86% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "the presenters provided
for a variety of learning styles."

Items 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 reflected se_isfaction level with interaction
during the series.

- 86% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "provisions were made to
actively involve participaticm in the learning process."

93% "strongly agreed" or "ageeed" that "questions and concerns
were handled appropriately."

- 86% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "participants were provided
with periodic feedback and encouragement."

- 86% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "visual aids and handouts
were useful and understandable."

Finally the summary statement elicited a 91% "strongly agree/agree"
response that "overall, this workshop/seminar was a successful training
experience for me."

3. FLES Participant Survey of Delivery System Functionin2

A summary of respoises to this questionnaire is provided as Attachment
C. Again, the summary questions generated positive responses. Ninety-seven
percent of the 260 respondents indicated they 'would take another staff
development activity by satellite' and 96% indicated they would "encourage
others to participate in staff development activities by satellite."
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Attachment A

NORTH CAROLINADEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Central Regional Education Center
1401 N. Arundel! Avenue
Zebulon, NC 27597
Phone: 919/269-7438

MEMORANDUM

TO:

July 27, 1989

Mary Ann Bardin
OLS Consultant
Division of Media and Technology

FROM: Ann Hart, Mathematics Coordinator A

SUBJECT: TI-IN Algebra II Course

site:

Bob Etheridge
Superintendent

Following are my observations of our visitation Lo the Louisburg

1. The students would benefiL from better utilization of all
available technology i.e., the lap board.

2. On-going assessment of student progress, monitoring and
evaluating homework and classwork, and varying methods of
instruction would enhance the program.

3. Feedback from the instructor on quizzes and tests could befaster.
4. Increased student utilization of tutoring time needs to be

encouraged.
5. The particular students at the Louisburg site do not provide

appropriate information on student success due to their weak
mathematical backgrounds (4 or 5 of the 7 students had failed
Geometry and made a D in Algebra I).

6. A summer school setting does not provide enough appropriate
:nformation on the course co determine effectiveness.

7. The potential benefits of the TI-IN program for mathematics
courses are tremendous.

Please call me if you have any questions or if I can be of anyfurther assistance.

AYH:ed
cc: Dr. Bob Jones

Dr. Cleo Meek



Attachment B

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION OF THE STAFF'DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
Instructions

Each participant in this staff development activity should evaluate the
activity by checking whether he/she Strongly Agrees, is Undecided, Disagrees,
or Strongly Disagrees with each of the statements below. (The director of
the activity should summarize for the group and record the results in Secticr
H of the Evaluation Report Form SD-26.)

Materials, suppTTii7-and equipment were ready at
the beginning of the training activity.

articipants were intro uce to t e specfM
learning objectives and materials of the workshop/
seminar.

presenter s were we prepare

6717F-p-esTRITITY7117-loe eZeTaFfiTe time use.

124 109 18

126 116 13

e sessions were con ucte at a r s pace.
102 123 22

e exper ences o partic pants were ut ze as a
resource for learning.

rovisions were made to actively involve part c -
pants in the learning process. 119 115

dequate time was a owe or part c pants to re ect
on and relate workshop material and content to
their experiences and needs. 98

11. QuestIERriaEUREFFIFX170717007515i5TFUUTT

wi t per o ee ac

equate proviiions were made for participant
comfort.

15. Administrative and procedural concerns were handled
smoothly and efficiently.

16. Overall, this workshop/seminar was a successful
training experience for me. Q, 27 121 13 7 4



FLES PARTICIPANT SURVEY RESULTS

1. The video quality was satisfactory.

246 Yes 17 No

2. The audio quality was satisfactory.

202 Yes 57 No

3. The vAeo cassette recorder worked satisfactorily.

248 Yes 6 No

4. The talct; phone worked satisfactorily.

184 Yes 71 No

5. The receive site classroom facilities were satisfactory.

252 Yes 12 No

6. Handouts were received on a timely basis.

189 Yes 73 No

7. Any technical problems were satisfactorily resolved.

203 Yes 51 No

8. Would you take another staff development activity by satellite?

252 Yes 8 No

9. Would you encourage others to participate in staff development activities
by satellite?

249 Yes 11 No
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UNITED STAR

NETWORK.

TT-TN FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EVALUATION SUMMARY

JAN. .19 - MAY 21, 1990

PRE AND POST-TESTS:

A total of 262 individuals returned evaluation infor-
mation following the conclusion of the second Foreign
Language in the Elementary School series. Of the 262 indi-
viduals responding, twelve failed to return both the pre-
and post tests.

The mean difference between pre-tests and post-tests
(ice. growth score or treatment effect) was 7.39, calculated
on information from 250 individuals. Twenty-six individuals
scored 1007. on both pre- and post tests. If these perfect
scores are excluded, the mean difference in pre and post
tests rises to 7.82. Fifty-nine individuals or 23.67 or
those who returned both tests were able to improve eir

performance sixteen points or more. Twenty-one partici-
pants showed gains of twenty-four points or more.

NORTH CAROLINA STAFF DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION FORM:

A copy of the.frequency tabulation for the North
Carolina staff development evaluation form for the series is
attached.

PARTICIPANT RESPONSES:

At the end of the post-test, each participant was also
asked the following question: "Will the series have an
impact on how you do your job?". Here are some of the
participants' responses:

"Basically, I feel more confident and better equipped
to do my job as a result of this series. I'm definitely
more attuned to my children in terms of their d.elopment
and the acquisition of language. The knowledge I acquired in
this series will greatly enhance my input into our county's
curriculum planning for next year.

I was impressed with the commitment and dedication of
the people in this series. To a person, those involved were
energetic and enthusiatic about our state's undertaking to
teach our elementary children a foreign language. Dr.
Woodford, in the last session, waw the icing on the cake!

iPreparing young people to function in our global village s



what it's all about and we, as FLES teachers, have tne
privilege to be part of this.

Enthusiasm is contagious. I caught itf "

a Watauga Co. Leacner

"It has given me the overview necessary to adequateiy

envision how to "attack" tne job. I now have the
etrategies, methodology, and materials to begin teaching at

the elementary level. I realize the breadth and scope
involved in curriculum integration and have a basis from

which to work.

I have acquired a better understanding of the
importance of integrating the second language program with

the curriculum and will strive to implement such

strategies."
- a Burlington teacher

"Yes, this series is having an impact on my job now.

First of all, the variety of experience, ideas, points or
view have made me more enthusiasti:, more excited about
teaching language and this has given added vitality to my

elassen. I have tried out some of the ideas I learned on

the program and shared them with other teachers. I got a

more global idea of North Carolina's program and have been
able to share this with other teachers, parents, students -

which has helped everyone realize why this new part of the

curriculum was included and what its goals are. I would
love to have another one, in the language classes
themselves. This input is so important to encourage,
inspire, excite teachers, maybe with some added "group
discussion among viewers" activity included. Otherwise, i
loved this program. Thanx you very much."

- a Winston-Salem/ rorsyth teacher

"Yes. I teach Spanish in high school. Seanish is being

taught in one of our 3 feeder schools. T appreciate knowing
what conversational approaches have been used. 1 still have

to begin in very elementary levels, but hopefully their
background will enable them to progress well. Conversa-
tional, rather than grammatical approaches, are becoming
more and more effective and I.intend to downplay teaching
grammar and use it to back up what the students are able to

do conversationally."
- a Wilkes Co. teacher

"Most importantly, I plan to work much more closely
with the classroom teacher to develop lessons related to



grade-level curriculum instead of teaching the language
independently us a language."

- a Burlington teacher

"Yes. The Ideas for the activities were very helpful.
Also, atter teaching in a regular classroom I:or many years
in grades 1-3, I had a lot of pre-conceived ideas about
middle grades that were changed."

-a Wilkes C. teacher

"Yes - I have taken several of the ideas presented in
the series back to my classroom. Although I teach secondary
foreign language, I was able to use several ideas. I also
am more conscious of my use of the foreign language. T am
using much more than I was before. This series also helped
me see that I'm not ready for an elementary school
position!"

a Moore Co. teacher

"Yes. I will be making and buying materials that are
good and appropriate. I wall be doing more content-based
instruction. I understand better how and when to teach
reading and writing."

- a Wilkes Co. teacher

"Yes, I think that because of this series I will be
more tolerant of my students listening/speaking skills. In
the past, I have expected production immediately but now I
don't. Also, I am aware cf using TPR more in the classroom.
Aslo, I now try tom ignore grammar errors if the effort is
being made to speak the language."

- a Lexington teacher

"Yes, I will always be learning with my class so I can
continue to help them on the days the Spanish teacher isn't
there. I will also encourage other teachers to "get
involved." I will encourage my teacher assistant and Foster
Grandparent to become involved."

- an Allegheny Co. teacher

"Yes, I know it will. I have gotten many wonderful
ideas from the series. (I have already used some of thesel)
As I receive students who have had several years of French,
I look forward to teaching reading and writing! I got some
great ideas and information on treaching reading and writing



in second language from the series. I also intend to use
the ideas for games and activities given in the series. I

know I will be more patient in teaching the language. En

other words, I will allow more time tor the students to
transfer oral comprehension to speaking ability."

- a Robeson Co. teacher

"I've gained a tremendous amount of confidence. I've

also implemented many of the ideas presented during the

program. Indeed, this series had a strong impact on my
performance."

- a Jackson Co. teacher

8 '$
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National Computer Systems Release 2.0
MICROTEST Survey Page: /

Frequency T,F(bulation

CuicK Survey

D E MiSS. Mean SD MDN
-4 4. aft

survey question number 1

+mama

Total f: 207 47 7 10 1 8 272 1.35 0.74 1.0

Total %; 74.1 17.3 2.6 3.7 0.4

..luick survey question number 2

rotal f: 226 46 1. 13 267 1.16 0.40 1.0

Total %: 84.6 15.0 0.4

,,aurvey question number 3

Tot:Al. r: 223 ',(:) 7 273 1.18 0.39 1.0

Tutal %; 31.7 13.3

:!ulci: survey question number 4

Total f: 226 48 2 4 276 1.19 0.41 1.0

Total %; 31.9 17.4 0.7

.7.1ulck survey question number 5

1 'Total f: 149 92 22 11 6 274 1.62 0.80 1.0

,Total %: 34.4 33.6 8.0 4.0

Duici. LI.urvey question number 6

Total f: 168 S2 11 13 6 274 1.52 0.79 1.0

Total %: 61.3 29.9 4.0 4.7

Duick survey question number 7

Total f: 130 96 17 27 4 6 274 1.83 1.02 2.0

Total %; 47.4 35.0 6.2 9.9 1.5

:luick survey question number

Total f: 165 76 13 16 4 6 274 1.61 0.93 1.0

Total %: 60.2 27.7 4.7 5.8 1.5

2uick survey question number 9

Total f: 137 87 30 17 4 5 275 1.78 0.97 2.0

.Total %: 49.8 31.6 10.9 c3.2 1.5

2uick survey question number 10

Total f: 130 93 23 20 4 10 270 1.80 0.98 2.0

Total .4: 48.1 34.4 8.5 7.4 1.5

8 1g



Duick .r.urvey question number 11

Total f: 199 71
rotal %: 69.2 26.0

E Mi5E.

1 7
0.4

4 6
1.5

4

9 9
3.3 1.1

Ouick :survey question number 12
)

Total f: 140 87 35 8
Total %: 51.1 31.8 la.e 2.9

)

:luick survey question number 13

) Total f: 168 83 16

Total %: 60.9 30.1 5.8

Dui clrvoy question number 14

9
3.3

rwta1 1: 174 70 21 9 4 a
Total %: 62.6 25.2 7.6 3.2 1.4

Quick: survey question number 15
) 1

.Total f: 202 57 14 3 P. 2
trotal %: 72.7 20.5 5.0 1.1 0.7

) I

Ouick survey question number 16

) 'Total f: 187 71 7 9 3 3

Total %: 67.5 23.6 2.5 3.2. 1.1

81lki

Page 2

N Mean SD MDN

273 1.37 (.64 1.0

274 1.72 0.90 1.0

276 1.51 0.75 1.0

278 1.56 0.88 1.0

279 1.37 0.70 1.0

277 1.45 0.79 1.0
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North Carolina Staff Development Survey

Use a pencil to darken in the circle
that matches your response to each of
the following items.

.1=110,

DISAGREE SOMEWHAT CI

'

AGREE SOMEWHAT B

1
Materials, Supplias, and equipment were ready at me beginning of the training activity.

2. participants Were introduced to the specific leerning objectives and materials of the

wookehop/serminer.
3 The content ot the workshop reflected careful planning and organization.

4. The presenteris) was/were well orepared.

5. The presenteUsl provided for a variety of learning styles.

.
8. The presenterls) modeled effective use of time.

7. The sesSOfts were conducted at a brisk pace.

The experiences of parucipants were utilized as a resource tor learning.

. . .

Provisions were made to actively Involve participants in the learning process.

. .......-._ . _

10. Adequate time was allowed for participants to reflect on and relate material to their

exerieneee and needa :
11. Questions end concerns were handled approprietely.

12. Participants were provided with periodic feedback and encouragement.

13. Visual aids and handouts were useful and understbndable.

14. Adequate provisions were made for participant comfort.

15. Administrative and procedural concerns were handled smoothly and efficientIV.

...._-_.
16. Overall, this workshop/seminar was a successful training experience for me.
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